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ABSTRACT 

Relatively little is Icnown of Gomez Manrique (c. 1415-1490), warrior, statesman 

and author of a significant corpus of cancionero poetry. His poetic and dramatic works 

were first published by Antonio Paz y Melia, Cancionero de Gomez Manrique (1885-6) 

in an edition that is at variance with current established norms and includes only a brief, 

thirty-two-page biography. In the 116 years since Paz y Melia's study, a significant 

amount of new historical material has been published on fifteenth-century Spain, much of 

which bears directly on the life and times of Gomez Manrique. Despite Manrique's close 

alliance with Isabel I and Fernando V and his extensive involvement in the political 

events of the day, we do not find him mentioned as frequently as we might expect. This 

dissertation analyzes the historical evidence that exists in order to construct Gomez 

Manrique's biography and incorporates Manrique's poetry as testimony to the influence 

that he had on many of the eminent poets and politicians of his day. Manrique's verse 

dedicated to many of the statesmen and troubadours of the fifteenth century links him to 

the historical context in which he functioned as author, statesman and soldier. 

Part One details the formative years of Manrique. The many events and issues that 

occurred during this turbulent period of Castilian history are presented to show how they 

affected Manrique's development as a poet and knight. 

Part Two portrays Gomez Manrique's adulthood and development from an 

obscure soldier to a chief defender of the Catholic Monarchs. His poetry and his actions 

as documented in the chronicles reveal his important contributions to Isabel's and 

Fernando's successful accession to the throne of Castile. 
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Part Three offers a profile of the knights, prelates, family members and royalty to 

whom Manrique dedicated poetry, many of whom are significant historical figures 

despite their relative obscurity. 

Finally, the Appendix offers an annotated selection of Gomez Manrique's poetry, 

newly transcribed to conform to current norms. 
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INTRODUCTION: POETRY AND POLITICS: A LITERARY 
BIOGRAPHY OF GOMEZ MANRIQUE (c. 1415-1490)* 

In April of 1473, stationed near Alcala de Henares at the Archbishop of Toledo's 

fortress at Talamanca, Fernando and Isabel received word from Femando's father, Juan 11 

de Aragon, that he was greatly outnumbered by the French Army at Perpifian. The city 

had long been a contested area within the Aragonese kingdom and Juan had no desire to 

surrender it to the French. Juan, the only living son of Fernando de Antequera, was 

advanced in age and the many conflicts he had faced during his life, both personal and 

political, had weakened his popularity within his kingdoms, not to mention his own 

strength.^ He had first called upon Femando's half-brother Alfonso, the most successful 

military general in the Peninsula, yet his army, too, had been unable to drive the French 

out of the country.^ By the time his father had sent his distress call to Fernando, the 

Aragonese had nearly lost control of Cataluila. Fernando was the last line of defense. If 

the Prince of Aragon, Navarre, Valencia and Cataluna did not act quickly, Juan 11 de 

Aragon would inevitably be forced to surrender the kingdom Fernando was to inherit. 

' Fortius Introduction I rely on the historical description provided by Tarcisio de Azcona, Isabel La 
Catolica: esludio critico desuvidaysu reinado, 3r1 ed. (Madrid; BAC, 1993) 217-221. 
^ Alonso de Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Antonio Paz y Melia, (Madrid: BAE, 1975) L 2 lib. 8 ch. 
4 vol. 2 p. 99. There are three editions of Alonso de Palencia's four-part chronicle of the fifteenth century 
written in the tradition of Livy's Decades. For the first part ovDecada of Palencia *s chronicle I cite the 
excellent edition recently published by Jeremy Lawrance and Robert Brian Tate, (Alonso de Palencia, 
Gesta hispaniensia ex armalibvs svorvm diervm coUecta, ed. and trans. Brian Tate and Jeremy Lawrance 
[Madrid; RAH, 1999]). Since they are currently working on producing an edition of the second and third 
Decadas of the Gesta Hispaniensia, I must also rely on Paz y Melia's Cronica de Enrique IV, cited above. 
Paz y Melia was unaware that a fourth part of the chronicle existed. It was discovered and published by 
Jos^ Lopez de Toro and is also duly cited in this dissertation (Alonso de Palencia, Cuarta Decada. Archivo 
Documental Espaftol. Ed. Jose Lopez de Toro. 2 vols. [Madrid; RAH, 1970]). 
' Azcona, Isabel, 278. 



Louis XI had attacked Catalufia before and the Kingdom of Aragon had always 

been wary of a French invasion. But now this threat had become more ominous because 

Perpin^ had already declared its loyalty to France and actively supported the siege. 

Louis XI had also made himself more powerful when he aligned with Enrique IV and had 

timed his attack to coincide with the greater conflict that was underway in Castile. 

Enrique, the fifth king of the Trast^ara dynasty, was desperately fighting against 

Isabel's and Femando's supporters. The opposing sides had been locked in steady battle 

for four years and it appeared that the fight for Castile had reached a stalemate, as neither 

side appeared to have a definitive advantage over the other. Now that war had broken out 

between the forces of Louis XI and Juan II de Aragon, the most powerful ally of the 

Castilian rebels, was unable to dedicate his own resources to his son and daughter in-law 

and would, instead, be forced to summon them for help. With his enemies in turmoil, 

Enrique IV prepared to secure his kingdom for the first time since the HSOs. 

Fernando, who had earlier been crowned King of Sicily in 1468 by his father, 

anxious to enhance his son's image as a monarch in his own right, recognized that he was 

in a dangerous predicament. He had no other choice but to leave Castile, his wife and her 

campaign in order to rescue his peninsular kingdom from the French. He knew, however, 

that this would not sit well with Isabel and her armies, forces that had been difficult to 

muster and even harder to keep together. As Enrique IV had hoped, the French attack on 

Catalufia did create additional anxiety among Isabel and Fernando's supporters. By 

embarking on a mission to save his father, Fernando risked being captured for ransom or 

even death if he would have encountered Enrique IV or the French army on the way. 



What would happen to their cause if Fernando did not return? His already loosely banded 

militia sensed its own unraveling. 

To his credit, Fernando intuited how the Castilian camp would react before he 

announced that he would have to leave them. He first addressed the issue with the 

princess and the Archbishop of Toledo, Alfonso Carrillo, the wealthiest and most 

powerful counselor that they had. Both were reluctant to approve of his reinforcement 

mission, maintaining that he was desperately needed in Castile. However, the princess 

and the archbishop relented, acknowledging that stopping a French invasion in the 

Peninsula was also imperative in pursuit of their overall directive. 

In spite of their ultimate approval of Femando's travel to Cataluna, the rebellious 

nobility did not volunteer to join him in his journey. Since Juan II had commanded him to 

assemble as large a militia from Castile as he could, Fernando was left with no other 

recourse than to buy the support of the rebels he needed to accompany him to Catalufia. 

He consequently pledged seven thousand Aragonese florins to Archbishop Carrillo to 

enlist the services of two hundred of his knights led by Carrillo's son, Troilo. Only a few 

other nobles promised military support and they, too, were most likely contracted in 

exchange for money. As a result, when Fernando left Talamanca on 3 May 1473, he was 

followed by less than four hundred men-at-arms. Of the nearly two hundred not provided 

by Carrillo, at least seventy had been pledged by Femando's maternal grandfather, 

Castilian Admiral Fadrique Enriquez.^ In the midst of its own war of succession, the 

Palencia, Cmnica, ed. Paz y Meiia, L 2 lib. 8, ch. 5 vol. 2 p. 100. 
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Castilian nobility was not about to abandon the conflia at home. They also believed that 

Fernando belonged with them at the front, leading them into battle against Enrique. 

One can speculate on the somber mood, which had inevitably overcome the 

queen's forces on 3 May, the day Fernando departed from Castile. He had not left them 

since his marriage to Isabel. Yet the news of trouble in the Aragonese-controlled 

kingdom and Femando's sudden dispatch to Perpinan would leave the princess and her 

men feeling abandoned. No other document from the period sums up the anxiety that 

Castile's rebels suffered at this moment in history better than the short, five stanzas of a 

poetic farewell. This poem, which we shall refer to by its first verse since it lacks a title. 

Tales volvimos, Sefior, was dedicated to the new prince of Castile by the statesman, poet 

and guardian of Isabel, Gomez Manrique (1415-1490). In three short similes he was able 

to communicate the mood that his compatriots felt as they saw their newly adopted leader 

set out for Aragon; 

2. Estamos como galea 
caresfiente de patron, 
como gente syn pendon, 
et syn capitan varon 
en la dudosa pelea; .J 

Though Manrique's poem is brief, consisting of scarcely five coplas reales, it is ample in 

its imagery to portray the sudden despair of the camp as they saw Fernando leave Castile, 

which like the Trojan army returning home without Hector, had lost its fearless leader for 

an indefinite period of time. They could not have predicted exactly how long he would be 

leading his father's army and not theirs into battle, or, for that matter, if he would even 

' Antonio Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero de Gomez Manrique, (Madrid; Perez Dubrul, 1885-6), vol. 2 pp. 
161-2. 
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survive his attack on the French. Furthermore, the outcome of their own war for Castile 

was completely uncertain. In addition to the military campaign that hung in the balance, 

Isabel would dearly miss her husband, the man who had pledged to aid her in securing 

the throne of Castile and their ultimate plan to unify both kingdoms in the Peninsula. 

Ever aware of the emotional dependency that exists between loved ones, Manrique 

addressed Isabel's great sadness in Femando's absence in the same stanza as the verses 

quoted above: 

En mirar el Real gesto 
triste, fermoso y honesto 
de la Prin9esa d' Espana, 
vn dolor nos aconpafia, 
plazible pero molesto.^ 

According to the poem, Isabel became joyless without Fernando, even leading her to 

shun music, her favorite diversion. The antithetical comparisons that Manrique employs 

may not be an exaggeration of the young princess's sadness. Since his appointment as her 

guardian in 1465, Manrique had been in close contact with Isabel. By 1473, he had seen 

her mature into a twenty-two-year-old leader and he would have known of her affinity for 

music, poetry and the company of her husband. To convey her isolation in his absence, 

Manrique's poem likens her chastity to Diana, goddess of the hunt. Yet, he also adds, 

Isabel was a woman of great faith. She served as a beacon of hope for those who 

followed her. For Manrique, Isabel's fortitude reflects that she possessed the spiritual 

conviction of Saint Juliana of Nicomedia, the young Christian martyr of the Diocletian 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 162. 
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era, who, as "Sant Yllana," protected the Spanish monks who had taken refuge in 

Asturias during the eighth century; 

4. La grand tristeza que tiene 
esta segunda Diana 
a todos pena y afana, 
que, Seffor, qual es Diana 
diz que tal casa mantiene. 
basta que fincan agora 
las damas y la seiiora 
en tamafla soledad 
como la yerma cibdad 
do ningund ve9ino mora7 

As the third verse of the stanza above states, the fears and sorrow that Isabel expressed, 

whether consciously or otherwise, were greatly sensed by her own followers. She had 

become the rebels's moral and legitimate figurehead. As a result, her attitude would 

determine just how they would react to it as well.' To let Fernando know of his 

importance to their cause, Manrique's poem closes by begging the prince not to abandon 

them or his wife of incomparable beauty . 

Fin. 

5. Por ende, Rey de 
heredero de Aragon, 
que subs^esor en Leon 
vere s)m contradi9ion 
con los reynos de Castilla; 
pues tomastes tal enpresa 
no la dexedes represa, 
que no es para dexar, 
ni la fermosa, syn par 
muy excelente Prin^esa.' 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 162. 
' Azcona, Isabel, 189. 
' Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 163. 
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As history describes, Fernando was to triumph in Perpifian, though not without 

revealing (at least to those who related the account to Alonso de Palencia) his impetuous 

nature in battle."' When he returned to lead the Castilian nobles to victory, Fernando had 

proven to all of Castile that he had not abandoned his princess's campaign. While he was 

to travel away from Castile and his bride many times during his career, Fernando now left 

no doubt that he would always return. He had adopted Castile as his own domain." In the 

years to come he would further develop his talent for leading the Castilian rebels into 

battle against both Enrique's supporters and the Portuguese. Under his command, they 

would succeed in retaking their kingdom from those who had supported Juana de 

Castilla, Enrique's only daughter. 

Isabel, whose sense of moral justice had always impressed the nobles, also gained 

the military expertise necessary to instill confidence in her supporters.'^ While Fernando 

was absent, she governed with the same authority as her husband, leading her followers 

to coin the slogan that characterized the reign of the Catholic Monarchs; "Tanto monta, 

monta tanto, Isabel como Fernando." Together, they achieved so great a victory that it 

overshadowed any uncertainty their camp felt as they battled against the supporters of 

Juana de Castilla. Their unification of the Iberian Peninsula, their elimination of the noble 

uprisings and their shrewd negotiations to reward those who claimed new territories in 

Alonso de Palencia, Cronica, ed. Antonio Paz y Melia, L 2. Lib.8 ch.6, vol.2 p. 103. Along his way to 
Cataluiia, Femando amassed soldiers from other loyal provinces. He eventually led an army of nearly two 
thousand over a dangerous stretch of the Pyrenees Mountains, defeating the enemy in battle. 
" Antonio Rumeu (te Armas, Itinerario de los reyes catolicos: 1474-1516, Ser. Biblioteca «Reyes 
Cat61icos», (Madrid: C.S.LC., Instituto Jeronimo Zurita, 1974) 66. Femando and Isabel embark on more 
travels than any medieval European monarch before them. 

Cf. Juan de Mata Caniazo, "Amor y moralidad bajo los Reyes Catolicos," RABM60.1 (1954): 53-76. 
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their name had convinced even their greatest detractors that the Catholic Monarchs had 

been destined to pacify Castile. 

In light of this epic victory, it is easy to overlook the multiple losses, betrayals 

and setbacks that the two young conquerors experienced before their final domination in 

1492, when they conquered Granada, the ultimate Arab stronghold in the Iberian 

Peninsula. Even the fifteenth-century chroniclers who narrate the wars of succession in 

the years af^er they occurred present the events as if there had never been any doubt that 

Fernando and Isabel would become the future monarchs of Castile.*^ The scant poetry 

that has come down to us from that period, however, reveals the hopes and fears of the 

prince and princess years before their rule had been established. In this sense, Gomez 

Manrique's poem is one of the few extant reminders that their war for the crown had no 

predetermined victor. Enrique IV's daughter Juana began with the upper hand and 

maintained it throughout the conflict. She definitively lost her bid only upon the signing 

of the treaty of Alcafobas in 1479, which stipulated her confinement a year later in the 

Portuguese convent of Santa Clara. Only then did her supporters recognize that she would 

never be Queen of Castile. 

The eloquent Gomez Manrique figures prominently among the many writers who 

dedicated verse to the Catholic Monarchs. His Regimiento de Principes, the treatise-in

verse dedicated to Fernando and Isabel shortly after they were crowned king and queen 

" J.N. Hillgarth, The Spanish Kingdoms, 1250-1516, vol. 2, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978) 342. 
*'* Tarsicio de Azcona, Juana de Castillo, mal Uamada 'la Beltraneja,' 1462-1530, (Madrid: E^blicaciones 
de la Fundacion Universitaria Espaiiola, 1998) 142. 
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particularly stands out, not only for the moral instruction it provides, but also for the 

intimate nature in which it addresses them.'' 

A deeper analysis of the poet's contact with Isabel and Fernando reveals that 

Gomez Manrique shared a unique level of intimacy with Isabel. No other poet 

acknowledged Isabel in verse earlier than Manrique.'^ Furthermore, no other troubadour 

spent more time with her in her formative years. Manrique had first earned Isabel's trust 

in 1465, serving as her personal guardian. In a ceremonial dethronement of Enrique 

conducted by Archbishop Alfonso Carrillo outside the city walls of Avila, the rebels had 

earlier declared her younger brother Alfonso the new King of Castile. Gomez was 

subsequendy installed as Corregidor of Avila and charged specifically with the protection 

of Isabel and her younger brother. It is at this juncture that he would first entertain the 

royal siblings with his poetry, dedicating a short play at Isabel's request in 1467 to honor 

her brother's birthday.'^ Following Alfonso's mysterious death on 5 July 1468 while in 

the custody of Juan Pacheco, Enrique IV's favorite, Manrique was among the first to 

exalt Isabel as her brother's successor.*^ Shortly afterward, he was among the few to 

Azcona, Isabel, 408. 
Azcona,/jflAe/, 15. 
Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 122-127. 
Juan Pacheco, the Marqu^ de Villena, had briefly departed from Enrique's favor due to his jealousy that 

Beltr^ de la Cueva was to receive the coveted title of Master of the Santiago military order. Alongside 
Rodrigo Matuique and Archbishop Cairillo, he participated in the infamous "Farsa de Avila" of 5 June 
1465, in which the three toppled a wooden statue of Enrique after having stripped it of its regalia. Pacheco 
was easily won back, however when Enrique instead bestowed the title upon him. Palencia holds Pacheco 
responsible for Alfonso's death, suggesting that the new Master of Santiago had poisoned the fourteen-
year-old's dinner. Cf. Alonso de Palencia, Gesta hispemiensia ex annalibvs svorvm diervm collecta, ed. and 
trans. Brian Tate and Jeremy Lawrance (Madrid: RAH, 1999), L 1 lib. 10 ch. 10 p. 476. 
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represent Isabel and her interests at the treaty she negotiated with Enrique at Toros de 

Guisando." 

Manrique remained her personal guardian that year and had developed a 

friendship with her beforehand. He must have counseled her during this time as well, as 

evidenced in the estrena or "gift-poem" that he dedicated to her for Christmas of that 

year. The verse speaks of "God's plan" to unite her with a brave, foreign king, a young 

man who was loved by her supporters and feared by her enemies. The poem assures her 

that this king will aid her in her cause and match her in her bravery; 

1. Aquel Dios que vos crio 
de progenies tan reales, 
y de bienes naturales 
y gracias muy espe^iales 
tanto bien vos adomo, 
y tan fermosa syn cuenta 
vos flzo, gentil ynfante, 
enel aAo comen^ante 
de ocho mas de sesenta 
vos faga leda y contenta. 

2. Este Dios muy soberano 
que vos fizo generosa, 
tanto discreta y gra^iosa, 
sobre todas virtuosa, 
vos faga reyna tenprano, 
dando vos rey por marido, 
seilora muy ex^eiente, 
mofo, gentil y valiente, 
de los suyos bien querido, 
delos estrafios temido.^ 

The background and details of Manrique's involvement in the unification of Spain is the focal point of 
his biography in the following Chapters. 
® Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2,121. 
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There can be no question that Gomez was referring to Fernando. As the 

majordomo of the Archbishop of Toledo's household and a long-time ally of Juan II de 

Aragon, Gomez Manrique would have been privy to the negotiations for the unity of 

Castile and Aragon under these two young royals. He encouraged Isabel to marry 

Fernando and wimessed her signing of the marriage contract on 3 February 1469.^' He 

also was involved in bringing the Prince of Aragon to his future bride. Serving as Isabel's 

mentor, Gomez was the first to travel to Aragon to ratify the contract with Juan II de 

Aragon on her behalf.^ On 7 March, Gomez Manrique witnessed Femando's signature 

agreeing to the stipulations that he, Isabel, Archbishop Alfonso Carrillo and their 

supporters had demanded in order to assure a lasting peace in the troubled Peninsula. 

Fernando was to make war on Granada and respect the wishes of Enrique IV so long as 

he was just. Most importantly, he was not allowed to act without Isabel's consent, nor 

was he to leave Castile unless she approved, as she had done for the first time on 3 May 

1473.^ Since Gomez witnessed Femando's agreement to follow these stipulations, he 

would have especially wanted the future king to return to Castile as quickly as possible 

following the rout of the French army. The fifth and final stanza of his Tales volvimos, 

Sefior is a reminder that Fernando should not abandon the new cause he had promised to 

adopt. 

In addition to his role in negotiating the marriage of Isabel and Fernando, Gomez 

helped to bring the two together physically so that their actual wedding could take place. 

Azcona, Isabel, 164. 
® Jaime Vicens Vives, Historia critica de la viday reinado de Fernando II de Aragon, (Zaragoza, Spain: 
InsUtucion «Femando El Cat61ico» C.S.I.C. de la Excma. Diputacion Provincial de Zaragoza, 1962) 247. 
^ Vicens, Fernando II, 248. 
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He provided military protection for Fernando on the most dangerous stretch of his 

clandestine journey to wed Isabel in Valladolid.^'* In order not to provoke the suspicion of 

the enemy, Fernando traveled incognito through Aragon and Castile. When he reached 

Berlanga, a town at the midpoint of his journey, he was met by Gomez Manrique and a 

retinue of one hundred men. Manrique subsequently escorted Fernando through the 

territories controlled by Enrique's favorites, taking him to Duefias, at which point the 

prince was able to travel freely to meet his bride-to-be. Once the two were united in 

Valladolid, Manrique would serve as an official witness for Isabel, testifying that she and 

Fernando had indeed agreed to those obligations previously negotiated for their marriage 

and remaining there for the ceremony on 19 October 1469. 

Upon considering the role that Manrique played in uniting the Catholic Monarchs, 

it is understandable that in 1473, at the moment in which all could have been lost, the 

aging poet and statesman would urge Fernando not to abandon his princess and his newly 

adopted kingdom. In his efforts to bring them together Manrique had gained their trust. 

Unlike many of his friends and rivals, who were swayed to the opposition by promises of 

land and titles, his allegiance to them never faltered. The noble poet who had mockingly 

denounced Enrique and his favorites in verse had finally discovered leaders who were 

willing to heed his advice and knowledge gained through years of experience. In future 

years, Manrique remained a close mentor of the two. His best known work, Regimiento 

de Principes, a poetic treatise in the tradition of Aquinas's De regimine principum, 

dedicated to Fernando and Isabel shortly after they were crowned King and Queen of 

Paz y Melia, ed, Crom'ca, (t. 2, lib. 2 ch. 3) vol. I p. 293. 
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Castile, celebrates their accession to the throne and provides them with a poetic treatise 

on how to be humble, just and beloved rulers. 

The themes and imagery presented in Gomez Manrique's poetry offer us a 

sophisticated autobiographical glimpse of the life and times of a knight and poet in 

fifteenth-century Spain, representing his beliefs and the personal crises he encountered 

during his lifetime. Despite their value as a record of the noble poet's attitude toward the 

political conflicts that jeopardized Spain's future as a world power, there have been 

relatively few studies of what his individual works tell us about him and about his 

outlook on the era in which he lived. Previous scholarship has primarily dedicated articles 

not to the life of the poet but instead to the rhetorical figures and poetic or dramatic 

structures that he employed." An examination of his poetry together with an in-depth 

biographical study of his life will permit us to understand why this middle-aged noble of 

sufficient yet not superior rank and income was to devote himself wholeheartedly to 

Fernando and Isabel.^^ Bom early in the fifteenth century into one of the most ancient and 

influential families of Castile, Gomez participated in every major conflict within Spain 

during the fifteenth century.^ He stood with his father in 1439 at Tordesillas when Pedro 

Most recent examples include studies by Danieia Capra and Antonio Chas Aguion who analyze Gomez 
Manhque's participation in the genre of Preguntas y Respuestas. Danieia Capra, "La renovacion del 
dialogo en las Treguntas y Respuestas' de G6mez Manhque," RQ 39.2 (1992): I8S-198; Antonio Chas 
Aguion, "La estructura dispositiva de las cuestiones de amor en el circulo portico de Gomez Maiuique," 
Moenia 2 (19%): 373-394; Antonio Chas Agui6n, "Las Otras Preguntas de tematica amorosa en el corpus 
^tico de Gomez Manrique," RIMed9 (1997): 97-210. 

While Marquez Villanueva dubs Gomez Manrique a 'failed nobleman,' Manrique's biography in the 
following Chapters should reveal him to have been a success in following the veiy principles he lays out 
for his future monarchs. Cf. Francisco Mvquez Villanueva, "Jewish Tools' of the Spanish Fifteenth 
Century." HR SO (1982): p. 399 n. 27. 
^ Gomez Manrique was one of the eight sons of Pedro Manrique, who had been assigned the title of 
Adelantado Mayor of Leon, which placed him in charge of the protection of the region's frontier. The 
Manrique lineage is of the oldest of Castile, first traced by Luis de Salazar y Castro in his Historia 



and his allies attempted to reconcile with Juan II de Castilla and to depose Alvaro de 

Luna.^^ He had suffered greatly in earlier years because of the unjust imprisonment of his 

father Pedro in 1437, though Pedro would escape a year later. The sudden demise of his 

father in 1440 would also be a great loss for the family.^ Gomez and his older brothers 

would subsequently reaffirm their loyalty to the King of Castile in order to collect their 

inheritances, but their loyalty was short lived as they rapidly encountered an ever 

deepening conflict with Alvaro de Luna, fighting against him at the Battle of Olmedo in 

144S. The death of Infante Enrique resulting from this battle and the decapitation of 

Alvaro de Luna eight years later would not pacify Castile. Neither would Juan II's 

expiration in 1454, which prompted the crowning of one of the least popular kings in 

history, one who became obligated to his very own set of favorites. These moments of 

strife during the first four decades of the life of our poet are those he frequently alludes to 

in verse. 

In addition to his involvement in the turbulence and perhaps as a reaction to it, 

Gomez Manrique was one of the few Castilian knights who actively participated in the 

development of Humanism in Spain. He was an avid reader of world history who 

amassed during his lifetime a library consisting of thirty-eight books, most of which were 

genealdgica de la casa de Lara (1696), available in facsimile editioa by Editorial Wilsen (Bilbao; 1988). 
More will be presented on the Manrique lineage in Gomez Manrique's biography. 
® Cf. Nancy F. Marino, El Seguro de Tordesillas del Conde de Haro don Pedro Fernandez de Velasco, 
(Valladolid; Secretariado de Publicaciones, Universidad de Valladolid, 1992). 
^ While Carrillo de Huete considers Pedro Manrique to have been the cause of scandal in the kingdom, 
P^rez de Guzm^ is more objective in his assessment of the disputes between Alvaro de Luna and Pedro. 
Cf. Perez de Guzman.. Generaciones y Semblanzas, ed. Tate, p. 27. 
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translations of classic historical works.^ In the hopes of sustaining the advancement of 

literary pursuits in Spain made earlier by the Marques de Santillana, his and everyone's 

paradigm, Gomez joined a poetic circle organized in the household of the wealthy 

Archbishop Carrillo. His desire was for all knights to be educated in letras y armas, 

making it clear that those who did not possess these skills would be unable to lead the 

evolution of the nation state.^' 

In many of his own poetic works, Gomez Manrique had grown accustomed to 

using his poetic talent for political and moral purposes. He, like Juan de Mena and the 

Marques de Santillana before him, acknowledged that poetry was an effective means for 

voicing opinions on the state of events of his century. In addition to competing in the 

requestas or courtly poetic responses and writing his share of love poetry to an 

assortment of damas at court, Manrique dedicated verse to the most powerful personages 

of his day, people with whom he was very familiar.^^ To some he dedicated elegies, such 

as those penned to Juan de Mena, tfiigo Lopez de Mendoza and the tragically fallen 

Garcilaso de la Vega.^^ To others, he presented verse as a gift, such as to Archbishop 

Carrillo and the Bishop of Burgos, Alfonso de Cartagena. Most importantly, Manrique's 

work compliments the scant biographical information about him that we find in the 

chronicles. In this sense, his poetry not only reveals more about him than we have 

previously known, it is also a unique adjunct to the chronicles because it provides a first-

^ Gomez Manrique's libraiy, catalogued in an inventoiy compiled by bis daughter-in-law Ines de Castilla. 
will be analyzed in greater detail in Part Two. 
" Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 11. 
^ For an assessment of the role of court poetry in the fifteenth century, cf Victoria Ann Burrus, "Poets at 
Play: Love Poetry in the Spanish Cancioneros," diss.. University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1985. 
" Manrique's relationship to these and the other figures to whom Manrique communicates in verse is the 
focal point of Part Three. 
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person assessment of the events that contributed to Spain's transformation over the latter 

half of the fifteenth century." Beginning with his early poetry, in which he expressed his 

discontent with Enrique's corruption and ending with the long works in which he 

communicates his hopes for Fernando and Isabel, his poetic message consistently 

inculcates the ideals that a monarch needs in order to unify the kingdom.^^ Unlike many 

others who followed Isabel in search of personal gain, Manrique was in search of the 

ideal leader. 

The following, then, is an assessment of the role that Manrique and his poetry 

play in the development of the unification of Spain. The first two Parts comprise an 

analytical biography of the poet divided into two distinct chronological periods, dealing 

first with the formative years in which we describe his education and development within 

the context of his experiences as a noble during one of the most turbulent periods of 

Castilian history. Part Two describes how Manrique grew to take his own course of 

action and aid in the process of Spain's eventual unification. My analysis relies as much 

on the chronicles, genealogical studies and available archival material as it does on the 

poetry written by and dedicated to Gomez Manrique. By studying Manrique's poetry in 

the context of an analytical biography detailing his contact with many of the most 

relevant historical figures of the age, one can cleariy see that the poet had wished to unify 

the Kingdom of Spain since he was a young nobleman. Manrique's biography also 

reflects the many attitudes that a self-educated noble of the fifteenth century possessed 

^ It is worth noting that Salazar y Castro, the first to construct Gomez Manrique's biography, does not once 
mention that either he, or for that matter, his famous nephew, Jorge, was a poet. 

A brief presentation of Manrique's thematic inventoiy is found in Kenneth Scholberg's Imroduccion a la 
poesia de Gomez Manrique (Madison; HSMS, 1984). Individual works will be discussed in the 
composition of Manrique's poetry. 
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with regard to the key issues of his time and the problems that revolved around or arose 

from the great power struggle that had so greatly compromised the reign of the 

Trast^aras. 

Previously scholars have synthesized his biographical data along with his poetry 

in the form of editions of his work, yet these efforts have been largely fragmentary and 

have not focused on his entire life in such a way as to clearly underscore the magnitude 

of his role in the political and cultural evolution of Castile during his lifetime.^ The first 

compilation of Manrique's biography was written in the seventeenth century and was 

carried out within the context of a genealogical analysis of the House of Lara. The 

Gomez and the Manrique branch of the family, supposedly descendants of the original 

Visigothic families that survived the Arab conquest of 711, are described in Luis de 

Salazar y Castro's Historia genea/dgica de la casa de Lara {\696). Curiously, Salazar y 

Castro (1658-1734) was either unaware or uninterested in mentioning that, in addition to 

h is  many accompl i shments  as  a  servant  o f  the  s ta te ,  Manr ique  had  wr i t t en  poe t ryHis  

omission of this essential detail may have, as Menendez y Pelayo later remarks, been due 

to the general distaste for Romantic and cancionero poetry during the Neoclassic era.^^ It 

^ The latest and most successful effort to date has been made by Francisco Vidal Gonz^ez, "Obra Literaria 
de Gdmez Manrique," Diss. University of Valladolid, 1996. The eight years that he spent compiling all of 
the historical data pertaining to the poet's life and transcribing his entire anthology to account for variants 
has proven fruitful, as his work contains information previously unknown. However, his voluminous work 
remains unpublished, perhaps due to its size and its approach to transcribing Manrique's poetry. 
Dorermond's assessment that it does not replace Antonio Paz y Melia's 1885-6 work as the scholar's 
edition might also have slowed publication in its current form. Cf. Alan Deyeimond, "Women and Gomez 
Manrique," Cancionero Studies in Honour of Ian Macpherson, ed. Alan D^ennond. (London: Department 
of Hispanic Studies Queen Maty and WestHeld College, 1998), p. 73 n. 5. 
^ Luis de Salazar y Castro, Historia genealogica de la casa de Lara, Facsimile Edition 6 vols., (Madrid: 
1696; Bilbao: Wilsen, 1988) lib. 12 ch. 1 pp. 531-541. 
^ Marcelino Menradez y Pelayo, Historia de la poesia Castellana en la EdadMedia, ed. Adolfo Bonilla y 
San Martin, (Madrid: Libreria General de Victoriano Suvez, 1914) vol. 2 p. 346 n. 1. 



is more likely, however, that Spain's most systematic and methodical genealogist simply 

had not considered poetry as an appropriate source of biographical detail. Had he been 

aware of Gomez Manrique's poetry, he probably would have instantly recognized the 

poet's familiarity with many of the other members of the Lara lineage. Salazar had also 

overlooked Jorge Manrique's Coplaspor la muerte de su padre, a poem well known to 

modem scholarship and one of the most popular works of its own time, which would also 

seem to confirm that he, like many historians, quite simply rejected literature as a viable 

biographical source.^^ It is also quite possible that the manuscripts containing Manrique's 

poetry were unavailable to him and that he therefore did not know of Manrique's poetic 

talent. Since no edition existed at the time and that he was a genealogist rather than a 

literary scholar, he simply might not have considered the possibility that Manrique was in 

fact a poet. Had he been aware of the historical evidence present in the more than one 

hundred extant poems by Gomez Manrique, Salazar would have commented in greater 

detail if not on the literary value of the works, most certainly on the unique combination 

of authority and friendship that Manrique had established with Fernando and Isabel 

during the critical early years of their lives as revealed in such poems as Tales volvimos, 

SeHor, described above. 

Despite the fact that they are incomplete and occasionally in error, Salazar's 

genealogies remain a primary source for the historical analysis of the noble families 

among which the Manrique clan was so prominent. Montero Tejada's recent study on the 

^ Salazar, Casa de Lara, lib. 10 ch. 15 pp. 407-411. 
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Manrique lineage relies heavily on information presented in the Salazar's texts '*" Though 

Salazar's work was underrated in his own time, it was highly appreciated in the 

nineteenth century by such eminent critics as Menendez y Pelayo, who, in his own brief 

outline of Manrique's life, referred to it as "...sin disputa la mas puntual historia 

genealogica que tenemos en nuestra lengua."'*' Shortly beforehand, in 1885, Antonio Paz 

y Melia had also made use of Salazar y Castro's genealogy for the introduction to his 

edition of the poet's complete works tided Cancionero de Gomez Manrique.*  ̂ In fact, 

however, and aside from references to the historical significance of a few of Manrique's 

poems, the thirty-three pages of introduction to his transcription of the Cancionero 

contribute little new historical information. It is clear that Paz y Melia was, at this point, 

more interested in the literary production of our poet, unedited until then, rather than in 

his life and times which were available to interested scholars in the publications of 

Salazar y Castro, even as he himself explains; 

"...mas con todo, parece su publicacion motivo de 
enhorabuena para los que, admirado ya al autor en la media 
docena de composiciones que de el se conservaban, podrw 
conocerle bajo nuevos aspectos en el centenar largo que 
hoy se imprime."*' 

Rosa Maria Mbntero Tejada, Nobleza y sociedad en Costilla: El linqfe Manrique (siglos XIV-XVI), 
(Madrid: Caja de Madrid, 19%). For a review of the work, cf. Deyeiinond, "Women and Gomez 
Manrique." pp. 73-74 n. 7. 

Mendndez y Pelayo, Historia de la poesia Castellana, vol. 2 p. 346. In 1714, Salazar y Castro was not 
invited to become a founding member of the Real Academia Espaiiola. His disgust led him to ridicule the 
then fledgling academy with a pamphlet titled Carta del maestro de niHos, in which he satirized it as being 
a group of illiterates. Cf. Emilio Cotaielo, "La fundacion de la Academia Espafiola y su primer director D. 
Juan Manuel F. Pacheco, Marqu^ de Villena," BR4E1.2 (1914): 90-127. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol 1 p. x 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. viii. 
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His edition is equally sparse in the interpretation of the relationships that Manrique had 

established with those to whom he dedicated his poetry. Paz y Melia's notes, published in 

an appendix, are inconveniently located and provide nothing more than rudimentary 

outlines of the people Manrique knew. The work also leaves much to be desired as an 

annotated edition, providing only scant footnotes concerning the poet's many allusions to 

Spanish history, classical mythology, religious parables and the like, nor does he 

explicate the poems themselves. More importantly, however, Paz y Melia's edition of the 

two extant manuscripts containing the majority of Manrique's works, does not meet 

contemporary norms of transcription. He gives no criteria for his frequent regularization 

of the spelling and appears to have done so arbitrarily. Often, without justification, he 

transcribes poems from his "B" rather than from his "A" text. The two extant 

manuscripts, "A," Biblioteca del Palacio MP 1250 (PhiloBiblon Manid 1955) and "B," 

Biblioteca Nacional BN 7817 (PhiloBiblon Manid 1954) are very similar and clearly 

related to each other. Together they comprise the entire corpus of Manrique's poetry and 

drama. However, by failing to provide an appropriate philological description and 

stemma of the two codices and by selectively combining text from both manuscripts 

throughout his edition with no justification or notification of the alterations performed, 

the Paz y Melia edition serves modem scholarship as a source for thematic though not 

philological analysis. 

Despite its many flaws, the Paz y Melia edition remains the only published 

transcription of Manrique's complete works. Foulche-Delbosc also published the entire 

corpus, but he simply extracted Paz y Melia's transcription without its appendices and 
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footnotes, incorporating it in his 1915 volume of the Cancionero castellano del siglo 

XV.^ As a result, it is greatly inferior to the Paz y Melia edition though it does, indeed, 

have merit as a vast array of poetry by Manrique and his contemporaries. Given the 

relatively few complete editions and, due in large part to the thousands of poems written 

during this period, contemporary editors of "selected works" of fifteenth-century 

cancionero poetry and literary critics alike still rely on Foulche-Delbosc as their principal 

source. 

Over the years, several other anthologies relying on Paz y Melia's original 

transcription have been published. Augusto Cortina, Regimiento de Principes y otras 

obras (Madrid; Coleccion Austral, 1947), merely provides the reader with Regimiento 

and ten other poems and an eight-page introduction.'*^ His compilation offers neither 

fresh transcriptions nor critical analyses of the works. Despite its flaws, however, 

Cortina's edition achieved a certain degree of success and Espasa-Caipe has reprinted it 

many times since 1947, though without altering it in any notable way. Its popularity, 

then, may be attributed primarily to its accessibility and lack of competition. Joaquin de 

Entrambasaguas also published an anthology of the poetry of several Manriques, 

including Gomez, Jorge and Pedro, Jorge's older brother.'*^ This anthology also relies on 

secondary sources for the poems it collates and has been published multiple times 

without any significant alterations. 

44 
Raymond Foulche-Delbosc, Cancionero castellano delsigio XV, 2 vols. (Madrid; Bailly-Baillim, I9I2-

1915) vol. 2 pp. 1-154. 
Gomez Manrique, Regimiento de Principes y otras obras, ed. Augusto Cortina, (Buenos Aires; Espasa-

Calpe Argentina, S.A., 1947). 
* Joaquin Entrambasaguas, Los Manriques: poetas del siglo XV, 6th ed., (Zaragoza, Spain; Editorial Ebro, 
S.L.. 1966). 
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Only two scholars have elected to publish Manrique's works based on sources 

other than Paz y Melia's edition. Julio Rodriguez-Puertolas sketchily annotated versions 

of Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila and Exclamation e querella de la govemagion from 

Azaceta's transcription of the Cancionero de Fernandez de Ixar contained in his 

anthology of satirical works from the period/^ Rodriguez-Puertolas, however, does not 

explain why he relied on Azaceta rather than on Paz y Melia as his source. One can only 

speculate that he believed Azaceta's transcriptions to be a more faithful representation of 

the original source than the arbitrary transcription found in the Paz y Melia edition. 

The only other publication based on an original source is a facsimile of 

Regimiento de Principes, edited in 1984 by Arthur Askins, a work that Isabel had 

originally authorized for publication in Zamora (1482).'*^ Askins's edition, based on a 

work only recently discovered in 1964, is a curious fmd. It is also interesting in that it 

reveals Isabel's desire to publish this particular poetic treatise in much the same way she 

had authorized the publication of Fray Inigo de Mendoza's Vita Christi in the same year. 

It has been widely held that the Vita Christi was among the queen's favorite works by her 

one of her favorite poets.'*' Isabel's order to publish Manrique's Regimien/o de Principes, 

together with an introductory epistle Gomez had sent to her and Fernando, so soon af^er 

the publication of Mendoza's work would seem to reveal that she also prized Manrique's 

talent. It should be remembered that Manrique composed the Regimiento de Principes 

^ Jose Maria Azaceta, ed., Cancionero de Juan Fernandez de ixar, 2 vols. (Madrid: C.S.I.C., 19S6) voL I 
pp. 237-242, vol. 2 pp. Ani-A9(y, Julio Rodriguez-Pueitoias, Poesia criticay satirica del sigloXV, (Madrid; 
Editorial Castalia, 1981) 189-215. The/jcor also includes Manrique's consolatoiy letter to (he Bishop of 
Calahorra upon the death of his father, the Marqu^ de Santillana, in vol. 2, pp. 462-S. 

Gomez ^bmrique, Regimiento De Principes (Zamora, 1482^, ed. Arthur Askins, (Madrid; El Crotalon, 
1984). 

Peggr K. Liss, Isabel the Queen: Life and Times, (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992) 98. 
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long before Mendoza had entered the court. In fact, Manrique most likely had presented 

Isabel with the treatise-in-verse shortly after she and Fernando were crowned King and 

Queen of Castile in 1474.̂  Isabel's desire to make the Regimiento de Principes 

accessible to a wider audience at least eight years after its composition further supports 

the conclusion that she cherished its message/' 

Asians's discovery provides evidence of the popularity of the Regimiento de 

Principes as many as eight years after it was originally written, yet his facsimile edition 

of the work is not annotated. It also has no scholarly introduction either to Manrique or to 

his art. Askins does not attempt to trace the history of the text to the extant manuscripts, 

instead citing Paz y Melia, Foulche-Delbosc and Cortina for those who wish to consult 

Manrique's poetry in greater depth and referring to Palencia Flores for those interested in 

the poet's biography.Askins's contribution, then, is solely useful for its production of 

an incunabulum of one of Gomez's masterpieces. 

Askins did observe that the 1482 Zamora publication of the Regimiento de 

Principes is very similar to the version printed without its prose introduction in the 

Cancionero General (1511) and that the Zamora publication is most likely the source 

utilized by the Cancionero editor, Hernando del Castillo.He did not, however, compare 

these two versions with the twelve other versions of the same poem found in the extant 

^ There have been many questions as to the original date of composition of this poem, which will be 
discussed in Part Two. 
" Askins, ed., Regimiento, I. 
® Clemente Palencia Flores, El poeta Gomez Manrique, Corregidorde Toledo: discurso leido el dia 28 de 
marzo de 1943, en la recepcion publica de la Real Academia de Bellas Artes y Ciencias Historicas de 
Toledo y (Toledo; Editorial Catolica Toldedana, 1943). 
^ Antonio Rodriguez-Mofiino, ed., Cancionero General Recopilado par Hernando Del Castillo (Valencia, 
1511) Sale nuevamente a luz reproducido en facsimile por acuerdo de la Real Academia Espanola, 
(Ma^d: RAE, 1958) fols. xlii-xlv. 
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manuscripts. Had he done so, he would have noted that the 1482 Zamora edition differs 

significantly from the many late fifteenth-century copies of the poem. The most glaring 

difference is that the Zamora edition is four stanzas shorter than the versions of 

Biblioteca de Palacio MP 1250 and Biblioteca Nacional BN 7817, perhaps because its 

scribe overlooked, omitted, or simply did not have access to sts. 15 and 38-40. Paz y 

Melia first observed this discrepancy yet made no attempt to create a stemma of the 

individual poems. Other substantial variants, especially those involving lexical 

alterations, may also be found through a comparison of the manuscript poems with the 

Zamora publication. 

Though only one complete edition of Gomez Manrique's work has been 

published to date, several have been attempted or have been mentioned as forthcoming. 

In 1984, Harry Sieber wrote that he was preparing a scholariy edition of the poet's work 

in an article in which he offered evidence to confirm that Manrique died in 1490.^ In 

addition, relatively few dissertations have been written on Manrique and his poetry. 

They, too, generally contribute little to Paz y Melia's biographical synopsis and also rely 

heavily on his transcription. Only one of these dissertations has been published; Kenneth 

Scholberg, Introduccion a la poesia de Gomez Manrique}^ As its title concedes, it is a 

survey of Manrique's poetry consisting of a textual and metrical analysis focusing on the 

poet's adherence to the literary conventions of the Middle Ages. It does not, however, 

contribute to the poet's biography or make any attempt to illuminate the historical 

background of the individual works. 

^ Hany Sieber, "Sobre la fecha de la mueite de Gomez Manrique," BBMP 59 (1983): 5-10. 
Scholberg, Introduccion a la poesia, pp. I-IO. 
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Most recently, two scholars have transcribed Manrique's poems based on the 

original manuscripts. The latest and the only one accessible at this time, is Francisco 

Vidal Gonzalez, "Obra literaria de Gomez Manrique" (1996).'^ The eight years that Vidal 

dedicated to its completion were fruitful in that he was able to compile much of the 

information on the poet's life discovered since Salazar's Historia genealdgica. In my 

dissertation, Vidal's contributions to our knowledge of the poet's life are duly cited and 

his opinions are carefully scrutinized. Vidal transcribes all of Manrique's poetry, 

accounting for all the variants found in all the extant manuscripts or editions, including 

the Paz y Melia edition. His efforts, then, have served to provide scholarship with a 

reference text for each version of each poem. Because he has set forth his own norms of 

transcription, his text is much more faithful to the original text than the Paz y Melia 

edition. Nevertheless, because Vidal has relied on the veiy same manuscript used by Paz 

y Melia as the base of his transcription, manuscript "A," or Biblioteca del Palacio MP 

1250, regularizing much of its spelling to conform to modem usage, his transcription 

turns out to be very similar to the 1885 Paz y Melia edition. Like Paz y Melia, Vidal was 

also unable to determine the precise relationship between the MP and EN manuscripts 

whose production may well have been authorized by Manrique himself. The stemma he 

includes in his analysis is purely speculative and does not take into account the genealogy 

of the individual poems that are found in many of the manuscripts he cites as sources.^^ 

Furthermore, his study does not determine the age of these manuscripts, nor does he 

^ Vidal, "Obra literaria." I. Huyke Freiria also completed a dissertation on Manrique's poetry in 1988 at 
the LTniversidad Autonoma de Madrid (I. Hi^ke Freiria, ''La obra literaria de Gomez Manrique: edicion 
critica," Diss., U. Autonoma de Madrid, 1988). However, it is unedited and therefore remains inaccessible 
to scholarship fourteen years after its completion. 
^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," 281. 
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consider which, if either of them, may have been an autograph copy of the poet himself 

Vidal also discards the original order of the poems found in his base manuscript, having 

chosen instead to group the poems thematically. Paz y Melia explained that he would 

have preferred to organize his text in similar fashion, but instead chose to respect the 

"disorder" in which they are presented in the MP codex, originally composed for the 

fourth Count of Benavente.'" Though Vidal alters the sequence of the poems, he does 

include descriptions and a table of contents of the base manuscripts. 

By virtue of its sheer size, over 2000 pages long, Vidal's 1996 dissertation, Obra 

literaria de Gomez Manrique, would, at first glance, appear to have covered most of what 

we know about the poet and his life. A large portion of the dissertation, however, is 

devoted to a comparison of all the extant transcriptions of the poems with the result that 

many of the smaller poems may occupy as many as thirty or more annotated pages 

followed by several pages of variants. In the most extreme case, Vidal combines Juan de 

Mena's Coplas de los siete pecados mortales with Gomez Manrique's completion of the 

deceased poet's work in a poem 264 strophes in length whose transcription spans an 

impressive ninety-nine pages with an additional 161 pages of variants.^' Vidal's 

investigation here, however, closely follows the critical annotated edition of these two 

poems previously published by Gladys Rivera, who elected to keep each version separate 

® "Bien hubiera querido ordenar las de este CANCIONERO por sus respectivos generos, por lo menos, a la 
manera que se hallan en el general de Hernando del Castillo, para que no apareciese una composicion 
profana, 6 tal vez burl esc a, junto a otra sagrada, 6 dirigida a llorar casos de lastima. He preferido, sin 
embargo, respetar el desorden en que el autor las dispuso para ofrecerlas al Conde de Benavente" (Paz y 
Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. xxxv-xxxvi). 
^ Vidal. "Obra Uteraria," 1337-1598. 
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because poets other than Manrique also wrote endings for the Siete pecados  ̂Rivera also 

includes a stemma for the various manuscripts that contain the two poems. In another 

example, Vidal's annotated transcription of Manrique's Plcmto de las virtudes, a 148-

strophe elegy to the Marques de Santillana, fills 115 pages, fifty-three of which catalog 

the variants.®' Though an important source of information on the poet, Vidal's 

dissertation with its current daunting physical dimensions render it perhaps 

unpublishable. As a result, coupled with the difTiculty involved in accessing it through 

the University of Valladolid's collections, Vidal's efforts have gone largely unrecognized 

by most researchers. To date, only Alan Deyermond appears to have acknowledged 

Vidal's dissertation, citing it not as a study which would justify the publication of a new 

edition of Manrique's work, but rather as a confirmation of the value of the Paz y Melia 

edition.®^ While acknowledging Vidal's substantial contributions to Manrique 

scholarship, we must also recognize that much remains to be written about our poet. 

Major desiderata include a critical edition of his poetry and a rigorously historical 

biography of his life and times. Though Vidal's efforts provide an essential step in the 

evolution of these two projects, certainly the next logical step should be to undertake a 

careful assessment of the role Gomez Manrique played in fifteenth-century Spain, with 

special emphasis on his long and fruitful association with Isabel the Catholic. Much of 

the task we face in sorting out the individual strands of his life in this complex tapestry is 

both assisted and supported by evidence we find in his Cancionero. In this way, a critical 

^ Juan de Mena, Coplas de los siete pecados mortales and First Continuation, ed. Gladys M. Rivera, 
(Madrid: Jose Portua Turanzas, 1982) pp. 60-192. 

Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," pp. 1145-1260. 
® Alan Deyeimond, "Women and Gomez Manrique," p. 73 n. 5. 
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edition of the Cancionero de Gomez Manrique becomes at once a scholarly apparatus for 

the analysis of his work and a comprehensive biography of his life. 

The need for a modem critical edition of Manrique's Cancionero is underscored 

by the 1991 facsimile reproduction of Paz y Melia's 1885 text published by the 

Diputacion Provincial de Palencia." No more recent or comprehensive work was 

available. In this context, the present dissertation is designed to pave the way for a future 

critical edition of the poet's work. My impending edition will adhere to current norms of 

manuscript transcription with stemmata of all extant manuscripts and scholarly 

annotations of the entire corpus of his work, a need that has been most recently identified 

by Gerli and Weiss." 

Though Gomez Manrique has received some attention from literary scholars who 

have, for the most part, chosen to explicate individual texts of the poet, there has been 

little written on his work in comparison with the number of studies dedicated to the 

Marques de Santillana or Jorge Manrique's Coplas. Harry Sieber and Alan Deyermond, 

among others, have focused their attention on specific works, especially his primitive 

drama, the Representacion del nagimiento de Nuestro Sefior, considered by many to be 

the first Peninsular dramatic production of the fifteenth century. Other works analyzed 

are his consolatory poems written to the family of the fallen Garcilaso de la Vega and the 

poem written to his older sister in acknowledgement of their struggles during the 

transition from the end of the reign of Juan II to the beginning of Enrique IV's 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero de Gomez Manrique, edicion fotostatica de la preparada por don Antonio 
Paz y Melia, (Palencia: Diputacion Provincial de Palencia, 1991). 
^ Julian Weiss, Introduction, Poetry at Court in Trastamaran Spain: From the Cancionero de Baena to the 
Cancionero General, eds. E. Michael Gerli and Julian Weiss, (Tempe, AZ: MRTS, 1998) 2. 



unfortunate rule. Others, such as Battesti-Pelegrin have chosen to analyze the satirical 

volley of poems exchanged between Gomez and Juan de Valladolid in which Manrique 

attacks the poet's converso ethnicity.^' These studies, however, while attempting to 

illuminate various literary phenomena present in Manrique's poetry, all rely on either the 

Paz y Melia edition or the inferior presentation of the poems in Foulche-Delbosc's 

Cancionero castellano. 

While Manrique has been greatly overlooked and often underestimated for his 

literary contributions, he has also received little critical attention from historians and 

since the publication of Salazar y Castro's genealogy in 1696, few details have been 

added to his biography. In a 1943 presentation to the Real Academia de las Bellas Artes y 

Ciencias Historicas de Toledo, Clemente Palencia Flores analyzed the thirteen years 

Gomez Manrique had spent there as corregidor  ̂Drawing on the Archivo Municipal de 

Toledo for his narration on Manrique's activities during his tenure, including the 

destruction of a fortress, protection of citizens from harm and the defense of his own 

authority, Palencia Flores's contribution consists mainly of a reworking of the data that 

Salazar y Castro had compiled. The only difference was that he recognized that Manrique 

had been an accomplished poet as well as a statesman. Even so, he does little to expose 

the historical significance of his many works, rendering his presentation of Manrique far 

inferior to the brief description of his life and poetry that Menendez y Pidal had written in 

Historia de la poesia castellana. Palencia Flores must have been aware that more work 

^ Jeanne Battesti-Pelegrin, "Les poetes convers et le pouvoir le debat poetique entre Gomez Manrique et 
Juan de Valladolid," Ecrire a la Jin du Moyen-Age: le pouvoir et I 'ecriture en Espagne et en Italie (1450-
1530) Aix-en-Provence: 20/21/22 Oct. 1988 (Aix-en-Provence: Universitat de Provence, 1990) pp. 241-
252. 

Clemente Palencia Flores, Elpoeta. 
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needed to be completed on the life of Gomez Manrique. In the copy that I accessed from 

the Texas Tech University Library, the author had written the professor who requested a 

copy of his work: 

"Este librito esta ya agotado. Por atencion a su deseo de 
ieerle se le envio, rogwdole disculpe la rapidez con que fue 
escrito. Si le interesan detalles de Gomez Manrique tengo 
bastantes, que tal vez publique en el B. de la Real Ac. De 
Bellas Artes de Toledo."®^ 

Because we have no publication by Palencia Flores since then or, indeed, any other 

details from this scholar, we will never know what other documents from archival 

sources he may have possessed. 

In 1959, Maria Teresa Leal de Martinez completed her doctoral dissertation on 

Gomez Manrique's life and poetry.^ In it, she, too, interprets the life and work of the 

poet based almost entirely on information already presented in the Paz y Melia edition. 

Written many, years ago, it is characteristically brief in its explanations of the historical 

and literary movements of the fifteenth century. She considers some of the common 

sociological movements of the period and "profiles" Manrique as a Castilian noble from 

that era that conformed to them. 

The only historian to analyze both the merit of Gomez's poetry and his political 

activity has been Tarcisio de Azcona, whose Isabel la Catolica (1993), is cited above. 

His biography includes much archival documentation as well as literature from the era to 

portray the conflicted times in which the queen rose to power. Manrique surfaces 

^ Palencia Flores, El poeia, title page. 
^ Maria Teresa Leal de Mait&iez, "Gomez Manrique: su tiempo y su obra," Diss. Universidade do Recife, 
19S9, Pemambuco, Brazil 
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frequently as one of the many who protected and counseled Isabel, yet Azcona's 

references to him occur only where they relate to Isabel. He does not elaborate on 

Manrique's background nor the poet's motivation to dedicate his entire political career to 

finding a just leader to unify the peninsular kingdoms. Gomez Manrique also surfaces in 

Peggy Liss, Isabel the Queen: Life and Times, but without either profiling Manrique or 

including any new information on the relationship that the he shared with Isabel.^' Liss 

does rely on many literary sources for her work, but she is not a literary scholar and does 

not explicate the texts. She even mistakenly reports that the poem Gomez dedicated to 

Isabel's brother. Infante Alfonso, on his fourteenth birthday at Isabel's request was a 

eulogy written after the death of the prince the following year.™ 

Marvin Lunenfeld also recognizes the importance of the role Gomez Manrique 

played in Toledo's submission to the Catholic Monarch's authority.^' Lunenfeld 

describes Manrique as one of the primary overseers governing territory for the Catholic 

Monarchs in the office of corregidor. He relies on secondary sources for Manrique's 

biographical data, however, and does not include a complete profile of his life and poetry 

nor anything about the details of his life during the thirteen years he served in Toledo. 

In all other historical works that cite Gomez Manrique, he is inevitably 

overshadowed by figures such as the queen, or by his older brother, Rodrigo Manrique. 

Rodrigo had achieved military success at an early age and had been the most vocal of the 

fifteen Manrique brothers after the death of their father, Pedro, in 1440. Rodrigo's many 

® Peggy K. Liss, Isabel the Queen: Life and Times, (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992). 
Liss, Isabel the Queen, 67,363. Note that Liss cites Foulche>Detbosc rather than Paz y Melia. 
Marvin Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City: The Corregidores of Isabella I of Castile (1474-1504), 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Pre^, 1987) 30. 
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exploits during the wars of succession, as well as his legendary magnanimity earned him 

great praise from his contemporaries, including Fernando del Pulgar, who honored him in 

Claros varones de CostillaP Pulgar's description of Rodrigo as the consummate knight 

corresponds to his portrayal in the chronicles of the time. Yet it must be stated that had 

Gomez died before 1484, the year in which Tate believes Pulgar completed his late 

fifteenth-century version of the De viris illustribus, he, too would have been included 

among those profiled.^ His omission could only have been due to his longevity. In fact, 

he is not entirely left out of the text. Pulgar explained that Rodrigo had left Gomez, then 

only nineteen years old, in charge of Huescar after he had seized it from the Moors.'"* 

Indeed, both brothers were major participants in the struggle for the throne of Castile and 

both appear to have been content with their rewards. Fittingly, there are no records of 

sibling rivalry between the brothers. Gomez and Rodrigo shared a very special bond that 

surpassed any they might have possessed with other siblings, including the one brother 

and at least one sister who were bom in between them. This friendship also existed in 

spite of the fact that the two lived very different lives and had many different personal 

goals. Rodrigo regularly surfaces in the chronicles for his military raids on Muslim 

territories, as well as for his perennial readiness to take up arms against either Alvaro de 

Luna, Juan Pacheco or any other noble who had opposed him. Rodrigo also married three 

times, fathered several children and lived beyond his means, which probably explains the 

motivation behind his incessant desire to obtain more land and titles. He also did not 

^ Fernando del Pulgar, Claros varones de Castillo, ed. Robert Brian Tate, (Oxford; Clarendon, 1971) 48-
52. 
^ Pulgar, Claros varones, ed. Tate, xxxiii. 

Pulgar, Claros varones, ed. Tate, 51. 



educate himself to the degree that his younger brother did. Gomez, on the other hand, 

married once, sired only three children, one son and two daughters, and was content to 

serve the kingdom in a less grandiose fashion, all the while pursuing his interests in the 

humanities and poetry. These personal differences did not prevent the brothers from 

defending each other's interests. They frequently appear together in the chronicles, 

fighting against the same corruption that had led to the imprisonment and early deaths of 

their father and older brother. They remained close throughout their lives. When Rodrigo 

died in 1477, Gomez took his place as the governor of Toledo, a city that the Catholic 

Monarchs had been unable to subdue until shortly after the poet-statesman assumed his 

duties there. Naturally, Gomez's admiration for Rodrigo resounds in his poetry where he 

refers to him on more than one occasion as the "(^id segundo."^' In prose, he also boasted 

of the fact that his older brother, " ...vno delos mas famosos maestros que, como vuestra 

merfed bien sabe, ouo en nuestros tiempos," had trained him to be a knight.^^ Towards 

the end of his own life, in a letter addressed to Chief Royal Notary Juan de Lucena, our 

poet explains that of all the brothers and nephews that he had lost in the last few years, he 

especially missed Rodrigo and his son, Jorge.^ 

Gomez also dedicated verse to Rodrigo's first wife, as well as to Rodrigo's sons. 

He must have had a special relationship with Rodrigo's fourth and best-known son, 

Jorge, who maintained poetic correspondence with his uncle. Ironically, Jorge's Coplas 

por la muerte de su padre, considered a masterpiece since it was penned in 1479, also 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 160,187. 
'® Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 1. 
" Manuel Carrion, "GomezManiique y el Piotonario Lucena," RABMSXA (1978): 577. 
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overshadows the literary facets of Gomez's life. While Jorge's Coplas is found iri nearly 

every anthology of medieval poetry and continues to be a canonical work of medieval 

European literature, many literary scholars, despite what Paz y Melia wrote in 1885, are 

unaware of Gomez's existence.^ For example, while Ernst Robert Curtius maintained 

that Jorge's Coplas included the finest version of the rejection of the Muses in all Spanish 

literature, acknowledging that the rejection topos was extremely common in medieval 

poetry, he does not cite Gomez Manrique or, for that matter, any other medieval Spanish 

troubadour.̂  Yet the introductory stanza to Juan de Mena's Coplas de tos siete pecados 

mortales written in this same vein also required special poetic aptitude and Mena was 

certainly much more respected as a writer than Jorge: 

2. Despide la musas gentiles, pues a jnuocado la cristiana. 

Fuyt o callad, serenas, 
qu'en la mj edat pasada 
tal dul9ura enponzof^ada 
derramastes por mjs venas; 
mjs entrafias qu'eran llenas 
de peruerso fundamento, 
qujera el diujnal aliento 
de mal[a]s fazer ya buenas.^ 

In his continuation of Mena's poem, Gomez rejects the Muses with eloquence quite 

nearly equal to Mena's, utilizing the rhetorical device of humilitas in which the author 

requests his reader to excuse his feigned lack of artistic ability. His motivation to 

^ "No es G6mez Manrique poeta tan desconocido que haya de ahuecaise la voz para ponderar lo peregrino 
del hallazgo; y bien se alcanza que el Cancionero de un solo autor es menos importante que el que por 
contener obras de varios, da i conoceruna epoca iiteraria.." Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. viii. 

Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask, 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1990) 240. Curtius considered Manrique's rejection of the Muses C'Dexo las 
invocaciones..."), a topos consistently used by Santillana, Mena and Gomez Manrique, to be the finest of 
all Spanish literature, and affirmed that Jorge's Coplas is the most celebrated poem of Spanish literature. 
** Mena, Coplas, ed. Rivera, pp. 60-61. 
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complete a work that one of the most skillful poets of the day had left unfinished at the 

time of his death will be more fully explored in Part Two. In his own rejection of the 

Muses, Gomez states that: 

4. RReprueua las poeticas jnuoca^iones, procura la djujna. 

Para lo qual non jnuoco 
las 9ien9ias acostunbradas, 
y las Musas jnuocadas 
por los poetas rreuoco; 
tan solamente prouoco 
La santa gratia djujna 
que mj obra faga fyna, 
pues que mj saber es poco.®' 

Despite the fact that Jorge's Coplas has received far and away the most critical 

attention, the value of Gomez's poetry as seen in this stanza is clear. In his day, however, 

his poetry received more critical attention than did his nephew's. Intellectuals of the 

fifteenth century, early pioneers of humanism in Castile, read and appreciated his work, 

as did Castilian nobles, prelates and royalty. Pedro Diaz de Toledo declared that Gomez 

was well on his way to developing the same poetic ability as the Marques de Santillana, 

the paradigm not just for Gomez but for all cancionero poets.^ Diaz proceeded to gloss 

Manrique's Exclamation e querella de lagovemacion so that his readers, especially the 

Archbishop of Toledo, would be able to understand the many references that Gomez had 

made to the classics in this work. Gomez was evidently very proud of Diaz's review since 

he included it in both of the manuscripts he made of his poetry. Jorge, too, was known for 

his poetry, but his Coplas, recorded posthumously in numerous cancioneros, is the only 

" Mena, Coplas, ed. Rivera, 94. 
® Paz y MeUa, ed., Cancionero. vol. 2 p. 234. 
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work of his that stands out today. Jorge did not attempt to treat a theme of philosophical 

depth in any other instance, nor did he embrace the classics as much as his uncle had. As 

the fourth son of Rodrigo Manrique, Jorge also had inherited little and had achieved 

much less economic wealth in his thirty-nine years than had Gomez. Jorge's premature 

death, however, may have aided in immortalizing the forty coplas that he had written 

shortly before he died from his wounds in battle." On the other hand, Gomez's lifestyle 

and good fortune helped him to live to be seventy-five years of age. His fmal years, 

however, were not comfortable ones, as he lost two of his children in the 1480s and spent 

much of the time apart from his wife, Juana de Mendoza, while she traveled with 

Fernando and Isabel's oldest daughter. Princess Isabel (1470-1498), as her camarera 

mayor. Like his nephew, Gomez did not live to see the New World, the conquest of 

Granada or the advent of the Renaissance, all of which would have fascinated him. All 

three of these events took place well within the reign of the Catholic Monarchs when 

their authority had been incontestably established. The generation to follow Manrique's 

did not remember the years of absolute uncertainty during which time their elders had 

endured war in the name of Isabel and Fernando. Consequently, they often overlooked 

the political and military contributions of Gomez and many of his contemporaries, which 

would allow Spain to unite under one monarchy and achieve world power in the sixteenth 

century. 

Most recently, there have been studies on the women in Gomez's life. Deyermond 

and Surtz, in particular, have analyzed Manrique's relationship with various women, 

^ Cf. Richard P. Kinkade, "The Historical Date of the Coplas and the Death of Jorge Manrique." Speculum 
45 (1970). pp. 216-24. 
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including his attitude toward them and the unique love that he shared with his own wife, 

Juana de Mendoza.^ Deyermond has also assessed an indirect link between Manrique 

and Teresa de Cartagena, the niece of Alfonso de Cartagena, the Bishop of Burgos."^ 

During her life as a nun, Teresa de Cartagena dedicated one of her works to Juana de 

Mendoza.®® If his wife had corresponded with Sister Teresa, it is most likely that Gomez, 

too, would have known her and even conversed with her on occasion. Whether or not 

they shared any literary ideas, or if one influenced or encouraged the other to write 

poetry, is a matter of pure conjecture. Since he was a descendant of one of the oldest and 

wealthiest families of Castile, many of Gomez's female relatives entered convents that 

their families had either founded or supported. His mother, Leonor de Castilla, the 

grandniece of Enrique II de Castilla, took the habit shortly after the death of Gomez's 

father, Pedro Manrique, in 1440. She converted her household into a convent in the name 

of Santa Clara. In 1458, upon the receipt of a papal bull authorizing her to take over the 

abandoned monastery that once had existed there, Leonor, along with two of Gomez's 

sisters, Maria and Aldonza, moved the convent to the small town of Calabazanos, 

Palencia, in Pedro Manrique's domain. Gomez supported this convent by donating funds 

and resources and even helped to build the refectory with his own hands. He also 

contributed artistically, writing his Representacion del mgimiento de Nuestro Sefior, the 

** Ronald E. Surtz, "In Search of Juana de Mendoza," in press; Deyennond, "^Women and Gomez 
Manrique," 69-87. Cf. Also Rafael Lapesa, "Poesia docta y afectividad en las 'Consolatorias' de Gomez 
Manrique," DeAyala aAyala: Estudios literarios y esiilisticos, (Madrid: Istmo, 1988) 55-64; orig. 
published in Estudios sobre lileraturay arte dedicados al profesor Emilio Diaz. vol. 2, (Granada: 
Universidad de Granada, 1979) 231-239. 

Deyermond, "Women and Gomez Manrique," 71 -2. 
^ Cf Teresa de Cartagena, Arboieda de los Enfennosy Admiration Operum Dey, ed. Lewis Joseph Hutton, 
(Madrid: Anqos del BRAE, 1967). 
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first recorded play of early modem Spain since the Auto de los Reyes Magos, at the 

bequest of his sister Maria.^ Calabazanos was also the home of one of his daughters, 

Maria Manrique, who became the abbess of the convent. Maria evidently joined the 

convent before Enrique IV had died and Isabel, then a princess, was there to witness her 

induction.^ Isabel's attendance at the ceremony tells us that Maria must have entered 

Calabazanos during the time Gomez served as Isabel's protector, in the years 1465-9. 

Surtz's analysis of the relationship between Juana de Mendoza and Isabel speaks of the 

future queen's personal relationship with Gomez Manrique's family. The Manrique 

household, as well as the convent, must have served as havens for the princess during the 

conflicts that broke out between her brother Alfonso and her half-brother Enrique IV. The 

convent, which still exists and operates today, became his and Juana de Mendoza's final 

resting-place.*' 

As we have seen so far, no comprehensive biography of Gomez Manrique exists 

and his life as we now know it is often fragmentary, requiring us to piece it together from 

many different sources. Indeed, one of the most relevant sources of information 

unnoticed until now, is the poet's relationship with forty individuals, including the 

eminent poets Ifiigo Lopez de Mendoza, the Marques de Santillana and Juan de Mena; his 

relatives Garcilaso de la Vega and Rodrigo Manrique; and his wife Juana de Mendoza, to 

whom he either dedicated poems or whom he mentioned in the body of his poetical 

" Ronald E. Surtz, "The «Franciscan Connectioii» in the Eariy Castilian Theater," BCom 35.2 (1983): pp. 
141-152. 
® Salazar, Casa de Lara, lib. 12, ch. 1, p. 541. 
^ Severino Rodriguez Salcedo, Ramon Revilla Vielva and Aicadio Torres Marin, "Calabazanos a la vista; 
la Reina Catolica y los Manriques: nuevos dates," Publicaciones de la Institucion Tello Tellez de Meneses 
6 (1951): pp. 345-56. 
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works. These forty individuals provide us with important links to the larger more 

comprehensive historical context in which Manrique functioned as author, statesman and 

soldier such as we fmd in the poems he addresses to Archbishop Alfonso Carrillo and the 

members of the "poetic circle" that this prelate had established sometime around 1457. 

Manrique also wrote poems to the royalty of his age and his relationships with Enrique 

rv, Alfonso Xn, Isabel and Fernando and other royal personages, will be illustrated in 

greater detail in his literary biography. In Part Three, we also consider the biographical 

data that we possess for twenty-two of these lesser-known people of the fifteenth century 

and present what Gomez's poetry reveals about them. The profiles of these prelates, 

noblemen, noblewomen, poets and royalty are highly relevant to our enterprise especially 

since current studies now being conducted in fifteenth-century Spanish history and 

literature are beginning to focus on some of these very same individuals.^ In this regard, 

special attention has been given to Gomez Manrique's relationship with converso poets 

such as Diego Arias de Avila, Juan de Valladolid, Rodrigo Cota and Anton de Montoro.^* 

All of these figures surface in Manrique's life and poetry and his attitudes displayed 

towards them vary. While Manrique admonishes Arias for his poor management of royal 

funds without openly criticizing him for his Jewish ancestry, Manrique attacks Juan de 

Valladolid and his poetry with racial epithets. Alternatively, Manrique shows Rodrigo 

^ For example, Ronald Surtz has written an article, tentatively titled "In Search of Juana de Mendoza," in 
which he describes some of the duties that Gomez's wife fulfilled in the service of the Queen's daughter. 
Cf. also Gregory Kaplan, "The Intersection of Literature and Society: The 'Converse' poetics of Rodrigo 
Cota," Diss. University of Pennsylvania, 1994. 
^ Cf. Mario Pinna, "Didattismo e poeticita nelle ncoplas para el Sefior Diego Arias de Avila» di Gomez 
Manrique," Sezione Romanza 24.1 (1982): pp. 13S-142; E. Michael Gerli, rev. of''Anton de Montoro and 
the Wages of Eloquence: Poverty, Patronage, and Poetry in ISth-c. Castile," Romance Philology 48.3 
(1995): pp. 265-276; Henry Kamen, "Limpieza and the Ghost of Ammco Castro: Racism as a Tool of 
Literary Analysis," HR 64 (1996): pp. 19-29. 
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Cota, a poet who lamented his station in life as a Jewish convert, to be someone he 

trusted.^ In another case, Manrique adopts Montoro's poetic voice and style to further 

ridicule Juan de Valladolid. Through the profiles of these individuals, I assess Gomez's 

ambiguous relationship with and attitude towards the conversos to show that the poet's 

writings and actions are characteristic of his society's overall treatment of those who had 

improved their social and economical status through conversion to Christianity. 

To conclude my analysis of Manrique's life and poetry, I also transcribe and 

annotate a representative portion of the poet's work in accordance with the norms of 

transcription established by the Hispanic Seminary of Medieval Studies. I also account 

for the variants between the base text and the manuscripts that I believe to be relevant 

insofar as they correspond to the same era in which the individual poem was written and 

display significant lexical differences. Though VidaPs transcriptions, as we have 

mentioned earlier, account for the variants found in nearly all extant manuscripts and 

published texts of Manrique's poetry, he does not determine either the oldest or most 

accurate manuscript sources for the individual works. He also relies on Biblioteca del 

Palacio MP 1250 as his base text. This is the same work Paz y Melia first determined to 

be the manuscript that Gomez had ordered to be made for the benefit of Rodrigo Alonso 

de Pimentel, the fourth Count of Benavente and is most likely one of the latest copies of 

Manrique's poetry to be compiled during his lifetime. Vidal believes it to have been 

written between 1480 and 1484. As such, and despite its completeness, it does not help us 

establish the dates when many of the poet's individual works were first written. 

^ Gregory B Kaplan, "Rodrigo Cola's Dialogo Entre el Amor y un Viejo; a "Converso Lament," Indiana 
Journal of Hispanic Literatures % 0996): 7-30. 
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Aesthetically, as both Paz y Melia and Vidal agree, it is the most impressive of all the 

manuscripts containing our poet's art.'' The text is bordered on many folios with floral 

motifs, including highly decorated initials drawn with blue and gold ink, indicating a 

rather costly production. 

MP 1250 was, however, not the original copy of Manrique's works. It is a 

collection of the poet's works, many of which are no longer found in any other sources. 

Its genealogy is unclear, however, and Paz y Melia made no appraisal of its relationship 

to the other fifteenth-century cancioneros in which our poet's works are recorded. As 

stated above, Vidal's assessment of the genealogy of the texts is sketchy and he believes 

that MP 1250 and the only other manuscript containing the "complete works," BN 7817, 

were copied around the same time and are both based on the same original codex. He 

differs in opinion here with Paz y Melia, who supposed that BN 7817 was the text that 

King Afonso de Portugal had once requested our poet to compile some time during the 

1460s, a work which Gomez apparently lacked the self-confidence to complete.'^ By Paz 

y Melia's estimation, the scribal hand is of an older style from an earlier decade. For 

Vidal, however, the BN 7817 cancionero is the more recent of the two because it 

includes Manrique's consolatory poem to his wife upon her illness and Isabel's 

subsequent authorization for him to travel to visit her. Lapesa asserts that this poem was 

begun in 1481 but was left incomplete at least until 1484, basing his conclusion on the 

reference in st. 20 to King JoSo n de Portugal's execution of his cousin, the Duke of 

" Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. xxxvi-xxxvii; Vidal, "Obra literaria," pp. 244-261. 
** Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. xxxvii. 
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Viseo, which occurred on 27 August of that year. This would accord with Manrique's 

own statement of his delay in completing what is widely held to be his last poemIn the 

letter he sent to Juana to introduce the work, known today as the Consolatoria para 

Juana de Mendoza, Manrique confided to his wife that he had written the poem for her 

within the space of four months, shortly after their two children had died in 1481. When 

he received word that his wife, too, was very ill, he explains that he was so grief-stricken, 

"que pare como personaje quando le faltaua el son."^ He describes that in his advanced 

age, he was fully occupied with multiple duties in Toledo, to the point where he had free 

time for little more than eating and sleeping. If, as Deyermond suggests, Gomez might 

have been unfaithful to Juana at an earlier point in his life, perhaps this statement to her is 

an assurance that, despite their separation, his age and multiple obligations prevented him 

from thinking of any woman other than her.'* 

While the Consolatoria para Juana de Mendoza may have been completed in 

1484, its absence from the MP manuscript does not automatically determine that the 

Biblioteca Nacional text, BN 7817, is the more recent of the two primary manuscripts of 

Gomez's work. It could mean, instead, that our poet did not intend for it to leave the 

Manrique household. Upon reading the Consolatoria, one observes much more than the 

intimate nature of the work. Much like Jorge Manrique's Coplas, it reveals a despair that 

can only have been sincere and related to the poet's own personal suffering. Gomez 

^ Lapesa, "Poesi'a y docta afectividad", pp. 60-61. 
^ Cf. Hany Sieber, "Gomez Manrique's Last Poem: Consolatoria para dofia Juana de Mendofa," Letters 
and Society in Fifteenth-Century Spain: Studies presented to P.E. Russell on his Eightieth Birthday, eds. 
Alan Deyermond and Jeremy Lawrance, (Wales: The Dolphin Book Co., 1993) pp. 1S3-164. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 59. 
* Deyennond, "Women and G6mez Manrique," 73. 
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addresses the letter to Juana but the poem reveals his own profound struggle to redirect 

his life and find new meaning. He contemplates invoking the classic heroes that he read 

about as a young man in order to understand how to maximize his time on earth, but they 

all failed to achieve the enlightenment that he seeks at this point: 

14. El tienpo las ha gastado 
que gasta todas las cosas; 
este las ha desdorado 
y en angustias ha tornado; 
y mis metros y mis prosas 
en sospiros y gemidos 
y tristes lamentaciones; 
que a tristezas y afliciones, 
que son humanas pasiones, 
todos fuymos sometidos." 

This rejection of the Muses, nearly comparable in quality to the "Dexo las 

invocaciones..." of Jorge Manrique, conveys the poet's trepidation as he begins to share 

his own feelings with his wife concerning their family tragedies. In his article on the 

Consolatoria, Sieber assesses Gomez Manrique's struggle to maintain the "highly 

rhetorical style" that characterizes the many elegies he had written in earlier days, 

observing that, since Manrique rejected the Muses and like his nephew Jorge a few years 

earlier, had chosen to express his own feelings of pain and confusion, his work takes on a 

new purpose, that of self-healing.Manrique then becomes the "spiritual guide" of the 

poem, one who seeks to lift the burden of his wife's sorrow. He offers himself as 

responsible for having committed the sins now punished by the deaths of Luis and 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Ccmcionero. vol. 1 p. 67. 
Sieber. "Gomez Manrique's Last," 158. 
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Catalina and seeks the forgiveness of both God and Juana.^"' The poem essentially 

reminds his wife to be patient until they are reunited with their children in Heaven. 

Manrique, deeply affected by the loss of his brothers Diego, Pedro, Juan, Rodrigo, 

Fadrique and Ifiigo, soon after in 1485, and by the demise of his sisters Beatriz, Leonor, 

Aldonza, Ines, Juana and nephew Jorge, among others, was overcome with grief when he 

was forced to bury two of his children within four months of each other. Sieber concludes 

that Manrique's excessive grief led him to renew his original style as a "love poet" in 

order to find solace in verse. 

In addition to affirming the uniquely personal nature of Gomez's Consolatoria 

para Juana de Mendoza, Sieber reminds us that our poet had been admonished by the 

intellectual community for his general silence and the abandonment of his otherwise stoic 

nature.'"^ Juan de Lucena, the chief notary and an occasional diplomat for the Catholic 

Monarchs, sent Manrique a letter shortly after Catalina died, in which he reproached our 

poet for his inability to remain strong during his time of great sorrow. Sieber quotes 

Lucena's epistle to Manrique to show its reproving tone, but could well have chosen a 

different passage to convey that Lucena's letter approaches the point of mocking our poet 

in order to motivate him to recover from his sadness and "leave the womanly duties of 

mourning to Juana"; 

Dexat la ya, seiior, dexat las mugeriles a los [sic] quales 
visten por duelo, dexat ya y hazet dexar los lutos a dona 
Johana y verstirse [sic] Candidas vestiduras como romana 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 73. 
Sieber, "Gomez Manrique's Last," pp. 162-3. 
Sieber, "Gomez Manrique's Last." 156; Manuel Canion, "Gomez Maniique y el Protonario," pp. 575-

582. 
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matrona para entrar al templo a purificar encensos y ofrecer 
ostias por los muertos en la batalla de comes [sic]. 

The potentially insulting words that Lucena directs to Gomez shows that the two had 

remained close to each other well after the days when they first came into contact in 

Archbishop Carrillo's household, where they clearly wrote together and compared ideas 

and knowledge.While Lucena concludes his letter by stating that he uses this tone to 

remind our poet that death is merely a reunion with Christ, he obviously felt comfortable 

with his ability to be condescending toward Manrique in this fashion. That Lucena had to 

resort to this form of coercion also serves to underline the profound depression that our 

poet suffered once his two children had died. 

Our poet's response to Lucena is contained in a much longer letter in which 

Manrique thanks his old friend for his profound advice. Clearly Lucena's strong words 

were a reminder to Gomez to once again uphold the knightly, masculine image that he 

and his brothers had epitomized. He also thanks Lucena for his encouragement to write 

either an elegy or his eventual consolatory poem for Juana. However, he also rationalizes 

his suffering by explaining that he lost the only two children who would extend his 

lineage. In concluding the letter, it is apparent that Manrique recovered his eloquence. 

Pointing out that his complaints to Lucena are justifiable, he addresses the insulting tone 

of Lucena's rebuke, one that compelled his response. He dislikes the assumption that he 

might have needed Lucena's condescending attitude to remind him of God's plan. Gomez 

did not wish to publicize his sorrow to the world, but his silence evidently had sparked 

Cairion, "Gomez Manrique y el Protonario," 576. 
Juan De Lucena, "^Libro de Vida Beata por Juan De Lucena," Opusculos literarios de los siglosXIV a 

XVI, ed Antonio Paz y Melia, (Madrid; La Sociedad de BibIi6filos Espaiioles, 1892) pp. 104-205. 
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Lucena's correspondence. Manrique closes by recognizing his old friend's good 

intentions and elegant writing, though he asks that both letters be destroyed for the 

negative glimpses they provide into his private life. 

Since Manrique did not seek others with whom to share his grief, his consolatory 

poem had to have been a very confidential communication. Sieber identified it as a 

unique return to love poetry for a man who had gradually honed his poetic skills in the 

context of elaborate philosophical treatises in verse. Gomez did not wish to share his 

feelings with anyone other than Juana, the only person in his life who had lost as much as 

he had with the demise of Luis and Catalina. It is quite likely that the poem was not 

circulated to the public. This is strongly suggested by the fact that BN 7817 is the only 

extant codex from that time which includes the Consolatoria. The only other known 

manuscript copy of the poem is found in the MP 617. This manuscript is believed to have 

been compiled between 1568 and 1571 and holds several of Manrique's better known 

works such as the Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila, Regimiento de Principes and his 

continuation of Juan de Mena's Coplas de los siete pecados mortales. Vidal's 

comparison of the two manuscripts sheds light on their relative similarities."^ The poems 

and their introductory letters are identical with the exception of minor spelling variants. 

My assumption, which I plan to investigate in greater depth at a later time, is that the 

sixteenth-century scribe used BN 7817 as his source for all of Gomez Manrique's poems. 

If so, Manrique's poem to Juana de Mendoza was never made public in his lifetime. 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," pp. 1309-1334. 
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The question that arises, then, is why Manrique's poem would surface within only 

one of the two large cancioneros that he prepared toward the end of his life. Vidal offers 

one possibility, that MP 1250 was completed and sent to Rodrigo Alonso de Pimentel 

before 1484, when Manrique wrote the rest of the Consolatoria. Yet Vidal does not 

consider another possibility; Manrique could have compiled BN 7817 first, omitting the 

Consolatoria in the later, much more lavish MP 1250. Indeed, there are fourteen works 

that Gomez might have chosen to omit from BN 7817, including either works written by 

other poets, those written to people with whom he was now no longer friendly, such as 

Alfonso Carrillo, or those which discussed personal matters.'"^ Two of these poems most 

probably date from the time when Manrique's children died. Like the Consolatoria, they, 

too, present a side of the poet that he would not have wished to reveal to Pimentel or 

those who might read his cancionero. One of these is a pregunta answered by Pero 

Guillen de Segovia which discusses that period during his life in which Manrique had 

ceased to write; 

1. Tanto ha que no trobe 
cosa que, bien me viniese 
que si sope, ya no se 
hazer nada ni sabre 
que sin verguen^a dixese; 
que las armas desusadas 
el orin las toma botas; 
las discriciones remotas 
no sufren obras fiindadas.'"^ 

Manrique's relationship and "falling out" with the Archbishop of Toledo will be further described in 
Parts Two and Three. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 128. 
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One can imagine the older Manrique attempting to renew his poetic ability by expressing 

his frustrations at being unable to summon his prior talents for an elegy or consolatory 

poem for his wife. His poem, read by Guillen, drew the following response; 

1. Yo que siempre reproue 
lo que fengido syntiese, 
^como, senor, creere 
oluidarse el a.b.c. 
quien de niAo lo sopiese? 
Ni las cosas muy celadas, 
cubiertas de gniessas motas, 
a los sabios ser ynotas 
y alos synples reueladas.'"' 

It is plausible that he consulted Guillen, an old friend and admirer from the time they 

were in the employ of Alfonso Carrillo, in order to regain the self-confidence he felt 

would be necessary to console Juana. Guillen, after all, had compiled a Castilian version 

of the Gaya (^iengia in the 1470s."° This exercise, then, would demonstrate his poetic 

authority. Guillen's somewhat mocking tone here, much like that of Lucena's reprimand, 

could have left Manrique feeling sheepish once he finally recovered his poetic ability. If 

this is the case, Tanto ha que no trobe, as we shall refer to it since it lacks a title, would 

have been among the first poems he would choose to leave out of the cancionero he 

eventually sent to Pimentei. 

Despite the curious absence of the fourteen poems described above, there are love 

poems within BN 7817 that do speak of a context similar to the Comolatoria para Juana 

de Mendoza These short poems convey Manrique's sadness at having to leave a woman 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 129. 
Jose Maria Casas Homs, ed. La Gaya Ciencia de P. Guillen De Segovia. 2 vols. (Madrid; Clasicos 

Hispanicos, 1%7). 
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who was dear to him. While he does not specifically refer to his wife by name in these 

works, they correspond to the circumstances and feelings he would have experienced 

upon visiting his wife after she had taken ill. In February of 1482, shortly after the deaths 

of his two children, Isabel issued a summons to Manrique requiring his immediate 

presence in Valladolid to comfort his seriously ailing wife. The chancellery letter, dated 

19 January, gives Manrique permission to visit his wife for fifteen days, allowing twelve 

days for travel time."' At the bottom of the letter, written in the queen's own hand, is a 

personal message urging him to visit his wife because her condition had worsened when 

it was rumored he might not be coming. Paz y Melia also publishes a subsequent letter 

from the queen instructing a certain Alonso de Avila to take charge of the city of Toledo 

while Manrique visits his wife. Based on these letters, it is safe to assume that our poet 

went to Valladolid. He would have stayed there with Juana for fifteen days, returning to 

Toledo on what must have been a difficult journey for a man of his age, fearing all the 

while that he might lose his wife even as he had lost his daughter. The marriage of Juana 

and Gomez, the subject of several studies already mentioned, is considered to have been a 

rather "modem" relationship by some."^ It has even been shown that Manrique broke 

common poetic conventions by writing love poetry to Juana rather than by simply 

dedicating it to the wives of other nobles. Though Manrique and Juana were separated 

during as many as thirteen of the last years of their lives, he undoubtedly wrote to her 

with some frequency. They were buried together at the convent of Santa Clara founded 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 316-17. Also cited in Sieber, "Gomez Manrique's Last," 155. 
"• Jose Fradqas Lebrero, "Dos poemas amorosos de Gomez Manrique," Actas del I Congreso de la 
Historia de Palencia (Palencia: Diputacion Provincial, 1987) vol. 4 p 255; cited in Deyennond, "Women 
and Gomez Manrique," 74. 
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by Leonor de Castilla. One such poem which we may well attribute to this period of 

extended separation, found only in the BN 7817 cancionero, which begins Yo pario de 

vos, donzella, seems to present the tragic context in which our poet, following his visit to 

Valladolid, had to return to his obligations in Toledo, leaving his sole companion behind 

once more to grieve on her own; 

5. Yo parto por que m' aparta 
la mi no buena fortuna; 
yo parto con pena farta 
sin esperan^a ninguna. 
Yo me parto de mirarvos 
con dolor muy dolorido, 
e lieuo de bien amarvos 
prosupuesto no fengido. 

6. No quiero mas enojaruos, 
mas por merged vos yo pido 
que vos plega recordaruos 
de cuan triste me despido.''^ 

While the poem is not specifically dedicated to Juana, Yo parto de vos, donzella lacks the 

traditional "bittersweet" tone that characterizes other works with the same "departure" 

theme. Instead, it reflects true despair at the poet's inability to alter his own misfortune. 

Such an attitude is incongruent with the feelings commonly expressed by a rejected lover, 

which we would normally expect to find in these short poems. It is, in fact, much more in 

line with the expression of the permanence of the poet's loss as well as the uncertainty of 

future visits. It seems strange that our poet would refer to his wife of over thirty years as 

a donzella, yet the circumstances of his visit are also peculiar to the time as well. It is 

difficult to imagine that Manrique and Juana never saw each other af^er his authorized 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 90. 
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trip to ValladoHd in 1482 yet there are no records to document that he left his post at 

Toledo ever again. Indeed, in 1484, when our poet most likely completed and sent his 

Consolatoria, he indicates that he had not visited his wife since she was ill in 1482. 

Considering that Manrique was aware of his advanced age and his need to be present in 

the volatile political context of Toledo, our poet and his wife may well have considered 

this to be their last encounter. 

If, as I suggest, Yo parto de vos, donzella was written at the last time Gomez saw 

his wife, it suggests that MP 1250 and BN 7817 do not differ in content because the 

former was composed at a slightly later date. It demonstrates, instead, that our poet was 

selective in what lyric poems he chose to share with the fourth Count of Benavente. My 

hypothesis, that BN 7817 is the older of the two codices, will be completely tested with 

an edition of the poet's work that I plan to publish in the future. In the Appendix of this 

dissertation, I offer transcriptions of representative works from this manuscript to show 

the similarities and subtle differences between it and the MP 12S0 canciomro that was 

finally sent to the Count of Benavente. I believe that an accurate transcription of BN 

7817, which we do not yet have, will ultimately be useful for all future research on the 

genealogy and history of Manrique's manuscripts. A precise transcription of these poems 

will also enhance our understanding of the processes involved in commissioning a 

canciomro during the fifteenth century, shedding light on the decision-making process 

involved in selecting which works were to be included or omitted, as well as addressing 

the special requirements that may have been involved in their creation. Finally, I hope 

that an accurate analysis and transcription of BN 7817 will provoke a resurgence of 



philological and historical work on Manrique's poetry. A regularized and annotated 

edition that adheres to modem norms of transcription has been long overdue and has 

quite likely been the primary reason for the relative dearth of contemporary literary 

criticism of Manrique's work, with the result that our poet and his opus seem to have 

fallen once again into the obscurity from which Paz y Melia had rescued them in 1886. 

With an accurate transcription of Manrique's poetry at hand, historians will also have 

greater access to the poems for their own assessment of the role cancionero poetry played 

in the early modem Spanish court. The literary biography, the profiles of the poet's 

dedicatees and the poetic transcriptions and annotations will therefore prepare the way for 

this future edition and the "resurrection" of Gomez Manrique in medieval Spanish 

historical, cultural and literary studies. 
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PART ONE: GOMEZ MANRIQUE'S FORMATIVE YEARS, c.1415-
1458 

In the three Chapters that follow, we present the first half of Gomez Manrique's 

life and the events that resulted from Castile's political instability during the entire reign 

of Juan n and the first four years of Enrique IV's sovereignty. The absence of a just ruler, 

an authority figure who could be trusted to serve the interests of the entire kingdom, led 

to decades of anarchy and corruption. As an adult, Gomez Manrique would refer in his 

poetry to these years as a consequence of weak leadership. We also consider the specific 

losses that our poet either witnessed or suffered during this time and how years later they 

influenced his own decision to support Fernando and Isabel, two strong-willed leaders, 

against Enrique IV and his heiress, Juana "la Beltraneja." We also present the events that 

led the entire Manrique family to side against Juan II de Castilla and his constable, 

Alvaro de Luna. We also consider the role that these events played in Manrique's 

decision to begin to purchase texts with which to improve his own knowledge of classical 

history and literature and to begin to write poetic treatises on the subject of virtuous 

leadership. 
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Chapter One: Gomez Manrique, c. 1415-1440 
The date of Gomez Manrique's birth has proven to be elusive, since we have no 

official documentation of the event. It is very common not to be able to establish 

conclusively the birth date of a medieval Spanish individual. With the exception of 

baptismal records, many of which have been lost over the centuries, there were very few 

sources kept in medieval Spain that can aid us in determining birth dates with precision. 

Though we lack concrete evidence with which to establish a day or month of his birth, we 

are able to use the circumstances of his family in order to arrive at a year in which our 

poet most likely entered the world. Gomez Manrique was one of the fifteen sons and 

daughters of Pedro Manrique (1381-1440) and Leonor de Castilla (?-l470). Due to the 

fact that his parents were married no earlier than October of 1407 and that Gomez was 

one of the oldest of their fifteen children, all of whom were bom before 1430, it is clear 

he must have been bora in the second decade of the fifteenth century."^ However, due to 

an interesting series of errors made by Gomez's biographers, the year 1412 appears to 

have been arbitrarily selected as his birth date. Paz y Melia is the first to suggest either 

1412 or 1415, allegedly basing his determination on Salazar y Castro's unrivaled Historia 

genealdgica de la Casa de Lara (1696), though in truth the original biographer of the 

Manrique clan in fact does not offer a potential birth date for Gomez Manrique."^ At the 

outset, it would appear reasonable to assume that our poet entered the world on or about 

this year and many reputable critics, among them Menendez y Pelayo, mention this 

"''Salazar, Casa de Lara, 12 book 8 ch. I p. 45. 
Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. Ip. x; Salazar, Casa de Lara, t. 2 book 12 ch. 1 pp. 531 -541. 
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date."^ Vidal also uses circumstantial evidence for 1412 as a likely date."^ Vidal first 

reminds us that a previous Gomez Manrique (c.1356-1411), the Adelantado Mayor of 

Castile, or "Governor of the Frontier of Castile" and cousin of Pedro Manrique, died 

around the time in which our subject would have been bom, and in fact this Gomez 

Manrique did indeed maintain a close relationship with his cousin.''" This particular 

connection began after the death of Pedro's father, Diego Gomez Manrique, in the 

infamous Battle of Aljubarrota (1385), when Pedro was only four years old and surely 

too young to cany out the duties of Adelantado Mayor of Castile, the same title his father 

had held for Juan I de Castilla (r. 1379-1390). Gomez Manrique was assigned to manage 

Pedro's estate and to assume the position of Adelantado Mayor of Castile until his cousin 

came of age."^ This close relationship between our poet's father and a previous Gomez 

Manrique may explain the origin of Gomez's name, as Vidal has suggested.This could 

also, however, be coincidental. The names that Pedro and Leonor chose for their 

Marcelino Menradez y Pelayo, ffisioha de la poesia castellana en la edad media, ed. Adolfo Bonilla y 
San Martin, vol. 2 (Madrid: Libreria General de Victoriano Suirez,1914) 347. 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," pp. 25-6. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, t 2 book 8 ch. 2 p. 13. The life of this G6mez Manrique, an illegitimate son of 

the Count of Navairete (also named Pedro Manrique), is also briefly treated by Perez de Guzmw. Cf. P^rez 
de Guzmin, Generaciones, ed. Tate, 22: 

"Gdmez Manrique, Adelantado de Castilla, fue fljo bastardo del adelantado Pero Manrrique el viejo, e 
fue dado en rehenes ai rey de Granada con otros fijos de cavalleros de Castilla, e como era nifio, por 
enduzimiento e engafio de los moros tomose moro. Desque fue onbre cono^io el error en que bivia e vinose 
a Castilla e recon^ilibse a la fe. 

Fue este G6mez Manrique de buena altura e de fuertes mienbros, ba90 e calvo, el rostro grande, la 
nariz alta; buen cavallero, cuerdo e bien razonado, de grande esfuer^o, muy sobervio e porfioso, buen 
anugo e (ierto con sus amigos, mal ataviado de su presona, pero su casa tenia bien guamida. Como quier 
que verdadero e 9ieito fuese en sus fechos, pero o por manera de alegria o por fazer gasajado a los que con 
^1 estavan, contaba algunas vezes cosas estrannas e maravillosas que avia visto en tierras de moros. las 
quales eran graves e dubdosas de creer. 

Muri6 en edad de 9inquenta e finco ailos. Yaze enterrado en un monesterio que el fizo que llaman Frey 
de Val." 

Salazar, 12 book. 8 ch. 2. p. 13. Gomez Manrique managed the duties so well that when Pedro did reach 
maturity, Enrique III did not return the title to him, instead giving him the title of Adelantado Mayor of 
Leon. 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," 25. 
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offspring were, like their own, traditional names for ancient Castilian families. There 

certainly had been other Gomez Manriques in the past. Our poet may indeed have been 

named after Gomez Manrique, the highly revered Archbishop of Toledo (d. 1375). 

Despite the fact that Pedro I de Castilla had chosen him as archbishop in 1360, this 

Gomez ultimately convinced the Manrique family to shift support from Pedro to Enrique 

II during the Trastamara revolt, leading the Manrique family to positions of power under 

the new royal family.'^' 

In addition to his suggestion that Gomez Manrique may have been named after 

his older second cousin, Vidal argues unconvincingly that his very name is evidence that 

he must have been bom in 1412, the year following the death of the Adelantado Mayor of 

Castile.'^ He then goes on to suggest other coincidences that may exist to confirm his 

theory, including a misinterpretation of a passage in the poet's will fmalized in 1490.'^ 

In it, Gomez Manrique had stipulated that he did not wish for his armor to be sold in the 

event that his estate became bankrupt. In particular, he demonstrated his wish for a gilded 

visor given to him by King Fernando to remain in the family to be passed on to 

subsequent generations as an heirloom; 

"...pero es mi voluntad que vnas armas enteras de mi 
persona queden para mi subcesor, especial la felada mia 
guamida de oro, por quanto me la dio mi sefior el rey don 
Fernando, seyendo niiio, y encode que la guarde para sus 
subcesores por serme dada de la mano de tan 

Salazar, Ccaa de Lara, L 1 book 5 ch. 6 p.323. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria." 25. 
Vidal ("Obra literaria," 192S-I94S) transcribes the will in his dissertation, as does Salazar, Casa de 

Lara, Pruebas del libra 12 pp. 496-501. 
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bienauenturado principe, los quales dichos dos memoriales 
les hallaran juntos con este mi testamento."'^'* 

Vidal interprets this passage to mean that as a child, Gomez was given a gilded visor by 

Fernando de Antequera, the younger brother of Enrique HI, who was regent of Castile 

from 1406 until his sudden death in 1416.'" While Fernando de Antequera had no 

immediate claim to any throne, he was elected King of Aragon at the Compromise of 

Caspe in 1412, following the death of Martin I who had died in 1410 without issue. 

While Fernando was a popular regent in Castile, it is extremely unlikely that Manrique 

would have been old enough to recall any contact with him since Fernando died in 1416. 

It is also highly improbable that Fernando de Antequera would have given the infant 

Manrique such a valuable item, especially since Gomez, a middle child, was not destined 

to inherit titles of substance. The visor served to protect the face of the knight's steed, yet 

a gilded one would also demonstrate the wealth and prowess of its rider. Vidal explains 

that a gift of such worth often was given to the child of a noble as a gesture of alliance, 

yet he admits that the firstborn and not a middle child, would ordinarily be the 

recipient.'^® Why, then, would Fernando I have given him a visor? Did he wish to 

maintain, as Vidal suggests, an alliance with Pedro Manrique? He certainly wanted Pedro 

on his side, since the adelcmtado mayor had been influential in mapping Castile's future 

following the death of Enrique in.'^ However, Fernando did not openly seek Manrique's 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," 1932. 
Vidal, "Obra Hteraria," 25. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria," 26. 
In Lope de Bairientos, Rejundicion del Halconero, ed. Juan de Mata CaiTiazo,(Madrid; Espasa-Caipe, 

1946) 22, Fernando de Antequera, shortly before his death in 1416. had left the grandees, among them 
Pedro Manrique, in charge of Castile. If the visor was in fact, as Vidal suggests, given to Gomez Manrique 
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alliance over that of other nobles he also favored. In 1411, upon the death of his cousin 

Gomez Manrique the Adelantado Mayor of Castile, Pedro petitioned Fernando for the 

restoration of the title his father had held up until the time of his death at Aljubarrota.'^ 

Fernando ignored his request, bestowing the title instead upon Diego Gomez de 

Sandoval, the future Count of Castro and homonymous firstborn son who would, in time, 

marry Pedro's daughter, Juana to his own son, Fernando de Sandoval y Rojas. Evidently, 

Fernando de Antequera was not reluctant to exercise his royal prerogative contrary to 

Pedro Manrique's wishes, nor was he legally bound to keep the title within the Manrique 

family.'^ Since he was unwilling to reward Pedro himself with a title, it is even more 

unlikely, then, that Fernando would have lavished such a valuable gift upon his middle 

son as a gesture of political alliance. In his will, Gomez Manrique does not state that he 

received the visor in 1412. Indeed, he could have received it in any year before Fernando 

de Antequera died. Therefore, the visor adds nothing concrete to the debate. It is also 

questionable whether Gomez in fact received the visor from Fernando de Antequera, or 

from another King Fernando, especially since Gomez does not refer specifically to 

Fernando I de Aragon in his testament.'^ 

A careful reading of the passage tells us that it is more likely that Gomez received 

the visor from another King Fernando with whom he was very familiar. Manrique's 

phrasing of 's^endo niiio' is ambiguous and does not distinguish who was a child at the 

by Fernando de Antequera, it could have been given to him in the year 1416 as well, thus meaning that the 
^tdoes not necessarily link ourpoet's birth to 1412. 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 book 8 ch. 2 p. 1S. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, t. 2 book 8 ch. 2 p. 15. The king, not lineage, determined who was to become 

adelantado mayor. 
130 Fernando que le pudo regalar esta celada siendo nifio no puede ser otro que el infante don 
Fernando de Antequera...." (Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," 25). 



time the gift was given, Gomez or King Fernando. While Vidal does not refer to it in his 

analysis, ending his quote after "seyendo nifio," Gomez continues to describe in his will 

that he charges his successor with holding and passing down the visor as a family 

heirloom, as it was given to him by such a fortunate prince ("bienaventurado 

principe").*^* In 1490, shortly before his death, Gomez neither would have recognized 

Fernando de Antequera as having been his sefior, nor as having been a prince, much less 

a fortunate one at that. Gomez was much too young to serve under Fernando I and 

probably would not have remembered so vividly the impact that this monarch had had 

upon the Crown of Castile. The "King Fernando" in question, then, must have been the 

young Fernando el Catolico, bom in 1452, whom Gomez had known and protected when 

he had been a "bienaventurado principe," struggling to maintain the crowns of Castile 

and Aragon. Fernando, "seyendo niiio," gave the visor, as a gesture of alliance, to Gomez 

the Castilian knight. As a young prince, Fernando de Aragon had ample incentive to 

reward Gomez Manrique who had been his most reliable supporter in his nine-year fight 

for the throne.It is also possible that Manrique had been in contact earlier with 

Fernando, whose rights as heir to the Kingdom of Aragon were not granted until 1462, 

following the death of his half-brother Carlos de Viana in 1461. After Carlos's death, 

there were deliberations among the Aragonese nobility who had resented Juan n's harsh 

treatment of his illegitimate son, and certainly the Castilian allies intervened on behalf of 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," 25. 
The moments in which Femando V (II de Aragon) and Gomez were in contact will be discussed in 

greater detail throughout Part Two. 
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the King of Aragon.'^^ Years later, in composing his will, the dying Manrique would 

have been proud of having been on the winning side of these disputes and the visor would 

have served as a symbol of his legacy. He would have desired that his descendents 

remember his role in supporting Femando's quest for the throne and that he had been 

rewarded for his actions. Seen in this light, Vidal's assertion that Fernando I gifted Pedro 

Manrique's newborn child with a gilded visor in the year he negotiated his rights to the 

throne of Aragon is untenable and offers no new evidence toward dating Manrique's birth 

to the year 1412. 

On the other hand, Paz y Melia, after listing 1412 as a potential date of birth for 

Gomez Manrique, suggests that Gomez's older brother Rodrigo, the Master of Santiago 

eulogized in his son Jorge's immortal Coplas, may have been the Manrique bom in 1412 

citing the Cronica del Halconero de Juan II, Pedro Carrillo de Huete who describes 

Rodrigo's seizure of Huescar in 1434. In the Cronica account, Rodrigo was only twenty-

two when he captured the city from the Moors.Thus Paz y Melia infers that, should 

Carrillo de Huete be correct, Rodrigo must have been bom in 1412 and therefore his 

younger brother Gomez would have more likely been bom in 1415.'^' The king's 

falconer was a citizen of Murcia during the time the city was under constant attack by 

Rodrigo and Gomez and was very familiar with the two protagonists of the Huescar 

Jaime Vicens Vives, Historia critica de la vida y reinado de Fernando II de Aragon, (Zaragoza; 
Institucion «Femando El Cat61ico» C.S.I.C. de la Excma. Diputacion Provincial de Zaragoza, 1962) 124. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol 1 p. x. Note that Paz y Melia incorrectly states that Alvar Garcia de 
Santa Maria describes the episode in his Cronica de Juan II {Documentos ineditos para la historia de 
EspaHa vols 99-100, (1891; Kraus Reprint Ltd, 1966) 81-495. However, Alvar Garcia de Santa Maria 
covers only up to the year 1434, and does not refer to Rodrigo's siege of Huescar. For a more complete 
record of the reign of Juan II de Castilla, cf Pedro CairiUo de Huete Cronica del halconero de Juan II, ed. 
Juan de Mata Carriazo, (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1946) 174. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. x. 
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conquest.'^ Despite this, both Vidal and Salazar y Castro ignore the Halconero, opting 

instead for Fernando del Puigar's statement in his Claros varones de Costilla, a work in 

which the deceased knights, prelates and royalty who fought in the conflict between 

Isabel and Enrique IV are profiled, that Rodrigo was seventy years old upon his death in 

November 1476.'^' This belief contradicts Salazar's own discovery that Pedro Manrique 

and Leonor de Castilla were not married before September 1407.'^* 

Rodrigo was not bom out of wedlock, nor was he the firstborn. At least one other 

Manrique preceded him. According to Salazar's own records, Diego Gomez Manrique, 

the first of fifteen Manrique children, was bom in 1409, a date which more accurately 

corresponds to his parents's lifetime. Furthermore, it is even possible that another child 

preceded Rodrigo (and perhaps Diego Gomez) in birth. Beatriz had been married earlier 

to Pedro Fernandez de Velasco, first Count of Haro (d. 1470), in the presence of King 

Juan II in Turegano; her eighteen-year-old brother Diego Gomez was married to Maria de 

Sandoval, the seven-year-old daughter of the Count of Castro, while her younger sister, 

Juana Manrique (1414-1474), was married to Maria's fourteen-year old brother, 

Femando de Sandoval, the future second Count of Castro.'^' These weddings were 

Cf. Juan Abellan Perez, ed. Coleccion de documentos para la historia del reino de Xfurcia, (Murcia: U 
de Cadiz, C.S.I.C., 1984)608-9. 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 24 n. 40. Cf. also Pulgar, Claros varones. ed. Tate, 1971, 52; Salazar. Casa de 
Lara, t 2 book. 10 ch. 1 p. 184. 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, t 2 book 8 ch. I p. 4S. Note also that eleven pages later, Salazar states that Diego 
G6mez Manrique, the first born son of the fifteen Manrique siblings, was bom in 1409, which appears to be 
a more likely beginning for the lineage. 

Alvar Garcia de Santa Maria, Cronica de don Juan 11, vol. 100, 13. While Garcia writes that these 
weddings took place in 1428, Salazar (Casa de Lara, t. 2 book. 8 ch. 1 pp. 46-8) believes that Diego and 
Juana were married in 1427, and that Leonor was married in 1429. In either case, all siblings married at this 
time are around the same age as Gomez, who must not have been married until later to Juana de Mendoza. 
This may mean that Juana de Mendoza was considerably younger than our poet It also stands to reason that 
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celebrated on the eve of the historical festivals held in May of 1428. According to Alvar 

Garcia de Santa Maria, Pedro also secretly married his third daughter, Leonor Manrique, 

to Alvaro Lopez de Estufiiga, the sixteen-year-old firstborn of the Count of Ledesma, on 

the same night he married Diego and Juana to Maria and Fernando de Sandoval. That 

brides were not selected for Rodrigo, Pedro (the third Manrique son) or Gomez on this 

occasion suggests that these three sons were too young for an arranged marriage. Being 

only twelve or thirteen years old at that time, Gomez in particular would not yet have 

arrived at the fourteen-year minimum age of marriage for a male. 

In light of this evidence, Carrillo de Huete's assertion that Rodrigo Manrique, not 

Gomez, was twenty-two years old on 6 November 1434, is clearly more accurate than 

Pulgar's statement that Rodrigo was seventy when he died in 1476.''*° The "en hedad de 

setenta afios" offered by the Claros varones, can only be an estimate of his age at the 

time of death. Further evidence of this is that "setenta" is not the only figure given by the 

Claros varones. In his Pruebas section for Rodrigo Manrique's biography, Salazar y 

Castro transcribes the same passage, yet records it as saying that Rodrigo died "con gran 

honra en edad de 60. alios."''** Tate's edition of Claros varones also notes that two 

Seville printings, each made by Stanislao Polono less than a month apart in 1500, list 

"sesenta" and "Ix," respectively, for Rodrigo's final age.''*^ As Salazar y Castro's version 

transcribes the numeral "60," it follows, then, that Salazar y Castro's transcription came 

G6inez was in fact younger than his sister Juana, and therefore, at thirteen, not yet old enough to attract an 
arranged marriage to the daughter of one of Pedro's wealthy allies. 

Pulgar's inclusion of Gdmez Manrique at the siege is also unreliable, as Rodrigo's letter makes no 
reference to his presence. This will be discussed later in this Chapter. 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, Pruebas del libra 10, p.402. 
Pulgar, Claros varones, ed. Tate, 1971,52. 
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from the latter of the two Seville texts. Tate describes the two Seville versions as closely 

related printings of the 1486 Toledo manuscript. This text, the oldest known version of 

the Claros varones, and the second book to have been printed in Toledo, serves as his 

base text*'*' Could it be, however, that, before setting the type to print his Seville 

versions, Stanislao Polono corrected "setenta" to "sesenta" on the first, and from 

"sesenta" to "Ix" on the second? Vidal does not register an opinion on this issue. In part, 

this could be due to the fact that he does not cite Tate's English edition, but works instead 

with Dominguez Bordona's transcription.He may have taken Dominguez's partial 

assessment at face value. Dominguez did not have a copy of the second of the 1500 

Seville texts, but he did note that the first of these two editions states that Rodrigo died at 

"sesenta" and not "setenta" years of age. Having acknowledged the variant, however, 

Dominguez proceeds to refute the accuracy of the second edition, affirming that "La 

edicion de 1486 dice tambien setenta, y asi debe ser, pues el maestre nacio en 1406 y 

murio en 1470 (Salazar y Mendoza (sic). Hist. Gen. de la Casa de Lara, Madrid, 1697 

(sic), t. n, lib. X)."''*' This statement includes four errors, none of which is mentioned by 

Vidal. The most obvious inaccuracy is that Rodrigo died in 1476, not 1470, while the 

seventeenth-century genealogist's name was Salazar y Castro, not Mendoza, whose 

twenty-volume study was printed in 1696, not 1697. Finally, Dominguez has relied on 

Salazar's statement that Rodrigo was bom in 1406, a date which we have shown to be 

incorrect. In all likelihood both "sesenta" and "setenta" are estimates, possibly even 

Pulgar. Claros vamnes, ed. Tate, 1971, liv. 
Tate also has a Spanish edition, Fernando del Pulgar, Claros varones de Costilla ed. Robert Brian Tate, 

(Madrid: Taunis, I98S), but it does not account for the variants. 
Fernando del Pulgar, Claros varones de Castilla, ed. Jos^ Dominguez Bordona, 1923; Madrid; E^asa-

Calpe, 1954) 95n24. 
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equidistant from the exact age. Whether Pulgar intended to write "sesenta" or "setenta," it 

is reasonable to assume that Rodrigo died when he was in his sixth decade, and that he, 

not Gomez Manrique, was bom in 1412. 

The assumption that Rodrigo was bom in 1412 and Gomez in 1415 also makes 

sense when we consider the ages of their closest siblings. At least one other brother, the 

previously mentioned Pedro Manrique, Lord of Valdezcaray, was bom between Gomez 

and Rodrigo.*'^ While recent scholarship argues to the contrary, it is also quite likely that 

Gomez's sister, Juana Manrique, with whom he was very close throughout his life, as he 

dedicates verse to her—something he does not do for his other sisters—and is in great 

mourning at her death in 1474 when Alfonso Carrillo summons him to do battle, was 

older than he.'"*^ Vidal, adhering to the belief that Gomez was bora in 1412, assumes that 

Juana was two years his junior, and that Gomez's evident affection shown is for Juana, 

his younger sister."* In a consolatoria, or consolation poem that Gomez dedicates to 

Juana during the early and turbulent years in which Enrique ascends to the throne, he 

describes his sister as "en amor sin duda mas madre que ermana."''*' In his annotated 

transcription of the Consolatoria, Vidal dismisses this phrase as merely rhetorical. In a 

brief analysis of the Consolatoria, the late Rafael Lapesa also relied both on Paz y Melia 

Salazar, Casa de Lara , t. 2 book 8 ch. 1 pp. 459-465. Vidal has found that G6mez Manrique is the 
fourth and not the fifth of the eight Manrique brothers. He bases this on his transcription of a copy of 
Manrique's testament held at the Monastery of Calabazanos, and determines that Salazar's transcription of 
Manrique as the quinto hijo is iiKorrect. His assertion corresponds to Leonor de Castilla's own will which 
lists Manrique as her fourth son, as well as Pedro Manrique's will, which considers Gomez as an heir 
before his brother Ifiigo. Salazar's own genealogical stemma lists Gomez as the fourth of the brothers. Cf 
Salazar, t.2 book 8 ch. 1 p. 2. 

Cf. Pedro Guillra de Segovia, La Gaya Ciencia. vol. 1, ed. Jos6 Maria Casas Homs, (Madrid; Cl^cos 
Hisp^cos, 1962) 30; Rafael Lapesa, "Poesia docta y afectividad," 55-64. 

^dal. "Obra literaria," 418. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I pp. 209-213. 
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and Menendez y Pelayo's assessment that Manrique was bom in 1412.''® He therefore 

made the same assumption that Juana was two years younger and attributed the reference, 

together with Manrique's overall formal tone, to the fact that Juana held a noble rank 

superior to her brother's: "Tal vez hubiera tenido ocasion de sentirse amparado por su 

hermana, y a esa proteccion aluda el efecto maternal que le atribuye."*'' 

An analysis of the thirty-strophe poem that Manrique himself glosses and 

dedicates to the "muy noble e virtuosa seftora" in or around the year 1457 yields no 

conclusive evidence to indicate which of the two, Gomez or Juana, is the older sibling.''^ 

The central theme of the poem, as with other poetic works that Manrique will develop in 

this decade, purports to teach Juana about the ephemeral nature of worldly possessions 

which Fortune may take away at any moment in one's life.'" This philosophical concept 

is one which begins to appear with ever greater frequency in Manrique's literary 

production dedicated to contemporaries both younger and older than he, as we find in the 

case of Diego Arias de Avila, bom around 1405, and Juan de Mena (1411-1456), whose 

own poetry reflects that he, too, was a firm believer in the unpredictable nature of 

Fortune. Neither the content nor the tone of the Consolatoria indicate that Juana is a 

younger sister, and regardless of how "sheltered" he may have felt by his sister, the wife 

of a more affluent noble than he, as Lapesa suggested, it is unlikely that Manrique would 

Lapesa, "Poesia docta y afectividad," 56. 
Lapesa, "Poesia docta y afectividad," 56. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 209. 
Cf. Str. 5a-c: 

Enel piin^ipio, condesa notable, 
me piaze traer a vuestra memoria 
que cosa es fortuna e qua! es su gloria, 
e quan poco dura, e como es mudable; (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 215). 
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attribute maternal qualities to a younger sister, figuratively or otherwise. In light of the 

fact that all arguments to establish 1412 as the year of Gomez's birth have been shown to 

be based on inconclusive evidence, it follows that it is illogical to assume that he was 

bom in 1412, and it is equally illogical to presume that Juana Manrique was necessarily 

his younger sister. Moreover, as we have already shown above, persuasive data exists to 

suggest that his older brother Rodrigo was most likely to have been bom in 1412, while 

Gomez was in all probablility bom in or around 141S. In lieu of any other indications, it 

certainly makes sense to assume that the poet's reference to the matemal treatment he 

received from Juana should also indicate that she was, in fact, his slightly older sister, a 

sister he would eventually outlive by sixteen years. 

Place of Birth 

Just as there are no records to indicate when Gomez Manrique was bom, his place 

of birth is also a subject of conjecture. Menendez y Peiayo assumed, as do other scholars, 

including Vidal, that the poet was bom in the Amusco household of Pedro Manrique.'^^ 

Amusco, in the province of Palencia, was the principal domain of the Manrique clan, and 

though it had been divided in 1334 between the brothers Gomez Manrique, Archbishop 

of Toledo, and Garci Fem^dez Manrique, our poet's great-grandfather, it devolved 

intact on Diego Gomez Manrique (d. 1385) upon the death of his uncle the archbishop in 

1375.'^ Subsequently, in 1413, Pedro Manrique was able to make arrangements with his 

cousin Garci Fernandez Manrique, Lord of Aguilar, so that Amusco became solely his.'^^ 

'®*Giiillen de Segovia, Gaya Ciencia, vol. I p. 30. 
Menendez y Peiayo, Historia de la poesia, vol. 2 p. 347; Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 26. 
Salazar. Casa de Lara, L 2 book 8 ch. 1 p. 4. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 book 8 ch. 2 p. 15. 
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From that time on, it became the exclusive domain of Pedro Manrique and Leonor de 

Castilla who occasionally hosted the powerful nobility, and even royalty, of their day. In 

1430, Juan 11 de Castilla received a nephew of the Emperor of Germany as his guest, 

w h i l e  t h e  c o u r t ,  i n c l u d i n g  A l v a r o  d e  L u n a ,  w a s  i n  A m u s c o  w i t h  P e d r o  M a n r i q u e . I n  

1437, when Pedro was arrested by Alvaro de Luna, his sons Diego Gomez and Pedro, 

who were with their father at the time of his detention, fled to Amusco, calling on all of 

their relatives to return home to protect their land and to appeal to the King of Castile to 

release their parent."' 

While Amusco remains the most likely birthplace for Gomez Manrique, other 

possibilities do exist, if it is assumed that Pedro Manrique's family accompanied him on 

his frequent travels during the second decade of the century. Leon would have been one 

of his most frequent destinations, and therefore, another potential locale for our poet's 

birth. Enrique III de Castilla had previously granted Pedro Manrique ^e titles of Notario 

Mayor and Adelantado Mayor of Leon in 1405.'^ These distinctions, conferred in 

recompense when the king confirmed his first cousin Gomez Manrique's assumption of 

the title of Adelantado Mayor of Castile, would have required Pedro's physical presence 

in Leon not only to guard its borders, but to actively participate in its governance. Pedro 

Manrique would have had to organize and lead the city and town militias of the province 

in the name of Enrique m. During the time in which Gomez was bom, Pedro, as one of 

the grandees whom Fernando de Antequera had placed in charge of the kingdom before 

Cairillo de Huete. Htdconero, p. 58. 
Bairientos, Rejunthcion, p.218. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 book 8 ch. 2 p. 13. 



his unexpected death, was very politically active on behalf of the Crown of Castile, 

remaining so even after the death of Queen Cataiina of Lancaster, until he formed a new 

alliance with the Infantes de Aragon in 1420.'^' During those years, he would have spent 

a great deal of time in the province, perhaps staying with his family in the Leonese 

domain owned by his wife, Leonor. In her will, she wishes for her son Gomez Manrique 

to inherit this land, leading Salazar y Castro, and consequently, all other scholars to 

comment that this was a sign of favoritism, though we are unable to determine the value 

of the property.'®^It should also be remembered that Belbimbre, one of the senorios that 

Gomez inherited from his father, is also located in northwestern Leon. Gomez may well 

have been bom or even spent part of his childhood in the villa there that he would later 

hold. 

The nearby city of Valladolid is also a possible location for Manrique's birth, if 

we are to assume that the entire family followed the court during this period. Pedro was 

frequently in Valladolid at this time, sometimes to celebrate arranged marriages, such as 

the wedding of his cousin Ifiigo Lopez de Mendoza to Cataiina Suarez de Figueroa, the 

daughter of Lorenzo Suarez, the late Master of the Order of Santiago.Valladolid was 

the center of significant royal activity during the next two decades, and consequently 

would have been a frequent destination of the Manrique family during Gomez's 

childhood. 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, t 2 book 8 ch. 2 p. 18. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 book 12 ch. I p. S32; Vidal, "Obra literaha," 22. 
Salazar. Casa de Lara. L 2 book 8 ch. 2p. IS. 
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Childhood and Education. 

Like that of most nobles, Gomez Manrique's childhood is not documented, nor do 

we have any concrete data on his life until 1439, when he would have been at least 

twenty four years old. Manrique's own writings, however, provide several clues about his 

y o u t h ,  d e t a i l s  w h i c h  P a z  y  M e l i a  a n d  V i d a l  h a v e  p r e v i o u s l y  n o t e d . I n  t h e  

accompanying letter and prose introduction to his Coplaspara Diego Arias de Avila, our 

poet says that he spent the greater part of his childhood in the service of Infante Enrique, 

the future Enrique IV, though he does not specify the duties with which he was 

charged.'^^ Diego Arias was one of Enrique's court favorites and in his introductory letter 

the poet downplays the satirical nature of the verses that follow it. Due to the antagonistic 

nature of Manrique's relationship with Arias, it could be that his statement exaggerates 

his years of service to Infante Enrique. On the other hand, his mother, Leonor, the 

granddaughter of Enrique II, held the office of Camarera Mayor to Juan II's queen, 

Maria de Aragon (d. 1445). Her duties would have permitted Gomez and his siblings to 

be acquainted with the royal court. Our poet would have been old enough accompany her 

as she cared for the infant prince Enrique alongside her own children.'^ Enrique was 

bom in 1425, at least ten years after Gomez. As a youth, our poet could have served the 

future monarch of Spain as a caretaker or in some other trusted function. We have no 

records linking Gomez to Enrique's household in Segovia where the prince lived apart 

Vidal. "Obra literaria," 27; Helen Nader, The Mendoza Family in the Spanish Renaissance, (New 
Brunswick, Rutgers UP, 1979) 79. Note, however, that Nader, relying on Salazar, mistakenly reports that 
G6mez and Rodhgo were several years apart in age. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. p. 67. 
Despite G6mez Manrique's own statement that he served Enrique IV ("...nuestro Seflor, en cuyo 

seruicio gaste la mayor parte de mi niiiez..." (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, 67), Vidal argues that he would 
have been too young to serve Enrique IV, and must have meant that he served Juan II (Vidal, '̂ Obra 
Uteraria," 27). 
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from his father after 1439. Since it is there that he became an aficionado of music and 

song, as well as of other vigios de la corte, it is unlikely that Gomez was educated within 

the prince's household.'®^ 

Gomez Manrique also would have spent a good deal of time in his family's 

household in Amusco. There, he would have been educated by the private tutor that 

Leonor hired for her fifteen children. As Vidal indicates, Leonor left two thousand 

maravedb to a Garci Femwdez del Castillo, in gratitude for his services as her children's 

teacher.*^ Regarding the primary education of a noble, Helen Nader explains that they 

were taught in their home to read and write in Castilian, were given a basic understanding 

of Latin, and were instructed in arithmetic and geometry.It was the noblewoman's 

duty to see to it that her children were educated.'^ Garcia Fernandez del Castillo would 

have been the Manriques's personal tutor, providing Gomez and his siblings with a basic 

understanding of these subjects until their early teen years. For most nobles, including 

Gomez Manrique, the few years spent learning to read and write, to calculate and to 

understand Latin, were the extent of one's formal education. As Gomez humbly explains 

in the introduction he penned to Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel, the recipient of his 

cancionero, he was not formally educated in letters, but was, like most nobles of his day. 

Pulgar, Claros varones, ed. Tate, 1971,7. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria," 27. Vidal transcribes Leonoras testament, from the archives of the convent of the 

Sisters of Santa Clara of Calabazanos, which she founded. 
'® Nader, Mendoza Family, 78. 

Amy Livingstone, "Poweiful Allies and Dangerous Adversaries; Noblewomen in Medieval Society," 
Women in Medieval Society, ed. Linda E. Mitchell, (New Yoik: Garland, 1999) 16. 
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limited in his learning to those few subjects taught him from early childhood to about 

fourteen years of age."* 

Upon reaching adolescence, the Manrique brothers—with the exception of liiigo 

and Juan, who were destined to be educated as clergymen—were instructed in the skills 

of martial arts.'^ Our poet and his brothers Diego, Pedro, Fadrique and Garci Fernandez 

would have either been assigned to reside with and learn from relatives, or, as more likely 

was the case, remained at home to learn from their father. Rodrigo, according to Pulgar, 

was also trained to be a knight in the military order of Santiago and at an early age, was 

given the title of Commander of Segura de la Sierra, affording him a domain in one of the 

most lucrative albeit volatile sites controlled by the Order.In his introductory letter to 

Pimentel, Gomez writes that he felt more comfortable in his skills as a soldier than as a 

poet, because he had been educated in the school of one of the best instructors of the day, 

his brother Rodrigo.'^'* Gomez probably followed his brother to Segura where he would 

have learned the martial arts in his brother's household. The rents that Rodrigo collected, 

as well as the booty that he would have amassed from raiding the nearby Moorish 

territories would have served as an excellent incentive for any young knight and the 

Manriques would most certainly have received much practice in warfare, both by 

attacking the Moors and by defending Segura against them. While he credits Rodrigo for 

his military education, their difference of three years in age makes it seem implausible 

that Gomez could have learned all of his skills directly from his older brother. In the 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I pp. 2-5. 
Nader, Mendoza Family, 78. 
Pulgar, Clams varones, ed. Tate, 1971,48; Salazar, Caaa de Lara, L 2 book 10 ch. 1 p. 284. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. I. 



1480s, after Rodrigo's death, it was good for both Gomez's image and his late brother's 

memory for our poet to credit Rodrigo as his teacher. Rodrigo was, in Gomez's own 

words, the "<^id segundo," the most powerful knight of his time."' In 1479, the fatally 

wounded Jorge, Rodrigo's third son, also completed forty coplas in which his father is 

held in the highest honor.Written with the knowledge of his own mortality, the Coplas 

por la muerte de su padre quickly became one of the most popular works to be included 

in the cancioneros. In essence, then, as a youth Gomez first benefited economically from 

his brother's early fortune and later, benefited as a product of Rodrigo's military school 

in Segura. It can be said with certainty that Gomez gready admired his brother's military 

skills, as he enlisted his own son, Luis, in Rodrigo's army.^^ But despite the military 

success that both brothers enjoyed, their styles were very different. Throughout his 

career, Rodrigo was prone to siding with those who opposed the Crown. While Gomez 

always sided with his older brother, his role in the disputes was typically that of the 

mediator, providing a counterbalance to Rodrigo's aggressive tendencies. Gomez's 

ability to negotiate was later recognized by the Catholic Monarchs, who employed him 

on numerous occasions to seek compromise with the enemy before taking military action. 

During his childhood, Gomez Manrique would have learned diplomacy from his 

father, who was politically active from 1420 up to his death in 1440. Like most of the 

grandees that Fernando I had placed in charge of Castile shortly before his death, Pedro 

supported the Infantes de Aragon in their attempt to seize the kingdom from their cousin 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 160. 
Richard P. Kinkade, "The Historical Date," Speculum 45 (1970): 216-24. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 book 12, ch. 3, p. S4g. 
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Juan II, whom they believed was too young to govern without a regent. Gomez would 

have been about five years of age when Juan and Enrique de Aragon attempted to capture 

Juan II. He would therefore have been too young to aid his father in this coup attempt. He 

would have also been too young to have joined the opposition against the emerging court 

favorite, Alvaro de Luna. In the 1430s, however, as trouble between Juan II and the 

Infantes de Aragon recurred, Gomez would have been old enough to involve himself in 

the disputes for power over Castile. He would have learned much from the roles that his 

father, together with Admiral Fadrique Enriquez and the Infantes Enrique and Juan, 

played in the turbulent decades of the 1430s and 1440s. During these uncertain times, the 

ability to negotiate with the monarch became an essential skill for a knight to achieve 

power. The numerous times our poet was called upon by Isabel and Fernando to represent 

their interests, to be discussed in further detail in Part Two, also attest to the keen 

diplomatic protocol that he had developed in his youth. As Manrique's introduction to his 

ITH cancionero reveals, he believed that his poetry aided his diplomacy. 

In addition to receiving the customary education as a knight, Gomez became well 

versed in the Bible. While it cannot be argued that his faith was any deeper than that of 

his peers or family members, it is clear in his writings and his actions that his faith 

directly affected his life. As a writer in the fifteenth century, the role of the Church in 

every aspect of Gomez's life is apparent. The Catholic Church was an ever-present 

institution. Its influence spread beyond the Christian community to determine the 

conditions of international relations. It had long been a key proponent of the Reconquest 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 1 pp. 5-6. 
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in Spain. The Church, particularly during Isabel's reign, frequently allocated titles to the 

offspring of the most powerful nobles. The Manrique clan was no exception and it can be 

said that our poet's family offered many religious figures for fifteenth-century Spain to 

emulate. As evidenced by his younger brother Inigo, Isabel and Fernando rewarded those 

who exemplified religious service. Though ifiigo was raised in the Church and inherited 

very little from his father, he eventually wielded more power than any of his siblings. He 

was first named Bishop of Oviedo in 1446, where he presided until 1458, at which time 

he moved to Extremadura to become the new Bishop of Coria.'^ He left Coria for Jaen 

in 1476, later to preside over Queen Isabel's royal council in 1478. From this point until 

his death in 1485, ii^igo wielded more authority than anyone else in the kingdom other 

than the Catholic Monarchs themselves'^ Gomez's brother Juan was also raised to be a 

clergyman. Though he died relatively young in 1473, he had served Enrique IV on his 

royal council and also with the famous Bishop Alfonso de Cartagena as Archdeacon of 

Valpuesta, a chief parish in the Burgos region.'^' After Pedro died in 1440, Gomez's 

mother also entered the service of the Church. Following the wishes Pedro had detailed in 

his will, Leonor de Castilla turned her Amusco household into a Franciscan convent 

dedicated to Santa Clara, obtaining a papal bull to do so in 1446.'^ In 1458, upon the 

death of Diego Manrique, her oldest son, Leonor and three of the Manrique sisters, Ines, 

Maria and Aldonza, moved the convent to the monastery of Calabazanos, naming it 

Nuestra Seffora de la Consolacion. Throughout his adult life, Gomez would be a regular 

Salazar. Casa de Lara, t. 2 book 8 ch. 3 pp. 52-53. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 book 8 ch. 3 p. 54. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 book 12 ch. S p. 562. 
Patricia Andr^ Gonzalez, Los monasterios de Clarisas en la provincia de Palencia, (Palencia, InsL 

Tello Tdlez Meneses, 1997) 73. 
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visitor to Calabazanos. In support of his family, he also became a regular contributor, 

building its refectory and dormitory. He would also request that he and his wife, Juana de 

Mendoza, be buried together within its church. In addition to the inevitable impact that 

Catholicism would have had on any Old Christian Spanish noble of the fifteenth century, 

Gomez was encouraged by a great number of his friends and relatives to represent his 

faith in his poetry. His sister Maria would also request him to compose for the convent 

his most famous literary work, the Representacion del nacimiento de Nuestro Sefior, the 

first conventional liturgical drama of which we have documented evidence since the Auto 

de los reyes magos over two centuries earlier. Many of Gomez's poetic works, to be 

analyzed further in Part Two, would incorporate biblical examples for his readers. His 

relationships with Archbishop Carrillo, Bishop Alfonso de Cartagena and Queen Isabel 

would also attest to his own religious convictions, since these three leaders were gready 

noted in their own time for their extreme devotion. They and especially Isabel surrounded 

themselves with those who exemplified religious zeal.'" Manrique's own disgust with 

the perversions of Enrique IV are prominent in his moral-didactic poetry which 

admonished those lacking in virtue. His years of loyalty to Isabel, which she duly 

recognized and rewarded, would seem to indicate that his religious devotion was 

exceptional. 

Nader observes that in addition to learning military strategy, diplomacy and 

catechism, adolescent nobles were commonly instructed in the composition of lyric 

Cf. Vidal Gonzalez Sanchez, Isabel la Calolica y su fama de santidad: ^miio o realidad? (Madrid: 
Ediciones Intemacionales Universitarias, 1999). 
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poetry, a skill highly esteemed by many, including our poet.*^ Could Garci Fernandez 

del Castillo, the Manrique family tutor, have been the first to first teach Gomez Manrique 

the "arte de trobar"? Manrique himself claims to have had no teacher. Judging by the 

dearth of literary production issuing from his fourteen siblings, it would appear that 

Gomez's inspiration was unique and must have developed largely from his own personal 

experiences.'^ While his brothers either occupied themselves with land disputes or with 

ecclesiastical matters, Gomez, more than any other noble poet of his day, sought to 

educate himself in the history and literature of the classics, much like his uncle, Inigo 

Lopez de Mendoza, one of the wealthiest men of Castile.'*' Vidal proposes that 

Manrique, as a youth in court, would have come into close contact with his uncle and that 

Gomez developed his skill in courtly poetry at an early age, though there are no extant 

poems by Gomez Manrique from his childhood.'^ While there is nothing to document 

the assertion that he was directly educated by the future Marques de Santillana, it is clear 

that Gomez's poetic endeavors were in a vein most similar to those of his distinguished 

uncle. As an adult, Gomez would send his uncle an eight-couplet metrical petition 

requesting a copy of his cancionero. Shortly afterward, Santillana acquiesced, together 

with a poem complementary of his nephew's verse.'" At this point in Gomez's life. 

Nader, Mendoza Fcmify, 79-80. 
"Y esto no podre dezir que aya fecho enei estudio delas s^ien^ias ni del arte de la poesia, por que yo 

estas nunca aprendi, nin toue maestro que me las mostrase; delo qual las obras mias dan verdadero 
testimonio..." ffazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 2). 

With the exception of Rodrigo's satirical verses aimed at Juan de Valladolid and his occasional 
serraniltas, none of the other fourteen Manriques are known to have composed poetiy. Cf. Hernando del 
Castillo, Cancionero castellano del siglo XV, vol. I, ed. Antonio Rodriguez-Modino, (1511; Madrid; RAE, 
1958) fob. CCXXVr-CCXXVIr. 

Regarding the Marqu^ de Santillana's education, cf. Nader, Mendoza Family, 79-80. 
Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," 26. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 91-%. 
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(between 144S, when his uncle was named Marques de Santillana, and the date of his 

death in 1458), our poet does not claim to have intimate knowledge of Santillana's 

poetry. Writing as an adult, he desires to better familiarize himself with Mendoza's work. 

His prior contact with Santillana would have been too limited for him to have been 

directly instructed in lyric poetry by his uncle as a child. All evidence indicates that 

Manrique did not hone his poetic ability until the 14S0s. It is even possible that he did not 

begin to experiment with poetry until the late 1440s, when he chooses Santillana as a key 

paradigm. 

In part, what suggests that Manrique was a late entrant to the poetic circle of the 

fifteenth century is the self-conscious nature with which he presented his work to those 

who requested he dedicate it to them. To a certain degree, Manrique is conforming to the 

rhetorical tropes of humilitas or trepidatio so commonly employed during the Middle 

Ages. However, his frequent declarations of humility truly reflect the effort it required for 

him to compose works that met his own literary standards. In the introduction to his 

cancionero, written in the mid-l480s, Gomez reveals that he still considers himself a 

novice humbly declaring to his cousin, Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel, the Count of 

Benavente, that he was not educated in the practice of courtly poetry. Manrique claims to 

have taught himself. He explains that King Afonso de Portugal had made the same 

request for a compilation of his work decades earlier, but that it went unfulfilled due to 

the poet's own self-consciousness, following the common saying "no ay mayor ne^edad 

que la que parefe escrita."'^ This self-consciousness is patently genuine in a letter to his 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 8. 
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sister Juana, in which he asks her to look past the ignorance he displays in his poem 

dedicated to her."* In his letter preceding the Coplas a Diego Arias de Avila, Manrique 

also explains that if he were required to make a living, like some of the lesser-titled 

troubadours, he would be unable to support himself.'^ 

Despite his modesty, Manrique, like Santillana before him, learned the classics 

and balanced his skills as a knight with those of a writer. Unlike contemporary 

professional troubadours such as the scandalously ribald Juan Poeta or Anton de 

Montoro, "Ropero de Cordoba," Manrique took pride in his attempts to compose didactic 

moral poetry. His poems in this genre required a detailed knowledge of both classical and 

biblical examples to illustrate his lessons. In comparison to his few and often feeble 

attempts at satire and invective, works which may have provoked a laugh from a handful 

of courtiers, Manrique's didactic verse reveals universal lessons that have transcended 

their original purpose of serving to educate new readers."' As he lectures Pimentel in his 

introduction, Manrique wishes to be the model knight, skilled not just in combat and 

strategy, but also in letters. He reiterates that reading the classics provides the knights 

with examples of just leaders.'^ Manrique's reward for learning the classics is precisely 

that a noble such as Pimentel would request that a compilation of his poetry be placed in 

"..vos suplico que midiendo la pobreza del saber mio, e la del tienpo breuiedad, e la turba9ion que mi 
nido sentido con los nego^ios agenostiene...." (Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 211). 

"...que sin dubda yo me fallo mal ynstruto en este oflcio, que sy de aquel solo e de las tieiras e mer^edes 
que tengo en los libros del muy poderoso Rey, nuestro soborano Seiior, me oviese de mantener, entiendo 
por fierto que seha muy mal mantenido, segund yo trobo, e vos, Sefior. me librays" (Paz y Melia, ed., 
Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 66). 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 142-144. 
"A esto es conueniente darse a! tenplado estudio, porque sepan aprouechar por teorica lo que avran de 

poner en platica, segun lo flzieron muchos famosos varones romanos, tebanos, cartagineses y lafedemones 
que, como dize Jhesu, fijo de Sirac, los onbres ensefiados, sobre las estrellas reluziran; que las s9ienvias no 
fazen perder el filo alas espadas, ni enilaque^en los bra^os nin los cora9ones delos caualleros..." (Paz y 
Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL I p. 3). 



his family library, a library which consisted almost exclusively of histories and 

chronicles. As Beceiro Pita explains, Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel primarily sought 

historical texts for the education of his children.Alongside the vast tomes of histories 

and chronicles, Gomez's cancionero may not appear to have belonged in such a library. 

However, the opposite is the case; our poet's work did serve to educate future generations 

concerning what constituted the model knight. That our poet's work came to be requested 

by the discriminating count indicates the esteem that Manrique's poetry had achieved 

during his lifetime. Though he was self-taught, Manrique's cancionero came to 

exemplify the height of courtly poetry for future generations of nobility. Not only was his 

verse suitably eloquent, it of^en presented the moral message that was otherwise lacking 

in fifteenth-century Castilian politics. 

More than any other Trastamaran king, Juan 11 was an aficionado of diversions 

and this excessive enthusiasm for entertainment could have stemmed from the efforts of 

his counselors to occupy him with frivolous activities while they took matters of 

government into their own corrupt hands. Crowned at the age of fourteen, the daunting 

responsibility of governing Castile may explain Juan's great distaste for the affairs of 

state. To many of his critics, Juan's escapism was precisely what had led to the conflicts 

between his nobles.'^ Chief among the many courtly diversions which distracted the 

king was the art of poetry, as we are told by Perez de Guzman; "oia muy de grado los 

Isabel Beceiro Pita, "Los libros que pertenecieron a los condes de Benavente, entre 1434 y 1530," 
Hispania (Madrid) 63 (1983): 254-5. 

"...nuiKa una ora sola quiso entender nin trabajaren el regimiento aunque en su tienpo fiieron en Castilla 
tantas rebueltas e movimientos e dafios e males e peligios quantas no ovo en tienpo de reyes pasados por 
espacio de dozientos annos, de lo qua! a su presona e fama e reino venia asaz peligro." (Perez de Guzman, 
Generaciones. ed. Tate, 39). 
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dizires rimados e conofia los vifios dellos, avia grant plazer en oir palabras alegres e bien 

apuntadas, e aun el mesmo las sabia bien dizir."'^ However, Juan's interest in the arts, 

while more visible than that of his predecessors's, could merely have been an attempt to 

follow a trend started earlier in the century by Alfonso V e!Magndnimo, King of Aragon 

(1396-14S8), who had also been accused by many of having abandoned political 

ambition for the arts. 

As the firstborn of Fernando de Antequera, Alfonso's affinity for Italian art and 

culture led him to attack the Italian mainland. He first suffered the great loss at the naval 

ba t t l e  o f  Ponza  in  1437 ,  where  he  and  h i s  b ro the r s  were  cap tu red  by  the  I t a l i ans .He  

finally managed to seize Naples in 1442 and shortly afterward abandoned Aragon and his 

wife for his newly claimed cultural center and his Italian mistress. Prior to his departure, 

Alfonso V's court had been a major center for the production of early Spanish Italianate 

poetry and two of the most innovative Iberian poets of the day, Ausias March of CataluAa 

and the Castilian poet, liligo Lopez de Mendoza, had both emerged from this milieu. 

Af^er Alfonso left, many of the poets who did not follow him to Italy gravitated to Castile 

and the court of Juan n. Writers such as the aging Alvarez de Villasandino (d. 1425?) still 

found court poetry to be a lucrative endeavor and despite their criticism of any work that 

strayed from traditional themes and meters, a new group of poets also emerged to seek 

Juan U's patronage. Many among the newer writers attempted to incorporate Dantesque 

subject matter into their compositions, following the innovative example of the Genoese 

Pctcz de Guzm^ Generaciones, ed. Tate, 39. 
His loss was commemorated by Gomez's uncle, iiiigo Lopez de Mendoza, in his one-hundred-twenty-

strophe poem, the Comediela de Ponga. Cf. Marqu^ de Santillana, Comediela de Ponga, ed. Maxim P.A. 
KerMiof, (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1987). 
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Francisco Imperial (d. 1409?) whose Dezir a las siete virtudes imitates passages from the 

Purgatorio and Paradiso in uneven eleven-syllable verses.Imperial's efforts in this 

context were renewed several years later most notably by Ifiigo Lopez de Mendoza who 

experimented not only with Dantesque imagery, but with such verse forms as the 

"sonetos al italico modo," the first of their kind in Castilian poetry. A variety of 

octosyllabic forms also manifest themselves during this time, such as the ones employed 

by Gomez Manrique and later by his more famous nephew Jorge. In the 1430s, the court 

poet Juan de Baena also began compiling the poetic works written in King Juan II's 

court. Some of these works may have been those recited during the renowned festival 

held in Valladolid beginning on 18 May 1428 in honor of the arrival of Leonor de 

Aragon, a celebration which included jousts, dances, feasts and numerous recitations of 

poetry. The key theme of the festivities was the fickle nature of Fortune as displayed by a 

giant "Wheel of Fortune" located on the city walls.^ It was a particularly fitting topic for 

the occasion, since both Alvaro de Luna and Enrique de Aragon, both of whom had 

temporarily reconciled with Juan II shortly beforehand in Turegano, each hosted 

festivities, together with Juan de Navarra who had gone so far as to reconcile with Alvaro 

de Luna over the strenuous objections of his brother, Enrique. Following the demise of 

Enrique de Aragon and the constable, fifteenth-century Castilian poetry, from the 1450s 

Imperial's attempt to employ Dante's eleven-syllable verse is often inaccurate, though this could be due 
to poor transcription, not solely to the poet's incompetence. Cf. A.D. Deyermond, A Literary History of 
Spain: The Middle Ages. (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1971) 180. 

Garcia de Santa Maria, Cronica de Juan II, vol. 99 pp. 12-17. 
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to as late as Jorge Manrique's Coplas por la muerte de su padre penned in 1479, 

invariably cites both individuals as notorious victims of Fortune.^"' 

At thirteen years of age, Gomez Manrique would have been too young to 

participate in the jousts and poetic recitals celebrated in Valladolid and there are no 

records of him having recited verse at any of these events. If, on the other hand, Serrano 

de Haro's musings are correct, the sixteen-year-old Rodrigo demonstrated his skills 

alongside the Infantes de Aragon and his father as an accomplished knight in the jousts, 

though there are no records to support this claim.^'" In light of the magnitude of the 

festival and the historical attention it received from the chroniclers, a pageant of these 

dimensions would have required the presence of Gomez Manrique, in spite of his age. 

Furthermore, his family had been in attendance at the royal court shortly beforehand. At 

this time, Leonor de Castilla was in the service of Queen Maria, who had been sent ahead 

by Juan II from their court in Turegano to Valladolid. Meanwhile, the Castilian king and 

many nobles, among them Pedro Manrique, deliberated the reconciliation recently 

effected between Alvaro de Luna and the Infantes de Aragon.^"^ If, as he explains in his 

Coplas to Diego Arias, as mentioned above, our poet had spent his childhood in the 

service of Prince Enrique de Castilla, we can expect that he accompanied the prince's 

mother. Queen Maria and her three-year-old son to Valladolid. He might also have 

Cf. Juan de Dios Mendoza Negrillo, Fortuna y Providencia en la literatura castellana del siglo XV, 
(Madrid; Anejos del BRAE, 1973). 
^ Antonio Serrano de Haro, Personatidady destine de Jorge Manrique, 2nd ed., (Madrid; Credos, 1975) 
90. It should be noted that Vidal cites Serrano de Haro's speculation as if it were fact; "En estas justas 
quebro diversas lanzas Rodrigo Manrique" (Vidal, "Obra literaria," 36). There is no evidence to 
corroborate Serrano's (and Vidal's) speculation that Rodrigo demonstrated any prowess at age sixteen. 
^ Garcia de Santa Maria, Cronica de Juan //, vol. ICX) pp. 11-12. 



remained in Turegano to be with his other family members and Juan II de Castilla.^*^ 

After the reconciliation between the King of Castile and the Infantes de Aragon, Pedro 

arranged marriages for three of his children, Diego, Juana and Leonor, the first two with 

the children of Diego Gomez de Sandoval, Count of Castro, and the third with the son of 

Pedro de Estuniga, Count of Ledesma.^"' As explained above, the first two marriages 

occurred publicly, while the third was arranged secretly to avoid conflict with the Count 

of Castro.^ If our poet had stayed to witness the marriages of his three siblings, he 

would have found himself in ValladoHd with the rest of his family shortly afterward. In 

either case, the festive atmosphere rapidly disintegrated as old grudges resurfaced. Many 

Castilians objected to the presence of the Infantes de Aragon in Castile and Enrique was 

opposed to the reconciliation of his brother Juan de Navarra with the manipulative 

Constable Luna.^ After Juan had returned to Navarre, a peace accord was again 

established and later broken between the two monarchs, largely due to Luna's 

interference. Also at this time, Luna, in collaboration with Alfonso V de Aragon, accused 

Pedro Manrique of having divided Enrique and Juan de Navarra's camps, requesting his 

removal from the court.Luna's false accusations reveal that he must have felt 

threatened by Pedro Manrique's influence over the Aragonese Infantes. For the next two 

decades, animosity between Manrique and Constable Luna was widely recognized and 

^ Vidal does not consider the arranged mairiages of Gomez's siblings in Turegano. 
^ While the fifteenth-centuiy chronicles choose a variation of "Estufiiga" for the family's name, more 
modem scholars choose ''Zuiiiga." Cf. Salazar Casa de Lara, t2 book 8 ch. 2 p. 48. 
^ Garcia de Santa Maria, Cronica de Juan II, vol. 100 pp. 13-14. 
^ Garcia de Santa Maria, Cronica de Juan II, vol. 100 pp. 22. 
^ Garda de Santa Maria, Cronica de Juan II, vol. 100 pp. 35-6. 
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both were commonly accused of meddling in the governance of Castile. As Perez de 

Guzman describes, 

"La verdad es esta; que en el tienpo del rey don Johan el 
segundo en el qual ovo grandes e diversos mudamientos, 
non file alguno en que el (Pedro) non fuese, non a fin de 
desservir al rey nin de procurar dafio del reino, mas por 
valer e aver poder, de lo qual muchas vezes se siguen 
esc^dalos e males."^"' 

While Gomez Manrique was coming of age, he was witnessing his father's growing 

conflict with the Castilian monarch and the king's favorite. For a young noble bom in the 

early part of the fifteenth century, strife between the nobility and the monarchy was an 

unusually common experience. Gomez, no doubt, had witnessed such turmoil continually 

since early childhood and his youthful experiences would certainly color his outlook and 

future understanding of what must determine good leadership. 

Early Adulthood (1430-1440) 

Spain suffered great turbulence during the 1430s. Most of the conflict stemmed 

from Juan II de Castilla's inability to take control of his monarchy permanently. His 

protection and reliance on Alvaro de Luna would lead Castile to erupt in civil war. The 

following pages will show the difficulties that the Manrique family encountered in this 

decade. It will also show that, despite his and his family's many attempts to succeed 

within the feudal framework, Gomez's plans to increase his station and economic status 

within Castile were thwarted by Constable Luna's own ambition. 

As the middle child of the Adelantado Mayor of Leon, Gomez Manrique was not 

necessarily destined for great wealth and power. He was expected to acquire his own 

^ Potz de Guzman, Generaciones, ed Tate, 27. 
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estate by working for nobles of greater birthright, such as his father, his older brothers, or 

other relatives. One of his principal duties under them would have been to lead their 

soldiers into battle. Under more congenial circumstances, a noble of Gomez's rank might 

also have found economic opportunities in the service of the Crown. Due to Pedro 

Manrique's strained relations with the Crown, Gomez could expect no favoritism from 

Juan n as his father continued to align himself with the Infantes de Aragon against 

Alvaro de Luna. This conflict had begun on 14 July 1420 when Enrique captured the 

young King of Castile and Alvaro de Luna at Tordesillas only to be imprisoned for his 

actions shortly afterward. It lasted until Pedro's mysterious illness and unexpected death 

in 1440.^'° 

Throughout this period, Gomez Manrique does not surface in the chronicles as a 

participant in these conflicts between the constable and his father. As a young noble who 

had neither earned his wealth nor proven himself on the battlefield, he would not have 

been mentioned in the chronicles unless he had accomplished a major victory on his own. 

Regardless of his anonymity during these formative years, our poet had no doubt been 

adversely affected by the conflict. During the turbulent 1430s, Gomez and his brothers 

were preparing themselves to be the future grandees of Castilian society. As a result of 

their need to establish their own allies within the kingdom, the young Manriques, while 

aware that their allegiances had already been drawn for them by their father's actions, 

were obligated to address both sides of the conflict. If Perez de Guzman's description of 

Pedro Manrique's financial difficulties are accurate, it would have been especially 

Eloy Benito Ruano, Los Infantes de Aragon, (Madrid; C.S.I.C., 1952) p. 23. 
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necessary for the Manrique brothers to strike out on their own in the early 1430s.^" At 

this time, Pedro Manrique and Alvaro de Luna tolerated each other publicly, thereby 

allowing the Manrique brothers to establish themselves independently in court. Alvaro de 

Luna was too powerful to oppose in the presence of the king. One such occasion in which 

the brothers had to submit to the king and his favorite took place in a public joust that 

Juan II had arranged in Valladolid during May of 1434.^'^ Juan frequently organized 

these events, some of which became quite memorable. In April of the year before, he had 

planned a joust in Madrid between li^igo Lopez de Mendoza's men and those of Alvaro 

de Luna. Lope de Barrientos's chronicle mistakenly lists Gomez Manrique as one of the 

knights who jousted for the constable. However, the chronicle confuses Manrique with 

Gomez Carrillo, one of Alfonso Carrillo's brothers.^" For the May 1434 joust, Juan 

ordered thirty young knights to be led by Alvaro, the captain of the charge. Figuring 

prominently among them was Diego Manrique, who jousted with the king himself. 

Rodrigo, too, was among the thirty led by Alvaro de Luna. Later that evening, their father 

even dined with the royal family. While Gomez Manrique's name is not included 

together with those of his brothers's in Carrillo de Huete's list of young knights who 

participated in the jousts on 2 May, Vidal believes he was in Valladolid for the event.^'^ 

It is, moreover, highly doubtful that Gomez competed in this spectacle. Carrillo de Huete 

"E ansi en tales abtos paso por diversas foitunas, prosperas e adversas. Ca algunas vezes ovo grant lugar 
en el rigimiento del reino e acre^entd su casa e estado, e otras vezes paso por grandes trabajos, ca fue una 
vez desterrado e otra preso" (P^rez de Guzman, Generaciones y semblamas, ed. Tate, 27). 

Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 154-160. 
Barrientos, Refiindicion, 14S. A future project would be to match the manuscript with Mata Cairiazo's 

transcription to see if it is Barrientos who mistakenly transcribed the surname Manrique from Carrillo de 
Huete's chronicle, or if it was Mata Carriazo who mistakenly transcribed the surname from the original 
manuscript of Lope de Barrientos's Rejundicidn. 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," 37. 
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identifies the thirty young knights who were captained by Alvaro de Luna and even lists 

the names of their fathers where pertinent. Since Gomez's name does not appear next to 

Diego's or Rodrigo's, it is clear that he was not in the king's pageant. While there is no 

evidence to suggest that our poet was in attendance at the event, he was in all likelihood 

present due to the fact that his future liege lords, the king, his father and Rodrigo, were all 

there. What remains clear, however, is the fact that our poet's existence was still 

perceived as quite inconsequential in the context of Spanish politics during the year 1434. 

Of the eight Manrique brothers, Rodrigo was the first to achieve his own success, 

having obtained the title of Commander of Segura within the military Order of Santiago. 

His duties afforded him a large and experienced militia. With such a band, Rodrigo led 

many sieges into the Arab territories scattered throughout Aragon and Castile. His first 

true success came on 6 November 1434, when the twenty-two-year-old seized Huescar 

from the Moors. Pedro Carrillo de Huete describes Rodrigo and his army as having 

scaled the city walls to defeat the most powerful Muslim leader outside of Granada.^'' In 

his letter to the king, also included in the Cronica del Halconero, Rodrigo himself 

describes that, while he had been shot in the arm with an arrow, he continued to lead his 

soldiers until they were in control of the city. 

At least fifty years later and nearly ten years after Rodrigo's death, Fernando del 

Pulgar in his Claros varones de Costilla, also describes the conquest of Huescar as a 

notable example of Rodrigo's ability to "acometer grandes fazafias."^'^ Pulgar also 

includes a most interesting detail which we find in no other source, to wit that Rodrigo 

Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 165. 
Pulgar, Claros vamnes, ed Tate, 49-52. 
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left his nineteen-year-old brother Gomez in charge of Huescar so that he could proceed to 

capture other territory occupied by the Moors. Not once does Carrillo de Huete mention 

Gomez Manrique as having participated in the attack or even in its aftermath, nor does 

Rodrigo's narrative letter to the king take any note of this remarkable aspect. Bishop 

Lope de Barrientos's Refitndicion adds no significant embellishments to the Halconero's 

account.^'^ Garcia de Santa Maria's chronicle, which stops abruptly in the year 1434, 

fails to cover the November conquest.^'* Vidal defends Pulgar's statement that Gomez 

was placed in charge of Huescar after it had been secured. Yet he is operating under the 

mistaken premise that Gomez, not Rodrigo, was twenty-two years old in 1434. In a 

"^straw man" argument, Vidal argues against the belief of several scholars he does not 

name who have purportedly maintained that Gomez would have been too young to have 

been placed in charge of Huescar.^'' Even though Gomez was nineteen, three years 

younger than Vidal's erroneous assertion, he was still certainly old enough to have led 

soldiers into battle and to have defended a populace in the aftermath. A young noble was 

expected to develop these martial skills in his teen years and practice them throughout his 

Hfe.^° Of greater importance, however, is the need to determine what sort of privileged 

information Pulgar had that other contemporary chroniclers seem to have lacked. 

According to Tate, Pulgar relied greatly on data derived from his own chronicles and 

from that of others in order to compose the short biographies.^' Since, however, none of 

Cf. Bairientos, Rejundicion, pp. 156-164. 
Garcia de Santa Maria, Cronica de Juan 11, vol. 99 p. 409. 
Vidal, "Obni Uteraria," 38. 

^ Cf. Joachim Bumke, Courtly Culture: Literature and Society in the High Middle Ages, Trans. Thomas 
Dunlap, (Berkeley; University of California Press, 1991). 

Pulgar, Ciaros varones, cd. Tate, 1971, xxxix. 
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the chronicles include Gomez Manrique as having fought at Huescar, Pulgar either 

fabricated Gomez's "alcaidia" or he possessed information that Carrillo de Huete did not, 

perhaps from a primary source such as the poet himself. The flrst possibility may be 

safely eliminated, as no motive can be established for Pulgar to have invented this detail 

in the account written five decades after the conquest. The second possibility compels us 

to ask whether Pulgar could have known Gomez Manrique. The answer is unequivocally 

affirmative; he certainly did know our poet. 

In 1475, shortly before the death of Rodrigo, Pulgar had corresponded with a 

knight in the service of Archbishop Carrillo who had apparently written to the historian to 

express his concern that more revolts would certainly erupt in the kingdom.^ The 

anonymous author informed Pulgar that while his own wish was to maintain peace in 

Castile, Archbishop Carrillo and Afonso V de Portugal were plotting an invasion to 

overthrow Isabel. Pulgar's response credits this knight for his dedicated service to the 

king and queen during the difficult formative years of their reign, counseling him to leave 

the service of the archbishop for the sake of peace in the kingdom. In his edition of 

Pulgar's Letras, Dominguez Bordona asserts that Gomez Manrique is without doubt the 

recipient of at least one of the thirty-three extant letters written by Pulgar.^ In addition 

to that single letter by Gomez which Dominguez Bordona has identified, we believe that 

the one described above was also addressed to our poet. No one in the service of Carrillo 

had been more protective of Isabel and her late brother Alfonso in the 1460s, nor had any 

other knight of Carrillo's been more instrumental in uniting Isabel and Fernando in 

^ Pulgar, Claros varones, eA Dominguez Bordona, 31-37. 
^ Pulgar, Cleans varones, ed. Dominguez Bordona, p. 69 n. 1. 
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marriage. As history shows, Gomez did, in fact, leave Carrillo's service in 1475, 

expressing his desire to remain loyal to Isabel and Fernando, while Carrillo mounted a 

conspiracy in yet another effort to gain ascendance over his rival Pedro Gonz^ez de 

Mendoza. 

Having confirmed that Manrique and Pulgar were in contact with each other, it 

may reasonably be assumed that the chronicler knew of Gomez's brief stay in Huescar as 

its alcaide. Menendez y Pelayo's suggestion that Pulgar confused Gomez with his older 

brother Diego Gomez can also be refuted, since it is highly unlikely that Pulgar, who 

knew the poet, would have made such an error.Menendez y Pelayo himself may not 

have been fully convinced of his argument. He was so impressed by the "epic" nature of 

Pulgar's biography of Rodrigo that he transcribed it ipsissima verba within his own brief 

biography of Gomez Manrique. What is puzzling and unresolved, then, is why Pulgar 

calculated Rodrigo's age when he died to be either sixty or seventy. Is it possible that 

Pulgar knew Gomez and not Rodrigo? Certainly Rodrigo, whose principle interests lay 

not in the humanities but in property disputes, would not have had the same contact with 

the chronicler as his literary brother. This very opinion is voiced in the Cronica 

irtcompleta.^ Rather than approximate Rodrigo's age, why did Pulgar not ask Gomez to 

furnish him with his brother's age? It appears that for Pulgar, Rodrigo's exact age at 

death was less important than including Gomez Manrique as one of those who had been 

given charge of the city walls while Rodrigo was absent on forays into Moorish 

Menmdez y Pelayo, Historia de la poesia, 342. Vidal ("Obra literaria," 39) also refutes the notion that 
Pulgar confus^ G6mez for Diego in this anecdote. 
^ Pulgar, Claros varones, ed. Tate, 1971, p. 96 n 142; Julio Puyol, ed., Cronica incompleta de los Reyes 
Catolicos (1469-1476), (Madrid: Academia^ la Historia, 1934) 149-50. 
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territories. Under the circumstances, we feel it is reasonable to affirm that our poet's 

earliest militaiy experience was at Huescar in November of 1434.^® 

For the next three years, Rodrigo and Gomez based themselves in Segura in order 

to continue to raid Andalusia. It is during this period that Rodrigo became renowned for 

tirelessly pursuing his incursions into Muslim territories. This period was interrupted, 

however, when the old feud between Alvaro de Luna and Pedro Manrique resurfaced. 

Diego, who had been the closest to his father, sent for all of his relatives to return to 

Amusco and aid their father who had been arrested on 13 August 1437 by the king under 

orders from the constable.^ The charges for which Pedro was arrested are unclear, but 

the constable had long disliked the adelantado mayor, having sought previously to 

obstruct the most powerful link to the Infantes de Aragon. Up until this point, Juan II had 

not complied with Luna's wishes as he was aware of the power struggle such an action 

could ignite within the Peninsula. Subsequent to Pedro's arrest, however, the adelantado 

mayor's family did indeed unite against the monarch, provoking much strife throughout 

the kingdom. Diego is noted for having organized over two thousand soldiers for war 

against the constable. No such war erupted, however, as Juan II, upon hearing of the 

planned retaliation, wrote the Manriques and their kinsmen not to muster soldiers against 

the Crown under penalty of being dispossessed of their royal land grants and titles. The 

king ordered that Pedro, his wife and two of his daughters (probably the yet to be married 

Ines and Aldonza), be held for two years in the fortress of Roa, while Admiral Enriquez 

^ Salazar (Cora tk Lara, L 2 lib. 12 ch. 1 pp. S31-2), believes that Gomez, in addition to taking charge of 
Hu^ar, also conquered Moorish villages, though he offers no new evidence to support this claim. Vidal 
C'Obra Uteraria," p. 38 n. 76) believes that Salazar has misinterpreted Pulgar and that it was Gomez, not 
Rodrigo, who had seized the neighboring Moorish fortresses. 
^ Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 249. 
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was to oversee Manrique's domain in the king's name during his absence.^^ Pedro was 

forthwith conveyed to the fortress of Roa under the protection of two hundred horsemen. 

Pedro's bailiff must not have feared any trouble from the adelantado mayor, as he was 

even allowed to hunt on occasion. The Manriques, fearful of risking the lives and lands of 

their relatives, reluctantly heeded the king's orders. 

For our poet and the rest of his siblings, this would mark the beginning of another 

frustrating period. The control that Alvaro de Luna had over their king was visible to all, 

yet his arrest of Pedro further incensed those who sympathized with the Manriques, 

threatening the constable's tenuous hold on Castile. Round considers this to be a turning 

point in the Castilian power struggle from which Alvaro's eventual downfall would 

result.^ For Gomez Manrique, whose entire family struggled under the constable's 

hatred for Pedro, Alvaro's beheading six years in the future would illustrate the very 

lesson he later wished to communicate to all those in power, that justice through virtue 

can be the only salvation from Fortune. 

Pedro Manrique's detention did not last the entire two years. On 20 August 1438, 

nine days after a lightning bolt struck the tower of Alvaro de Luna's most prized house in 

Escalona, nearly burning it to the ground, the four imprisoned Manriques escaped the 

custody of Gomez Carrillo. Earlier in April, under orders from Juan II, they had been 

transferred to the castle of Fuentidueiia where they were much closer to the domain of 

Pedro's son-in-law, Alvaro de Estuiiiga, who had been married to Leonor Manrique a 

^ Femin P^rez de Guzman (?), Lorenzo Galindez de Carvajal, "Cronica del serenisimo principe don Juan 
Segundo," Cronicas ck los reyes de Costilla desde Alfonso el Sabio hasta Los Catolicos don Fernando y 
doM Isabel, ed. D. Ciqretano RoseO, vol. 68. Madrid; BAE, 1914} pt. 2 p. 535. 
^ Nicholas Round, The Greatest Man Uncrowned: A Study of the Fall of Don Alvaro De Luna, (London: 
Tamesis Books Limited, 1986) 8. 
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decade earlier. Using rags to form a rope, the four had escaped through a window, 

rappelled down the castle wall and ridden three leagues before the Icing's bailiff 

discovered they were missing. They quickly ran to the safety of their relative's lands, 

where they joined with Pedro's half brother. Admiral Fadrique Enriquez. Together they 

alerted their families to his escape, preparing them for battle with Juan II. Gomez and his 

brothers would have been relieved upon hearing of their father's freedom, yet they could 

not ignore that they were to become embroiled in a dangerous feud with Constable Luna. 

As could be expected, all of Pedro's allies sided with him against Juan II and the 

constable. In a meeting convoked by the king in Roa on 21 February 1439 and conducted 

by the constable, many of the lesser nobles were summarily banished from court for 

having supported Pedro. Though he was probably aware that the more powerful 

Castilians, such as the Count of Haro and the Count of Castro, also supported Pedro's 

cause, the king was hesitant to expel them from court, perhaps in acknowledgment that 

their military contribution was substantial.^ In response to Juan's aggression against 

them, Pedro and Admiral Enriquez wrote the monarch, attempting to demonstrate the 

injustice he had inflicted upon them. The letter, included within Carrillo de Huete's 

chronicle, appeals to the king's sense of justice, as well as to the underlying premise of 

the medieval political system; that the king, not his subjects, is the ultimate authority, 

ordained by God to rule on Earth.^' Enriquez and Manrique argue that they have served 

their sovereign in good faith and that they have been mistreated by the king, who has 

allowed himself to be manipulated by Alvaro de Luna. True to the nature of medieval 

^ Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 256. 
Canrillo de Huete, Halconero, 257-260. 
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Castilian politics, the letter reiterates that Enriquez and Manrique, as loyal magnates, 

wish to follow the "divine law" that designates the monarch, not his favorite, to govern 

the kingdom. Favoritism had long been a threat to the political structure of Castile. 

Conflict invariably surfaced when a king was to die without a mature heir. Such had been 

the case of Juan II, whose father died when he was an infant. The letter that Enriquez and 

Manrique sent to the king rehashed this feud of two decades. The monarch's response, 

however, was not at all what they had hoped for. In his letter, Juan n justifies his forceful 

treatment of them for having disobeyed him, not the constable, as they had maintained.^^ 

As Juan explains; 

"...yo vos envio dezir e rresponder e rrespondo e digo 
agora, que yo he rregido, e rriejo, e entiendo rregir, mis 
rreynos por mi propia persona, sin enpedimyento de otro 
alguno, segun Dios me lo encomendo, con acuerdo de mis 
perlados e otros grandes de mis rreynos... 

The king reminds the admiral and the adelantado mayor that they, like many others, had 

requested and obtained Alvaro's removal from the royal court precisely when the Infantes 

de Aragon were planning to invade Castile in 1420. While the constable had warned Juan 

n that the grandees were orchestrating such a plot, he did not heed his admonition. Juan 

no longer trusts Manrique and Enriquez. Throughout the letter, Juan defends his 

constable, admonishing the two magnates for their insolence; 

"Si con ojos de discre9i6n ovierades visto las cosas que me 
escribistes, e quanto toca la fama de mi estado rreal e del 
Principe mi fijo, e asi mesmo a vuestra lealtad e onestidad. 

^ Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 263-276. 
^ Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 264-5. 
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no presumierades de osar escrebir e dezir tan feas e grandes 
e graves e desonestas cosas;.. 

His letter proceeds to hold the two and their adherents culpable for all of the 

scandals that had erupted in the kingdom. 

In addition to his 9 March 1439 letter directed to Fadrique Enriquez and Pedro 

Manrique, Juan 11 composed a similar letter to the royal council and all municipal 

officials, warning them not to follow the two rebels and threatening punishment for those 

who did. Unfortunately for Juan, Alvaro de Luna had irritated most of the powerful 

nobles, who soon joined the admiral and adelantado mayor in opposition to the Crown. 

Juan's diplomatic travels to Navarre in March and April were poorly timed, as the 

grandees took advantage of his absence to meet in Valladolid. Among the six hundred 

men-at-arms summoned by Pedro and Fadrique were Gomez and his five non-clergy 

brothers. The purpose of their meeting was to rally behind Infante Enrique de Aragon, 

who once again entered Valladolid in May with his own army of two thousand. At this 

time, Enrique bestowed the title of Master of the military Order of Santiago upon 

Rodrigo Manrique.^' From this point on, Rodrigo, our poet's "inquieto" older brother 

would claim rights to the leadership of the Order, despite losing it several times when it 

was granted to other nobles who had managed to gain ascendance in the king's favor. 

Alvaro de Luna had previously claimed that title for himself in 1430 and would do so 

once again in 1445 after Enrique de Aragon's death. Immediately following his elevation 

to the rank of Commander of the Order of Santiago, Rodrigo traveled extensively 

throughout Castile to secure the loyalty of those municipal militias within the jurisdiction 

^ Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 267-8. 
Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 285. 
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of the Order. Gomez would also aid his brother in wresting control of the Order from the 

constable. And while Gomez was certainly affected by his brother's success and the fact 

that Rodrigo was now one of the most powerful knights in the Peninsula, providing our 

poet and his family with military security, this same triumph also had the effect of 

making Gomez, like Rodrigo, a target of the king's hatred. 

Upon his return to Castile that May, Juan II quickly learned of Rodrigo's latest 

endeavors as well as of the Castilian federation that Enrique de Aragon had established in 

Valladolid. Meanwhile, Juan de Navarra, Enrique de Aragon's brother, appeared to be 

playing both sides of the conflict. He officially joined the Castilian monarch's party, but 

was ineffectual in negotiating against his brother when both camps met on 13 June at 

Tordesillas, a village in the domain of the Count of Haro, Pedro Fernandez de Velasco, to 

negotiate an accord.^ Gomez, along with his father and brothers, was present for the 

resulting treaty and played an active role in these discussions, having previously been 

named one of the fifteen negotiators who were allowed to enter the city behind Enrique 

de Aragon to debate with the king's representatives.^^ This is the earliest concrete 

documentation we have of our poet's involvement in Castilian politics. As he was 

approaching twenty-five years of age, the young Manrique had become more than simply 

one of Pedro's sons or Rodrigo's younger brother. His own identity as one of the 

Infante's supporters was now a matter of record and he would soon display even greater 

^ Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 290-300. 
^ Nancy F. Marino, El Seguro de Tordesillas del Conde de Haro don Pedro Fernandez de Velasco, 
(Valladolid: Secretariado de Publicaciones, Universidad de Valladolid, 1992) 78. It should be noted here 
that Marino confuses the relationships of the Manrique clan, naming Diego and Rodrigo as brothers, not as 
sons (p. 34) of Pedro Manrique (1381-1440). She also therefore confuses our poet with Pedro's half 
brother, Gomez Manrique, Adelantado Mayor of Castile (d. 1411). 
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skills as an advisor and negotiator when he and his brother, Rodrigo, began to tackle ever 

more challenging obstacles to peace in Castile. 

In spite of numerous letters, offers and months of tedious meetings prior to the 

five days during which the Segtiro de Tordesillas was reached, the accords were 

essentially inconclusive. After Luna had briefly separated himself from the royal court, 

the leaders sought other venues for voicing their grievances. Enrique de Aragon was 

distraught over the premature loss of his wife, Catalina, who died on 27 October 1439. 

Her brother, Juan II must also have suffered certain distress and during this time could 

certainly sympathize with his brother-in-law since he was also married to Enrique's 

younger sister, Maria.^* However, any reconciliation that may have occurred between 

the two men at this juncture was short lived as the mourning period scarcely deterred the 

nobility from further attacks on the king's property. Ruy Diaz de Mendoza's assault on 

Segovia on 8 February was a more notable example in which the king's own majordomo 

overpowered the alcazar and the church. The city of Avila was lost to the Infantes's 

camp while Juan de Navarra, Enrique de Aragon, Ifiigo Lopez de Mendoza and the other 

grandees who had previously supported the king despite the favoritism shown to Alvaro 

de Luna, now banded together in firm opposition to the constable.^^ Once again, the 

advantage appeared to have turned in favor of the Infantes. Though the Manrique clan 

most likely had little or no involvement in the seizure of either Segovia or Avila, their 

allegiance to Enrique de Aragon remained clear. In March of 1440, Rodrigo and probably 

Gomez, had met Infante Enrique in Toledo with one hundred horsemen, where, together 

^ Cairillo de Huete, Haiconero, 300. 
^ Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 316-319. 
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with Pedro de Ayala, they overpowered the alcazar and its alcaide, Pedro de Ayala's 

own father, to claim the city. Our poet would later govern the city in the name of the 

Catholic Monarchs. Such an act greatly upset Juan II, as Toledo was not only one of the 

most heavily fortified cities, but certainly also one of the most important municipalities in 

his kingdom. 

The Infantes's camp then sent Juan II a list of official complaints against the 

constable in which they reiterated the duties of a just ruler in the context of Catholic 

doctrine. Among the first list of eleven virtues a sovereign must possess, the sixth appears 

to have carried more importance than the other ten; "La sesta, e muy ne^esario, las 

rrentas del rreyno destribuyrlas en cosas prouechosas e onestas."^**" The rebellious nobles, 

however, seemed more intent on having the king identify himself with their second list of 

vices and typical abuses of power committed by tyrants. According to the list, a despot 

preoccupied himself exclusively with finding ways to remove titles and wealth from his 

subjects, all the while confiding in and bestowing wealth on those unfit to help them. A 

tyrant, they remarked, also took great pleasure in harming his own kingdom, while taking 

measures to prevent those harmed from exacting revenge. The rebels continued to catalog 

these despotic vices as variously attempting to either kill or otherwise detain the 

magnates of the kingdom, surely a veiled reference to Pedro Manrique's imprisonment, 

abolishing federations made by the nobility and such reprehensible acts as hiring spies 

within the villages to silence anyone critical of the king's reign. The letter then sets forth 

a third list, those of Alvaro de Luna's misdeeds, begging Juan II to see that their 

Camllo de Huete, Halconero, 321. The entire letter is included on pages 320-333. 
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inventory of the constable's sins conforms precisely to the abuses of power detailed in the 

second list. The nobility once again argues that the constable has attempted to strip them 

of all their titles, assuming them for himself The letter concludes that while other kings 

have had privados, none have so abused their power, nor have any ever held their own 

king in such low esteem. Finally, the nobles demand that Juan II disassociate himself 

from Alvaro de Luna in order to restore his own royal honor and virtue. 

Having lost both Avila and Toledo, Juan 11 was once again forced to consider his 

position vis-a-vis the nobility. Zamora, Salamanca and Valladolid were now under their 

control. Meetings were once more called to take place in Valladolid, this time with 

fifteen-year-old Prince Enrique de Castilla as a secret ally of the rebels. The arrangement 

for young Prince Enrique to marry Juan de Navarra's daughter, Blanca, in Valladolid 

provided an opportunity for both factions to reunite. Even Enrique de Aragon had come 

for the event, but he arrived after the wedding had taken place. Especially for the 

supporters of the Infantes, the wedding suggested that perhaps the future King of Castile 

would help them remove the constable from power. Both Juan n's allies and enemies 

stood together to greet the Queen of Navarre and her daughter, Blanca, future princess of 

Castile, who arrived in Valladolid on 7 September 1440. Our poet and his older brothers 

were among those listed as greeting the royals upon their arrival.^'*' They, as well as most 

of their allies, would have also been present for the wedding which took place on the 

following Thursday. The festive mood did not last, however, as Gomez's father passed 

away eight days after the nuptials. 

Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 344. 
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The patriarch of the Manrique family expired on 21 September 1440 at the age of 

fifty-nine. Carrillo de Huete offers no cause of death, nor does Perez de Guzm^ in his 

Generacionesy semblanzas. Galindez de Carvajal's later account narrates that Pedro's 

death was brought about by an illness that had supposedly befallen him shortly after his 

imprisonment in 1437, while some even suspected he had been poisoned during his 

sentence.However, no other chronicles support this accusation. It may well be a mere 

embellishment on the part of Galindez, who describes that Pedro enjoyed a great deal of 

freedom and dignity, being held in a castle without a dungeon. He was even allowed to 

hunt on occasion. Furthermore, Pedro's escape from Fuentiduefla through a window and 

his subsequent military engagements would have required him to have been in the best 

physical condition. Therefore, it seems unlikely that he had been poisoned during his 

imprisonment. All fifteen of his children survived him, yet like Pedro, not all lived to 

reach the age of sixty. His oldest son, Diego Gomez, did not reach fifty years of age, 

dying in 14S8 after having suffered four years of difficult incarceration by order of Juan 

n. His son, Pedro, died in 1470 before the age of sixty, and Juan, also in his fifties, 

expired in 1473. Aldonza, Gomez's youngest sister, died in 1468 in the Clarisas convent 

her mother had founded in Calabazanos. She may have reached fifty years of age. In 

1474, Gomez mourns the loss of his closest sister, Juana, who was only sixty at the time. 

Rodrigo was only slightly older in 1476 when he died of skin cancer presumably at sixty-

four. ifiigo, who died in 1485, did not reach seventy. Our poet, like his mother, who 

Galindez de Carvajal, Cromca de don Juan II, pt 2 p. S68. 
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survived her husband by thirty years, appears to have been one of the few Manriques to 

live beyond their fifties. 

For the sons of the Manrique family, the loss of their father came at a dangerous 

period in their lives. With the exception of Diego and Rodrigo, they were still too young 

to have established their own political power or wealth. First, they would have to inherit 

their father's property, yet their tenuous relationship with the king had put their 

inheritance in jeopardy. Juan II and Pedro Manrique were such great enemies that the 

king might have sought to eliminate this branch of the Manrique clan from the circle of 

power. For the king, however, Pedro's death was a great opportunity to reconnect with 

the Manrique clan. When Gomez and his brothers, represented by the Count of Haro, 

approached the sovereign to ask that he concede their inheritance as Pedro Manrique had 

stipulated in his will, Juan II did not hesitate to honor the wishes of the deceased. The 

king also conceded Pedro's title of Adelantado Mayor of Leon to Diego Manrique. It 

should be remembered that the title of governor of the frontier was not hereditary. Juan II 

could have reassigned it to Alvaro de Luna or another of his more favored nobles, even as 

Fernando de Antequera had done when he did not return the title of Adelantado Mayor of 

Castile to Pedro Manrique in 1411. The king's immediate response, as detailed by 

Carrillo de Huete, could only have been an olive branch extended to the Manrique family. 

Arresting Pedro three years earlier had been so devastating an error that it nearly cost him 

his kingdom. Pedro had been a popular individual within the court. The king's Halconero 

describes that many within the royal court dressed in luto in Pedro's memory, for he was 
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"el mas generoso caballero del rreyno."^^ His wife's relationship to the court may have 

also prompted an outpouring of support upon his death. Among the nobility, Pedro had 

achieved great renown for his opposition to Don Alvaro's unjust practices. Juan II knew 

that any attempt to appropriate the Manrique inheritance would only provoke further 

conflict within his kingdom. 

In reference to Pedro Manrique's excessive generosity, Perez de Guzman wrote of 

the governor's frustrating habit of often pledging more than he could afford to give.^'*^ 

Pedro's will, however, does not reflect the Lord of Batres's observation and while 

certainly not stingy toward his offspring, served primarily to establish those of his 

immediate family who were not yet self-reliant at the time of his demise.^'*' His married 

daughters had already received their dowries and were therefore not extended further 

consideration in his will. Inigo, Juan and Aldonza had entered the care of the Church, so 

they, too, were not to inherit additional property. As firstborn, Diego Gomez inherited all 

of the estate that had been granted in perpetuity, with the exception of Paredes de Nava, 

land granted in 1430 by Juan n, which was given to Rodrigo. His unmarried daughter, 

Ines, was to receive ten of the fifty thousand maravedis obtained from Juan II, which 

were to serve as a dowry for her future marriage to Juan Hurtado de Mendoza. Middle 

sons Pedro, Gomez, Fadrique and Garcia were each to receive an equal number of men-

at-arms and rents. As the fourth son, Gomez would not have expected to receive a 

substantial portion of the estate.^**^ Pedro had stipulated that his wife, Leonor, could deed 

Cairilio de Huete, Halconero, 347-8. 
'** Perez de Guzman, Generaciones, ed. Tate, 27. 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, t4, Pruebas del libra 8, pp. 256-261. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, l2 Ub.l2 ch. 1 p.532. 
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her property in Leon—which she had probably brought to the marriage as part of her 

dowry—to Gomez if she so desired.^"*' Beginning with Saiazar y Castro, scholars have 

suggested that Leonor had a special relationship with Gomez for she had been granted 

additional discretion over his inheritance.^'*^ While Vidal is uncertain as to what may 

have comprised this property, he believes that Leonor granted him at least that which she 

had held within the city of Leon upon her death in 1470, as her will, written in 1448, 

indicates.^'*' She might have also given him the land that he is known to have held within 

the province, such as the senorios of Matanza, located to the south of Burgos, and 

Cordovilla, just twelve miles to the east of Salamanca. Menendez y Pelayo even 

suggested that Leonor gave Gomez her property in Leon because she preferred Gomez to 

her other sons. Though scholars, including Paz y Melia, have perpetuated Saiazar y 

Castro's assertion, Leonor's favoritism is not proven by the arrangement laid out in 

Pedro's will.^* If anything, ^e freedom that Pedro's will granted Leonor indicates that 

he trusted her to be fair in distributing property that they had owned together. Favoritism 

toward Gomez is particularly less convincing when one notes that in his will, and slightly 

above his request that Leonor impart her property in Leon to the fourth son, he wrote that 

she could distribute the properties of Villahora and Quintana, part of the arras he had 

"Iten, por quanto a mi muger place, que GOMEZ MANRIQUE mi fijo, aya los bienes que ella k cn 
tierra de Leon, pidole de gracia, que ge los d^ despues de sus dias. 6 quando a ella pluguiere...." (Saiazar, 
Casa de Lara, L4, Pruebas del libro 8, p.259). 

"Amo mucho a Gomez Manrique Dofia LEONOR DE CASTILLA su madie, como se infiere de averle 
elegido entre sus hermanos para que la sucediesse en los bienes que tenia en tierra de Leon, segim el 
Adelantado su padre lo refiere en el testamento que otorgo el aiio 1440" (Saiazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 libro 
12ch. 1 p.532). 

Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," 188. 
^ Men^dez y Pelayo, Historia de la poesia, voL 2 p. 350. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. xxx. 
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given her when they were married, to Diego rather than keep it for herself if she so 

desired.^^ He also tells her that upon her death, she is to give Fadrique the water mills 

located at Gigondo. 

In addition to the property he was to receive from his mother in Leon, Gomez 

must also have inherited Belbimbre and Villazopeque, two villages south of Burgos and 

on opposite sides of the Arlanzon River. While these holdings were not as substantial as 

those of the grandees, they would provide a reasonable income for Gomez. In fact, his 

modest holdings might have provided him with an advantageous situation during this 

period of great strife. As one of the lesser-established nobles, he was not to become the 

prime target of the constable's jealousy. Neither would our poet be forced to humbly 

return to serve the king and constable, as his rents would have allowed him to remain 

loyal to his family and his allies. In essence, Gomez would not have been perceived as a 

threat on his own, but his training as a knight, coupled with his alliances to the most 

powerful nobles in the kingdom, were to make him an effective leader in future forays 

against the alvaristas. 

Up until 1440, our poet had lived under the shadow of his father and older 

brothers. While his inheritance had granted him financial independence, he would have to 

establish his own military prowess in the following decade. Furthermore, evidence 

suggests that Gomez had not yet developed the talent for which he is best known today. 

None of his poetry is found in the Cancionero de Baena, nor do we have during this 

particular period any reference to his verse compositions. While the 1430s and 1440s 

^ Salazar, Cora de Lara, L4, Pruebas al libro 8, p. 259. 
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were prolific decades for his mentor, Ifiigo Lopez de Mendoza, our poet's own 

cancionero does not include work that can be dated to this period. If our poet had been 

writing verse at this moment, he clearly had not strayed from the trobas commonly 

penned in the spirit of courtly love, nor had he yet composed works of the caliber that he 

was to produce in the following decade. Had he chosen to do so, our poet would have 

found several topics to fuel his creativity. He does not, however, eulogize his father, 

whose premature death had, as cited above, taken away the most generous noble of 

Castile. Had he been composing verse at the time, we may speculate that Gomez would 

have most likely taken advantage of the opportunity to honor his father. In all probability, 

however, Pedro never heard Gomez recite his own poetry. Again, if he had been 

composing verse at this point, he would have utilized the occasion, as did other poets, to 

extol Blanca de Navarra and Enrique upon their marriage shortly before his father's 

death. This particular event, which Gomez and his brothers had attended, is described by 

Palencia as having been a grand occasion, where tournaments and games were held in 

celebration of the much desired union of the Prince of Castile and the daughter of Juan de 

Navarra."^ Nevertheless, all evidence indicates that Gomez Manrique's poetic debut did 

not occur until the 14S0s, when he eulogized Garcilaso de la Vega, Juan de Mena and the 

Marques de Santillana. In 14SS, he also dedicated verse to honor Juan El's widow and 

controversial second queen, Juana de Portugal. The 1440s then, were a decade during 

which Manrique first began to study the art of poetry, later bringing forth the fruits of 

these labors during the turbulent 1450s. 

^ Alonso de Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, 11 lib. I ch I p.4. 
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In summary, the first third of Gomez Manrique's life, set in the context of the late 

Middle Ages, is truly a formative period. Throughout his childhood and early adult life, 

the fourth son of Pedro and Leonor Manrique had lived in the shadow of his father and 

brother Rodrigo. The former had been one of the most powerful, albeit controversial 

nobles of the time. The latter was without doubt one of the most exceptional knights of 

fifteenth-century Castile. As a minor noble lacking his own militia, Gomez would have 

been incapable of achieving an independently powerful identity. At his age, the only way 

for him to have achieved power on his own was to lead a major siege into the Arab 

territories, as his brother Rodrigo had. During this period, however, Manrique was more 

interested in earning a living as a soldier within his brother's ranks. In all likelihood, he 

had not yet married Juana de Mendoza when his father died in 1440. Pedro Manrique's 

older children, especially his daughters and firstborn, Diego Gomez, are mentioned in 

Garcia de Santa Maria's chronicle as having been married during the governor's lifetime. 

It could be that, as a young knight, Manrique had not been able to accumulate enough 

wealth to afford the arras, or dowry to fulfill a marriage contract. After his father died, 

however, our poet's inherited sefiorios would have provided him with these necessities. If 

Manrique had already begun to compose verse, he had not yet developed his talents to the 

extent that he considered his poetry worthy of preservation in his own cancionero. At the 

same time, though his father had died, the conflicts between the Infantes de Aragon and 

Juan n had remained unresolved. There would be many more altercations between the 

two camps in the decade to come. 
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Chapter Two: Adulthood and Anarchy, 
1440-1454 

While Pedro Manrique is recorded in history as having been the most troublesome 

Castilian noble in the rebellion against Juan II, his death in 1440 did not settle the 

disputes between the nobility and the king. Nor did the conflict dissolve after the death of 

Rodrigo Alfonso de Pimentel, the second Count of Benavente and grandfather of the 

Pimentel who requested Manrique's cancionero?^ In fact, the war against the king and 

his favorite had not yet reached its nadir. The newly married Prince Enrique also desired 

his own independence from the Crown. His favorite advisor, Juan Pacheco, placed in 

charge of the prince since childhood by order of Don Alvaro, had great influence over the 

eighteen-year-old. Pacheco and his young ward soon began to challenge Juan II, 

petitioning the monarch in writing against the overbearing interference of the constable. 

Their actions consequently imitated those of the Infantes de Aragon and the grandees 

who had been milling around the royal court seeking their advantage ever since the prince 

was married to Juana de Navarra. At this very same time, his father-in-law, Juan de 

Navarra, sent the young prince a similar letter in an attempt to win him over to the 

federation against Alvaro de Luna. While the king was negotiating with Enrique de 

Aragon, who had recently occupied Toledo, Prince Enrique left for Segovia, where he 

encouraged his mother and mother-in-law to accompany him to Arevalo to negotiate with 

Juan n de Navarra for peace in Castile. 

^ The second Count of Benavente died a month after Pedro Manrique. Cf. Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 
355. 
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For Gomez Mamique, the fourteen years between his father's death and the 

demise of King Juan n would prove to be frustrating. As an enemy of the monarch and 

his favorite, Gomez would receive no royal grants or special favors that might have 

enabled him to become an independent military threat like his brother. Instead, he saw 

many family members lose their wealth or suffer imprisonment. Meanwhile, Gomez 

remained in the service of his brother Rodrigo, who had been the most notably 

antagonistic figure in the rebellion against the king. A principal activity of his at this time 

was to raid those who had attempted to take away the land of his relatives in the name of 

the king. Despite several setbacks, and perhaps because of these very same obstacles, 

Gomez made the greatest progress in his development as an individual during the 1440s 

and 14S0s. He established a key alliance with the newly elected Archbishop of Toledo, 

Alfonso Carrillo, and in his service was able to sustain himself by leading the 

archbishop's militia. He was also able to acquaint himself with those poets in the 

archbishop's employ. Within this literary circle, Manrique honed his talent by writing his 

first true literary works. It is in this decade, too, that our poet marries the pious and 

intelligent Juana de Mendoza, the daughter of the affluent Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, 

Lord of Caiiete. While our poet did not by any means become wealthy under the rule of 

Juan II, he did manage to establish his own personal and political identity as a highly 

principled and cultured individual with notable literary talents that he would continue to 

cultivate throughout his career as a soldier, diplomat and poet. 
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Further attacks against Alvaro de Luna 

Meanwhile, the King of Navarre deployed the rebels to raid Alvaro de Luna's 

property and wrote to other nobles to inform them that the coalition was close to ending 

the constable's tyranny. Rodrigo Manrique and the Count of Benavente led part of the 

seven-hundred men attack against the constable's property, setting out from Arevalo on 

16 February 1441 and prompting Luna and his soldiers to ready for battle in the fields 

near Casarrubios.^^ No battle occurred however, and both sides resorted to 

corresponding with Juan II de Castilla to voice their grievances. Gomez Manrique, 

following his father's death, had also remained loyal to Infante Enrique de Aragon. When 

Alvaro de Luna entered Maqueda with over two hundred horsemen and many more foot 

soldiers, preparing himself for battle against the Infantes's battalion, violence was quick 

to follow, taking the life of one of the Enrique de Aragon's best soldiers, Lorenzo de 

Avalos. In April of 1441, the Infante set out for Escalona to retaliate against the 

constable. Afterward he led his soldiers into Maqueda, where they achieved some success 

on their raid, burning a few houses within the city walls and forcing Alvaro de Luna and 

his men to abandon the area. Our poet, who accompanied Enrique on these raids, was 

wounded, though the degree of his injuries is not known.^ Manrique himself does not 

mention the matter in any of his own writings or personal accounts, and given that no 

further description of his injuries are to be found, it would seem apparent that he received 

no permanent damage, nor was he subsequently absent from the battlefield for any length . 

of time. 

Cairiilo de Huete, Halconero, 371. 
^ Carrillo de Huete. Halconero, 293. 
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On 28 June 1441, the King of Navarre and Infante Enrique stormed Medina del 

Campo where the King of Castile found himself under the protection of Alvaro de Luna 

and his brother Juan de Luna, Archbishop of Toledo. Taking advantage of the fact that 

the constable's soldiers had failed to completely surround the village that evening, the 

people of Medina del Campo broke down the wall, allowing the invaders's nearly one 

thousand horsemen to enter. After capturing Juan II and his family, they demanded the 

sovereign banish the constable from Court for a period of six years and that all cities 

currently under Luna's control be relinquished. It appeared that the Infantes had fmally 

eliminated the main impediment to their ability to control the lands their father had 

conquered during his regency of Castile. Yet the constable would not give up his power 

so easily. His enforced separation from the king would merely allow him enough 

independence to pursue his accumulation of power. As the Infantes continued to gain 

noble followers, among them now the powerful Admiral of Castile, they made further 

demands, which they backed with either threats or the actual physical apprehension of the 

monarch. One of their more famous attempts in this context was the thwarted siege of 

Ramaga in 1443, which prompted Juan de Mena to dedicate his Laberinto de Foriuna to 

the embattled monarch in the hope that it would serve as propaganda for his beleaguered 

soldiers.^^ 

In the meantime. Prince Enrique, under the guidance of his protector, Juan 

Pacheco, had also gotten involved in the disputes, recognizing that the security of his own 

^ Alan Deyennond, "^La ideologia del Estado modemo en la literatura espafiola del siglo XV," Realidad e 
imdgenes del poder: EspaOa a fines de la Edad Media, ed. Adeline Rucquoi, (Valladolid; AMBITO, 1987) 
171-193. 
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future reign would certainly depend on the outcome of this conflict. In 1444 he disobeyed 

his father yet again, siding against Alvaro de Luna and relenting only when advised to do 

so by his tutor. Lope de Barrientos, whose own interests and most importantly his claim 

tot he title of Bishop of Cuenca, which he hoped to obtain from Juan II, were very much 

at stake in the matter. It was clear that all those with any power at all were fighting to 

preserve their own interests in Castile. The authority granted to the aristocracy nearly a 

century earlier by Enrique de Trastamara in order to legitimize his own fratricidal 

takeover of the kingdom in 1369, had permanently empowered the nobles. Juan II, whose 

father had died when he was only a year old, was particularly vulnerable to the nobility 

who, together with his uncle, Fernando de Antequera, would govern until the young 

sovereign's majority at the age of fourteen. His youth and inexperience were also the 

very same factors that caused him to rely heavily on Alvaro de Luna and the protection 

the constable provided him against the Infantes's encroachment upon his kingdom. 

Coupled with his penchant for such diversions as poetry and pageantry, Juan II had never 

been allowed to nor apparently ever desired to develop his own image as leader of 

Castile. 

Among the ranks of Enrique de Aragon, Gomez Manrique remained silent. While 

he had been carefully following the events taking place in the kingdom, he wrote neither 

prose nor poetry concerning these circumstances, nor is he recorded as having acted as a 

negotiator on behalf of the Infantes. It is clear, however, that he had begun to cultivate an 

interest in the poetry of his day, as well as perhaps to compose verses of his own. 

Manrique owned a copy of Alfonso Martinez de Toledo's Corbacho, composed in 1438 
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in imitation of the twelfth-century De amore lihri ires by Andreas Capellanus.^® The 

work had created a prolific literary response, as had other similar misogynistic texts, such 

as Pere Torrellas's poetic treatise against women probably written some time in the 

1440s. Whether or not the Corbacho had been composed in jest, it certainly provoked an 

outpouring of response by poets and tratadistas alike who rushed to counter its satirical 

and intolerant remarks.^'' Soon, too, Gomez Manrique was to be one of the many poets to 

come to the defense of noble women, with his own response to Torrellas's poem. More 

significantly for his life at this time, however, was his participation in the most infamous 

battle of the fifteenth century. 

The Battle of Olmedo and Its Aftermath 

As Easter of 1445 approached, Juan II was in hot pursuit of the Infantes, who 

were quartered in Olmedo. Sensing that there was to be violence, the Infantes ordered 

Rodrigo—and probably Gomez, who had also been in their company—to summon their 

greatest allies to join them.^^ The king soon arrived, bringing his forces with him. To 

further aggravate the situation, he called on Alvaro de Luna to make demands upon the 

King of Navarre. In the late afternoon of 19 May, battle erupted on the fields of Olmedo. 

The royal retainers, constable and prince, charged against Juan de Navarra's battalions, 

capturing many of the Infantes's allies, including Fadrique Enriquez, Admiral of Castile 

and future grandfather of Fernando V de Castilla. Many were also killed on the field or 

later expired from their wounds. The Infantes and their soldiers fled Olmedo for Aragon 

^ Cf. E. Michael Gerii, ed, Arcipreste De Talavera o Corbacho, (Madrid: Catedra, 1979) 49. 
^ Jacob Onistein, "La misoginia y el profeminismo en la Hteratura castellana," RFH 3 (1941): 219-32. 
^ Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 460. 
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accompanied by Gomez and Rodrigo who would follow them out of the kingdom, if only 

temporarily. Both armies had posted a high number of casualties, though history shows 

that the Aragonese would suffer the most. Less than a month after, on 1S June, following 

a journey to Calatayud, Enrique de Aragon succumbed to the grave wounds he had 

sustained in the battle that finally claimed his life.^^' 

For poets and writers of the day, Olmedo was a significant event marking the 

nadir of peninsular relations and an opportunity to enter the fray with their pens if not 

their swords. Propagandistic works composed shortly afterward satirize the flight of the 

Infantes and their Castilian allies. The most notable of these works is the anonymous 

Coplas de la Panadera, now preserved only in cancioneros from the sixteenth century, 

despite having been composed shortly after the battle.^" In the poetic voice of a 

"panadera" who supposedly witnessed the entire battle while selling her bread, the poem 

summarizes the gathering of the king and his forces to wage war against Infante Enrique 

and the nobility, ridiculing their cowardice. As described by the panadera, the mere sight 

of Juan n's army caused Enrique to flee before true violence began.^^^ Gomez Manrique 

is not portrayed as one of the cowardly, though from Juan n's perspective he would have 

been associated with his older brother. Manrique himself does not compose a 

propagandistic account of the battle and the fact that he did not render his own poetic 

Carrillo de Hiiete, HeUconero, 466. 
^ The poem refers to ffiigo L6pez de Mendoza as having been recently named the Marqu^ de Santillana, 
which means that it was probably composed in late 144S. Cf. Miguel Artigas, "Nueva redaccion de las 
Coplas de Ay Panadera segun un manuscrito de la Biblioteca de Menendez y Pelayo," Estudios eruditos in 
memoriam de Adolfo Bonilla y San Martin (1875-1926), ed. Lucio Gil Fagoaga and Gerhard Moldenhauer, 
(Madrid; U. Complutense de Madrid, 1927) vol. 1 pp. 75-89. Cf. also Bartolome Jose Gallardo (1776-
1852), El Cancionero de Gallardo, ed. Jose Maria A^ceta, (Ediciones criticas, v.6., Jose Madrid: C.S.I.C, 
1%2) 83-98. 
^ Julio Rodriguez-Pu^olas, Poesia criticay satirica del siglo XV, (Madrid: Editorial Castalia, 1981) 134. 
Vidal ("Obra literaria," 50) also cites the entire passage. 
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version of the conflict suggests that he was either not yet comfortable with his ability as a 

satirical poet or that poetry itself had not yet become for him the vehicle of personal 

expression that it would assume in the future. In fact, it is not until the following decade 

that he reflects upon the destruction that occurred during that decisive event. Even at this 

juncture he does not concern himself with ridiculing those on the opposing side of the 

battlefield, but rather with invoking the damage assessed. In his Coplas para Diego Arias 

de Avila, he reminds his dedicatee, Enrique IVs favorite accountant, that the violence at 

Olmedo was caused by the corruption of Castile's leaders and that Arias's own corrupt 

nature may lead him to face similar consequences.^^ 

Further evidence that Gomez had not yet developed his poetic talent before 1450 

is that his work is absent from the cancioneros that were put together at this time. His 

poetry is not found in the Cancionero de Palacio, MS. 594, compiled from the 1420s to 

the 1440s. It cannot be argued that this particular cancionero had limited its thematic 

scope merely to love poems, as it also included eulogies of fallen nobles, as well as 

propaganda in the name of both Juan II and Alfonso V de Aragon. Various poetic 

generations are also represented, from Villasandino, to Uigo Lopez de Mendoza before 

he received the title of Marques de Santillana, to Gomez's contemporary, Alfonso de 

Montoro. Further evidence that he had not begun to write poetry is that compositions by 

many of his closest allies are found in the same codex, MS 594. Mosen Diego Fajardo, 

who had fought with Gomez in 1448 to secure Murcia, has two of his works recorded in 

the cancionero, while Suero and Pedro Quiiiones, who were both arrested by Juan II in 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol 2 p. 72. 
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1448, each contribute a poem.^^^ Finally, Rodrigo Manrique himself is represented by a 

short "serranilla."^ Though Gomez greatly surpassed his brothers's poetic talent both in 

quantity and quality, he had not yet recorded a single verse in any of the cancionero 

compiled before 1450, from the aforementioned MS 594 to the larger Cancionero de 

Baena. Since his brother, one of the most active rebels of the day, found time to compose 

short "serranillas" and the occasional satiric verse, we can only speculate as to why our 

poet, if we are to assume he had actually begun to write, had not yet shared his work with 

the rest of his contemporaries. Perhaps it would be necessary for him to abandon the 

shadow of Rodrigo, as he effectively does in the 1450s, to And an environment in which 

he can dedicate himself to the poetic art. 

Rather than forsake their cause following the death of Enrique de Aragon, the 

Manriques and their allies took even greater issue with the king's favoritism. Conditions 

had worsened since Olmedo. Alvaro de Luna still controlled Juan n and had earned the 

monarch's particular gratitude when he had expelled the Infantes de Aragon. Juan II 

began to reward those who supported him at Olmedo with the land and titles that he had 

seized from his deceased cousin and all those who had followed him to Navarre. The 

titles that Juan II conferred at this time are particularly memorable in history in that they 

established what would soon become the most powerful dynasties during the subsequent 

reigns of Enrique IV and Isabel. It is at this moment that Juan II granted the poet Iftigo 

Lopez de Mendoza the titles of Marques de Santillana and Count of Real de Manzanares. 

^ Francisca Vendrell de Mill^ ed.. El cancionero de Palacio, (Barcelona; Escuela de la Casa Provincial 
deCaridad, 1945) 392-4.131.133.. 
^ VendreU de Millas ed., Cancionero de Palacio, 146. 
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The wealthy poet and uncle of Gomez Manrique had already managed to guarantee that 

his lineage would be the most powerful noble family in fifteenth-century Castile. At the 

same time, Juan 11 also granted the marquisate of Villena to his son's meddlesome 

favorite, Juan Pacheco. This title had originally been ceded to Prince Enrique as a dowry 

in his marriage to Blanca de Navarra, which was, in turn, negotiated as part of the peace 

agreement reached in 1436.^^^ Juan Pacheco was now rising in power in much the same 

manner as had Alvaro de Luna previously. Like the constable, he was rewarded for his 

loyalty to the young prince and would, in time, grow to be a dangerous ally of the future 

King Enrique IV. That those who supported the king at Olmedo had had their rents 

augmented so dramatically at the cost of the Infantes was certain to have upset the 

Manrique family. Rodrigo and Gomez were most incensed when the king granted the title 

of Master of the Order of Santiago to Don Alvaro. The other twelve commanders had 

elected Alvaro to the position after Rodrigo, certainly the most gifted and powerful 

knight of the Order, had fled to Aragon following the Battle of Olmedo. Rodrigo 

protested vehemently, believing that he was surely more deserving than Alvaro de Luna 

to assume the mantle of Master from the late Enrique de Aragon. Shortly after returning 

to Castile, Rodrigo and Gomez began to travel throughout the realm in order to reclaim 

the fortresses that had previously belonged to the Order. 

The remaining Infantes were greatly angered that Juan 11 had redistributed 

Enrique's land and titles. Yet neither Juan de Navarra nor Alfonso V el Magndnimo were 

able to retaliate immediately. Instead of returning to mount an attack on Castile after his 

^ Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 234. 
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retreat to Aragon, Juan de Navarra sought opportunities to renegotiate peace vsdth his 

cousin. Alfonso V, who had essentially abdicated all control of Aragon to his brother 

Juan, continued to keep himself informed of the rebels's activities in the Peninsula and in 

the years following the Battle of Olmedo, he would aid the Manriques in their attempts to 

eliminate the constable's absolute power in Castile. In 1447, Alfonso wrote to Rodrigo 

that he had convinced Pope Eugene to authorize a papal bull in which he would 

overthrow Don Alvaro as Master of Santiago and replace him with Rodrigo. Responding 

with the osadia for which he was so well known, Rodrigo immediately assumed the title 

and coat of arms before he even received any confirmation from the pope.^^ He and his 

allies then began to occupy the fortresses under the Order's jurisdiction. From this point 

until his death in 1476, Rodrigo considered himself to be the true Master of Santiago, 

though he never officially held the title. The constable retaliated with the force of the 

king's army and seized Rodrigo's lands. Still fighting among the ranks of his older 

brother, Gomez Manrique led one hundred horsemen in an attempt to prevent Marshal 

Diego Fernandez, sent by Juan II to claim Rodrigo's property, from carrying out his 

orders.^^ Our poet was successful in forcing the marshal's army to disperse. 

On 22 July 1447, Juan 11 married Isabel de Portugal. His first wife, Maria de 

Aragon, had died shortly after the Battle of Olmedo two years earlier. Some suspected 

that she had been dispatched by Alvaro de Luna as revenge for her brief mutiny in siding 

with Prince Enrique, his wife Blanca de Navarra, and the Infantes. At the same time, 

Juan's marriage to Isabel de Portugal also was rumored to have been arranged by Luna 

^ Pulgar, Claros varones, ed. Tate, 1971, p. 49. 
^ Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 481. 
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without the king's knowledge. During these events, our poet was aiding Rodrigo in his 

claim against Luna as Master of Santiago and would not have traveled to Madrigal de las 

Altas Torres to receive Juan II's second queen, nor was he among the many poets to 

dedicate verse to her as he later did to Juana de Portugal, Enrique IV's second wife. Six 

years later, however, Manrique did pen a poem to Juan II on the birth of his third child, 

Alfonso de Castilla. Shortly thereafter, Gomez sought to reenter the grace of the royal 

court.^® In 1447, however, the new Portuguese queen, Isabel, had come to Castile at a 

time of great strife, and, even with the establishment of partial calm within the kingdom 

after May of 1453, the conflict was far from over. It would not be fully resolved until her 

daughter, the future Queen of Castile, would centralize the administration of the realm. 

As described above, during the years following Olmedo, Juan II appointed many 

new allies to positions of power. He did so in part to reward the loyalty of those who had 

defended his interests in the conflict, thus making them more powerful than their 

enemies. Much like his Trastamara predecessors, Juan II also hoped that these 

concessions would secure the nobles's loyalty to him. In the case of one of these men 

who would receive the newly vacated titles, Alfonso Carrillo de Acufla (1412-1482), the 

desired result was not to be achieved. In fact, the results of this selection may have been a 

grave mistake, particularly for the king's favorite. Carrillo, the Bishop of Sigiienza, had 

fought bravely alongside the constable at Olmedo. He had also served the king and 

constable loyally for decades. In 1446, after the death of Gutierre de Toledo, however, 

Juan n had planned to name Lope de Barrientos to the newly vacant and highly coveted 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I pp. 97-9. 
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archbishopric of Toledo. According to the Cronica del Hakonero, Juan II instead gave in 

to the wishes of Alvaro de Luna, who had favored Carrilio for the position.^^' Even the 

pope was reluctant to grant such a powerful office to one whom he had learned to 

distrust.^ Unlike the constable, the pope must have already been familiar with Carrillo's 

greedy nature. A decade earlier, Carrillo had been the pope's protonotary during the 

Council of Basel and had he been satisfied with Carrillo's performance at that time, the 

pope would certainly not have complained so vociferously when Alvaro suggested 

elevating him to one of the most powerful religious positions in Spain.The motive for 

Luna's choice may have been that he felt threatened by Barrientos, who had educated 

Prince Enrique. Barrientos had been established long before, and could have been 

perceived as a threat to Luna's chokehold on the kingdom. Carrillo, on the other hand, 

had been under the constable's protection since he was named Bishop of Sigiienza. He 

had been conferred this title upon the death of his homonymous uncle, Alfonso Carrillo 

(13847-1434), Cardinal of St. Eustace. Luna and Carrillo also were cousins through 

Teresa Carrillo, Alfonso's mother. In addition to sharing blood, the two shared the same 

interests; wealth and power. Once appointed as Archbishop of Toledo, Carrillo rapidly 

fulfilled both ambitions. He became a political force in his own right and was no longer 

obligated to the constable for power. Luna, who sought and rewarded loyalty as the king 

had done for him, clearly did not expect his cousin to become an independent force. 

Carrillo would later abandon Luna at his time of greatest need, when the constable was 

Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 470. 
^ Round, The Greatest, 36. 
^ "Pero el Papa fue muy dure de U^er a ello; pero al fin, despues de muchas soplica^iones e 
aquexamientos, ovo de prouer de la dicha dinidad a este don Alfonso Carrillo'* (Carrillo de Huete, 
Halconero, 470). 
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arrested in Burgos in 1453. Though he had the power to do so, he did not convince Juan 

n to spare the constable, but instead secretly joined forces with the prince and his former 

tutor, now the Marques de Villena. While Luna and Juan II were fighting to preserve 

their dynasty, the Archbishop of Toledo was preparing his own role in the next reign. 

For Gomez and Rodrigo, Carrillo's appointment was later to become an 

opportunity. The Manriques were also cousins of the newly elected archbishop. He could 

not ignore the military threat that they posed to the monarch, nor could he overlook 

Rodrigo's influence with the rest of the nobility. In the case of Gomez Manrique, the 

archbishop must have sensed the latent poetic ability within him. By the same token, the 

Manriques, like everyone else with whom the archbishop dealt, had to have been 

attracted to his great wealth. In the 1450s, Gomez must have also been even more 

attracted to the forum Carrillo's household provided for him to develop his poetry, as will 

be discussed further in Chapter Four. 

After the attempted coup of Santiago in 1447, Rodrigo and Gomez, together with 

their allies, maintained correspondence with Alfonso V de Aragon. As Juan D continued 

to exhaust their resources in Castile, the King of Aragon would be one of the few external 

supporters on which the confederated nobles could depend. He provided them with 

military strategy, financial assistance and, in some cases, sanctuary in Naples. At this 

time, Juan II had set about arresting those who resisted him. On 11 May 1448, Juan II 

detained Feman Alvarez de Toledo, Count of Alba de Tormes; Enrique Enriquez, Count 

of Alba de Liste and brother of the Admiral of Castile; Alfonso Pimentel, Count of 
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Benavente; and the Quiffones brothers, Suero and Pedro.^'* All had been close allies of 

the Infantes. The idng and prince seized the vast property and fortresses of those they had 

arrested as well as those of the fugitives. Admiral Fadrique Enriquez and Diego Gomez 

de Sandoval, Count of Castro. Diego Manrique, Count of TreviAo, whom Juan II had 

named Adelantado Mayor of Castile, harbored Enriquez, his uncle, and Sandoval, his 

father-in-law, in his household at Navarrete. Doing so brought down upon him the royal 

wrath of Juan II, as he particularly wished to subdue these two powerful members of the 

rebellion. Diego also became the king's next target due to his control of the border of 

Navarre. The firstborn of the Manriques, like his brothers, had no interest in submitting to 

the king. However, unlike the relatively insignificant holdings of Rodrigo and Gomez 

within the realm, Diego's control of the enemy border obligated the king to pursue him 

more diligently.^' Juan II surrounded Navarrete and prepared to destroy it. Diego was 

forced to submit to the king's will. He could only have taken relief in the knowledge that 

the King of Navarre would immediately retaliate. Once more, the Infantes were at war 

with Castile. 

In the midst of new turmoil, Gomez and Rodrigo were in Murcia, attempting to 

secure the region so that they would be able to have bargaining power when they 

petitioned the Crown to return their lands. In addition to their own militia, they joined 

Canillo de Huete, Halconero, 499-504. 
>Adal ("Obra Uteiaria," p. 55 n. 116) believes Torres Pontes's undocumented statement that Rodrigo left 

Murcia to aid his brother against Juan II (Juan Torres Pontes, Itinerario de Enrique IV, [Murcia, Spain: 
C.S.I.C., Institute Jeronimo de Zurita, 1953] 40-41). This, however, is implausible. Rodrigo and Gomez 
would have spread themselves far too thin to have traveled the great distance to Navarrete to aid Diego, as 
they had abeady left many of their own loyal soldiers and family members to look after Segura de la Sierra 
when they set out in Pebiuaiy. This also explains why Diego, who had been isolated from his brothers and 
allies, was so easily captured by Juan D. Cf. Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 494-5. 
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forces with the Moors, who had also sensed an opportunity to regain territory on the 

weakened Castilian front. At this time, Rodrigo and Gomez sought the aid of Alfonso V 

de Aragon. On IS October 1448, with their militia now spread across the territory, 

Rodrigo, Gomez and their allies from Granada, Diego and Pedro Fajardo, each received 

the same letter from the King of Aragon indicating his approval of Rodrigo's plans to 

secure Murcia. The letter, transcribed in Vendrell de Millas's 194S edition of the 

Cancionero de Palacio, reveals King Alfonso's sense of connection to Rodrigo's struggle 

in the Peninsula.^^® He concludes the letter in Latin by writing that the missive was 

directed to Rodrigo, "Master of Santiago." There is no question that Alfonso considered 

Rodrigo to be the knight most worthy of taking Enrique's place as head of the Order. 

Although the Manriques and the Fajardos would have to exert the greatest efforts to 

control Murcia, they eventually succeeded in taking over the region. 

Establishing Alliances 

During the years between Olmedo and Luna's beheading, while Juan n fortified 

old alliances, the Manriques were establishing new ones with those who had recently 

become dissatisfied with the king. Occasionally, nobles would be driven to join forces 

with the brothers by the monarch. Having any ties to the Manriques or to the stubborn 

Prince Enrique placed one under the king's scrutiny. Such was the case with Diego 

Hurtado de Mendoza, the first Lord of Caiiete. He had originally been part of the prince's 

entourage in Segovia, but later joined forces with the Manriques after a failed attempt to 

take Cuenca from the city's bishop. Lope de Barrientos. In August of 1447, after 

Vendrell de Millas ed., Cancionero de Palacio, 118. Vidal ("Obra literaria," p. 55 n.ll7) also 
transcribes the letter from Vendrell de Millas's edition. 
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storming the castle at Cuenca, Diego Hurtado called for his forces to enter. His attempt 

was thwarted, however. In the ensuing conflict, his house was burned and he himself was 

captured. After his arrest, the bishop, who was loyal to the king, showed himself to be 

surprisingly generous with Mendoza. He allowed Mendoza, his wife, Teresa de Guzman, 

and his children to return to their nearby domain in Caiiete. 

This event is significant since it allows us to pinpoint with some accuracy when 

Gomez Manrique married Juana de Mendoza, the Lord of Caiiete's daughter. Though the 

date on which Manrique wed has yet to be determined, by studying Carrillo de Huete's 

account we can better estimate when he became Canete's son-in-law and Juana's groom. 

The chronicle explains that Juan 11 distrusted the Mendoza presence in Cuenca for two 

reasons. The first was that Diego Hurtado had served in Prince Enrique's household 

during his attempts to wrestle Castile from Don Alvaro. The second was that Caflete's 

son, Juan Hurtado de Mendoza, had married Rodrigo Manrique's fourth sister, Ines, 

which meant to Juan n that the Mendozas were new allies of the Manriques.^^ Sometime 

after Pedro's death in 1440, the 10,000 maravedis in rents that he left his fourth daughter 

must have attracted this branch of the Mendoza family. Carrillo de Huete's description 

does not mention, however, that Rodrigo and Gomez themselves also married Cafiete's 

daughters. It is impossible that the "Halconero" would have overlooked this detail in his 

telling of the event. In comparison to other chroniclers who cover the years 1440 to 1450, 

Carrillo de Huete appears to have known the Manriques the best. In contrast, Galindez de 

Carvajal's chronicle incorrectly records that the Cuenca fight took place in 1446, as part 

^ Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 482-487. 
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of the same conflict in which Rodrigo attempted to claim the title of Master of 

Santiago.^ It also summarizes this event as if it had occurred simultaneously with 

Rodrigo's coup attempt against the Order. Though he believes Rodrigo to have married 

into the Mendoza family at this time, his account is less detailed than the "Halconero's" 

and is more a synopsis of the events that transpired in the South. This is probably due to 

the fact that Carvajal was not a citizen of Murcia, stationed there like Carrillo de Huete at 

the same time Rodrigo and Gomez were attacking the city. In a letter of IS May 1449, 

Juan D calls the "Halconero," a loyal citizen of Murcia, naming him to the city council in 

place of the deceased Pedro Corrales.^^ As a citizen of the very city the Manrique 

brothers had most recently besieged, the "Halconero" would not have overiooked the fact 

that Rodrigo and Gomez were married into the Mendoza family at this same time. Given 

the "Halconero's physical presence in Murcia and the fact that his is an eyewitness 

account, it can only be assumed that Gomez had not yet married Juana de Mendoza, nor 

had Rodrigo taken Beatriz de Guzman as his second wife.^^ In line with other examples 

previously cited above, Carrillo de Huete's testimony appears to be more accurate than 

any other text covering this period. Additionally, since Juan II was routinely informed of 

all noble marriages that took place in Castile, had Rodrigo and Gomez already married 

the Mendoza sisters, the king not only would have suspected Cafiete's entrance into 

Cuenca: he would have known that Diego Hurtado was up to trouble. Therefore, we may 

^ Galindez Carvajal, Cronica de don Juan //, pL 2 p. 652. 
Juan Abellan Perez, Coleccidn de documentos para la historia del reino de Murcia, (Murcia; Servicio 

de Publicaciones de la Universidad de Cadiz, C.S.I.C., 1984) 607-8. 
^ Rodrigo Manrique's first wife, Mencia de Figueroa, the sister of the Marques de Santillana's wife Elvira 
Laso de la Vega, is believed to have died before 1445. This means that Jorge Manrique, her fourth son, 
could not have been born in 1450. Serrano de Haro. not Clemente Palencia, therefore, is correct to assume 
that Jorge was bom a decade earlier. Cf Vidal. "Obra literaria," 59. 
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suppose that as late as August of 1447, Gomez Manrique had not yet married Juana de 

Mendoza, nor had Rodrigo married Beatriz de Guzman. Furthermore, since Carrillo de 

Huete's account affirms that Diego Hurtado, his wife and his children were allowed to 

leave Cuenca to return to Canete, it seems clear that Juana de Mendoza and Beatriz de 

Guzman would have been among those children since they were not yet married. 

If our poet had married in late 1447 or in 1448, he would have been approaching 

thirty-three years of age. This was rather late in life for a noble to be married for the first 

time. However, unlike Rodrigo, whose first wife, Mencia, died around 1445 after having 

given birth to at least five children, Gomez only married once.^^' His will, which tells us 

much about his household and his love for Juana, mentions no children other than the 

three that he sired with her. There are no records, either, to show that he had any contact 

with Juana's branch of the Mendoza family at any earlier period. Why would Manrique 

not have married earlier? He was probably too young to attract a noble bride when his 

father, Pedro, negotiated marriage contracts for his other children. In the late 1430s, 

shortly before his death, Pedro had been so involved in his struggle against the constable 

that arranging marriages for his children might not have been possible. The fact that he 

was training as a knight in Rodrigo's household at Segura might have also have 

prevented Gomez from establishing a household of his own. 

The seven years following Pedro's death were also difHcult ones, as the 

Manriques were still at odds with the king. Without the ability to secure capital for 

himself, Gomez would not have had much luck in arranging his own marriage. It would 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, t 2 lib. 10 ch. 1 p.319. 
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only make sense, then, to presume that when Gomez was recorded as fighting alongside 

Diego Hurtado for the first time, he had fmally married Juana. This first occurred in 

February, 1449, two years after Mendoza's expulsion from Cuenca in August, 1447, 

when Gomez, Diego Hurtado de Mendoza and Mendoza's sons unsuccessfully attempted 

to seize Cuenca once again from Bishop Lope de Barrientos.^" Gomez was among those 

who captained the largest number of soldiers. In an effort to explain our poet's motives 

for participating in such an event, Menendez y Pelayo suggested that he was involved in 

the attack against the Bishop of Cuenca out of duty to his father-in-law.^^ This would 

place his marriage to Juana between August 1447 and 25 February 1449. However, 

Carrillo de Huete, who earlier refers to the family ties between the Manriques and 

Mendozas through Juan Hurtado and Ines, does not mention at this point that Gomez 

Manrique was fighting alongside Cafiete out of loyalty to his father-in-law. In fact, he 

never refers to their relationship, nor at this point does he mention Rodrigo's marriage to 

Beatriz de Guzman. In addition, the arrival of Alfonso de Aragon, Juan de Navarra's 

illegitimate son, with six to eight thousand soldiers, could indicate that Gomez had joined 

the fight for Cuenca out of duty to the Infantes de Aragon. In much the same way that 

Rodrigo Manrique believed in his appointment as Master of Santiago, Alfonso de Aragon 

had been parading around as the Master of Calatrava under orders from the pope since 

Ramaga in 1443. Until Prince Enrique's supporters rallied behind Pedro Giron in 1450 

and stripped the "hijo bastardo" of the title, he had masqueraded in that capacity in the 

^ Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 513-515. Vidal ("Obra literaria," 56-57) cites the passage in its entirety. 
^ Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de la poesia, vol. 2 p. 344. Vidal ("Obra literaria," 57). also feels that 
since Rodrigo Manrique is not mentioned, that Gomez's brief separation from his brother was to aid his 
father-in-law. This could also mean that while Gomez had married Juana, Rodrigo had not yet contracted to 
many Beatriz de Guzmm. 
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name of the Infantes for nearly 7 years. Furthermore, Prince Enrique had supposedly 

agreed to surrender Cuenca to Alfonso V for Aragon's help in deposing his father, at least 

this was the opinion of Jeronimo Zurita, who wrote that all forces at Cuenca were 

mustered in the name of Aragon.^^ The seventeenth-century historian also recorded the 

presence of Fernando de Sandoval y Rojas and Diego Gomez de Sandoval, sons of the 

Count of Castro and our poet's brothers-in-law through the marriage of the former son to 

his closest sister, Juana Manrique. 

Many distant family members had enlisted in the war against the constable, who 

continued to pursue the Count of Castro. It is not until 1450, when Prince Enrique had 

joined the Aragonese coalition against his father, that we find Rodrigo petitioning 

unsuccessfully on behalf of Canete who wished to return to the Icing's graces. It is at this 

juncture that the "Halconero" describes Mendoza as Rodrigo's father-in-law.^®' It is 

logical, then, to assume that Gomez and Rodrigo were united with Juana and Beatriz 

shortly after the attempt to take Cuenca, but certainly before March of 1450, when the 

negotiations took place. In either case, whether before or after the February siege, given 

that Gomez had never before joined forces with the Mendoza family, his alliance at this 

time either precipitated or resulted from his marriage to Juana, leading us to conclude that 

the two came together in the beginning months of 1449. This date also supports the 

evidence we have that Gomez began to write poetry toward the beginning of the 1450s. A 

poetic exchange between Juan Hurtado de Mendoza and Gomez is recorded in his 

^ Angel Canellas Lopez, ed., Anales de la Corona de Aragon compuesios por Jeronimo Zurita. cronista 
del dicho Reino, Vol. 7; libros 16-18, (Zaragoza; Institucion «Femando el Cat61ico» C.S.I.C., 1977) 412. 
^ Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 541. 
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cancionero}  ̂Though the compositions include well-chosen imagery, the subject matter 

debated by the two poetic voices is routine. They are also rather short, consisting of only 

two strophes of ten octosyllabic verses by each poet. True to the pregunlas y respiiestas 

format, Juan Hurtado asks about the nature of passion and is succinctly answered by 

Gomez in antithetical verse. In comparison to the long didactic and satiric poetry for 

which Gomez became so well known in later years, these twenty verses are more 

spontaneous and the imagery is much less original. Matching these verses against other 

better known contemporary works leads one to believe that his response to Juan Hurtado 

is probably one of his earliest attempts at poetry. Since Gomez had no known contact 

with the Mendoza family prior to the siege of Cuenca, it makes sense to assert that he 

composed it either shortly before or after this historic event. 

Unfortunately for the Mendozas and our poet, Cuenca proved to be too heavily 

fortified to reclaim, even with an army of nearly six thousand, including those troops of 

Prince Alfonso. While the city's relative proximity to Aragon had made it especially 

enticing to the King of Navarre, it was equally well defended by Castile's Lope de 

Barrientos for the very same reason. Upon receiving word that Cuenca was under siege, 

Alvaro de Luna himself led his newly acquired military Order of Santiago into battle 

against them. Even after three days of steady fighting, in which Gomez's forces gained a 

solid hold on the castle, the group was greatly outnumbered. Unwilling or unable to 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 150-1. 
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sacrifice greater losses, they fled en masse to Aragon, "muy desordenadamente e con 

grande temor."^ 

Riots and An^Converso Sentiments in Early Fifteenth-Century Castile 

Another glimpse at the chaos that broke out during the reign of Juan n is revealed 

by the riots in Toledo that began on 26 January of 1449. Ironically, the chaos in the city 

that Alfonso VI recaptured from the Moors in 1085 arose from the constable's efforts to 

raise funds to quash the rebellion in other parts of the kingdom. He had levied so severe a 

tax on the city that the people of Toledo responded by sacking and burning the homes of 

such notables as the city treasurer, Alonso Cota, and murdering citizens in the streets. 

After the rioting began, the city's alcalde or judge, Pedro Sarmiento, further exacerbated 

the situation by leading the city in protest against the constable's demands. 

Juan n had originally designated Sarmiento as alcalde had also employed him as 

a personal assistant. He argued that his duties to the king made him feel that he was 

operating in the monarch's best interests by opposing Luna. When the revolt had lasted 

for over three months, the king himself joined the constable's forces surrounding Toledo. 

On the fifth of June, Sarmiento petitioned the king, arguing, as the Manriques's allies had 

done many times before, that Alvaro de Luna had usurped Juan 11's authority in Castile. 

In his petition, recorded in Toledo's archives and known as the Sentencia-Estatuto, 

Sarmiento particularly accused Luna of allowing the Jewish converts to take public office 

within the city, a privilege that Alfonso VI would not have allowed^  ̂The Sentencia 

singles out those who had recently converted to Christianity in order to be council 

Cairillo de Huete. Halconero, 516. 
Eloy Benito Ruano, Toledo en el sigh XV, (Madrid; C.S.I.C., 1961) 193. 
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members. Sarmiento argued that many were volumarily baptized solely to participate in 

the governance of the city and secretly continued to observe the rites of their original 

faith. The citizens had supposedly followed Sarmiento in protest of the sudden economic 

wealth that many conversos had achieved under Luna's protection. This appeal was not 

simply a rationalization for the violence exacted against many of the conversos of the 

city, including the aforementioned treasurer, Cota. It also implied a threat to the social 

order of Castile. The economic pressures they accused the constable of having imposed 

on Toledo provoked a resurgence of the social tensions that had long existed in the 

Peninsula's major cities. Sarmiento, himself an Old Christian, may have also attacked the 

conversos for personal reasons. There is a strong possibility that Garcia de Villalpando, 

the man whom Alvaro de Luna had appointed to replace him, was a New Christian.^*' To 

further appeal to others within the Old Christian social class, Sarmiento had gone so far 

as to suggest that the king's attack could only be considered just if he and the citizens of 

Toledo had been moors.^ The king continued to defend the constable's decision and was 

denied entrance into the city. Prince Enrique, acting on his father's behalf, was finally 

allowed to enter the city and restore order, provided that he did not allow any of the 

previously banished conversos to return. At this point, satisfied he had sufficiently 

calmed the city, Enrique disobeyed his father and returned to his village outside Segovia. 

The smoldering revolt, however, flared up a short time later and Enrique would have to 

return in November of that same year to end the conflict. At this juncture, he was forced 

^ Cf. Nicholas G. Round, "La rebelion toledana de 1449," Archivum 16 (1966): 391. 
^ "...matando e prendiendo nuestros vecinos, e quemando las casas dellos, e quitandonos los 
mantenimientos, e f^aziradonos guerra cruel, como si fu^semos moros" (Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 
524). 
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to bribe Sarmiento to leave the city and accompany hini to Segovia. The king himself did 

not regain the city's loyalty until 1451. 

Sarmiento and the Mti-converso sentiment expressed within his petition were 

immediately attacked. On 24 February, Pope Nicholas V decreed against his persecution 

of the Toledan converses, arguing for the unity of the citizenry. That same day he also 

excommunicated Sarmiento from the Church.^' The renowned Bishop of Burgos, 

Alfonso de Cartagena (138S-14S6), responded with his own Defensorium Unitatis 

Christianae, advocating the equality of Christians from all backgrounds.^ However, the 

dissension between the converses and the Old Christians of the city had only just begun. 

Sensing that the revolt could spread to other parts of the realm, the king prohibited the 

nobility from entering the city. Some of the grandees might have sympathized with the 

rioters, linking them to their cause against Luna. The fear of losing more authority within 

Castile led Juan II to recognize the complaints of the citizens of Toledo. Two years after 

the revolts began, the monarch pardoned the entire city, asking the pope to lift 

Sarmiento's sentence of excommunication.^ That Sarmiento was pardoned by Nicholas 

V strengthened the former alcalde's resolve. He would leave for Burgos to provoke more 

anU-converso violence. 

Similar to the issues in our own society that inflame debates on the legality of 

"Affirmative Action," a significant number within the hegemonic sphere of medieval 

^ ^^...Etenim in uno spiritu omnes nos in uniun corpus baptizati sumus, siue Judaei, siue Gentiles, siue 
serui, siue liberi, omnes in uno spiritu potati sumus, unuro corpus et unum spiritus, sicut vocati estis in 
unam spem vocationis vestrae, unus Dominus, una fldes, una baptisma, unus Deus et Pater omnium'' 
(Benito Ruano, Toledo, 198). 
^ Cf. Guillermo Verdin-Diaz, Alonso de Cartagena y el Defensorium Unitatis Christianae, Introduccidn 
historica, traducciony notas, (Oviedo: Universidad de Oviedo, 1992). 
^ Benito Ruano, Los infantes, 216-227. 
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Spain begrudged any new competition for resources and social status. However, the 

arguments used by Sarmiento and others who opposed the conversos, were based on their 

belief that they were operating within a Christian hierarchical society, from which arose a 

sense of entitlement to the official posts within the city. This same line of reasoning 

would later be taken up by those who opposed Enrique IV's favoritism toward many 

conversos and again, during the reign of Isabel, by those who advocated the Inquisition. 

To many cristianos viejos, the perceived encroachment of the New Christians on the 

status quo was a threat to the medieval societal structure. Unlike the conversos, the Jews 

operated outside of the medieval social model. They typically lived within their own 

neighborhoods with their own authorities and system of justice. Their only required 

contact with the world around them was that each ghetto was obliged to pay an annual tax 

to the king, known as the "colecta." The Jewish communities often served the king by 

performing many of the royal financial duties. They typically administered those fiscal 

responsibilities either forbidden to the nobility by the Church such as money lending, or 

duties the aristocracy would have found abhorrent such as tax collection. For the 

monarch, Jewish participation in the Christian sphere of activities was seen as 

complimentary. 

Literature from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries indicates the degree to 

which Jews were discriminated against within the medieval Christian society. In verses 

185-192 of his Proverbios Morales, a didactic poem that he composed for the benefit of 

Pedro I de Castilla, Sem Tob de Carrion (c.l290-c.l369) defended his poetic treatise, 

arguing that its reader must overlook the fact that a Jew wrote it and simply appreciate 
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the wisdom it imparts, just as the beauty of a rose is never attacked for having grown on a 

thorn bush: 

185 Por nas^er en el espino 
Non val la rosa fierto 
Menos, nin el buen vyno 
Por nas^er en el sarmiento. 
189 Non val el a^or menos 
Por nas^er del ma! nido, 
Nin los exemplos buenos 
Por los dezir judio.^"* 

Despite the many insightful lessons that the rabbi communicated to his reader, Jews 

continued to be distrusted in the courtly atmosphere. The Chancellor of Castile, Pero 

Lopez de Ayala, repeatedly attacked the Jews in his Rimado de Palacio, citing their 

avarice and cunning as qualities that often coincided with those of the manipulative court 

favorites: 

245. Alii vienen judios, que estan aparejados 
para beuer la sangre de los pobres cuitados: 
presentan sus escriptos, que tienen con^ertados 
e prometen sus joyas e dones a priuados.^^ 

In addition to expressing his hatred of Jews in verse, Lopez de Ayala also cited 

incidents in which Jews had attempted to deceive the king for their own advantage. One 

such case is when several Jewish authorities approached Juan I de Castilla, asking for the 

power to execute a criminal of their own ethnicity. The newly crowned king, wishing to 

begin his reign on a good note by cementing a positive relationship with the aljama or 

Jewish neighborhood, extended them the right to carry out the act without having 

^ Theodore A. Peny, ed., Proverbios Morales de Sem Tob de Carrion, (Madison; HSMS, 1986) 14. 
^ Pero L6pez de Ayala, Rimado de Palacio, ed. German Oiduna, (Madrid: Cl^cos Castalia, 1987) 167. 
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inquired as to who would be put to death. Upon discovering that the victim had been a 

former servant of his father, Juan I ordered that all of the Jewish governors themselves be 

put to death and that the executioner lose his hand.^ 

In spite of the great prejudice that the Jewish population endured in medieval 

Castile, they also enjoyed greater protection from under the Castilian monarchy than 

perhaps anywhere else in Europe. The majority of them were able to own property and to 

live isolated from the Christian community. Yet in the 1390s, violence and hysteria 

passed over Castile as evidenced in the infamous 1391 riot in the Jewish ghetto of Seville 

where thousands were killed.^ Violence spread throughout the kingdom, as did the trend 

of mass conversions to Christianity on the part of the Spanish Jews. The monarchs fought 

constantly against factions within their own kingdoms to protect the Jewish communities, 

but were unable to guarantee peace. For much of the Jewish population, Christianity 

became an attractive alternative to the violence and persecution that they had faced for 

their religious beliefs. Others, such as the renowned Salamon ha-Levi (Pablo de Santa 

Maria) and Josue Harloqui (Geronimo de Santa Fe), made sincere conversions of faith, 

arguing that Judaism had overlooked the coming of the Messiah.^^ Also toward the end 

of the fourteenth century, Vincent Ferrer began to institute his own plan to evangelize 

specifically to the Jewish community. With the protection of the Antipope Benedict XIII 

of Avignon, Ferrer became responsible for the infamous Leyes de Valladolid creating the 

juderias and morerias where Jews and Moors were isolated from Christians, especially 

Cayetano Rosell y Lopez, ed., Cronicas de los reyes de Costilla, vol. 68 (Madrid; Rivadeneyra, 1875) 
60-65; Cf. Constance L. Willdns, Pero Lopez de Ayala, (Boston; Twayne, 1989) 20-1. 
^ Luis Suarez Fem^ez, Judios espaHt̂ es en la EdadMedia, (Mac^d; Ediciones Rialp, 1980) 207. 
^ Suarez Fernandez, Judios espanoles, 220. 
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those who had recently converted and could easily be lost once more to Judaism.^ After 

their sequestration, the Jewish communities never again thrived in Castile and the 

fifteenth century was to end with their mass expulsion. 

In addition to the reasons cited above, some Jews had discovered that their 

conversion permitted them entrance to more lucrative opportunities. Some, such as 

Alonso Chirino (Alonso Garcia de Guadalajara), physician to the royal family and 

eventual father of the chronicler Diego de Valera, rose to great power and wealth in the 

service of the kings.^ Others, such as the memorable Cartagena family, achieved great 

authority within the Church.^' In both cases, the fact that they were newly converted 

singled them out as having usurped both secular and religious titles from Old Christian 

families. The simplest and, consequently, the most routine form of attack leveled against 

the conversos was to accuse them of impiety. In some cases, the accused may have in fact 

been judaizantes, secretly practicing their true beliefs. In the decades that followed, these 

conversos lived in great fear. As discussed above regarding the case of the Cartagena 

patriarch, Pablo de Santa Maria, many conversos had truly embraced the Christian faith. 

Despite this fact, as Benito Ruano explains, most had not completely severed ties to their 

Jewish community, a fact that often provoked jealous Old Christians to single them out as 

false converts. 

For Gomez Manrique, the Toledo revolt and the issues that provoked it would not 

have registered as an event of personal significance. It would not be until much later, in 

^ Suirez Femindez, JueSos espafioles, 223. 
^ Juan de Mata Caniazo, Introduction, Mosct Diego de Valera, Memorial de diversas hazaOas, (Madrid: 
Espasa-Caipe, 1941)xiv-xv. 

Cf. Jose Gomez-Menor, Crisiianos nuevos y mercaderes de Toledo, (Toledo: Libreria Gomez-Menor, 
I970)xxii 
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1477, when he began to serve as Corregidor of Toledo, that our poet would be directly 

affected by the events of 1449. Significantly, his assignment as Corregidor of Toledo in 

1477 was no doubt due in large part to the fact that a quarter of a century later that city 

was still threatened by the specter of revolt stirred by the very same factors which had 

precipitated the original outbreaks in 1449. Gomez, at this point acting on behalf of the 

Catholic Monarchs, was called upon primarily to secure the loyalty of its inhabitants. The 

fact that he was an Old Christian probably had little to do with his assignment.In fact, 

his writings do not reflect any stance on the issue of the treatment of the conversos in 

Toledo. This is to be expected from Gomez. While a significant number of Old Christians 

shared the very prejudices that Pedro Sarmiento had exhibited in his letters to Juan II, 

others vehemently defended the conversos. Alfonso Carrillo, for example, supported the 

piety of the conversos and his retainers included such notable figures as Pedro Diaz de 

Toledo and Rodrigo Cota, both conversos. In the years following the Toledo revolt of 

1449, Gomez's poetry reveals a mixed message, first noted by Gomez-Menor.^"^ While 

he ridiculed converso poet Juan de Valladolid in verse, it appears that this poetic satire 

was due principally to poetic competition. Valladolid and many other New Christian 

poets had, in this context, willingly exposed themselves to ridicule of their heritage.^ 

During the years Rodrigo and the grandees negotiated with the prince, the last of 

the eight Manrique brothers came of age. The siblings now surface in the chronicles for 

the first time, fighting against the king and his favorite, Alvaro de Luna. In fact, as we 

Cf. Marvin Lunenfeld, Marvin Keepers of the City, 126. 
Gomez Menor, Cristianos nuevos, xxii-xiii. 

^ Cf. Francisco M^uez Villanueva, "Jewish "Fools" Of The Spanish Fifteenth Century," HR 50 (1982): 
404-5. 
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have already seen, the entire family was linked by their opposition to the constable. It 

now becomes clear that Gomez was not the only sibling raised in Rodrigo's household at 

Segura and trained there for war. So were the two youngest brothers; seventh son, 

Fadrique Manrique (d.l479) and eighth son, Garci Fernandez (d.l496), were also busy 

establishing themselves in the South. Fadrique, left in charge of Rodrigo's fortresses at 

Segura, is recorded as having come to the aid of Garci Fernandez who was at that time 

stationed at Montiel, where a distant cousin, Gabriel Manrique, Commander of Castile, 

had them surrounded. With the help of nearly ten thousand Moorish soldiers, Fadrique 

forced the commander to withdraw his siege of the castle. They then sacked the villages 

in the region that were loyal to the commander. Much like his older brother Rodrigo, 

Fadrique developed a reputation in Moorish territories as a fearless leader in battle. He 

died in Ecija in 1479 where he served as alcaide, or Commander of the city's perimeter 

guard, a position from which he profited substantially.^' 

In 1451, youngest brother Garci Femwdez Manrique was once again in contact 

with the royal forces. This time fighting alongside his father-in-law, Alonso Fajardo, the 

Adelantado Mayor of Murcia. This was the very same Alonso Fajardo de Granada who 

had aided Rodrigo Manrique in 1448 in his attempts to secure regions he believed should 

be under his jurisdiction as the presumptive Master of Santiago. Garci Fernandez is yet 

another of the many examples of the Manrique family's habit of establishing political 

alliances through marriage. 

Salazar, Caaa de Lara, L 2. lib. 12, ch. 7 p.S88. 
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Birth of the Future Queen of Castile 

While 1451 was an eventful year for Castile, its most important occurrence was to 

receive little fanfare. On 22 April, Isabel de Castilla was bom in Madrigal. At her birth, 

no one could have predicted she would inherit her father's throne. Enrique had not yet 

alienated the grandees with his idiosyncrasies and he was fully mature and actively 

involved in the politics of the Crown. Perhaps this aspect of contemporary Castile, 

coupled with the turmoil that enveloped the country at the time, explains the fact that 

there are no known poetic works celebrating her birth. Especially when one considers the 

voluminous amount of poetry recorded during the reign of her father, Juan 11, the lack of 

any extant poetic composition written on the occasion of Isabel's birth leads us to believe 

that, indeed, none existed. It is perhaps indicative of these circumstances that the king 

himself was probably not present for his daughter's birth.^ While the Marques de 

Santillana dedicated verse to Isabel de Portugal upon her marriage to Juan II in 1447, her 

preference to remain in Madrigal, domains she had received as part of her marriage 

contract, might have led to her daughter's exclusion from the courtly activities that 

routinely distracted the king. The secluded nature and relatively unpretentious living 

conditions in Madrigal are the very arguments that later may well have served to 

persuade Isabel and her younger brother to move to Segovia to live in the court of 

Enrique IV, her much older half brother. 

While Gomez Manrique may have begun to write poetry at this time, he 

apparently did not feel comfortable congratulating Juan II in verse on the occasion of 

Isabel's birth. This was either due to his tenuous relationship with the king, or to a lack of 

Azcona, Juana de Costilla, 13. 
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confidence in his own poetic ability. A little over two years later in November of 1453, 

however, Manrique composed several verses celebrating the birth of Prince Alfonso the 

third and final child the monarch was to have. Here, Gomez expresses his best wishes for 

the newborn prince but, more importantly, makes reference to young Isabel, thus 

becoming the first poet to acknowledge the existence of the princess in verse: 

S. Y ellos amos a dos 
e la Infante gra^iosa, 
con otros que vos de Dios 
acaten, Seftor, avos..."^ 

In addition to congratulating the king for two healthy offspring, both loved by the people 

of Castile, the laudatory tone of the poem is not in keeping with the historical 

circumstances; 

1. Muy alto rey poderoso 
de Castilla e de Leon, 
discreto, gentil, gracioso, 
justiciero, piadoso, 
subjecto dela razon. 
Sea, Setior, en tal dia 
nacido el fijo segundo, 
como dixo para el mundo 
el angel; Aue Maria.̂  

It is to be expected that a poet would be exceedingly gracious toward the king, 

particularly when the purpose of his verse is to hail the birth of a prince. Yet Gomez 

Manrique had fought for years against the monarch's wishes. Why did he choose to 

honor Juan II de Castilla at this time? The most reasonable explanation for his sudden 

change in attitude toward the monarch is the recent death of Constable Luna, beheaded in 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero.vol. 1 p. 98. That Manrique's poem is the earliest to acknowledge Isabel is 
only mentioned by Azcona in Isabel, IS. 
** Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 97. 
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Valladotid on the king's very orders six months prior to Alfonso's birth.'® When Luna 

commanded his son-in-law to kill Alonso Perez, one of the king's servants, Juan II was 

forced to act. The offense of killing a royal servant without prior approval carried a death 

sentence. That Perez was thrown from the tower of his residence in Burgos was also 

considered to be a vulgar display of power. It could be that Gomez's strophe refers to the 

king's return to justice. Nonetheless, Juan's final decision left the nobility in fear of what 

he would do next. Although the formerly impenetrable obstacle to their power in Castile 

had been eliminated, the rebels were quick to note the monarch's cruelty toward his most 

favored servant. Palencia, whose account includes the alleged dialogue between Luna and 

his executioner, states that Juan II ordered the constable's head to be placed on a stake in 

the square for nine days.''" The body was also exposed to the elements for three days, 

after which time it was interred in the graveyard reserved for common thieves. A short 

white later, many who followed the constable during his lifetime were able to convince 

the king to move his remains to the graveyard of San Francisco. The sovereign himself, 

according to the chronicler, never recovered from the guilt he suffered from his decision 

to execute his closest retainer. He also became the object of international condemnation 

for the execution as well. Ultimately, his decision rendered him depressed and greatly 

compromised for now he no longer had a counselor on whom he could rely. 

The historical context, then, provides us with a reasonable explanation for our 

poet's inclination to extol the just nature of his sovereign as evidenced by the previous 

As noted by Vidal ("Obra literaria," p. 63 n. 139), there is great debate as to when Alfonso was bom. 
Azcona {Isabel, 14) believes Alfonso was bora on 17 November 1433 in Madrigal, which ser\'es us in this 
study as a reasonable estimation. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L1 lib. 2 ch 7 p. 70. 
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strophe. Though the details of Luna's execution were appalling and no doubt provoked 

by the king's own feelings of powerlessness, his elimination of Luna was widely 

celebrated and would eventually inspire the nobility to seek even greater fiscal 

independence and new opportunities to enhance their own authority. Luna had also 

imposed heavy taxes on the nobility which were now rescinded, providing yet another 

cause for celebration among the aristocracy.^" Additionally, their fear of the king had 

somewhat subsided when it was shown just how emotionally disturbed he had become. 

However, we should not exclude the possibility that the people of Castile would have 

shared their king's depression. By the same token, the arrival of a new prince would have 

offered them reason to celebrate in the absence of Luna. Palencia describes that the entire 

Kingdom of Castile, with the exception of its monarch, welcomed Alfonso's birth.^'^ 

Even the king, who had been visibly ill, lightened his mood, if only for a short period. In 

this regard, Manrique's poem served a dual purpose; to celebrate the birth of the prince 

and to comfort and encourage the king. The first stanza, shown above, was more than a 

polite salutation to the king. It served as reinforcement to its dedicatee that he truly was 

virtuous and just, terms that his guilty conscience would wish to hear in the aftermath of 

his betrayal of Luna.^'^ The fourth strophe also testifies to our poet's interest in 

reconciling the nobility with the king. Gomez explains that raising his children without 

the interference of war with factions of the nobility should be ample consolation for the 

loss of his beloved constable; 

Round (Jhe Greatest, SI-61) presents the slowing economic conditions and the taxes imposed under 
Luna's control as having weakened his popular support 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t t lib. 2 ch. 9 p. 7S. 
Round {The Greatest, 83-4) describes Juan 11's condemnation of Alvaro as having arisen from a general 

disillusionment. 
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4. E sea su nacimiento 
reparo de todos daAos; 
e derrame como viento 
discordias e ronpimiento, 
e destruyga los engaflos; 
por que vos, Seiior, biuays 
con vuestros fijos gozoso 
en tanta paz e reposo 
como lo vos deseays.^''' 

It is also at this time that the Marques de Santillana, who had long been a staunch 

foe of Alvaro de Luna, once more began to praise Juan II in verse. One of his most 

notable attempts at the sonnet form penned during this period is a dedication to the king 

in which he, like our poet, lauds Juan for his perseverance. However, when compared to 

Manrique, Santillana's reference to the monarch's separation from the constable is much 

less subtle; 

Por (ierto al universo la manera 
plugo e se goza en grand cantidad 
de vuestra tan bien fecha libertad...^'^ 

Like Manrique, Santillana, too, wishes to reconcile with the king, as well as to assuage 

some of the guilt the monarch had exhibited. 

Unlike Santillana, who sought every opportunity to display his contempt for 

Luna, Gomez Manrique would have been among the "<//5cre/o5" whom Palencia 

described as having sensed that Juan II's judgment was flawed.^'^ Despite his years of 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 98. Vidal ("Obra literaria," 64) also briefly discusses the 
reconciliatory nature of the strophe, but comments more on it as a reflection of the end of st^e between the 
king and nobility. 

Soneto XXX, Obras completas, eds. A. Gomez Moreno y M. Kerkhof (Barcelona; Planeta, 1988), 70. 
Also cf. Round, The Greatest, 215. 

"Con razon censuraron los discretos la maldad del rey, que vivio tanto tiempo en la misena para que 
aquel bastardo perverso gozase de mayor felicidad y luego. al cabo de casi 40 afios, cambio de conducta tal 
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fighting against Luna, Gomez, like most nobles, would have condemned the beheading as 

excessive. There are no records of his involvement in the constable's arrest, nor of him 

having had any contact with the monarch at this point. After having fought alongside his 

father-in-law at Cuenca against Lope de Barrientos, Manrique was either hiding in 

Aragon or establishing his household with his new bride in Villazopeque or the 

neighboring Belbimbre.^'^ While the proximity of his domain to Burgos would have 

made it easy to travel there, his fear of arrest, remembering the fate of his brother Diego 

in 1448, would have made him cautious of involving himself in the politics of that city .^'^ 

Instead, he was most likely engaged in raising and educating his three children, Luis, 

Catalina and Maria during this period.^'^ 

Further evidence that our poet was not involved in Luna's arrest and beheading is 

his lack of verse dedicated to the event. While many other poets of the day, such as the 

Marques de Santillana dedicated verse to the fall of Alvaro de Luna, Gomez remained 

vez a impulsos de un miedo mal controlado...." (Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t.l 
lib. 2 ch. 7 p. 71). 

Villazopeque and Belbimbre are neighboring villages, found on opposite sides of the Arlanzon River, 
fifieen miles Southeast of Burgos. 

In 1448, Diego Manrique was arrested by order of the king and imprisoned in Segovia. He was not 
released until 1454 under Enrique IV. Cf. Diego Enriquez del Castillo, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. 
Aureliano Sanchez Martin, (Valladolid; Secretariado de Publicaciones, 1994) 137; Mosen Diego de Valera, 
Cronica de los Reyes Calolicoa, ed. Juan de Mata Caniazo, (Madrid; Jose Molina, 1927) 7. 
^"By 1481, the year in which both Luis and Catalina died, each had already produced their own noble 
offspring, by which we may conclude that they had already reached adulthood. Luis had become a knight 
of Santiago, trained by his uncle Rodrigo. He would have reached manhood before Rodrigo died in 1476, 
especially since he was listed as a witness to his uncle's will composed in that year (Salazar, Casa de Lara, 
t 2 lib. 12 ch. 3 p. 348). Despite this, there are no records of Luis in the chronicles, further supporting the 
contention that he must have been an adolescent during the renewal of the conflicts between the monarchy 
and the nobility in 1460. Gomez had arranged the marriage of his daughter Catalina to Diego Garcia of 
Toledo. By 1481, both were dead, leaving behind three daughters. Our poet stepped in to manage his 
grandchildren's estate (Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 12 ch. 1 pp. 544-3). One of these granddaughters, 
also named Catalina, entered the convent of Calabazanos before our poet's death in 1490. Manrique's 
daughter, Maria, entered Calabazanos before Enrique IV died in 1474, eventually to become its abbess. 
Given what little we have with which to piece together their histories, coupled with Gomez's late marriage 
to Juana, it is most reasonable to assume that all three of his children were bom in the early 1450s. 
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silent upon the death of this corrupt official. He must have chosen to defer to his uncle 

and other poets upon the first opportunity to make an example of Fortune's revenge on 

the constable. It is not until later in his moral-didactic poems that he refers to Luna's fall 

as an example of classic proportions, as will be analyzed in the discussion of his Coplas 

para Diego Arias de Avila. As described by Round, Santillana has Luna narrate his own 

failures as a universal lesson on morality in the Doctrinal de Privados, probably the best 

known poem written shortly after Luna's death.^^ While Santillana's Luna is boastful of 

his own successes as diprivado, he is also conscious of his own failings: 

XXI 
Pero bien lo meres^i, 
pues a quien tanto me fizo 
fize; porque me desflzo 
tanto m'ensobervesfi. 
Pues si yo non reflferi 
Las grafias que me fizieron 
si no me las reffirieron, 
non pida lo que non di.^^' 

Santillana's Luna further seeks forgiveness through confession. 

XLIV 
De los tus Diez Mandamientos, 
Seiior, non guarde alguno; 
ya limosnas nin ayuno, 
quaresmas nin avientos; 
nin de tales documentos 
puestos so cristiano yugo, 
non los fize nin me plugo, 
mas todos tus vedamientos.^^ 

Round, The Greatest, 215. 
Obras completas, eds. A. Gomez Moreno y M. Kerkhof (Barcelona; Planeta, 1988), 355. 

^ Obras completas, 361. 
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The fifty-three-strophe poem concludes with Luna's petition for ail prelates and knights 

to pray for his forgiveness. Santillana also dedicates a series of verses titled Otras coplas 

del dicho ssefior Marques sobr 'el mesmo caso in which Fortune again surfaces to take 

vengeance on Luna for having been the cause of all the strife within the Peninsula. 

Round observes, the Otras coplas are more aggressive than the Doctrinal and less 

didactic, with the result that Santillana's hatred for the privado is here even more 

evident.^^"* 

As Vidal has noted, other poets, such as Pedro Guillen de Segovia, dedicate 

poems to the constable shortly after his death.^" The event is covered in gruesome detail 

by Guillen who underlines the fact that his body was left to rot in the sun. Emotional 

distance from the beheading was necessary for the poets to look past their contempt for 

the man and to be able to compare him to other historical examples of failure due to 

corruption. One of Gomez's greatest rivals, Juan de Valladolid, who frequently went by 

the pen name "Juan Poeta," also allowed time to pass before he developed the theme of 

Luna as a legendary failure in his Testamento del Maestre de Santiago, found in the 

Cancionero de ixar?^ Like Santillana, Valladolid selected Luna's first-person voice to 

narrate his own failures. In addition, Valladolid's Luna dictates the very nature of how he 

is to be executed. However, unlike Santillana's Doctrinal, Valladolid's constable laments 

the tragic deaths of the great classical figures who preceded him, comparing the cruel fate 

 ̂Obras complelas. 337-43. 
Round, The Greatest, 215. 

^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," 62. 
^ Jose Maria Azaceta, ed., Cancionero deJuan Fernandez de Ixar, vol. 1, (Madrid; C.S.I.C., 1956) 242-
246. 
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he suffered with those of Pymis, Oedipus, Hippolita and Agamemnon, among others. He 

also compares himself to commonly exemplified historical figures such as Cipio and asks 

to be upheld as a contemporary tragic example of classical proportions. He concludes by 

asking his contemporaries to pardon him, claiming that God has already done so. 

By not having acted immediately to cover the death in verse, our poet's later 

treatment of the constable's death is more introspective, as shown in strophe 17 of his 

Coplaspara Diego Arias. Taking from works such as Valladolid's Testamento, our poet, 

too, portrays Luna as one of many tragic figures whom Arias, himself a servant of the 

king, should keep in mind in order that he may avoid a similar destiny. By not openly 

mocking Alvaro de Luna's fate, Gomez also may have sidestepped the possibility of any 

criticism from the despondent monarch. Juan II did not live long enough either to read or 

hear Gomez's composition to Arias and even if he had, as Palencia asserted, he was most 

likely too depressed to have learned from the advice.^^ Decades later, the same 

thoughtful treatment of Luna can also be found in the Coplas by his nephew Jorge.^^^ 

Occurring coincidentally in the twenty-first strophe of his Coplas, the same position in 

which Santillana's Doctrinal portrays Luna confessing to have deserved his fate, Jorge's 

verse instructs the reader that everything Luna had gained in life, all the worldly 

possessions he had accumulated through corruption, were lost upon his death. Since he 

had abused his power for his own gain with misdeeds such as the usurpation of the Order 

of Santiago firom Rodrigo, he must suffer the disgraceful legacy of capital punishment for 

^ "Como dice el antiguo refran, 'todo el mundo se compone de acuerdo con el qempio del rey.* Pero el 
(Juan II), muy lejos de eso, no produjo de si ningun qemplo mejor despu^ de la muerte de Alvaro, si no 
fuera porque el vulgo aprobo la hazafia imprevista de aquel castigo, mientras los mas roaduros criticaban la 
forma cruel de la mueite..." (Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, L I lib. 2 ch. 10 p. 76). 
^ Jorge Manrique, Poesia, ed. Vicente Beltran, (Madrid: Critica, 1993) 162. 
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his crimes. In contrast, Jorge describes that his father achieved fama, the ultimate goal of 

the medieval knight, through a lifetime of selfless gallantry. 

Between Isabel's birth and Luna's death, there occurred yet another 

transcendental moment in the history of these turbulent times, one which would 

ultimately have important repercussions for Castile; Isabel's future husband, Fernando de 

Aragon, was bom on 10 March 1452. His parents, Juan de Navarra and Juana Enriquez, 

the daughter of the Admiral of Castile, were undoubtedly happy to welcome their new 

offspring but his birth did not register as a significant event until much later. Vicens 

writes that, other than his date of birth, "Probablemente poco mas sabriamos del 

nacimiento de don Fernando si su ulterior fortuna no hubiera decidido a cronistas, 

panegiristas e invest!gadores a ampliar aigo mas sobre esa coyuntura biografica."^^ 

Gomez and the other poets of the day remained silent, just as they had for the birth of 

Isabel. The respective births of the two future monarchs had been greatly overshadowed 

by the multiple political fiascoes within the two kingdoms. Juan de Navarra was forced to 

turn his attention away from Castile in order to reclaim territory within his own kingdom 

that had been taken by supporters of his illegitimate son, Carlos de Viana (1421-1461). 

As we have already seen, the Manriques had by this time begun the process of 

reconciliation with the King of Castile, primarily in order to negotiate a restoration of 

their lands. Their return to Castilian grace was not, however, due to a rift between them 

and the King of Aragon. The family had, in fact, remained loyal to the Infantes. Instead it 

stemmed from an attempt to ease the strife within the kingdom. The Manriques agreed to 

 ̂Viceas, Fernando II, 13. 
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recognize Luna as Master of Santiago and in return they hoped to benefit financially. 

Rodrigo had Paredes de Nava restored to him and the family might also have sought to 

free Diego whose ongoing conflict with Pedro Sarmiento, instigator of the Toledo riots, 

had kept him imprisoned. Unfortunately for the Manrique family, he was to remain in 

custody until after the death of Juan n and his extended captivity may well have 

contributed to his premature death in 1458, as some alleged. 

The year 1453 was also highly significant, signaling the fall of Constantinople to 

the army of Turkish Sultan Mohammed II. While Castile's internal strife was clearly 

more pressing, the loss of the Byzantine empire would haunt the rest of Europe, fearful of 

the growing presence of the Ottomans, and there can be little doubt that the Iberian 

Peninsula would also experience the repercussions of this momentous event. Years later, 

Palencia described the conquest in his Latin history. Yet, despite admitting to its greater 

impact on the medieval world, even he quickly shifted his narrative focus back to affairs 

within the Peninsula.^'' Through further land acquisition, the Turks eventually became a 

major impediment to all trade routes to the Orient. Commerce worsened and the Genoese 

suffered in particular, prompting the most famous among them, Christopher Columbus, to 

seek a new passage to the East. In Palencia's opinion, all good Christians were fearful of 

the threat posed by the Ottoman Empire after it took Constantinople.^^^ If his musings 

were correct, then certainly Gomez, whose life's work reflects a certain Christian justice, 

must have also figured among those who were apprehensive of the ramifications of this 

^ The circumstances surrounding Diego's death will be considered in the beginning of Part Two. 
"Pero tengo que escribir lo que he emprendido punto por punto, y ahora me cumpie tralar del nacimiento 

de Alfonso, hijo del rey Juan de Castilla; despu^ se reanudara el orden mayor de los sucesos" (Palencia, 
Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, 11 lib. 2 ch. 8 p. 74). 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 2 ch. 8 p. 74. 
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singular occurrence.^^^ It could be this event that our poet alludes to in his short work Del 

sefior es fecho esto, written in honor of a peace treaty between Castile and Aragon.^^ 

In the beginning of the 1450s, when Gomez figured less significantly as a soldier 

and politician, he became very active as a poet. As we have already seen, it is in the 

beginning of this decade that he first honors royalty in verse though his early 

compositions reflect his absence from the political sphere. Instead of his better-known 

elegies, satires and didactic poems, Manrique's early works are more in line with the 

popular subject matter of the day. He competed in some of the poetic dialogues on the 

beauty of women and also began to write to other members of the court. One of the 

people with whom Manrique corresponds at this time is his uncle, Inigo Lopez de 

Mendoza. One such composition was written after Lopez de Mendoza was given the 

tide of Marques de Santillana in 1446 and obviously before his death in 1458. This poem 

i s ,  i n  e s s e n c e ,  a  r e q u e s t  f o r  M e n d o z a  t o  s e n d  h i m  a  c o l l e c t i o n  o f . h i s  p o e t r y W h i l e  

Manrique's verse displays more than a rudimentary poetic ability, it includes his 

confession to having very limited experience as a poet. The verse in question is written in 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L1 lib. 2 ch. 7 p. 71. 
^ Paz y Melia, (jCancionero, vol. 2 p. 351) proposed that the poem (printed in his edition in vol. I, pp. 
138-140) referred to the 1464 treaty at Coirellas, yet does not offer any evidence to substantiate the claim. 
Vidal C'Obra literaria," p. 1728 n. 1) also believes this poem to coincide with the peace treaty of 1463-4, 
but offers no evidence either. The date of this poem will be considered in the next few paragraphs. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 91-6. 
^^Amador de los Rios dates the poem to 14S6, the year in which he believed Lopez de Mendoza's 
cancionero to have been written (1%9, t.6 p.62). Vidal ("Obra literaria," p. 721 n. L) appears to agree. 
However, even if the anthology was completed in 1456, it could have been requested years before. The last 
strophe of Santillana's response alludes to the tardiness of its arrival to his nephew's hands, and appears to 
bean apology: 

"Sy mi CANCIONERO se os ha detardado, 
no fue la causa quererlo tardar, 
qu' el gran beneflfio se deue abreuiar, 
quanto mas lo poco e mucho rogado" (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 96). 

Hence, Gomez could have asked for poetiy from Santillana just as he began to develop his own skills in the 
early 1450s. 
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the dactylic coplas de arte mayor, the twelve-syllable strophe that was popular during 

Santillana's time. Gomez most frequently used this verse form in the early phase of his 

poetic career while his later compositions utilize the octasyllabic verse almost 

exclusively, a rare exception in which being the Consolatoria to his wife shortly after the 

deaths of his children Luis and Catalina.^^^ His choice of copla de arte mayor in this 

instance must have seemed to be the most appropriate one with which to laud one of 

those who had employed it with such great success in his own poetry. Manrique would 

later chose the very same strophe to eulogize Juan de Mena, the author of the very 

popular Laberinto de Fortuna, consisting of two hundred ninety-seven coplas de arte 

mayor. In both cases, it is clear that he is proficient in the use of the arte mayor verse 

form, but he must not have considered it his own style if he was to abandon it almost 

entirely in his prime. His poem compliments his uncle for his wealth of knowledge of the 

classics, as well as for writing better prose than Dante himself His desire, he explains, is 

to read Mendoza's complete works in a cancionero. The poem will become one of 

Gomez's most visible paradigms and one which we will discuss at length in the section 

devoted to poetic analysis. 

At this time, Gomez, like many other writers of the day, also began to cater to the 

female members of the court. Many of his poems from this period were written in honor 

of anonymous women, most likely the wives of fellow noblemen. Like many of the 

trobadores of this time, he would vehemently defend the image of women against the 

misogynist attitude displayed by members of the clergy, such as Alfonso Martinez de 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I pp. 209-241. 
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Toledo's Corbacho, written in 1438. As Omstein explains, the Corbacho, among other 

antifeminist literary works, had provoked many responses from the festive-minded 

people within Juan 11's court."* Carlos de Viana's in-house poet, Pere Torrellas, was 

attacked for the misogynist vision that he had presented in Coplas de las calidades de las 

donas. Among those to criticize Torrellas was Gomez, who chose to gloss this text, 

changing the meaning of the original work.^^^ The gloss was a common strategy in which 

a second poet would use the same meter and rhyme, as well as the key verses of a poem 

in order to give it an ironic meaning. Gomez's is a strophe-by-strophe attack, in which he 

responds to each criticism Torrellas had made. In each, he follows the same rhyme 

scheme and meter and, at times, the same vocabulary, twisting the meaning to suit his 

response. For example, while Torrellas wrote: 

5. De natura de lobas son 
Qierta mente en escoger, 
de anguilas en retener 
en contrastar, d' orizon. 
No estiman virtud ni auteza, 
seso, bondad nin saber, 
mas catan avinanteza, 
talle de obrar o franqueza 
do pueden bienes aver.^ 

Manrique would respond; 

6. No digo qu' en perficion 
es buena toda muger, 
que mala de sostener 
seria la tal quistion; 
mas digo que de nobleza 
vsan las mas, a mi ver. 

Jacob Omstein, "La misoginia y el profeminismo," 219-232. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 76-86. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 79; Az^ta, ed Cancionero de Ixar, vol. 2 pp. 468-472. 
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venciendo nuestra flaqueza 
con una tal fortaleza 
que no se puede veneer 

thus vindicating women from Torrellas's prejudices.^' In reading his works, as well as 

judging his close relationships with his wife, mother and sisters, it is logical that 

Manrique would feel obligated to attack Torrellas for his generalizations. In the future, as 

will be shown in his treatment toward Queen Isabel, it is clear that Gomez Manrique 

never doubted women's capacity to achieve the same virtue as men. 

During the melee that led to the execution of the constable, Aragon and Navarre 

had begun to have their own internal conflicts with Cataluna. With animosity on each of 

its borders, the Infantes saw Luna's absence as an opportunity to reconcile with the king. 

They sent Queen Maria de Aragon to Valladolid to serve as mediatrix. On 7 December of 

1453, Castile and Aragon agreed to end hostilities and to open their borders to trade once 

more.^^ This treaty could only have occurred after the two most interested non-royal 

parties, Enrique de Aragon and Alvaro de Luna, had been eliminated. For a short time at 

least, Enrique IV, who had already positioned himself to rule over Castile, would operate 

peaceably with Juan de Navarra. Could this be the moment to which Gomez refers in his 

short poem that he wrote to celebrate a peace accord struck between the two nations? 

Vidal disagrees, believing his verse to have been composed a decade later and that the 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, voL 1 p. 79. 
^ Menendez Pidal (Luis Suarez Fernandez, Luis, Angel Canellas Lopez, and Jaime Vicens Vives, eds., 
Historia de EspaHa: dirigida par Ramon Menendez Pidal. Tomo XV: El siglo XV, [Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 
1964] 213) cites the 1453, Dec. 7 "Acuerdo de paz con Aragon. AGS Patronato Real, Leg. 12, fol. 21 as the 
peace accord that was finally afHrmed on 16 March 1454, but had to be renegotiated upon the death of 
Juan II on 21 July. 
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poem clearly refers to Enrique However, there is absolutely no specific reference 

to the monarch known as the "Impotente" in any of the eight stanzas: 

Fyn. 
8. Ilustrisimos seflores, 
principes muy excelentes, 
pues que fliystes descendientes 
de vnos antecesores. 
Dexad estas diuisiones 
temederas, 
y juntad vuestras vanderas 
y pendones.^ 

As the kings of Aragon and Castile were related, descendants of the very branch of the 

Trastamara family that had revolted against Alfonso XI's legitimate son Pedro I, 

Manrique is reminding his "sefiores" that they should return to treating each other as 

family. Shortly after the demise of Alvaro de Luna, both kings should have recognized 

that an alliance would best serve them in the wake of the numerous attacks each faced 

from their respective neighboring territories of Cataluffa and Granada. Gomez's message, 

urging them to join forces, could not have come at a more opportune time. 

More striking, however, than the lesson on the treatment of family with which 

Manrique closes the poem, is its highly religious message. The untitled poem, which we 

shall refer to by its first verse, Del sefior es/echo esto, refers to God as the responsible 

party for the sudden union of the two kingdoms. Manrique speaks of a terrible threat to 

Christianity as being plainly visible. The second strophe of the poem is nothing short of a 

rallying cry for war against the infidels; 

^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 1728 n. I. The title to the poem, found only in the Biblioteca Nacional 7817, 
is "De Gdmez Manrique quando se trataua la paz entre los sefiores reyes de Castilla e de Aragon e se 
desabinieron." 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 140.1 placed "antecesores" in italics. 
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2. jO, pues, reyes soberanos 
de Castilla y d'Aragon, 
esta vuestra diuision 
vaya sobre los paganos! 
AlH vayan los debates 
e quistiones; 
alii fuegos, defunsiones 
y conbates.^'*' 

Faced with the likelihood of future Turkish invasions after the fall of Constantinople, the 

European nations, particularly those with susceptible borders, would have to rely on each 

other to defeat a common enemy. Here Gomez calls for Castile and Aragon, like all 

Christian nations, to end their hostility toward each other. The poem may have been 

composed either on the occasion of the peace treaty negotiated before the death of Juan U 

or to commemorate the first pact between the two kingdoms since the demise of Luna. In 

either case, the composition advocates renewed attacks on Moorish territories in Granada, 

initiated by Enrique IV shortly after his accession and is also one of the earliest calls for a 

unified Spain in the fifteenth century .^ Its preoccupation with the '^pagan neighbors," 

therefore, suggests an earlier date than 1464 when Enrique had all but befriended the 

Moors and had made enemies of his own nobles.^^ 

Another aspect of Del sefior es fecho esto that suggests it was written earlier as 

opposed to later in Manrique's political career and poetic endeavors is its lack of 

reference to mythological and classical heroes. Unlike his didactic poems of much greater 

length from the 1460s and 1470s in which he gave many historical examples to illustrate 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, 138. 
^ Valera, Memorial, 8. 
^ Valera describes that in 1463-4, Enrique's chief preoccupation was no longer with the Moors, but with 
alliances with France and Portugal against Aragon (Memorial, 84-6). 
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his moral thesis, our poet refers only to the biblical King David's victory over the 

Philistine giant Goliath. The reference is clear; David symbolizes the smaller, pious 

nation's triumph over the larger, more powerful, yet faithless (and therefore "Philistine") 

Muslim kingdom.^ However, while Gomez continues to refer to biblical figures in his 

later poetry, he shows an increasing preference for classical allusions, as noted by 

Scholberg.^' In the 1450s, however, Gomez had just begun to educate himself in the 

history of classical antiquity, perhaps through conversations with his uncle and through 

reading his poetry. He may have also maintained correspondence with his neighbor, 

Alfonso de Cartagena, the Bishop of Burgos and the most gifted Spanish intellectual of 

his age, to whom he "gifts" a short verse around this same time.^'° While he could have 

developed this theme much more extensively, he kept the poem at a more workable 

length, perhaps for lack of the historical knowledge that he later developed in the 

household of Alfonso Carrillo. Another clue that suggests Manrique had just begun to 

compose verse for more useful purposes than courtly love is the curious reference to his 

having read about the antiquities which he would then use to aid in formulating his 

message to the Kings of Aragon and Castile; 

6. Yo ley de muchos buenos 
de malos desbaratados; 
fuertes de flacos sobrados, 
y los muchos de los menos; 
que la de Dios gloiiosa 
mano diestra 
en las batallas se muestra 
poderosa.^^' 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. I p. 139. 
^ Kenneth Scholberg, Introduccion a la poesia de Gomez Manrique, (Madison; HSMS, 1984) 37. 
^ Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 151-2. 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 139-40. 
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If Manrique had indeed read and absorbed the histories of these individuals at this 

particular moment in his life, why did he not continue to refer to them, as he would in 

later works? Did he sense that this peace accord was only temporary and thus unworthy 

of an extensive display of his knowledge of history? It is doubtful that he would 

abbreviate his work for that reason. Most of his poetry written to nobility and royalty is 

essentially sermonic and certainly any peace treaty would have merited all the fanfare 

poets and artists could muster. It seems more likely that Manrique had not yet expanded 

his education to cover the antiquities in any extensive way nor had he yet acquired a 

broad knowledge of biblical lore. Significantly, in the next two decades of his life, the 

phase in which he is most prolific, our poet hardly missed an opportunity to elaborate on 

either biblical, historical or mythological figures whose narratives he had read in the 

General Estoria and other works he acquired over the course of his long life. Also, since 

this particular poem is only found in BN 7817, which in my view is the older of the two 

cancioneros that contain his work, it may be possible that, on composing the elegant 

Palacio codex MP 12S0 for the fourth Count of Benavente, Gomez considered this poem 

to be insignificant in comparison to the many other works he had written since that time. 

Furthermore, not only did it commemorate an already insignificant moment in the history 

of Castilian-Aragonese relations, as there were many failed attempts at peace between the 

two nations before Isabel and Femando's marriage in 1469, it did not include the 

references to the classical heroes that the Pimentel family desired to include in their 
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library, such as Beceiro Pita has described.^^^ Had it reflected instead a paradigm of 

courtly love poetry, or, indeed, the type of poetic effort put forth in his elegies for 

Garcilaso de la Vega or the Marques de Santillana, among others, he most likely would 

have selected it for Pimentel to read. These particular elegies, which constitute two of his 

most elaborate works, were written toward the end of the 1450s, probably when Gomez 

had begun to reside within the household of Alfonso Carrillo. While in this household, he 

was encouraged by the many other poets who frequented the archbishop's home to 

invoke classical imagery as well as extensive wordplay. The only reference to the classics 

found in Del sehor es/echo esto is his usage of the word "ynicos" {iniquus), probably 

extracted from Juan de Mena's Laberinto de Fortuna, to mean "the unjust of the 

world."^" This reference is a far cry from the plethora of Latin derivations found 

throughout his later poetical corpus. With this evidence analyzed, it appears that Del 

senor es fecho esto was an earlier work of Manrique's, composed either at the end of the 

reign of Juan II or shortly afler the monarch's death. 

Death of Juan n de Castilla 

The few months in which Castile was at peace ended when Juan n died in 

Valladolid in late July of 1454. He never truly recovered from the depression that 

followed his decision to execute Alvaro de Luna. According to Palencia, the king had 

stopped caring for himself, gradually allowing for what would otherwise have been a 

curable illness to take his life.^^ While many had begun to care for him, they could not 

Beceiro Pita, "Los libros que peitenecieron," 237-280. 
Vidal properly identifies cullismo on the part of Manrique (Vidal, "Obra literaria," 1726). 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t 1 Ub. 2 ch. 10 pp. 73-8. 
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restore his health. In the final chapter of Book 2 of his Decada Palencia describes that 

Prince Enrique had already begun to prepare himself to rule and witnessed his father's 

own death strictly in order to guarantee his own succession, as it had been decreed in 

Juan's testament. Palencia also poses the possibility that Juan II might not have wished 

for Enrique to succeed him, but might instead have preferred for his youngest son 

Alfonso to rule. There is no documentation of this, however, and, considering Palencia's 

own distaste for Enrique IV, it is more likely to have been an embellishment on his part. 

Palencia indicates that he is writing at a point in which Enrique had become extremely 

unpopular as a king, which could have influenced his recording of the early years in 

which Enrique assumed the throne. Furthermore, it is doubtful that Juan II, who himself 

had been crowned King of Castile as an infant, would have wished the same fate for his 

youngest son Alfonso, who was not even a year old at the time of his father's death. Juan 

had expressed great consternation at being a juvenile king. His necessary reliance upon a 

privado had weakened his own authority with the nobility. Though Enrique IV had at 

times been antagonistic toward him, he was still the most logical candidate for succession 

as the firstborn and legitimate heir apparent and now a mature individual who should 

have been an ideal candidate for the throne. Unfortunately, history has shown him to be 

one of Europe's most unpopular kings, due in part to the difficult times in which he lived, 

but more arguably to the unscrupulous personality attributed to him by many of his 

enemies. 

After the brief period of mourning, in which the deceased king was buried in San 

Pablo of Valladolid, Enrique began to reconcile with those whom Juan had ostracized 
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from court. Among the first to be released from imprisonment in Segovia was Diego 

Manrique, Gomez's oldest brother. This action gave the Manrique family temporary 

confidence in the new king. For Gomez Manrique in particular, the transition from Juan 

II to Enrique IV's reign held many great possibilities. The stage for Manrique's career 

both as a poet and a politician had been set, as he had shown his discretion by having 

reconciled with Juan II shortly before the monarch's death. In addition, as a result of his 

prior dealings with Enrique, our poet was able to converse with the new king in these 

early years. Gomez has also begun to raise a family, having married in the late 1440s and 

quickly becoming the father of three children. As a poet, he had also managed to win a 

place for himself among the popular and talented irobadores of the day, discovering in 

the process his own style yet one that undoubtedly continued to be somewhat reminiscent 

of his most revered uncle, Santillana. Though he had not yet begun to fully develop the 

political themes, the reign of Enrique would give him ample opportunity to do so, as he 

would encounter multiple experiences in which his knowledge of the antiquities would 

serve him well as he was called upon for advice. By having participated in the common 

poetic debates of the time, by having acknowledged his interest in the unification of 

Castile and Aragon against the Islamic threat looming to the South and by demonstrating 

his loyalty to his family and allies related by marriage, our poet was well prepared to take 

advantage of the many events which would provide both literary and political 

opportunities in the decades to come. 
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Chapter Three: Gomez Manrique and Enrique 
IV de Castilla, (1454-1457) 

Gomez Manrique was very active both as a poet and as a politician during the 

twenty-year reign of Enrique IV. He and his brothers began to serve the new king as loyal 

knights, occupying important positions of government in his name. At the beginning of 

his reign, Enrique took aim against the corruption that had existed during his father's 

sovereignty, which would have coincided with Gomez's own interest in pacifying 

Castile. Enrique himself had taken preliminary steps to appease the Manriques and other 

estranged noble factions as well. As Valera explains, one of his first actions was to free 

Diego Manrique and other nobles who had been arrested by Juan Though he would 

later lose interest in the Reconquest, Enrique even renewed the crusade against Muslim 

Granada during these first few years.^'^ The policy of greater territorial expansion, 

particularly against the Muslims, had always had the support of the Spanish nobility. In 

addition to further expansion into Granada, the Spanish economy had also risen to the 

point that Enrique was one of the wealthiest kings of Europe.Such affluence afforded 

him power outside his own kingdom. During his lifetime, he exercised this international 

power consistently and more successfully than did his father. He entertained alliances 

with the kings of Portugal, France and England, among other neighboring countries, all of 

whom sought to negotiate for the chance that their lineage might inherit the throne of 

Vaiera, Memorial, 7-8. 
^^Vaiera, Memorial, 10. 
^ J.N. Hillgaith, The Spanish Kingdoms (1250-1516), vol. 2, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), 343. 
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Castile. At the beginning of Enrique's rule, he was perceived to be the one with the 

greatest chance of successfully restoring the Spanish monarchy 

However, the nobility's peace with Enrique dissolved shortly after his reign 

began. In spite of his early attempts to alter the balance of power in his favor, many of the 

same problems that had compromised Juan II's rule resurfaced to confront the new King 

of Castile. Some of these disputes were said to have resulted from Enrique's own poor 

decisions. For example, while he replaced many of his father's counselors, Enrique 

installed favorites from his own household in key positions of power. Enrique named 

Diego Arias de Avila as the chief accountant of the royal treasury. Before his election. 

Arias was in charge of Enrique's domain in Segovia. As contador mayor, Diego Arias 

became wealthy and powerful. The nobility disputed his advancement for two key 

reasons; First, there were already two accountants, the legal maximum, in charge of the 

treasury. Since there was no legitimate need for an additional treasurer, it became clear 

that Enrique had done so in an attempt to grant Arias more power. The second reason for 

the nobility's objections dealt with Diego Arias's own character. Arias had been a 

common tax collector until he was condemned to death for embezzlement. For reasons 

unknown, Enrique spared Arias's life, even going so far as to give him a tide and creating 

for him a coat-of-arms.^'^ Those who benefited most from Enrique's dispensations were 

the Marques de Villena, Juan Pacheco and Pacheco's own brother, Pedro Giron. Pacheco 

saw to it that Giron was elected Master of the Order of Calatrava. With the many titles 

and opportunities given them, they quickly became the most powerful nobles during his 

Palencia, Gesta Hispanieraia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t 1 lib. 3 ch. 1 p. 9S. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispanieraia, eds. Tate and Lawrance. t I lib. 2 ch. 3. pp. S7-8. 
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reign. As Alvaro de Luna had done with Juan II, Pacheco quickly achieved so great an 

influence on Enrique that he had soon taken over most of the king's decisions. Just as 

they had under Juan II, the nobles became greatly upset when they witnessed Enrique's 

deference to the two brothers. They feared that Castile would yet once again come under 

the control of the privados. 

In addition to their dispute with the king's servile acquiescence to Pacheco and 

Giron, the nobility struggled with Enrique's character flaws. Despite his private interest 

in many diversions, he did not endorse the same courtly atmosphere that his father had 

created.^ Enrique preferred to be alone or with his small cast of favorites, dressing 

austerely and bathing infrequently. His exclusion of the nobility was problematic. His 

private demeanor led them to question his motives as well as his ability to rule. The 

nobility also enjoyed participating in the raucous festivals hosted decades earlier by Juan 

U and the Infantes de Aragon. In fact, the unity of Castile had to some extent become 

dependent upon those grandiose occasions by bringing all of the royal subjects into the 

monarch's presence where they were more likely to recognize and respect his authority. 

Isabel and Fernando would later successfully employed this very same strategy to the 

point that the nobility grew to demand their presence. This tactic continued to be a 

successful ploy two centuries later for Felipe IV (r. 1621-1665) and his privado, the 

Conde-Duque de Olivares.^' Although their greatest detractors correctly argued that Juan 

n and Enrique IV had jeopardized Castile's economy in their quest to raise the royal 

^ Palencia, Gesia Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. 1 ch. 1 p. 4. 
Cf. Jonathan Brown and J.H. Elliot, .4 Palace for A King: The Buen Retiro and the Court of Philip IV, 

(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1980) 193. 
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image to mythological proportions, their galas were heavily attended.^^ Enrique's failure 

to use his great wealth to adequately subdue his kingdom, however, may indeed reveal 

his own modesty, but, as Hillgarth explains, "Modesty, simplicity and compassion were 

not qualities suited to a fifteenth-century king."^^^ 

In addition to his antisocial tendencies, the new king was often considered 

negligent in his duty to carry out justice.^ Enrique genuinely disliked conflict and for 

this reason was seen as a weak king, even by his own supporters.^^ He quickly lost the 

respect that he needed in order to control a nobility already prone to rebellion and they 

quickly took advantage of his pacifist nature, embarking on raids against each other and 

rehashing old property disputes. 

Further concern was raised in Castile by the fact that Enrique had been unable to 

produce an heir with his first wife, Blanca de Navarra. Consequently, rumors circulated 

that Enrique was impotent and even homosexual.^ While these accusations remain 

unproven, the king himself never forcefully put them to rest. Modem scholarship 

continues to assert that Enrique suffered from both conditions. The medical historian, 

Gregorio Marailon, also believed that the king's moodiness, his fear of crowds and his 

alleged homosexuality were brought about by a psychological illness, such as 

schizophrenia, caused by his parents's unhappiness, his own various affairs and his 

^ J.H. Eliot, The Count-Duke of Olivares: The Statesman in an Age of Decline, (New Haven, CT: Yale 
UP. 1986) 522. 
^ Hillgarth, Spanish Kingdoms, vol. 2 p. 323. 
^ Pulgar, Clams varones, ed. Tate, 5. 
^ Hillgarth, Spanish Kingdoms, vol. 2 p. 322. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 2 ch. 5 pp.57-8. 
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mother's mysterious death.^' His childhood traumas could very well have led him to 

distrust and resent those closest to him, yet Marafion's analysis does not present sufficient 

historical evidence to substantiate his claims of mental instability. Regarding the many 

accusations of impotence, it may be countered that Enrique, who was pressured to marry 

Blanca when he was sixteen, had never expressed a personal interest in his bride.^ He 

was finally granted a divorce from her in 1453, ironically on the basis that she was unable 

to bear a child.^ He promptly obtained a papal bull on 1 December of that same year to 

marry Juana de Portugal, his teenage cousin and sister of the Portuguese king, Afonso V 

"O Africano." While he actively negotiated with the Portuguese king for Juana's hand, 

this second marriage, like his first, was contracted primarily for political gain. Enrique 

was more interested in receiving Afonso's military support than he was in fathering a 

child with his sixteen-year-old cousin, to the point that he even gave up his rights to her 

dowry. He also became responsible for finding suitable husbands and providing the 

dowries for a dozen Portuguese women-in-waiting who were to accompany Juana to 

Castile.^^ Among them was Guiomar de Castro, who supposedly became Enrique's 

concubine.^^' Guiomar and Juana's eleven other companions were noted by many for 

their youth and beautyThey were also prominent for contrasting sharply with the 

rigidly chaste behavior of the Castilian noblewomen. The young queen's pulchritude was 

well documented and at first she was also held to be chaste. Even Gomez Manrique 

^ Gregorio Maraii6n, Ensayo biologico sobre Enrique IV de Costilla y su tiempo, 6th ed., (1934; Buenos 
Aires; Espasa-Calpe, 19S0) 29. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L1 lib. 1 ch. 1 pp. 4-6. 
^ Azcona, Isabel. 26. 

Azcona, Isabel, 31. 
Azcona, Isabel, 42. 
 ̂Vdera, Memorial, 15-16. 
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alludes to her beauty in a poem he dedicated to her shortly after she and Enrique were 

married^^ and it is likely this his presence at the marriage provided an opportune 

occasion for the personal presentation of this same composition to the new queen.^^"* 

This marriage was also slow to produce an heir, which led to the return of 

accusations of impotency. The two finally succeeded in 1462 with the birth of Juana de 

Castilla. By this point, however, the kingdom was so doubtful of Enrique's potency, and 

tired of the favoritism he had shown his closest advisors that many opined he had coerced 

court newcomer Beltran de la Cueva to produce a child with the queen. In return for his 

services, Beltrw supposedly received the coveted titles of Duke of Albuquerque and 

Master of Santiago. As a consequence, Juana de Castilla's enemies began calling her "la 

Beltraneja" shortly after she was bom. Yet this, too, may have been fictitious, as Juan 

Pacheco was the first to suggest the possibility. His reaction may be viewed as jealous 

slander since he feared that Beltrw had supplanted his own influence with the king.^^^ 

Nonetheless, Pacheco's feelings of neglect were shared by many of the noble families. 

The long-fought civil war between the monarch and his subjects started anew. Enrique's 

younger half-brother Alfonso was to become the center of its focus, even to the point 

where the nobility claimed that Juan II had chosen him over Enrique to be his heir. Tired 

^ Vuestras fa9iones polidas, 
Reyna delas casteilanas, 
tan perfetas soti e sanas, 
que no pare^en vmanas, 
mas del 9ielo de^ndidas: 
tanto que su beldad 
escure^e las mas bellas, 
como faze las estrellas, 
el sol con su claridad" (Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 1 p. 183). 

Azcona, Isabel, 41. Azcona does not attempt to date the poem, though he does cite it in reference to her 
appearance when she first entered Castilian society. 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispanieraia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, 11 lib. 8 ch. 7 p. 306. 
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of the favoritism shown to the likes of Arias de Avila and Beltran de la Cueva, Gomez 

Manrique and his brothers reenlisted in the battle against the Castilian monarchy. Our 

poet, who had so greatly hoped for a unified Peninsula, would, in the company of his 

brothers, take up arms in an attempt to overthrow the monarch they now believed was 

even more corrupt than his predecessor. 

One of Enrique's first decisions as a newly crowned monarch was to pardon all of 

the nobles imprisoned by Juan II, including Gomez's older brother, Diego, the Count of 

Trevifio, whom Juan had arrested him for shielding the Enriquez brothers from royal 

justice, as well as for permitting the Aragonese to enter Castile through his territory.'^® 

Diego's release and the subsequent restoration of his titles had induced the Manrique 

family to believe that Enrique would continue to look out for them during his rule. 

Certainly, Gomez Manrique's own stock within the kingdom had risen during the king's 

preliminary benevolence. He was sent to replace Carlos de Arellano, a captain in Juan 

n's army, as Corregidor of Salamanca.^^ Though we have no records specific to the two 

years in which our poet governed Salamanca, his duties would have been typical of the 

corregimientos he was to hold in the future, though with less authority than he would 

later enjoy under the Catholic Monarchs. As corregidor, Gomez would have been 

responsible for all facets of the daily operations of Salamanca and its vicinities.^^ He was 

obligated to secure its outer boundaries as well as regulate the marketplace within the city 

Valera, Memorial, 7. Palencia wrote that Enrique captured and arrested Diego Manrique. Tate and 
Lawrance. argue, however, that this seems unlikely as all other chroniclers hold Juan 11 responsible for his 
death in 1458. Cf. Palencia, Gesia Hispanietaia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. 2 ch. 2 p. S4 n. 7. 
^ M. Villar y Macias, Hisioria de Salamanca, vol. 1, (Salamanca: Excma. Diputacion Provincial de 
Salamanca, 1974) V; 119. 
^ Marvin Lunenfeld, "Governing the Cities of Isabella the Catholic; The Corregidors, Governors, and 
Assistants of Castile (1476-1504)," yowma/ of Urban History 9. \ (1982); 31. 
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walls. He also managed the tax collections, was the king's representative on the city 

council and carried out both civil and criminal justice within the city's jurisdiction. These 

duties would have occupied most of his time and he would have therefore spent nearly 

every day within Salamanca. One may speculate that this was the reason that Arellano 

left the post and that his duties as Marshal of Castile probably required him to travel to 

other regions of the realm. 

Shortly after his inauguration, Enrique sought to elect new, trustworthy 

corregidores to prevent anyone from swaying the ancient city's population to Juan de 

Aragon's Castilian supporters. Given that Manrique had returned to the Crown's favor 

and that his prior martial experience was sufTicient for him to know how to subdue angry 

crowds, he would have made a worthy candidate for the governance of a municipality of 

Salamanca's size and importance. If Manrique's own claim made in his letter to Diego 

Arias de Avila is accurate, that he had spent much of his childhood in Enrique's service, 

then the king would have already been familiar with Gomez's abilities. Thus Gomez was 

most certainly chosen to serve the king at Salamanca because his new king had 

remembered his youthful duties.^^ 

It is also possible that Gomez's appointment by the king had been the result of a 

recommendation from a family member. Alvaro de Estuffiga, or Zufiiga, married to 

Gomez's older sister Leonor before he divorced her to marry his own young cousin 

Leonor Pimentel in 1461, had had jurisdiction of Salamanca in the previous decade and 

could have suggested that the king offer the corregimiento to his brother-in-law. Like the 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 67. 
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Manriques, Estuiiiga, who had been one of the most persuasive in Juan II's decision to 

behead Alvaro de Luna, greatly improved his status and income upon his reconciliation 

with Juan II. He was elevated to the post of justicia mayor of Castile shortly after the 

constable was executed.^®' With his power and influence restored, Estuniga may have 

used his authority to share the wealth with his kin. To Estuniga, our poet, the younger 

brother of his estranged wife, may have been a worthy candidate to govern Salamanca. 

Furthermore, and at least in the preliminary stages of his reign, Enrique supposedly had 

wished to involve a wider selection of nobles in the governance of Castile.^^' Our poet 

had never been a court favorite, nor had he been given much prior consideration by 

Enrique. He probably was content to finally receive a substantial income from the king. It 

would be the first of a series of corregimientos he would enjoy in the course of his 

lifetime and undoubtedly an indication of his own success in this role. 

Palencia describes, however, that most of the newly assigned officers did not 

conduct themselves scrupulously: "Repartio por las ciudades magistrados que en la 

lengua comun se llaman corregidores, aunque mejor deben llamarse merecedores de 

correccion."^'^ In a letter that he addressed to the king, Diego de Valera echoed 

Palencia's opinion of the poor quality of Enrique's selections.^" Though Gomez is later 

exemplified as an honorable, wise and courageous politician in both Valera's and 

Palencia's chronicles, we can only speculate as to his performance in Salamanca since we 

possess no documentation of his service at this time. Vidal suggests that Palencia's 

^ Round, The Greatest. 227. 
Hillgaith, Spanish Kingdoms, vol. 2 p. 325. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, Ll lib. 3 ch. 4 p. 101. 

^ Valera, Memorial, 73. 
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criticism could not have applied to Gomez, though he is suspicious, affirming that he 

cannot explain why Gomez presided over Salamanca for only two years.^*^ Compared to 

his thirteen-year command of Toledo, Gomez's term at Salamanca was brief However, 

his duty in the former capital of the Visigoths, interrupted only by his own death, was an 

exceptionally lengthy tenure. He was kept on to maintain civil order once he had finally 

restored it for the Catholic Monarchs and Vidal overlooks the fact that, since Alfonso XI 

first dispatched corregidores throughout Castile in 1348, he had meant for them to exist 

only as long as they were necessary to maintain a city's loyalty.^*' Salamanca never 

could boast or even resent that they had a permanent governor during the fifteenth-

century. In fact, the first corregimiento of Salamanca, established in 1423 by Juan II 

during the preliminary conflict with the Infantes de Aragon, lasted no longer than a 

year.'*® All subsequent appointees remained there scarcely two years on average. The 

longest term is ascribed to Pedro Gonzalez de Avila, but even he left af^er five years, 

which is a far cry from a life-long appointment. In essence, Gomez's tenure at Salamanca 

was not unusually brief His stay may have come to an end due to a great number of 

circumstances, including his own desire to relocate closer to Alfonso Carrillo's household 

in Alcala de Henares, or perhaps even for a better salary than the one offered him by the 

king. 

That Palencia and Valera took issue with the quality of individuals sent to control 

the cities in Enrique's name is not unusual either. The title of corregidor had been 

^ Vidal, -Obra literaria," 66. 
Marvin Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 15. 
Villary Macias, Historia. vol. I p. 119. 
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controversial ever since its royal creation in 1348. Alfonso XI's goal at that time had 

been to lessen the authority of the municipalities within the kingdom, all the while 

maximizing tax collections. The elected noble was to rigorously adhere to whatever 

designs the king might have had for the region to which he had been sent. It can be 

expected, therefore, that the king chose for the corregimientos those nobles least likely to 

turn against him and in this sense Enrique followed Alfonso XI's original strategy to gain 

the obedience of his cities. Since Valera and Palencia were both greatly disenchanted 

with Enrique's own policies, they would have naturally disliked anyone who was sent out 

to enforce them. Both chroniclers disdained anyone who operated in the same corrupt 

manner as their monarch. Certainly Palencia disliked the position of corregidor, since it 

greatly reduced any power that Juan de Aragon may have had within the municipalities. 

Palencia's chronicles reveal his own loyalty to the Aragonese faction.^^ In contrast, 

Diego de Valera would most likely have considered himself a worthy candidate and 

outraged that he, too, was not assigned to such a lucrative position. In 1462, Valera had 

been appointed Corregidor of Palencia which would have brought him into close contact 

with his neighbors, the Manrique family.^^ It is at this time that Valera sends his 

complaint to Enrique, cited above. In 1479, under Isabel, Valera was once again assigned 

a corregimiento, this time at Segovia, but his attempt to govern failed and he was quickly 

relieved of his command.^^ His own experiences as a corregidor were clearly not as 

successful as our poet's. Whether or not Gomez was included in Palencia's and Valera's 

" Marvin Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 11. 
^ Hillgaitb, Spanish Kingdoms, vol. 2 p. 319. 

Valera, Memorial, 71. 
^ Juan de Mata Cairiazo, Introduction, Diego de Valera, Memorial de diversas hazanas. ed. Juan de Mata 
Carriazo. (Madrid; Espasa-Caipe, 1940), xxii-xiii. 
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unfavorable depiction of the king's new city managers, there is no evidence to support 

that he was in league with Enrique for any other reason than the advancement of the unity 

of Castile. 

The negative portrayals of the corregidores found in Valera's and Palencia's 

chronicles also reflected the grievances of the members of the various city councils, 

particularly those who disliked Enrique and felt that their own power had been threatened 

by his appointments. Furthermore, the citizens of these municipalities were frequently up 

in arms and disturbances were widespread. As Lunenfeld explains, the municipalities 

expelled corregidores so often that the kings were forced to invent new names for the 

duty, such as asistente or gobernador, in order to dupe the city council into admitting a 

replacement.^" To be sure, even as evidence of corruption on the part of individual 

officials rarely surprises modem historians, there would most certainly have been a 

number of nefarious corregidores. Juan II had suffered his share of greedy appointees. In 

the 1430s, two consecutive city governors attempted to stake claim to the Mendoza 

family's land in the Asturias de Santillana region. The occupation of these lands erupted 

into a series of property disputes involving the, the Mendozas and the Castafieda branch 

of the Manriques.^^ Despite these singular cases, it must be assumed that the appointed 

representatives generally obeyed the king's order to eliminate devious behavior that had 

been known to exist within the cities. There were many reported cases of crime with 

which the councils had, in some cases, been unable to deal effectively in their efforts to 

^ Lunenfeld, "Governing," 33. 
^ L.J. Andrew Villalon, "^Deudo and the Roots of Feudal Violence in Late Medieval Castile," The Final 
Argument: The Imprint of Violence on Society in Medieval and Early Modem Europe, Ed. Donald J. Kagay 
and L.J. Andrew Villalon, (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell, 1998) 67-8. 
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police the citizenryIn order to protect themselves from punishment, the citizens would 

have leveled charges against their newly arrived overseers and they occasionally became 

violent toward the recently appointed corregidores. Gomez's nephew, Pedro Manrique 

(d.l481), the first-bom son of Rodrigo Manrique, who had been sent as an asistente to 

Seville, was nearly stoned to death in 1463 by an angry mob that was reacting to his plan 

to levy new taxes there.^'^ 

Manrique in Salamanca 

Gomez Manrique, now forty years of age, was already a veteran of warfare, with 

experience both in attacking and protecting city walls. He may have also been familiar 

with life in Salamanca itself. At some point, perhaps while stationed there as its 

corregidor, he was granted the estate of Cordovilla, just twelve miles to the Southeast. 

Though records of Gomez's activities in Salamanca no longer exist, it would have been a 

propitious location for a fledgling trobador to develop his skills. Salamanca had long 

been an intellectual center in the Peninsula, dating from the establishment of its 

university around 1227-28 by Alfonso DC de Leon. At the beginning of the fifteenth-

century, Benedict Xm (Pedro de Luna), who had always promoted education in Castile, 

had contributed greatly to its expansion. An abundance of scholarly activities and books 

would have been available to those who were interested in pursuing an education. For the 

first time in his life, Gomez would have found himself in an atmosphere in which he 

could rapidly develop his intellectual and poetic skills. He would have had the capacity to 

^ Cf. Angus MacKay. "A Typical Example of Late Medieval Castilian Anarchy? The Affray of 1458 in 
Alcaraz,'' MetSeval and Renaissance Studies in Honour of Robert Brian Tate, eds. Ian Michael and Richard 
A. Cardwell, (Oxford: The Dolphin Co., 1986) 87-93. 
^ Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 17. 
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employ counselors who were equally interested in developing their poetry and, at this 

stage in his life, he could have most certainly broadened his knowledge of the classics. 

It does in fact appear that, either directly or indirectly, Gomez took advantage of 

the intellectual atmosphere within Salamanca. While there is scant historical 

documentation of his political activity there, he left behind several poems, some which 

are today considered to be among his best, that he must have composed during these two 

years. If he had not already dedicated his verse to Alfonso de Cartagena, as proposed 

above, then he most likely wrote his estrena or "gift-verse" to the Bishop of Burgos when 

he served as the new Corregidor of Salamanca.^'' While we are unable to determine how 

close a relationship Gomez maintained with the prelate, it is clear that our poet was 

grateful for his influence. Considered by many to be the premiere humanist in Castile, 

Cartagena's distinguished political, religious and literary career made him the obvious 

paradigm for Gomez and all future aspiring intellectuals in fifteenth-century Castile prior 

to the advent of Antonio de Nebrija. Within a subsequent elegy dedicated to the memory 

of the Marques de Santillana, who died in 14S8, Gomez also laments Cartagena's death, 

which was still fresh in his mind as it had occurred scarcely two years earlier. In this 

composition, he declares that the bishop's acumen was second only to that of Saint 

Gregory.'®^ Clearly, Manrique was deeply saddened to have lost the counsel of this 

extremely innovative and astute man of God and letters. 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 151-2. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero. voL 2 p. 33. 
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Juan de Mena, d.l456 

In 1456, the same year in which the Bishop of Burgos passed away, Castilian 

poetry lost one of its most revered composers, Juan de Mena. Troubadour, royal 

counselor and Latin Secretary to the king, Mena (1411-1456) had become best known for 

his Laberinto de Fortuna, completed and dedicated to Juan II in 1444 after the attempted 

coup at R^aga the previous year. Also known as the Trescientas for its two hundred and 

ninety-seven coplas de arte mayor, the Laberinto received instant praise for the poet's 

successful implementation of the poetic and rhetorical techniques first observed in 

Italianate poetry. Mena demonstrated to his contemporaries that it was possible to adopt 

much of the poetic techniques that Dante and Petrarch had employed in the previous 

century. His ability to write verses with Latinate vocabulary and syntax was considered 

unique among his contemporaries who were fulsome in their praise of his extraordinary 

erudition. He had developed these skills while a student at the University of Salamanca 

and later in Rome and Florence where he served as a delegate of Cardinal Juan de 

Torquemada.^^ His contemporaries would also have appreciated his use of paradox in 

the context of the vagaries of Fortune, as we find in the tenth strophe of his masterpiece; 

Mas bien acatada tu varia mudanfa, 
por ley te goviemas, maguer discrepante; 
ca tu Hrmeza es non ser constante, 
tu temperamento es destemperan^a, 
tu mas fierta orden es desordenanfa, 
es la tu regla ser muy enornie, 
tu conformidat es non ser conforme, 
tu desesperas a toda esperanfa.^^ 

^ Juan de Mena, Laberinto de fortuna y otros poemas, ed. Carta de Nighs (Barcelona: Critica, 1994) 
xxxvi-vii. 

Ntgris, ed., Laberinto, 69. 
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In addition to showing Castilian poets that it was possible to successfully 

appropriate the classical, Italianate style, the Laberinto borrowed greatly from the content 

of the Divine Comecfy.^^ Mena's poetic voice leads the reader through a geographical 

description of the three wheels of Fortune, one for each dimension of time; past, present 

and future. His guide. Providence personified, claims responsibility for many of the 

tragedies that have befallen nations and mythical figures, as well as the past successes of 

heroes such as the laying claim to the twists of fate now affecting the present and 

those that are to occur in the future. The Laberinto immediately garnered the admiration 

of the worid of poetry and became the central text of a literary tradition that lasted in 

Spain throughout the fifteenth century."*™ Given the rampant political, social and 

economic turbulence that affected Castile at the end of the Middle Ages, the predilection 

of the more literary inclined for thematic imagery on the unpredictable nature of Fortune 

is understandable. The Marques de Santillana, who had also been greatly inspired by the 

Divine Comedy when he wrote his Comedieta de Pon^a, immediately recognized and 

respected Juan de Mena for his poetic talent. So great was his admiration for Mena that at 

the latter's premature demise in 1456, the marques would take it upon himself to make all 

funerary arrangements, allowing Castile to pay its fitting and final respects to this great 

poet laureate. Their friendship was celebrated in Juan de Lucena's Tratado de vita beata, 

written shortly after the marques's own death two years later."*®' In the text, the two 

^ Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel, Juan de Mena: poela del prerrenacimiento espanol, (Mexico: FCE, 1950) 
20. 

Cf. Juan de Dios Mendoza Negiillo, Fortuna y providencia en la literatura castellana del siglo XV, 
(Madrid: Anejos del BRAE, 1973). 

Juan de Lucena, "Libre de Vida Beata per Juan De Lucena," Opusculos literarios de los siglos XIV a 
XVI, ed. Antonio Paz Y Melia (Madrid: La Sociedad de Bibliofilos Espafioles, 1892) 104-20S. 
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friends, along with Bishop Cartagena are resurrected and engage in a lengthy dialogue on 

issues of literature, music and contemporary morality. Dedicated to Enrique IV, this early 

modem meeting of the minds reflects the superior intellect with which these three early 

Castilian intellectuals had been credited in their own lifetimes. It also denotes the impact 

that Mena, Santillana and Cartagena had left on Lucena and all others that followed their 

exemplary studia humanitatis. 

Shortly before his death, Mena had begun to compose another lengthy poetic 

treatise, the Coplas de los siete pecados mortales. Its thesis, a moral work on the seven 

deadly sins, was to be more religious in nature than the Trescientas. This had long been a 

common theme in medieval letters and had only occasionally appeared in Castilian 

literature before the fifteenth century. The most elaborate presentation of the seven vices 

was first found in the Libra de Alexandre (c. 1250). Within the poem, Alexander is often 

portrayed as having been led by each sin in his conquest of the known world, especially 

when he attacked Darius, King of Persia. Sts. 2345-2411 are dedicated to a thorough 

description of the human tragedies that have befallen those who committed each one of 

these sins.'^ The passage is preceded by a description of hell (sts. 2334-2344) and falls 

within the context of the author's presentation of Alexander's inevitable submission to 

pride, the queen of all transgressions. It also prepares the reader for the treachery against 

Alexander and his subsequent assassination.^^ Juan Ruiz, Archpriest of Hita also 

denounced these same vices for their corruption of humankind in his Libro de buen amor 

Gonzalo de Berceo, Libro de Alixandre, ed Dana A. Nelson (Madrid: Credos, 1979) 688-704. 
Ian Michael. The Treatment of Classical Material in the Libro de Alexandre, (Manchester Manchester 

UP, 1970) 175. 
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(sts. 237-371) approximately a century later. Like the Alexandre's author, Ruiz 

contextualizes the deadly sins. The archpriest offers his sermon against the temptations of 

Don Amor and intersperses many common medieval exempla, especially Aesop's fables, 

to illustrate clearly the dangers of each. It is tempting to argue that the LBA and the 

Alexcmdre served Lopez de Ayala as sources for his poetic treatise on the deadly sins 

recorded in his Rimado de Palacio (c.l385), the cancionero he compiled while 

imprisoned in Portugal.'*'" Whinnom, however, points out that there are few references to 

Juan Ruiz's text during this time and that it actually disappears from all historical records 

from about 1449 until 1790, the year in which it was first published."*"' That the Rimado 

de Palacio the Coplas de los siete pecados mortales closely follow the model that the 

Alexandre and the LBA had already successfully established could more likely be due to 

the fact that Lopez de Ayala and Mena were inspired by the same classical and medieval 

allegorical sources. 

Juan de Mena's Coplas de los siete pecados mortales, while not entirely unique to 

the literary world, makes a few important variations on the theme of the deadly sins. An 

obvious difference, one that would have been immediately distinguishable to the different 

generations of Castilian poets, is that Mena's verse is not written in the antiquated 

cuadema via that Lopez de Ayala had used in the previous century. Mena instead 

Pero Lopez de Ayala, Rimado de Palacio, ed. Gennan Orduna, (Madrid; Cl^icos Castalia, 1987); Pero 
L6pez de Ayala, "Libro de Poemas " o "Rimado de Palacio." ed. Michel Garcia vol. 1 (Madrid; Gredos, 
1978) 97-1 IS. Perhaps Mena had a ms. copied by Alonso de Paradinas. Cf. Juan Ruiz, Libro de buen amor, 
ed. Alberto Blecua, (Madrid; Catedra, 1992) L; Juan de Mena, Coplas de los siete pecados mortales and 
First Continuation, ed. Gladys M. Rivera (Madrid; Jose Pomia Turanzas, 1982) 6. 
^ Keith Whinnom, ''Spanish Literary Historiography; Three Fonns of Distortion," Xledieval and 
Renaissance Spanish Literature: Selected Essays by Keith Whinnom, eds. Alan Deyermond, W.F. Hunter 
and Joseph T. Snow, (Exeter Exeter UP, 1968; 1994) 98. 
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employs octosyllabic, eight-verse stanzas that had gained popularity during his lifetime. 

Nor did Mena intercalate the work within either a narrative poem or an anthology, as the 

work was to stand on its own artistic merit. While Mena's poem served to expose all of 

the seven facets of sin, its artistic merit was of equal importance. Its reader was to be 

impressed by Mena's skill in versifying a theme that was common to the era.*"® 

Another key difference between the Coplas and prior Castilian works on the 

theme of the deadly sins may be found in Mena's refusal to rely on the same deadly sins 

utilized by his predecessors. While fourteenth-century Castilian poets based their treatises 

on either the Gregorian or Cassianic descriptions, Mena chose instead to rely on the 

newer, compact and more popular Ostiensic list of deadly sins, named after its composer 

Henry of Ostia (c.l291).''°^ His reliance upon Ostia enabled him to preoccupy himself 

exclusively with the seven deadly sins, while earlier poets had to grapple with ways to 

combine Vainglory with Pride and Covetousness with Avarice."*"^ Mena also chose to go 

farther in his efforts to personify each sin than had his antecedents. Each one has a voice 

with which it attempts to coax Free Will to succumb to it. Each sin must also defend itself 

from the invective of Reason personified. Though the sins are expected to lose to Reason 

and face the punishment of Prudence, Mena's opus more closely resembles the structure 

of thirteenth-century poetic debates than it does any of its Castilian antecedents.'*"' 

Cf. SL 17, Rivera ed.. Coplas, 65. 
Rivera ed., Coplas, 6; ^^W. Bloomneld, The Seven Deadly Sins: An Introduction to the History of a 

Religious Concept, with Special Reference to Medieval English Literature. (East Lansing, Michigan State 
UP, 1952) 43^. 
** Rivera {Capias, 6) explains that the Ostiensic list better confonned to the mystical numerology of the 
Middle Ages, just as it was equally matched by the Seven Virtues. 

Olga T Impey, "La estructura unitaria de Razon de amor," Journal of Hispanic Philology 4.1 (1979-80): 
4. Rivera {Coplas. 6) proposes that Mena's Coplas were inspired by Prudentius's Psychomachia. 
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Also, while in the Alexandre and earlier European works on sin. Pride is usually 

the ringleader, the queen of all sins according to the Alexcmdre and the king of vices 

according to the Rimado, one must first suffer from Pride in order to commit the other 

sins. While Mena refers to Pride as the worst of all vices, he does not establish a true 

hierarchical model for this defect and it is unclear whether or not he had intended to do so 

since the work was left unfinished at the time of his death. It seems unlikely, however, 

because Lust, not Pride, is the first to counter Reason, followed by Wrath.^'° 

In honor of the deceased poet, Gomez Manrique composed a finale for the 

Coplas, commonly referred to as Manrique's Coplas por la muerte de Mena. Pero 

Guillen de Segovia and Fray Jeronimo de Olivares also wrote continuations of the same 

poem, but Manrique evidently was the first to publish the completed version.'"' Doing so 

was a true poetic challenge for Gomez. He risked appearing foolish if his work did not 

evoke images worthy of Mena's own poetic ability. Olivares and Guillen were both 

accomplished men of letters with well established reputations and most likely would have 

felt more comfortable than Gomez with their own knowledge of the classics and 

recognized poetic skills. In the introduction of his poem, Manrique acknowledges his 

own potential inadequacies for the task of completing such a lofty endeavor. Following in 

Vidal CObra literaria," pp. 1336-1598) transcribes and annotates both Mena's incomplete Coplas as 
well as Manrique's Corainuation. As can be deduced from the many previous citations above, I rely on 
Rivera's transcription of both works. I do so for two reasons. First, it is published and thereby more easily 
accessible to the reader. Second, by keeping Mena's beginning and Manrique's continuation separate, she 
more closely reflects how the works appear in all of the nineteen extant ms. in which they are found. 

Juan de Mena, Coplas de los siete pecados mortales and First Continuation, ed. Gladys M. Rivera 
(Madrid; Jose Pomia Turanzas, 1982) 3. I rely on Rivera's transcription of Manrique's Coplas por la 
muerte de Mena. 
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the medieval tradition of trepidatio, the rhetorical utterance of humility, he wrote that a 

better poet should have completed Mena's work; 

2. Esta obra comen^ada 
Con aquel mesmo temor 
Que va tras el corredor 
El que teme de (elada; 
Que siendo pijnfipiada 
Por onbre tanto prudente, 
De otro m^ eloquente 
Deujera ser acabada.""^ 

In spite of his evident apprehension, Manrique must have had a great deal of confidence 

in his own poetic ability to be able to undertake and complete the work of a poet whom 

he and his contemporaries had so greatly admired. He also would have consulted his 

uncle or other well-respected troubadours for encouragement. Our poet picks up where 

Mena had left off, maintaining the same octosyllabic coplas de arte menor rhyme 

scheme, abbaacca with the exception of the last strophe, a copla real. He also avoids 

straying from the original author's purpose, as Mena described it in strophe 18: 

18. A qualquier vifio que incline 
la Voluntad y lo siga, 
la Razon lo contradiga, 
la Prudenfia determine; 
pues de aqui se vos asine 
por vuestro juez Pruden^a, 
porque por la su senten^a 
nuestra vida s'encamine."*'^ 

Like Mena, Gomez chose not to invoke the classical muses in order to emphasize 

to his readers that the work was designed to have a Christian moral and ethical 

Rivera ed., Coplas, 93-4. 
Nigris ed., Laberinto, 188-9. 
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conclusion. Reason continues its diatribe, citing many biblical passages in which God or 

the Saints denounce the intemperateness of each sin. It is here that Gomez both 

demonstrates his profound knowledge of Scripture and embellishes on the original theme. 

There is no doubt that he had grown up reading and studying the Bible as part of his early 

education and it is clear that he particularly remembered the Gospels. Even more 

impressive are Manrique's references to classical history. The Coplas reveal that the self-

taught poet had been spending his time in Salamanca acquiring expensive and hard-to-

fmd manuscripts, most likely works that had been translated by Bishop Cartagena.'*''* His 

knowledge of the classics is especially reflected in the arguments that each sin makes in 

its self-defense, retorts often appealing to Reason to consider moments from classical 

antiquity. One good example can be seen in Envy's attempt to argue that it often is the 

motivation for virtuous deeds. It offers a key example in which envy motivated human 

beings to commit courageous and powerful acts; 

36. Con^nua prouando auer seydo 
causadora del rrenombre del Qesar. 

Asy prueuo mj pasyon 
ser de vjrtud muy (ercana, 
pues [es] notorio que mana 
de valjente cora^on; 
enbjdia del Ma^edon 
en los Gades sepultado 
de ser Qesar memorado 
fue principal ocasyon.^*' 

Paz y Melia ed., Cancionem, vol. 2 pp. 333-4. 
Rivera ed., Coplas, 104. 
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Envy refers to the anecdote that Suetonius (69-140? AD) recorded in his De vita 

Caesartim or History of the Twelve Caesars, Part 7, relating the life of Julius Caesar, the 

Vita Divi luli.^^^ During his appointment in Spain (c.65 BC) as a quaestor of the lowest 

rank, Caesar, then only thirty-five, apparently paused to look at the statue of Alexander 

the Great (356-323 BC) in the Temple of Hercules. In medieval times, this temple erected 

in honor of the god of strength was believed to have been located in Gades, modem 

Cadiz. Suetonius records that, upon seeing the statue, Caesar had sighed in frustration 

that while Alexander had conquered the entire world by the time he was the same age, 

Julius had yet to make history.'"^ In the medieval era it was commonly believed that 

Julius Caesar's own quest for world domination was motivated by his envy of 

Alexander's historical accomplishments. Envy refers to Caesar in the hope that it will 

deflect Reason's pointed invective against him. While our poet clearly follows Suetonius, 

a version of which is also recorded in Alfonso X's Estoria de Espafia*^^ it is relevant to 

note that neither of its principal sources, Rodrigo Jimenez de Rada's De rebus Hispaniae 

or Lucan's Farsalia contain this anecdote.'**^ Vidal observes that Plutarch narrates a 

Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus, Lives of the Twelve Caesars, Trans. Robert Graves, ed. Michael Grant 
(New York: Welcome Rain, 2001) 15. For Latin version cf. The Classics Homepage, 12 May 1998, Ad 
Fontes Academy, 10 Sept. 2001 httpr/Avww' pnu.edu/dqTartmenls/fld/CLASSlCS/suetcaesar.html. Cf. also 
Suetonius, De vita caesarum: libri viii, ed. (Maximilian Ihm Stuttgart, 1908; Stuttgart: BG Teubner, 1993). 

Suetonius, Twelve Caesars, 15. 
EEJ, Bk. Vi, "De cuemo Julio Cesar poblo Seuilla por las cosas que y fallo que fiziera Hercules" (fol. 

5v). However, the EEl version differs hrom Suetonius in that it refers not to Alexander's age but his 
stature: "...e quando cesar la uio estudo la cata<n>do gra<n>d piec'a cuydando. e depues dixo q<ue> si 
Alexandre ta<n>pequenno fuera de cueipo e tan feo e tan gra<n^es fechos e tan buenos fiziera. el q<ue> 
era tan fermoso e tan grand por q<ue> no fade tan grandes fechos o mayores" (HSMS Electronic Text of 
the Prose (Vorkt ofAlfomoX). 

Benito Brancafoite ed., Alfonso X el Sabio: Prosa histdrica, (Madrid: Catedra, 1984) 52-23; 52 n. I. 
Brancaforte notes that the narrator is in error when he cites Lucan as having been his source for the 
anecdote. Cf. Also Dorothy Donald, "Suetonius in the Primera Cronica General through the Speculum 
Historiale" HR1 (1943): 95-115. 
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similar anecdote that took place not while Caesar was at the Temple of Hercules, but 

instead while reading about the Macedonian conqueror.'*^° While Gomez did own the 

General Estoria in its entirety, thereby including Book Five, which was dedicated to 

Roman History and does not contain the anecdote, neither the Estoria de Espana nor any 

work by Suetonius is listed in the inventory of his estate. Nonetheless, Manrique must 

have had access to one or both of them during the time in which he composed his Coplas. 

It may also be that one of his texts, described in the inventory of his estate as "Un libro 

viejo de los hechos de Roma," was a translated version of the Twelve Caesars. 

In addition to seeing the ongoing development of Gomez's education of the 

classics, one can also observe that he was gaining the ability to make obscure, perhaps 

even arcane poetic references. The complexity of his analogies reveals that he was 

writing for readers who were familiar with and could appreciate his allusion to Caesar's 

jealousy of Alexander the Great. Nevertheless, while it might appear that Manrique's 

reference could only have been understood by one who had read either the Twelve 

Caesars or Alfonso's Estoria de EspaOa, we must also recognize the fact that much of 

what was known about classical antiquity during the fifteenth century could well have 

been gleaned from literary conversations. Serrano de Haro has referred to this phenomena 

as a "cultura de oidas," a phrase he uses in reference to the classical knowledge displayed 

by Gomez's nephew, Jorge Manrique, in the Coplaspor la muerte de su padre In any 

case, the fact that there are nineteen extant manuscripts of Manrique's continuation of 

Mena's poem and that the oldest is believed to be the version found in Manrique's own 

^ Vidal, "Obra literaria." 1276. 
Serrano de Haro, Personalidady destino, 323-7. 
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Cancionero (BN 7817), completed a decade after Mena died, certainly attests to its 

widespread popularity throughout the fifteenth century."*^ 

One of the principal components that led to the success of the Coplas por la 

muerte de Mena was that Manrique animated his characters more than his predecessor 

had. Our poet maintains the original sermonic nature of the Coplas, yet he is less 

narrative than Mena had been. Each sin is given dialogue that is representative of its true 

character. For example. As Envy defends itself against Reason's attacks. Sloth inteijects 

and describes that it prefers resting to debating, as it has resolved itself to believe that 

righteousness is unattainable: 

63. la Pereza contra la RRazon. 

Dexame, Rrazon, folgar 
que no qujero debatir, 
ca mas me plaze dormjr 
que deqr njn altercar, 
no creas por trabajar, 
onrras, bjenes tenporales, 
njn las sillas (elestjales 
se pudjesen alcanfar.'*^ 

Upon reading the poem, one can picture an actor representing the role of Sloth, yawning 

as it recites verse, to the utter contempt of Reason. In fact, Gomez's continuation would 

seem to function more as a play than a poem. The multiple voices coupled with the 

extreme length of the Coplas lead one to believe that an audience would require actors, 

mimes, or at the very least, multiple readers in order to follow its plot. Manrique had 

written a slighdy longer poem, the Planto de las virtudes, dedicated to the memory of 

Rivera, ed., Coplas, 21, 56. 
Rivera, ed., Coplas, 112. 
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Santillana, but it is much more of an elegy than a sermon on morality. The Planto might 

well have been read aloud in a funeral setting where the audience would have been more 

disposed to tolerate its excessive dimensions. It could also have been read privately by 

relatives and admirers of the marques. The Coplas presents greater character 

development and even somewhat of a plot, as Prudence condemns all sins and explains 

how Free Will can combat them. In this manner, the work shares more in common with 

his thirty-one-strophe Representacion del nagimiento de nuestro Seiior, for which he is 

credited with having rekindled the early-modem theater in Spain.'*^'* 

In addition to demonstrating his nascent capabilities as a playwright, the Coplas 

contains material that our poet was to reuse in the future. As Prudence concludes its 

condemnation of the sins and turns to address humankind, what follows is a sermon on 

the need for everyone to recognize the temporary nature of their time on earth and the 

need to do good deeds for the sake of soul's salvation: 

136. Prosigue e endere^a la fabla a todos en general. 

jO uosotros los mundanos 
que despendeys uestra yjda 
con afan estramedjda 
por estos onores vanos! 
Pensad que fustes vmanos 
na^dos para moijr 
e que no podes fuyr 
la muerte con vuestras manos."*" 

The sentiment of these verses will be repeated in future works, including Manrique's 

Planto de las virtudes and his Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila. As will be shown, the 

Ronald E. Surtz, "The «Franciscan Connection» in the Early Castilian Theater," BCom 35.2 (1983): 
141-152. 
^ Rivera ed., Coplas. 134. 
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latter of the two inspires Manrique to dedicate an entire poetic homily on his need to 

abandon all worldly desires and, indeed, many of the verses first seen in his continuation 

will be repeated in his poem to Arias. 

Defunzion del noble cavaUero Garcilaso de la Vega 

In the latter half of the 14S0s, our poet loses many people close to him due either 

to illness or old age. The Manrique family also lost Garcilaso de la Vega, a beloved and 

valiant knight within Rodrigo Manrique's army who was killed in battle with the Moors. 

A distant relative, Garcilaso was the third son of the Marques de Santillana's sister, 

Elvira Laso de Mendoza."*^^ Like Santillana's own children, bom to him and his wife 

Catalina Suarez de Figueroa, Garcilaso de la Vega was a grandson of Lorenzo Suarez de 

Figueroa (1344-1410), one of the most revered knights to have served as the Master of 

the Order of Santiago during the fourteenth century."*^ Like our poet Gomez and his 

younger brothers, Garcia and Fadrique, Garcilaso, too, was trained at Rodrigo's 

stronghold at Segura de la Sierra and was praised for his fearlessness in battle.^^^ He had 

been especially successful in his attacks on the Islamic territories. On one occasion he 

demonstrated his military prowess before the king when he killed a Moorish horseman 

and felled another, taking the enemy's steed. Traditionally, it was considered good 

fortune if a knight distinguished himself in battle in the king's presence as the king was 

expected to reward those he had witnessed committing acts of uncommon valor. For 

Garcilaso, however, there was no such royal acclaim. Though he had originally 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 347-349. Paz y Meiia provides a brief sketch of the knight's 
family ties and his misfortune. 
^ P6rez de Guzman, Generaciones, ed. Tate, 22-3. 
^ Pulgar, Claros varones, ed. Tate, 54. 
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encouraged the renewal of the crusades into Muslim territories, Enrique had grown to 

sympathize with the Moors shortly into his tenure as monarch. He was disgusted with the 

"barbarous" pride the knights had taken in killing what he perceived to be a more 

"civilized" enemy. Garcilaso would have still glowed from the praise that he received 

from his fellow knights when he approached the king to present him with the horse of the 

Moor he had slain. His euphoria would have immediately given way to confusion when 

Enrique rebuked him for his deeds. According to Palencia, Enrique scolded Garcilaso, 

commenting to those around him; "jQue necio! Que se vanagloria de haber matado al que 

era mejor que el, no por destreza natural o adquirida, sino por suerte."'*^ Rather than 

accept the horse as a tribute from Garcilaso, the king dispatched it to another knight, in 

Palencia's words, "cuyas alcahueterias habian granjeado su amor.""*^® In Valera's 

Memorial, the knight Palencia accuses of "casting a spell" on Enrique was none other 

than Miguel Lucas de Iranzo, a soldier whom the king had always favored and whom he 

later made Master of the Military Order of Alcantara.^^' 

Despite the fact that the king had expressed his wish to end the conflict with 

Granada, Rodrigo's brigades maintained their presence along the frontier, making more 

frequent as well as ever more daring raids on the Moorish outposts. The battles that took 

place were not one-sided, however. In one particular attack at Baza y Guadix, Garcilaso 

was fatally wounded when he was struck in the throat by a poison-tipped crossbow bolt. 

He was carried from the battlefield to his tent where he lay dying before his comrades, 

^ Palencia, Gesia Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 3 ch. 8 p. 111. 
^ Palencia, Gesia Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 3 ch. 8 p. 111, p. 146. 

Valera, Memorial, 23. 
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many of whom were members of his own family. When his grieving companions 

informed the king of the tragedy that had befallen the knight, Enrique did not attempt to 

console the warrior's family. Instead, by Palencia's and Valera's accounts, he supposedly 

beckoned to his subjects to accompany him to the tent to witness the brave knight's 

gruesome and painful death, saying; "Vamos a ver la fuerza mortal que tiene la ponzona, 

porque tengo entendido que le produce horribles gesticulaciones a Garcia."**^^ Acting as a 

conservator for the knight's family, Rodrigo Manrique requested that Garcilaso's 

relatives be allowed to keep his domain of Montizon in perpetuity so as to provide for his 

children who had not reached maturity. Enrique offered no assurances, however. He 

instead turned the property over to Nicolas Lucas de Iranzo, the brother of Miguel Lucas 

de Iranzo, on the very day Rodrigo had presented his petition."*'' Thus the Lucas de 

Iranzo family twice benefited from the king's apparent distaste for Garcilaso. Though it is 

not alluded to in any of the accounts, it is very possible that the Lucas de Iranzo family 

had been in a feud with the de la Vegas, who were a wealthy and prosperous noble 

family. As Villalon attests, disputes among the nobility, particularly over land and title, 

were commonplace often required the king's intervention to resolve them.'*'^ If such an 

undocumented rivalry had existed between these two families, Enrique had chosen to 

favor Lucas de Iranzo, marrying Miguel Lucas to the granddaughter of the Adelantado 

Mayor of Andalusia shortly after they returned to Jaen. 

Palencia, Gesia Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 5 ch. 5 p. 184. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 5 ch. 5 p. 184 
Villalon, "The Law's Delay," 5. 
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In the extant historical records, Garcilaso's family appears to have been the 

unwitting victim of Enrique's attempt to shift the balance of political power among the 

nobility. While it may have been common for a king to prefer certain nobles over others, 

Enrique had impoverished Garcilaso's survivors rather than showing them benevolence 

in a time of great need. According to Paz y Melia, Garcilaso's mother had to go so far as 

to revise her testament in 1459 so that a fifth of her property would be left to her 

grandson whose inheritance had completely dissolved once Enrique had appropriated his 

father's land."*^' The nobles were shocked at Enrique's lack of empathy and began to 

distance themselves from one they considered to be a cruel monarch. Remembering how 

Juan n de Castilla had often extended himself to the families upon the death of those he 

had opposed, such as the aforementioned restoration of Pedro Manrique's estate upon his 

unexpected death in 1440, they soon realized that Enrique had not inherited either his 

father's compassion or diplomacy. 

An indication of the great impact that Garcilaso's death and Enrique's cruel 

treatment of his family had on the nobility is the proliferation of the account in the 

fifteenth-century chronicles. It surfaces as an anecdote in all extant works describing the 

reign of Enrique IV, including those inclined to favor the king's image. In most, the case 

of Garcilaso is offered as one of the early examples of the king's violation of his primary 

duty to administer justice. For Gomez Manrique as well as the rest of the nobility, what 

they had first observed as idiosyncrasies and character flaws had at this juncture escalated 

to despotism. Palencia and Valera each declare that this was the turning point when the 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero. vol. 2 p. 349. 
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primary noble families such as the Enriquez and the Manriques justifiably began to 

separate themselves from the monarch's camp."*^ 

In homage to his expired relative and compatriot, Gomez Manrique wrote 

Defiinziondel noble cavallero Garcilaso de la Vega, an elegiac poem consisting of thirty-

six coplas de arte mayor, ABBAACCA, and one quartet of the same meter. Manrique 

took a unique approach to immortalizing this otherwise little known historical figure. He 

chose to narrate the sorrowful reactions, including his own, of all of those who witnessed 

Garcilaso's death, employing the common rhetorical device of antithesis to contrast the 

despair of the Castilian camp with the joy of the Moors that their ballestero had killed 

such a formidable adversary. The Defimzion proceeds in its narration of the messenger's 

travel, arrival and encounter with the knight's family in Seville where he must inform 

them that they have lost a son. The messenger's own grief as well as the uncontrollable 

wailing of Garcilaso's sister are given special emphasis in the poem. Ironically it is 

Garcilaso's mother who is the most reserved in exhibiting her sorrow, though only 

because she must console her daughter and her family. In Gomez's poem, she recognizes 

the inherent irony of the situation, observing in strophe 31 that she, more than others, 

would be more justified in losing control of her emotions: 

31. Yo que deuria de ser consolada, 
conuiene que sea la consoladora. 
jO mis amigos! jO fija, sefiora! 
^Por que ser fazeys mi cuyta doblada? 
Yo deuo ser la mas tribulada, 
e con mas razon deuria con mis bra^os 
mi cara fazer e pechos pedafos, 
de lo qual vedes que non fago nada.**^^ 

Palencta, Gesta Hispamemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, 11 lib. S ch. 3 p. 184; Valera, Memorial, 51. 
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The poem concludes when the family leaves Seville for Quesada to recover Garcilaso's 

body, bringing it back to be buried alongside his father in the family tomb at the convent 

of Santa Clara in Zafra where two of the knight's sisters are nuns. Gomez records that the 

knight's death and his family's lamentations were still fresh in his memory when he 

closed his "cuento," as he refers to it in verse 36h. The poem closes with the explanation 

that our poet was so disturbed by the scene of the sisters crying that he could finally 

understand how the Trojan women could have torn out their gray hairs when they lost 

their king."*^* 

There is great confusion regarding the date that Garcilaso died. His tragic fate is 

recorded in Palencia's chronicle as having occurred in July of 1457, a year before the 

death of Alfonso V de Aragon on 27 June 14S8, and shortly after Rodrigo Manrique's 

oldest son, Pedro, achieved his first military success against the Moors."*^' Diego de 

Valera, referring to the same sequence of events, however, wrote that they occurred 

during 1458.''^ The Cronica anonima de Enrique IV, which at times appears to closely 

follow Valera's Memorial, repeats this date."*^' Enrique's personal chronicler, Diego 

Enriquez del Castillo, also recorded that Garcilaso was killed in 1458, though he did not 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I pp. 113-4. 
^ Vidal believes that this king was ^am I (Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 1032 n. 63.) Gomez does not 
specify which king the Trojans lost, yet it would seem more likely that he was instead refening, perhaps in 
error, to Hector I, Priam's son and Paris's older brother, the heroic leader of the Trojan defense against 
Greece. Within this poem, Gomez employs a simile that he later repeated in his short poem "Tales 
boluimos....," dedicate to Fernando V in 1473, which is cited in the Introduction of this dissertation. 
While Priam's loss was greatly felt. Hector I was the true hero, killed by Achilles himself, also alluded to in 
the Dejunzion. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispanieraia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, Indice onomastico, vol. 2 p.6l 5. 
Valera, Memorial, 50-51. 
Maria Pilar Swchez-Paira, ed., Cronica anonima de Enrique IV De Castilla, vol. 2 (Madrid; Ediciones 

de la Torre. 1991)87. 
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document the king's cruel behavior toward the knight's survivors. Instead he wrote that 

Enrique IV sought to punish the Moors for taking Garcilaso's life.'*^^ Pulgar lauded 

Garcilaso's deeds in his Claros varones de Castilla, but without providing specific dates 

for the twenty-four individuals profiled, as we have previously remarked in the section 

regarding the determination of Rodrigo Manrique's date of death. Pulgar's work, 

however, omits any description of Enrique's treatment of the family, perhaps reflecting 

more respect for the former King of Castile than his counterparts."*^^ 

Gomez Manrique's Defunzion is the only historical document, poetic or 

otherwise, to provide a specific day, 21 September, for Garcilaso's personal tragedy, a 

date inscribed in the first verse of the poem and repeated without variance in the extant 

manuscripts; "A veynte e vn dias del noueno mes." We can also rule out that Gomez may 

have been merely estimating the day of Garcilaso's death since he initiates the poem 

itself with a precise reference to the event. It is highly unlikely that he would have made 

reference to a specific day unless he had been absolutely sure of its accuracy since such 

an error would not only have diminished his reputation as a credible poet but might also 

have offended the members of Garcilaso's family. Gomez's vivid description of the 

tragedy also indicates that it was fresh in his mind when he composed the elegy. Not only 

was he close to the family, having been educated together with Garcilaso in martial arts at 

Segura de la Sierra, he most probably would have assisted Rodrigo in petitioning the king 

on behalf of the young Garcia, the deceased knight's only male heir. Gomez was, in fact, 

Diego Enriquez del Castillo, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Aureliano Swchez Martin. (Valladolid; 
Secretaiiado de Publicaciones, Universidad de Valladolid, 1994) 133. 

"Era omne piadoso et no tenia mmo de fazer mal, ni ver padescer a ninguno..." (Pulgar, Claros 
varones, ed. Tate, S). 
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very much aware of the exact time and place of the knight's demise, much more so than 

the chroniclers who would have intercalated the episode at a later date. We must assume, 

then, that 21 September is the very day that Garcilaso was struck down by a crossbow 

bolt.'"^ The year that Gomez offers, however, is very much open to debate. 

It would appear that Manrique's intent was to commemorate the exact date on 

which Garcilaso was struck down, following the same manner in which Francisco 

Imperial had earlier poeticized the date of Juan II of de Castilla's birth in his Dezir al 

nasgimiento de nuestro senor el rey don Juan**^ Gomez elegy is, in general, similar to 

Imperial's Dezir, in that both have reduced the role of the subject praised, focusing their 

narrative instead on the poetic voices of those individuals who were most affected by the 

protagonist's entrance into or exit from their world. While there can be no argument 

concerning the day and the month, the manner in which Manrique has given the year is 

open to question; "el afio de finco, despues de cincuenta, | e quatro dezenas poniendo en 

la cuenta, | nueue ^entenas e una despues" (Ib-d).'*^ Deyermond believes that the 

preliminary verses of the Dejunzion, which add up to 1095, are so thoroughly confused 

and completely unreliable that the reader is only capable of deriving 145S by 

acknowledging some form of complex scribal error.'*^^ Since there are no other accounts 

that record Garcilaso's death as having been an event of 14SS, he concludes that the 

Paz y Melia. ed., Ccmcionero, vol. I p. 103. 
"En dos setefientos e mas doss c tres, 
passando el aurora, viniendo el dia, 
viemes primero del teryero mes..." (Francisco Imperial, El Dezir a las Siete Virtudes y otros poemas, 

ed. Colbert I. Nepaulsingh, Madrid; Espasa-Calpe, 1977) 65; Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 1017 n. 2). 
^ Paz y Melia, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 103. 
^ Alan Deyermond, "La Dejumion del noble cavallero Garcilasso de la Vega, de Gomez Manrique," 
Dicenda: Cuademos de Filologia Hispdnica 6 (1987): 94. 
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chroniclers are more accurate in this instance.'*^' Nevertheless, the most logical inference 

is that the scribe mistakenly recorded "quatro" for "quarenta," in which case the year 

would indeed be 1455. Furthermore, if we substitute "quarenta" for "quatro" and 

eliminate the conjunction "e," the verse scans perfectly within the dodecasyllabic meter 

of the copla de arte mayor. Since all extant manuscripts read "quatro," this scribal error 

would have occurred in an early version of the Defitmion and perhaps even in the 

original. Further still, if the number had been abbreviated in the original ms. and the 

scribe had chosen to expand it, he could have mistaken "qtro", as it likely would have 

appeared in gothic script, with the confusingly similar "qmta." 

Having established the validity of 21 September as the day on which the knight 

met his fate, we can rule out the year 1458. We know that Garcilaso preceded his uncle, 

the Marques de Santillana, in death. This can be determined from strophe 92 of the 

Triunfo del Marques, a lengthy elegy consisting of two hundred and twenty-seven coplas 

de arte mayor penned by Diego de Burgos, Lopez de Mendoza's personal secretary.'*^' In 

his homage to the legendary warrior and poetic innovator, Burgos included a vast list of 

heroes, both ancient and contemporary, who would be waiting for his master on the other 

side. Alongside El C>d, Cicero and Socrates, Burgos tells Santillana's soul about those 

whom he can expect to see in the afterlife; 

Deyennond, La Defiatzion, 94. 
Foulche-Delbosc, ed. Cancionero Castellmo Del Siglo XV, (Madnd: Bailly-Bailli^, 1912) vol. 2 pp. 

53s-ss8. Though Foulche-Oelbosc advertised that he was to do so at a later date, he never printed the 
sources for bis two-volume modem-day transcription of the fifteenth-century poets. In the case of the 
Triunfo del Marques, there are only two possible extant manuscripts that could have served as his sources. 
These are the University of Salamanca Cancionero, (PhiloBiblon BETA manld 1220, cnum 7236), and 
Harvard Universi^ Houghton Library MS Span 97 (PUIoBiblon BETA manid 1218, 6193). Both of these 
MSS are estimated to have been copied ca. 1490. Though he does not cite them, these are Paz y Melia's 
sources for the Triunfo (cf. Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero. vol. 2 p. 349). 
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Veras Garci Lasso, su noble sobrino, 
que ayer guetreaua la infinta seta; 
de tantos loores varon mucho digno; 
A quantos no basta mi lengua indiscreta; 
Murio por desastre de una saeta 
delante su Rey, segun es notorio; 
renueua la fama del claro auolorio 
de quien descendia per su linea reta.**^ 

It is obvious that Santiilana could only be reunited with his "noble nephew" if 

Garcilaso had preceded him in death. Because we know that Santiilana passed away on 

25 March 1458, it is improbable that Garcilaso had died in that same year since 25 March 

precedes 21 September."*" We can also determine that Santiilana was still alive when 

Manrique composed the Dejitnzion. In strophe ID, Manrique wrote that the young knight 

had shown to ail that he had been a good nephew to the marques.^'^ St. 10 also mentions, 

in much the same fashion as Burgos's elegy to his master, that Garcilaso died in the 

king's presence. Could it be that Garcilaso actually was killed in 1455, as our poet's ill-

copied verse suggests? 

As shown above in st. 92 of Diego de Burgos's Triunfo del Marques, Garcilaso's 

tragic fate and the monarch's spiteful treatment toward his family, was "notorio" and 

therefore stilt very much a matter of public knowledge."*^^ Why else would Garcilaso, a 

valiant knight, yet hardly the campeador of the same legendary heroism attributed to El 

Cid, be among the same great historical figures to await the arrival of Santiilana in their 

Foulche-Delbosc, ed., Cancionero Castellano, vol. 2, 544 col. 2. Paz y Meiia {Cancionem, vol. 2 p. 
349) also cites this passage, though he does not do so to offer evidence for ascertaining when Garcilaso 
died. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, Indice onomastico, vol. 2., 603. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 106. 
Foulche-Delbosc, ed., Cancionero Castellano, vol. 2,544 col. 2. 
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heavenly circle? There were many other deceased knights, all relatives of Santillana, who 

very easily could have made Diego de Burgos's list of heroes but are not mentioned in 

the Triunfo, such as Santillana's own father, Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, Admiral of 

Castile (1365-1404) who died before his son was six years old. The admiral had certainly 

achieved his share of fame and was greatly responsible for the rise in power that his clan 

achieved during the latter half of the fourteenth century, especially in the service of 

Enrique III de Castilla.'*^ In death, would it not be more likely that the marques would 

have wished to reacquaint himself with the father he never really knew than he would a 

distant nephew? Why did Burgos overlook Santillana's father? The only reasonable 

explanation can be that Diego Hurtado de Mendoza had died many years before and 

clearly not with such a disgraceful lack of recognition on the king's part for his service. 

Upon his own death, Hurtado de Mendoza's loss was deeply felt by the kingdom, 

especially by Enrique in, who had grown to rely on him during the years shortly before 

he succumbed to illness/^^ Having overlooked the poet's father, among other powerful 

relatives whom Santillana would seek in Heaven, it can only be assumed that the 

marques's secretary chose to honor Garcilaso de la Vega in an effort to enhance this 

knight's heroism. His reference to the king's presence on the fateful day is yet another 

reminder of the capricious and ill-mannered nature of Enrique FV. The result is that the 

fallen warrior was immortalized despite the fact he lacked the wisdom of a Socrates or 

the eloquence of a Cicero and such an outpouring of sympathy from his relatives and 

friends would most surely have been prompted immediately after his death. If Garcilaso 

Nader, Mendoza Family, 42-44. 
Nader. Mendoza Family. 42. 
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had died on 21 September 14S7, it would have only been seven months and four days 

prior to Santillana's own death, and would explain Diego de Burgos's wish to remember 

him in his Triunfo. 

Gomez Manrique also left his corregimiento in Salamanca in 1457. Perhaps he 

might have been able leave the post by September, rejoining his brothers Rodrigo, 

Fadrique and Garcia Fernandez on the front lines of the war with Granada. It would not 

have been possible for Gomez to have left his post earlier to go to Andalusia in 

September of 14SS, unless he had been appointed at a later date, since his duties would 

have required him to remain in close proximity to the city during his tenure as 

corregidor. Soon after his term was to end, however, he would have sought economic 

enrichment in the raids against the Moors, as looting was one of the most lucrative 

endeavors for a knight. He also would have sought the company of his family and friends 

engaged in the skirmishes. He had known all of them well, including Garcilaso. As his 

Dejunzion describes, Gomez was present on 21 September and was as shocked as 

everyone else who witnessed the young warrior's death. As he oudines in his poem, he, 

like the rest of the Manriques, the Suvez de Figueroas and the de la Vegas, was called 

from his tent by the cries of his kinsmen and shared in their despair. If the character of 

the messenger who travels to Seville to console the family was not a poetic invention, it 

may very well have been Gomez Manrique himself. The poetic voice reveals Manrique's 

deep compassion for the knight's mother and it could be this same compassion for her 

that led him to become the first writer to elevate his compatriot's deeds to rival those of 

the heroes of antiquity. 
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Given all we know of the close relationship which existed between our poet and 

Garcilaso and the exceedingly simple error that gives us "quatro" for "quarenta" in the 

opening lines of the Defunzion, it would seem reasonable to conclude that Garcilaso died 

on 21 September 1455. In fact, the chroniclers Valera and Palencia both assert that 

Garcilaso was first rebuffed by Enrique IV in 1455 and it seems logical to suppose that 

the king's very same enmity toward him at that point was very much in evidence just a 

short time later when he was killed in battle."*^ Whether or not the date of Garcilaso's 

death is 1455, 1456 or 1457, the fact that the poem was written before 1458 serves to 

establish the order in which Manrique composed a series of three poetic elegies and 

consolatory works during this same decade. In this context, it would seem clear that 

Manrique's Defunzion is the second composition, perhaps even the first, but definitely 

not the third, as Deyermond posits, in the series."*" Instead, our poet's Planto de las 

virtudes e poesia por el magnifico sefior don Inigo Lopez de Mendoza, Marques de 

Scmtillana, a poem of one-hundred and forty strophes not nearly as long as Burgos's 

Ttiunfo but much better known by modem scholarship, was most certainly the third in the 

sequence of work, composed after Santillana's death in 1458 and subsequent to the 

Defimzion composed after Garcilaso's death which must have occurred between 1455-57. 

Among the many classical references found in the Defunzion, in st. 7 Gomez 

subtly compares Garcilaso's fate to that of the Trojan hero. Hector, together with the 

death of his opponent, the Greek warrior Achilles; 

Este file en armas a tanto dichoso, 

Palencia, Gesta Hisptnnemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 3 ch. 8 p. 111; Valera, 1940, 23. 
Deyennond, "La Dejumion," 94-5; Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 7-64. 
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Que non lo flie mas el fijo mayor 
D'aquel rey troyano nin su matador, 
Por muncho que Omero lo pinte famoso/'* 

In the preceding strophe, Gomez explains that his kinsmen's death could have been 

prevented by a "bauera," armor that connected to the breastplate and protected the chin 

and neck from injury; 

6. est' es aquel que tanto valia, 
que nunca por ^ierto morir se deuiera. 
Murio por gran falta de vna bauera 
Que por yr mas suelto lleuar no queria."*^' 

The device would have saved his life in this instance, yet some Castilian horsemen, 

including the deceased, must have shunned it because it limited mobility and would also 

have been uncomfortable to wear in the warm climate of Andalusia. The reader notes that 

the two heroes's deaths are slightly incongruent even though Achilles, like Garcilaso, was 

struck where his armor did not protect him. Achilles had no choice given that his mother 

left his heel unprotected after she dipped him into the river Styx, while Garcilaso could 

have chosen to wear the "bauera." The allusion, however, fulfills its purpose, by 

immortalizing his clansman with the analogy. 

The comparison of the incident to Greek mythology does not end with the 

coincidence Manrique observes between Achilles and Garcilaso. Among other 

references, Garcilaso is compared in the "estrago," or damage he inflicted upon the 

Moors, to the descendants of Cadmus: 

10. Este, muriendo, al Rey fizo pago, 
pues delante sus ojos fue muerto, 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL I p. 105. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 105. 
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su orden muy bien guardando por 9ierto 
de nuestro patron sefior Santiago, 
faciendo en los moros non menos estrago 
que los desfendientes en si de Cadino, 
mostrando se bien sin duda sobrino 
del noble marques Sefior de buytrago."'^ 

Cadmus, the heroe of Ovid's Metamorphoses and legendary founder of Thebes, 

was especially noted for the fact that many of his children and grandchildren met cruel 

fates. Zeus seduced his daughter Semele, who as a consequence, bore Dionysus, the God 

of Wine. The jealous Hera got her revenge when she tricked Zeus into striking his lover 

with lightning. Dionysus became cursed at birth, so that people in his proximity 

frequently were infected with the inability to maintain self-control. Semele's sister. 

Agave, was infected with this same madness and consequently killed her own son 

Pentheus, believing him to be a lion. Hera also held a grudge against Ino, another of 

Cadmus's daughters, who raised Dionysus for her late sister, secretly plotting against her 

stepchildren so that her two sons could inherit her husband's Kingdom of Orchomenus. 

Hera achieved her revenge by tricking King Athamas, Ino's husband, into killing one of 

his own sons. While attempting to flee the crazed Athamas, Ino and her other son 

drowned in a river. Finally, Autonoe, another of Cadmus's children, lost her son, 

Actaeon, when he was killed for having discovered Artemis bathing in the woods. The 

surprised goddess of the Hunt ordered the young man's hunting dogs to devour him. 

^ Paz y Melia, ed.. Cancionero, vol. I p. 106. As shall be explained below, 1 disagree with Paz y Melia's, 
Deyemiond's and Lida de Malkiel's emendation of verse lOf, and I agree with Vidai's choice to transcribe 
the Dejumion from the Palacio Manuscript (MP 12S0).. 
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While the description above should provide a sufficient explanation as to what our 

poet meant in his reference, verse lOf of the Defitnzion requires special attention here 

because twentieth-century scholarship has obscured its meaning. Modem scholars have 

confused the original meaning principally because Paz y Melia, instead of following his 

primary text, Ms. A, the Palacio manuscript MP 1250 (BETA manid 1955) that Gomez 

later ordered compiled for the fourth Count of Benavente, arbitrarily chose to transcribe 

the version given in Biblioteca Nacional 225 (BETA manid 2685)."'®' The latter is an 

incomplete and fragmentary codex composed between 1490-1500 containing, in large 

part, the poetry of Perez de Guzman, which Paz y Melia most likely believed was an 

older text and therefore closer to the original than MP 1250. He did not utilize Ms. B, BN 

7817 because it only includes the first few stanzas of the poem."'^^ The BN 225 version of 

the poem substituted by Paz y Melia at this juncture reads "que los descendientes de sy de 

Cadino" whereas Ms. A, MP 1250 has "en si" rather than "de sy." The version "en si," of 

course, more accurately conveys the myth and better explains Manrique's simile. 

The confusion that ensued can be documented. In his Cancionero Castellano, 

Foulche-Delbosc faithfully followed Paz y Melia's text transcribing the verse as "de 

sy."**®^ In 1950, Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel, based on Foulche Delbosc, arbitrarily chose 

to change the meaning of the verse, plucking it from its context and altering it to read 

** http:,'7sunsite.E^rkelev.EDU/Phi1oBiblon/phhm.htinL Madrid, Biblioteca de Palacio MS 1250 (BETA 
manid 1955, cnum 1376); Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional MS 225 (BETA manid 2685, cnum 2947). All 
citations of PhitoBiblon were made on 1 July 2002. 
^ http://sunsite.Berkelev.EDU.^hiloBibIon/Dhhm.html. Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional MS 7817 (Beta 
manid 1954, cnum 1375). 
^ Foulche-Delbosc, ed., Cancionero Castellano, vol. 2 pp. 29 col. 2. 
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"que los descendientes del fi de Cadino.'"'^ She evidently did so in an attempt to 

illuminate another instance where Gomez had borrowed the use of a cultismo from Juan 

de Mena. Lida would probably have been less inclined to alter the verse had Paz y Melia 

adhered to the text of his "A" manuscript as do the other extant versions of the Defunzion 

except BN 225, and Ms. B, BN 7817 where all but the first few verses of the text are 

missing. Though Manrique, like most of his contemporaries, was greatly inspired by Juan 

de Mena, Lida's error has perpetuated the confusion since more recent scholarship, 

relying on her judgment, has also ascribed an erroneous meaning to the verse. In his 1987 

explication of the text, Deyermond chose to agree with Lida de Malkiel's emendation, 

though he admitted that it did not make sense.^^ Unfortunately, he incorrectly asserted 

that the verse was confusing because Cadmus had no sons. Vidal is the first to recognize 

the error, and correctly reminds us that Cadmus had at least two sons. He explains that 

one was a tragic mythical figure just like his sisters."*^ Because Deyermond was unaware 

of the multiple errors he and Lida had made, he believed that the "son" of Cadmus 

referred to the army that had sprung up from the teeth of the serpent sown by the hero in 

his quest for Thebes. The serpent had destroyed his army, so that when he arrived at his 

destination, he was without a labor source with which to erect the city. Athena ordered 

Cadmus to plant the teeth of the serpent in the desert, from which sprouted an army of 

soldiers. They fought each other to death until only five remained; the legendary five 

founders of Thebes. Deyermond mistakenly believed that the poorly emended verse 

Lida de MalkieU Jum de Mena, 421. 
^ Deyennond, "La Defunzioa," 102. 
^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 1021 n. 20. 
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referred to these five founders of the city, yet these soldiers were neither his sons nor 

were they his descendants. Manrique did not wish to speak only of the son of Cadmus but 

instead to refer to the descendants of his entire family. We know that he possessed a copy 

of Ovid's Metamorphoses^ and he therefore knew that many of Cadmus's descendants 

were killed by their own parents, family members or, in the case of Autonoe's son, by his 

own pets."*^^ Finally, it can be seen that Manrique wished to show that Garcilaso de la 

Vega had been as harmful to the Moors as the offspring of Cadmus had been to 

themselves. The reference is an awkward one, perhaps a bit contrived, as Deyermond 

asserts, but it reflects that Manrique was still in the process of educating himself when he 

Avrote the poem."'̂  While he had been very successful with his Coplas par la muerte de 

Mena, our poet was still broadening his knowledge of the classics. He was also still 

honing his poetic style and had only begun to compose verse a few years earlier. In the 

process of developing his talents, Gomez employed as many references as possible, 

regardless of how arcane they may have appeared to his readers, in order to enhance the 

perception of his own level of erudition. Manrique was poring through his copy of the 

Metamorphoses, and, much like he had done with his continuation of Mena's work on the 

seven deadly sins, his subder poetic allusions to Ovid's heroes reveal that he most likely 

sought to impress his readers with his growing knowledge of classical lore. 

Manrique made other, perhaps more successful comparisons between Garcilaso 

and classical heroes that appear in the Metamorphoses, In the verse immediately 

following his reference to Cadmus's descendants, the poet wrote that he was just as grief-

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 334. 
^ Deyennond, "La Defunzion," 102. 
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stricken at the death of Garcilaso as Pyramus when he discovered Thisbe's blood-stained 

cloak, the same myth inspired Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliel.'*^^ Thisbe had agreed to 

elope with Pyramus and to consummate their forbidden love. They were to rendezvous at 

the nearest mulberry bush outside the city, but Thisbe, arriving first, ran for shelter when 

she saw a lioness pass through the woods, leaving behind her cloak, a gift from Pyramus. 

The lioness tore up the mantle, leaving it stained with blood from an earlier kill. When 

Pyramus discovered the bloody robe, he stabbed himself in despair thinking his lover was 

dead. Deyermond argues that this comparison, like that of Garcilaso to Achilles, is also 

incongruent since Pyramus's tragedy is of an erotic love lost, while Gomez's love for 

Garcilaso was fraternal in nature."*^" It is clear, however, that Manrique only desired to 

express that his heart, too, was broken when he heard the fearless knight was dead. 

In the next strophe, Gomez returns to Hector when he compares the great sorrow 

of his allies to the absolute despair of the Trojans when they returned home after Achilles 

had killed their valiant leader; 

12. Asi nos boluimos mas tristes que quando 
las troyanas gentes syn Ector tomaron; 
asi nos bolumios; los moros quedaron 
taiiiendo aAafiles, alborbolas dando; 
asi nos boluimos, delante lleuando 
aquel que solia boluer en la faga; 
asi nos boluimos con tan fiierte plaga; 
los vnos gimiendo, los otros llorando.'*^' 

^ Cf. A.R Divenes, "The Pyramus and Thisbe Stoiy and its Contribution to the Romeo and Met 
Legend." Th e Classical Tradition in French Literature: Essays Presented to R.C. Knight by Colleagues, 
Pupils and Friends, eds. A.H. Diverres, H.T. Barnwell et al. (Edinburgh: Authors, 1977) 9-22. 

Deyennond, "La Defunzion," 102. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 107. 
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The first two verses may remind the reader of the short poem that Manrique dedicated to 

King Fernando after he departed from Talamanca and which we previously discussed in 

the Introduction. Hector's death had demoralized the Trojans and without him at the head 

of their army, the Greeks sensed they would be victorious. Manrique's fresh 

implementation of the same analogy suggests that he was fond of this particular mythical 

parallel. 

In addition to evoking the image of the desperate Trojan army, the strophe 

conveyed an additional message to its original audience. In contrasting the sheer glee of 

the Moors with the utter despair of the Castilian troops returning from the battlefront, the 

medieval reader was urged to despise the enemy for having taken pleasure in harming 

their hero. Manrique's use of juxtaposition here highlights an underlying theme that 

recurs throughout much of the elegy and is particularly strong during the introductory 

phase of the composition. The first twelve strophes purposefully offset the laments heard 

on the Castilian front line with the cheers of joy voiced on the opposing side. In st. 2, the 

African enemy roars with pleasure upon learning that they have snuffed out the life of 

one of their most feared opponents; 

2. Las nuestras gentes muy agro llorauan, 
dando sospiros e grandes gemidos; 
los moros con tronpas e con alaridos 
e con atabales el ayre enllenauan: 
los nuestros, llorando, su mal publicauan; 
los otros riyendo su bien descubrian; 
asi los llorantes e los que reyan 
con bozes discordes el canpo atronauan."*^ 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 103-4. 
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That the Moors described in the De/unzion take satisfaction in the death of their most 

feared Castilian opponent strengthens Gomez's opinion that his compatriot was one of 

the most valiant knights on the frontier and that all of his companions were grief-stricken. 

Those who were not, however, cheered his death. The infidel enemy, the "perros 

paganos," as Manrique calls them in verse 4e, is a menacing and cruel foe.'*^ They laugh 

at the hero's death and beat their drums in victory, taunting the Castilian army to return to 

the field. 

Manrique's portrayal of the Moors's cruelty can be compared to Enrique IV's 

own hateful behavior toward the knight in his service. Unlike Palencia and Valera, 

Manrique himself does not provide us with a detailed narrative of Enrique's behavior. He 

only asserts that "Este, muriendo, al Rey fizo pago | pues delante sus ojos fue 

muerto....Here we see an early example of our poet's ability to bring out subtler 

meanings through the use of classical analogies, antithesis, anaphora, antinomy, 

metcnomy, synechdoche and numerous other rhetorical devices. In this instance, 

Manrique would have been taken literally by those who were unaware of the evil 

behavior of their king, in which case they would understand that the knight had given the 

ultimate sacrifice for his leader. However, those who had been present and seen the 

happiness in Enrique's eyes that Palencia describes, would understand the irony of the 

verses. An understanding reader, one who was familiar with the king's '"ingratitud tan 

salvaje," would understand that the king had betrayed his own knight.'*^^ Like the pagan 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 104. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 106. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 5 ch. 5 p. 184. 
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enemy, he was in fact gleeful of the knight's death. It is no surprise, then, that numerous 

factions within the royal army, as Palencia describes, began to distance themselves from 

the Crown. 

Decades later, Garcilaso's memory would be further immortalized by the 

chroniclers, reflecting the exact moment in which the relationship between the Crown 

and his courtesans soured. It was only after Enrique's death that Paiencia could have 

narrated without fear of reprisal the true betrayal the king had perpetrated against 

Garcilaso. In this manner, the Defunzion continues to portray Enrique as the enemy 

without actually mentioning his deed. Our poet instead has relied on his reader's ability 

to both interpret the truth from his account and, provoked with indignation, repeat this 

truth throughout the kingdom. The objective of Manrique's elegy is not merely a 

recitation of Garcilaso's good deeds. He communicates that the entire clan has lost a 

loved one and that they are reeling in despair. As Valera described, the king's treatment 

toward the knight's family left the nobility shocked and bitter.Shortly afterward, they 

began to break up into factions and some immediately began to work against the 

sovereign. Probably due to their closeness to Garcilaso and having witnessed his 

suffering firsthand, our poet and his family were the first to renounce their loyalty to the 

monarchy. They quickly found a wealthy and powerful authority figure to finance their 

quest to overthrow the fifth Trastamara monarch: Alfonso Carrillo, Archbishop of 

Toledo. 

"...vista la ingratilud del rey, dende adelante (the grandees) siempre lo desamaron" (Valera, Memorial, 
51). 
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PART TWO: G6iVIEZ MANRIQUE, POET AND STATESMAN, 1457-
1490 

By the year 1457, Gomez Manrique had developed both his poetic talent as well 

as his vision for the Kingdom of Castile. In Chapters Four and Five, we shall present 

Gomez's life and his best-known poetic works within the historical context of the latter 

half of fifteenth-century Castile. We shall see that Manrique's repugnance for corruption 

led him to compose poems to many of the leaders of his homeland, in the hope that they 

would correct their behavior. We will also observe that Manrique's own scruples 

compelled him to serve only the leaders who opposed the favoritism that plagued Castile. 

Toward the end of his life, our poet came to see his king and queen follow the very 

principles that he espoused to them in his verse, as they unified the Kingdoms of Castile 

and Aragon. 
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Chapter Four: Gomez Manrique, Alfonso 
Carrillo's Majordomo, 1457-1474 

After his term as Corregidor of Salamanca had ended, Gomez Manrique began to 

serve as majordomo in the household of his distant cousin, one of the most wealthy and 

powerful men in Castile, Alfonso Carrillo, the Archbishop of Toledo. For Gomez 

Manrique, there were multiple advantages to entering the archbishop's household in 

1458. The first was the monetary benefit of serving an active and wealthy prelate. 

Carrillo regularly deployed his soldiers to various parts of the kingdom and he would 

have generously remunerated an experienced soldier like Gomez to lead his divisions into 

battle. Gomez would have been additionally content that Carrillo had placed him in 

charge of a militia because it was much larger than any force he could have mustered on 

his own. At this point he was able to compensate for his relative lack of wealth, all the 

while improving his reputation as a military leader. Another advantage, one which would 

have better suited Gomez's personal goals, was that he was placed in an environment in 

which he could continue to develop his reputation as a poet. The most talented writers of 

the day frequently visited the archbishop's household in Alcala de Henares. Manrique's 

new patron was also deeply interested in the reproduction of many of the classic texts. As 

Lynnette Bosch explains, Carrillo greatly supported both liturgical and non-liturgical 

manuscript illumination and employed many people interested in the development of 

texts. ^ Gomez had therefore wisely placed himself in the company of early humanist 

Lynette M. F. Bosch, ''Manuscript Illumination in Toledo (1446-1495): The Liturgical Process," diss., 
Princeton U., 1984, 1-2. 
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writers such as Pedro Guillen de Segovia, one of the most adept students of the classics 

as well as a skilled poet. Carrillo also employed Pedro Diaz de Toledo, a skilled 

translator who had originally served the Marques de Santillana. As a self-taught poet, 

Gomez would have found himself in prestigious company at the archbishop's house. 

When he was not leading the militia into battle, our poet found many others with whom 

he could exchange verse and poetic ideas. With Guillen and Diaz de Toledo, our poet was 

able to expand his library and his knowledge of the classics, the Bible and the history of 

Spain. He had an in-house Latin translator in Diaz de Toledo who, in his glosa or 

commentary appended to our poet's Exclamation e querella de la govemagion, remarked 

on Gomez's dedication to educating himself Many regular guests were premier 

troubadours of the era; Anton de Montoro, Rodrigo Cota, Alvaro Brito and Guevara, 

among others. It is at this period that Gomez established life-long friendships with these 

poets and first matched his own poetic ability against theirs in various requestas, or 

poetic debates. 

In the following pages I provide background on Archbishop Alfonso Carrillo, 

who was a very powerful figure in the political events of fifteenth-century Castile, 

especially during the sovereignty of Enrique IV. For nearly twenty years, he would also 

have a great impact on the life of our poet. 

In addition to the rents he collected from the Church and from the See of Toledo, 

Carrillo was entitled to income from many of the provinces within Castile, including 

^ Carlos Moreno Hemwdez, "Pero Guillen de Segovia y el circulo de Alfonso Carrillo," Revista de 
Litertura 47.94 (1985): 17-49; Eloy Benito Ruano, "Los «Hechos del Aizobispo de Toledo d. Alonso 
Cairillo», por Pero Guillra De Segovia," Anuario de estudios medievales 5 (1968): 520. 
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large portions of Jaen, Guadalajara and Badajoz/^ With such religious authority and the 

economic power that accompanied it, Carrillo was able to intervene in most of the 

political affairs within Spain. From his appointment as Bishop of Cuenca in 1434 until 

his death in 1482, Carrillo simultaneously entertained requests for military and financial 

support from both rebel and royal factions. By 1458, about the time Enrique had begun to 

disappoint the Manrique clan, the Archbishop of Toledo was plotting his own rise to 

power. 

Toward the end of his life, Carrillo was criticized for succumbing to greed, as 

shown most notably by Fernando de Pulgar.^®" Many commented on his ostentatious 

lifestyle, including Gomez Manrique, who once compared him to King Midas, though 

within the same poem he ironically complimented him for being wise enough not to 

accept corrupt rewards."**' Pulgar also accused Carrillo of having dabbled shamelessly in 

the pursuit of alchemy. In his opinion, Carrillo's spiritual duties should have been enough 

to occupy him since experimentation with the elements for self-profit was considered too 

mundane an endeavor for such a highly recognized priest.**^ His occult interests were 

fueled by a certain Fernando de Alarcon, a vagabond priest who had wound up in 

Carrillo's household during the wars of succession and my have influenced him to defect 

from Isabel's retinue.**^ Despite Pulgar's own opinions of Carillo's duties, it was not 

LyneUe M. F. Bosch, Art, Liturgy and Legend In Renaissance Toledo: The Mendoza and the Iglesia 
Primada, (University Parte, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State UP, 2000) 69. 

Pulgar, Claras varones, ed. Tate, 1971,63. 
•*' Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1,152-3. 

Pulgar, Claras varanes, ed. Tate, 1971,63. 
^ Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, 82. 
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uncommon for the high nobility of fifteenth-century Castile to study precious metals."*^ 

For the archbishop, who had been of noble birth before his religious education, alchemy 

was probably a special hobby. One of his possessions, a skull made of gold and enamel 

that remains to this day in the catalogue of the Museum of the Cathedral of Toledo, 

symbolizes both his greed for gold and power."**' King Afonso V de Portugal had given it 

to him, probably when he sought to buy Carrillo's alliance in his own bid for the Crown 

of Castile in 1475. This is the very year in which our poet severs contact with the 

archbishop, who had sided with Portugal against Isabel, since he preferred to maintain 

loyalty to the new King and Queen of Castile. 

There were other circumstances that had been instrumental in the archbishop's 

choice to betray Isabel. In the midst of their revolution, Fernando and Isabel cultivated a 

friendship with Pedro Gonz^ez de Mendoza, the third son of the Marques de Santillana 

and Bishop of Calahorra. As we mentioned in Part One, our poet addressed his Planto de 

las virtudes to the bishop rather than to Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, the first-bom son of 

the marques. Manrique was well acquainted with both sons, but must have acknowledged 

the influence that the ecclesiastic wielded within his clan. Shortly after Fernando and 

Isabel married in 1469, Juan 11 de Aragon would do the same by entering into talks with 

Mendoza in the hope of striking an alliance between the future monarchs and one of the 

most powerful families in Castile.**^ Part of their bargaining involved Mendoza's 

acquisition of the cardinalate of Spain in 1473, a decision supported by Sixto IV at the 

^ Jos^ Ramon de Luanco, La alquimia en EspaHa: escritos ineditos, noticias y apuntamientos que pueden 
servir para la historia de los adeptos espaholes, Reproduccion facsimil de la edicion de Barcelona; Imp. de 
Fidel Giro, (1889; Barcelona; Alta Fulla, 1998). 

Josi, Polo Benito, ed.. La Catedral de Toledo: Mvseo, (Barcelona; H. De J. Thomas, S.A., 1950) 8. 
^ Nader, Mendoza Family, 53. 
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suggestion of the King of Aragon.'*^ As will be discussed in further detail in this Part, the 

Mendozas would lead the Reyes Catolicos to victory with their vast armies. Carrillo, 

however, became very jealous of the new cardinal and disliked competing for Isabel's 

affection. He would end up abandoning them as soon as Afonso V de Portugal invaded 

Castile in 147S. Following his defeat, Carrillo spent the remaining years of his life under 

an implicit house arrest in Alcala de Henares. Upon his death in 1482, Mendoza 

succeeded him as Archbishop of Toledo. 

In 1473, toward the end of their association, Carrillo had organized the religious 

Concilio de Aranda del Duero, with the hope of establishing a more dominant 

relationship within the religious hierarchy. Among the topics discussed was the desire to 

ban the production of secular theatrical works within the church, because they tended to 

misdirect the audience's attention from the spiritual message they were to receive. 

Despite leveling this prohibition against secular dramas, the Council stipulated that 

religious plays or "representaciones religiosas o honestas", such as the Representacion 

del nagimienlo de Nuestro SeHor, were to be allowed, since they inspired the 

congregation to pietyThe Council's decree serves as a clue to understanding two 

items related to early modem Castilian drama. First, since the authorities sought to 

prohibit "mascaras, monstnios, espectaculos y otras diversas flcciones, igualmente 

deshonestas" from taking place inside the church, it is clear that many of these spectacles 

had indeed occurred there becoming an obstacle to the celebrant's duties."*^ The decree 

Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 53. 
^ Francisco Mendoza Diaz-Maroto, "El concilio de Aranda y el teatro medieval castellano^ Criticon 26 
(1984): 10. 
^ Mendoza Diaz-Maroto, Conci/io </e/4raiK/a, 10 
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itself indicates that churches in the metropolitan areas near Aranda del Duero, including 

Burgos and Palencia, among other densely populated cities in northern Castile, had 

admitted to staging these works/^ Could it be that any documents containing scripts or 

stage directions related to these "sacrilegious" works were destroyed after the Council 

had officially forbidden them? If so, Gomez Manrique's Representacion del naqimiento 

de Nuestro Sefior would not be considered such a unique find for modem scholarship and 

we might well expect to discover remnants, if not entire scripts, of primitive dramas 

composed between the Auto de los Reyes Magos (c. 1 ISO) and the short work that our 

poet had written on the birth of Christ for his relatives in the Calabazanos monastery. 

In addition to providing evidence that spectacles and masques were performed 

within the church, the decree's official acceptance of representaciones religiosas 

suggests that these plays were also very commonly staged before 1473. While Gomez's 

Representacion is considered the earliest artifact of Castilian theatre after the Reyes 

Magos, it most probably was one of many to have been enacted in the intervening 

centuries.^'' Finally, the Council's edict shows that our poet's nativity drama was in 

accordance with what was considered devotional. 

Gomez's entrance into the archbishop's household coincides with the first 

meetings held between Juan II de Aragon, Carrillo, and Rodrigo Manrique in 1457.'*'^ 

This is the period in which the rebels had begun to sense that Enrique was conspiring to 

supplant them with his favorites, despite any promises that he may have made to those 

Mendoza Diaz-Maroto, Concilia de Aranda, 10. 
We shall consider the date in which Manrique's Representacion was performed later in this Chapter. We 

shall also study its literaiy structure as it conveys its central thenie(s). 
^ Vicens, Fernando II, 51. 
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nobles on the periphery. The French, a constant enemy of Aragon, had once again 

threatened the Aragonese borders, while the regions of Catalufia and Navarre backed 

Juan n's son, Carlos de Viana. 

In late October of 14S8, Diego, the oldest of the Manrique brothers, expired. 

According to Salazar, he had fallen ill in Amusco.'*" Diego must have recognized that he 

would not recover because he had prepared his testament on 13 October and died within 

the week, perhaps on the very day he had prepared his will. For Gomez and his family, 

the loss of their oldest brother came with a greater emotional impact than had any of the 

other friends and family who had died during the 14S0s. Diego had not reached fifty 

years of age and, as the oldest son, he had inherited all of the privileges and duties that 

had belonged to his father, Pedro. Unfortunately, as the family was called together to 

attend his funeral, the Manriques would also enter into a feud with the Sandoval family to 

protect their rights to Diego's estate. Trevifto, Amusco and other domains traditionally 

controlled by the Manriques were to be distributed among Diego's offspring, but not to 

his wife, Maria de Sandoval. Pedro Manrique, Diego's oldest son, stood to inherit the 

vast majority of the estate, yet he was still a minor and therefore too young to manage the 

estate by himself. Diego had stipulated that his brother, Rodrigo Manrique, Count of 

Paredes, act as guardian until Pedro had reached an age suitable for marriage and other 

adult responsibilities. His choice of Rodrigo as conservator guaranteed that his estate 

would never leave the hands of the Manrique family. Additionally, Pedro could be 

educated in the arts of war, probably in Segura de la Sierra, at Rodrigo's household. 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, 1.1. lib. 8 ch. 4 p. 67. 
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However, Maria de Sandoval, Diego's wife and the daughter of the once powerful Count 

of Castro, believed that she was entitled to her husband's estate through the dowry that 

had been pledged for her hand in marriage. Despite Montero Tejada's claim that Diego 

had generously provided for his wife, she was not satisfied and had demanded control of 

his entire estate/^ She argued that lands that remained within the Manrique family in 

perpetuity should remain in her hands, including Amusco and Calabazanos. Maria's 

attempts to seize this property not only threatened the wealth of the first bom successor; 

it also challenged Leonor de Castilla's wishes to move her in-house convent to the 

abandoned monastery at Calabazanos. Her husband, Pedro, the Adelantado Mayor of 

Leon, had made provisions for Leonor to establish her convent there in his will. To put an 

end to the controversy, Leonor would obtain a papal bull for her plans.""' Afterward, the 

convent was lefl alone. It continues to exist and operate in its same location today. 

With the protection and encouragement of two of her brothers, Diego and Juan, 

Maria surrounded Trevii^o with soldiers in order to block Rodrigo's entrance. The 

Cronica anonima explains that Rodrigo waited until midnight to encircle and take over 

dofia Maria's household, capturing her, her brothers, her sister Ines, and detaining young 

Pedro.'*^ Afther two days, Rodrigo set the brothers free and took Maria, Ines and Pedro 

to the fortress at Bafiares, presumably to defend himself against any possible retaliation 

by allies of the Sandoval brothers. Unbeknownst to Rodrigo, dofia Ines had sent a 

Montero Tqada, Nobleza y sociedad, 90. 
^ Fr. J. Meseguer Fernwdez. "Devocion de las clahsas de Calabazanos (Palencia) a la Asiincion de la 
Sma. >^gen. Un privilegio papal. (2 de octubre de 1463)" Archivo Ibero-Americano 8 (1948): 129-135. 

S^cbez-Paira, ed, Cronica anonima. ch. 46 p. 92. 
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messenger to inform the king of his hostile takeover. Infuriated, Enrique and Juan 

Pacheco, the Marques de Villena, sent the royal army to negotiate Maria's release. 

In his own chronicle, Palencia wrote that Enrique IV had encouraged Maria de 

Sandoval not to surrender to Rodrigo."*^ The king supposedly had even arranged to travel 

to her fortress to offer protection, but he was delayed by trouble within his federation 

when he was forced to quell yet another potential rebellion. Enrique's wish to divide the 

Manrique's power base had particularly upset the chronicler, since, upon his release from 

prison in 1454, Diego had been loyal to Enrique, and had even been among the first 

knights to lead the renewed crusade in Andalusia.'*^^ In effect, Palencia's statement is an 

assertion that the king had only reconciled with the Manriques to keep them out of 

mischief. Diego de Valera's Memorial also states that Enrique was responsible for 

Diego's arrest in 1448 and his six-year detainment in Segovia because he suspected that 

he might allow the Aragonese army to invade Castile through the Navarrese border."*'' 

Nevertheless, one of Enrique's first acts as King of Castile in 1454 was to free Diego. 

Afterwards, the king had gone so far as to reinstall Diego as a key figure in the Castilian 

court. Diego had even witnessed his marriage contract to Juana de Portugal.^ Evidently, 

Diego's release and the powerful responsibilities he was to assume were only assigned to 

him in an attempt to prevent him from siding against the king. As the most influential of 

the Manrique brothers, he would have predisposed his family to pledge and maintain their 

allegiance to the new monarch, even as Enrique's various idiosyncrasies started to affect 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 5 ch. 7 p. 189-190. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance. t. 1 lib. 3 ch. 7 p. 107. 

Mata Cairiazo, ed.. Memorial, 7. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, I. 1 lib. 8 ch. 4 p. 64. 
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his relationships with the noble families. In his general study of the Catholic Monarchs, 

Suarez Fernandez posits that Enrique's choice to support the Sandoval family in its claim 

for Trevino led to the final schism between the Manriques and the Crown of Castile.^^ 

Property disputes had led to outbreaks of rebellion in the past. It appears that 1458 is the 

final year in which the Manriques would remain obedient to the Crown and its policies. 

Evidence suggests, however, that the Manriques had already slipped away from the 

confederacy. In Madrid, on 3 February 14S8, Enrique had ratified another contract of 

mutual protection.^ Conspicuously absent from the grouping of nobles are the 

Archbishop of Toledo and the Manrique family. Instead, with the exception of Pedro 

Fernandez de Velasco, Count of Haro, who was to join the archbishop's alliance, the 

other nobles that Enrique agreed to protect were the same collection of favorites that he 

had always sheltered; Pacheco, Giron, Arias de Avila and Alfonso de Fonseca, 

Archbishop of Seville. Our poet and his brothers must have already given up hope of any 

chance to succeed within Enrique's kingdom. Their displeasure was justifiable, as Gomez 

and Rodrigo had just seen how their monarch had treated the de la Vega family upon the 

death of Garcilaso. When their appeals for the preservation of Garcilaso's estate were 

ignored, they would have sensed that, should they die in battle, they too would have their 

estates confiscated. The Manrique legacy was already in jeopardy. Now, with the recent 

death of their brother, Diego, they no doubt anticipated Enrique's move and reasoned that 

they must take the initiative. 

Luis Suarez Fernandez, Luis and Juan de Mata Cairiazo, eds., Historia de Espana: dirigida por Ramon 
Menendez Pidal. Tomo XVII: La EspaHa de los Reyes Catolicos, (Madrid; Espasa-Calpe, 1%9) vol. I p. 
233; Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, p. 215 n. 75. 
^ Adolfo Bonilla and Fidel Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV de Costilla \'oL 2 (Madrid; RAE, 
1913) 157-159. 
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The king's immediate response to the issue of the Manrique property reflects his 

general distrust of Rodrigo Manrique's perceived power and influence within Castile. In 

addition to their clash over Garcilaso's death, the monarch and the Manrique clan were 

involved in disputes over the land that Rodrigo had claimed in Alcaraz.^^ On 10 January 

of that same year, an uprising in the city had obliged the king to intervene against Alonso 

Fajardo, one of the former allies of the Count of Paredes.^ We should remember that the 

youngest Manrique brother, Garci Femwdez, had accompanied Rodrigo to Murcia where 

he had fought alongside Fajardo and even married his daughter. The affray at Alcaraz had 

not directly involved Rodrigo, but the uprising had greatly concerned the royal court, as it 

was feared that Fajardo's Arab allies might intervene.^^ The region of Murcia had 

become a sore spot for Enrique and he had no other choice than to grant free reign of the 

southern terminus to Rodrigo and his soldiers in an attempt to deter the Moors from their 

continuing raids. He could not have been pleased that he had to rely on the military 

strength of the Count of Paredes, especially given the protests from the alcaracenos, who 

complained that Rodrigo's men had taken liberties with the inhabitants of the frontier. 

Though these people were under royal protection, they naturally would have preferred 

not to have to provision and endure the potentially violent behavior of Rodrigo's forces. 

^ Aureliano Pretel Marin, Una ciudad castellana en los siglos XIVy XV (Alcaraz I300-I475), (Albacete; 
Institute de Estudios Albacetes, 1978). 
^ Angus MacKay, "A Typical Example of Late Medieval Castilian Anarchy? The Affray of 1458 in 
Alcaraz.'̂  MetUevcd and Renaissance Studies in Honour of Robert Brian Tate. eds. Ian Michael and Richard 
A. Cardwell, (Oxford: The Dolphin Co., 1986) 92-93. 
^ Mack^, "A Typical example," 93. 
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Instead, they would have chosen to equip their own militias to recapture what the Arabs 

had taken from them rather than give up these spoils to the Count of Paredes.^ 

If Rodrigo were to gain control of his brother's tides, he would accumulate even 

greater economic power and influence within the kingdom. His constant military action 

had made him the number-one contender against the Marques de Villena for the title of 

Master of Santiago. The Marques de Villena was particularly concerned with Rodrigo's 

forces in Alacaraz as the two had formerly shared control of the town, with Pacheco 

claiming the northernmost and therefore safer, terminus of the region.^' As the favorite 

of the king, Pacheco undoubtedly lobbied against Rodrigo's appeals to safeguard the 

Trevino estate. He would have reminded the king that if Maria de Sandoval were to claim 

the tides and remarry a noble of his choosing, Enrique could elevate yet another favorite 

at his court. With the likes of Pacheco and his brother Pedro Giron, Beltran de la Cueva 

and Diego Arias de Avila at his beck and call, Enrique would attempt to replace anyone 

who did not obey his every whim with yet another sycophant. In the past, both Enrique 

and Juan n had retained the Count of Paredes for his military skills but they had never 

granted him any of the functions he coveted, duties that would bring him within the inner 

circle of Castilian politics. If Rodrigo were allowed to manage his older brother Diego's 

estate, this might force the king to admit him to his council, an invitation he did not wish 

to grant. 

^ Elena Lourie, "A Socie^ Organized for War Medieval Spain," Crusade and Colonisation, (Brookfield, 
VT: Variorum. [Oxford, 1966], 1990) 54-76. 
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While he was once more disappointed by his king, Rodrigo had always been able 

to enlist the support of his brothers in times of conflict. The count first dispatched his 

younger brother, Pedro, to convince Enrique that Mana de Sandoval was unable to 

administer Diego's estate on her own. He had anticipated that she would take another 

husband, using Trevifio and the many other holdings as bait to attract a nobleman of 

suitable rank.^^ When Enrique was notified of Maria's capture, he responded that he 

would only arbitrate in the situation after her release. Rodrigo complied and sent Gomez 

to Seville to negotiate with the king. Quite typically, however, Enrique stalled the 

negotiations and conflict between Rodrigo and Maria de Sandoval went unresolved "por 

asaz tienpo."^ 

During this time, Maria de Sandoval enjoyed the protection and companionship of 

an aristocrat of the highest social echelons. Diego de Estuniga (Zui^iga), Count of 

Miranda, had gotten involved in the negotiations for the Manrique estate. To the dismay 

of his family, the count abandoned his own wife and household for Maria. Just as 

Rodrigo had feared, Maria did entice a powerful nobleman to wed her. Remarriages had 

occurred in the past, but it was much rarer for women to do so than for men. Gomez 

Manrique's grandmother, Juana de Mendoza, the "Rica Hembra," was one of the few 

documented noblewomen to have remarried when she finally acquiesced to Admiral 

Alonso Enriquez's proposal.^'" Both Juana and her second husband each possessed their 

own wealth and their twelve children never threatened the Manrique fortune. In fact, the 

^ Sdnchez-Parra, Cronica anonima, ch. 46 p. 94-5. 
 ̂Sanchez-Paira. Cronica andnima, ch. 46 p. 96. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, t 2. lib. 8 ch. 1 p. 8. 
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Enriquez offspring grew to be close friends and allies with their half-brother Pedro 

Manrique. Maria de Sandoval, however, did not possess nearly as much of a dowry as 

had the "Rica Hembra," nor could she rely on her family to support her in an 

uncustomary second marriage. Salazar y Castro posited that the countess was more likely 

to have remarried because she was still quite young at the time of her husband's death, 

possibly only thirty-eight years old.'" Regardless of her age, Castilian society in general 

and the Manrique brothers in particular would have preferred for her to have entered a 

convent, following the example of their own mother, Leonor de Castilla. Leonor, too, 

may have been fairly young when she entered the cloister since she outlived her husband 

by thirty years. None of the Manrique sisters who survived their husbands took another 

spouse. Maria Manrique, the Countess of Castai^eda, even joined her mother's convent of 

Calabazanos after her husband died.^'^ In the convent, the widow could retain her own 

property and was extended greater personal freedom than she had enjoyed when she had 

been married. She also would assume essential duties to the community such as caring 

for the elderly. The convent thus became an attractive alternative to the noblewoman, 

especially since she often was married at an early age and did not wish to relinquish 

control of her possessions to either another husband or her sons. Society would also 

benefit in so far as she would not challenge the social order by taking her children's 

property to establish a second union. In this sense, a noble widow had an opportunity to 

change the power structure within Castile and therefore greatly threatened the position 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, t. 2 lib. 8 ch. 4 p. 67. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, t. 2. lib. 8. ch. 2 pp. 49-50. 
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her in-laws held in the kingdom.^'^ That Rodrigo Manrique had anticipated the possibility 

that Maria de Sandoval might remany and attempt to claim her husband's property as her 

own reveals his keen ability to sense potential threats to the family fortune. 

Consoiatoria para Juana Manrique, Condesa de Castro 

During the prolonged conflict between Maria de Sandoval and the Manrique 

family, each side called many allies to their cause. It is curious, however, that neither side 

called on Fernando de Sandoval y Rojas, the second Count of Castro and the oldest 

brother of Diego's widow. On the same day that Diego and Maria had taken their vows, 

Fernando de Sandoval had married Juana Manrique. Perhaps he had wisely chosen not to 

involve himself in the conflict. It is also likely that the second Count of Castro was still 

working to resolve his own flnancial problems. In 1445, Juan II de Castilla had stripped 

the Sandoval y Rojas family of their titles because of their involvement with the 

Aragonese. The year before, his father, the first Count of Castro, Diego Gomez de 

Sandoval, had been in charge of guarding Juan n as his prisoner while the allies of 

Enrique de Aragon were engaged in winning the support of Andalusia.''^ He was an 

eager supporter of the Infantes de Aragon and one of the first knights to pledge his 

services at the Battle of Olmedo.^^^ When Gomez de Sandoval was captured in the 

battle's aftermath and exiled to Aragon, Juan II distributed all of his property within 

Castile to those who had remained loyal to the Crown. Curiously, though not 

surprisingly, one of those to benefit from tlie distribution of the Castro property was Juan 

Montero Tqada, Woblezaysociedad, 9S. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispanietaia, eds. Tate and Lawrance. t. I lib. I ch. 4 p. 14. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, 1.1 lib. I cb. 6 p. 22. 
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Pacheco.^'^ The next recipient in line was none other than Pacheco's brother, Pedro 

Giron, the Master of the Order of Calatrava.''^ 

When Gomez de Sandoval died in 14SS, neither Fernando de Sandoval nor his 

younger brothers were able to claim the inheritance. If Diego Enriquez del Castillo's 

account is accurate, they were also exiled to Aragon and not permitted to return until Juan 

II de Navarra and Enrique IV struck a peace accord over ten years later.''" They 

apparently were in exile even after Diego Manrique was released from prison in Segovia 

in I4S8. The Sandoval family's pardon fmally came as part of the peace accord that 

Enrique and Juan de Navarra negotiated in 14S8. Enriquez del Castillo explains that Juan 

de Navarra had requested the Castro household's readmission to the kingdom.^'^ This 

being the case, Fernando would have been busy reassembling his domains while his 

younger brothers, also recent reentrants into Castile, were scheming to obtain land from 

the Manriques. In this light, we may perhaps view the attempts by Maria de Sandoval and 

her brothers to claim Trevifio with greater sympathy. 

Gomez Manrique must also have been pleased to see that his sister, Juana, and her 

husband, Fernando, were allowed to return to Castile with their titles restored. As we 

have mentioned previously, Manrique dedicated a consolatory poem, the Consolatoria 

para Juana Manrique, Condesade Castro, to his sister sometime between the death of 

the first Count of Castro and the restitution of Femando's land. Vidal explains that the 

work was most likely written during the years 1456-7 because the poetic voice alludes to 

Palencia. Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. I lib. 3 ch. 1 p. 96, p. 121 n. 8. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. S ch. 7 p. 190. 
Enriquez del Castillo, Cronica de Enrique IV, 142. 
Enriquez del Castillo, Cronica de Enrique IV, 142. 
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the tragic death of Alvaro de Luna and refers to Juana as the Countess of Castro.'^" 

Indeed, this appears to be a likely time for Manrique to console Juana in verse, especially 

since, when quoting a proverb that the Marques de Santillana had written in his 

Centiloquio, our poet mentions that Inigo Lopez de Mendoza is still alive.'^' Gomez not 

only composed the thirty-verse work for his sister; he also glossed it in order to document 

the soundness of his advice with the words and deeds of many revered figures of both 

classical and biblical eras. The theme of the poem is, not surprisingly, the ephemeral 

nature of wealth and the twists of fortune. In this same period, Gomez composed two 

other works that address the same theme, his continuation of Juan de Mena's Coplas de 

los siete pecados mortales and the Defimzion del noble cavallero Garcilaso de la Vega. 

By glossing the Consolatoria, our poet demonstrated that he had gained great knowledge 

of the classics. It may have been his intention to show that he could not only conjure 

images of the classics in verse, he could also illustrate this material in greater detail in 

prose. Perhaps he also composed and glossed the poem for his sister as a rehearsal of the 

concepts and themes he would later pursue in his Continuacion de los siete pecados 

mortales^ a work that received much greater acclaim and was more widely circulated. 

The themes of both works are very similar, though the Consolatoria is considerably 

shorter and makes fewer abstruse references to the classics. Despite the probability that 

the consolatory poem to Juana was composed two years before Diego Manrique's death, 

it is convenient to consider it here at this time because it sheds light on Fernando de 

Sandoval's lack of involvement in the conflict between his sister, Maria, and the rest of 

^ Vidal. "Obra literaria," 1262 n 1. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria," 1262 n 1. 
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the Manrique family. The poem's message may even have been a determining factor in 

convincing Juana to dissuade her husband from claiming some portion of Diego 

Manrique's estate. 

Manrique's poem begins with a short prose introduction in which he shares his 

deepest sympathy for Fernando's financial troubles. With customary trepidatio, he 

apologizes to his sister for the delay in completing the work, adverting that a topic of 

such depth requires a poet of greater skill than his.'^ Aside from this formulaic aspect, 

the letter is a short accompaniment to the verses that follow in which Manrique 

demonstrates a natural ability to express his sincerest empathy. Gomez conjures up many 

analogies to inspire Juana and her husband to persevere through the tumultuous events 

that kept them from their home. There are obvious thematic similarities here with both 

the contemporaneous Continuacion de las coplas de los siete pecados mortales and the 

Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila that he would complete in the years to come. Yet 

unlike the works dedicated to Mena and Arias, whose purpose was to warn those who had 

sought and found Fortune that it was ephemeral, Manrique's poem to his sister 

discourages those who lack material wealth from pursuing it. Juana and her husband are 

instead instructed to dedicate their lives to the pursuit of spiritual prosperity. The theme 

leads our author to invoke the appropriate references from the New Testament for what 

essentially becomes an inspirational sermon for Juana and, indirectly, for anyone who has 

suffered misfortune at the hands of Fate. 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 209-212. 
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Gomez's consolatory poem opens with Luke 1.S2 as an epigraph. The context 

from which he extracts the verse speaks of the hope that is to come for those who have 

true faith. Mary is on her three-month stay in the land of Judea, where she visits the 

elderly Elizabeth, the soon-to-be mother of John the Baptist. Both women are pregnant at 

this time and recognize that their children were conceived by the Holy Spirit. Together 

they share their glee and Mary glorifies the lord's deeds; "'Deposuit potentes de sede et \ 

exaltavit humiles; Esurientes inplevit bonis. \ divites dimisit inanes"^^ Mary states that 

the lord has sent the rich dives away empty-handed and replaced them with the hungry, 

whom he has filled with good things. With the central theme properly extracted from the 

holiest of sources, the poem then continues to illustrate the lopos of contemptu mundi, 

exhorting the reader to abandon worldly possessions and prepare for heaven. 

As he expounds on the fleeting values of worldly pleasure, Manrique also begins 

to employ metaphors relating to the human condition shared by all. One such metaphor 

takes up the theme of the seafaring vessel on which we all live; 

9. Del mesmo madero es nuestro nauio 
que fueron las fustas de nuestros pasados; 
nin menos peligros le son aprestados 
mientra nauegare por aqueste no 
mundano que es vn gran desuario, 
pues todas sus pompas e prosperidades 
e sus infortunios e aduersidades 
non duran mas qu'el bianco rofio.^^'* 

^ Luke I: S2-3; Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL I p. 213. Luke I; S3 is written in the margin alongside 
sL 10. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 1 p. 19. 
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Many, including Vidal most recently, have identified this stanza as a likely source of 

inspiration for Jorge Manrique's choice of metaphor in the third stanza of the Coplaspor 

la muerte de su padre: 

3. Nuestras vidas son los rios 
que van a dar en la mar 
que es el morir, 
alH van los seilorios 
derechos a se acabar 
y consumir, 
alii los rios caudales, 
alH los otros medianos 
y mas chicos; 
allegados son iguales 
los que viven por sus manos 

I • 525 y los ncos. 

Vidal believes that Gomez's nautical metaphor, later seen in his nephew's 

masterpiece, indicates his familiarity with the work of Boethius, especially his Consolatio 

phUosophiae (c. 524).^^ However, he does not explain how this metaphor invokes the 

Roman author's treatise. There can be no doubt that Boethius had a profound impact on 

the literary traditions of medieval Europe, and Spain was no exception. Translations of 

the work appeared in Castile as early as the mid-fourteenth century, a time that 

corresponds to the first proliferation of Spanish poems and treatises on the cruel nature of 

^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," 1271 n 41; Jorge Manrique, Poesia, ed. Vicente Beltran, (Barcelona: Ed. Critica, 
1993). 
^ Vidal, ''Obra literaria," 1271 n 41. In his 1990 article on the ptoiiferation of the Consolatio phUosophiae 
in Spain, Briesemeister is evidently unaware that Gomez Manrique owned a translation of the works of 
Boethius. Cf. Dietrich Briesemeister, "The Consolatio phUosophiae of Boethius in Medieval Spain," The 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institute 53 (1990): 61-70. 
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fate.'^ The Consolatio's theme maintained its influence in the Peninsula for at least 

another hundred years and many of Gomez's contemporaries cited it as an authority in 

their works. It also became a key source for popular metaphors of the day, such as the 

Providence, God's divine plan, which means only he can forsee the future. 

The context in which Boethius wrote his treatise reveals his personal relationship 

to the suffering that fate can bring. Boethius's master, the Gothic king Theodoric, had 

imprisoned him for treason. The poet, who had been raised in one of the wealthiest 

households in Rome, faced execution alongside thieves and murderers.^^^ It is at this 

point that he composed his masterpiece, which he wrote in the style commonly referred 

to as Menippean satire, in which the author alternates between poetry and prose.There 

can be no question that Boethius's work was inspired by his own personal downfall and 

served primarily to console the author himself, to strengthen his resolve that life's 

struggle is only temporary. 

Thematically, the influence of the Consolatio is apparent in Juan de Mena's 

Laberinto de Fortuna and his Coplas de los siete pecados mortales, both of which share 

Boethian imagery with the poetry of Gomez and Jorge Manrique in which they, too, 

contemplate and lament the cruelty of fate. Gomez apparendy had a copy of one of the 

philosopher's texts, whose name but not the title is given in the inventory of his books.^^ 

We may also suppose that Manrique's copy was a translation since the manuscript is 

^ RoDald G. Keightiey. "Boethius in Spain: A ClassiHed Checklist of Early Translations," The MecUeval 
Boethius: Studies in the Vernacular Translations of De consolatione philosophiae, ed. A.J. Minnis. 
(Cambridge, UK: D.S. Brewer, 1987) 169; Curtius, European Literature, 22-3. 
^ Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius (c. 480-C.524 AD), Consolatio philosophiae, ed. James J. 
O'Donnell (Biyn Mawr, PA: Bryn Mawr College, 1984) ix-x. 
^ Boethius, Consolatio, x. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 333. 
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described in the inventory as "Boecio Severino," rather than " Anicius Manlius Severinus 

Boethius." Despite this, it is safe to assume that the book was indeed the Consolatio 

philosophiae. It was one of the most widely read and studied texts during Gomez 

Manrique's lifetime, a true vade mecum for the medieval reader. As Keightley reminds 

us, Perez de Guzman, in his Genera^ones y semblanzas, credited Lopez de Ayala, 

Chancellor of Castile, (1332-1407) with having provided a translation of Boethius among 

other important classical, early medieval and Italianate works.'^* To date, there is no copy 

of the Consolatio that we can point to as having been translated by the Chancellor of 

Castile. It does make sense, however, that the author of the Rimado de Palagio, a text that 

expounds on the very same theme as the Consolatio, had access to the treatise, either in 

Latin, Italian or Spanish, all of which he understood. If Lopez de Ayala was familiar with 

the Consolatio philosophiae. he would have identified with the context in which Boethius 

wrote his final work. He, too, penned much of his masterpiece while imprisoned in 

Portugal following his capture in the Battle of Aljubarrota (138S). 

Vidal claims that a particular parallel exists between st. 9 of Manrique's poem and 

St. 3, Book 2 of the Consolatio-. 

m. Cum polo Phoebus roseis quadrigis 
lucem spargere coeperit, 

pallet albentes hebetata vultus 
flammis Stella prementibus. 

Cum memnus flatu Zephyri tempentis 
vemis iniubuit rosis, 

spiret insanum nebulosus Auster, 
iam spinis abeat decus. 

Saepe tranquillo radiat sereno 
immotis mare fluctibus. 

Keightley, "Boethius in Spain," 185; P^iez de Guzman, Generaciones. ed. Tate, 15. 
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saepe ferventes Aquilo procellas 
verso concitat aequore. 

Rara si constat sua forma mundo, 
si tantas variat vices, 

crede fortunis hominum caducis, 
bonis crede fugacibus! 

Constat aetema positumque lege est, 
ut constet genitum nihil.^^^ 

It is clear that st. 9 of Manrique's poem and these extractions from the Consolatio 

share the theme of the ever-changing nature of Fate. Yet the metaphors employed above 

are extremely different in tone from those our poet chose. While Boethius likens the 

inconstancy of Fortune to the ease with which the sea can be made turbulent by the wind, 

Manrique instead coaches his sister to abandon earthly worries, as they are insignificant 

in the context of the everlasting life. His verse encourages Juana to endure the mundane 

delirium of the river of life, as the adversity and misfortune that one encounters along it 

has the longevity of morning dew. It is clear in this instance, at least, that Manrique's 

choice of metaphor comes from another source, most likely his own inspiration. He must 

have liked the metaphor, though, since he later put it to use in his Coplas to Arias de 

Avila, which we shall analyze shortly.'^' 

Further evidence of Boethius's influence on Gomez's writing can be found in its 

prosimetrum structure. Like the Consolatio philosophiae, Manrique's Consolatoria 

alternates between prose and poetry. In the Middle Ages, the gloss became a similar 

prose technique for expounding, interpreting and/or debating the message communicated 

in verse. In this case, Manrique apparently glossed his own poem for his sister. We can 

^ Boethius, Consolatio. 27. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 71. 
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determine this for two reasons, the first being that no other author is credited with these 

annotations. The other reason is that voice of the glosses uses Leonor de Castilla and 

Juana de Mendoza, the "Rica Hembra," as examples of virtuous, beautiful and pious 

women in whose footsteps Juana is to follow. The narrator establishes that Leonor and 

Juana are his and Juana's mutual mother and grandmother, respectively. In his analysis 

of Chaucer's Middle English translation of the Consolatio, Minnis explains that, in 

keeping with the tradition of expositio sententie, medieval writers often glossed the poetic 

works of either classical authors or their own contemporaries.^^' Medieval writers from 

all regions of Europe had adopted this technique for the purpose of illustrating metaphors 

and analogies to classical heroes, as well as to justify their message. Often, in the 

margins, other scholars would counter statements made in the gloss of an earlier writer. 

According to Minnis, medieval scholars considered glossing to be a task as essential as 

translating the text into the vernacular. Evidently, scholars particularly enjoyed 

contemplating the message that Boethius had written in his Consolatio and today it is 

difficult to find a clean manuscript of the text.'^ Until we can verify the existence of 

Manrique's copy, we can only speculate that his version, too, was glossed by at least one 

of his contemporaries. He may have even contributed his own opinions regarding 

Boethius's message. 

^ "... solas dos breuemente tocare; es a saber dda muy magniflca sefiora dofia Juana de MendcNja, abuela 
nuestTa...e...mi seftoradoAa Leonor, auestra madre, por la qual...estaua Dies de vagar quando la 
fomio...''(Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 1 p. 233). 

A.J. Minnis, "'Glosynge is a Glorious Thyng': Chaucer at Work on the 'Boece'." The Medieval 
Boethius: Studies in the Vernacular Translations of De consolatione philosophiae, ed. A.J. Minnis, 
(Cambridge, UK; D.S. Brewer, 1987) 106. 
^ Minnis, "Glossynge," 107. 
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The Consolatoriapara Juana Manrique, Condesa de Castro, is found in three of 

the extant manuscripts: BN 7817, Palacio MP 1250 and BN 10047, a text that includes 

many of Gomez's poems with several as well by Feman Perez de Guzman. All three of 

the versions of the poem include our poet's glosses, though the manner in which they 

appear in BN 7817 is unique and perhaps revealing of the circumstances in which he 

originally wrote the Consoiatoria. In the Palacio manuscript and the anthology of 

Gomez's and Perez de Guzman's works, (BN 10047), the poem and the glosses are 

recorded by the same hand, with the glosses written following each stanza that they 

explicate."' BN 7817, however, includes the glosses in a much smaller, cursive hand, 

recorded around and alongside the consolatory poem which is written in much larger 

letters. As a consequence, the glosses are neariy illegible. That they were not written in 

between the stanzas but instead in the margins, perpendicular to the poem itself, suggests 

that the scribe first copied the poem into BN 7817, and then he, or some other person, 

returned at a later date and added the glosses from yet another copy, or the glosses from 

the original. Another possibility exists; could it be that Manrique himself added the 

glosses in his own hand to the copy of the Consolatoria in BN 7817? If so, it is likely that 

BN 7817 was his own personal copy of his cancionero, and that he chose to gloss this 

poem himself after the manuscript had been produced. If not, the transcription of this 

poem in BN 7817 does indicate that, during its preparation, the scribe only had a copy of 

the poem without its accompanying prose, which someone else later wrote around its 

corresponding stanzas. At the very least, it indicates that at some point in the fifteenth 

^ Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional MS 10047 (PhiloBiblon BETA manid 2685, cnum 2947). 
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century, two versions of the Consolatoria existed; one with the gloss and one without. It 

could be that MP 12S0, which was prepared for the Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel's library, 

used a different, newer source for the Consolatoria para Juana Manrique than was used 

for the preparation of BN 7817. 

Returning to the primary discussion, it is clear that Boethius had an impact on 

Manrique's world view, as he had on most humanistic philosophy and art of the fifteenth 

century. Given this, he is not a direct source for the metaphors that Gomez chose to use in 

St. 9. A more likely font of inspiration, in this case, is the book of Matthew. In the prose 

that surrounds sts. 8 and 9, Manrique wrote; "pero puesto que asi sea, e mas que nuestro 

Saluador dixo ser delos pobres de espiritu el reyno de los fielos...".^^^ Here he cites the 

first of the beatitudes; the inspirational statements made by Christ in the context of the 

Sermon on the Mount.In this instance, Gomez's poem therefore delivers a religious 

message. 

Like other poetic works of his, including the Coplas to Arias de Avila that will be 

discussed later, Gomez's Consolatoria does eventually shift its focus from the classical 

and biblical worlds to the recent years within Spain. The poet refers to the deaths of 

Enrique de Aragon and Alvaro de Luna, reminding Juana that each of these individuals 

spent their entire lives striving for riches. Neither was able to enjoy his wealth; their 

quests led them to be overthrown by their enemies.^ Illustrating the fall of the two 

contemporaries would have been very convincing to Juana and her husband, in view of 

™ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 217-8. 
™ Matthew; 5:3-12. 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I pp. 230-232. 
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the fact that they had known Enrique and Alvaro personally. Gomez himself considered 

these two to be good examples of greedy people, because he later depicted their 

respective falls as resulting from their avarice in his Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila. 

For similar reasons, presumably, Jorge Manrique also cited the downfall of both figures, 

(sts. 15-23), since he compared their fates to that of his father's and his own imminent 

death. For Juana Manrique and her husband, Fernando de Sandoval, the verse encourages 

them to be thankful that they have not sacriflced their virtue to greed. 

Maintaining his focus on the dangers of avarice, Gomez concludes his work with 

the reminder that Juana is from noble stock. She had been fortunate enough to inherit 

virtuous traits that would guarantee the eventual restoration of her wealth, because her 

nobility had been a gift from God himself; 

28. Pues de^endeys, notable, seifora, 
de sangre real e grandes varones, 
no deuen turbar vos aquestas razones 
que fueron ayer e no son agora; 
qu' el bien vos vema avn que se demora, 
e vuestra virtud quedara prouada, 
bien como queda la plata gendrada, 
e desta fortuna sereys ven^edora.^' 

As nobles and people of virtue, Fernando de Sandoval and Juana Manrique did 

not resort to fighting their own family members for personal profit. It appears that they 

took Gomez's poetic message to heart while the rest of the Sandoval family attempted to 

dismantle the Trevifio estate for their own benefit. Juana and Fernando are, instead, 

enjoined to patiently wait out Enrique's deliberations in order to have all of their wealth 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 238. 
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restored to them. When he was once more recognized in the kingdom, the Count of 

Castro likewise did not attempt to improve his station, but instead was among the first 

nobles to support Prince Alfonso as the new King of Castile in 1465.^ At one point 

during their short-lived campaign he and Juana Manrique provided lodging for Prince 

Alfonso.''*^ Until then, however, the Rojas family had to rely on the help of others, such 

as the Aragonese, to support them as they rebuilt their wealth. Alfonso V de Aragon had 

extended Fernando de Sandoval y Rojas the title of Count of Denia while he was in exile, 

which would have given them a decent yet inferior income to what his father had enjoyed 

in Castile under the reign of Fernando de Antequera. 

Exclamagion e querella de la govemofion 

Meanwhile, as the conflict between Rodrigo and Maria de Sandoval carefully 

played itself out, our poet had begun to involve himself further with the Archbishop of 

Toledo, finding employment as his majordomo, or estate manager. In his spare time, 

Gomez also had begun to develop his poetry as a vehicle for satirical protest against the 

damage that Enrique's government had inflicted upon the morale and stability of Castile. 

His first truly political work, the Exclamation e querella de la governagion was 

composed during the years from 1458 to 1465. In its eighteen stanzas of eight-syllable 

verses, Manrique contrasts the pride and courage of Roman times with the cowardice that 

permeated fifteenth-century Castilian society due to the king's inability to govern wisely. 

For Gomez, the foolish were elected to judge the townships, iron was valued more highly 

than gold and the sheep were shepherdless. He voices his disgust and fear for the people 

^ Valera, A/mona/, 101. 
 ̂Valera, Memorial, 163. 
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of Castile. But for Manrique, the satire is quick to return to a serious message. As he 

explains with many analogies, poor leadership spreads fear. 

10. En el cavallo sin freno 
va su duefio temeroso; 
syn el gouemalle bueno 
el varco va peligroso; 
syn secutores las leyes, 
maldita la pro que traen; 
los r^nos sin buenos reies 
syn adversarios se cahen.'^ 

To Manrique, as well as to the noble families including his sister and her husband 

mentioned above, the deplorable conditions in which they saw their kingdom languish 

was no laughing matter. As shown above, despite the mockery that our poet wished to 

level toward the "Impotente," he could not maintain a satirical tone throughout the verse. 

While contrasting the haphazard reign of Enrique with the ordered nature of classical 

governance, Gomez lectures his readers on the true dangers of poor, unchecked 

leadership. In addition to this message, our poet also critiqued the king's lack of interest 

in cultivating a noble court; 

12. La ouejas syn pastor 
destruyen las heredades; 
religiosos syn mayor 
grandes cometen maldades; 
las viffas syn viAaderos 
logranlas los caminantes, 
las cortes syn caualleros 

545 son como manos syn guantes. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 271; also vol. 1 191. Cf. also Julio Rodriguez-Puertolas, Poesia 
criticay salirica del siglo XV, (Madrid: Editorial Castalia, 1981) 213. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 274; also vol. 1 191; Rodriguez-Pu^olas, Poesia critica, 214. 
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Enrique did not invite the entire nobility to his household in Seville. The only 

people who typically did frequent his palace were his favorites, especially Diego Arias de 

Avila, who continued to receive property in Andalusia in the form of land grants from the 

king. Gomez, Rodrigo and their allies would have preferred to be recipients of land grants 

from the monarch themselves. They believed that they had a better chance of collecting 

them if they were closer to Enrique. The knights also would have preferred for the king to 

establish a court either in Burgos, Valladolid or Toledo, since these cities traditionally 

served as the center of the Castilian monarchy. They reasoned that the nobility might be 

able to counsel Enrique on important decisions if they could approach him more easily. 

At the very least, they believed that it would be more difficult for the king to shrug off 

their requests and demands. 

Our poet carries this theme further with analogies from other contexts in which he 

and his audience participated such as hunting, sailing and war; 

1S. Onbres darmas syn ginetes 
perezosa fazen guerra; 
las naos sin los barquetes 
mal se syruen dela tierra 
los menudos syn mayores 
son corredores syn salas; 
los grandes syn los menores 
como falcones sin alas.^ 

In essence, Gomez addresses the collaborative nature of the medieval system. He 

observes that once the natural balance of power is challenged or distorted, the societal 

structure breaks down. To conclude, he refers once more to the medieval authorities 

^ Paz y Meba, ed.. Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 192. The last Diaz de Toledo does not consider few stanzas in his 
gloss. Rodriguez-Pu^olas, Poesta Critica, 214. 
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whom he had consulted for wisdom on this matter, extending the nautical metaphor used 

in St. 15: 

18. Todos los sabios dixeron 
que las cosas mai regidas 
quanto mas alto subieron 
mayores dieron caydas. 
Por esta causa re9elo 
que mi pueblo con sus calles 
avra de venir al suelo 
por falta de gouemalles.^^ 

Gomez's Exclamation received acclaim shortly after he wrote it. It appeared in 

many manuscripts and the earliest copy found to date is in the Cancionero de Juan 

Fernandez de Ixar (BN 2882).'"*' This codex presents five generations of cancionero 

poetry from c. 1430 to c. 1540. Our poet's satirical/moral composition is found alongside 

the works of the most respected artists of his time, including Juan de Mena, Feman Perez 

de Guzman and the Marques de Santillana. His Continuacion a las coplas de los siete 

pecados Mortales is also found in the Cancionero de Juan Fernandez de Ixar and 

Azaceta believes that both works were recorded in this same codex at some point in the 

1460s.However, his assertion is not recognized by Gladys Rivera who states that the 

earliest known version of the Continuacion is found in BN 7817.'^° Since BN 7817 was 

composed in the 1480s, Rivera must be incorrect. The satirical/moral theme of 

Manrique's selected works is common to the works of this portion of the manuscript 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, voL 1 p. 193; Rodriguez-Pudrtolas, Poesia Critica, 193. 
Jose Maria Azaceta, ed., Cancionero de Juan Fernandez de Ixar, (Madrid; C.S.I.C., 1956) vol. I pp. 

237-242. 
^ For infonnation regarding the dating of the Hrst and earliest section of BN 2882, cf Azaceta, ed., 
Fernandez de Ixar. xx; Charles Aubrun, "Inventaire des sources pour Tetude de la poesie castillane au XVe 
si^le," EstutUos dedicados a Menendez Pidal 4 (19S3); 30S. 

Azaceta, ed., Fernandez de bear, vol. 1 pp. 180-226; Rivera, ed., Coplas, 30. 
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which tells of the kingdom's fear of the corruption of its leaders. These poems had 

become popular because they reflected the concerns of the time and did so in an 

entertaining fashion. 

The popularity of the Exclamation is also attested to by the fact that it is the 

earliest of Manrique's work to receive critical literary attention. The first to explicate 

Manrique's poetry was none other than Pedro Diaz de Toledo, who evidently glossed the 

work for his master, Alfonso Carrillo. According to his introduction, Diaz had been 

struck by a conversation on Gomez's poem that had been conducted in his presence. As 

he explains, several of the knights debated with Carrillo over the meaning of a certain 

passage of our poet's Exclamation.He thus sets the premise for the gloss that he 

provides the Archbishop of Toledo, since it is clear that an "expert opinion" is called for 

to put Manrique's authority to the test. Diaz demonstrates his keen knowledge of the 

classics throughout his gloss of Manrique's work, citing Aristotle, St. Jerome, Homer, 

Virgil and many others whose works served as the foundation of knowledge for the 

medieval world. Diaz then segues to a description of the great men of Castile who had 

also used verse for noble intentions, such as Fem^ Perez de Guzmw and the Marques de 

Santillana. Diaz, a former retainer of the marques, had glossed Santillana's best-known 

work as well, the Proverbios or Centiloquio written for Prince Enrique's own 

education.^^^ In Diaz's estimation, Gomez's decision to carry on the literary tradition in 

Castile will also place him in history for his wise words; 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, voL 2 p. 230. 
ffiigo Lopez de Mendoza, (Marqu^ de Santillana), Los proverbios con su glosa (Sevilla, 1494), ed. 

facsimil, Incimables Po^cos Castellanos #11 (Valencia; Artes Graflcas Soler, 196^. 
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"Principta e comien^a assi mesmo aqueste cauallero 
Gomez Manrrique, el qua!, sy el tiempo le da lugar a 
continuar, e continua, yra enel alcan^e alos caualleros 
nonbrados, e publicara su yngenio de buenas e fructuosas 
cosas. Vea, seAor, vuestra seiioria como para tan pequefia 
obra he ex9edido en aquesta prefafion e yntrodu^ion, por lo 
qua! la penola dexa de mas alargar."^'^ 

When Diaz refers to Perez de Guzman and Santillana, he does so in the past tense. 

While we are certain as to the date in which Santillana expired, it has been estimated that 

the Lord of Batres passed away two years later in 1460.^^ This affirmation establishes 

the a quo for Diaz's gloss of the Exclamation. It also aids us in understanding Gomez's 

role in the poetic circle of Castile as the one who would continue to develop the genre of 

noble didactic poetry. Diaz is delighted that another autodidactic noble had arrived in 

Castile, especially one whose political aspirations coincided with his own. By preparing a 

glossed text of the Exclamation, the renowned translator was honoring Manrique with 

the affirmation that he indeed was skilled in the literary tradition that Santillana and Perez 

de Guzm^ had upheld in the prior generation. 

Diaz is particularly impressed by Manrique's verse in st. 12, 'Mas cortes sin 

caualleros | son como manos sin guantes," in which he compares a king without his court 

as being similar to hands without gloves. Diaz was intrigued enough by the verse that 

he provided a definition of the word "corte" for his reader's education, explaining that it 

Paz y Meiia, ed., Canciomro, vol. 2 p. 234. 
Perez de Guzm^ Generuciones, ed. Tate, xi. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 191; vol. 2 p. 274. 
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is a derivative of the Latin cohors.̂  ̂ Similar to the word curia from the same language, 

cohors, he reminds us, means to describe the place where all "cures" or decisions are 

made with respect to all aspects of governance.Diaz agrees wholeheartedly with our 

poet's comparison. He explains that the king is unable to protect his kingdom from war 

and decadence without his knights. To afHrm the wisdom of Manrique's statement, Diaz 

quotes Solomon's Proverbs 14.28; "In a multitude of people is the glory of a king, | but 

without people a prince is ruined." The authority of the most wealthy and wise king of 

the Bible was incontrovertible. It clearly served Diaz (and, indirectly, our poet) in his 

defense of this key verse to the Archbishop of Toledo. 

To further illustrate our poet's analogy, Diaz cites an anecdote well known to the 

intellectual readership of his time in which Seneca and Nero, tutor and pupil, supposedly 

discussed the troubles of the empire. The Marques de Santillana's former translator 

extracted this memoir from the Octavia, a text that had been attributed in the Middle 

Ages to the Spanish-bom Roman.^^' Nero explains his disgust with the corrupt men in his 

court and his desire to assassinate them all, believing that this would guarantee him the 

freedom to do what he desired. Seneca, however, advised him against committing such a 

violent act, because it was the emperor's duty to be forgiving and just. The stoic 

reminded the impetuous Roman emperor of the need for virtue to be exemplified by the 

ruler 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2. p. 276. The Latin etymon is Cohors, -oriis, its verb cohaereo, 
haesi. -haesum. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 276. 
Modem scholarship tends to refiite the notion that Seneca composed the Ociavia, as it includes textual 

references to Nero's death. Seneca (d. 65 AD) committed suicide before Nero's demise. Cf. Octavia. in 
Seneca's Tragedies, ed. and trans. Frank Justus Miller, vol. 2. (Cambridge; Harvard UP, 1960) 405. 
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"~A ty, actor de paz, juez de linaje humanal, padre de la 
patria de tu reyno, Roma suplica aue guardes este nonbre, e 
te recomienda a tus cibdadanos."' ^ 

Diaz limits his annotations to the first twelve stanzas. He concludes his gloss with 

a declaration of the need for peace in order for God to honor a kingdom with prosperity 

through virtue. Diaz tells us that all citizens must therefore demand that their leaders 

work for peace, which is suggestive of the climate in which he chose to explicate 

Manrique's work. If Manrique's Exclamagion continued to peak the interest of readers in 

the archbishop's court, the turbulent context to which it corresponds had probably not 

changed significantly and perhaps had even worsened at the time in which Diaz chose to 

interpret it for his readers. Certainly, from 1458-1468, years in which Gomez served as 

the steward of the archbishop's household, there were few moments of peace for Castile. 

In this early phase, Gomez, his brothers, the archbishop and several other nobles had not 

yet banded together with the common purpose of deposing their monarch. Yet as they 

continued to be displaced, the nobility began to react. Gomez's Exclamation is an 

example of the first manifestation of literary protest against the king. Our poet's work is 

less mocking of the shortcomings of Enrique and his contingent than it is a lesson of 

utmost importance for all those in charge of a nation. Unlike the writers of other popular 

works circulated at this time, Gomez revealed his authorship. He must not have feared the 

consequences of his honest presentation of the egregious corruption that he identified in 

his poem since it was tempered by the sound advice he offered the reader. However, 

other contemporary works, such as the Coplas del Provincial and the Capias de Mingo 

Paz y Melia, ed. Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 277. 
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Revulgo, were so scathing that their authors remain anonymous to this day. The acerbic 

wit employed in their invective against particular court figures had prevented the skillful 

authors of these works from revealing themselves. Rodriguez-Puertolas has since argued 

that the lAigo de Mendoza (c. 142S-c. 1508), author of the Vita Christi and later chaplain 

and poet within the court of Queen Isabel, wrote Mingo Revulgo, though this powerful 

and well-respected cleric and writer never admitted to composing the satire.^ It, as well 

as the Provincial, singled out and mocked the king and several members of the Castilian 

nobility, especially those whom Enrique favored. The invective found in our poet's 

Exclamation is tame by comparison, merely a panorama of the backwardness of the 

current governance of Castile. Rather than citing the specific sins that had been 

committed by the most powerful administrators, clerics and knights, of the kingdom, 

Manrique instead exhorts them to follow his advice and to correct the many unnecessary 

political errors that dismayed him so. After having witnessed and participated in the 

bloodshed of the past twenty years in Castile, Gomez, a veteran of many battles, would 

have instead sought, as Diaz de Toledo explains, to educate the powerful to seek peace in 

the kingdom.'®' 

Unfortunately for Gomez, as well as for the Kingdom of Castile, Enrique IV had 

not learned from the lessons of other poets, such as the Marques de Santillana, who had 

written didactic poems for his benefit when he was a child. Since Diaz glossed both 

Santillana's Proverbios and Manrique's Exclamagion, we can assume that he in particular 

^ Rcxlriguez-Ehiertolas, Poesia critica, 219. 
"Ca todos procuren la bien queren9ia del principe, por prosperar e vaier mas, dize que conuiene que se 

confomien a el enlas costumbres suyas." Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 253. 
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wished to convey the lessons to Enrique that he had not already learned or had chosen to 

ignore.'^^ Enrique continued to stir up the nobility by favoring a select few. There was 

tension between the handful of favorites as well, especially when Enrique had singled out 

Beltran de la Cueva as his closest advisor. According to Palencia, de la Cueva's father 

had arranged for him to enter the royal court upon Enrique's accession.His presence 

was instandy felt and he became increasingly recognized by the king in official meetings. 

By 1457, even Miguel Lucas de Iranzo and Juan Pacheco, who had until this point been 

his closest advisors, knew that Beltran de la Cueva had superseded them in their own 

long-standing rivalry for the king's utmost affection.'^ As a consequence, they, too, 

began to make demands on Enrique. The king's playing of favorites had cost him the 

loyalty of the two knights who had supported him since his coronation. 

Rebellion Looms Over Castile 

Toward the end of 1460, Alfonso Carrillo and his band of allies, including the 

entire Manrique family, the Count of Haro, and the second Marques de Santillana, Diego 

Hurtado de Mendoza, once more attempted to negotiate a peace accord with the King of 

^ The following stanza from Santillana's Proverbios is a lesson especially pertinent to Enrique's failings 
during his reign; 

6. "E sea la tu respuesta 
muy graciosa 
no terca ni soberuiosa 
mas honesta; 
O fijo quan poco cuesta 
bien fablar 
e sobrado a menazar 
poco presta. (ffiigo Lopez de Mendoza, (Marqufe de Santillana), Los Proverbios con su glosa (Sevilla, 

1494), ed. facsimil. Incunablcs Poeticos Castellanos #11 (Valencia: Artes Graflcas Soler, 1965) x. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance. t 1 lib. 5 ch. 3 pp. 178-9. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. S ch. 3 p. 179. 
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Castile.'^' They repeated their five essential demands that Enrique was to meet in order to 

earn their fidelity. Four of these required the king to work for justice in Castile. He was to 

respect and uphold the laws and duties of the throne as well as elect a royal council. The 

nobles also expected the king to appoint a group of honest citizens as tax collectors. He 

was also to elect a new batch of municipal governors to put an end to the corruption in 

the cities and towns and the rioting that it had provoked. Finally, and true to their desire 

to expand the territories of the kingdom that they controlled, the Archbishop of Toledo's 

federation pleaded for a renewal of war with Granada. At first, Enrique became angry at 

their demands and refused to negotiate with the alliance.^^ However, Pacheco and Giron 

thought that it would be wise for him to eliminate the threat of the Archbishop of 

Toledo's league before embarking on his new plan to invade Navarre once more.^^ Upon 

hearing of Catalui^a's rebellion against Juan II de Navarra, Enrique decided to take 

advantage of his enemy's sudden weakness and deployed soldiers to the Navarrese 

border.^ Perhaps in an attempt to divert the federation's attention, or perhaps simply to 

guarantee that they would not become a fiirther obstacle to his attack on the Aragonese 

kingdom, Enrique agreed to meet with Carrillo and the Manrique brothers at Buitrago del 

Lozoya to work out an agreement.^ But the Archbishop of Toledo's contingent learned 

Palencia, Gesta Hispameraia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 6 ch. I p. 223. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 6 ch. 1 p. 224. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t 1 lib. 6 ch. I p. 228. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 6 ch. 1 p. 226. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 6 ch. 2 p. 228. It is also to be noted hete 
that Pedro Manrique, second Count of Treviflo, is listed among the Manrique brothers present, and is 
described as having been in the caie of Rodrigo Manrique. Hence, Rodrigo was able to raise his nephew to 
be a knight as his older brother had requested in his will. The second Count of Trevifio was easily swayed 
to the side of the king, however. He later betrayed the federation by marrying Guiomar de Castro. 
Enrique's former concubine. Cf. Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance. L 1 lib. 7 ch. 4 p. 
300. 
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that the sovereign had assembled his army at the Navarrese border and no deal was made. 

Enrique's planned invasion was also foiled. Alfonso de Navarra, the King of Navarre's 

illegitimate son, attacked Enrique's soldiers at the border, which sent them running back 

to Castile.^™ Enrique subsequently abandoned his campaign because the French had 

already aligned themselves with Juan II de Navarra in his siege against the rebels in 

Cataluila. In return for their military force, Juan II de Navarra had offered the French the 

rights to control PerpifSan if they were able to wrest it from its citizens.^'* The French 

army had grown powerful and Enrique decided not to challenge them. This moment is the 

source of the conflict discussed in the Introduction, in which the future Fernando V de 

Castilla must rescue his father from the rebellion of 1473. 

In the middle of this renewed interest in war with Aragon, Enrique's second wife, 

Juana de Portugal, gave birth to Juana de Castilla in Madrid on 28 February 1462.'^ It 

had been the couple's first pregnancy and many suspected that Beltran de la Cueva had 

substituted for Enrique in the copulative act.^^ Despite the rumors, the king ordered the 

nobility as well as his half-siblings, Isabel and Alfonso, to swear fealty to Juana as the 

legitimate heir to the throne in a ceremony held on 9 May 1462.^^^ Ironically, due to the 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 6 ch. 4 p. 234. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. 6 ch. 4 p. 234. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds., Tate and Lawrance, 600. Vidal believes that Juana was bom around 
6 March of the same year (Vidal, "Obra literaria," 82). Azcona, however, cites the Anales de Garci 
Sanchez, which state that she was bom on 28 Febmary of that year (Azcona, Isabel, 44). In further studies, 
be also concluded that she was sworn in as legitimate heir to the throne on 9 May 1462. Cf. Azcona, Juana 
de Castilla, 141. 
^ Palencia's opinion is the following: 'Todos los hombres de sano juicio sabtan el medio empleado para 
asegurar la preiiez de la reina. Pero 6<iui^ aflmiara el nombre del padre, si no es que en vista de las 
circunstancias se incline a atribuir el crimen a Beltran? ^ste era mayordomo del rey, y tan asiduo que 
habria tem'do en su mano el reino y la casa del rey si se hubiese secundado a la voluntad real." Palencia, 
Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. 6 ch. S pp. 23S-6. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, p. 268 n. 59. 
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many rumors that circulated about Juana de Castilla's paternity, the timing of her birth 

did not work to unify Castile as Enrique had hoped. Instead, the Castilian rebels grew 

stronger and had even garnered the support of a handful of Enrique's jealous favorites. 

Juan Pacheco, who had always been loyal to the king, now began to listen to the 

complaints of the rebels as well. His fear that he would lose the king's affection to the 

one who had most likely fathered Juana de Castilla had enticed him to play both sides 

against each other for his own benefit. Along with his brother, Pedro Giron, Pacheco 

approached Alfonso Carrillo. Together, the three planned to force the king to reconcile 

with them. All of them finally met in July of 1462 at the monastery of La Sisla, just 

outside of Toledo, to negotiate terms under which peace could be reached."' 

Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila 

In addition to the many difficulties that the federation encountered, they also 

suffered financial trickery on the part of Enrique's chief accountant, Diego Arias de 

Avila, who is briefly described at the end of Part One. During the Cortes de Toledo that 

year, the council had fixed the prices of the market values with the supposed intent of 

lowering prices within the kingdom. The result was that merchants, unable to make a 

profit, were forced to sell their businesses to Arias. The royal accountant then resold the 

businesses at a higher price, thus realizing a tremendous profit."^ These unscrupulous 

activities on the part of Arias infuriated the archbishop's federation. Arias's activities 

may have been the inspiration behind the moral lesson that Gomez Manrique sent the 

accountant in his Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila. 

Palencia, Cesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 6 ch. 6 p. 239. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 6 ch. 6 p. 239 
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Gomez Manrique dedicates forty-seven coplas de pie quebrado to the notorious 

converso, Diego Arias de Avila (c. 1405-1466), Enrique FV's favorite accountant and 

member of the royal council.The poem must have been popular during the fifteenth 

century, having been included in at least five anthologies besides the two composed by 

Manrique himself. The poem was written as some point between 1454, the year of 

Arias's appointment, and 1464, the year in which Gomez Manrique ends his term as 

Corregidor of Burgos and permanently severs all ties that he has to the sovereign.'^ As 

we shall discuss shortly, Gomez's prose introduction indicates that, at least officially, he 

was still enlisted as one of Enrique's city governors, and, judging by its similarity to the 

Exclamation e querella de la govemagion, nearing the point of revealing himself as one 

who sought a more just sovereign. This attitude best corresponds to the approximately 

fifteen months that our poet was Corregidor of Burgos, from January 1464 to 

approximately March 1465. 

In 1454, despite the fact that the traditional two positions for royal accountants 

were filled, Enrique made Arias the third accountant, though it quickly became clear that 

he was "number one" in the king's eyes.^^ Many had questioned Enrique's selection of 

^ Alonso de Palencia sketches Arias's life in the Dicadas, (Gesta Hipaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 
1 lib. 2 ch. S pp. 57-8). Paz y Melia relies on this profile for his own treatment of Arias's biography 
(Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 353-4). The Arias family tree has been further outlined by David. M. Gitlitz in Los 
Arias Davtla de Segovia: entre la sinagoga y la iglesia. (San Francisco; International Scholars's 
Publications, 1996). 
^ \^dal believes that it may have been written as late as 1466, the year in which Arias died, however, as I 
argue in the following pages, Manrique's lesson to Arias would neither have been as effective nor as 
forceful had it been written after the "Farsa de Avila" of 1465. Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 1600 n. 1. 
^ "Tenia entonfe el rey don lohan dos contadores mayores, el uno Uamado Alfonso Alvarez de Toledo y 
el otro lohan de Bivero; y el prin^ipe don Enrique tenia por su contador mayor a Diego Arias de Avila, el 
qual era muy conforme a la voluntad suya; e como quiera que la costunbre destos reynos fue aver dos 
contadores mayores e no mas, al rey don Enrrique plogo que todos tres fiiesen contadores mayores, lo qual 
se afirma que fizo, porque Alfonso Alvarez de Toledo e lohan de Bivero le syrvieron con cada quinientos 
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Arias as the man in charge of the Royal Treasury. Palencia considered Diego Arias's rise 

to power as an early example of the corruption that Enrique had allowed to develop.^^ In 

his first Decada, he describes how this New Christian from Avila, known only as Diego, 

had begun making a living in Segovia by selling stolen property and singing Arabic 

CQ t 
songs. Palencia jests that later, as a tax collector for Enrique, Diego had bought an 

inexpensive yet speedy horse that enabled him to flee from angry villagers after he had 

collected their rents, earning the nickname Diego Volante}^ At some point as a tax 

collector, Diego committed a crime punishable by death but, miraculously, Enrique, who 

would not to be crowned for another nine years, spared his life. He also assigned the 

nefarious tax collector the last name of Arias and, as early as 1443, made him his 

personal secretary .'" Palencia explains how, once in the favor of the prince, those who 

had sought to condemn him came to revere him as soon as it became clear that he was 

under royal protection.'*^ Throughout Enrique's reign. Arias was among the few nobles 

to maintain close relationships with both the king and his favorite, Juan Pacheco, the 

Marques de Villena. His friendship with both allowed him to serve not only as a royal 

accountant and secretary, but also as an ambassador in certain instances such as the 

marcos de plata porque les dexase los oflfios quanto biviesen, lo qual asy se puso en obra" (jCronica 
anonima, ed. Sanchez-Parra, ch. 5 p. 14). 
^ Palencia Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 2 ch. 5 pp. 57-8. 

Diego's name before his conversion to Christianity in 1411 was Ysaque Abenacar (Gitlitz, Los Arias 
Ddvila, 7). 
^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Ddvila, 38. '^Volante" is derived from Palencia's use of the term Volans. This is a 
more accurate translation than Paz y Melia's derivation Volador. (Paz y Melia, Cronica de Enrique IV, vol. 

Gitlitz speculates that he had embezzled money from Enrique {Los Arias Ddvila, 11). Note also that his 
surname is "Arias," not "Arias," as Liss has mistakenly printed in her biography of Isabel {Isabel the 
^een, 48,61). 

"Una vez enriquecido y distinguido con favor tan especial, los mismos jueces que lo condenaron lo 
honraban" (Palencia, Gesta Hipaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 2 ch. S p. 58). 
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disbanding of the rebel militia led by the Count of Haro, Pedro Femwdez de Velasco, 

and Archbishop Carrillo in 1457.'*' 

As a result of his closeness to the idng. Arias became one of the most wealthy and 

powerful members of Castilian society. He had been granted land such as the estate and 

castle of Puflonrostro, as well as land in over one hundred Castilian towns.'^ His family 

also prospered from the royal favor that Enrique had extended him. Diego's first bom 

son, Pedro, led successful raids into Granada after his father had encouraged the king to 

allow more incursions into Muslim territory in order to gain new revenue.'^ Pedro's own 

son, also named Diego Arias, eventually became the regidor of both Segovia and Madrid, 

a member of the royal council, and married Marina de Mendoza, the illegitimate daughter 

of the second Marques de Santillana, Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, thereby establishing 

ceo 
political ties with the wealthiest family in Castile. The royal accountant's second son, 

Juan (c. 1436-1497), joined the priesthood and became even more powerful, eventually 

obtaining the title of Bishop of Segovia. During his term, Juan Arias was politically 

Gitlitz, Los Arias Davila, 15. 
^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Davila, 19. 
^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Davila, 14. It is also worth noting that his son, Pedro Arias de Avila, was a successful 
raider for the Crown during this time {Cronica anonima, ed. Sanchez Parra, ch. 3S p. 72). This may 
indicate that Arias's advice was also self-serving, in that his son benefited from the newly declared war 
gainst Granada 

Gitlitz, Los Arias Davila, 63-4. Unaware of Gitliz's biography, Vidal mistakenly reports that Mendoza 
married Juan Arias de Avila ("Obra literaria," p. 1600 n. 1). Rodriguez-Puertolas incorrectly reports that 
Diego Arias himself married a relative of the Marques de Santillana (Poesia critica, 192). As a 
consequence, the error made by Rodriguez Pu^olas is repeated in Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate 
and Lawrance, pp. 81 n. 18. ITiere also exists confusion as to whether or not Marina de Mendoza was the 
daughter of the second Marqu  ̂de Santillana as stated by Benzion Netanyahu, {The Origins of the 
Inquisition in Fifteenth Century Spain, [New York: Random House, c.1995] 121), or if she was the 
daughter of Pec^o Lasso de la Vega and Juana Carrillo, the niece of the Archbishop of Toledo (Jose 
Amador de los Rios, Historia social, politico y religiosa de los judios de Espana y Portugal, [Buenos 
Aires: Editorial Bajel, 1943] vol. 2 p. 90). 
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active in the Church, dying in Rome shortly after he was wounded while defending the 

pope against a riot.^"' 

Due to his rapid ascent in the king's favor, coupled with his Jewish origins and 

shady past as a tax collector, Diego Arias was an easy target for ridicule by the nobility 

and clergy who had sided against Enrique. In an attempt to explain the special treatment 

extended to Arias, many accused him of being one of the king's homosexual lovers.^^ 

The most common attack that his enemies leveled against him, however, was his 

ethnicity. In the Coplas del Provincial, the poetic voice slanders the Arias family crest 

that the monarch had created for him. The anonymous voice of the satirical poem 

describes that the image of the cross included among the Arias heraldry does less to 

denote his religious nature than it does to show his ancestors's responsibility for Christ's 

death.^^' Though it appears that the accountant and his wife, Elvira, also a convert to 

Christianity during childhood, appeared to be devout Christians, Arias was slandered for 

^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Ddvila, 92. 
^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Ddvila, 17. Cf. also Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. 2 
ch. 5 p. 58. 

Gitlitz iLos Arias Ddvila, 17) includes the reference in his text, also found in Rodriguez-Pu^oias 
(JPoesia critica, 245). Note the reference to Arias's circumcision; 
" A ti, fray Diego Arias, puto 
que eres y fuiste judio, 
contigo no me disputo, 
que tienes gran sefiorio; 
iguila, Castillo y cruz, 
dime de ddnde te viene, 
pues que tu pija capuz 
nunca la tuvo ni tiene: 
...Aguila, Castillo y cruz, 
dime, ^de d6nde te viene, 
pues que tu pija capuz 
nunca la tuvo ni tiene? 

El aguila es de San Juan 
y el Castillo de Emaus 
y en la cruz puse a Jesus 
siendo yo alH capitan." 
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continuing to observe Jewish rites. These accusations persisted in spite of the fact that he 

donated vast portions of his land for the construction of convents and religious hospitals 

in Segovia and that his second son, Juan, became one of the most powerful religious 

leaders in Castile.''^ Even after Diego's death in 1466, his family was attacked for being 

conversos falsos. One of the most notable series of poetic barbs came from another 

converso whose duty was to handle money. Rodrigo Cota, the treasurer of Toledo, 

ridicules a wedding for one of Arias's grandsons in his Epitalamio Burlesco. Cota asserts 

that because he was a devout Christian, he was not invited to attend for fear that he would 

witness what his verse satirizes as a "more Jewish than Christian ceremony."^'^ The 

preface to the Epitalamio states that Queen Isabel, after hearing the poem, approved of its 

message, deeming the Arias family to be "thieves."''^ 

The royal accountant was also ridiculed in verse for being politically corrupt, an 

example of the many poor decisions that Enrique had made and had stubbornly refused to 

change. It has been suggested that Arias is the "lobo camicero" disguised as a sheep 

among the Castilian "flock" in the Coplas de Mingo Revulgo.̂  ̂ In the Coplas de la 

panadera, the "panadera" claims to see the accountant speaking as if he were a doctor 

^ Gitlitz, Lx>s Arias Davila, 23-4. Gitlitz citcs evidence from the Inquisition's records to suggest that the 
Arias de Avila family had continued to observe many of the rituals of both religions. 
^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Davila, 23-4. Francisco Cantera Burgos describes the relationship between the two 
converso families, who had manied into each other, as Pedrarias's second marriage was to Rodrigo's sister 
Maria, Ei poeta Ruy Sanchez Cola (Rodrigo Cota) y su familia de judios conversos, (Madrid; Universidad 
de Madrid-Facultad de Filosofla y Letras, 1970) pp.22-36. Relations between the Cota and Arias families 
grew strained due to imsuccessful financial dealings. Cf Gregory Kaplan, "The Intersection of Literature 
and Society; The 'Converso Poetics' of Rodrigo Cota" (Doctoral Dissertation. University of Pennsylvania, 
1994) 150-152. 
^ Foulche-Delbosc, ed., Cancionero Castellano, vol. 2 p. 588. 
^ Rodriguez-Puertolas considers Beltrm de la Cueva to be to the one whom Mingo refers {Poesia critica, 
224). Gitlitz, however, offers evidence to suggest that the "lobo camicero" is a reference to Arias's 
ownership of many slaughterhouses in Segovia (Los Arias Davila, 18). If tiiigo de Mendoza did. in fact, 
seek to ridicule Arias, the ante quern for the Coplas de Xlingo Revulgo would be 1466. 
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and dressed as if he were a nurse, yet he had no skills in either profession.^^ It is possible 

that the Panadera is referring to his perceived role as the assassin of his enemy. Fray 

Alonso de Espina (d. 1466). Espina was another converso under the protection of Enrique 

IV, serving as the king's confessor. He had become a well-respected clergyman for his 

anti-Semitic preaching. Around 14SS, Espina had ordered the citizens of Segovia to 

express their true faith by wearing either Christ's image or his name on their hats. When 

Arias discovered that many of his converso servants had begun to wear the new 

adornment on their hats, he became so angry that he refused to pay any of them until they 

removed all images of Christ from their heads.Arias would have been especially 

fearful after Espina wrote his Fortalitum fidei in 1459, in which he called for an 

inquisition to eradicate the observance of all Jewish practices in Spain. As a Segovian 

whose family converted to Christianity after Vincent Ferrer had come to the city in 1411 

to preach against his own race. Arias would have recognized the dangers of Espina's 

propaganda, as it was directed against him and the very people he had protected.Upon 

the death of Espina, rumors circulated that Arias had poisoned him with herbs given him 

by Enrique's Jewish physician. Master Xemaya, a friend of Arias and an unpopular 

citizen of Segovia.^'' 

Despite Gitlitz's assertion that Gomez Manrique's poem to Arias is neither truly 

satirical nor an attack on the accountant's ethnicity, further analysis of the tone and 

subject matter of the Coplas shows that Manrique's intent is indeed a warning. Our poet 

^ Rodriguez-Pu^olas, Poesia crilica, 139-40. 
^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Ddvila, 44. 
^ Amador de ios Rios, Los judios de Espanay Portugal, vol. 2 pp. 90-2. 
^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Ddvila, 45. These rumors may be unfounded, however. It is possible that Arias 
preceded Espina in death. In either case, the Panadera depicts Arias as an impostor. 
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wishes to communicate that Arias's ethnicity, as well as his quick and ill-reputed rise to 

favor in the court of a perverse king were considered strikes against him by the old 

Castilian nobility.^ Unlike Espina and the Cartagena/Santa Maria families, whose 

influence in court was based on their intelligence, devotion to Christ and positions within 

the Church, Arias's wealth and power came at the expense of other nobles such as 

Manrique and his family. Manrique's resentment of Arias rings clear in the subject matter 

of the letter/prologue and the poem it introduces. For Manrique, whose voice in this 

instance represented not simply his own but that of the entire nobility. Arias's past 

obligated him to be a more responsible accountant than others, since it placed him under 

greater scrutiny. 

The introductory letter to the Coplas begins with such trepidatio that Manrique's 

intent comes into question. Its subject matter and tone indicate that it was composed after 

the verses that follow it. Gomez first apologizes to Arias for a work that the accountant 

had previously requested of Manrique and found unsatisfactory.^' Our poet offers the 

new batch of couplets, explaining that its message will probably not meet the 

accountant's demands, since he is not a good enough poet to fill him with the praise that 

Arias seeks-®°^ 

^ While Gitlilz writes "Pero es que de todos (the poets who write to Arias) solamente Gomez Mamique no 
escribia satiricamente, y no en tono burlesco" {Los Arias Davila, 18). Menradez y Pelayo, and Amador de 
los Rios each observed independently that the poem is an indirect form of political satire {Historia de la 
poesia castellana, vol. 2 p. 379; Los judios de EspaHay Portugal, vol. 2 p. 93 n. 1). 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2. p. 65. 
^ "... quiero poner fyn a la presente pidiendovos por mercet que non el eleuado estilo, no la gentil 
eloquencia, no el dulce e polido consonar, no las adulaciones desta obra, de todas caresciente rescibays, 
mas la voluntad e claridad de animo con que a vuestra requesta se nzo;"(Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 
2 p. 67). 
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In spite of the introduction in which Manrique addresses Diego Arias de Avila as 

the recipient of the poem, it cannot be determined whether or not Manrique originally 

wrote the letter for Arias's benefit, as its contents suggest. He might have written it as a 

ploy to further expose Arias to his courtly audience as an individual unable to handle the 

indirect satire within its verses. Manrique writes that he was at first dismayed by Arias's 

request to dedicate additional trobas to him, which our poet interprets as an appeal to 

retract the Coplas. Manrique, falsely, it would seem, apologizes for his lack of eloquence. 

He also urges Don Diego not to follow his own example as a statesman, instead asking 

him to heed the sound advice he offers in his poem. As shown in previous works that we 

have explicated from this time in our poet's life, Gomez takes pride in supporting his 

theses with the words and deeds of many classical authorities, such as Sallust, to 

reinforce his advice to Arias. Upon reading these many examples, the accountant must 

leam to beware of the unpredictable nature of Fortune, as well as the unpredictability of 

the court. To protect himself, he can only serve the kingdom as a just accountant.^^ In 

the letter, Manrique clearly distinguishes himself from his dedicatee, stating that he is 

satisfied with his economic status and has nothing to fear, because God has granted him 

more than he deserves. As we shall discuss shortly, the degree of our poet's "modest 

living" is relative and subject to conjecture. Nonetheless, his contentment, he explains, 

allows him to go beyond the customary flattery—which is probably what the accountant 

had wanted to receive from our poet—to provide him with sound advice, regardless of 

^ Paz y Meiia ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 66. 
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whether his poem is at times ofTensive.^ In another move to distinguish himself from 

Arias, a newcomer to the exclusive nobility, Gomez indicates that he has been in the 

service of Enrique IV since his childhood and that he is content to serve him as long as 

Fortune, that unpredictable controller of fate, allows it.^' This statement suggests that, as 

we considered in Chapter One, our poet had traveled with the prince's court as a child. It 

also is an ironic statement if we are to consider the context of the next few years. 

Manrique, along with his entire family, declared war against the monarch in 1465. 

Without hesitation, the family exalts Alfonso de Castilla as their new King of Castile.^ 

The poem itself is written in octosyllabic coplas with a rhyme scheme not unlike 

those employed by the copleros of the Panadera, Provincial and Mingo Revulgo. It 

begins with a three-stanza invocation in the name of "Joannis Primo," or Christ as the 

"Word" and subject of the first verse of the fourth Gospel; 

1. De los mas el mas perfecto, 
en los grandes el mayor, 
ynfinido sabidor, 
de mi, rudo trobador, 
toma sotil e discreto; 
que sin ti ni prosa nin rimo 
es fundada, 
nin se puede fazer nada. 

^Apparently, however, the poem did offend. Manrique alludes to this effect in his letter/prologue. In the 
preface to the poem as transcribed in Fernando del Castillo's Cancionero General "Otra obra del mismo a 
Diegarias Contador de Rey Don Juan por que no le quiso acceptar vn libramiento suyo antes le hizo 
peda^os diziendo al portador que si no le hazia algunas coplas que no le libraria jamas" (Antonio 
Rodriguez-Mofiino, ed, Madrid: RAE, 19S8), fol. 46v. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 67. Gomez's statement, "...excelente Rey, nuestro Sefior, en cuyo 
seruicio gaste la mayor parte de mi nifi^ e, sy Dios lo permitiera, e mi ventura non lo destoruara, quisiera 
gastar todas las otras hedades, non r^ta que perder, synon la vida..." suggests that he may have even 
written this letter before he publicly declared hii^lf an enemy of Enrique IV. 
*** Luciano Serrano, Los Reyes Catolicos y la ciudad de Burgos (desde 1451 a 1492), (Madrid: C.S.I.C 
Institute Jeronimo Zurita, 1943) p. 74 n. 29. 
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Joannis primo.^ 

His double entendre referring to Christ as the "Word" is, much like the prologue, 

indicative of great humility, thus showing that the poet was aware of the offensive nature 

of his poetic message. Manrique pleads that Christ, "the Word," convert his speech, the 

advice of a "rudo trobador," into verse that is "sotil et discreto." In doing so, he also is 

indirectly reminding Arias of the power that Christ holds over him. Effectively, by 

reminding his reader of the first verse of John, Manrique has evoked a chain of images to 

remind Arias of his recent conversion. St. 2 follows with antithetical imagery to further 

develop the theme of Christ's power to "turn the world upside down," which is an 

allusion to Arias's own "conversion" from a poor, unscrupulous tax collector to the 

individual that the king trusted most to record his fmancial transactions; 

2. Tu que das lenguas a mudos, 
fazer los baxos sobir, 
e alos altos decendir, 
tu que fazes conuertir 
los muy torpes en agudos, 
Conuierte mi grand rudeza 
e ynorancia 
en vna grande abundancia 
de sabieza.®" 

^ While Paz y Melia does not interpret the reference, there have been a few incorrect guesses regarding 
the meaning of "'Joannis Prima." Schoiberg very boldly, and very incorrectly believed that our poet 
referred to the cousin of John the Baptist, or Christ; "Es incomprensible que en la Antoiogia de los 
Manriques de Clasicos Ebro (Zaragoza, 1966), pag. S8, la nota diga que *^Johannis primo' es 'E>rimo de 
Juan, refiritedose a Juan II.' EI primo de Juan (Bautista) es, claro esti, Jesiis" (Jntroduccidn a la poesia, p. 
96 n. 12). Rodriguez-Pu^olas (1981. p. 197) believes it to be Juan el Primero, or John the Evangelist, 
author of the fourth Gospel as well as the Revelations. Vidal also is confused by the reference C^Obra 
literaria," p. 1603 n. 11. It is clear that Gomez was not simply naming the author of the fourth Gospel. 
Instead, he was invoking the '^Word," which, as the first verse of John explains to its reader, was God and 
was with God before time began, to appear as Christ on Earth. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 68. 
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The statements here should have been especially meaningful for Arias. The accountant 

was one of the "baxos" who, as a New Christian protected by the king, was given the 

opportunity to rise in station. 

Manrique continues to employ antithesis, yet his humble, sympathetic tone is 

revealed as no more than a literary device. Our poet is satirical when he appeals to the 

"grandes ocupaciones" that should preclude Arias from retaliating against him for his 

satire; 

6. For no te ser enojoso 
fuyre las dilaciones, 
pues que tus negociaciones 
y grandes ocupaciones 
te dexan poco reposo 
avn para lo nescessario 
al biuir, 
quanto mas para seguir 
lo voluntario.®" 

Once past the invocation, the poem's theme is singular; while Arias, like many 

other historical figures before him, rose quickly to power, his downfall could occur at an 

even faster rate.^'° The examples, imagery and rhetorical figures are therefore similar to 

those presented in other didactic poems of the time, such as Juan de Mena's Laberinto de 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 69-70. 
See St 14: 

Pues tu non te fles ya 
en la mundana priuan9a, 
en riquezas nin puxan9a, 
que con pequefia mudan^a 
todo te falles^a; 
que los tus grandes amigos 
con fauor, 
te seran con disfauor 
enemigos (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 72). 
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Fortuna, his Coplasde los siele pecados mortales, and, as explicated above, Manrique's 

Continuacion de las Coplas de los siete pecados mortales.In addition to sharing 

similar didactic imagery with Mena's philosophical works as well as with his "poesia 

moral," Manrique alludes to the same political turbulence that prompted the composition 

of Laberinto. Gomez's Coplas show the devastating effects that Fortune can have on the 

corrupt. Gomez's poem also refers to the unreliability of the Crown, of which he was 

acutely aware.®'^ While he expresses his own economic contentment, his personal 

experience as a relative of a vast clan that had lost the favor of both Juan II and Enrique 

at many different points in history made him extremely cautious in his own political 

activities. Our poet distrusted anyone who had unjustly received the favor of the king. As 

shown above, Gomez and his entire family had struggled when his father was unfairly 

imprisoned in 1437 because Juan IFs favorite, Alvaro de Luna, wanted to eliminate any 

trouble that the adelantado mayor could have caused him. We have also considered 

Gomez's sympathy toward his slightly older (and perhaps closest) sister, Juana, the 

Countess of Castro, in the letter and poem he dedicated to her and her husband during 

their own period of suffering at the hands of the biased monarchyIn spite of his 

Mario Pinna notes the similarity between the didactic imagery found in Manrique's Coplas with the 
imagery found in Lopez de Ayala's Rimado de Palacio and Jorge Manrique's Coplas por la muerte de su 
padre. Cf. "Didattismo E Poeticita Nelle «Coplas para el Seiior Diego Arias de Avila» di Gdmez 
Manrique," Annali Sezione Romama 24.1 (1982); 135^142. Pinna is not, however, aware of the historical 
background surrounding each work, nor does he provide biographical data on Arias, merely stating that 
Manrique's poem is "indirizzate a uneminentepersonaggio" (Diego i4nas<fei4viYa, 13S). 

It is worth noting that the nobles that had overthrown Luna and had detained Juan II had sought the 
protection of Prince Enrique to justify their action. Enrique, however, after having originally sided with 
them, abandoned them and aided in reinstating Luna to power as constable. His decision was by some 
considered an early sign of his own unreliability (Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 452). 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 355. 
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humble statements to the contrary, the harsh experiences he witnessed had made Gomez 

an authority on the very message that he professed to Arias. 

After listing a series of examples from classical works of ancient nations that 

suffered the turmoil of ill Fortune, Manrique returns to offer contemporary issues from 

Castile's troubled history, such as the 1445 Battle of Olmedo, in which Alvaro de Luna 

defeated the Infantes de Aragon, and in which many, including the Infante Enrique, as 

described in Part One, were killed; 

12. Si quieres que mas agerca 
fable de nuestras rigiones, 
mira las persecu^iones 
que firieron a montones 
en la su fermosa cerca; 
en la qual avn fallaras 
grandes mellas; 
jquiera Dios cerrando aquellas 
no dar mas!^*"* 

The use of the imagery of the vestiges of battle still littering the fields of Olmedo 

indicates that the event was so recent that it was still fresh in the minds of nobles such as 

Gomez who had participated in the campaign. The stanza's closing, a wish for these 

"persecu^ones" not to return, is a warning to Arias not to use his power to initiate such 

troubles. 

To reinforce his point, Gomez offers a series of historical figures who had also 

fallen from favor, eventually leading to the archetype of all failed privados, Alvaro de 

Luna himself: 

17. Bien assi como dexaron 
al pujante Condestable; 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 72. 
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en le siendo variable 
esta fortuna tnudable, 
tnuchos le desampararon; 
pues fazer deues con mando 
tales obras, 
que no temas las sofobras 
no mandando 

Just as the Manriques and other noble families despised Luna for his rise to 

power, they would have noted that Arias's rise was similar. They might even have 

predicted the accountant's fall. Luna, like Arias, began his career without any 

expectations of greatness as the illegitimate son of the royal copero mayor. Indeed, other 

nobility, and especially Palencia, hoped that Arias would go the way of his 

predecessor.^'® Only by following Manrique's poetic advice, which, evidently he did not, 

as the many examples cited above reveal, would the accountant avoid a similar fate. 

Many other comparisons follow, all of which serve to show that Arias's royal 

favor will also be short-lived if he, like Don Alvaro, creates enough enemies through 

corruption. In sts. 23-4, Manrique implies that everyone (meaning the entire nobility) 

thinks the accountant is corrupt; 

23. Que tu seyendo ynorante 
de lo tal, como lo creo, 
segund lo que de ti veo, 
algunos te fazen reo 
e reputan por culpante; 
mas yo dubdo de tu seso 
que mandase 
que bien e mal se pesase 
con vn peso.®*^ 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 73-4. 
Throughout much of his chronicle, Palencia outlines his disgust for Arias. Cf. Palencia, Gesta 

Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L llib. 4 ch. I p. 138. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 75-6. 
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Here Manrique attacks the accountant's judgment and asserts that people blame 

him for much of the corruption in the kingdom. At this point the poem has broken 

through the friendly layer of rhetoric that he may have previously maintained. Manrique 

tells Arias in the last four verses of st. 23 that the accountant is wrong to weigh good and 

evil by the same method as merchandise or money. He does so by assigning the word 

"peso" with its two potential meanings; "balance scale" and "weight of precious metal." 

Despite the many more examples of human failure along the lines of Boccaccio's De 

casibus virorum illustrium in the twenty-four stanzas that follow, Manrique's satirical 

message has become clear. 

Whether or not Arias took Manrique's advice, he never suffered the reversal of 

fortune that befell Luna. This is not to say, however, that he lived a long and successful 

life. In fact, his lack of participation in the scene of political and moral disintegration that 

characterized the later year's of Enrique's rule was not due to any effort on his own part 

but rather to the simple faa that he died quite suddenly in the year 1466.^'" Despite his 

own escape from earthly retribution, his offspring—with the exception of Juan Arias de 

Avila, who, as a member of the clergy, did not extend the family lineage—; failed to 

prosper or enjoy such good fortune under the rule of Isabel. The Catholic Queen 

appropriated their many titles, giving them to more loyal and perhaps more devout 

converso families.®'' Worse trouble ensued, too, since all of the Arias clan, with the 

Palencia reports that Arias had died before the "'Farsa de Avila." Cf. Palencia, Gesta Hisaniensia, eds. 
Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 7 ch. S p. 302. 

Gitlitz, Los Arias Ddvila, 62. 
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exclusion of Juan, was brought before the Inquisition in 1486.^^ With his family under 

attack by the inquisitorial tribunals, the fame of the Arias clan was as short-lived as the 

multiple "comparaciones" Manrique had offered him. Just as Manrique himself had 

warned in his conclusion, 

47. E non fundes tu morada 
sobre tan feble cimiento, 
mas elige con gran tiento 
de mas etema durada; 
qu' este mundo falaguero 
es syn dubda, 
pero mas presto se muda 
que febrero."' 

When they were brought before the Holy Office, the Arias family might have finally been 

able to understand Gomez's comparison of fortune's unreliable nature to that of 

February's weather. 

Negotiations Between the Federation and Aragon 

The year 1463 began with a feeble, two-month treaty established between the 

federation and the monarch. Enrique sent the Archbishop of Toledo and Juan Pacheco to 

Bayonne to mediate in the restitution of peace between France, Cataluiia and Navarre. 

Among the many nobles to follow Carrillo to Bayonne is our poet, who, as we shall see, 

becomes involved in protecting Juana Enriquez, Queen of Aragon. Through her, 

Manrique also establishes contact with her son, Fernando, Prince of Aragon and future 

King of Spain. 

^ Gitlitz, Los Arias Ddvita, 85. Also. Cf. Carlos Carrete Parrondo, Proceso inquisitorial contra los Arias 
Davila segovianos: un enfrentamienio social entre judios y conversos, (Salamanca; Universidad Pontificia) 
1986. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 84. 
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In the midst of the negotiations, Juana Enriquez, angered at insults directed 

toward her husband, Juan II de Navarra, stalled debate by upholding his honor to all those 

present.^^ The meetings were consequently broken off and, for her protection, Juana 

Enriquez was taken to the village of Larraga in the care of Alfonso Carrillo's men. While 

Palencia uses the term rehen to describe the position in which the Queen of Aragon found 

herself, under no circumstances was she threatened by Carrillo, or, for that matter, by 

Pacheco. In fact, Pacheco later placed one of his own children in the custody of the 

Queen of Aragon until Castile could meet the terms agreed to at Bayonne.^^ Vicens 

explains that Carrillo and Pacheco, though sent as the King of Castile's emissaries, had 

already begun to pursue their own interests as well and, if possible, to advance the well 

being of the King of Aragon.®^"* 

During her "abduction," our poet would have become one of the principal 

caretakers of the queen. We know that Gomez Manrique was present at L^aga at this 

time, because he is described as having traveled with Carrillo from there to meet later 

with the newly-crowned King Louis of France, Enrique IV and their respective 

counselors.^^ As the majordomo of the archbishop's estate, Gomez would have been 

ultimately responsible for her care while she was in L^aga. With years of experience as 

a knight and a corregidor, Gomez would have been well suited to the duty of royal 

guardian. In addition to his vigilance, his poetry might well have entertained the queen 

and her entourage. As we see in later years, all of Manrique's skills in the realms of both 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 6 ch. 7 p. 243. 
^ BoniUa and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 p. 285. 

Vicens, Fernando II, 134. 
^ Palencia, Gesia Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t 1 lib. 6 ch. 7 p. 244. 
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defense and lyricism would be put to good use for Isabel, her brother Alfonso, and Queen 

Juana's son, Fernando de Aragon. In this instance, while we are unable to discover any 

clear references to Queen Juana Enriquez in his poetry, Manrique's many anonymous 

love-lyrics might have pleased her as well as her young daughter, also named Juana, who 

was with her in L^aga. 

During the negotiations, Juan de Navarra was visibly upset that his wife had been 

detained by the conferees. He was also furious that in order to secure her return, he would 

have to grant Castile all that had been taken along the Navarrese border.^^^ King Juan had 

no desire to give up Estella, the principal village that Enrique wished to claim as his own. 

He decided to delay matters and, according to Palencia, renewed his interest in arranging 

a double marriage between his children, Juana and Fernando de Aragon, with Alfonso 

and Isabel de Castilla.^^ As will be seen in the next few years, his offer was extremely 

attractive to Alfonso Carrillo and his Castilian allies. 

During this period in which the Queen of Aragon was in Larraga under the care of 

the Archbishop of Toledo and presumably in direct contact with our poet, was it possible 

that Gomez was also in charge of her children? Though Palencia does not refer to either 

Juana or Fernando, this could be due to the fact that youths, royal or otherwise, seldom 

received attention in political affairs or the history that was written about these same 

events. Their names are not mentioned in any of the correspondence from the period.^^ 

Nonetheless, it is difficult to conceive of them having been separated from their mother 

^ Palencia, Gesia Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 6 ch. 7 p. 245. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 6 ch. 7 p. 245. 

Bonilla and Fita, eds.. Memorial de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 pp. 261-295. 
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for very long. Regarding the whereabouts of the infantes, Vicens writes that only Juana 

accompanied the queen to Larraga, while Fernando spent December 1462 to November 

1464 entirely in Zaragoza.^^ He explains that the Prince of Aragon does not surface in 

any documentation during this time. Vicens therefore supposes that Fernando spent these 

years in Zaragoza training to be a king. In 1463, at age eleven, however, it is difficult to 

believe that this child did not visit, or, for that matter, correspond with his mother and her 

custodians. It is at this time, perhaps, that the young prince would have considered it 

important, with the advisement of his counselors, to bestow gifts upon his mother's 

protectors in order to ensure their careful attention to her needs. It is precisely at this 

moment that Gomez may have received the gilded visor he so proudly spoke of in his 

testament that the "bienaventurado principe" Fernando, "seyendo nino," had given to 

him, as I have argued in the beginning of Part One. Unfortunately, there is no concrete 

evidence to confirm this. However, this is the period in which the young Fernando, with 

the help of his mother and father, was seeking future allies in Castile, such as the 

Archbishop of Toledo and his followers. For Gomez Manrique, this, too, was the time in 

which his absolute disenchantment with Enrique IV's governance of Castile would lead 

him to seek out more promising future leaders, such as Alfonso, Isabel and Fernando. 

Enrique, his deputies, the French, the Catalonians, and the King and Queen of 

Aragon spent the rest of 1463 negotiating in public and scheming in private. Several 

different attempts were made to arrange marriages for Isabel, Alfonso and Juana de 

Castilla, as well as for Fernando. None came to fhiition, as history has shown, but the 

Vicens, Fernando II, 137. 
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following year, when King Afonso V de Portugal visited Enrique in Jaen, the King of 

Castile surprised him by bringing Isabel, then only thirteen, whom he offered to the 

Portuguese monarch in marriage. As Palencia describes, Afonso would have married the 

beautiful young princess had it not been for the many legal and ecclesiastical barriers that 

prevented him from doing so at that moment.^^ He would continue to seek Isabel's hand 

through future negotiations with Enrique and later with Juan Pacheco, who, temporarily 

at least, had distanced himself from the monarch when it became evident that Beltran de 

la Cueva had begun to monopolize the Icing's attention. While Enrique continued to grant 

his favorite sizeable portions of land throughout Castile, Pacheco came to realize, as had 

previously those loyal to the Archbishop of Toledo, that Isabel and her brother Alfonso 

were their key to controlling Enrique and Beltran de la Cueva. If they were to argue that 

Juana de Castilla was illegitimate, then either one of Enrique's half-siblings stood to 

inherit the kingdom. They became deeply concerned therefore, when Enrique took the 

young Alfonso and placed him under arrest in Segovia.^^' Alfonso was only ten at the 

time and was a threat to Enrique only insofar as the monarch accepted the fact that his 

daughter's legitimacy could be challenged. Pacheco must have been personally offended 

to see that the prince's hereditary title of Master of the Order of Santiago was conferred 

upon Beltran de La Cueva following his imprisonment.^^^ This title, with its prestige, 

military power and enormous rents, was one of the most-coveted positions in the 

kingdom. The Marques de Villena wanted this title for himself, as did Rodrigo Manrique, 

Palencia, Gesia Hisptmiensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. I lib. 6 ch. 10 p. 252. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 7 ch. 1 p. 287. 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, p. 317 n. 17. 
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among others. Pacheco and his newfound allies demanded Alfonso's release into their 

custody, as well as Don Beltran's removal from court. In addition to Pacheco's attempts, 

which Palencia tells us failed because of his own greed. Archbishop Carrillo wrote Pope 

Pius n, asking him to revoke his decision to allow Beltran de la Cueva to hold the tide of 

Master of Santiago.^^^ Carrillo pointed out the several grievances he and his noble allies 

had as well as the fact that Prince Alfonso had inherited the title and that Beltran de la 

Cueva's possession of it would go against the testament of Juan II de Castilla. In 

addition, Carrillo wrote of the unjust practices that Enrique had enforced, and the 

corruption he had allowed to flourish in his kingdom. Unfortunately for the archbishop's 

federation, the pope did not repeal his decision nor did his death that year improve 

matters for Castile, since his successor. Pope Paul II, preferred to side with Enrique.®^ 

Palencia himself was persuaded by the Archbishop of Seville, an adversary of the king, to 

travel to Rome to speak directly to the pontiff. Paul II, however, chose to respect 

Enrique's authority since he indeed was king, regardless of his corrupt practices, and 

should therefore not be questioned. Fearing greater injustices and acknowledging that the 

Church was not about to help them, the members of the federation chose to act on their 

own. 

G6mez Manrique, Governor of Burgos 

On 30 December of the prior year, after the treaty at Bayonne had been negotiated 

and reasonably implemented, our poet had been assigned the duty of Corregidor of 

Palencia, Gesia Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 7 ch. 1 p. 289. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t 1 lib. 7 ch. 2 p. 291. 
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Burgos. It would have been convenient for him to travel to Burgos since it was less 

than thirty miles from his estates in Villazopeque and Belbimbre. In Burgos, Manrique 

shared governance of the city with Luis de Acufia, a nephew of Archbishop Carrillo, who 

had been named Bishop of Burgos after the death of Alfonso de Cartagena. As both Luis 

and Gomez were both loyal to Carrillo, Burgos was firmly established as one of the first 

and most loyal cities for the federation. Vidal also recalls that Gomez's key duty was to 

restore order by ending the ongoing riot between the citizens and those who were 

assigned to protect the city, namely the guards who resided in the castle and protected the 

municipality from enemy raids.^^ Lopez Mata asserted that Manrique, to whom he refers 

as protonotario, fiercely defended the city against these attacks, though he does not 

support his claim with any evidence.®^^ Even in the midst of the chaos, the citizens 

reacted negatively toward the imposition of a royal governor, claiming they did not wish 

to pay Gomez's salary. Enrique had made provisions for Gomez Manrique to spend no 

more than a year there, and had put a cap on the amount of salary that he could draw fi'om 

the municipal treasury. As far as the king was concerned, one of our poet's most 

important duties was to control the militias led by Luis de Acuila. This could not have 

been easy but, with the backing of Alfonso Carrillo, Gomez would have found little 

trouble working with the Bishop of Burgos to end the disturbances. 

It appears ironic that the king would have appointed Gomez, one of the loyal 

servants of Carrillo, to placate Burgos. Enrique certainly had to have been aware of our 

^ Luciano Serrano, Los Reyes Catolicos y la ciudad de Burgos (desde 1451 a 1492), (Instituto JeFonimo 
Zurita. Madrid; C.S.LC, 1943)60. 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," 85; 
^ Teofilo Lopez Mata, La ciudady el castillo de Burgos, (Burgos: Ayimtamiento de Burgos, 1940?) 77. 
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poet's grievances with his policies, especially if he had seen a copy of the Exclamation e 

querella de la govemaqion. Yet despite our poet's complaints, he had been a reliable 

vassal in the past. It also should be noted that in late December of 1463, Carrillo and his 

retinue had not yet openly rejected Enrique. Since tensions had eased between him and 

the king. Archbishop Carrillo himself may have suggested our poet as a worthy 

corregidor to arrange for peace in Burgos when it was most needed. If he had ever 

possessed the king's absolute confidence, Manrique clearly did not maintain it for long. 

In mid-October of 1463, Enrique dispatched Lope de Cemedilla to the city to organize 

and establish a treaty between the rioting parties.^^^ If the king had not suspected 

Manrique, he most likely would have allowed him to continue to police the city on his 

own. 

While Burgos had grown chaotic, the rest of the kingdom had followed suit. 

Castile was on the edge of revolt. Enrique had attempted to accommodate the wishes of 

the grandees who had preferred that Alfonso and not Juana inherit the rights to the throne. 

His first proposal, however, was ineffectual and revealed his own perversion. He 

proposed to give his younger brother Alfonso the rights to the throne on the condition 

that he marry Juana de Castilla."' His letter dated 4 September 1464 must have been 

poorly received since the nobles, under the leadership of Pacheco and Carrillo, planned 

for their convention in Burgos to fall on the last week of the very month in which 

Enrique's decree had been published. Carrillo's band had grown and now consisted of 

many prelates as well as the most powerful of the noble families all of whom 

Lopez Mata, La ciudady el castillo, 77. 
^ Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 pp. 326-7. 
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subsequently met in Burgos from 26 to 28 September 1464. The federation now swore to 

overthrow their tyrannical king, regardless of whatever bribes he might attempt to 

employ to lure them back into his favor.^ Paiencia states that both Rodrigo and li^igo 

Manrique, the Bishop of Coria, were present during the meetings. While he does not list 

Gomez Manrique as among those who agreed to the pact, the general consensus is that he 

was indeed with those who had agreed to fight against the King of Castile.^' 

Just as he was to succeed in later years in winning Toledo's allegiance to the 

Catholic Monarchs, our poet won over the citizens of Burgos in spite of their initial 

negative reception. The very fact that the meetings of the federation were held within 

Burgos only nine months from when he began his tenure attests to his ability to stabilize 

the city and the confidence he must have inspired in both the alliance and municipality. It 

also reveals that our poet had never left the side of his brothers in their quest for justice in 

Castile, despite any statements to the contrary 

Serrano reports that the king, apprised of the forthcoming meetings, had sent 

letters to Burgos ordering Manrique to defend the city against the federation as early as 

19 September.^ If, indeed, Manrique had kept vigil for his brothers, Carrillo, Pacheco 

and the many other grandees who were about to congregate in the city he now controlled, 

he certainly would not have sided with the king against them. The loyalty and particular 

fondness that he had always shown for Rodrigo would never have allowed him to ban the 

^ Paiencia, Oesra Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 7 ch. 3 p. 294. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria," 86. 

^ Vidal, citing L6pez Mata, posits that Manrique did not wish to side against the king (Vidal, "Obra 
literaria," p. 86 n. 192). However, the poetiy that he was writing at the time on the abuses of the king, 
coupled with the fact that many of his closest relatives had joined against Enrique, make it highly doubtful 
that our poet would be loyal to Enrique. He simply had nothing to gain from the experience. 
^ Serrano, Los Reyes Catolicos y la ciudad de Burgos, 66. 
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federation from the city. With perhaps the exception of Pacheco and Giron, Manrique had 

established permanent alliances with most of the confederated nobles long before he had 

been assigned to Burgos. Furthermore, the treatment of the family of his nephew 

Garcilaso de la Vega at the hands of the monarch, as well as the troubles Enrique had 

caused the Manrique clan upon Diego's demise, had frustrated him greatly. His own 

poetic critique of the king's policies also reveals this disappointment. In light of the 

king's many failings which had affected his life, our poet would only have followed the 

monarch's orders to control Burgos if he truly believed that he could set an example to be 

a strong leader in the kingdom to all those who desperately needed it. Also, as we will 

discuss shortly, most nobles of the time considered the overthrow of their king, regardless 

of how corrupt he may have been, to be an extremely dangerous act and one that was too 

difHcuIt to organize. Like many of those who had joined forces with the archbishop, 

Gomez was reluctant to defy the king, doing so only in a desperate attempt to correct the 

social ills that Enrique's governance or lack thereof had perpetuated. 

So it was that the group did in fact convene at the end of September of that same 

year. They agreed not to be tempted by any of the reconciliatory offers that Enrique 

might propose They also penned a strong letter in which they listed multiple demands he 

had to meet in order to remedy the various excesses he had permitted to exist in his 

kingdom. The letter, dated the final day of their meeting on 28 September, opens by 

qualifying the general obedience of the nobles that Enrique had enjoyed up this point. It 

reminds the king that "Vuestra seiioria ha seido amado e temido e servido e obedescido 
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mas que ningund Rey de los otros vuestros antepasados...."^ The letter reiterates that 

Enrique has not met any of the demands they had previously established, nor had he 

properly crowned Alfonso as heir to the throne, nor renewed the war with Granada. 

Justice had not been restored and the letter reminds Enrique that this was the key virtue 

that a king must possess.^^ The letter explains that the nobility's most urgent demand 

was the removal of Beltran de la Cueva from court because Enrique's favorite had 

disgraced the throne with a child that was clearly not entided to the crown.^ They also 

called for the release of Isabel and Alfonso from their "imprisonment" in Beltran's 

fortress. 

An additional demand was made that Isabel not be married to anyone without the 

consent of the nobility, even as Juan Q de Castilla had previously instructed.^^ The voice 

of the letter, a "yo" which toward its conclusion is revealed to be that of Juan Pacheco, 

promises Enrique that, if he will meet the demands that "reason deems only appropriate," 

the grandees will once again obey him as their noble station requires.^ A similar letter 

from the federation was also written and circulated throughout the entire kingdom 

explaining the multiple reasons for their disobedience to the king who now faced the 

prospect of anarchy in Castile. 

^ Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 p. 327. 
"E quanto a la administracion de la justicia que es la principal virtud que despues de la fe los Reyes han 

de aver, ....vuestros pueblos tienen grandes quejas por las grandes injusticias e tiranias de que algunos han 
usado.." (Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 p. 330). 
^Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 p. 331. 
^ Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 p. 333. 

Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 p. 334. 
Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don Enrique IV, vol. 2 pp. 334-5. 
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Serrano explains that upon receiving word that the grandees had in fact met in 

Burgos, the king ordered our poet to serve another year as the city's corregidor, as 

punishment to the city and the federation for their indiscretions.^^ If this was indeed the 

reason our poet spent yet another six months there, it is certainly ironic since his presence 

there most likely aided the federation by keeping the city from intervening in their plot to 

overthrow the king. Because of the strong protests Enrique had met when he announced 

Gomez's reappointment, the king changed the name of his title to asistenie, though our 

poet's duties remained the same, if they were not, in fact, increased. Serrano explains that 

archives from this period reflect that Manrique's salary, the minimum 300 maravedis a 

day, was substantial and would have left our poet with more than enough money to 

continue to purchase books and to live quite comfortably.^^' As will be shown, in later 

years as well, our poet was not the pauper that modem scholarship has labeled him after 

having read his own declarations of living modestly 

Meanwhile, after ftirther deliberations, the federation wrote another request to the 

Vatican to revoke Beltr^'s title as Master of Santiago. This time the conferees addressed 

the recently installed Pope Paul II (1464-1471) in the hope that he would seek greater 

involvement in Castilian politics than his predecessor had. Before they had sent their 

missive, however, de la Cueva himself renounced his claim to the military order, leaving 

the pope with the responsibility to decide if it should be restored to young Prince 

Alfonso.^^^ Perhaps forced to do so by circumstances, Beltran distanced himself from 

^ Seirano, Los Reyes Catolicosy la ciudad de Burgos, 71. 
^ Serrano, Los Reyes Catolicos y la ciudad de Burgos, 73. 

Cf. Marquez Villanueva, "Jewish Fools," p. 399 n. 27. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate a^ Lawrance, L 1 lib. 7 ch. 3 p. 295. 
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Enrique and released Alfonso and Isabel to the Marques de Villena. Recognizing the 

dangers they now faced, Pacheco traveled throughout various regions of Castile with 

Alfonso and Isabel. They would continue together until they reached the well-fortified 

city of Avila in May of 1465, where the rebellion against the King of Castile reached its 

height in the following month. 

The "Farsa de Avila" 

An event that took place in Avila on 5 June of 1465, known from that moment on 

as the "Farsa de Avila," is recorded by all of the principal chroniclers, revealing that even 

in its own time it was perceived to have had great historical significance.^^** Pacheco and 

Alfonso Carrillo, as well as Rodrigo and several other members of the federation had 

chosen Avila as their safe haven after having faced great danger in other areas of the 

kingdom. Following their arrival, they felt bold enough, if not angry enough, to organize 

a ceremony in which they deposed King Enrique and crowned Alfonso the new King of 

Castile. Just outside the city walls the group erected a scaffold so that everyone could see 

what they had orchestrated. A crowd had gathered around the platform and Pacheco and 

Carrillo presented them with a wooden sculpture of Enrique seated on a throne, with a 

crown and scepter, among other regalia. After the archbishop removed the crown from 

the statue's head and Pacheco had taken its scepter away, the rest of the grandees, among 

them Rodrigo Manrique and Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel, kicked the statue from its throne 

^ Cf. Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 7 ch. 8 pp. 307-8; Valera, Memorial, 
97-9; Enriquez del Castillo, Cronica de Enrique IK ed. Swchez Martin, 236-7; Sanchez-Parra, ed., 
Cronica andnima, ch. 66 pp. IS9-161. For information regarding the significance of the act itself, its 
uniqneness to histoiy, and the purpose of the theatrics that were performed, cf. Angus Mackay, "Ritual and 
Propaganda in Fifteenth-Century Castile,"* Love, Religion and Politics in Fifteenth Century Spain, eds. 
Angus Mackay, Ian Macpherson, (London: Brill, 1987) 43-98. (orig. published in Past and Present 107 
(1985): 3-43). 
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to the ground. As soon as the effigy of the king had been sufficiently deposed, the 

grandees brought Alfonso to the stage and presented him with the crown, scepter and 

royal insignias that had once belonged to the wooden image. For the federation, it was 

now official; Alfonso was the King of Castile."' 

There is no documentation that shows that Gomez had witnessed Alfonso's 

coronation in Avila that June, nor can we be certain if he was among those who kicked 

Enrique's likeness from the platform. However, Manrique already had given up his title 

as Governor of Burgos, replaced by Pedro Fernandez de Velasco, the Count of Haro, and 

close friend of the Manriques. This substitution had been determined in deliberations 

between the king and the nobles in Segovia on 4 March 1464. Velasco had arrived to take 

over fifteen days later. Despite Serrano's statement that Enrique sent Velasco to Burgos 

in a desperate attempt to maintain the city's loyalty, Velasco had long been one of the 

earliest and strongest members of the federation, having included his name alongside 

Pacheco and Carrillo's in their letter demanding Alfonso's release."^ It is clear that 

Velasco's possession of the city would now guarantee control of Castile's oldest 

municipality for the rebels. Manrique himself had already left; returning only to collect 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 7 ch. 8 pp.307-8. A similar mock 
deposition was staged in 1431 at Ucles, by the Military Order of Santiago. The commanders of the order 
defrocked a wooden statue of its own master, the Infante Enrique de Aragon, by removing its cape and all 
other regalia associated with the military order. The similariQr of these two events suggests that Castilian 
socie^ had at some point adopted a ceremony with which to depose a corrupt leader. Cf. Charlotte Stem, 
The Medieval Theater in Castile, (Binghamton, New York, MRTS) 100. Cf. also Carrillo de Huete, 
Halconero, 86. 

Serrano, Los Reyes Catolicos y la ciudad de Burgos, 74; Bonilla and Fita, eds., Memorias de don 
Enrique IV, vol. 2 p. 328. 
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his three-month's salary, which had been a costly burden for the city coffers.^" He then 

rejoined the archbishop's household as his majordomo and was quickly appointed 

Corregidor of Avila and the personal guardian of the Infantes Isabel and Alfonso."' This 

being the case, our poet most likely was one of those present for the king's mock 

dethronement. Vidal, relying on Salazar y Castro's statements, also believes that 

Manrique was present for the ceremonial display that Pacheco and Carrillo had 

performed for the benefit of Alfonso de Castilla, who at the time was only eleven years 

old."' It is curious, however, that Manrique never referred to the event in his own 

writings. He may have chosen to be diplomatic and prudent by not implicating himself as 

one who participated in such a treasonous event. Alternatively, as argued above, Gomez 

may well have written the works in admonishment of the king and his subjects for their 

corruption before the "Farsa de Avila" was conducted. The Exclamagion e querella de la 

govemagion and the Coplaspara Diego Arias de Avila, as has been shown earlier in this 

dissertation, were filled with examples of leaders who had succumbed to greed and were 

punished for it. All of these cases served to warn Enrique and his fraudulent followers not 

to continue as they had. After the ceremonial dethronement, however, the political 

climate changed irreparably. Everything about which Manrique had warned the king had 

^ "[A] primeros de abril [Gomez Manrique] reclamaba su sueldo de tres meses, y no disponiendo el 
Ayimtamiento de fondos para el pago, acueida poner una sisa sobre el vino." (Serrano, Los Reyes Catolicos 
y la ciudad de Burgos, p. 74 n. 29). 

Serrano, Los Reyes Catolicos y la ciudad de Burgos, p. 74 n. 29 
^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," 92; Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 12 ch. 1 p. 533. 
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come to pass and war had been declared against him and his followers. Enrique now was 

Rexinutilis and therefore no longer deserving of any more poetic treatises.^ 

Gomez Manrique« Corregidor of Avila and Guardian of Alfonso and Isabel 

During these rebellious times, it was necessary for the "Pretendiente," as history 

has come to refer to Prince Alfonso de Castilla, to select his new cabinet of royal ofHcers. 

In a letter dated 6 June 1465, the very day after he had been proclaimed king, Alfonso 

wrote a letter in which he graciously thanked those who had supported him.^* In it he 

identifies Carrillo as his chancellor, the Count of Plasencia, Alvaro de Zuniga, his chief 

justice, and Rodrigo Manrique, his constable. Our poet is not recognized in the letter, but 

the nature of the correspondence was to establish Alfonso's sovereignty and to proclaim 

that Avila had become a loyal city and the temporary headquarters for his designs on 

Castile. Alfonso does, however, have orders for the vast population of "duques e condes e 

marqueses e perlados e ricosomes e maestres de las ordenes, priores, comendadores e 

subcomendadores, alcaydes..."; they are to defend the city of Avila and to observe all 

laws set forth in the civil codes.^^ The new king anticipated that Enrique would retaliate 

and had therefore called on everyone who was loyal to maintain the strictest vigilance. 

Though there is no documentation to date his appointment, Gomez indeed 

assumed the duty of Corregidor of Avila at some point near the staging of the ceremonial 

dethronement. His recent accomplishments at Burgos—though cut short by the city's 

^ Cf. Edward Peters, The Shadow King: Rex Inulilis in Medieval Law and Literature. 751-1327. (New 
Haven, CT: Yale UP, 1970). 

Angel Barrios Garcia el al, eds., Documentacidn del Archivo Municipal de Avila (1256-N74), (Avila: 
Ediciones de la Instituicidn «Gran Duque de Alba» de la Excma. Diputacion Provincial de Avila 1988) 
188. 

Barrios Garcia, et al, eds., Archivo Municipal de Avila  ̂ 190. 
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protestations—; as well as his previous term in Salamanca, had given him the experience 

necessary to control the marketplaces and administer municipal justice as well as to 

oversee the protection of the city walls. In addition to these tasks, our poet had a much 

more important duty to the newly crowned king. He became the ofHcial bodyguard or 

guarda mayor of Alfonso and Isabel. These duties were probably conferred 

simultaneously with his appointment as corregidor, though we again have no records to 

show this. Salazar y Castro found documents to reveal that Manrique was fully installed 

as Corregidor of Avila by 20 October, since he had begun to carry out administrative 

duties such as naming people to official posts under his command.^^ The earliest record 

that affirms Manrique's duties as personal bodyguard of Alfonso and Isabel came 

originally from the hand of Alfonso himself In a missive dated 8 December of that year 

and written within the very same city, the "Pretendiente" explains that he had received 

word that Enrique's armies were preparing to attack. He orders Manrique to muster 

soldiers in preparation for battle. In the letter, Alfonso addresses Gomez as "mi guarda e 

vasallo e del mi consejo, mi corregidor en la noble e leal (ibdat de Avila."^ In order to 

cany out the duties assigned to him, Alfonso extended incredible authority to our poet. If 

a citizen or soldier disobeyed him, Gomez was empowered to take away any privileges or 

property the offender might have received from King Alfonso.®®^ Though the letter does 

not speak of his salary, it is clear that our poet's new recognition in the kingdom would 

have led to financial gain. He also would have been extremely occupied with his dual 

^ Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 12, ch. 1 p. S33. Vidal also cites the historical documentation that 
supported Salazar's observation, found in the Archivo General de Simancas, leg. 3, fols. 325-6. Cf Vidal, 
"Obra litetaTia," p. 92 n. 202. 

Bairios Garcia, et al, eds., Archivo Municipal, de Avila, 191. 
Barrios Garcia, et al, eds., Archivo Municipal, de Avila, 193. 
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appointment, because he protected the two most important aspects of the federation; its 

headquarters and its figurehead. 

Despite the gravity of his position, Manrique evidently found some time to 

compose verse, though he grumbled about giving up this pastime for the new vigilance 

required of him. Among those to receive verse from our poet during this period was 

Pedro de Mendoza, Lord of Almazan. Little is known about Pedro de Mendoza and it is 

unclear whether or not he is the same poet who composed the works found in the version 

of the Cancionero General compiled and printed in 1514.^ Gili Gaya identifies a Lord 

of Almazan and Count of Monteagudo who had been assigned the duty guarda mayor of 

Juan n and had even attended Fernando de Antequera's coronation ceremony in 1412.^^ 

Gili Gaya also claims that this knight is the poet named "Mendoza" in the Cancionero de 

Esturiiga. This Pedro de Mendoza appears to be a generation older than the one whom 

Nader profiles in her study. She claims that the Lord of Almazan, who eventually became 

the Count of Monteagudo, was the nephew of Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, the second 

Marques de Santillana.^ This Lord of Almaz^ was most likely either a son or grandson 

of the guarda mayor of Juan II de Castilla. He surfaces occasionally in the chronicles, 

and was considered by Palencia to have been "persuaded" to join Enrique's ranks against 

He is not to be confused with Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza from the Cancionero de Baena. Cf. Pierre Le 
Gentil, La Poesie Lyrique Espagnole el Portuguaise a la Jin du Xfoven Age. Deuxeme Parties Les Formes, 
genne: Plihon. 1952) 228-233. 

Samuel Gili Gaya, "Sobre Pedro de Mendoza, poeta del Cancionero de Stunigd", BBMP 24 (1948): 274; 
Nicasio Salvador Miguel, La poesia cancioneril: el 'Cancionero de EstuHiga,' (Madrid; Alhambra, 1977) 
153-155. 

Nader, Mendoza Family, 107. After 1475, this Diego Hurtado de Mendoza became the Duque del 
Infantado. 
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the federation after the "Farsa de Avila."^ Valera also refers, presumably to the same 

Mendoza, as one of Enrique's followers.^^ Judging from the congenial nature of the 

poem, it is questionable whether or not our poet would be in contact with a knight who 

had chosen to fight on the opposite side. It is quite possible, however, that our Manrique 

was unaware of this Pedro de Mendoza's affiliation. As we will discuss below, 

Manrique's poem indicates that Mendoza is imprisoned by order of the king. This being 

the case, the "persuasion" to which Palencia refers may have been that he would be freed 

if he mustered his army in Enrique's name. Since, however, multiple knights of Almazan 

with the name of Pedro de Mendoza existed during the middle of the fifteenth century, it 

is difficult to identify the recipient of Gomez's poem. Further investigation is necessary. 

While the poem does not clarify the Knight of Almazan's political ties, the context 

reflects our poet's own search for another individual who shared the same concerns 

regarding the uncertain and chaotic times in which they lived; 

1. La ynmensa turbacion 
deste reyno castellano 
faze pesada mi mano 
y torpe mi descricion: 
que las oras y candelas 
que se gastauan leyendo, 
agora gasto poniendo 
rondas, escuchas y velas.'" 

In the remaining four stanzas, our poet laments that the hours he once devoted to 

studying the classics and composing verses are now spent in trenches and fortresses. 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 8 ch. 2 p. 344. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, t I lib. 8 ch. 2 p. 344. Valera also includes Pedro de Mendoza, '̂ seflor de 

Almazan " as one of the followers of the King of Castile {Memorial, 103). 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 130. 
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gearing up for the next battle. These are the very sentiments that a poet such as Gomez 

would have felt as he readied his men for conflict with Enrique's soldiers that December. 

Though he was a knight in the service of the "Pretendiente," a rebellious deed in its own 

right, our poet did not seek war or conflict in the way that others, such as his relatives, 

had. Unlike Rodrigo, who had already spent the balance of his adulthood fighting for the 

acquisition of numerous titles and territories, Gomez had never captained missions 

against the king up to this point. His military experience had resulted strictly from the 

need to defend his family's land, or to recover land in the Arab territories. Now our poet 

was defending the very principles that he had espoused in his poetry during the last 

decade. In his poem, he pleads for a response from a like-minded troubadour and student 

of the classics. 

As mentioned above, a curious reference that at some point may aid us in 

determining the identity of Pedro de Mendoza, the recipient of the poem, is that Gomez 

indicates that his dedicatee is in prison. Gomez requests for Mendoza to respond to 

whether or not his prison sentence, mandated by the king, is worse than his own secret 

longing for the unattainable woman. Mendoza's reply demonstrates his own poetic 

acumen, as well as his introspection of the times in which they lived. He observes that 

recent developments do not allow for the pursuit of learning as people are, metaphorically 

at least, trading knowledge for a fast horse: 

3. Todo el mundo es aflegido 
y leuantan estandartes; 
pues contesce en todas partes, 
avedlo por buen partido. 
Muera, muera quien muriere, 
perdone la grand prudencia. 
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tr(X)uemos oy la ciencia 
por rocin que bien corriere.^^ 

In spite of the evidence that suggests that Mendoza served the enemy, his reply is 

written in a tone of brotherly affection. Could it be that Mendoza had defied the king, and 

was therefore imprisoned? The poem does not offer enough clues to determine the events 

that led to his incarceration. In either case, the knight explains that the time spent in a 

prison cell will never dull his spirits, nor will the troubles of the day, as he professes to 

have lived an honest life. Finally, in answering Gomez's main question, Mendoza 

exclaims that it is far worse to suffer a day in the "chains of love" than a year in prison.^^ 

He ends his poem with a request for Manrique to kill him should he stop writing, since 

this would mean that he had lost all hope. 

The year 1465 ended with revolution and threats of more trouble to come. In spite 

of the many duties and official recognition that our poet had received as a member of the 

new league in support of Alfonso, he, as well as other Castilians of less wisdom, were 

surely fearful of the war that was to take place for the throne. 

Civil War 

At this time, Juan Pacheco could pride himself on the fact that he had stirred up a 

revolution against his former chief. He had certainly proven to Enrique that he was more 

valuable to the kingdom than Beltran de la Cueva had ever been or would ever be. 

Pacheco now began to pursue his own interests, which entailed more than simply to 

uproot a weak noble and replace him with another. Palencia describes that the Marqu^ 

""^Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 133. 
^ Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 133. 
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de Villena had even fooled Archbishop Carrillo. While Carrillo and Rodrigo had planned 

to use the enthusiasm of their band to their advantage and attack Enrique's army 

immediately, Pacheco had balked and complained of illness.^^'* The archbishop and the 

count were particularly upset because they had been informed that Enrique feared for his 

life and was considering escaping to Portugal. They knew that a military attack against 

him might just be enough to send him into flight. Pacheco, however, had remained in 

contact with his former master and had advised him not to run away to Portugal, but to 

instead stand firm. The marques then advised Carrillo, Admiral Fadrique Enriquez and 

Alfonso de Castilla to lead their troops to Medina del Rioseco, Simancas and Tordesillas, 

among other cities and towns, in order to win the allegiance of these locations.^^^ These 

expeditions, while not entirely fruitless, were expensive and tiring. Af)er a few had died, 

and after the survivors of these skirmishes noted that they had made little progress toward 

their ultimate goal of removing the king from power, the "Pretendiente's" military forces 

rapidly began to lose spirit. 

Another influential noble and ally of the "Pretendiente," Pedro Fernandez de 

Velasco, the Count of Haro, evidently lef^ Alfonso's ranks in an attempt to negotiate a 

treaty between the Trast^aran half-brothers.^^ Conflicting reports exist with regard to 

the motives that Velasco had for approaching the king. Palencia, whose account describes 

Velasco as having arrived dressed in a monk's habit and riding a donkey, relates that 

Velasco had offered to disband Alfonso's army in return for special mercedes or land 

Palencia, Gesia Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t 1 lib. 8 ch. 1 pp. 340. 
Palencia, Gesia Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 8 ch. 2 p. 343. 
Valera, Memorial, 102. 
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grants.^^ Valera, on the other hand, wrote that the Count of Haro never considered 

fighting for Enrique, but his first bom son, Pedro de Velasco, defected because he had 

been upset that he had not been invited to participate in the ceremonial dethronement of 

the king. Regardless of the circumstances, Enrique dismissed any offer that Velasco 

had made, expressing his contempt for the wealthy noble. The king could not have 

forgotten that the very person he had sent to replace Gomez Manrique in Burgos to keep 

the city from siding with Alfonso had actually been loyal to the rebellion. 

In the meantime, the "Pretendiente" and his retinue traveled to Arevalo by way of 

ValladoUd, Portillo and Coca, all the while affirming loyalties with the towns and their 

militias. Among those to follow him to the region where he had spent most of his 

childhood were Carrillo, Pacheco and our poet's brothers, iiiigo and Rodrigo, as well as 

the Count of Benavente and many other knights of Castile. On their way out of 

Valladolid, the Bishop of Plasencia's army attacked them. The federation escaped, but 

not without casualties.^^ 

In 1466, Pacheco and Giron continued to seek financial gain, all the while 

communicating with both sides in the civil war. They had become the most powerful 

individuals in Castile and had used their influence to amass great wealth at the expense of 

the king and the "Pretendiente." Their greed was insatiable. Giron had staged many 

attacks during the early months of the year in an effort to demonstrate his own military 

success to the supporters of both Enrique and Alfonso. Palencia reports secondhand that 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 8 ch. 2 p. 345. 
Valera, Memorial, 102. 

^ Valera, Memorial, 109. 
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the Master of Calatrava had hoped to eliminate any other competitors he might encounter 

in his quest for the Icing's ear. In particular, Giron had set his sights on Alfonso 

Carrillo.^ In addition to this plan, Giron had wished to marry Isabel and had even 

obtained papal dispensation allowing him to forgo his duties as a monk in the Order of St. 

Benedict. However, en route to Ocafia to claim his bride, something he had determined to 

do by force if necessary, he fell ill and died shortly thereafter. Both Valera and Palencia 

attribute Giron's death to a sudden blockage or abscess in the throat.^' Palencia indicates 

that the abscess had weakened the Master of Calatrava, making him susceptible to an 

illness with plague-like symptoms at a location and time in which no epidemic was 

recorded.^*^ Valera, however, attributes Giron's expiration to divine intervention. He 

narrates that Isabel was very saddened at the news that it had been arranged for her to 

marry the forty-three year old Giron. She supposedly had knelt in prayer for an entire day 

and night asking God to intervene and to either kill her or the Master of Calatrava to 

prevent their unholy union.^ In Valera's opinion, Isabel's virtue and prayer had been 

answered by Giron's death.^ Palencia downplays the importance of her religious fervor 

and instead focuses on the Master of Calatrava's immorality. He also records rumors that 

Giron had cursed God for taking him at such an early age, just days before he was to 

enter the royal family and claim Isabel's dowryHe portrays Giron as another example 

of the many individuals who had been punished for their soberbia or pride. For Isabel, we 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 9 ch. 1 pp. 399-400. 
Valera, Memorial, 119. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 9 ch. I p. 400,432 n. 6. 
Valera, Memorial, 118. 
Valera, Memorial, 119. 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 1 p. 400. 
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must assume, as Liss does, that she saw that the Master of Calatrava's death had saved 

her from marrying another middle-aged noble of questionable scruples, thus reinforcing 

her zeal.^ Her statement is supported by O'Callaghan's historical analysis of Pedro 

Giron/^ 

While Alfonso traveled to various parts of the kingdom in an effort to marshal 

support for his campaign, our poet, who is not cited among those alongside the 

"Pretendiente," must have stayed behind in Avila to assure that the confederate 

headquarters remained loyal. His absence from the Infante's traveling entourage did not 

necessarily make Alfonso more vulnerable to attack or capture, as he was surrounded by 

many loyal followers. However, as we shall discuss shortly, little could have protected 

Alfonso from the Marqu^ de Villena's wickedness. 

Also at this time, cities and towns, in a last-ditch effort to restore order, 

particularly to end thievery and looting, began to patrol their respective regions in 

hermandades or military-like brotherhoods. The first hermandad, established in Medina 

del Campo in August of 1466, was quickly imitated in other areas of Castile and 

Andalusia.^ Enrique had approved their formation, though Alfonso, too, had considered 

these brotherhoods to be worthwhile, despite several complaints by the nobility 

Alfonso had even approved of Seville's fraternity, established in the summer of that 

^ "...how could she not think that heaven had answered her prayers?" (Liss, Isabel the Queen, 63). 
^ Joseph F. O'Callaghan, "Don Pedro Giron, Master of the Ordwof Calatrava." Hispania (Madrid) 21 
(1961); 389. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, p. 387 n. 75. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 1 p. 402. 
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year.®'® Indeed, despite efforts on the part of each faction to control them, the 

hermandades persisted throughout the civil war with great autonomy, never proclaiming 

loyalty to either the king or the "Pretendiente." For the citizens of the various regions of 

Spain in which they had been installed, the hermandades provoked greater violence in a 

nation that already lived in fear.®'* 

The Church had also begun to intervene in order to establish peace in Castile. 

Pope Paul n sent various ambassadors to Spain in 1466 under the guise of negotiating the 

Archbishop of Seville's release from prison in Galicia as well as to collect tributes for 

what Castile had owed. However, it was suspected that the pope's ulterior motive was to 

gain a foothold in the political negotiations, and therefore these ambassadors were either 

arrested or sent home.®*^ 

While Castile's citizens and clergy were jockeying for control of their respective 

dominions, the nobles within the ranks of the "Pretendiente's" camp began to quarrel 

among themselves. Many had questioned the leadership of Pacheco and Carrillo. The 

group also began to question each other's motives. After relocating to Portillo, the Count 

of Benavente and Archbishop Carrillo accused each other of desertion and treason while 

Pacheco, who had earlier distanced himself from Alfonso, returned to the 

"Pretendiente's" side. The Count of Benavente had persuaded Carrillo to separate himself 

from the prince and to return to Avila.®^ While this separation was short-lived, the 

^ Palencia had originally approved of the brotherhoods himself, but he was forced to flee his post at 
Seville by their leadership that same year. Cf. Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, p. 
435 n. 19. 

Nader, Mendoza Family, 30. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispamensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 2 pp. 403-4. 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, ed. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 2 p. 406. 
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rebellion was yet again at the brink of unraveling. Pacheco himself had begun to suspect 

and perhaps even fear the power of those surrounding him, particularly that of Rodrigo 

Manrique. Rodrigo, who had continued to function as Alfonso's royal constable, had also 

maintained steady progress in his own campaign against Granada. Pacheco had accused 

Rodrigo of secretly petitioning Enrique to establish a new monarchy in the Arab 

territories he had already seized where Alfonso could rule and thereby abandon his rights 

to Castile.^^ True to his forthright nature, Rodrigo published a challenge to duel with any 

knight who accused him of this treason. No one dared to challenge him. The tensions 

among the ranks made it clear to their leadership that they needed to have a victory 

against the monarch to renew the enthusiasm that they had felt after the mock 

dethronement at Avila. Carrillo decided to take Alfonso to Toledo in June of 1467. There 

the citizens welcomed the prince with grandiose ceremonies in his honor. Their time in 

the archbishop's domain was considered well-spent by most, and the prince returned to 

Avila that summer believing that he was on the threshold of victory over his half-

brother.^'^ He could not have predicted that the city was to break out in a riot against the 

conversos only a month later. Furthermore, he could have had no idea that he had less 

than one year to live. 

Still in search of a military victory against the king, the alfonsistas chose to target 

the surrounding areas that were under control of Beltrw de la Cueva's armies. They also 

had relocated themselves to Olmedo, whose inhabitants had pledged themselves to 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, ed. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 9 ch. 4 pp. 409-10. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, ed. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. S p. 413. 
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Alfonso immediately after King Enrique had left for Valladolid.^^ On his way, he had 

deployed several companies of his vast army along the Duero valley region, one of the 

most contested areas of Castile since the earliest stages of the Reconquest. The 

alfonsistas sensed that they could have a major victory if they were able to drive 

Enrique's soldiers from the riverbanks. They traveled the approximately twenty-five 

miles north from Olmedo to Tudela del Duero, where Enrique's vanguard had established 

its front lines. In a midnight attack along the Duero, our poet and his men used their 

knowledge of the region to their advantage, crossed the river at a safe location and 

ambushed the enemy, who were not expecting a raid.^^ Gomez's leadership in this 

assault demonstrated his military skills which, up to this point, had been overshadowed 

by those of Rodrigo. Our poet's offensive allowed for the entire battalion to cross into 

enemy territory. When Enrique received word that the prince's forces were advancing 

toward Valladolid, he fled the city. Valladolid then quickly proclaimed its allegiance to 

Alfonso. 

There was no respite for Castile that summer. Only a month after the Archbishop 

of Toledo had traveled with the prince to Toledo, the city had divided into factions of Old 

Christians and New Christians. The conversos evidently had prepared themselves for a 

recurrence of the violence they had experienced during the 1449 uprising led by Pedro 

Sarmiento and had assembled a solid militia of their own with which to defend 

themselves. The ancient city had become dangerous for everyone.®'' The conversos had 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, ed Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 9 ch. 6 p. 414. 
^ Palencia, Gesta H'apaniensia, ed. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 6 p. 414. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, ed. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 6 p. 416. 
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stormed the cathedral, which led to riots, looting, destruction and murder. Recognizing 

Toledo's importance to his campaign, Alfonso had dispatched four letters to city officials, 

asking them to gain control of the city without harming the conversos unnecessarily .^^ 

The prince was unable to congratulate them on achieving peace until 31 August of that 

year. 

Also that summer, Alfonso Carrillo continued to seek a defmitive victory against 

the king, one that would rally the federation's soldiers. His raids on the Duero river 

valley had been successful in that they had driven Enrique from Valladolid, but the king 

had simply planned to return to Olmedo with more soldiers to capture the prince once and 

for all. Despite the recent submission of Valladolid and Segovia, the king still had a 

greater army with which to comer the prince's men, and he believed that he would have a 

victory of his own that August.'"" Indeed, the prince's guard had been too widely 

dispersed and he was left only with Carrillo's men to defend him. Yet, when the 

Archbishop of Toledo had been informed of the king's intent to invade Olmedo, he stood 

his ground and prepared not only to defend the prince but also to mount an attack that 

would give them a decisive victory, if not the capture of Enrique himself. On 20 August 

1467, history appeared to have repeated itself in many respects as two armies clashed in 

another Battle of Olmedo only fourteen years after Alvaro de Luna had expelled the 

Infantes de Aragon from Castile. 

^ Benito Ruano, Toledo, 239-242. In his final letter to the city, the prince divulges that the king had 
intercepted some of his letters. 
700 parte, los parciales de Enrique podian reunir en un santiamra un inmenso qercito suficiente 
para extenninar a todos los que quedaban en Ohnedo" (Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and 
Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 7 p. 419). 
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Palencia explains that the king believed his massive army would quickly envelop 

the six hundred horsemen who were defending Olmedo but Enrique was surprised and 

frightened by the savagery of Carrillo's army which the chronicler refers to as the "flor 

del ejercito aIfonsista."^°* Valera, too, provides a narrative of Carrillo's own bravery in 

battle, informing us that he endured several injuries yet managed to inflict a good deal of 

damage on Enrique's soldiers as well/*^ The battle continued for three hours, but after 

the king's army saw that their leader had taken flight, they began to retreat themselves. 

The prince's forces then began to loot the battlefield as they declared themselves 

victorious. Despite the rebellion's belief that they had won the battle, the chroniclers, 

particularly Valera, state that neither side left the engagement with a definitive advantage 

over the other in the ongoing civil war.™' Most recently, Tate and Lawrence posit that the 

battle's historical significance was greatly exaggerated by the chroniclers.It is easy for 

modem scholarship to arrive at this conclusion in view of the fact that Valera qualified 

the outcome of the battle as inconsequential to either side, and that their encounter at 

Olmedo in 1467 was only one of many skirmishes between the two factions. Yet for the 

chroniclers, as well as for the Castilians who had not seen peace in their kingdom since 

the 1420s, the second Battle of Olmedo had shown them how little progress their leaders 

had made toward achieving a lasting political solution. That the battle had left no true 

winner also reflected the despair in which they lived, since they could only expect more 

chaos and corruption in their cities. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. I lib. 9 ch. 8 p. 424. 
Valera, Memorial, 130. 

Memorial, 131. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, p. 447 n. 84. 
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Afterward, Carrillo, Prince Alfonso and their subordinates remained in Olmedo 

for a brief period while Enrique sought to reclaim Segovia, entering its alcazar on 28 

September.™' There he celebrated the feast of St. Michael the Archangel by naming 

Beltran de la Cueva Master of Santiago for a second time. This, of course, upset both 

Rodrigo Manrique and the Marques de Villena when they were informed that the king 

had once more ignored his half-brother's claim to the title. Each of them had coveted the 

title, each one believing that he would be a more worthy regent for Alfonso. 

That October, while Enrique took refuge in the alcazar of Segovia, the city 

around him had begun to pledge itself to Alfonso. In an effort to placate his kingdom, the 

king had sent away his adulterous wife, since her presence had greatly offended many of 

them. He also became determined to win over those like Carrillo who might be willing to 

contemplate a treaty in return for the assurance of safety within the kingdom. Carrillo had 

agreed to listen to Enrique's offer and had sent a handful of his most loyal and 

experienced knights to present their own demands while he himself stayed behind to 

protect their figurehead. 

Among those to face the king in Segovia were Rodrigo and Gomez, as well as 

their youngest brother, Garci Fernandez.^ They first listened to a long speech by 

Enrique, in which he expressed his own concerns regarding the future of the monarchy. 

Enrique expressed his own interests to unite the kingdom once more and wished for the 

nobles to swear their allegiance to him. After a period of deliberation, Rodrigo, the most 

Benito Ruano, Toledo, 244; Palencia Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t. 1 lib. 10 ch. 2 p. 
455. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 10 ch. 3 p. 456; Waiera, Memorial, 132. 
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distinguished of all those present, spoke for the federation, reiterating to Enrique that the 

nobility would not recognize Juana de Castilla as heiress to the throne, but would 

continue to remain loyal to Alfonso de Castilla as their monarch. Rodrigo's arguments 

convinced the people of Segovia to abandon Enrique's cause and shortly afterward they 

were approached by the alcaide who explained that he would surrender the city to 

Alfonso upon the king's planned departure for Madrid/"^ 

Poetry for Alfonso de Castilla 

After this most recent attempt at peace had failed, our poet returned to the side of 

the young princes of Castile. Yet the relationship as guardian to Alfonso had probably 

begun to grow difHcult. As his fourteenth birthday was approaching, Alfonso had become 

impatient and perhaps even unpleasant to others. Palencia attributes some of the prince's 

behavior to his sudden physical development and the unusual pressures that he was 

obligated to face as a teenager who was expected to be a king.^°^ Now that he had entered 

puberty and had supposedly begun to give in to the "vices" that were available to him, 

some of the nobles doubted that he would be any more scrupulous a king than Enrique. 

Palencia cites a particular occasion that he had witnessed in which Alfonso had cursed 

two of his older sister's ladies-in-waiting for dressing in revealing clothing. Their attire 

was apparently unsuitable to the image he had wished his sister to uphold. Instead, they 

reminded him of Queen Juana de Portugal, a woman he despised for having had sexual 

relations with Beltran de la Cueva in the same room where he was expected to sleep as a 

Palencia, Gesut Hispanieruia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 10 ch. 3 p. 457. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 10 ch. 5 p. 459. 
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child.^ In an attempt to alleviate their young leader's stress, the nobility organized a 

retreat for Alfonso's birthday. Alfonso and Isabel, followed by a retinue that at this point 

included our poet, returned to Arevalo to celebrate the "Pretendiente's" final birthday. 

Our poet recited two congratulatory stanzas to the young leader: 

1. Excelente Rey dozeno, 
de los Alfonsos llamados, 
en est' afio catorzeno, 
vos faga Dios tanto bueno 
que paseys a los pasados 
en la virtud y grandeza, 
en regir con descricion; 
faga vos en la riqeza 
otro Mida, y en franqueza 
vn segundo Macedon. 

2. Esto tome por estrenas 
vuestra real seiioria, 
con muchas Pascuas y buenas 
que vos de quito de penas 
el Fi de Santa Maria. 
Este vos faga reynar 
Con paz en vuestras regiones; 
El vos dexe conquistar 
Citara et vltramar 
alas barbaras nasciones.^'° 

Alfonso's older sister, Isabel, the young woman who had already exhibited such 

grace and faith to those who had protected her while she prayed for God to prevent her 

marriage to the Master of Calatrava, had made special plans for Alfonso's birthday. She 

had enlisted the help of her personal guardian, our poet, to write a unique work for her to 

recite to her younger brother to celebrate his official entrance into adulthood. Gomez 

Palencia, Gesia Hispamensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 10 ch. S p. 461. 
Paz y Meiia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 287-8. 
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must have accepted the request with great pride, because he wrote a short poetic skit or 

"mumming" for the princess and her don^ellas. As the poet's introduction explains, each 

of the women representing one of the great Muses from the springs of Pegasus, usually 

called "Hippocrene" or "fountain of the horse," came forth to praise the young "king" on 

his birthday/" The introduction is written in the first person, and it is likely that all eight 

women, the future queen and her seven female attendants, recited it together/'^ Seated in 

front of this spectacle, Alfonso then listened—attentively, we must assume—to the 

women, all daughters of the nobility, as they performed either eight or nine stanzas of 

octosilabos that Manrique had written for each of them. While doHa Elvira de Castro 

bestows justice upon Alfonso, dofia Beatriz de Sosa blesses him with the gift of honesty. 

Other personality traits that the Muses present to him are patience, kindness and, from the 

seventh Muse, Bobadilla, the gift of love; 

7. Yo soy la fada setena, 
muy poderoso seAor, 
que vengo con grand amor 
a te dar la fada buena. 
Aquesta sera que sea 
syn ningund contraste llano, 
todo quanto el sol rodea 
so tu poderosa mano.^'^ 

To conclude the mumming, Isabel performs the final verses herself On Alfonso's 

birthday, she wishes more for him from God than that which any previous leader has ever 

received, and the renown that will accompany it; 

For information on the use of the muses in early modem poetry, cf. Curtius, European Literature, 228-
242. 

Since Isabel and only her handmaidens only added up to eight Muses, Manrique writes the script to 
reflect the ninth Muse's absence (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 124). 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 2 p. 127. 
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8. Excelente rey dozeno 
de los Alfonsos llamados, 
en est' aiio catorzeno 
te faga Dios tanto bueno 
que pases a los pasados 
en trihunfos e vitorias, 
en grandezas tenporales, 
e sean tus fechos tales 
que merezcas amas glorias 
terrenas e celestiales7'^ 

In light of Palencia's memory of Alfonso's criticism of the garb that Isabel's 

servants had worn in Segovia, the momo that Gomez had prepared served to reassure the 

prince of the virtue of these ladies. It also reiterated Isabel's own love for her brother. In 

the midst of the countless uprisings and threats to their own safety, Isabel and Alfonso 

could not rely on anyone else. That she chose their guardian, our poet, to provide the 

words that express this affection speaks very highly of Gomez Manrique, too. 

In addition to preparing these verses to celebrate the "Pretendiente's" entrance 

into adulthood, Gomez also took the opportunity to educate Alfonso through the poetic 

voices of the Muses. In the treatise that precedes the verse, the Muses explain to their 

dedicatee that they are not there to present him with gold or jewelry, as they neither have 

these things nor take interest in their pursuit. Manrique's Muses also state that Alfonso 

should abstain from worldly pleasures, but seek true love: 

"nin vos, muy poderoso Rey y seftor, las aueys menester, 
pues uos basta seiiorear a los seifores de aquellos; mas con 
vn acrescentado amor que vuestra vista gentil nos ha 
causado, presentamos a vuestra alteza estos fados, los 

Paz y Meiia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 127. 
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quales, posponiendo los otros dioses, rogamos aquel solo 
que vos crio que liana mente vos lo otorgueJ'^ 

This brief statement on the abandonment of greed is the very same message that 

Manrique would profess to Isabel and Fernando in his Regimiento de Principes, written 

only a few years later. Like the Regimiento, in which Gomez asks the future monarchs to 

seek justice in every circumstance, the first of the Muses presents Isabel's brother with 

the sense of justice that comforts those who obey him and puts fear in those who do not. 

The other virtues that Manrique grants to the "Pretendiente" through the Muses also 

reappear as necessary qualities for the king and queen in the Regimiento. 

The momo, or mime, that our poet composed for Alfonso is also of interest to 

modem scholarship as an artifact of primitive Spanish drama. While mumming had 

existed in the other literary traditions of medieval Europe, especially in Portugal, it had 

not been developed to any great extent, if at all, in Castile. Citing Alfonso de Cartagena's 

recorded memoirs from time spent in the Portuguese court in the 1420s, Ascensio 

indicates the prelate's curiosity, if not slight distaste, for the mummings that the nobility 

had only recently begun to stage in Portugal.^'^ Based on Cartagena's testimony, 

Ascensio confirms that momos arrived in Castile sometime after, perhaps in the 1430s. 

Since he had already been a prominent figure in Castilian aristocratic circles before this 

and was unfamiliar with the mummings before his sojourn to the court of Joao I, it is 

likely that this dramatic genre arrived at the court of Juan II de Castilla at a later date. 

The relative absence of evidence for these texts having been performed during 

Paz y Meiia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 124. 
716 Eugenio Ascensio, "De los momos cortesanos a los autos caballerescos de Gil Vicente,'' Estudios 
Portugueses, (Paris: Funda^ao Calouste Gulbenkian, Centro Cultural Portugues, I97S) 26. 
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Maniique's adulthood also suggests that they were probably not widely known in the 

time of Enrique IV, either.^*^ Our poet's mime is also relatively unique in that, as far as 

we can ascertain, no one before him had created verse to be spoken by Isabel. For the 

purposes of theatrical production, however, Gomez's mime lacked character 

development. The women simply would have hid behind masks as they recited the verse 

that Manrique had prepared. Unlike the personified sins of our poet's Coplas por la 

muerte de Mena, who exhibit their own character flaws, the Muses reveal no specific 

traits. Gomez and Isabel may have chosen not to include character development on 

purpose, as the occasion did not require a lengthy dramatic exposition but rather a brief 

spectacle with which to commemorate Alfonso's entrance into manhood. In addition, the 

lack of any explicit personalities for these characters acted out by the daughters of the 

nobility could simply have resulted from the fact that the classical writers had never 

assigned individual personalities to the Muses.^'^ In either case, the mime for Alfonso 

was written for one occasion and, since the adolescent prince died the following year, it 

can be safely said that its performance was not repeated. This assertion is also 

corroborated by the fact that only three extant manuscripts contain the work performed 

by Isabel and her ladies-in-waiting. These are MP 1250, pp. 393-7, BN 7817, fols. 148v-

15Ir, and, as Vidal has observed, BN 9964, fol. 197.'*' Unfortunately, the poetic script of 

BN 9964 has now been lost and we possess only the prose introduction. It is therefore 

This assertion does not necessarily refute Stem's argument that dramatic performances had e.\isted in 
Medieval Castile during the three hundred years between the production of the Auio ck los Reyes Magos 
and Manrique's theatrical works. Cartagena's description limits itself to the uniqueness of mummings, and 
not of theatrical representations in general. Cf Stem Medieval Theater, 7-10. 

Curtius, European Literature, 229. 
Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," 1823; Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional MS 9964 (PhiloBiblon BETA manid 3349, 

cnum 5970). 
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difficult if not impossible to determine its relationship to the versions found in MP 1250 

and BN 7817. A comparison of these three codices on a greater scale than has yet been 

accomplished is certainly necessary to establish which of these three texts is the oldest. 

Alfonso must have enjoyed the mime that his sister had dedicated to him. It is 

around this time that he decided to travel from Arevalo to Medina del Campo, taking 

Isabel with him to grant the town to her as her father, Juan II, had stipulated in his will.^' 

Had he fmally turned the town over to her to show his appreciation for her love and 

support? Her return to Arevalo and subsequent travel to claim Medina del Campo would 

have been a true homecoming for Isabel. Medina had recently defected to the prince and 

it was finally safe for the princess to claim her rightful inheritance.^ During her lifetime 

it would be her location of choice for rest and recreation. It would also be where she 

spent the last year of her life and where she would expire on 26 November 1504. 

Later in life, Manrique experimented with the mimetic genre for yet another 

festive occasion, the birth of a nephew. While this particular mumming does not have an 

introduction to serve as a theatrical backdrop for the Virtues, the verses display the same 

poetic and dramatic strategy as the work Manrique had prepared for Alfonso's birthday. 

Each of the seven Virtues presents itself to the newborn, ofTering itself to the child. The 

child is blessed so that he will be a powerful and virtuous knight. Unlike the Seven 

™ Vidars transcription of the mumming accounts for the variants between all three prologues, yet he 
ventures no guess as to which may be the parent of the others C'Obra literaria," 1823-6). 
™ Palencia, Gesta Hispanietaia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 10 ch. 5 p. 462; Valera, Memorial, 134. 
^ Vidal cites documentary evidence to show that the official transaction of Medina del Campo in Isabel's 
name did not occur until the beginning of 1468 ("Obra literaria," 98-100). Palencia, however, does not 
appear to be in error of the dates in which Isabel entered and claimed the city for her own, as Azcona 
provides documents to support that Alfonso signed the town over to her on 7 December 1467 (Azcona, 
Isabel, 128). 
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Deadly Sins of Manrique's Coplas por la muerte de Mem, the characters portraying the 

Virtues are neither delineated in the script nor are there stage directions to describe them. 

A family member presumably approached the infant and read the words to the circle of 

those invited to the event, perhaps the child's baptism. They may also have worn masks 

so that the onlookers could tell them apart. 

Since eight of Gomez's siblings had offspring, many of whose birth dates are not 

documented, it is difficult, if not impossible to name the recipient of the mime.'^ Yet the 

patriotic nature of this work, and the reference to the concept of "Espafia" rather than 

"Castile" in the first and second stanzas leads us to believe that it was composed after 

Isabel and Fernando had united the two kingdoms of Aragon and Castile.^"* Other 

patriotic references within the work also suggest that the political climate had stabilized 

by the time in which Gomez composed this mumming. With the gifts of temperance and 

strength, this newborn will conquer any obstacle in life without the fear of death, as our 

poet exhorts his young dedicatee: "non temas la vida [ por auer onrrada muerte."^ 

Representacion del Nagimiento de Nuestro SeHor 

Manrique also wrote his best-known theatrical work, the Representacion del 

nagimiento de Nuestro Seiior, for family members.'^® His fifth and younger sister, Maria, 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 30-5. 
" Yo te fago justiciero, 

mas que castigues sin safla, 
porque biuas en espafia 

nonbrado cauallero, 
eparescas 
aquellos de donde vienes 
e por tu viitud merescas 
alcanfar muy grandes bienes" (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 30). 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 31. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1^-206. 
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had evidently requested him to write a nativity play. Maria had entered the cloister after 

her marriage to the second Lord of Fuentiduefia had been annulled. In 14S2, she returned 

to live with her mother, Leonor, and sister, Aldonza, in Belliza where Leonor had 

established a Clarisas convent at the preexisting Monasterio de la Esperan^a de 

Amusco.^ She remained with her mother and Aldonza from that time on and assisted 

them in relocating the Clarisas convent to Calabazanos upon the death of their older 

brother, Diego Manrique. Salazar y Castro explains that Maria replaced Aldonza as 

abbess of the convent after the youngest Manrique daughter passed away in 1468.^^ 

Since the title of Gomez's Representacion reports that it was written "a instancias de 

Maria Manrique, vicaria enel monesterio de Calabazanos, hermana suya," we can 

determine that the play was composed at some time before her promotion to abbess in 

1468.^ The play, which served to dramatize the birth of Christ, could have been 

performed that very December.^ At the latest, Gomez could have written it while he was 

stationed in Arevalo with Isabel and Alfonso, traveling afterward to Calabazanos to 

deliver, witness, or perhaps even act in the Representacion that winter. The drama could 

also have been presented at an earlier date, perhaps while Gomez served as the 

Corregidor of Burgos. Burgos is slightly over forty-five miles from the convent's 

location, and our poet may have traveled there to celebrate the birth of Christ with his 

™ Salazar, Ccua de Lara, L 2 lib. 8 ch. 2 pp. 49-50. 
^ Salazar. Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 8 ch. 2 pp. 50. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 198. 
^ Regarding the principal theme of the work, Zimic certifies that "Segiin nuestra lectura de la 
Representacion, el Nacimiento de Jesus es su foco inconfundible. Todos los otros elementos episodicos y 
tematicos estin Idgicamente retacionados con ^1. Incluso la escena de los instrumentos de la Pasion. que 
parece mas incongruente con respecto al tema navidefio, se emplea en funcion exclusiva de elaborar 
ideologica y artisticamente el hecho milagroso del Nacimiento" (Stanislav Zimic, ''El teatro religioso de 
Gomez Manrique (1412-1490)." BRAE 57 (1977): 353-400). 
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mother, sisters and their fellow nuns. It also could be that Manrique did not accompany 

his nativity play to Calabazanos, but rather employed a courier to take the completed 

drama to them. Another possibility is that, during the winter of 1467, Gomez briefly left 

to visit his family.^* 

This nativity play opens with Joseph lamenting his fate at having chosen Mary for 

his bride, since the child she carries in her womb does not belong to him; 

jO uiejo desuenturado! 
Negra dicha fue la mia 
en casar me con Maria 
por quien fliesse desonrrado. 
Yo la veo bien prefiada, 
no se de quien nin de quanto; 
dizen que d' espiritu santo, 
mas yo desto non se nada.''^ 

These verses are followed by Mary, "la Gloriosa," begging God to assure her husband of 

the Immaculate Conception. 

Manrique appears to have received his inspiration for the opening of the play 

from the Matthew 1.18-20 in which Joseph decides not to quietly divorce Mary after he is 

visited by an angel in his dreams. The play then proceeds to describe several visits from 

biblical figures who have come to witness and participate in the nativity scene as 

described in Luke 2. The shepherds follow the angel's orders to visit the newborn "sefior 

delos seiiores," which provokes them to say : 

Vidal cites the documentary evidence provided in Rodriguez, Revilla et al.. to confirm that Maria was 
not the abbess until 1468, as Salazar had written in Cosa de Lara. Cf. ("Obra literaria," p. 1804 n. 1.; 
Severino Rodriguez Salcedo, Ramon Revilla Vielva and Arcadio Torres Marin, "Calabazanos a la vista; la 
Reina Catolica y los Manriques: nuevos datos," Publicaciones de la Institucion Tello Tellez de Meneses 6 
(1951): 34S-S6. He also resolves the co-authors's confusion between Maria and her homonym, Gomez's 
daughter, who also served as abbess in the 1480s. He does not, however, attempt to date the work's 
raoduction with any greater accuracy. 

Paz y Melia, ed.. Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 198. 
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Este es el nifio e^elente 
que nos tiene de saluar, 
ermanos, muy omilmente 
le lleguemos adorar.''' 

The angels Gabriel, Michael and Rafael also speak to the Christ child. Much like 

the Virtues or the Muses that speak to their respective audiences in the momos that 

Gomez wrote for the "Pretendiente" and his infant nephew, these saints each bow to 

Jesus and his motJier, offering their loyalty and adoration. 

The play takes another unique turn after the angels greet Jesus. It departs from the 

nativity scene to describe one that evidently serves to reinforce the glory of his deeds on 

earth and his compassion for humankind. Seven Christian martyrs approach him, giving 

him the chalice that held his blood, the column (astelo) on which he is to be tied, and the 

whip, as well as the lashes he is to receive from it. The martyrs also hand the infant Jesus 

the crown of thorns, the cross, the nails and the lance with which the Romans pierce his 

side. At this point in the play, we must assume that the child awakes from what must 

have been a dream sequence of the events that lead to his resurrection. The play ends 

with a lullaby for the child, a song perhaps sung by Mary or the entire congregation, with 

the chorus "Callad, fijo mio chiquito."^ 

The Representacion is considered by many to be the first example of medieval 

Spanish theatre since the Auto de los Reyes Magos, composed in the mid-twelfth 

centuryCoupled with the literary precedent that it sets, its exceptional content has also 

™ Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 200. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 206. 

Stem, Medieval Theater, 183-4; Ronald E. Surtz, Teatro Castellano de la Edad Media, (Madrid: 
CI^cos Taurus, 1992) 13. 
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led scholarship to explicate its text, argue or defend the quality of the theatrical structure 

of the opus, and attempt to resolve the conundrum of exactly how the work was staged. A 

key aspect of the drama that has received much attention is the importance that Gomez 

assigned to the role of Joseph. No other medieval European nativity play developed the 

character of Jesus's father to the same extent, nor do they present him as a disbeliever. 

This section, subtitled by many as the "dudas de San Jose," may have been included for 

comic relief.^ The critical attention of Joseph's character appears to have stemmed from 

the fact that he is placed at the forefront of the play and sets the tone for actions or 

presentations that follow in an effort to reveal his folly. Indeed, as Zimic explains, while 

Joseph's character only speaks the first stanza, he becomes the central figure of the 

voices that come forward to hail Jesus.^^ As has been alluded to above, Joseph was 

persuaded not to leave Mary when an angel visited him in his dreams. The angel assured 

the carpenter that the child in question was to be the Redeemer. While the 

Represenlacion includes no stage directions, it must be that the character Joseph had been 

reproached in his sleep. This "dramatic symmetry," as Sieber has posed, is reflected in 

the martyrs'svisit to the infant Jesus.^" The child, much like Joseph, is presented with a 

foreshadowing of his true purpose on earth. A similar example is found in Gil Vicente's 

^ Zimic, "Teatro religioso," 358. For greater background on the role of Joseph in these early Nativity 
dramas, cf. E.K. Chambers, The Medieval Stage, (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1903) and Karl Young, The Drama 
of the Medieval Church, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1933). 
^ ^ "Paradojicamente, Jos^...es para nosotros, el personaje central y mas importante de la obra" (Zimic, 
"Teatro religiose," 363). For more information regarding the importance of Joseph's role in the 
Represenlacion, cf. Humberto Lopez Morales, Tradicion y creacion en las origenes del teatro castellano, 
(Madrid: Ediciones Alcaic 1968) I2S-6. 
™ Hany Sieber, "Dramatic Symmetry in Gomez Manrique's La Representacion del Nacimiento de Nuestro 
SeOor," HR 33.2 (1965): 119-135. Sieber's article summarizes the Representacion s plot in detail, showing 
all the while the care that our poet had taken to organize the drama so that all themes are reiterated clearly 
in the lullaby at the end. He does not, however, consider the possibility that both (step-) father and son 
encounter the majority of the "action" of the play in their dreams. 
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Auto de la sibila Casandra (1513).'^' According to Delgado-Morales, Vicente's Nativity 

drama stages Mary's humility and purity, and foretells that these qualities will be 

essential to her duty as a mediator between God and humankind/'*'' Since the play ends 

with a lullaby, it would appear that the child, frightened at the suffering he must undergo 

to save the world, was awakened. Manrique then closes the drama with a song that 

illustrates the fragile nature of the child, and the nurturing qualities that the young Mary 

possesses instinctively. 

A great polemic exists regarding the theatrical quality of the Representacion. 

Deyermond, in his analysis of Manrique's drama, defends the text against the critiques of 

numerous scholars of early modem English literature who consider Manrique's drama to 

lack a unifled structure.^'" In their own aggrandizement of the "Passion Plays" and early 

modem religious spectacles written in England in the same era, some medievalists have 

disparaged Gomez's literary contribution. They have argued that the play is especially 

weak because it presents the symbols of Christ's death and suffering in a performance 

that was supposed to glorify his arrival on earth. Deyermond defends the Representacion 

against these negative reviews. In particular, he objects to Alfredo Hermenegildo, who 

labels the text "carente de toda tension dramatica," and with Stanley Kahrl, who 

considers the Representacion to lack dramatic focus; "here are instead all the legends 

^ Gil Vicente, "Auto de la Sibila Casandra," Obras dramaticas castellanas, ed. Thomas R. Hart, (Madrid; 
Espasa-Calpe, 1962)43-68. 

Manuel Delgado-Morales, "La tropologia navidefia del Auto de la sibila Casandra" BHisp 88 (1986); 
190-201. 

Alan Deyermond, "Historia sagrada y tunica dramatica en la ^Representacion del Na9imiento de 
Nuestro Seilor' de Gomez Manrique," Historias y Jicciones: coloquio sobre la literatura del siglo XV. 
Adas del Coloquio fntemacional organizado par el Departament de Filologia Espanyola de la Universitat 
de Valencia, celebrado en Valencia los dias 19, 30 y 31 de octubre de 1990, eds. L. Canet and J.L. Sirera 
R. Beltran, (Valencia: Universitat de Valencia, Departament de Filologia Espanyola, 1990) 299. 
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surrounding Christ's birth, lumped together with no sense of discrimination."'^^ Sieber 

also objects to the contention that Manrique's drama lacks a central theme. In his 

"Dramatic Symmetry in Gomez Manrique's La Representacion del nafimiento de 

Nuestro Senor" he argues that the lullaby that concludes the drama presents its audience 

with its true sermon, that humankind must devote itself to Christ just as Joseph had to the 

Madonna.'"*^ We also see unity in the manner in which the action is developed. In the 

play, both Joseph and the Christ Child are told of their respective purposes on earth 

through dreams.'"*^ 

Additionally, scholars would have been less critical of the Representacion's 

staging of both the Nativity and the Passion if they had been familiar with the unique 

tenets of the medieval Order of St. Francis, and of its female counterpart, the Order of 

Saint Claire, to which the Calabazanos convent belonged. Surtz affirms that it was 

common for the Franciscans to present both Christ's birth and death in sermons and plays 

during the Middle Ages.^'*^ Seen in this light, Gomez most likely wrote his drama to 

adhere to the Franciscan doctrine. Indeed, the work would have been especially pleasing 

to his sister Maria and to all the members of the convent if it conformed to their own 

vision of Christ's birth. 

Deyermond, "Historia sagrada," p. 292 n. 2, 299; Alfredo Hermenegildo, La Representacion del 
Nacimiento de Nuestro Senor, de Gomez Manrique. Congreso sobre literatura Medieval Espafiola, Buenos 
Aires: Universidad Catolica (Unpublished,) 1990; Stanley J. Kahrl, Traditions of the Xledieval English 
Drama, (London: Hutchinson, 1974) 57. 

Sieber, "Oramatic Symmetry," 119-135. 
Sieber, "Dramatic Symmetiy," 126. 
Ronald E. Surtz, Teatro Castellano, 28; Ronald E. Surtz, "The «Franciscan Connection» in the Early 

Castilian Theater," BCom 35.2 (1983): 141-152. 
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As we mentioned at the beginning of this Chapter, the Council of Aranda del 

Duero of 1473 approved only of religious dramas that encouraged spirituality. Written at 

least six, and as many as fifteen years, after the Council had imposed its standards, 

Manrique's play would have have satisfied their demands, since it presented the birth of 

Christ in accordance with the Church's doctrine. The Representacion would not be found 

on any list of proscribed dramas. Perhaps, years afterward, while Gomez was compiling 

his obras completas for the Count of Benavente, he took pride in his artistic creation for 

conforming to the recognized values that the Church had set in place long after its 

composition. He also might even have been proud of the poetic content, and the 

knowledge that he had written such a unique work for his family and the nuns of 

Calabazanos. 

Our poet wrote another religious drama to be performed during Holy Week that 

also would have conformed to the Council of Aranda's specifications. In Manrique's 

Copies fechas para la Semana Santa, Mary, John the Baptist and Mary Magdalene are 

featured as characters.^**^ The work presents a hypothetical dialogue between these 

biblical figures as they contemplate Christ's death and rebirth. The drama opens with 

Mary's lament that her son has been killed. She exhorts all women, married and single 

alike, to cry with her for Jesus's ciuciftxion. John the Baptist's spirit enters the scene and 

asks for those present to mourn the death of the Savior. The Baptist then calls for Mary 

Magdalene, who also arrives and begins to comfort Mary. The Madonna asks Mary 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2. pp. 292-6. 
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Magdalene to reassure her that her son has been resurrected and directs them to his tomb. 

The brief work ends with John leading them all to his cousin's tomb. 

Alfonso de Castilla, d.l468 

The occasions in which Gomez wrote his dramas as well as the first performance 

of the Representacion at Calabazanos, were brief periods of escape from the kingdom's 

ongoing political struggle. Little progress was made during the first half of 1468 by either 

the alfonsistas or the king. All attempts at peace had failed and the alliance began to 

dissolve. The rebels once again began to challenge each other's loyalty to their cause. For 

Palencia, the Marques de Villena was gready responsible for the league's infighting. The 

chronicler wrote that Juan Pacheco had entered into secret negotiations with Enrique, and 

was about to separate himself from the confederacy.^"*' The "Pretendiente" was no longer 

able to rely upon the support of Aragon, either, since the kingdom had just suffered the 

loss of its queen, Juana Enriquez, on 13 February. Juan 11 de Aragon was devastated. He 

had delegated great authority to his wife to compensate for his own failing health. In the 

1460s, his cataracts had left him nearly blind. While he would miraculously recover his 

sight after his wife passed away, he never completely regained the authority that he once 

held within his kingdom.'**^ Fernando had shown his father that he was ready for greater 

responsibilities. On 10 June 1468, Juan [I named his son the rex et congregans de 

Sicilia?*'^ Now that he had his own domain, Fernando would have been able to attract 

marriage proposals from any European kingdom. For many Castilians, he had become the 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 10 ch. 5 p. 464. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 10 ch. 6 p. 465. 
Vicens, Fernando II, 199. 
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ideal husband for Isabel de Castilla. Evidently, however, the young King of Sicily had 

not yet begun to seek a bride. He instead preferred his concubines, such as the woman 

who later bore him a child before 10 March 1469, the child that would later be 

recognized as Alfonso de Aragon, Bishop of Zaragoza^^ 

As the Aragonese prince was preparing to claim his throne, Alfonso de Castilla's 

party had run into more difficulty within Toledo. Alfonso had not corresponded with the 

city since 1467, after the uprisings against the New Christians had ended. The 

"Pretendiente" believed that Toledo would remain loyal to him and had concentrated on 

liberating other regions of Castile. In 1468, however, Alfonso's advisors received word 

that Enrique had bribed Toledo's council members with armor and property that had been 

stolen in the previous year's uprisings."' The news prompted Alfonso and Isabel, the 

archbishop, the Marques de Villena and several of their allies to travel to the ancient city 

to regain its allegiance. The group, led by Pacheco, departed from Arevalo on the last day 

of June, arriving that evening in the town of CardeAosa, just six miles away from 

Avila.''^ There the "Pretendiente" ate a breaded filet of trout, which was one of his 

favorite meals. Shortly afterward Alfonso fell into a deep sleep that lasted well past his 

normal waking hour. When his bedroom attendants were unable wake the prince, they 

called Isabel and the traveling party of nobles and prelates to come to Alfonso's side. The 

"Pretendiente" could not speak, yet he could respond when they prodded him. Palencia 

records that Alfonso had no swollen glands despite some pain. The doctors who had been 

Vic6ns, Fernando II, 199. 
Benito Ruano, Toledo, 245-6. 
I rely on Palencia's account Alfonso's death {Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance. L 1 lib. 10 

ch. 10 pp. 476-8). 
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summoned to his aid were unable to draw his blood because it had already clotted. 

Witnesses suspected he had been infected with the bubonic plague. Palencia disagreed. 

While there had been a recent outbreak of the deadly disease where they had camped, 

Alfonso did not have the traditional, recognizable symptoms. Palencia instead believed 

that Alfonso had been poisoned. All medical treatments proved ineffectual, and the 

onlookers resorted to prayer, fasts and self-flagellation. Their supplications went 

unanswered, however. The boy-king perished on S July, slightly more than four months 

prior to his fifteenth birthday. 

Palencia continued to suspect that Alfonso had been poisoned and named Juan 

Pacheco as his assassin. The Marques de Villena had behaved suspiciously during the 

prince's final hours. He dined extravagantly on the night of Alfonso's death, and the next 

morning deferred all funerary responsibilities to Gomez's brother, ifligo, the Bishop of 

Coria. The chronicler also stated that Pacheco did not defend himself against those who 

accused him of committing the murder. Palencia argued that his suspicions had been 

confirmed when the Marques de Villena returned to Enrique to become his closest 

advisor within weeks of Alfonso's death.^'^ However, Enrique's own chronicler, Diego 

Enriquez del Castillo, maintained that the plague had taken the prince's life.^^** Azcona 

declares that there is not enough evidence to determine exactly how Alfonso died, let 

alone to determine who was his murderer.Though his opportunism might well have 

motivated htm to murder the "Pretendiente", and though he was among Alfonso's 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 10 ch. 10 p. 478. 
Enriquez de! Castillo, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. S^hez Martin, 307. 
Azcona, Isabel, 131-2. 
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traveling party at the time the prince fell ill, there is nothing other than circumstantial 

evidence with which to implicate the Marques de Villena as the assassin of the rebellion's 

figurehead. 

After Alfonso was buried in the monastery of San Francisco in the province of 

Avila, the rebels and Isabel entered Avila and sat down to resolve their quandary; how 

could they submit themselves once more to the king? They continued to despise him, but 

without a royal leader, they could not depose Enrique. Carrillo, together with the 

Manrique family and many others, turned to Isabel for leadership. Yet the princess was 

reluctant to take her brother's place. She had never considered that she would rule 

Castile. She was also grieving the loss of her brother, probably fearful that she too might 

die prematurely if she was unable to meet the demands of her constituents. Isabel chose 

instead to meet with Enrique to establish peace once and for all. For Valera, the 

princess's decision not to continue the civil war revealed that, even at the early age of 

seventeen, she could be pragmatic.^^ 

Enrique had followed his brother's health closely during Alfonso's last days. He 

had also corresponded with Toledo regularly during this time and had gained the support 

of the city council by offering land grants to its Old Christian members. Fearing that the 

city might be turned to the rebellion when they heard that Alfonso had died, Enrique 

notified the city himself in a mood of reconciliation. On 6 July, the day after Alfonso's 

death, the king wrote to the citizens of Toledo that Alfonso, who had fought for peace 

Valera, A/emona/. 139. 
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within the kingdom, would not have wanted the city to erupt in chaos once more/^^ 

Enrique's letters during this time reflect that he was aware that he could end the rebellion 

before it regained its momentum. 

Isabel, Heiress to the Thrones of Arag6n, Castile and Sicily 
Meanwhile, Isabel had returned to the care of Gomez Manrique while the 

archbishop calculated their next move. It is clear that word of Alfonso's death had 

traveled to Aragon. On 17 July 1468, just twelve days since the "Pretendiente" had taken 

his last breath, the recently crowned King of Sicily wrote the rebels expressing his 

interest in the Castilian princess's hand in marriage.^'^ As mentioned earlier, Juan II de 

Aragon had long ago proposed a marriage between Femando and Isabel, but Enrique had 

instead wished to wed his sister to Afonso V de Portugal. Now that the "Pretendiente" 

had died, and since Juana de Castilla did not appear to have a legitimate claim to the 

throne, the Aragonese king was once more very eager to bring Isabel and Fernando 

together. At this juncture, the two young royals appeared much more likely to fulfill his 

dream of unifying the Peninsula under one monarchy. Juan U de Aragon and his son 

would offer their support to Isabel and the rebels. 

Bolstered by her deep faith, the confidence that the neighboring country would 

help her ascend to the throne and her growing popularity among the revelers who now 

upheld her as the heir to the throne of Castile, Isabel determined to meet Enrique on 

peaceful, yet far from submissive terms.^^' While she had not allowed her supporters to 

Benito Ruano, Toledo, 252. 
Vicens, Femando II, 229. 
Isabel's constituency had begun to name her heiress of Castile as early as 20 July 1468. Cf. Azcona, 

Isabel. 136. 
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raise her as the Queen of Castile in place of her defunct brother, she had agreed to lead 

the federation toward its goal of ending their nation's corruptions^ 

That September, Isabel had chosen to stay in Avila, negotiating from the Church 

of San Bemabe, where she, along with Carrillo and Pacheco, Luis Carrillo, Bishop of 

Burgos, and Gomez Manrique plotted their next strategy for the league. In the minutes 

recording an assembly that the confederacy held on 2 September, Isabel expressed her 

gratitude that Gomez Manrique's efforts to maintain Avila's loyalty had been 

successful.She rewarded the city by abrogating an expensive grant that the king had 

extended to the Count of Alba. The citizens were appreciative of the princess's move, 

because the count's rents had greatly sapped Avila's resources. The record from 2 

September also shows that our poet had sworn his own allegiance to the princess. Gomez 

never entertained the idea of returning to Enrique. His multiple roles in Isabel's life, as 

her guardian, soldier and commissioned poet, had allowed Manrique to see that the 

princess had become a woman of great faith. Our poet also must have seen that the 

princess recognized his sincere efforts to protect her, and that she would not forget him, 

either. 

While Isabel had come to trust Gomez Manrique, she had yet to learn to distrust 

the Marques de Villena. Before Pacheco had made it known that he was working for 

Enrique, he had advised the princess to return to live with her half-brother if the king 

While there no longer exists any documentation from this period, it is clear that the federation pledged 
itself to Isabel, and must have agreed to the terms they were to propose to Enrique IV at Toros de 
Guisando. Cf. Seirano, Los Reyes Catdlicosy la ciudad de Burgps, 104. 

Bairios Garcia, et al, eds.,Archivo Municipal de Avila, 210>I2. 
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requested it of her7^^ Carrillo objected, fearing that she would become detached from her 

noble following, but the princess agreed with Pacheco for reasons unknown. Perhaps she 

had wanted to give Enrique another chance to stabilize his own reign before she 

succeeded him. Palencia argues that she did not consider herself as a potential candidate 

to rule Castile since, even if she were crowned queen, her husband, a powerful prince or 

king such as Afonso V, would not allow her to govern her own domain.'" On 18 

September 1468, she and Enrique met and ratified a new treaty.'^ Isabel was to be the 

legitimate heiress to the throne. In addition, the Archbishop of Toledo would subordinate 

himself once more to the king. Carrillo agreed to respect the treaty, but as we have seen 

before, the archbishop did not always keep his promises. All of Isabel's loyal followers 

were to end their warring against the monarch. The papacy also concurred with the new 

pact by recognizing Isabel as the monarch's successor. It also reinforced Enrique's 

mandate that Carrillo was to retum to his obedience. The archbishop was not stripped of 

all of his political power, however. Isabel was to remain in the care of the archbishop's 

household, and Gomez was reassigned as one of her guardians. Carrillo was pleased that 

Isabel was not required to live with the king after all. With the princess in their custody, 

the Archbishop of Toledo could continue with his secret plan to marry her to the young 

and promising King of Sicily. 

The Archbishop of Toledo's communiques with the Aragonese had frightened and 

in some cases angered many of the grandees. Although a temporary hiatus had been 

Palencia. Crdnica de Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. I ch. 4 voL 1 pp. 261 -5 col. 1. 
Palencia, Crdnica de Enrique IV, eA Pazy Melia. L 2 lib. I ch. 4 vol. i pp. 261 col. 2. 
Azcona provides an itemized list of the details in the treaty between the camps {Isabel, 144-7). 
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achieved in the civil war, the magnates had not been able to put aside their many 

differences. The extremely wealthy and powerful Mendoza family, now led by the second 

Marques de Santillana, Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, was upset that Isabel, Enrique and 

the papal delegates had established the treaty without allowing anyone to represent the 

interests of Juana de Castilla. The Mendoza family had been protecting and educating 

Juana during the rebellion. They wanted her to be the future Queen of Castile. They had 

also distanced themselves from the revolution until this point, and wanted to reassert their 

own power within Castile. No official changes were made to the treaty, though they 

succeeded in persuading the king to reconsider his daughter's rights to the monarchy. 

By March of 1469, Enrique had established an accord with the Mendozas, which 

guaranteed their fidelity to him as long as he agreed to marry Isabel to Afonso V de 

Portugal. 

While Isabel's camp had proceeded to arrange the marriage with Fernando, and 

Enrique IV had set his eyes on the King of Portugal, Isabel had reservations about both 

choices. Living in Ocai^a, the princess organized her household to reflect her own royal 

potential. Azcona documents that as late as February of 1469 Isabel had not trusted 

Fernando. With at least one illegitimate child, and with the rumor circulating that he 

had impregnated other mistresses, the young King of Sicily would have appeared too 

interested in the many vices that were accessible to royalty. Isabel desired a husband who 

"Enrique IV hizo lo imposible pot granjearse de nuevo la amistad de esta poderosa familia..." (Azcona, 
Isabel, 152); Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 1 ch. 5 vol. 1 pp. 267 col. I. 

Azcona, Isabel, 165. 
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would be faithful to her. She also was concerned that Fernando would attempt to rule 

Castile without her input. 

By March, however, Isabel had evidently resolved her doubts about Fernando's 

character.'®' She and the archbishop sent our poet to Cervera to meet the prince and to 

negotiate her betrothal. While the princess had only recently decided that Fernando was 

worthy of her hand, it is clear that Manrique had favored Isabel's marriage to the Prince 

of Aragon for a long time. His faith in the potential of the Fernando could only have 

aided Isabel in her decision. As early as December 1467, our poet had written the 

princess the two-stanza poem referred to in the Introduction, in which he assures her that 

she will find a king for a husband whose virtues as well as his bravery are equal to 

hers.'^ In comparison to the middle-aged Afonso V de Portugal, Fernando represented a 

far more attractive spouse. In addition to his youth, he would eventually inherit a vast 

estate. While in Cervera, Fernando and Gomez signed the new marriage contract that the 

archbishop had formulated earlier.'^' The pact stipulated the duties Fernando was to cany 

out both as the princess's husband and as future King of Castile. He first had to agree not 

to challenge Enrique IV. For such a term to be included, indeed at the top of all other 

demands, it is clear that the peace agreement reached with the king was still very tenuous. 

Other terms limited the power that the Prince of Aragon could wield over Castile. While 

Fernando would be obligated to handle all issues of justice as the King of Castile he had 

to respect the municipalities's autonomy. He was not allowed to make land grants, nor 

Vicens quotes a lener that Isabel addressed to Fernando during this period that states that she agreed to 
move forward with the arranged marriage {Fernando II, 247). 

Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 121. 
Azcona, Isabel, 166. 
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was he entitled to confer titles upon the nobility without Isabel's approval. The league did 

not want him to abandon his duties to the princess, either. He would not be allowed to 

leave the country without consent from Isabel. The contract also provided for Isabel's 

future children; Isabel would have custody of them at all times. As a final condition to 

guarantee his loyalty, Fernando pledged Aragon in arras or as the property from which 

he was to earn income in order to support his family. He also gave the princess twenty 

thousand florins and a valuable pearl necklace in good faith. The negotiators swore to the 

stipulations and parted happily. 

Meanwhile, unaware that Isabel had become engaged to Fernando, Enrique had 

continued to search for a husband for his sister. Another former ally of his. King Louis XI 

of France had presented his brother Charles, Duke of Guyenne, as a viable suitor for the 

princess's hand. That summer, he sent Charles's men to Ocafia to meet Isabel and to 

make a proposal. The group did not fmd the princess, however, since she had wisely left 

the town in May. By the end of the summer, she had established herself in Valladolid and 

had rejected all other suitors. She had chosen Fernando to be her groom. 

Fernando spent the summer of 1469 in Valencia. He had notified the princess that 

he and his counselors had arranged to travel secretly to Valladolid, where they would be 

united in matrimony. In an earlier visit to Aragon, the chronicler Palencia had advised the 

prince not to announce his plans to many Isabel in view of the fact that Enrique IV would 

be upset that he had not been apprised of their engagement.^ On 5 October, Fernando 

and six attendants set out from Zaragoza disguised as merchants. Everyone feared for the 

™ Palencia, Cronica de don Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 2 ch. 3 vol. 1 p. 291 col. 1. 
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prince's safety on his journey. The archbishop had dispatched cavalries to lead him 

through the most dangerous territories. As described in the Introduction, Gomez had 

escorted the royal groom-to-be from Berlanga to Duefias. Fernando*s retinue had been 

especially wary of this segment of the journey and their spirits were lifted when they saw 

that Manrique and his company of horsemen were to guide them.^' Juan II had also been 

concerned that his only son and legitimate heir might be ransomed or even killed if he 

were to fall into the hands of Enrique's supporters.^ The numerous escort parties 

ensured the prince's safe arrival in Duefias. This location would be his residence until he 

married Isabel in Valladolid on 19 October 1469. In a letter from the twentieth of that 

month, the prince confirms to his father that he and Isabel were indeed married by the 

Archbishop of Toledo in Valladolid in front of its citizens.'^ Many of the rebels had been 

in attendance, including Gomez Manrique and his brothers and sisters. 

Now that the federation had seen to the marriage of Isabel and Fernando, they 

began to promote them to Castile as their future monarchs. This was a difHcult task 

because Alfonso's death had weakened the spirit of the rebellion.^'* Carrillo, the 

Manriques, Admiral Fadrique Enriquez and the Count of Benavente would have to regain 

the confidence of the municipalities. They had to inspire the knights and municipalities to 

follow them. 

Palencia, Crdnica de don Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, t. 2 lib. 2 ch. 3 vol. 1 p. 293 col. 2. 
^ Vic^ns, Fernando II, 259. 
^ Azcona, Isabel, 175. The civil ceremony occurred on 18 October, and the religious ceremony took place 
on the following day. 

'̂ Faltaba, pues. en el bando rebelde la llama que ilumina el fanatismo y hace grandes a los 
revolucionarios." (Vicens, Fernando II, 229). 
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When Enrique learned of his sister's betrayal, he immediately wrote Pope Paul II 

to annul her marriage. While the papal legate assigned to Fernando and Isabel, Antonio 

Giacomo Venier, had approved of the union, the pope had never been consulted. The 

prince and princess had looked to Alfonso Carrillo, the "Primado de las Espai^as" and 

therefore the most powerful religious authority within the Peninsula, to determine the 

legality of their union.^' Paul II struggled to accept the matrimony as valid, especially 

since the young royals were second cousins. However, as history has shown, Enrique lost 

his appeal when Isabel announced her pregnancy in February of 1470. The pope would 

not separate them once he learned that she was carrying a potential heir to the throne. In 

spite of this, the prince and princess found themselves to be no longer welcome in 

Valladolid, as the city moved to support Enrique. While these debates were ongoing, 

Isabel and Fernando decided to approach Enrique to resolve the conflicts that had arisen 

from their new union. Fernando also notified his father to have soldiers prepared in the 

event that war broke out. Fernando also listened to his bride's advisors. At this time, 

Isabel valued Carrillo's opinions most and the prince would also come to recognize the 

archbishop's intelligence.^® 

Azcona considers the period from their wedding in October of 1469 to March of 

1470 to be the first of four phases of the campaign for the throne of Castile.^ Yet for 

Gomez and all those who were to participate in the war of succession from its first battle 

until its end in 1479, there could have been two distinct periods: the years in which they 

Azcona, Isabel, 184. 
Mana Isabel del Val, Isabel la Catdlica, princesa (1468-1474), (Valladolid: Instituto «Isabel la 

Cat61ica» de Historia Eclesiastica, 1974) 199-200. 
Azcona, Isabel, 188. 
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fought against Enrique and the four years after his death, in which Isabel defended 

Castile against the King of Portugal. Manrique was very active as a soldier, strategist and 

diplomat throughout the war. 

Gomez also remained close to his family in spite of the many battles that would 

take him to all regions of the kingdom. He would have been saddened to hear that his 

mother, Leonor de Castilla, passed away on 7 September 1470 at Calabazanos.^ While 

we do not know her exact age at the time of death, it is clear that she had lived at least 

eight decades. Leonor had outlived her husband by thirty years, her first born son by 

twelve, and had also seen the death of her youngest daughter, Aldonza, the abbess of the 

convent in 1468. Leonor is the first of many of the clan from Amusco to expire in the 

1470s. She may not have survived her third son, Pedro Manrique, but he, too, passed 

away before the end of 1470. Her sixth son, Juan Manrique, the Archdeacon of 

Valpuesta, died in 1473, leaving his property in the care of his slightly older and more 

powerful brother, ifiigo, the Bishop of Coria.^ Juana Manrique, the Countess of Castro, 

expired in 1474, a loss that had weakened her younger brother Gomez's spirits, making 

him loathe to defend the Archbishop of Toledo's property.^ Rodrigo, too, would 

succumb to cancer in 1476, and his poet-son, Jorge fell in battle in April of 1479. 

Gomez's second-youngest brother, Fadrique Manrique also died in 1479 in Ecija, 

sometime before 18 December.^' For our poet, who was approaching fifty-five years of 

age and still battling for a greatly elusive peace in Castile, the next ten years must have 

™ Salazar y Castro, Casa de Lara, t 2 lib. 8 ch. 2 pp. 4S-6. 
™ Salazary Castro, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 12, ch. 5 p. 563. 
™ Jose Maria Casas Homs, ed.. La Gaya Ciencia de P. Guillen De Segovia, (Madrid; Cl^cos Hispanicos, 
1967) vol. 1 p. 30. 

Sdazar y Castro, Casa de Lara, t. 2 lib. 12 ch. 7 p. 580. 
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challenged his spirits. He especially would miss his siblings Rodrigo and Juana, as well 

as his nephew, Jorge. It appears, however, that these losses strengthened his resolve to 

fight for Isabel. 

Enrique IV Retaliates 

While the king had not accepted Isabel and Fernando's marriage, he had not 

deployed soldiers against them at this moment. Everyone among their followers, 

including the archbishop, who hated Enrique so much that he refused to kiss the 

monarch's hand at their encounter at Toros de Guisando, wished to avoid another violent 

uprising. Enrique ignored their appeals, however, and the cities, fearing his wrath, had 

also turned against Fernando and Isabel. The two first lef^ Valladolid for Dueflas, and 

eventually relocated to Isabel's household in Medina del Campo. There, on 2 October 

1470, after heavy labor, the princess bore her first child, a daughter whom the 

Archbishop of Toledo named after her mother and grandmother.^ Fernando, Isabel and 

their followers had hoped Enrique would accept the couple as his successors after she 

gave birth, yet the king began to attack them more fiercely. Enrique had also strengthened 

his resolve to marry his daughter, despite the fact that she had not yet reached ten years of 

age. He first chose to negotiate with Charles of Guyenne, the suitor whom he had 

originally selected to marry Isabel. Yet Charies had no interest in Juana unless Enrique 

declared her to be the heiress of Castile. Enrique dispatched letters to various parts of the 

kingdom stating once again that Juana was his true daughter, and that he had reinstated 

her as his heiress. 

^Palencia, Crvnicade Enrique IV, ed Pazy Melia, L 2 lib. 3 ch. 3 p. 315 col. 1. 
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Medina del Campo's citizens had feared that they would be attacked, and had 

driven Isabel from her own lands. She and her supporters moved to Medina de Rioseco, 

which had belonged to Fernando's grandfather, Fadrique Enriquez, the Admiral of 

Castile. From there, they would begin to request financial and military support from the 

region's prelates. The princess shared this duty, too, sending additional letters to town 

ofHcials from the region. She had acknowledged that they were fighting against a king 

whose coffers were full and whose soldiers were well prepared. The princess would sign 

many promissory notes during the next four years in order to gather the funds necessary 

to sustain their armies. 

During the wars of succession, Jorge Manrique finally surfaces in Palencia's 

chronicles. The fourth son of Rodrigo had been placed in charge of the fortress at 

Montizon after the conferees had taken it from Nicolas Lucas de Iranzo during the 

"Pretendiente's" rebellion. As we have discussed in Chapter Three, the king had given 

Montizon to Nicolas Lucas, after Garcilaso de la Vega, the previous commander of the 

fortress, was killed in Granada. On 7 December 1470, Jorge led an attack on the kings's 

soldiers at Toledo. ̂  The enemy retreated, leaving Jorge's ranks with no casualties. 

From 1471 to 1474, Castile's political climate had reached a stalemate that could 

have only ended with the death of either Isabel or Enrique. The municipalities were easily 

won and lost by each side. Villages within Castile were particularly difficult to secure, 

since they tended to be loyal to the army that promised the greatest protection from 

violence and chaos. City council members were easily purchased with bribes. The 

^ Val, Isabel, princesa, 498. 
Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Pazy Melia, t 2 lib. 3 ch. 9 vol. I p. 324 col. I. 
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federation also was much weaker than it had been when Alfonso led them. Weary of 

fighting, the nobility was slow to come to the aid of Fernando and Isabel. Feuds had also 

broken out between noble families. Pedro Manrique, the second Count of TreviAo, had 

grown to maturity and had distanced himself from the rest of his family. In the spring of 

1471, Pedro Manrique entered into a dispute with the second Count of Haro, Pedro 

Femwdez de Velasco (d.l492), over Bilbao.^' Fernandez de Velasco had betrayed the 

federation of nobles in 1467. He had fought for Enrique at Olmedo. Now he had aspired 

to control the Basque country and Enrique had given him a militia that was supposedly 

larger than any other to have invaded its lands.'^ The Basques had asked for the second 

Count of Treviiio to aid them in their impending battle with Fernandez de Velasco and 

his very large army. After a long and difficult struggle, Pedro Manrique and the Basques 

eventually forced the second Count of Haro to retreat from the region in May of 1471. 

According to Palencia, thousands perished in the onslaught, among them three hundred of 

Fernandez de Velasco's men-at-arms.^ Upon hearing of the Count of Haro's devastating 

loss, Enrique IV quickly negotiated a treaty with the Basques in the hope that they would 

not align themselves with Isabel and Fernando's growing campaign for Castile. 

The rest of the Manrique family had stayed by Fernando and Isabel. Rodrigo had 

enlisted the help of his younger brother, Garci Femwdez Manrique, for an ambush on the 

king and his men at Tordesillas. The prince, who had been eager to fight, was upset that 

Rodrigo had set off to battle without him. Enrique did not share the same enthusiasm for 

^ Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed Paz y Meiia, L 2 lib. 4 chs. 4-5, vol. 2 pp. 17-22. 
Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 4 ch. 5, vol. 2 p. 18. 

^ Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 4 ch. 5, vol. 2 p. 22. 
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violence, however, having fled once Rodrigo's men were upon him.^ Rodrigo was not 

able to obtain Tordesillas, but he would have taken pride in the fact that Enrique had 

retreated from his forceful assault. 

In the years leading up to his own demise in 1474, Enrique's attempts to exalt his 

daughter over Isabel were thwarted by the deaths of three of his allies. Enrique first lost 

his most powerful connection when Pope Paul II died on 24 July 1471.^ Paul II was 

replaced by Francisco Savona. The Vatican elected this Genoese friar in the hope that he 

would restore honor to the papacy. Savona was generally sympathetic to Fernando and 

Isabel. He had officially recognized their marriage on 1 December 1471. Early in his 

tenure as Pope Sixtus IV (1471-1484), however, Savona compromised his power when he 

sheltered his brother from charges of rape. The new pope feared censure and bribed many 

of his enemies with cardinalates and other positions of influence in distant lands. 

However, this move had worked indirectly to the prince and princess's advantage. The 

Valencian Cardinal Rodrigo de Boija was sent from Rome to be the Spanish Peninsula's 

vice chancellor.^ Boija, Fernando and Isabel immediately came to respect each other. 

As cardinal, he would support them in their war of succession. In the years to come, the 

Catholic Monarchs would repay Boija by supporting him as Pope Alexander VI (1495-

1503). 

In the following year, Enrique also lost his daughter's suitor, Charles of Guyenne. 

Palencia accuses Charles's own brother. King Louis XI, of having ordered his death. The 

^ Palencia, Crdnica de Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 4 ch. 7 vol. 2 pp. 22-3. 
^ Palencia, Crdnica de Enrique IV, eA Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. S ch. 2 vol. 2 p. 33. 

Azcona, Isabel̂  204. 
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chronicler also believed that Pacheco had been the duke's assassin.^' After suffering for 

a long period of time, Charles expired on 24 May 1472 and Enrique was left to rekindle 

his friendship with Afonso V de Portugal. 

Enrique's second ally to perish was the Master'of Alcantara, Miguel Lucas de 

Iranzo. As discussed previously. The king had favored Miguel Lucas and his family over 

the descendants of Garcilaso de la Vega. He had also relied on Lucas to secure order in 

Andalusia. In 1473, riots against the conversos had broken out in Cordoba and Jaen. The 

Master of Alcantara had traveled to the latter city to collect the belongings that the 

conversos had abandoned when they fled to Gibraltar. Palencia explains that Miguel 

Lucas had always been greedy and was also known to disobey the authorities, even his 

king.^ In a raid on 22 March 1473, the Master of Alcantara was caught in the middle of 

the riots and was struck down by a crossbow bolt. It is ironic that he, like Garcilaso, met 

his fate while on a raid in Andalusia and that the same type of projectile ended his life. 

Yet while, Garcilaso had been on an official raid into the Arab territories, Miguel Lucas 

was stealing from the very same people that his king had wished to protect. 

Despite Enrique's concern that his alliance was dwindling, Isabel and Fernando 

had yet to be successful in battle against the king's men. Gomez, Rodrigo, Palencia and 

Carrillo plotted their next moves against the Crown. They were rapidly losing control of 

Medina de Rioseco, and needed to find a safe haven for the prince and princess. Rodrigo 

had offered his stronghold at Paredes, since he knew that it was well garrisoned. Carrillo 

did not like this option, however, because it was too remote from his own castle in Alcaia 

Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Pazy Melia, t 2 lib. S. cb. 8 vol. 2 p. 65. 
Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, eA Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 7 ch. 10 vol. 2 pp. 88-9. 
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de Henares, which had become the conferees's headquarters. The archbishop argued that 

he could not afford to relocate his entourage to such a distant location. Palencia suggests 

that Rodrigo had already begun to chafe under the archbishop's authority. Evidently, 

Gomez, "varon prudentisimo" in the chronicler's words, tried to convince the archbishop 

to agree to Rodrigo's alternate suggestion of Palenzuela.^^ While the deliberations were 

inconclusive, the chronicler reports that Rodrigo, the archbishop, and Palencia himself 

respected Gomez's diplomatic skills. Despite his rank as a middle-tier noble, these 

magnates, as well as the future king and queen, would continue to appreciate and make 

use of our poet's intelligence and keen ability to negotiate with the most powerful figures 

in Spain. 

The nobility continued to seek locations for Isabel's household, but were unable 

to fmd one that they could permanently secure. By 1473, the royal couple had returned to 

Alcala de Henares, where they had become acquainted with the archbishop's new guest, 

Alarcon, an alchemist who claimed to have magical powers. Isabel had tolerated this 

charlatan's presence, but was disgusted that her most powerful counselor had become so 

infatuated with him. Liss considers that Alarcon influenced the prelate to abandon 

Isabel's campaign in 1475.^ Alarcon may also have been one of the reasons that Gomez 

parted company with the archbishop around the same time. 

Fernando Returns Home 

The turbulence continued through 1473. As mentioned in the Introduction, Seville 

and Segovia had entered into a battle with Marques de Villena's forces shortly before the 

Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 4 ch. 9 vol. 2 p. 47 col. I. 
^ Liss, Isabel the Queen, 94. 
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prince was called away to rescue his father in Perpifiw. In fact, the entire peninsula was, 

in Azcona's words, in the midst of an "aflo inicialmente oscuro."^^ Cordoba and Jaen 

were being destroyed by internal conflicts. The difficulties in Catalufia that we spoke of 

in the Introduction could not have come at a worse time for the Prince of Aragon. 

Fernando's success against the Catalans marked a turning point in the war for the throne 

of Castile. The knowledge that the prince had pacified his own kingdom had reassured 

the Castilians that he was perhaps capable of a similar achievement in Castile. Gomez 

had written a letter from Madrid, now catalogued in Zurita's chronicle, in which he 

mentions that Fernando had liberated Juan II de Aragon from the Catalans. ^ Upon 

hearing that Fernando was to return to Castile after having secured his own kingdom, the 

cities and villages rapidly began to pledge themselves to the federation. Aranda del Duero 

and Tordesillas were among the first to return to Isabel's side. On her own, Isabel had 

also managed to win the loyalty of Segovia. Fernando would rendezvous with his bride 

there in the beginning of 1474.''^ They would keep Segovia and make it their 

headquarters. 

After his return to Castile, Fernando did use Rodrigo's fortress at Paredes as his 

military base. He had also attempted to meet with Enrique to end the war in May of 1474. 

The Mendoza family also secretly pledged its allegiance to Fernando that spring.^ This 

powerful Castilian clan was upset that the Marques de Villena had taken Juana de Castilla 

from their custody. Gomez was probably involved in both sets of negotiations. He and 

^ Azcona, Isabel, 223. 
^ Antonio Paz y Melia, El cronista Alonso de Palencia, (Madrid; The Hispanic Society of America, 
1914)151-154. 
^ Azcona, Isabel, 225. 

Vicens, Fernando II, 373. 
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many of the grandees, including his brother Rodrigo, had accompanied the prince to 

Duenas to attend meetings with the king as well as deliberations between Fernando and 

Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, the second Marques de Santillana. 

The meetings that occurred shortly after Fernando's return to Castile are a likely 

occasion for Gomez to have conducted a poetic discourse with the prince's tutor, 

Francisco Vidal de Noya, who had probably followed his student to Castile on his return. 

Vidal de Noya had been chosen as Femando's tutor in Zaragoza in 1466. Before then, he 

was known as a translator of classic authors such as Sallust.^ Upon his entrance into 

Castile, Vidal de Noya would have found the poetic circle in Carrillo's household a 

suitable environment for his humanistic interests. He, Manrique, Rodrigo Cota and Pedro 

Guillen de Segovia all exchange verses in a requesta or poetic competition. Gomez 

initiates the dialogue by praising Vidal de Noya's broad knowledge of the classics. He 

begs Femando's tutor to share his wisdom by resolving a popular dilemma: had kings 

existed before knights, or had knights existed first, naming one of their own as their 

leader? Gomez states that he believes that nobility is an inherent quality. He asks Vidal 

de Noya if it is possible for someone without a title to develop the virtues that are 

required of a landed noble.^ Manrique's question underscores the unique relationship 

that he had with the court poets and translators of the archbishop's household. Unlike our 

poet, Vidal de Noya, Cota and Guillen had not received their titles by birthright. The 

wealth they had came from their own work for the Crown. While Vidal de Noya 

^ Vicens, Fernando 11. 533-4. 
Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 133. 
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especially praises Manrique's lineage in his opening stanza, he quickly follows by 

expressing his admiration of our poet's many fine qualities as an individual; 

2. Vos esfuer^o, vos gran tiento, 
vos biuez muy sosegada, 
seso, virtudes syn cuento, 
abtoridad acatada; 
vos linaje y descricion, 
trobador, vos Undo amante 
vos en consejos Caton, 
n' OS loo mas adelante.^' 

Vidal de Noya answers that Manrique's nobility is granted to him because he has merited 

it through a sane and benevolent lifestyle. Femando's tutor explains that a person does 

not rise in station unless he is virtuous. In the years following his arrival in Castile, 

Fernando would continue to confer new privileges upon his teacher. Rodrigo Cota, 

himself a converso in the employ of Archbishop Carrillo, echoed the tutor's sentiments to 

Manrique, asserting a king must first exist in order to distribute titles to those whom he 

had deemed loyal. Cota also argues that it is one's deeds, not one's bloodline, which 

determines goodness. He then offers an example of a vile king who is led by his vices and 

is therefore an ineffectual leader.^^ 

Differing in opinion with the other respondents, Guillen nevertheless appears to 

arrive at the same conclusion. He states that royalty cannot sustain itself if it is 

unscrupulous. In essence, Guillen not only approves of his own social elevation; he also 

justifies the federation's goal to supplant Enrique with the princess. These four 

intellectual poets, despite having very different backgrounds, had all wished to create an 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 134. 
Vic^, Fernando II, 534. 

^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 137. 
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ethical leader. In their eyes it was irrelevant whether or not Fernando and Isabel were the 

legitimate heirs to Castile because their morality had made them natural leaders. Guillen 

and Manrique had shared these sentiments in a prior poetic debate, in which Manrique 

revealed his own true beliefs based on lessons he had received as a child: 

2. Es fazaiia virtuosa 
todo comien^o, notad, 
mas la fin en la verdad 
faze la obra fermosa. 
De vuestra quisition escura 
aprendi en la jouentud 
que la costunbre procura 
la virtud y la madura 
por luenga consuetud.*"^ 

For the rest of 1474, the prince and princess would continue to make headway 

against the king. Enrique had fled to Madrid and it had been announced that he was very 

ill. That fall, Pacheco was also stricken with an unidentified disease. He had come down 

with the same symptoms that took the life of his brother, Pedro Giron, eight years earlier, 

a sickness that Palencia describes as a "repugnante y mortal apostema en la garganta que, 

impidiendo la respiracion, puso termino a sus constantes embustes."^^ Pacheco died in 

great pain on 4 December 1474 in the town of Santa Cruz. His servants must not have 

been sympathetic to him, for they insulted his memory by hiding his body behind several 

large wine barrels and fled the household after looting it of all money and movable 

goods. His death was in many respects a blessing for the federation, since he could no 

longer intervene and betray them. Nor could the king either benefit or suffer from his 

constant plotting. By this time, Enrique was very weak and unable to govern. He had 

*** Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 130. 
Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, L 2 lib. 10 ch. I vol. 2 p. 139. 
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chosen to rely on Diego Tellez Pacheco, who had replaced his father as the second 

Marques de Villena. Diego Tellez had already been charged with the protection of Juana 

de Castilla and was ready to assume more powerful duties for the king. 

Sensing yet another opportunity to obtain the title that he had sought throughout 

his adult life, Rodrigo Manrique started another campaign to become the Master of the 

Order of Santiago immediately after he learned that Pacheco's death had left the title 

vacant. Rodrigo's first move was to go to the convent of Ucles to meet with the other 

treces or commanders of the order to have them elect him. He would also need the pope's 

approval and in order to do so, Rodrigo kidnapped Diego Tellez Pacheco and took him to 

Fuentidueiia.®'® His ransom of the second Marques de Villena sparked a reaction among 

many of the prelates and grandees of the kingdom. The Cardinal of Spain, Pedro 

Gonzalez de Mendoza, an ally of Fernando and Isabel, had arrived in Fuentiduena to 

calm Rodrigo's impulses. Gonzalez de Mendoza had recently led his entire family to 

support Fernando and Isabel. The prince and princess were very happy to have him in 

their counsel, and would afterwards frequently reward the Mendozas for their services. 

The Archbishop of Toledo was jealous of the newcomer, however. That fall, he 

conducted secret meetings with Enrique in order to secure his own future place in the 

regime.^^ Gomez was clearly unaware of his master's betrayal. He continued to lead 

Cairillo's soldiers against the king's men. ̂  In Pedro Guillen de Segovia's Elogio de 

Alfonso Carrillo, recorded in the introduction of his Gaya Qen^ia, our poet is described 

** Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 60. 
Azcona. Isabel, 255. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 63; Palencia, Cronica de Enrique tV, ed. Paz y Melia, t 2 lib. 10 ch. 2 vol. 2 p. 

141. 
Casas Horns, eA, Gc^a Ciencia, 30. 
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as a shrewd and competent knight whose age had not slowed his physical ability. Both 

Gomez and Rodrigo had maintained their fitness and, especially during these turbulent 

years, had grown accustomed to spending days at a time in their armor, prepared for 

combat at any moment. 

Enrique's physical condition had worsened to the point that he was in constant 

pain. He had traveled to Madrid where he had been overcome with an intestinal disorder. 

According to Palencia, the king preferred bloodletting and other archaic forms of 

treatment to those recommended by his doctors.^*" On 11 December, it became clear that 

he had only a few hours to live. When the cleric Juan de Mazuelos arrived at the king's 

bedside, the "Impotente" did not wish to confess. He instead reiterated that Juana de 

Castilla was to inherit the throne. The following day, just after sunrise, Enrique IV de 

Castilla expired before he could receive the benediction, putting an end to what Palencia 

considered a "mala vida" of nearly fif^y years, and a "pesimo reinado" of nearly 

twenty.^" His funeral was poorly attended, and his body was carried on the shoulders of 

hired men rather than by family or knights who loved him. As we shall see, his legacy 

would be the civil war that resulted from his own wish to prevent his enemies from 

exalting his half-sister and her Aragonese husband to the throne. 

On the following day in Segovia, Isabel appeared in public dressed in the 

traditional luto or mourning attire to acknowledge the loss of her half-brother. She then 

quickly shed her black gown for a richly adorned suit to accept her coronation. Fernando 

was in Zaragoza when Enrique died, though he left for Segovia as soon as Castilian 

Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed. Pazy Melia, t. 2 lib. 10 ch. 9 vol. 2 p. 153. 
Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, ed Paz y Melia, L 2 lib. 10 ch. 9 vol. 2 p. 154. 
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messengers had delivered the news. Isabel was named Queen of Castile on her own, in 

the presence of several nobles and prelates. There are no records to show that our poet 

was there for the occasion, but the ceremony was only a brief moment in which she 

expressed her right to the throne. 

For Gomez Manrique and his allies, Enrique's death marked the beginning of a 

new era. While Isabel and Fernando had yet to secure her kingdom, Gomez and her other 

faithful supporters would continue to sustain her in the five-year fight to retain the 

kingdom in the face of opposing claims by Juana de Castilla and her husband. King 

Afonso V de Portugal. 
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Chapter Five: G6mez Manrique and the 
Catholic Monarchs (1474-1490) 

Beginning from Isabel's and Fernando's coronation in 1474 until his death in 

1490, Gomez Manrique would be a reliable servant to the Crown. This Chapter presents 

his deeds in his final years, beginning with his dedication of the Regimiento de Principes 

to the new King and Queen, the first of at least three works to be written in the tradition 

of Aquinas's De regimine principum by Spanish nobles for the benefit of the Catholic 

Monarchs. We also consider his activities as Corregidor of Toledo from 1477 to 1490, his 

fmal years and his legacy. 

Regimiento de Principes 

Gomez wrote one of his most widely recognized poems, the Regimiento de 

Principes, to Fernando and Isabel shortly after they became King and Queen of Castile 

upon Enrique IV's death. The title of Manrique's work explains that it is addressed to the 

young couple when they were still Prince and Princess of the kingdoms of Castile and 

Aragon. This would appear to indicate that the work had to have been written between 

their marriage and their proclamation as King and Queen of Castile shortly after 

Enrique's death in December of 1474. The poem itself makes no specific reference to 

either the date or place in which it was composed and we can therefore only speculate as 

to the moment in which the future monarchs received the work. The poem is one of 

Manrique's longest compositions at nearly seventy-nine stanzas or novenas and would 

have required great time and stamina on the part of both reader and listener to convey and 

understand the various lessons it imparts. While this does not exclude the possibility that 

Gomez recited it for them, it does reduce its likelihood. The relative dearth of occasions 
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that were celebrated during these Ave years of civil war strengthens the argument that the 

Regimiento was read, rather than recited, by Fernando and Isabel. Yet, as we shall see, 

the work became popular enough for Isabel and Fernando to have read it multiple times, 

since they ordered it to be published in Zamora in 1482. 

Paz y Melia relied on Amador de los Rios's statement that the work was 

composed between 1474 and 1479, the year in which Juan n de Aragon died, leaving the 

Kingdom of Aragon to his son, Fernando.*'^ Unfortunately, the title of this poem, while 

not identical from manuscript to manuscript, does refer to Isabel and Fernando in MP 

1250 and BN 7817, as the "serenisymos senores principes delos reynos de Castilla e de 

Aragon, reyes de Cecilia."®'^ This seems to imply that the poem could have also been 

written between 1469 and 1474. Fernando and Isabel were married in October 1469, and 

Isabel was proclaimed Queen of Castile at the end of 1474. This is the period in which 

Vidal assigns a date of composition for the Regimiento}^* He attempts to confirm this 

assertion with a reading of st. 62; 

62. Y con esta tal ayuda 
boluera la mano mia, 
de toda lagoteria 
de todo punto desnuda, 
a fablar con vos, Seiiora, 
alta Reyna de Cecilia, 
en Aragon subcesora, 
Princesa gouemadora 
de los regnos de Castilla.^'^ 

Paz y Melia does not properiy cite Amador de los Rfos (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 359). 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 164. 
Vidal, "Obra Literaria," p. 1733 n. 1. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 190-1. Vidal transcribes this entire poem ("Obra literaria," pp. 

1761-2 n.97). 
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The verse clearly indicates that Isabel was already married to Fernando and had accepted 

the titles of Queen of Sicily, as well as that of successor to Aragon. Vidal also believes 

that the penultimate verse, "Princesa gouemadora," states that she had yet to claim the 

throne of Castile. Vidal places emphasis on the word "Princesa," assuming it to mean that 

Enrique had not yet died and that she had not yet officially replaced him. However, he 

ignores the word "gouemadora," which can only mean that Isabel had already begun to 

assume duties of authority in the kingdom. Manrique uses the word "gouemadora" in this 

context to mean "ruling," just as he uses the term "govemacion" in his Exclamation e 

querella de la gouernacion to refer to the poor leadership of Enrique IV. Isabel took no 

responsibilities for the leadership of Castile until after the death of her half-brother. She 

did not attempt to overthrow the king as her younger brother had done in I46S. His 

abrupt death, which she and many others believed to have been due to poison, depressed 

her and also had warned her of the danger of committing treason against her half-brother. 

With the exception of marrying Fernando, whose age, wealth and looks appealed to her 

more than the suitors that Enrique had offered her, Isabel had rigidly avoided disobeying 

the king since their reconciliation at Toros de Guisando in 1468. She did not want to 

upset the kingdom any further than it had been disturbed in the past years. Even after 

Enrique expressed his disapproval of her marriage to Fernando, the princess had not 

adopted any role of leadership in Castile, let alone made any attempt to dethrone the king. 

Under no circumstances was she "gouemadora" of Castile until after the king had died on 
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the morning of 12 December 1474. She could only take on these responsibilities after she 

was crowned in Segovia the following day."® 

If Isabel was already the queen, why does Gomez refer to her as "Princesa"? The 

answer appears to be that he does indeed refer to her as the queen since "Princesa 

gouemadora," as shown above, is synonymous with "sovereign." In his prohemio or 

prologue to them, Gomez refers to them frequently as his "muy poderosos Seriores," 

which is also synonymous with "king and queen."^'^ One must also consider the poetic 

structure of the Regimiento. Gomez could not name Isabel "Reyna gouemadora" in an 

octosyllabic verse because he would be one syllable short. "Princesa gouemadora," 

however, has eight syllables and meets the metrical requirements of the poem. 

In assessing the various ramifications of the poem, one must first consider the 

lesson that Gomez wishes to impart and his relationship to the twenty-three-year-old 

rulers. There was much for both of these future monarcbs to learn in order to secure the 

confidence of the men who had united them. In the eyes of her followers, Isabel would be 

a "Princesa gouemadora" until she had demonstrated her benevolence and sense of 

justice. Fernando in particular had to learn to accept the advice of Manrique and the 

handful of advisors whom the princess had chosen to guide her. He would have to learn 

humility, justice and prudence, the key subjects of Gomez's poetic discourse. As the 

commander in chief of Castile's military, the role of justiciero was to fall greatly on his 

shoulders, and, as we shall consider briefly, our poet did not wish for him to be cruel. 

A lener on 22 December 1474 shows that Isabel had begun to refer to herself as Queen of Castile (Val, 
Isabel, Princesa, 548). 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 164-9. 
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Manrique addresses these concerns in his prologue, explaining to the king and queen that 

there are relatively few "handbooks" that these monarchs can turn to for advice. His 

statement to this effect also includes key words with which we can ascertain that 

Fernando and Isabel had just begun their reign as King and Queen of Castile at the time 

in which our poet dedicated his verse to them; 

E como quiera que segund los virtuosos comien^os que la 
alteza de vos otros tiene, para en tan tiema edad, aveys 
menester pocas ayudas vmanas para proseguir el virtuoso 
camino que aueys comen9ado, tan estremado es el amor 
que yo he ala patria y el deseo que tengo de ver curadas sus 
crudas llagas, e remediadas sus grandes vexaciones, lo qual 
consiste prin9ipal mente en la perficion de vos otros, muy 
excelentes Seiiores, a quien la subcesion destos regnos e 
gouemacion dellos es justamente deuida... 

As stated above, Fernando and Isabel are still quite young and in great need of 

sound advice. That there was little of it was perhaps ample justification for his treatise. 

Manrique also states that they have already set out on their virtuous careers, thou^ they 

need to improve in order to restore Castile to its past glory. Finally, our poet reassures 

them that he agrees that their succession is indeed justified and that they are indeed right 

in "governing" his homeland. His use of the term "gouemacion" in the prologue must 

correspond in meaning to its usage in st. 62. Fernando and Isabel had embarked on their 

quest to unify the peninsular kingdoms shortly before Gomez sent them the Regimiento 

de Principes. The poem was therefore most likely dedicated to the Catholic Monarchs in 

the beginning of 1475, just after they had ascended to the throne. 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 166. 
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After the introduction in which Manrique employs the obligatory trepidatio, he 

addresses the ideals that he believes the king and queen should embody. They are to be 

just, generous, forthright, religious and heroic, following in the legendary examples of the 

most successful kings in history. As we have seen in the passage above, our poet justified 

his own vested interest in the successfulness of their leadership, by writing "tan 

estremado es el amor que yo he a la patria y el deseo que tengo de ver curadas sus crudas 

llagas."^'^ After having dedicated most of his life to the opposition of unjust monarchs 

and their favorites, our poet had placed his faith in their hands. His verses, composed in 

traditional medieval rhetoric and similar to the works he had sent to officials such as 

Arias de Avila, convey his desire to pacify his homeland. Manrique's statements in his 

introduction reveal that he had been compelled to fight by a deeply patriotic spirit.*^" Our 

poet truly had been touched, if not by a reckless urge for violence, then by the realization 

that he might never see his nation at peace if Fernando and Isabel proved to be tyrants. In 

essence, his words were just as bold as those he had sent to Diego Arias de Avila but with 

greater consequences if Fernando did not wish to hear the truth; 

1. Principe de cuyo nombre 
quatro reyes son passados, 
justifieros, esfor^ados, 
dignos de muy gran renombre; 
mis rodillas por el suelo 
ante vuestra Majestad, 
mal trobando como suelo, 
quiero fablar sin recelo 
y deziros la verdad. 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 166. 
 ̂Manrique's position in the Regimienio de Principes counters Vice's argument, cited earlier, that the 

nobility had lacked a revolutionary spirit {Fernando II, 229). 
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2. La qual dizen muy poquitos 
a sus Reyes y SeAores, 
ca procurando fauores, 
corren tras sus apetitos 
con consejos lisonjeros, 
no buenos mas voluntarios; 
a los quales consejeros, 
mas que sienios verdaderos, 
pueden llamar aduersarios.^' 

Implicit in our poet's statement, too, is that a good monarch must be able to value sound 

advice. These first two stanzas reflect Manrique's own courage to pursue what is just and 

good for his kingdom. He has established a dialogue with the future rulers, one that he 

wished to maintain throughout his life. 

The Regimiento then follows with a list of historical leaders who faced dire 

consequences after they had ignored wise advice for that of self-interested counselors. 

Manrique's first examples are King Solomon and his son Rehoboam. Solomon had 

angered God for having cohabited with several women from various religions. God 

punished Israel by dividing the twelve tribes of Israel after the king's death. Upon his 

accession to power, Rehoboam stubbornly ignored the advice of his counselor, Jeroboam, 

to ease the heavy tax burden that his father had levied against the twelve tribes.^ With 

the exception of his kinsmen in the house of Judea, the other tribes abandoned Rehoboam 

to follow Jeroboam. Our poet also cites Israel's King Saul, who had killed himself on 

Mount Gilboa to avoid death at the hands of the Philistines.^ This first ruler of the 

Hebrew people had attempted to kill young David multiple times in order to preserve his 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 169-170. 
I Kings. 11-12. 
 ̂I Samuel, 31. 
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own sovereignty. The Jews were only convinced of God's plan for David to rule after he 

stoned Goliath to death as a young boy. 

Manrique also selects Nero and Sardanapalus, emperors who were held to have 

pursued their own vices rather than rule their respective kingdoms, Rome and Assyria. 

Their inclusion in his poem implies that our poet was aware of the many parallels that 

these rulers shared in their downfall. Both were accused of homosexuality, corruption and 

overall indulgent, epicurean lifestyles. They, like Saul, also chose suicide over death at 

the hands of their enemies. Finally, they each were considered responsible for the fires 

that engulfed their respective cities. The coupling of these two examples succinctly 

illustrates to any future leader the pitfalls of immorality. 

As he had done in earlier poetic treatises, such as his Coplaspara Diego Arias de 

Avila and his Exclamation e querella de la governagion, Manrique follows his classical 

and biblical examples with Spanish ones. He evokes the image of Rodrigo, last ruler of 

the Spanish Visigoths, whose realm was conquered by Tariq's invasion in 711. Romances 

from Gomez's time detailed the last Visigothic king's perverse lust for the daughter of his 

ally in Morocco, Count Julian. Our poet, like many Castilians of the fifteenth century, 

likely believed in the legend though its popular fifteenth-century version, Pedro de 

Corral's Cronica sarracina (c. 1430), was roundly condemned by Feman Perez de 

Guzman in the prologue to his Generacionesy semblanzas (c. 1456) as a "trufa o mentira 
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paladina."^'* Even the Italian humanist, Lucius Marineus Siculus perpetuated the myth of 

Rodrigo's existence in his history of the Kingdom of Granada.^ 

Following the reference to King Rodrigo, Manrique adduces the example of King 

Pedro I "el Cruel" as another example of rulers who had failed in their duties to their 

people. Pedro was greatly feared by his subjects, and was known to have carried out cruel 

and unusual assassinations of his own men as described in Lopez de Ayala's Coronica 

delrey don Pedro  ̂The king's ruthlessness led to his own death, when his half-brother, 

Enrique de Trastamara, stabbed him at Montiel in 1369. Manrique wishes to teach 

Fernando that one who is cruel to his people will be punished in like manner; 

por ser Principe cruel 
que si con fierro mato, 
con el mismo padescio 
en la villa de Montiel.^ 

Our poet next alludes to Enrique IV's abuse of the people of Castile. His 

reference is confusing, however, since he tells Fernando to look to his "hermano" if he 

doubts any of the previous examples Gomez has offered.^ At first glance one assumes 

that our poet speaks of Carlos de Viana, Femando's own half-brother. Viana had rebelled 

against Juan n de Aragon and was consequently disinherited in 14SS. He was exiled to 

Ramon Men^dez Pidal, Floresta De Leyendas Heroicas EspaOoias: Rodrigo El Ultimo Godo. (Madrid: 
CI^cos Castellanos, 1925) vol. 1 p. 179; Perez de Guzmw, Generaciones, ed. Tate, 1. 

Lucio Marineo Siculo, Vida y hechos de los Reyes Catolicos, ed. Ciriaco Perez Bustamante (1587; 
Madrid: AUas 1943) 94. 

Pedro Lopez de Ayala, Coronica Del Rey Don Pedro, ed. Constance L. Wilkins (Madison: HSMS, 
1985) 23-5. 
 ̂Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 2. p. 172. 
 ̂Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 172. 
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Italy the following year and later imprisoned in Barcelona, where he died in 1461.^ Yet, 

as others have shown previously, the stanzas that follow reveal that Gomez is actually 

criticizing Isabel's brother, Alfonso.^ 

Our poet also curiously reminds the prince of their encounter along his 

clandestine journey to marry her: 

11. Si sus ministros miraran 
su seruicio solamente, 
a la Princesa ex^elente 
no por tal forma trataran, 
nin en este Principado 
tal empacho se pusiera, 
por donde ne^essitado 
se fizo, SeAor, assado 
lo que cocho se fiziera.*'* 

In 1469, the prince risked capture and even death as he entered Castile to take his bride. 

In Gomara, Fernando planned his travel with Alonso de Palencia. When they had 

concluded their meetings, the chronicler sent the archbishop a coded message to indicate 

that the prince had to alter his route into Castile. Palencia's missive told Carrillo "que la 

comida debia prepararse de otro modo del que habian determinado, tomando asado lo que 

habian dispuesto que fuese comido.""^ Since he alludes to this message in the verse 

above, Gomez must have expected the prince to recognize this allusion. In my view, our 

poet had also read Palencia's coded letter to the archbishop. 

 ̂Palencia, Gesia Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 6 ch. 3 p. 231. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria," 1742 n. 37; Scholberg. Introduccion, 36. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 172-3; Antonio Paz y Melia, .4/onjo </c Palencia, xii. 
Palencia, Cancionero de Enrique IV, ed. Pazy Melia, L 2 lib. 2 ch. 3 p. 291 col. 1; Vidal, "Obra 

literaria," p. 1743 n. 40. 
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The poem continues with its message for Fernando to be tempted neither by vices 

nor whims. He instead is to surround himself with prudent counselors and to become a 

man of discretion through self-education and humility under God. Manrique then 

catalogues each of the Seven Virtues; Faith, Hope, Charity, Prudence, Justice, 

Temperance, and Fortitude, bringing forth heroes and saints to exemplify each one. He 

concludes this portion of the treatise by exhorting Fernando to be brave enough to carry 

out justice, since leadership requires courage in a measure that many do not possess. 

Manrique had preserved at least some of his original design to direct poetic 

counsel to each of the future monarchs. Towards the end of the Regimiento, he shifts his 

attention to Isabel. As seen earlier, our poet addresses her as Queen of Sicily, successor to 

the throne of Aragon, and "Princesa gouemadora" of the Kingdom of Castile."^ 

Manrique tells her not to fall back on the unrivaled beauty that God has given her, since it 

is merely "gratia gratis data." Isabel must instead show her moral qualities to her 

citizens, just as her husband is to possess the Seven Virtues. As queen she must be 

humble and faithful, yet she is not to become a nun, since excessive prayer would keep 

her from "governing" her kingdom.^ To conclude the Regimiento, Manrique addresses 

both Fernando and Isabel and reiterates that his purpose as a counselor is not to fawn over 

them. Gomez instead wants to prepare them for the many dilemmas they will have to 

resolve as the Catholic Monarchs. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 190-1. 
G6mez used the tenn "govemar" to mean "nUe" (Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 192). 
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Gomez is not the only noble to have written a work in the De Regimine Principum 

tradition for Fernando and Isabel.^^ He was, however, the first to do so. At some point 

after their coronation. Fray lAigo de Mendoza sent Isabel his Dechado del Regimiento de 

Principes, as well as other sermonic poems. There are many similarities between Fray 

Inigo's and Manrique's treatises. Like Manrique, Mendoza also wrote his discourse in 

verse despite the fact that works in the De Regimine Principum tradition were 

customarily written in prose. Fray Uigo was a celebrated poet, and must have agreed with 

Manrique's justification for versifying his Regimiento, "porque se asientan mejor e duran 

mas en la memoria que las prosas."*^ Like Manrique, Fray Ifiigo's Dechado emphasizes 

the need for the king and queen to have trustworthy advisors. Manrique especially would 

have agreed with the friar's conclusion that Isabel should fill her ranks with men of 

letters. Yet Mendoza's Dechado primarily focuses on Isabel's behavior within her court; 

Pues, reyna, deueys mandar 
enfrenar 
el vso de vuestra corte; 
en guisa de su deporte 
la comporte, 
mas no llegue al infamar, 
no reprendo yo el dan^ar 
ni el baylar 
en el tiempo delas fiestas; 
mas con estas y syn estas 
muy honestas 
deuen las damas de andar 
syn burlar, syn apartar."' 

Cf. Ptolemy of Lucca, Thomas Aquinas, On the Government of Rulers: De Regimine Principum, trans. 
James M. Blythe. (Philadelphia: UPENN, 1997). 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 167. 
Foulche-Delbosc, Cancionero Castellano, vol. 1 p. 77. 
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Gomez wrote his Regimiento before Isabel had established her royal court. In addition, he 

would not have needed to lecture Isabel on the importance of fidelity. Our poet had 

already seen that the princess was faithful to her husband. 

In 1476, Diego de Valera sent Fernando his own Doctrinal de Principes^* 

Valera's treatise is in prose and offers more details than its poetic counterparts. With 

headings such as "Donde se deriva este nonbre rey," and "En que se muestra que cosa es 

vyrtud generalmente fablando," Valera's text compliments Manrique's Regimiento. It 

also educates its reader on topics such as the various paths that lead to despotism and how 

a monarch can avoid them. Valera's text also elaborates on the Seven Virtues, effectively 

glossing their poetic description in the Regimiento. 

Given the proliferation of works that were dedicated to the Catholic Monarchs, 

their decision to publish the Regimiento de Principes in 1482 confirms that they 

appreciated its sound advice and even remembered it seven years af^er it had been 

presented to them."' Isabel sent her copy to be published at the press in Zamora. It is 

possible that the text itself is connected in some way to this city. In his prologue, 

Manrique describes the unmatched patriotism of the ancient city of Numantia, which 

refused to surrender to the Romans (133 BC). Manrique wrote that Numantia had been 

located where Zamora is today, just forty miles east of the Portuguese border. In truth, the 

** Diego de Valera, Doctrinal de principes, ed. Silvia Monti (Verona: Universita Degli Studi di Verona, 
1982) vi; Gino De Solenni, "On the Date of Composition of Diego de Valera's El doctrinal de principes," 
The Romanic Review 16 (1925): 87-8. 
 ̂This printed version, which later became the source for Hernando del Castillo's Cancionero General, 

differs slightly from the copies included in MP 12S0 and BN 7817, and it has four stanzas less, and there 
are several lexical and orthographical variants. Cf. Antonio Rodriguez-Mofiino, ed., Cancionero General 
Recopilado par Hernando Del Castillo (Valencia, 1511). Sale nuevamente a luz reproducido en facsimile 
poracuerdo de la Real Academia Espanola, 2 vols. (Madrid: Real Academia Espaiiola, 1938) l.\. 
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ruins of the Ceitiberian stronghold are found within the province of Soria. Unaware of 

this, our poet wishes to compare the medieval Zamorans to their fierce ancestors. It could 

be more than a coincidence that in the introduction of the Regimiento Manrique praises 

the fighting spint of the very city in which it is to be printed. Further analysis of the 

subject is needed to bring to light the relationship between the Regimiento de Principes 

and Zamora. 

The Portuguese Threat 

As the Catholic Monarchs began their reign, the King of Portugal took Juana de 

Castilla as his bride in May of 1475. Princess Juana de Castilla, "la Beltraneja," was only 

thirteen years of age, but Afonso V had hoped to use her to obtain Castile for himself 

The Portuguese monarch had also bribed many papal representatives to legitimize his 

campaign. Isabel, however, had received great support from the Castilian, Valencian and 

Aragonese churches. The new queen was pleased to have the fmancial backing of these 

institutions because she could now sustain her army in a war against Afonso V. The 

Spanish Church had chosen its leader and had pledged vast amounts of silver to Isabel. 

She would remember this patronage in the years to come and would offer many Spanish 

prelates, such as Cardinal Gonzalez de Mendoza, Hernando de Talavera and Fray 

Jimenez de Cisneros, important roles in Castile's governance. 

Carrillo, however, had not approved of the donations that the churches had 

granted Isabel. ^ That spring, the archbishop had pledged his own resources to Afonso 

V. Gomez Manrique had already left his position as Carrillo's majordomo. Instead of 

** Pulgar, Reyes Catdiicos, vol. 181. 
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following his employer, Gomez became a leading diplomat for the Catholic Monarchs. 

After learning that the King of Portugal had seized Toro, a city located on the Duero 

River, Fernando and Isabel mustered their entire nobility, which included Gomez, to set 

forth to drive the enemy from their kingdom. At the front lines, Fernando sent our poet to 

challenge Afonso V to battle for Toro."' Femando's choice of Manrique for the task of 

challenging the King of Portugal is understandable. The young king had learned that 

Gomez was a skilled negotiator when they met in 1467 to arrange his marriage to Isabel. 

Also, as one of the older and more experienced knights of their band, Manrique, in 

Palencia's words, had become an "egregio varon, dotado de peregrina elocuencia y gran 

conocedor de las leyes de la milicia.""^ On 18 July 1475, our poet faced the King of 

Portugal to tell him that the Catholic Monarchs would not allow him to proceed farther 

into Castile. Manrique also pointed out to Afonso V that the Castilians greatly 

outnumbered the Portuguese who had occupied Toro. While the king proposed his own 

truce, Manrique flatly rejected it."^ The war would begin shortly after Gomez's meetings 

with Afonso V ended. Following a long series of battles, the Catholic Monarchs 

reclaimed Toro on 20 October 1476.^ This was considered a major victory because it 

had removed Afonso from his most fortified outpost in Castile."^ 

In late November of 1476, while the Catholic Monarchs were celebrating their 

reunion with their daughter, Isabel, in Segovia, Rodrigo Manrique died of malignant 

The entire conference between Manrique and Afonso V is recorded in Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, vol. I p. 
135-9, and Palencia, Cronica de Enrique /K, L 3 lib. 2 ch. 5 vol. 2 pp. 211-15. 

Palencia, Cronica de Enrique /F, L 3 lib. 2 ch. 5 vol. 2 p. 212. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, vol. I p. 401. 
Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, L 3 lib. 8 ch. 9 vol. 2 p. 320. 

*^Azcona,/5a6e/,278. 
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melanoma. He was around sixty-six years of age and had recently led the charges of his 

armies against forces that were decades younger than he. Though he had struggled for 

years to legally obtain the title of Master of Santiago without doing so, no one denied that 

he was, in Palencia's words, the "indomable caudillo."^ Neither would anyone consider 

the nickname that Gomez assigned him in verse, segundo," an exaggeration.^^ The 

second son of Pedro Manrique would be buried in the convent at Ucles, the headquarters 

of the Order of Santiago. 

Shortly before Rodrigo died, the Catholic Monarchs had assigned him to Toledo 

where he was to restore order as its asistente or governor.*^ Archbishop Carrillo had the 

entire city council of Toledo under his influence as well as the alcaide, Juan de Cordoba, 

who was in charge of defending the city walls. His militia had blocked all of the bridges 

that led into the city.^^ Rodrigo had managed to pierce their blockade, but he and his 

men had made little progress in liberating the city from the archbishop. Upon hearing of 

Rodrigo's death, Fernando immediately replaced him with Gomez. Our poet assumed the 

duties as Corregidor of Toledo in January of 1477. The pacification of Toledo was to be 

an ominous task. As we have seen previously, Manrique had governed cities that were 

hostile to him, but had not been granted the authority or the military force to subdue 

them. However, Fernando and Isabel were desperate to control Toledo and afforded our 

poet great freedom to achieve this goal. On 20 February of this year, the king and queen 

** Palencia, Crdnica de Enrique IV, t. 3 lib. 8 ch. I vol. 3 p. II. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 160. 

** Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 31. 
Benito Ruano, Toledo en el siglo XV, 124. 
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ordered him to disband all of Toledo's hermandades or brotherhoods.^^ Without the 

threat of violent uprisings on the part of Toledo's citizens, Gomez could begin to purge 

the city of the archbishop's supporters. He would need to arrest and punish all those who 

had defied the Catholic Monarchs. Manrique also restored the economy of Toledo, seeing 

to it that the marketplace functioned properly and fairly. Our poet also defended the city's 

outer walls against potential looters and invaders.^^' 

Gomez Manrique^ Corregidor of Toledo (1477-1490) 

As Lunenfeld sets forth in his monograph, Gomez was sent to Toledo as part of a 

first wave of royal servants who had been dispatched to subordinate each community to 

the Catholic Monarchs.^^^ Urban centers throughout the kingdom were in chaos and these 

initial corregidores met with great friction in their attempts to impose the king's will.^'^ 

These difficulties notwithstanding, Gomez probably enjoyed his new assignment. He 

once again received a large salary from the Crown and was at the head of a large military 

force. Our poet was also the governor of one of the most powerful cities of medieval 

Europe. The Catholic Monarchs were evidently pleased with Manrique's ability to 

enforce the law in Toledo. By appointing him to this turbulent city, they could divert their 

attention to many other pressing issues such as their need to obtain Sixtus IV's approval 

of their claim to the throne. 

As mentioned before when we considered Manrique's past duties as corregidor, 

the title of city governor was still under development in fifteenth-century Castile. Each 

Benito Ruano, Toledo en el siglo XV, 293-6. 
Palencia, Cronica de Enrique IV, L 3 lib. 8 ch. 7 vol. 3 p. 24. 
Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 10. 
Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 37. 
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individual assigned to the post exercised his power distinctly. Some of Enrique IV's 

appointees had been ineffectual and greedyThese magistrates clashed greatly with 

their respective city councils and accomplished very little. Some later defied the king. 

The Catholic Monarchs, however, delegated only those whom they believed to be loyal to 

them to govern their cities, and removed anyone who did not enforce their will.^^' Gomez 

clearly pleased Isabel and Fernando in the maimer in which he presided over Toledo. He 

remained in charge of the city until his death in November of 1490. 

While the Catholic Monarchs had been pleased with Gomez's performance, the 

Toledans were slow to appreciate their new governor. One, a former council member 

named Pero Nui^ez, wrote a formal complaint to the queen shortly af^er Gomez's arrival 

in an attempt to have our poet stripped of his duties.^^ Manrique was evidently made 

aware of Nunez's protest and sent the Catholic Monarchs a letter of his own telling them 

that he would continue to obey their orders. Gomez also wrote that fellow council 

member and troubadour Rodrigo Cota had witnessed that our poet indeed managed 

Toledo scrupulously. Manrique's thirteen-year stay as corregidor, compared with Pero 

NuAez's relative anonymity, reflects that the monarchs remained satisfied with 

Manrique's efforts. Our poet was even rewarded financially for his services.^^^ On 30 

July 1478, just a month after Isabel gave birth to her son Juan, Fernando and Isabel paid 

 ̂Palencia, Gesta ffispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 3 ch. 4 p. 101. 
Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 25. 
Naicisio Alonso Corta, Sumandos Biogrdficos, Gomez Manrique, Berrugete, Fray Bartolome De Las 

Casas, Hernando De Cangas, El P. Isla, Garcia De la Huerta, Lopez De Sedano, Larra, (Valladolid: 
Libreria Santarra 1939) 9-20. 

Vidal, "Obra literaria," 1852-7; 1955-6. 
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Gomez 150,000 maravedis, a sum that had been confiscated from a Genoese merchant 

whom they had put to death for treason. 

The most dangerous challenge that our poet faced in Toledo also came in the 

summer of 1478. Despite the fact that Carrillo had made a feeble apology to the king and 

queen and had purportedly surrendered to them, he attempted to stir unrest once more. 

Informants had discovered that the archbishop was plotting an attempt on the 

corregidor's life.*^' With Manrique dead, the Portuguese army could take advantage of 

the chaos that would ensue and enter the city.^ Manrique's informants had uncovered 

the scheme during routine investigations. The threat of an uprising concerned Gomez, 

especially since the king and queen were preparing to arrive. Our poet quickly arrested 

the conspirators and executed them. Afterward, Manrique gave a public address to the 

citizens of Toledo.^' He reminded the constituency of its recent history of violence and 

the damage that it had caused the kingdom. He also reiterated that his purpose was to 

protect the city from itself, since its elected officials had encouraged violence against the 

Crown. Finally, Manrique assured the city that he would be an honorable corregidor. He 

encouraged the citizens to join him in improving their city. For Manrique, the "noble" in 

spirit had ample opportunity for advancement in Toledo: 

"E habeis de creer que Dios fizo homes e no fizo linages en que 
escogiesen. A todos fizo nobles en su nacimiento; la vileza de la 

 ̂Benito Ruano, Toledo en el siglo XV, 126. The biith of Juan and the eclipse are treated in Alonso de 
Paiencia, Cuarta decada de Alomo De Paiencia, ed. Jose L6pez de Toro, (Madrid: RAE, 1970) 14 lib. 2 
ch. 1 vol. 2 p. 44, ch. 4 vol. 2 p. 57. 

Paiencia, Cuarta decada, ̂  Lopez de Toro, t. 4 lib. 2 ch. 7 vol. 2 p. 65. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 341. 
The entire speech is recorded in Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 343-Sl. Its inclusion reflects our poet's 

relationship with the royal chronicler at the time in which he wrote the work. 
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sangre e oscuridad del linage, con sus manos la toma aquel que 
dexando el camino de la clara virtud se inclina a los vicios del 
camino errado. E pues a ninguno dieron eleccion de linage quando 
nacio, e a todos se dio eleccion de costumbres cuando viven, 
imposible seria, segun razon, ser el bueno privado de honra, ni el 
malo teneria, aunque sus primeros la hayan tenido.^^ 

Evidently, Gomez had learned from the wisdom of Francisco Vidal de Noya, Rodrigo 

Cota and Pero Guillen de Segovia when he had posed his query about the origin of virtue. 

He may have doubted the veracity of their statements at first, but when confronted with 

the task of quelling rebellions in Toledo, it had become clear to him that the aristocracy 

had often corrupted society, such as Carrillo and Pacheco had done in the past. Manrique 

concluded with a promise that the Toledans would appreciate the goodwill that the 

Catholic Monarchs had in store for their city. From that moment on, there are no more 

records of uprisings in Toledo during Gomez's tenure as corregidor. 

Carrillo's ecclesiastic immunity protected him from being put to death for 

conspiring against the Crown, but Fernando and Isabel confiscated all of his property in 

Toledo and exiled him to Alcala de Henares. The villages that were once under his 

control had now sworn their obedience to the king and queen so that he had no choice but 

to accept their power over him. He never again surfaced as a threat to the king and queen. 

He died in 1482 and was quickly replaced by Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza, Isabel's new 

favorite.®®^ 

Without the archbishop's interference, our poet was able to thrive as corregidor. 

He had also managed to expand his domain to Cuenca. According to Lunenfeld, 

Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 350. 
Azcona, Isabel, 215. 
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Manrique had acquired the title of veedor general or chief overseer of Toledo and 

Cuenca, which allowed him to collect a royalty for stamping his personal seal on each 

bolt of cloth that the cities produced.*" As corregidor, Gomez was privy to several 

lucrative business ventures. Manrique had indeed found both fmancial and professional 

stability at the end of his long career as a rebel knight. 

Jorge Manrique, d. 1479 

While Manrique had success in Toledo, the civil war had not yet ended. During 

the spring of 1479, the second Marques de Villena, Diego Lopez Pacheco, roamed Castile 

with his militia, attacking in the name of Afonso V. That April, Gomez's nephew, Jorge 

Manrique, cornered the second marques at the Castle of Garci-Munoz. Diego Tellez was 

forced to surrender, but the standoff claimed the life of the fourth son of Rodrigo 

Manrique. Jorge was fatally wounded in the groin on 24 April and died later that same 

day. Shortly before he expired, he composed, in the words of Palencia, 

"unos versos, de sentido mas profundo que su educacion y 
aiios requerian, llenos de maravillosa suavidad, en los 
cuales disertaba extensamente acerca de la vida 
bienaventurada y de la inmortalidad del alma, con profunda 
admiracion y pena de todos aquellos que amaban a tan 
excelente varon y se dolian de aquella repentina y 
desoladora tempestad."^^ 

As Kinkade has shown, Palencia's anecdote provides us with a date of composition for 

the Coplas por la muerte de su padre^ Unlike his uncle Gomez, who had composed 

several poetic treatises, Jorge's masterpiece is the only work within his corpus of poetry 

Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 33; cited in P.L. Munigan'en, Evolucidn de la industria textil castellana 
en los siglos XIII-XVI, (Salamanca: U. de Salamanca, 1974) 88. 

Palencia, Cuarta decada, t 4 lib. 4 ch. 6 vol. 2 p. 134. 
Kinkade. "The Historical Date," 216-224. 
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to treat the mortal condition. His Coplas gained instant fame for their excellence, even 

though they were written in the coplas de pie quebrado later known as coplas 

manriquefias, a stanza that Jorge had ordinarily used for love poems rather than for 

themes of philosophical import. The Coplas's popularity is evident in the fact that it 

appears with great frequency in the extant cancioneros. 

The Establishment of Order 

Gomez would not have had much time to mourn the loss of his nephew. In June 

of 1479, Isabel ordered our poet to assemble his militia and return the town of Escalona 

to her control.The queen had nearly managed to subjugate all of the renegade nobles, 

but as her enemies grew smaller in number, they became more elusive. Isabel had 

sufficiendy weakened the Portuguese army, however. In September of 1479, she signed a 

pact with Afonso V, guaranteeing that Portugal would acknowledge her as the Queen of 

Castile.Fernando also became King of Aragon in this year after his father passed away 

at age 83 on 15 December 1479.*®' Together, Fernando and Isabel had taken the first 

steps toward the unification of the entire Spanish Peninsula. Their next move would be to 

organize a royal assembly in order to establish and ensure the nobility's compliance. 

Isabel chose to hold these meetings, known as the Cortes de Toledo, in the city that 

Gomez had liberated from Alfonso Cairillo. 

That the king and queen had chosen to convene such an elaborate meeting 

indicates that Gomez had already calmed Toledo enough to hold court within its walls. 

Benito Ruano, Toledo en el sigloXV, 303. 
Azcona, Isabel, 633. 
 ̂Alonso de Palencia, Cuarta Dicada, ed. Jose L6pez de Toro, vol. 2 (Madrid: RAH, 1970) 107. 
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The Cortes de Toledo lasted for several months.*'" The queen also proposed to rebuild 

the war-torn infrastructure of Castile. She also assigned governors to several other 

municipalities in order to guarantee that rebel forces could not overthrow them. Another 

important moment during these sessions occurred when Isabel declared that her son, 

Juan, was to be the heir to the throne of Castile. Juana "la Beltraneja" had long since been 

eliminated as a threat to Isabel's monarchy. 

Another important issue that sparked controversy was the revocation of titles that 

Enrique had granted in perpetuity to Isabel's enemies.^* Nobles such as Beltran de la 

Cueva had enriched themselves with the preference that the "Impotente" had shown 

them, and were stripped of their titles and rents. 

In 1480, Gomez also captured Fernando de Alarcon, the alchemist who was 

considered by many to have led Carrillo astray. Manrique followed royal orders and 

executed him in public.^ 

With multiple duties to the Crown, it is clear that Gomez had little occasion for 

poetry during the final years of his life. As corregidor, he was required to be in Toledo at 

all times. In addition to the governance of Toledo, Gomez also was occupied with his 

personal enterprises. As mentioned in the Introduction, our poet lamented to Pedro 

Guillen de Segovia that he could no longer devote himself to his beloved pastime.^ 

Guillen's response is somewhat jocular, in that it teases our poet, asserting that one does 

not forget a natural ability. It also encourages Manrique to return to his literary calling. 

Benito Ruano, Toledo en el siglo XV, 128. 
 ̂Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 416-7. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 422. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 128. 
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Family Tragedy 

Unfortunately, our poet's work and hobbies would be interrupted with the deaths 

of two of his three children within a period of four months. In the summer of 1480, Luis 

Manrique's life was claimed by an unknown cause. Luis had been a knight of the Order 

of Santiago, indoctrinated and trained by Rodrigo Manrique.^** He had married Ines de 

Castilla and with her sired Ana Manrique, the eventual lone heiress to Gomez's 

mqyorazgos or entailments in Belbimbre, Villazopeque, Cordovilla and Matan9a. Upon 

Luis's death, Gomez named his daughter-in-law, Ines, the trustee of his own estate for the 

benefit of his granddaughter."' 

Before he could recover from the devastating news that his only son had perished, 

Gomez also received word that his daughter Catalina Manrique had passed away in 

November. She had been the wife of Diego Garcia de Toledo, the seventh Lord of 

Mejorada and one of the more wealthy nobles of Toledo's elite.*'® Together they 

produced Maria Manrique de Toledo, who was married in 1491 to Juan de Silva y Rivera, 

the Marques de Montemayor. Gomez's only surviving daughter, Maria Manrique, was a 

nun of the Convent of Calabazanos where she served as abbess and was therefore not 

able to extend her father's lineage. Our poet named this granddaughter as the benefactor 

of his estate if and when Luis's daughter. Ana, did not survive him. 

Gomez's spirits were deeply affected by these tragedies. As described in the 

Introduction, Gomez received a consolatory, albeit sermonic, letter from the chief notary. 

Salazar y Castro, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 12 ch. 3 p. S48. 
Vtdal transcribes the notarized document C*Obra literaria," 1924-1945). 
Salazary Castro, Casa de Lara, t 2 lib. 12 ch. 2 p. 542. 
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Juan de Lucena, urging our poet to put an end to his grieving and take solace in God.^ 

Manrique responded to the notary to show that he appreciated Lucena's words of 

encouragement. However, our poet also asked for Lucena to bum his letters, since they 

were private and spoke of an unflattering circumstance.*^ 

Gomez's wife was also understandably grief-stricken by the events that befell her 

children. She became ill to the point that those around her, including the queen, feared 

that she herself might die. On 19 January 1481, Isabel ordered our poet to leave his post 

temporarily so that he could come to Valladolid to console his ailing and grieving wife.^ 

She granted him fifteen days leave as well as twelve days for travel. At the bottom of the 

official letter that her scribe had recorded, the queen wrote in her own hand that Juana's 

health had improved earlier when she was told that Gomez would come to visit her. 

However, when his original plan to travel there was altered by reasons not specified, 

Juana's illness returned. The queen's request and the emotional appeal that it included 

make it clear that Gomez arrived that very month in Valladolid to console his wife. 

Official duties had separated Juana and Gomez for many years. Juana had been 

assigned to the Catholic Monarchs's eldest child, Isabel, as her camarera mayor. These 

duties placed Juana in charge of a household of ladies-in-waiting as well as providing 

appropriate attire for the ten-year-old princess. Juana was also expected to travel with the 

royal entourage while Gomez was effectively limited in his mobility to the city of Toledo 

and its environs. We cannot be sure why our poet had originally changed his plans to visit 

Cairion, "Gomez Manrique y el protonotario," 575-6. 
Carrion, "Gomez Manrique y el protonolario," 580. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 316-8. 
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Juana when the queen first summoned him. His age was probably not a deterrent to travel 

since Gomez was still sufficiently robust to carry out his duties in Toledo. Now in his 

sixth decade, Gomez had shown no indication that he was overburdened with Toledo's 

governance. It appears likely, however, that these obligations had made it difficult for 

him to vacate his post temporarily to console his wife, especially since Isabel had to order 

the citizens of Toledo to grant him leave. In spite of Lapesa's suggestions to the contrary, 

his separation from Juana was probably not due to marital strife.^ The fifteen days that 

they spent together would have served to assuage some of the heartbreak they had 

suffered as parents. While he was in Valladolid with Juana, he began what would become 

his last poem, the Consolatoriapara Juana de Mendoza, which he was to complete four 

years later. As shown in the Introduction, Gomez expresses his profound love for Juana, 

as well as the several years of depression that he ultimately overcame by returning to 

poetry. 

Anti-Semitism and the Inquisition 

In the next few years, the Inquisition would manifest itself in Toledo during 

Gomez Manrique's tenure as corregidor. The Holy Office was resurrected in Spain in 

1480 to purge Seville of its heretics.^* Many of the Jews and Muslims who had 

converted during the reigns of Juan II and Enrique IV had returned to their former 

religious practices, if they had ever completely left them. The Inquisition rounded up all 

those it considered to be judaiamtes, or Jews who had never truly adopted the Christian 

faith. After interrogating them, the Holy Office burned over three hundred at the stake 

Lapesa, "Poesia y docta afectividad," 62. 
Pulgar, Reyes Caidlicos, 438. 
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and imposed cruel and unusual punishment on thousands of others.**^ In 1484, the Holy 

OfHce had considered itself successful in Seville, and considered imposing its authority 

upon other regions of the kingdom. The Inquisition considered Gomez's domain to be in 

dire need of their services. One of the provisions of the Cortes de Toledo had been that 

municipalities were to be segregated, just as they had been in 1391. Gomez had complied 

by relocating all non-Christians to the aljamas or ghettos designated for them and had 

been content that peace had been maintained between the religions.^ The citizens of 

Toledo could not have liked the threat of an inquest, as its measures had been very 

unpopular with the masses who feared the violence that it would bring to their city.®^ 

They approached Manrique, begging him not to allow the Holy Office to install itself in 

their community.^' Palencia wrote that Gomez had not wanted the Inquisition either and 

had related his concerns to the queen. She supposedly agreed to except the city of 

Toledo.*^ Despite this assertion, Fita provides documentation to show that there were 

indeed several trials in Toledo in 1484.®*' Many of those brought to trial were relajados, 

relapsed heretics who had been scheduled for execution. The Holy Office was not 

equipped to execute people itself, but instead relied on the local secular authorities to 

carry out these sentences.*^ If Fita's records are correct, our poet would have hanged 

many Toledans for the Inquisition. The evidence adduced by Fita is corroborated by a 

 ̂Cf Henry Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: An Historical Revision, (London; Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 
1997). 

Azcona, Isabel, 788. 
*** Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, 439. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. xxiv. 
Alonso de Palencia, Guerra de Granada, vol. 267 pL 3 (Madrid: BAE, 1975) 120. 
 ̂Fidel Fita, "La Inquisicion toledana. Reiacion contemporanea de los autos y autillos que celebio desde el 

afio 1485 hastael de 1501," B/14£"XI (1887): 312. 
Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 136. 
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memoir of a citizen of Toledo transcribed nearly a century later by Sebastiw de Horozco. 

Horozco claimed that his source had witnessed a trial led by Gomez Manrique in 1485; 

Y estava Gomez Manrique, corregidor de esta pibdad, con 
su vara, sentado en una silla lo qual era representation de la 
recon^ili^ion que los judios de esta fibdad y su tierra 
hizieron. 

Horozco's source relates that Manrique hanged one of the accused. Afterward, our poet 

supposedly was concerned that the population of Toledo would be significantly reduced 

if the Inquisition was to continue to sentence the city's heretics to death. He convinced 

the judicial body to punish the remaining heretics by ordering them to pay a flne.^ 

Horozco concludes the memoir by stating that after forty days of tribunals the terrified 

citizens reaffirmed their observance of the tenets of Christianity. Unfortunately, Horozco 

does not disclose his source and we therefore cannot assess its validity. In either case, it is 

clear that there was an Inquisition in Toledo and since the civil authorities carried out the 

death penalty, Gomez would have ultimately been in charge of the execution of many 

heretics. 

Gomez's attitudes towards conversos and Jews have come into question in past 

studies of his poetry. Scholarship has particularly commented on the racial slurs that 

Manrique directed toward Juan de Valladolid, who was also known as Juan "Poeta," a 

converso troubadour in the court of the second Marques de Villena, Diego Tellez 

Pacheco.^* In one poem, Gomez warns Diego Tellez that his in-house poet is not worth 

 ̂Sebastian de Horozco, Relaciones histdricas loledanas, ed. Jack Weiner, (Toledo: Institute Provincial de 
Investigacionesy Estudios Toledanos C.S.I.C., 1981) 97. 
 ̂Horozco, Relaciones histdricas toledanas, 99. 
Marquez Villanueva, "Jewish Fools," 399. 
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his salary. In communicating this message, our poet includes several epithets that in 

modem times are socially unacceptable: 

4. Digolo, seflor Marques, 
espejo de los prudentes, 
por quanto todas las gentes 
me dizen que le fazes 
en vuestra casa cabida 
a esse crespo trauado 
por sus trd)as tanto rudas, 
que reniego de mi vida 
si tanto no me ha pesado 
que cuyde ser otro Judas. 

Gomez also suggests that Valladolid should consider being baptized if he has not yet 

done so, threatening him with the Inquisition. In light of Manrique's involvement with 

the enforcement of penalties handed down by the Holy Office, it is disturbing that he 

would make such statements. Marquez Villanueva, in particular, expresses his own 

disappointment with our poet's invectives toward the converso poet, especially in a 

follow-up poem Manrique sent to Valladolid; 

saluo solo una capilla 
para que la pongays luego 
no por agua, mas por fliego 
que anda cabo Sevilla.^ 

Our poet's threat of the "fuego que anda cabo Sevilla" dates the poem to the time 

of the persecutions by the Holy Office in Seville between 1480 and 1484. During this 

period he would have further correspondence with the converso, as would his nephew. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 156. 
Marquez Villanueva. "Jewish Fools," 399. 
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Pedro Manrique, the second Count of Paredes and firstborn son of Rodrigo.^ This poem 

by Gomez's nephew can be found in the "Burlas" section of the Cancionero General and 

the Cancionero de obras de burlasprovocantes a risa^^ The second Count of Paredes's 

satirical poem is much longer and more scathing in that it accuses Valladolid of having 

soiled the Church of Valencia and all of its icons. Curiously, other New Christian poets 

also critiqued "Juan Poeta's" heresy. Anton de Montoro, known in poetic circles as the 

"Ropero de Cordoba," for example, accused Juan of giving New Christians a bad image 

within the evolving court society.*'® In De Gomez Manrique en nombre del Ropero 

contra Juan Poeta, Manrique writes in the name of Montoro in order to attack Valladolid 

once more, slandering his ethnicity even further.^ These poetic exchanges appear to 

have provided entertainment for the authors and their audience. 

Manrique's barbs are in stark contrast to the reverential treatment he gives to 

other Christian converts; such as we have shown with his admiration for Alfonso de 

Cartagena. This suggests that our poet, like other members of his society, differentiated 

between converses of proven fervor and those who had yet to demonstrate their devotion 

to Christ. Gomez-Menor is the first to expose Manrique's contradictory treatment of 

conversos in his study on the contribution New Christian merchants had made to Toledo 

Mirquez Villanueva confuses this Count of Paredes with his father, Rodiigo ("Jewish Fools," 398-9). 
 ̂Pablo Jauralde Pou and JA. Beilon Cazaban, eds., Cancionero de obrca de burlas provocantes a risa, 

basada en la edicion original (Valencia 1519), con las composiciones suprimidas del nCancionero 
General* de Hernando del Castillo, y las adicionesy «Advertencias» de Luis de Usozy Rio (Londres, 
1841-3), (Madrid; Akal, 1974) 71-75. 

Emilio Cotarelo y Mori, ed., Cancionero de Anton de Montoro (El Ropero de Cordoba), (Madrid; 
Imprenta de Jos6 Parales Y Martinez, 1900) 270. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 155-8. 
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in the fifteenth century.^ We may derive a better understanding of this issue by turning 

to a comparison between the social status of "Juan Poeta" and the Cartagena family of 

conversos. The Cartagena-Santa Maria family converted to Christianity at the end of the 

fourteenth century and had become icnown throughout the kingdom for their devotion and 

piety. Juan de Valladoiid, on the other hand, was merely a court poet, a jester just as 

Alfonso de Villasandino had been before him.^ Both poets revel in their ethnicity, 

despite each having converted from Judaism in their youth. It must also be remembered 

that "Juan Poeta" collected money for his services. The more a poet of Gomez's stature 

attacked, the more opportunity "Juan Poeta" had to respond and thereby earn his keep as 

a court fixture. Juan de Valladoiid overplayed his Jewish roots in order to draw laughter. 

In order for him to be openly accused of heresy and to survive with impunity instead 

reveals that Valladoiid himself must have been a devout Christian who had merely 

adopted the stage persona of a heretic in order to gain recognition. While considered 

inflammatory by the modem reader, Manrique's disparagement of Juan de Valladoiid is 

representative of the socially acceptable prejudices of his time. 

In retrospect, it is indeed tragic that racial relations were so poor between the Old 

and New Christians in Spain. As history tells us, Isabel and Fernando expelled all Jews 

from their kingdom in 1492, the same year they conquered Granada and funded 

Columbus's successful voyage to the West Indies. The spirit of conquest prevalent 

throughout Spain had also brought about a xenophobic attitude that would not easily be 

Jose Gomez-Menor, Crisiianos nuevosy mercaderes de Toledo, (Toledo: Libreria Gomez-Menor, 1970) 
xxiii-v. 

Mvquez Villanueva, "Jewish Fools," 390. 
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overcome. Spain had determined to become a homogeneous and Christian nation like its 

European neighbors. 

Spain had also been as quick to punish those ecclesiastics who had abused their 

power and had removed all non-clergy from performing religious duties. Isabel especially 

wished to punish the members of the clergy who had taken concubines. The job of 

reviewing those who dabbled in the sins of the flesh fell on the shoulders of the 

corregidores^ Evidently, Gomez had become a rigorous inspector of the churches 

within Toledo. In 1499, nine years after Manrique's death, the Grand Inquisitor, Fray 

Francisco Jimenez de Cisneros, dispatched a group of clerics to investigate potential 

conspirators against him.^' These clerics were given access to Manrique's archives, 

which they found to contain documents concerning the indiscretions and sacrileges 

committed by the members of the Independent Church. Gomez's files, which he had 

collected over his thirteen-year term as Corregidor of Toledo, supposedly included 

condemning testimony that twenty-five members of the Independent Church had engaged 

in sodomy among other lewd acts prohibited by doctrine and Church law.^ 

Unfortunately, the Church's longstanding tradition of protecting its own clergy from 

secular judicial authority would have made it difificult for Gomez to prosecute them. He 

would have saved the files in the event that a religious authority such as Cisneros might 

take an interest in bringing the offenders to justice in the ecclesiastical courts. 

Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 119. 
Jimenez de Cisneros became Archbishop of Toledo in I49S after Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza expired. 
 ̂Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, 120; Jose Garcia Oro, Cisnerosy la reforma del clero espanol en tiempo 

de los Reyes Catolicos, (Madrid: C.S.LC., 1971) 295. 
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The Final Years 

In his final years, law enforcement consumed much of Gomez's time, but was not 

the only task that Manrique performed for the city of Toledo and the Kingdom of Spain. 

He would also work to restore its roads and bridges. The Alcantara Bridge was in need of 

repair after the many battles it had endured that century. Soldiers would have kept vigil 

over this bridge since it had been a point of attack for Toledo's enemies and a main 

passageway for its citizens. In 1484, Gomez oversaw the reconstruction of one of its 

arches, an event which was recorded by the following inscription on one of its marble 

slabs; 

REYDIFICOSE ESTE ARCO A YN 

DUSTRYA Y DILIGENCIA DE GOM

EZ MANRIQUE SEYENDO CORREGIDOR 

E ALCAYDE EN ESTA CIBDAT POR SU 

ALTEZA POR LA QUAL EN EL DICHO ANO 

DE MIL CCCCLXXXnn FUERON GANADOS 

DE LOS MOROS POR FUERZA LAS VILLAS 

DE ALORA Y LUSAYNA Y SETENILL 

Manrique also oversaw the construction of the Casa Consistorial in Toledo, 

where he and the council would have convened for their regular meetings. Manrique's 

poetic legacy stands today, above the adjoining staircases, engraved for the benefit of all 

those who set foot within this edifice; 

Nobles, discretos varones 
Que gobemais a Toledo, 
En aquestos escalones 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. xxv. 
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Desechad las aficiones, 
Codicias, amor y miedo. 

Por los comunes provechos 
Dexad los particulares: 
Pues voz fizo Dios pilares 
De tan riquissimos techos, 
Estad firmes y derechos.'®^ 

Its message is similar to the advice that Manrique had shared with his king and queen in 

the Regimiento de Principes. 

Because Gomez lost two of his children and was separated from his wife for many 

years, he was alone at the end of his life. We cannot be sure if he and Juana ever 

recovered from Luis and Catalina's deaths. In or around 1485, Manrique expressed his 

sadness in his Consolatoria para Juana de Mendoza. Aside from this poem dedicated to 

his wife, Gomez left no further poetic record. He must not have written an elegy for his 

beloved brother, liiigo, who died in 148S shortly after assuming his duties as Archbishop 

of Seville.^' Our poet's multiple obligations as the omnicompetent royal servant in 

Toledo had made it impossible for him to devote the same amount of time to his love of 

verse.^ He was never forgotten by Isabel, however, who on 22 July 1487 rewarded him 

by naming his estate a mqyorazgo, which could transfer to his granddaughter. Ana 

Manrique.^ The perpetuity of his titles would have reassured that his name and his 

family would live on in the Spain that he had helped to unify. 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. xxvi. 
Salazary Castro, Casa tk Lara, L I lib. 8 ch. 3 p. 54. 
Lunenfeld, Keepers of the City, I. 
Salazary Castro, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 12 ch. I p. 538; Pruebas del libro 12, pp. 494-6 
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Little is recorded from 1487 until Gomez's death in November or December of 

1490, and it was only recently determined with certainty that our poet expired in this 

year.^ The circumstances surrounding Manrique's passing are unknown. We do know 

that shortly before his death, our poet had been working to capture a mule thief.''® This 

suggests that Gomez was still physically and mentally active until his death. Sieber also 

discovered a letter from Isabel to Juana de Mendoza on 3 December, in which the queen 

allowed Gomez's widow to claim the land that our poet had bequeathed her, land that he 

most likely had managed as part of her dowryIn Manrique's will, as we discussed in 

the Introduction, he expressed his wish for his armor, especially the gilded visor that 

Fernando had given him, to remain as part of his estate. Otherwise, Manrique did not 

concern himself with the distribution of specific items of property. These matters were to 

be handled by his daughter-in-law, Ines de Castilla, until his granddaughter Ana came of 

age. 

In the will, our poet's foremost concern was that he and Juana, his "muy amada 

muger," would be interred together in the Convent of Calabazanos. He requests that their 

crypt be located: 

"...lo m^ junto que ser pudiere a la grada del Coro de las 
Monjas, a donde estan aquellas dos vanitas, en derecho de 
la vna del las, porque la otra parece quede para la Sefiora 
Doila Jvana de Mendoza, mi muy amada muger, e que alii 
se me haga vna sepoltura de piedra de alabastro... 

** Lopez Nieto recently provided documentation to confirm that Manrique expired between 21 November 
and 3 December of 14^ (Juan C. L6pez Nieto, "Algnnas precisiones sobre la fecha de muerte de Gomez 
Manrique," 10 (1998): 146. 

Harry Sieber, 'Sobre la fecha de la muerte de Gomez Manrique," BBMP 59 (1983); 7-8. 
Sieb^, "Sobre la fecha," 8. 
Salazar y Castro, Casa de Lara, Pruebas del Libio 12 p. 496. 
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In addition to this special request, Gomez also desired that his headstone declare 

that he was the son of Pedro Manrique and Leonor de Castilla, the founders of 

Calabazanos. Beyond his request for the nuns to sing a hymn in his memory on days in 

which they celebrated high mass, Gomez's demands were relatively modest. He did not 

wish for an elaborate funeral service or any family gathering to be carried out in his 

honor. 

In recent years, Manrique's fidelity to Juana de Mendoza has come into question. 

Many nobles, including his older brothers, Diego, Rodrigo and even King Fernando, had 

not been faithful to their wives. Indeed, it appears that the stigma attached to the sin of 

adultery had been applied unevenly, with women receiving much greater punishment 

than men. Many nobles fathered children out of wedlock, such as Diego Manrique, who, 

as we mentioned earlier, had made provisions in his will for the mother of his illegitimate 

child. Unlike his older brothers, Gomez bequeathed no wealth to anyone other than his 

relatives. However, if he did sire children out of wedlock, Gomez had more reason than 

his siblings to have acknowledged them, since he had survived his own inheritors. In light 

of the tragic deaths of his children, Gomez would have been more inclined to recognize 

any illegitimate children if they existed. Gomez did not, however, leave any evidence of 

marital indiscretion. Despite the fact that he and Juana were physically separated during 

their final years, he loved her enough to reserve a burial plot for her alongside his at 

Calabazanos. As Deyennond observes, it was not as customary for husband and wife to 

share a tomb in the fifteenth century as it is today, nor was it popular with Gomez's own 
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family.'*^ Leonor de Castilla, for example, was not buried next to Gomez's father. In 

I486 her body was relocated to where it rests today, in Calabazanos. Likewise, Rodrigo's 

three wives are not buried next to him in Ucles. Perhaps Gomez wished to spend eternity 

next to his "muy amada muger" at the end of his life to make up for those years he had 

spent away from her. 

Especially during his later years, Manrique had added incentive to be faithful to 

his wife. Queen Isabel had frowned upon any extramarital transgressions, and had seen to 

it that her ladies-in-waiting, as well as those of her children were of the utmost moral 

fiber. She also was considered to be a jealous wife who did not tolerate marital 

infidelity.'*^ As we have seen before, the queen had openly shared her distaste of the 

lechery of Alfonso Carrillo who had fathered multiple children. Could it be that Isabel 

was especially drawn to Gomez Manrique at such an early age, not simply for his 

scholarly and military skills, but also because he was a faithful husband? While his 

brothers had taken concubines, perhaps Gomez remained in his study with the books that 

he had collected. 

A recent analysis by Caunedo del Potro of an inventory of Manrique's property 

reflects the poet's modesty and general disinterest in matters of style.'*'* The clothes that 

he left behind, for example, while of good quality and often made of satin, were 

predominantly black in color, leading Caunedo del Potro to observe: "Indudablemente 

con su vestuario D. Gomez no quebrantaba ninguna ley que pretendiese frenar el lujo de 

Deyennond, "Women and Gdmez Manrique," 78. 
Azcona, Isabel, 367. 
Betsabe Caunedo del Potro, "Un inventaho de bienes de Gomez Manrique." Estudios de historia 

medieval. Hometug'e a Luis Suarez Fernandez, eds. Vicente Angel Alvarez Palenzuela et al. (Valladolid: 
Secretario de Publicaciones, Universidad de Valladolid, 1991) 9S-114. 
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suntuosidad."^'^ In spite of this, he did possess several ornate tapestries that represented 

chivalric scenes, and his wife had jewelry with precious stones. Their household included 

pillows from Holland, woolen mattresses from England, and leather and silk goods from 

the Orient. Our poet also owned four pairs of glasses. He also owned a few chessboards, 

perhaps indicating that he enjoyed this game of strategy. 

Our poet also owned a family of ten slaves whose several names, Ali, Marfata, 

Haxica Sotojica, and Hamete and Juanico, tell us that most were probably Muslims, 

maybe people whom he had captured in his raids in Andalusia in the 1450s. Manrique 

freed one of them, and also was generous with a certain Marfata, the breadmaker. She 

was allowed to keep the utensils associated with this task, presumably so that she could 

be employed in another household. 

As a knight, Manrique certainly owned multiple horses. At the time of his death, 

his steed was a "cres^ido castafto," a large chestnut horse.''^ For the horse, Manrique had 

special armor that included the gilded visor given him by his king. Manrique and his 

noble contemporaries spent much of their time in battle and a suit of armor constituted a 

necessary aspect of their military existence. Gomez's desire that this armor be kept within 

the family attests to his own feeling that it was an extension of his identity. 

Of utmost interest to literary scholars are the thirty-eight books that were in his 

possession in 1490. These tomes were the source of the broad literary knowledge that our 

poet had accrued during his lifetime. He had many classics in translation; especially those 

Caunedo del Potro, "Un inventario de bienes," 101. 
Cauneck) del Potro, "Un inventano de bienes," 106. 
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made in the first half of the fifteenth century by the Bishop of Burgos.^'^ Manrique 

owned the Decameron in translation, chronicles by Livy, among others, and the works of 

Boethius. He also possessed contemporary works such as the Archpriest of Talavera's 

Corbacho, Diego de Valera's Doctrinal de Principes, and the cancionero that he had 

once requested of his uncle, the Marques de Santillana. For a nobleman of middle rank, 

he had certainly invested wisely in his collection of literature. Copies of these books were 

expensive to own, and he would have prided himself on what he had managed to gather 

and maintain during his turbulent lifetime. While he did not have the wherewithal of the 

Count of Benavente, who had requested Manrique's cancionero for the library in his new 

home, our poet had made use of each work that remained in his possession at the time of 

his passing. 

Gomez died two years before the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, the Conquest 

of Granada, and Columbus's arrival in the West Indies. While our poet would have been 

able to predict that the last Muslim stronghold in Castile would fall to the Catholic 

Monarchs, he could not have foreseen the existence of an entirely new body of land to the 

The inventcny of Manrique's libraiy is included in Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 332-4. The 
books Manrique owned are described as follows; La deslruycion de Traya, La general estoria. La primera 
decada de Tito Liuio, Un Libra del Concilia de Basylea e Suma de las Coronicas, Un libra en latyn que se 
dice Fasciculus temporum, Un libra viejo de las hechas de Roma, Un libra de un preambulo que hizo el 
abispo don Alfonso, Juan Bocaccio, Una coronica del rey don Alfonso, El cancionero de su merced, 
Lumbre de vida. La admiracion que hizo Juan Rodriguez, Las epistolas de Seneca a Lucila, Boecio 
Severino, Otro libro que comienza: La princesa..., Un cancionero del Marques de Santillana, Primera 
parte del Compendia de medicina, Los proverbios de Seneca, Otro libro que comienza: "Segund dyze 
Aristotyles " con cubiertas blancas, Traga Pompeyo, El Corvacho, Un libro que hizo Diego Guillen, Visyon 
deleitable, Una pequeOo de Mosen Diego de Valera, Los trabajos de Ercoles, El segundo libro delas 
Retractacs. de Agostyn, Reximiento de Principes, Declaracion de las paradojas, Libro de las 
enseOamientos e castigos que Aristotiles embio a Alexandre, El breue de las virtudes de los antiguos. La 
coronica d'EspaHa, Otro libra que comienza: "Todos los onbres que quieren ser mas,̂  Libro de los reyes, 
Otro libro de coma han deyr las batallas, Un libro de Metamorfoseos, Un quademo de las leyes que se 
fizieron en Toledo, Un libro de cuentas—La Valeriana, Un tratado de Orestan an Alexandre, Un misal. 
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West. We can only speculate that he had anticipated that the king and queen would expel 

the Jews from the Peninsula. These events and their legacies, for good and evil, fell on 

the monarchs's shoulders. Yet Manrique could have taken pride in the fact that he had 

aided in the union and accession of the two sovereigns of Castile and Aragon. He had 

known them and supported them since they were very young. The troubles that he had 

endured when he was their age and even older, as a young knight without significant 

worth in a kingdom led by Alvaro de Luna and Juan Pacheco, had taught him that his 

beloved homeland needed a self-reliant king. Our poet could only have put his faith in the 

virtues that Isabel and Fernando had demonstrated since they were mere adolescents in a 

violent and cruel period. 

Manrique's experience had also been tempered by his self-education. He had 

become friends with the handful of literary elite of the Peninsula who had helped him, 

taught him and perhaps even learned from him as he corresponded with them about the 

classics, the Bible and the rhetorical flgures of speech that had become popular within 

their circle. His verse remains today not simply as testimony to his eloquence. As we 

have shown throughout this literary biography, Manrique's poetry also reflects the vision 

of a poet, a knight and a citizen who had wished for his country to once again become the 

unified Spain of the Gothic kingdom. 
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PART THREE: G6iV1EZ MANRIQUE'S POETIC CIRCLE 

Gomez Manrique dedicated poetry to at least forty people. In the previous 

Chapters, we have presented the historical background of the lives of many of these 

fifteenth-century nobles, prelates, and intellectuals with whom Gomez interacted. As we 

have shown, in many cases, his verse has provided insight into the personalities and 

motivations of these historical figures. For example, we have seen that Manrique's poetry 

reveals his profound admiration for his intellectual paradigms, the Marques de Santillana, 

Juan de Mena and Alfonso de Cartagena. We have also considered works by Manrique 

that shed light on his relationships with the monarchs of Castile and his attitudes toward 

them. In our presentation of the Exclamation e querella de la governafion, we have 

revealed Manrique's dissatisfaction with Enrique IV's leadership. We have also assessed 

the lessons that our poet intended for Fernando and Isabel in the Regimiento de Principes, 

and considered their similarities with those that he conveyed to Enrique in the 

Exclamation and to his Royal Accountant in his Coplas para Diego Arias de Avila. 

Gomez's poetry has also shown his compassion for his relatives. Our reading of the 

Dejunzion del noble cavailero Garcilaso de la Vega has shown Manrique's sadness for 

the death of his kinsman, and his deepest sympathy for Garcilaso's family. We have also 

seen his profound love for his wife, Juana de Mendoza, in the consolatory poem that he 

dedicated to her in the final years of their life. 

In all of the above cases, we have obtained a glimpse into our poet's life and his 

thoughts on the world in which he lived through his own personal expression. His poetry 

has also allowed us to collect biographical material concerning the understanding of the 
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lives of his dedicatees and the roles that they played in the history of early modem Spain. 

In addition to the individuals that we have already considered, Gomez shared his artistic 

ability with many others who to this day have received little scholarly analysis. The 

following Part profiles the lives of twenty-two of these citizens of medieval Castile, 

Aragon and Portugal utilizing the historical documentation that we currently possess and 

assesses their relationship to Gomez Manrique based on the evidence that we can glean 

from his poetry. 

Family Members 
1. Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel, Fourtii Count of Benavente (c.1461-1499) 

Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel, the fourth Count of Benavente, was the recipient of 

Gomez Manrique's Cancionero, MP 1250.''* The Pimentel family came to Castile from 

Portugal during the late 14th century and rapidly established themselves along the 

Portuguese border consequent to receipt of the land grant of Benavente from Enrique in 

in 1398, which, according to Highfield, grew to holdings of over fifty villages."^ 

Through marriages and land purchases, the Pimentel became a wealthy family by the 

middle of the fifteenth century and had formed close alliances among the Castilian 

nobility, including with our poet's branch of the Manrique family tree. Pimentel's 

grandfather was especially close to Gomez's parents, Leonor de Castilla and Pedro 

Manrique. Rodrigo Alonso's aunt, Juana Pimentel, became Alvaro de Luna's second wife 

on 28 January 1430, with great fanfare and in the presence of Juan n de Castilla at their 

Pazy Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. l-Il. 
J.R.L. HighHeld analyzes the economic success of the Pimentel family as recorded in the Osuna 

collection of the Archivo Nacional de Madrid, in his "The de la Cerda, The Pimentel and the So-Called 
'Price Revolution,'" The English Historical Review 87 (1972): 495-512. 
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homestead in Calabazanos, the town that was later to become the site of the convent that 

Leonor de Castilla founded in 1458.'^ Juana Pimentel, like her brother Alonso, the third 

Count of Benavente, was a cousin of Gomez Manrique through their mutual 

grandmother, Juana de Mendoza. Dofia Juana, known in her day as the "Rica Hembra," 

married the Admiral of Castile, Alfonso Enriquez (d. 1429) after her first husband, Diego 

Gomez Manrique, died in the battle of Aljubarrota in 1385. One of the nine children that 

she bore the admiral married the second Count of Benavente, who was also named 

Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel (d. 1440).'^' 

Despite her advanced age, Juana de Mendoza wished to attend the Pimentel-Luna 

wedding, but she died en route to Calabazanos.^ There is no documentation to verify 

that the adolescent Gomez Manrique was present for the Pimentel-Luna wedding. 

However, since the wedding occurred in his father's domain and since his sixty-eight-

year-old grandmother had set out from Torre de Lobaton to witness the nuptials, only to 

die four days before it took place, it is very likely that our poet witnessed the marriage. 

The event also would have drawn Manrique to Calabazanos since his mother, Leonor, 

participated in the ceremony as Juana Pimentel's godmother. Leonor's nephew. King 

Juan n de Castilla, served as the godfather. The Pimentel family even lodged in the 

Manrique household prior to the celebration.^ 

Even though the constable remained married to the second Count of Benavente's 

daughter, his alliance with the Pimentel family was short-lived. Alvaro de Luna 

^ Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 77. 
921 "e obo nuebe Hjas, las quales fueron casadas con estos de yuso escriptos; la vna con el conde de 
Benabente, Rodrigo Alfonso Pimentel...." (Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 75). 
^ Carrillo de Huete, Halconero, 75. 
^ Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 76. 
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imprisoned his brother-in-law, Alfonso Pimentel, the third Count of Benavente (d. 1461), 

after he learned that the count had participated in a royal coup.^** When Rodrigo Alfonso 

Pimentel became the fourth Count of Benavente, he attempted to return to the graces of 

Enrique IV and his supporters. Around this time, Rodrigo IV wed the Marques de 

Villena's daughter, Maria Pacheco, which reveals that he had befriended the Icing's 

favorite.'^ He remained loyal to the king throughout the "Impotente's" tenure, for which 

he was rewarded. In 1473, Enrique had elevated the title of Benavente to a dukedom.'^^ 

Rodrigo IV probably began to support Fernando and Isabel only after his own land was 

threatened by the Portuguese invasion of 1475. During the attack, Afonso V's men 

captured the fourth count and his land but released him shortly afterward. Rodrigo IV 

subsequently returned to his castle at Portillo and drove the enemy from his land.'^^ 

Pimentel later fought alongside the Manriques at Toro in 1477.^^ In the same year, 

Rodrigo rv escorted the queen into Segovia in an attempt to reclaim the city from 

Alfonso Maldonado, the chief guardian of Segovia's alcazar who had taken the queen's 

daughter, Isabel, captive.^ The queen, Pimentel and Cardinal Mendoza negotiated with 

the bandits, and recovered the princess and the alcazar. They were also able to depose 

Maldonado peacefully.^ 

Pimentel's role in saving Princess Isabel from harm had certainly improved his 

standing with the monarchy and he remained involved in the fight to subdue the 

Highfield, "The de la Cerda," 498. 
^ Highfield, "The de la Cerda," 499. 
^ Highfield, "The de la Cerda," 499. 

Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol 1 p. 248. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 1 p. 266. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 1 p. 268. 

^ Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 1 p. 274. 
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Peninsula under the queen's authority. In Valladolid in 1481, Rodrigo IV was once more 

in the presence of the queen and Cardinal Mendoza. The three plotted the capture of 

Galicia."' He also became one of the participants of the War of Granada. In 1482, he 

traveled from Cordoba to Alhama with Fernando to stave off another Muslim invasion.^^ 

Rodrigo IV also arbitrated in property disputes between the Count of Lemos's 

daughter and his illegitimate son, Rodrigo Osorio. He ended up defending the heiress's 

land of Astorga against Osorio in 1483 until the Catholic Monarchs intervened and 

established a treaty between the two.^^ Osorio made one more attempt to claim Astorga 

in 1486, and Pimentel returned to protect the city for most of that year.'^ 

In 1485, Rodrigo Alonso entered the Kingdom of Granada with the royal party, 

where he continued to support them during the year, by fighting off the Moors alongside 

Luis de la Cerda, the Duke of Medinaceli.''' In the same year, Rodrigo Alonso, 2,000 

horsemen and 400 men-at-arms were dispatched to Ronda where they reinforced the 

Marques de Caliz and scaled the walls to capture the city.^ Later, Rodrigo IV and his 

militia fought in the conquest of M^aga in 1487, where his soldiers were noted for their 

success in tunneling into the city beneath its walls.^^ Pimentel stayed with the king and 

queen's party during the rest of the campaign for Granada, and was also present at the 

Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 1 p. 429. 
^ Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 2 p. 37. 
^ Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 2 p. 56. 
^ Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 2 pp. 245-8. 
935 Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 2 p. 157. While the Pimentels had migrated to Castile from Portugal after 
the Trastamara revolt, the de la Cerdas were a Castilian family related to Alfonso X. with wool interests in 
Aragon. Highfteld describes, that, despite their fears of insolvency, both the Dukes of Medinaceli and 
Benavente prospered during the ultimate years of Isabel's reign (Highheld, "^The de la Cerda," 498). 

Pulgar. Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 2 pp. 165-70. 
^ Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 2 p. 311. 
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wedding of Princess Isabel to Prince Alfonso de Portugal in Seville in 1490.^' Among 

those in attendance would also have been Juana de Mendoza, Gomez's wife and chief 

attendant to the princess. Juana would have assured that the princess and her 

handmaidens were dressed in clothing of the finest quality. Pulgar describes the 

festivities as having lasted fifteen days, and that they were very costly; 

"En estas fiestas fueron fechos grandes gastos, asy por el 
Rey como por los duques e condes e grandes sefiores et 
caualleros que continavan en la corte, e otros muchos que 
vinieron de otras partes; e asymismo por la Reyna, e las 
duquesas e las condesas, et otras sefioras y damas que alii 
vinieron. En lo qual todo mostraron grandes riquezas, et 
grand animo para las gastar."^' 

In the dedicatoria of his cancionero, Gomez Manrique compliments Pimentel as a 

great knight as well as one of the great promoters of the budding humanism within Spain, 

comparing him to Julius Caesar; 

...que avn que yo pensaua que vuestra merced fliese otro 
Anibal en el esfuer^o e trabajo e sabiduria dela guerra, 
nunca enla verdad pense que fuesedes otro (^esar en querer 
juntar la toga con la loriga; del qual se escriue que no 
menos andaua 9ercado de libios que de annas, y que nunca 
el trabajo delos dias lo enpachaua el estudio delas noches. 
Esto aprueuan bien sus famosas conquistas y las grandes 
batallas que ven^io y los comentarios que dexo escritos de 
su mano en vn estilo tan elegante om no parefe[n] ser 
escritos por mano que lan^a tomase..." 

In his letter, Gomez points out that he and the count share similar backgrounds. Both 

were raised to lead in battle and to serve the monarch, and each of them took every 

opportunity to read and collect manuscripts. Gomez was a well-respected poet whose 

Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, vol. 2 p. 440. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, vol. 2 p. 439. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 6-7. 
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compositions had sought to educate his readers on the need to be a virtuous servant of 

God and country. Rodrigo IV was a great fan of literature and especially liked works that 

instructed knights on how to properly fulfill their duties. His library was massive in 

comparison to Gomez's own respectable collection of thirty-eight texts. Rodrigo IV's 

grandfather first started to collect books in 1439 after he acquired the Berpuire-Ayala 

translation of Livy's Decades, and the library grew over the generations. An inventory 

that dates from 1447 reveals that it consisted mostly of historical texts and translated 

classics.^'*' The fourth count also was a bibliophile who added so many works to his 

collection that he constructed a larger castle in order to accommodate its volume. Rodrigo 

IV expanded his library so that his sons Luis and Rodrigo would be prepared for 

university study at Paris. In addition to his patronage of Manrique, Rodrigo IV had also 

commissioned at least one text from the Sicilian humanist Lucius Marineus Siculus.^ 

Marineus Siculus became overwhelmingly popular among the nobility, since he had been 

formally educated in the classics and was conveniently at their disposal as the catedrdtico 

of the University of Salamanca. Pimentel had hired the Sicilian to complete a book that 

would both grace the shelves of his new household and be a useful text for educating 

young knights on the history of their kingdom.^ Marineus published the work in the 

year 149S with the title De Hispaniae Laudibus, a memoir of the great Spanish heroes of 

Isabel Beceiro Pita, "Los libros que pertenecieron a los condes de Benavente, entre 1434 y 1530," 
Hispania (Madrid) 63 (1983); 242. 
^ Caro Lynn, A College Professor of the Renaissance: Lucio Marineo Siculo among the Spanish 
Humanists, (Chicago: U Chicago 1*1685, 1937) 55. 

Marineus described Benavente's income to have been in excess of 60,000 ducats, with which he was 
able to support 22,000 vassals (Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 345). 
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times past.^ Marineus sent the count a special copy bound in crimson leather that had 

been marked with designs and locked with silver clasps. Its cover, like the elaborately 

designed binding that Gomez Manrique had ordered for his own cancionero, suggests 

that the count spared no expense in its production.^' The De Hispaniae Laudibus served 

as a good history text for Pimentel's sons. The De Hispaniae Laudibus received instant 

acclaim from the developing intellectual circle in Salamanca for both its historical as well 

as philological value. 

Today we have no list of the fourth count's purchases, nor do we have the 

family's collection of books since the Benavente household was sacked in 1814 during 

the French invasion. We can only rely on Beceiro Pita's statement that it was a frequently 

accessed source for the duplication of materials.^ She also acknowledges that while the 

fourth count's library was rich in philosophical and historical translations, Gomez's MP 

1250 manuscript is one of the rare examples of poetry in his collection.^^ When he 

became the fifth count, Luis did not purchase cancioneros either, instead preferring 

missals and prayer books.^ Since Rodrigo Alonso commissioned our poet's work to 

stand alongside the many historical and didactic works that he had chosen for the 

Lynn, A College Professor, 75. 
Lynn, A College Professor, 76. 
Beceiro Pita, in her "Los libros," 237-280, explains that an inventory taken circa 1447 lists 126 

manuscripts, though many are duplicate translations of historical texts. His collection is representative of 
what was read and translated in his day by what Beceiro Pita describes as the "capas mas altas de la 
sociedad y a la reducida elite cultural del siglo XV" (249). The inventory included a list of the people who 
had borrowed texts for duplication, as well as a catalog of books no longer in the collection. These were 
perhaps stolen or destroyed in the decades in which the Pimentel family bad been uprooted and imprisoned 
as enemies of their in-law, Alvaro de Luna (247). 
^ Beceiro Pita, "Los libros," 255. 

Beceiro Pita, "Los libros," 258. 
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education of his children in the ways of arms and letters, it suggests that Pimentel had 

acknowledged the wisdom that Gomez's poetry imparts. 

2. Diego de Rojas, Third Count of Castro, Marqu^ de Denia (d. 1502) 

Gomez participated in a poetic dialogue with his nephew, the only son of his 

sister, Juana Manrique. Diego, whose full name was Diego Gomez de Sandoval y Rojas, 

eventually became the third Count of Castro upon the death of his father, Fernando de 

Rojas. He also was granted the marquisate of Denia in 1484 and eventually became the 

Lord of Lerma under the auspices of the unified kingdom.'^' Diego married Catalina de 

Mendoza, the daughter of the Count of Tendilla, liiigo Lopez de Mendoza, the second 

son of the Marques de Santillana.''" His son, Bernardo Gdmez de Sandoval (d. 1536), 

would later serve Isabel's daughter. Queen Juana I de Castilla, as her majordomo. As a 

reward for his services, Juana I promoted his lordship to the rank of count. The family 

would later produce Francisco Gomez de Sandoval y Rojas (1553-1625), who would 

become the Duke of Lerma in 1599. As the duke, he became the most powerful noble in 

Castile during the reign of Felipe m de Castilla (r. 1598-1621), and was responsible for 

the expulsion of the christianized Moors from 1609 to 1614.^^' 

In his missive, Gomez addresses Rojas's noble background, encouraging him to 

live up to his family's name; 

1. De nobles avuelos nieto, 
fijo de notable padre, 
gentil sobrino discreto 
a quien faze muy perfeto 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 8 ch. 2 p. 47. 
^ Nader, Mendoza Family, 3. 

Cf. Allen, Paul C. Philip III and the Pax Hispanica, 1598-1621: the Failure of Grand Strategy, (New 
Haven: Yale UP, 2000). 
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la gran virtud de la madre; 
en aquellos vos mirando 
como en claros miralles, 
delos uifios desuiando, 
las virtudes abra^ando, 
trabajad por resenblalles."^ 

Our poet tells him that if he behaves as honorably as his ancestors did, he will never be 

short of loved ones, and asks him, if given the choice of a gracious, extremely discrete 

woman or a beautiful yet graceless woman, which would he select; 

3. Si bien les pare^eys, 
sereys buen enamorado; 
por ende, vos me direys 
qual destas dos tomareys, 
aviendo de ser for^ado; 
sea gra^iosa, discreta 
en muy gran estremidad, 
o mal gra^iosa, yndiscreta, 
en fermosura perfeta, 
conplida de ne9edad.''^ 

Just as we shall see in the poetry of many of Gomez's respondents, Diego's poem 

reveals his great admiration for his uncle. He tells Gomez that, rather than following the 

stunning example set by his parents and grandparents, he prefers to model himself after 

our poet: 

1. A vos el tanto perfeto, 
sefior ermano, conpadre, 
cuyas obras sin defeto 
seguire camino reto 
de lexos, maguer que ladre; 
enlas quales yo buscando 
como quien cafa por valles, 
los mis vi^ios emendando 

^ Paz y Meiia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 121. 
Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 122. 
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yo fare por no faltalles.'^'* 
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Rojas ends his work with a pledge to follow Manrique because he knows that his 

uncle will teach him to use his intellect rather than to follow his whims; 

4. Respondiendo, pues quereys, 
al tema qu' es proposado, 
creyendo que ayudareys 
a mi que claro vereys 
ser a razon allegado, 
yo quiero fermosa y neta; 
esta es mi calidad; 
a la fea, mal de teta 
mate, y mala saeta; 
reniego de su bondad.'^' 

In his response, Diego explains that he would follow reason and would therefore choose 

the gracious, descrete woman, forsaking the ill-tempered woman. 

In previous Chapters, we observed that Gomez extended his sympathy to the 

Sandoval family in the form of a consolatory poem to his older sister Juana. The lesson 

conveyed by Gomez's Consolatoriapta-a Juana Manrique, Condesa de Castro would 

have applied not only to the adults of the Sandoval family. The poem could have taught a 

young Diego de Rojas about the need to be ever faithful and just in an uncertain world. 

Perhaps Diego de Rojas's success as a knight of Queen Isabel was due in no small 

measure to the lessons he learned from his uncle who, as the text above suggests, was his 

role model. 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 123. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 124. 
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3. Juan Hurtado de Mendoza, Lord of CaAete 

At some point in his life, Gomez received a quistion or a poetic summons from 

his brother-in-law, the Lord of Cailete, Juan Hurtado de Mendoza, who was both the 

husband of his sister Ines Manrique and the brother of his wife Juana de Mendoza. This 

branch of the Mendoza family was even further intertwined with the Manrique family 

since Juan Hurtado and Juana de Mendoza happened to be also brother and sister of 

Rodrigo Manrique's second wife, Beatriz de Guzman. As described in the previous 

Chapters, our poet had fought alongside the Mendoza family in defense of the Lord of 

CaAete's land. Aside from these moments in which the Manriques and Mendozas united 

to defend their property rights, Juan Hurtado does not surface again in the chronicles. We 

are therefore uncertain as to whether or not he joined his father, Diego Hurtado de 

Mendoza, in returning to the loyalty of Enrique IV in 1465, or, for that matter, if he was 

able to avoid the various land disputes.'^ In his poetic discourse, Juan Hurtado, like 

many of the cancionero poets of his time, seeks advice about love, and most specifically 

about whether or not passion is weakened by tears.'^^ Gomez answers instead that 

passion may cloud one's judgement, but it does not dampen one's ability to make sound 

choices: 

1. No cureys de me loar, 
pues que mi conoscimiento 
syn pasion sabe judgar 
adonde puede llegar 
mi poco merescimiento. 
Los blancos parescen prietos 
con la grand beniuolencia 
a los d'aquella sujetos. 

^ Palencia, Gesta Hispmiensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t 1 lib. 8 ch. 6 pp. 3SS-6. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 150. 
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mas los ojos que estan netos 
conoscen la diferencia. 

2. El amor muy desigual 
haze forcer la bdan^a 
y parecer bien el mal, 
y al debdo caronal 
la mesma haze mudanfa. 
Seflor, a vuestra quistion 
respondiendo mal trobando, 
digo que del calderon 
vi menguar el borboton 
vn poco d'aqua sacando.'^' 

4. DoAa Mencia Ennquez, Countess of CastaAeda 

Mencia Enriquez was the daughter of Alfonso Enriquez, the Admiral of Castile, 

and the "Rica Hembra," Juana de Mendoza, Gomez Manrique's grandmother. As such 

she was Prince Fernando's aunt through her brother Fadrique. In 1456, her husband, Juan 

Manrique, Count of CastaAeda, was captured by the Moors in Jaen where he had served 

as Corregidor of Jaen. Mencia had pleaded with the king to pay the ransom that the Arabs 

were asking for his release.'^' After the king had demonstrated that he was not interested 

in rescuing her husband, Mencia finally hired her own negotiators to approach the Moors 

and paid sixty thousand ducats for his freedom, which occurred in 1458, seventeen 

months after his capture.^ The king eventually felt inclined to contribute a third of this 

amount. 

In his account of the incident, Palencia goes further to describe the moral fiber of 

Mencia and her sisters, all of whom were also sisters of his close ally, Fadrique Enriquez. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Ca/icionero, vol. 1 p. 151. 
^ Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, t I lib. 5 ch. 5 pp. 182-3. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 352. 
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As shown below, however, the fact that she was sterile may have led her husband to stray 

from her for the household maid; 

Las ocho hijas del almirante Alfonso Enriquez, y por 
consiguiente hermanas del almirante Fadrique Enriquez, 
estaban casadas con ocho grandes del reino, y se 
distinguian todas por su ejemplar conducta y por su belleza; 
en nada les era inferior Mencia menos en su esterilidad, que 
hacia apreciar mas la fecundidad de sus hermanas, pero no 
tenia rival entre las doncellas y matronas de su epoca en la 
gracia de su hablar y en los chistes y agudezas de su 
conversacion. Con estas dotes no exentas de hermosura 
frecuentemente reconciliaba al marido infiel, que ya parecia 
inclinado al amor de la manceba de quien tenia hijos.^' 

Evidently, the Count of Castaneda was not as grateful to her for her efforts to liberate him 

from the Arab territories. But she was able to reconcile with him frequently, which 

speaks to her forgiving nature and lighthearted personality. 

Gomez Manrique's estrena or gift-poem alludes to her grace, beauty and a special 

aspect of her personality mentioned above, her sense of humor that helped her to win the 

hearts of everyone, including enemies such as the Moors with whom she negotiated to 

free her husband; 

2. Pues dela gratia de Dios 
vos doto, maguer safiudos, 
los sinples elos agudos 
mueren de risa con vos. 
No solo a vuestros parientes 
agradays, 
mas a vuestros enemigos 
con tan buenos aparentes 
allegays 

• 962 que se vos toman amigos. 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, 11 lib. 5 cb. S p. 183. 
^ Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 158. 
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The verses that Gomez dedicated to his aunt appear to date from shortly after her 

husband's return to Castile from his imprisonment in Andalusia, yet before his expected 

reunion with her, perhaps in late 1458. In the third stanza our poet reassures her that her 

torment had just ended: 

3. Pues por que destos yo sea, 
no me lo tengays en grado, 
nin porque del gran cuydado 
me pese que vos guerrea; 
que, par Dios, alos estrafios 
es tormento 
ver vos tanto dolorida; 
pero todos vuestros dafios, 
segun siento, 
ayer fipieron finida.*' 

Paz y Meiia and Vidal interpret the last four verses of the above stanza differently. Paz y 

Melia construes the verse to mean that the Count of Castaiieda's captors returned him to 

Mencia, while Vidal interprets the term "ayer" more literally to suggest that the 

negotiations that occurred "yesterday" were perhaps the payment of the ransom.'®^ 

Gomez's use of "segun siento" in the penultimate verse does not communicate that her 

troubles had definitively been resolved. The fmal stanza confirms that his poem is a wish 

for Juan Manrique to return home in the coming year rather than a celebration of his 

release: 

4. En fin vos doy por estrenas 
que veades muy apriesa, 
noble seiiora Condesa, 
la mas buena delas buenas, 
al seAor vuestro marido 
en el afio que comien^a, delibrado. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 159. 
** Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 352; Vidal, "Obra literaria,'' p. 66 n. 156. 
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de onrras bien guarne9ido, 
e sin daAo de su persona y estado.^^ 

The final verse greatly strengthens Vidal's argument if it does not prove it entirely. 

Estrenas were composed as a gift on holidays and since this poem speaks of hope for the 

"afio comen9ante," our poet most likely sent these four stanzas to his aunt during the 

Christmas celebration. Vidal observes that there were only two Christmas seasons to have 

passed during the count's imprisonment.^ He was either in confinement from December 

of 1456 to early January of 1457, or from December of 1457 to early January of 1458. Of 

these two seasons, the latter appears more plausible since Palencia relates that the king 

had been especially slow to intervene. Mencia hired her own team of emissaries for her 

husband's ransom only after she had determined that Enrique was unwilling to help her. 

The end of 1457 also corresponds to the time in which the nobility began to express their 

discontent with the king, especially after they had witnessed his mistreatment of 

Garcilaso's legacy. 

S. Rodrigo Manrique, Count of Paredes, disputed Master of Santiago, and his wife. 

In the literary biography, we have seen that Gomez and his brothers had always 

remained loyal to each other, and we also have presented the numerous occasions in 

which Rodrigo and our poet sallied together to battle mutual enemies. The two estrenas 

that our poet dedicated to his heroic older brother for the Christmas season also tell of the 

love and admiration that he had for Rodrigo. While our poet had been successftil in 

battle, he had not earned the reputation of a conqueror, nor had he gained fame at as early 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 159. 
^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 66 n. 156. 
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an age as Rodrigo had. As we discussed in Chapter One, Gomez was very proud that his 

brother had been considered one of the most ruthless warriors in the Peninsula. In the 

prologue to his cancionero, he boasted to Rodrigo Alonso Pimentel of his good fortune at 

being trained by Rodrigo. His estrenas display similar gratitude to the count, who is 

compared to various legendary knights, but grants him the most honorable of all epithets, 

that of "<^id segundo"; 

2. Deuos el SeAor del mundo 
tantos bienes tenporales 
quantos a dado de males 
e trabajos desiguales 
a vos, el buen (j^id segundo; 
e depues de larga vida, 
bien e con plazer gastada, 
el vos de la fin onrrada 
e con sus santos cabida.^^ 

These sentiments are echoed in a longer aguinaldo or Christmas hymn that he dedicated 

to his brother at a different time, where he compares Rodrigo's strong traits to those of 

Alexander the Great and the heroes of the Trojan War; 

1. Etor en la valentia, 
Archiles en ardideza, 
Alixandre en la franqueza, 
Paris en la gentileza, 
gauilan en fidgalguia; 
faga vos Dies tan gozoso 
y plazentero 
enel ailo venidero 
quanto vos fizo guerrero 
e virtuoso. 

^ Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 160. 
Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 186. 
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On the occasion in which he presented the former of the two estrenas to his older 

brother, Gomez presented a stanza of verse to Rodrigo's wife as well, in which he also 

glorifies her virtue; 

1. Seflora muy virtuosa, 
discreta, gentil, sentida, 
contra los vicios safiosa, 
en virtudes escogida, 
recebid por estrena 
esto que se vos enbia, 
e no su poca valia 
mire vuestra sei^oria, 
mas a la voluntad buena.^^ 

Since Rodrigo was married three times, and because Gomez does not name her in 

his estrena, it is difficult to establish which of the three wives received this short poem. 

Since the estrena was dedicated to the "Condesa de Paredes," we should be able to rule 

out Rodrigo's first spouse, Mencia de Figueroa, the mother of Jorge Manrique. It is 

believed that she died before 1445, seven years before the Rodrigo was granted the title 

of Count of Paredes.'^ The poem was therefore either written to Beatriz de Guzman, 

Juana de Mendoza's sister, or to Rodrigo's last wife, Elvira de Castafleda. Salazar 

indicates that each of these women had been given the title of Countess of Paredes.^' 

Vidal speculates that dofla Elvira was the recipient of the "gift-verse," though he does not 

present an argument to support his belief.'^ 

It is true that Elvira was the countess for the longest period of time, and she 

therefore had more opportunity to receive estrenas from her brother-in-law. Gomez 

Paz y Melia, ed, Canc/onero, vol. 1 p. 161. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 10 ch. 1 p. 318. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 10 ch. 1 p. 319. 

^ Vidal, "Obra literaria," P- 921 n. 1. 
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would also have been less familiar with her than with Beatriz, the sister of his own wife, 

Juana de Mendoza. Would Gomez not have been more inclined to personalize the stanza 

if he were sending it to Beatriz? There are no records of dona Beatriz after 1452, so it is 

speculated that she died shortly afterward. ̂  History was more favorable to dofla Elvira. 

She survived her husband by many years, which suggests that she was a very young 

bride. She never took another husband. In IS 10, Princess Juana de Castilla chose her as 

one of her personal servants. She had three children, Enrique (d. 1511), Alonso (d. 1538) 

and Rodrigo Manrique de Ayala (d. 1529). Like the seven children that Rodrigo had sired 

with Mencia de Figueroa, all three extended the fama of the Manrique family. Enrique 

and Rodrigo carried on in their father's profession as knights of the Order of Santiago. 

Alonso became the Cardinal of Spain after a long career as a distinguished prelate, 

having been the grand inquisitor, the Archbishop of Seville and the chaplain to the Holy 

Roman Emperor Charles V. In addition to his rise to power among the Spanish clergy, 

Alonso Manrique was greatly interested in the teachings of Erasmus. In 1524, he ordered 

the first Spanish translation of the Enchiridion Militis Christiani^* The work arrived in 

Spain in 1526 and rapidly became a popular work among the Spanish humanists.'^' The 

success of Rodrigo's offspring in the sixteenth century testifies to the power and 

influence of their father's name, one that his younger brother Gomez, as well as his 

fourth son Jorge, celebrated in verse. 

 ̂The biographical data that we have on Rodrigo's wives and his children are recorded in Salazar, Ccaa de 
Lara, t 2 lib. 10 ch. 1 p. 321. 
^^Cf. Desiderius Erasmus, Erasmi Roterodami EnchirieUon Militis Christiani Traducido en Castellano por 
don Alonso Manrique, 2nd ed. (Alcali de Henaies. 1S26). 

For more information regarding the Spanish translation of the Enchiridion and its popularity in 
sixteenth-centuiy Spain, cf. Kamen, The Danish Inquisition, 84-3. 
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6. Jorge, Rodrigo and Fadriquc Manrique 

Gomez sent his three nephews, all sons of Rodrigo and his first wife Mencia de 

Figueroa, a novena, or stanza of nine eight-syllable verses, requesting them to unite with 

him against the forces of a storm of mythological dimensions: 

1. Pues las vanderas de Apolo 
asoman por todas partes, 
e fliyen los estandartes 
con las escuadras de Yolo, 
e su capitan Netuno 
no tiene poder ninguno 
para mas nos conbatir, 
deuemos ya conuenir, 
sobrinos, todos en vno.'^® 

As seen above, the forces of Aeolus, the god of the winds, and Neptune, the god of the 

sea, flee before the standards of Apollo, the god of the sun. The storm is coming to an 

end. Jorge is the only nephew to answer his uncle's call. He replies using the technique 

known as maestria mayor, in which he responds using the exact same strophe and rhyme 

scheme as his uncle; 

1. Mi saber no es para solo, 
dadme plazo fasta el martes, 
pues ymos donde ay las artes 
que fablan, seflor, del polo. 
Mas del tal saber ayuno, 
que deuemos todos yr 
a vuestro mando conplir, 
seiior, que no quede uno.'^ 

Jorge answers that his intelligence is not up to the matter and that he will have to go to 

scholarly lectures on the physics of the earth to be able to understand Gomez's classic 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 149. 
 ̂Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 2 pp. 149-50. 
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references. Because he does not understand Gomez, he simply has to go along with his 

uncle's advice. 

7. Diego de Benavides 

Diego Sanchez de Benavides was a member of Alfonso de Castilla's league 

against Enrique IV. He first appears in the chronicles in 1466, after the death of Pedro 

Giron, as one of Archbishop Carrillo's knights who chased Miguel Lucas de Iranzo's 

militia from Baeza to Jaen.'^ Palencia mistakenly names him Diego Gomez de 

Benavides, though Lucas de Iranzo recollected in his own chronicle that it was Diego 

Swchez, the Lord of Santisteban del Puerto, who had pursued him.'^ Tate and Lawrance 

believe that Palencia confused this Benavides with Marshal Gomez de Benavides, Lord 

of Fromista.'*' Palencia's confusion may have also led Vidal to believe that Gomez de 

Benavides was the knight to whom Gomez wrote.^^* Manrique addressed the fellow poet 

as his "primo," which, along with the background that Salazar y Castro's genealogical 

study provides us, aids in determining his identity as the second cousin of our poet and 

the first-born son of Dia Sanchez de Benavides and Mana de Mendoza.^^ In his 

biographical description of Gomez's father, Pedro Manrique, Adelantado Mayor of Leon, 

Salazar y Castro showed that the Pedro and Dia Sanchez were cousins, while Maria de 

 ̂Palencia, Gesta Hispamemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 9 ch. I p. 401. 
Juan de Mata Carriazo, ed., Hechos del Condestable Don Miguel Lucas de Iranzo: cronica del siglo XV, 

(Madrid; Espasa-Calpe, 1940) 317. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, vol. 2 p. 434 n. 14. 

** Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 689 a 2. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 55. 
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Mendoza was the sister of Juana de Mendoza, the "Rica Hembra," mother of Pedro 

Manrique and therefore grandmother of Gomez Manrique.'® 

Gomez replies to a twelve-verse composition that Benavides had prepared for 

"una dama" to express his sadness at having to depart. Like many of the dedicatees of the 

verse of troubadours, the damsel is not identified. The last four verses express his desire 

to remain with her "in spirit": 

2. Avnque parta, quedare, 
sefiora do vos quedays, 
pues despues que vos mire 
vos amo mas que pensays.'** 

Our poet answers for the young woman using the same meter and rhyme scheme, 

indicating that she will not allow his love to remain to bother her future liaisons; 

2. Si partis, yo jurare 
que todo entero's leuays; 
e que al yo creere, 

t 985 amtgo, no lo creays. 

The theme of departure was a popular one for cancionero poetry and Gomez himself had 

composed several works of a similar nature.^ In this case, he demonstrates the protocol 

that was typical of the day in which a noblewoman would hire a poet to answer love 

poetry on her behalf. In the verses above, one can note the jocular tone that is passed 

between the two versifiers and it is clear that these debates provided entertainment at 

courtly gatherings. 

Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 8 ch. 2 pp. 15-6. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 55. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 56. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I pp. 37-8; 46; 89-90; 155-7; 164-7; 177-9; 
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8. Diego Gomez Manrique, Count of Treviiio (1409-1458) 

We have already referred to those moments in history where Gomez fought 

alongside Diego, his oldest brother, to defend the Manrique property during the wars 

against the constable and Juan 11 de Castilla. We also considered the count's 

imprisonment and premature death. Diego wrote one copla castellana, eight octosyllabic 

verses, to his brother, which is one of the few extant poems to have come from one of 

Gomez's siblings: 

1. Pues no es yerro preguntar, 
querria saber de vos, 
amar e dexar de amar 
si es en Dios, o si es en uos. 
Fago uos esta pregunta 
porque munchas veses veo 
que la voluntad se junta 
de vn justo con vn reo.'*' 

His question, whether or not one voluntarily loves or rejects love, is given an equally 

brief response by Gomez, who believes that God is able to control people's whims, but 

that it is against his nature to bring a good person to fall in love with an immoral one; 

I. Las voluntades juntar 
de tales contrarios dos 
es, seiior, a mi cuydar, 
en la potencia de Dios. 
Mas tal amistad conjunta 
delo fermoso con feo 
si por gracia no es asunta, 
ser de poca dura creo.'** 

It is unclear whether or not Diego speaks of his infidelity to his wife. In the preceding 

Chapter, we learned that the Count of Trevifiu had been unfaithful to his wife, Maria de 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 194. 
Paz y Melia. ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 194. 
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Sandoval, on multiple occasions, and that he provided for those women and the children 

that he sired with them in his will. We are also aware that Maria had attempted to control 

her first-born son's inheritance in 1458.^ Unfortunately, the poetic exchange does not 

refer to a specific moment in Diego's life with which to determine its context. Without 

any historical background, we can only suggest that Diego was asking Gomez if he was 

at fault for his dissatisfaction with Maria de Sandoval. 

9. Mosen Juan 

In addition to having written a few verses of his own, Diego Manrique had also 

employed a certain "Mosen Juan" in his household, who had evidently been a converso 

and the target of many derogatory comments. We shall include him among Gomez's 

relatives because of his service in the Count of Trevifio's household. Mosen Juan had 

also been the target of the invective of Alfonso Alvarez de Villasandino, who had once 

attacked his wife's looks and appearance in his Dezir contra la muger de Mosen Juan: 

Catalina, 
non es fina 
la tu obra, segunt veo, 
pues se enclina 
tu esclavina 
a muchos con devaneo; 
maguer feo 
non te creo 
que non suene tu dotrina: 
quando oteo 
tu meneo, 
es de loca salvagina.^ 

 ̂Montero Tejada, Nobleza y Sociedad, 86; Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, Dec. 1 
Ub. 5 ch. 7 p. 189-190. 

Gerli, Poesia cancioneril, 58. 
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The poem continues to satirize the woman as an adulteress and a prostitute. Gomez 

Manrique also directs invective toward this Mosen Juan, slandering the man's ethnicity; 

1. Eres para loco frio 
y para cuerdo vellaco; 
tienes el cuerpo de taco, 
la presenfia de judio. 
Tus may ores sabrosias 
son a costa de tu dueAo; 
con ajenas truhanias 
echas en la casa suefio.^' 

Manrique critiques his dress and physical features, all of which corresponded with the 

stereotypical appearance of Jews in fifteenth century Spain. Gomez believes Mosen Juan 

is a "truhan," a shameless ne'er-do-well, and therefore not an entertaining "gra^ioso" or 

jester: 

4. Eres tornado correo 
y muradal delos locos; 
tus donayres son tan pocos 
que vienen por jubileo. 
Y pues eres, mossen Juan, 
no grafioso, mas agudo, 
si valieres por truhan, 
si no valdras por comudo.''^ 

In the last verse, he also mentions that Juan is a "comudo" or cuckold, thus alluding to 

his wife's infidelity. 

In Part Two of Manrique's literary biography, we saw that Juan de Valladolid or 

"Juan Poeta" also bore the brunt of Manrique's poetic attack. Yet unlike Valladolid, who 

returned verse to further provoke responses from Gomez and other poets, Mosen Juan did 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 114. 
 ̂Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 115. 
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not answer. Could he have been one of the "Jewish Fools" that Marquez Villanueva 

described in his article on the apparent ridicule of Jewish customs on the part of converso 

poets for entertainment and patronage?^ He may have been hired to amuse the count's 

family at a gathering and wound up becoming the target of Gomez's poetry after he failed 

to please his audience. When we considered the insults that our poet leveled against Juan 

de Valladolid, we explained that the anti-Semitism that is found in cancionero poetry 

underscores the degree to which Judaism had been ridiculed in fifteenth-century Spanish 

culture. 

Further on in Gomez Manrique's cancionero, we find another work in which our 

poet berates a Jew to an anonymous relative. This work is much longer and details an 

unfortunate encounter in which an old Jew robbed his unnamed relative.^'* The theme is 

identical to the one in which Manrique accuses Mosen Juan of being a clever and 

treacherous thief. In the latter case, however, Gomez names both his relative and the 

victim of his diatribe. 

10. Sancho de Rojas, Lord of Monzdn 

Gomez's distant cousin, Sancho de Rojas, may have been the unidentified 

dedicatee of the anti-Semitic poem described above. Sancho's father was probably the 

son of Juan de Rojas; the Lord of Monzon described in Valera's Cronica abreviada de 

Espe^.^^ Vidal however, believes that he is the son of Diego Fernandez de Cordoba, the 

Count of Cabra, though he does not provide a genealogical source to controvert Valera's 

 ̂Mirquez Villanueva, "Jewish Fools," 385-409. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 110-113. 
 ̂Diego de Valera, Cronica abreviada de Espana, ed. Juan de Mata Cairiazo, (Madrid; Espasa-Caipe, 

1941) 303. 
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chronicle.''® The family ties between Sancho and Gomez are unclear. We do know, 

however, that they were allies in the rebellion against Enrique IV. Rojas was present in 

Burgos in 1464 for the first meeting of the rebellious nobles under the authority of the 

Marques de Villena and the Archbishop of Toledo.''^ Sancho was also present at Avila in 

November of 1465 in order to join in the fight for Castile.''* Since both Gomez and 

Sancho were known to be in Avila in November of this year, it is likely that the two 

knights exchanged verse with each other at this time. Sancho later became one of the 

successful captains of the early battles in the War of Granada.'" 

Gomez opens his discourse with a brief description of his personal longing for 

direction. He does not specifically refer to the torment of love or of politics; his 

description remains vague. However, he seeks reason and asks Sancho de Rojas to 

provide him with advice; 

2. Basta que no se valerme, 
pariente, nin remediarme; 
la razon quiere leuarme, 
la voluntad retraerme. 
Destas dos no se qual sigua; 
mas pues creo que vos vistes 
en la semblante fatiga, 
dezidme lo que sentistes.'°°° 

It is curious that Manrique refers to Sancho with the term "pariente" just as he had called 

his anonymous relative in the anti-Semitic poem mentioned above, in which a "pariente" 

 ̂Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 844 n. 1. 
 ̂Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 7 ch. 3 p. 293. 
 ̂Palencia, Gesta Hispaniemia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, vol. 2 p. 377 n. 39. 
 ̂Pulgar, Reyes Catolicos, vol. 2 pp. 150,177. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 147. 
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of Gomez was supposedly robbed by a Jew. In this poem, Sancho discusses not robbery 

yet love and his inability to depart from a woman when he was obligated to: 

1. Ya yo parti y llegue 
y bolui do me leuo 
fuer^a do fuer9a me flie 
partir de quien no partio. 
Cuyo caso poderio 
me robo tal caminada, 
qu' esteys vos syn aluedrio 
no me marauillo nada.'°°' 

2. Agora quereys ponerme 
en tentacion d' acordarme 
que fize de mi en verme 
partido syn apartarme. 
Sefior, pues de mi c' os diga 
saber aquesto quesistes, 
si teneys gentil amiga, 
bolued a uer dola vistes.'"®^ 

Sancho concludes by advising Gomez that, if he also is fortunate enough to have a loved 

one, he, too, should return to her. 

Knights 

Cancionero Poets 
11. Francisco de Bocanegra 

Gomez Manrique and Francisco de Bocanegra exchange coplas castellanas in a 

poetic debate about the nature of love. Manrique asks Bocanegra to consider a dilemma 

in which he must either sacrifice the ability to see his beautiful ckma, or his ability to 

speak to her, and to justify his choice; 

4. Syendo vos enamorado 
de dama muy virtuosa. 

Pazy Meiia, eA, Cancionero, voL 2 p. 148. 
Pazy Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 148. 
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en estremidad fermosa, 
por quien fuesedes penado, 
fablaria sin esperar 
de nunca jamas la ver, 
o veria syn la poder 
en vuestra vida fablar?'"®' 

Bocanegra's reply is that he derives the greatest pleasure from seeing his beautiful lover, 

and therefore would give up the ability to speak with her; 

4. Sy amar contra mi grado 
me da vida trabajosa, 
syn cobrar dama gra9iosa 
de qu'este muncho pagado, 
yo mas la quiero mirar, 
qu'es causa de mas plazer, 
que fablaria syn aver 
su vista para folgar.'°°^ 

Veiy little is known about Francisco de Bocanegra. He was a page in the court of 

Juan II de Castilla as early as 1435, but he is not acknowledged in the chronicles again 

until six years later, when he is traveling to Toledo with the king.'"®' Even at that time, 

the city had been a volatile location within the region and in 1441 Juan had desired to 

regain its loyalty. It had only recently been taken over by Enrique de Aragon and the 

King of Castile dispatched Bocanegra to communicate to the Infante that the Aragonese 

had no right to any of the land within Castile. He ordered Enrique to free the city at once 

and to return to his own kingdom. Bocanegra's message achieved nothing, however, and 

the Infantes continued to fight with Juan II de Castilla until they were defeated in the 

Battle of Olmedo in 1445. 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 14. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 16. 

Galindez de Carvajal, Cronica de don Juan II, pL 2 pp. 570-571. Cairfllo de Huete, Halconero, 360-1. 
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Aside from this brief moment in history in which he was the king's messenger to 

the Infante, Bocanegra is only known through his poetry. He was probably one of the 

artists-in-residence in Juan II de Castilla's household. As mentioned in Part One of this 

study, Juan II was a true supporter of the arts. He had encouraged the development of 

cancioneros in order to record the works of all of the troubadours of his reign. 

Bocanegra himself took advantage of the opportunity to gain notoriety through his verse. 

In addition to the debate that Gomez recorded in the first pages of his cancionero, the 

Icing's page also had his compositions transcribed in the Cancionero de Palacio}^ Vidal 

believes that a work attributed to a Luis de Bocanegra in the Cancionero de Herberay des 

Essarts also belongs to Francisco, though his authorship has not been confirmed.All 

of his extant works share the common theme of the "pain of love." One of his 

compositions in the Cancionero de Palacio stands out in particular since he addresses 

Juan II; 

1. Alto Rey mexor que todos 
los presentes et passados, 
conplidos de buenos modos 
vantaxados los loados, 
re^ebit esta cancion 
e vereys como me precio 
de leal maguera ne^io, 
esta es mi enten^on 
sepa la vuestra mercet 
por ende senyor avet 
conpassion de mi que peno 
por cobrar lo ques axeno."*" 

>006 jg Guzmin, Generaciones, ed. Tate, 39. 
Francisca Vendiell de Mill ,̂ ed.. El cancionero de Palacio, (Barcelona; Escuela de la Casa Provincial 

deCaridad, 1943) 132,148, IS4-S. 
VidaU "Obra Uteraria," p. 668 n. 1. Aubnin, ed., Herberay des Essarts, 175. 
Vendrell de Millas, Cancionero de Palacio, 154. 
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The work that follows is a short song, in which the poetic voice addresses a personified 

version of love, reminding Bocanegra that he only has one fe, or religion, and is therefore 

unable to worship the instigator of his worldly desires. 

12. Diego del Castillo 

Gomez offers a respuesia or response-in-verse to a pregunta or summons written 

by Diego del Castillo. It is most likely that Castillo is the poet whose work is also found 

in the Cancionero de Juan Fernandez de Ixar and the Cancionero de Esiuniga}°^° He 

authored the Discripfion del tienpo en que la vision de lo siguiente se comienqa sobre la 

mtterte del rey don Alfonso in the Cancionero de Ixar, which we shall refer to as Sobre la 

muerte del rey don AlfonsoThis elegy and Castillo's friendly poetic exchange with 

Gomez are both written in capias de arte mayor. These compositions were undoubtedly 

written shortly after Alfonso V de Aragon's death on 27 June 1458.'°'^ As we illustrated 

in Manrique's literary biography, this was an active time for our poet, and a likely one for 

him to be contacted by this troubadour, who, according to Azaceta, had been one of the 

many poets to take advantage of Alfonso V de Aragon's patronage at his flourishing 

literary court in Naples.'"'^ 

Vidal argues that this poet was better known as Diego Enriquez del Castillo, since 

the royal biographer often signed his name without including "Enriquez."Paz y Melia 

reminds us, however, that "Diego del Castillo" was a popular name in the fifteenth 

century and that we can therefore not be certain that he was the very same chronicler and 

Azjketa, ed., Cancionero de ixar, vol. 2 pp. 415-462. Alvar, Cancionero de Estuniga, 91-100. 
Azaceta, ed., Cancionero de ixar, vol. 2 pp. 415-28. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 5 ch. 6 p. 184. 
Azaceta, ed., Cancionero de Ixar, vol. 1 pp. Lxi-bdi. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 791 n. 1. 
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chaplain of Enrique Given the fact that Enriquez del Castillo was bom in 1431 and 

had entered the employ of Enrique IV in 1460, it is doubtful that he would have had time 

to leave Salamanca, where he was educated, to ingratiate himself in the presence of 

Alfonso V de Aragon.""^ In his Sobre la muerte del rey don Alfonso, Castillo the 

troubadour alludes to the Battle of Naples of 1443, lamenting that now, upon the death of 

his patron, he has to leave such a culturally advanced ambience. 

24. "Tu vista nos era salud y conorte, 
de nuestro destierro vn muy gauid ab[rigo]; 
tu solo nos eras, senor, huen amigo, 
padre e caudillo de nt/es/ro deporte; 
^a do fallaremos, mesquinos tal cor[te], 
tal rey, conpaiiero, de todos ygual? 
jo muerte rauiosa y descomunal! 
^por (\ue nos destruyes la lunbre de no[rte]?""' 

It is doubtful that Castillo the troubadour would leave Naples in order to assume the 

duties of chaplain and chronicler for Enrique IV. Not only would Diego del Castillo have 

preferred to stay in Italy, the "Impotente" was Alfonso V de Aragon's enemy and would 

not have sought out the "Magnanimous One's" poet to write his memoirs. Enrique IV had 

distrusted his uncles for several years, and had been most estranged with Alfonso V, who 

had deferred all control of Aragon to his younger brother, Juan II de Navarra. 

It is also unlikely that Gomez Manrique would have any kind words to share with 

Diego Enriquez del Castillo. Unlike Diego del Castillo the poet, whose admiration of the 

defunct King of Aragon is featured in his Sobre la muerte del rey don Alfonso, Diego 

Enriquez del Castillo, the chronicler, was too young to have appreciated Alfonso V's 

Paz y Meiia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 350. 
Sanchez Maitin, ed., Crdnica de Enrique IV, 22. 
Azaceta, Cancionero de ixar, voL 2 p. 420. 
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contribution to literature. Gomez, like his allies, considered Enriquez del Castillo to be an 

enemy. Palencia writes that when he and several alfonsistas had taken control of Segovia, 

the rebels had discovered some of the notes that Enriquez del Castillo had written for 

what later became his Cronica de Enrique After reading what they had found, they 

concluded that the chronicler was a liar. The league eventually captured Enriquez del 

Castillo himself along with more of his writings and several nobles wished to execute the 

chronicler. Alfonso Carrillo reminded the allies that Enriquez's clerical service saved him 

from punishment. In spite of this, the Archbishop of Toledo was very upset about the 

manner in which Enriquez del Castillo had narrated the Battie of Olmedo of 1445.'°'^ It is 

probable that Enriquez del Castillo was too young to have fought in this skirmish and 

therefore would not have been able to declare that it was a victory for Juan II de Castilla. 

If he participated at Olmedo, Diego del Castillo the troubadour would have considered 

the event as a tragic day for the Infantes de Aragon. The King of Aragon's younger. 

brother Enrique died shortly afterward and many of the Castilian nobles fled to Aragon 

and Italy to avoid the constable's wrath. To conclude his anecdote, Palencia explains that 

the archbishop shared the Enriquez del Castillo journals with him, but he found them to 

be too fictitious to be useful and returned them to Carrillo; 

"Despues me entregaron las cuartillas para buscar el medio 
de publicar sus dislates; pero como todo se hacia 
precipitadimente, a ruego de algunos grandes el escritor 
mentiroso salvo la vida y yo devolvi los cuadernos al 
arzobispo de Toledo."'®^ 

Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 10 ch. I p. 454. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 10 ch. 1 p. 454. 
Palencia, Gesta Hispaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L I lib. 10 ch. I p. 454. 
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It could be that Palencia wished to discredit his competitor by slandering the 

accuracy of his statements. Regardless of his motive, it is clear that Palencia, Carrillo and 

the entire band of rebels, including the Manrique family, had no interest in carrying out 

poetic debates with the royal chronicler. In light of his age, his inability to have met or 

lived in Alfonso V's court at Naples and the fact that he was considered an enemy and a 

liar by the supporters of the "Pretendiente," we can reject the possibility that Gomez's 

inquirer was the servant of Enrique IV. The Diego del Castillo who sought Manrique's 

advice was an older gentleman who had traveled abroad and gained notoriety as a 

troubadour long before Diego Enriquez del Castillo had begun his career. 

Unlike the chronicler Enriquez del Castillo, who never refers to Gomez Manrique 

in his biography of the king, the poet Diego del Castillo is very familiar with our poet's 

background and exemplary virtue. Like many of the other figures who wrote to Gomez, 

he praises his prudence and noble lineage.'^* He then gives Manrique a riddle to solve by 

naming what he describes; 

3. ^Quien son aquellas feroces conpafias, 
pregunto, si puedo, discreto sefior, 
qu' en sus pequeftuelas y pobres cabaflas 
fatigan sus cuerpos syn punto d' amor, 
y non disistiendo del grato sudor 
nos dan por engafio muy dulce serui9io, 
y por gualardon de vn tal benefi^io 
consiente justicia quemar lo mejor?'°^ 

Manrique answers correctly that the "feroces conpafias" are candles made of beeswax, 

known in Spain as abejas: 

Paz y Meiia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 135. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 136. 
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3. Abejas las nombran en nuestras espaflas, 
sy yo non soy mal ynterpretador, 
a essas que moran en fieras montafias 
en chicas cho^uelas de sotil lauor; 
las quales nos prestan aquel gran dul^or 
del mas admirable que rico hediftcio, 
e syn cometer otro maleficio, 
alumbran a muchos con su resplandor.'"^ 

13. Guevara 

This cancionero poet was a frequent participant in courtly debates in the 

beginning of the reign of the Catholic Monarchs, and prior to that had been a defender of 

Isabel's younger brother, Alfonso.'"^'* Menendez y Pelayo considered Guevara's works to 

be among the best of those published in Hernando del Castillo's Cancionero General of 

1511.'°" Several of his odes are also recorded in Ms. 617 of Madrid's Biblioteca de 

Palacio, known as the Cancionero de Poesias Varias, which was compiled after 1560.'°^^ 

Despite the adulation that he received in his own day and also from modem writers and 

the scant biographical data that we can glean from his poetry, little else is known about 

him. Gerii suggests that he was not an ancestor of Fray Antonio de Guevara (1480-1545), 

the sixteenth-century author of the Menosprecia de carte y alabanza de aldea (1539), as 

Menmdez y Pelayo proposed."^ Vidal explains that the poet was not the Fernando de 

Guevara who Vendrell de Millas identified as a young page in Juan II de Castilla's 

1028 court. 

Pazy Meiia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 137. 
Foulche-Delbosc, Cancionero Caslellano, vol. 2 p. 506. 
Menendez y Pelayo, Antologia, vol. 3 p. 153. 
Jos  ̂J. Labrador, C. Angel Zorita and Ralph A DiFranco, eds., Cancionero de poesias varias: Bibioteca 

de Palacio, Ms. No. 617. (Cleveland: Cleveland State University, 1984) 56, 72, 139. 
Gerii, Poesia cancionerii, 128. 
VidaU "Obra literaria," p. 799 n. 1. Vendrell de Millas, Cancionero de Palacio, 53. 
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It is also possible that Guevara was not a contemporary of Gomez, but of Jorge 

Manrique, with whom he shared multiple exchanges. These works were limited to the 

traditional "pain of love" theme. In one such case, Guevara wishes Jorge well because he 

had overheard that the author of the Coplas por la muerte de su padre had been injured 

by a trueno, which according to Serrano de Haro was a nickname for a small spear, and 

decided to ask him if it hurt worse than unrequited love: 

1. Pues sabeys de estos dot ores 
todo el bien en perfection, 
qual es la mayor passion, 
dolor de trueno, o de amores?'"^ 

Serrano de Haro points out that the Guevara and Jorge wrote several variations on this 

theme, though he, too, laments Guevara's anonymity.'"^ The mysterious troubadour's 

pregunta to Gomez adds little dimension to his profile. He presents the magnitude of 

suffering caused by love, which he considers to be a pain worse than death itself, and 

asks Jorge to divulge how he manages to endure its torture: 

5. Y pues amor de sofiir 
es peligro tan sin medio 
que cobdicia por remedio 
los peligros del morir, 
amor se muestra seguir 
Ventura tan peligrosa, 
que la muerte's menos cosa; 
mas al fin no se decir 
qual es menor de sentir. 

6. Con esta tal diuision 
me tienen dudas en calma: 
vno judgo con ell alma, 
y otro judga el cora^on: 

Serrano de Haro, Personalidad y destino, 151; Foulche-Delbosc, Cancionero Caste llano, 507. 
Serrano de Haro, Personalidady destino, 155. 
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no se dar la conclusion; 
por lo qual de mi quexando, 
de vos, sefior, la demando, 
que sabeys cantar el son 
de qualquier flierte cancion.'"^' 

Our poet responds with his own definition of love and the suffering that it brings to those 

who are unable to control their spirits: 

4. Es amor vna presea 
que todos plazeres tira 
y presta mente se gira; 
testigo sera Medea. 
Por quien sus males otea 
deuen ser menos presciadas 
las vidas atribuladas 
como la de la galea 
por quien sus remos menea.*"'^ 

Love is a "presea" or a precious object that removes all pleasure from life. Gomez cites 

Medea, Jason's scorned wife as an example of those who were ruined by love, since her 

husband had used her for his own glory and then discarded her. For Manrique, he who 

objectively sees love's wickedness should reject it, just as Andreas Capellanus advised 

his students to seek a higher calling in the third book of his De Amore Libri Tres}^^ Like 

the medieval authority on courtly love, Manrique advises Guevara that love can 

overcome those who seek it, but is eschewed by the wise. Unfortunately for our poet, he 

claims to only be able to recognize the lesson, not avoid it, since he, too, has lost his soul 

to love; 

6. AI que judga con pasion. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I pp. 142-3. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. I p. 144. 
Andreas Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love, trans. John Jay Parry, (New York: Columbia, I960) 197-

8. 
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si della non se despalma, 
lo tan llano como palma 
le pares<;e grand fondon. 
Y por esto mi opinion 
herraria declarando, 
pues que soy del mismo vando 
de los que mas tristes son, 
syn atender redencion.'"^ 

At another juncture, Gomez posed the question as to which traits one should seek 

in a woman; her discretion or her beauty? He hastens to state that because his lady 

possesses all of these qualities, he does not know for which ones separately she is loved; 

2. Mas vos quiero preguntar 
por esta negra pintura 
qual es mas causa de amar, 
discrifion y bien fablar, 
o syn gracia fermosura. 
Que por ser todas juntadas 
en mi dama, 
no se por qual mas se ama 
derramadas.'"^' 

Guevara's is the only answer included in Manrique's cancionero. The mysterious 

troubadour explains that discretion and wit in a lady who is not beautiful cannot inspire 

passion, merely contentment in a suitor. For Guevara, in love, it is more important for a 

lady to have a beautiful gesto or face than to be famous for her wit; 

2. Discrifion, bien razonar 
enla no gentil figura 
mas es boz de contentar 
que pasion de sospirar 
bien amando syn mesura; 
qu* en amor de ser amadas 
gesto llama 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 145. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 145. 
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mucho mas que ser en fama 
razonadas.' 

14. Alvaro Brito 

We have very limited biographical data on the Portuguese troubadour, Alvaro 

Brito. He had apparently entered the court of the Catholic Monarchs after Joao II de 

Portugal ascended to the throne in 1481.'°'' While there, he criticized Anton de 

Montoro's comparison of the queen to the Virgin Mary made in the following verse; 

Alta reyna soberana 
si flierades antes vos 
que la hija de Santana 
de vos el hijo de Dios 
recibiera came humana.'"'® 

Jones describes that some of the poets, such as this Portuguese troubadour, were offended 

by the growing trend cultivated by Montoro, Cartagena, Tapia, Fadrique de Toledo and 

many others to deify Isabel in verse. Brito would be in the minority, however, as poets 

would continue to direct encomia to Isabel that bordered on blasphemy. 

Aside from these data, Alvaro Brito remains in obscurity. Brito asks Gomez, the 

"muyto prudente seAor," to resolve a dilemma as to which of two recently knighted 

squires is more deserving of his new promotion. One of these squires had been promised 

to be knighted before the battle had begun, while the other was knighted solely on the 

basis of his courage in the skirmish; 

3. Digo de dous caualleinis 
feytous em huna batalha 
amte dos golpes prim^rous 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 146. 
Menendezy Pelayo, Antologia, vol. 3 p. 324. 
R.O. Jones, "Isabel la Catolica y el amor cortes," RLit 21 (1962): 56. Cf. Castillo, Cancionero General, 

fol. 75v. Cf. also Gregory Kaplan, "In Search of Salvation: The Deification of Isabel La Catolica in 
Converse Poetry," HR 66.3 (1998): 289-308. 
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huun de o seer se trabalha, 
ha outro a aderreyra 
da vitoria presente; 
qual sera n' esta maneyra 
fecho mas omrada rneme, 
anbos d' esfor^o valente?*"^' 

Before Gomez answers, he indicates that he and Brito are not familiar with each other, 

which he uses as his excuse for trepidatio: 

2. Gracias vos queyro render 
por me tanto conloar, 
mays el non me cono^er 
vos engafla syn dudar; 
e temo si ven la prueua 
que mina virtud se niegue, 
ca muyto mellor por nueva 
me temeys que cando achegue 
e mii^os vi^ios desplegue.'"^ 

Gomez responds that he who receives the knighthood after he has won more greatly 

honors his flag, since he was first deserving of knighthood before he actually received it; 

3. Desejando complazeyros, 
ca desejolo sin falha, 
digo destos escud^ros 
que vosa quistion entalha, 
quel que horden caualeyra 
refibe, desque ven^ente, 
onora mays su vandeyra, 
poys primeyro mere^ente 
se fizo que re?ebente.'®^' 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 91. 
Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 92 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 92-93. 
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15. Fernando de LudueAa, '*Macstresala'* of Queen Isabel 

Luduefia's duties involved preparing the royal dining table and sampling the food 

for the queen in order to verify that it was safe to eat. This duty, known as the salva, was 

performed by the monarch's most distinguished servant."^ In addition to this task, he 

must have provided entertainment on occasion, and also would have educated the queen 

and her guests on courtly behavior. He authored the lengthy poetic Doctrinal de 

gentileza, a handbook for the nobility on manners and grace, with lessons on the proper 

attire for women.He also traded preguntas and respuestas with Gomez Manrique. In 

one of these, he asks Manrique not to delay further on his petition, since delay is worse 

than an immediate denial of compliance, since it effectively kills the petition without the 

death of doubt and hope; 

2. Y pagarel tal pedir 
con el si por alargar, 
es peor que despedir, 
pues da muerte syn morir 
la dubda y el esperar. 
Y la causa que espio 
tan angustiado remedio 
la lengua que lo pidio, 
si tal si la despidio, 
dan dolor y non remedio.'"** 

Gomez offers to help the troubadour out of sympathy for the discomfort of having to ask 

for what another had neglected to relinquish; 

4. Por punir al jugador 
yo toue teson tamaiio; 

"En Espafia la hace la persona de distincion, que sirve a la mesa," (Dtoaso Alonso, ed., 
Diccionario de autoridades, edcionJacsimii, [Mac&id: Editoiial Credos, 1963] 33. 

Foulch^-Delbosc, Cancionero Casieilano, vol. 2 pp. 718-34. Foulche-Delbosc probably transcribed the 
Doctrinal de gentileza from the Cancionero de Poesias varias. Cf. Labrador, et al., Poesias varias, 43. 

Paz y Meiia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 197-8. 
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mas pues soys meresQedor 
de beneficio mayor, 
sufrase qualquiera dafio. 
Pues vuestro ruego syn pecho, 
Parieme, yo no refliso, 
Y satisfago de fecho, 
Posponiendo mi prouecho, 
De la tardanfa m' escuso.'"' 

In another poem, Gomez thanks Ludueifa for the inspiration that one of his poems 

has given him, but fears that his own verses are not of the same quality: 

I. Como abiuan al nebli 
los siluos para bolar, 
bien asst dieron a mi 
las vuestras trobas que vi 
aliuio para trobar. 
Mas fallo muy rebotadas 
las limas con que solia 
fazer, cuando Dios queria, 
algunas obras limadas.'"^ 

Vidal insinuates that Gomez is referring to Luduefia's Doctrinal de gentileza, mentioned 

above.However, his poem does not cite a specific work. Yet LudueAa's answer to 

Manrique reflects that the work that so impressed Manrique was more likely not his 

didactic poem on the nature of courtly love but was, instead, a poem that was 

demonstrative of its lessons, a work that expressed his affection for a noblewoman. 

Rather than accept Gomez's kind words, Luduefia provides a brief assurance to Gomez 

that their work is of the same quality before he reverts to a discussion on the relationship 

Pazy Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 199. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 201. 
Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," p. 859 n.Z 
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of good poetry to good love. He explains that love poetry is best when there is greater 

risk in the pursuit of another's interest; 

4. Por que, my noble Senor, 
syn vifios y virtuoso, 
en la contienda de amor 
quando el peligro es mayor 
tanto mas es mas prefioso. 
Mi alma triste lo siente, 
la qual es atalaya 
que sy mirando desmaya 
. • • 1048 de seruir no se arrepiente. 

Gomez confesses that he is stunned by the quality of Luduena's poetry. He suggests, 

however, that Luduena is mistaken to praise Manrique's verse. Perhaps he has been 

blinded by love and is therefore partial to Gomez's work; 

2. Yo no se si del calor 
del fuego que os chamuscase, 
o si de su resplandor, 
o del fiimo y su negror 
que vuestra vista cegase; 
o del golpe de la frecha 
qu' el amor vos dio burlando, 
delas altas teneys vando 
y seguis lo que arouecha.'^ 

16. Juan Alvarez Gato (c. 1440-c. 1510) 

Thanks to the research of Marquez Vilianueva, a biography exists of this converso 

troubadour."'^ Juan Alvarez had been in the employ of Diego Arias de Avila, the New 

Christian accountant whom Gomez had surprised with a poetic discourse on the 

consequences of corruption. Alvarez was unemployed after Arias died in 1466 and 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 204. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 pp. 204-5. 
For a complete biography on the life ̂  works of Alvarez Gato, cf Francisco Marquez Vilianueva, 

/nvejAgocioraej 5o6re yuan (Madrid; Anejos del BRAE. 1960) 13-39. 
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relocated to the Monastery of San Clemente de Toledo, where he served as its chief 

steward. During this time, he chose to support Isabel and was rewarded with the title of 

escribano de cdmara  ̂ her personal scribe. At some point before this, he became 

acquainted with the Archbishop of Toledo and the poets who lived in his household.'"^' 

His works are found in many of the cancioneros of his time, including the Cancionero 

General and the Cancionero de Poesias Varias}^^  ̂

Manrique and Alvarez Gato engaged in two poetic exchanges. In one, 

Gomez professes his adoration for a noblewoman since her verbal advance had 

left him unable to contain his secret love for her. As the following verse shows, 

Manrique addresses the lady directly, and Alvarez Gato responds for her; 

1. Fizieron tal impresion 
vuestras palabras en my 
sosegado coraf on, 
que despues que las oy 
nunca jamas se reposa 
un momento, ni sosiega, 
como ell a^or de Noruega 
haze con hanbre rauiosa.'°^^ 

Alvarez Gato's composition reproaches Gomez for his statement of love since our poet is 

known for his flattery; 

1. Es esta qu' os da passion 
sobra quantas damas vy, 
como brasas con carbon, 
sayales con carmesi, 
las espinas con la rosa, 
la gentil con la mariega; 

Mvquez Villaniieva, Investigaciones, p. 24 n. 34. 
Labrador, et al., Poesias varias, 63,71. Cf. Juan Alvarez Gato, Obras completas, ed. Jenaro Artiles 

Rodriguez (Madrid: Los Clisicos Olvidados, 1928) 39. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, voL 2 p. 297. 
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todo el valer se le llega 
syn dexar ninguna cosa.'"'^ 

On another occasion, Manrique approaches Alvarez Gato, whom he 

hyperbolically praises for his intellect. He then asks the troubadour to resolve the paradox 

of whether or not things that are essentially bad can be used to do a good deed and if 

things that are naturally good can be turned to do evil: 

1. De vos, varon adomado 
de la gracia gratis data, 
en esta ciencia fundado, 
y tant bien ensefiado 
que hablays perlas y plata, 
cobdicio mucho saber 
una quistion natural; 
quales males pucden ser 
que nos pueden bien hacer, 
u bienes que hagan mal.'°^' 

Alvarez Gato returns the compliments that Manrique extended him and even 

indicates the merit of attempting to resolve this paradox. He does so by comparing 

Gomez's ability to make bad things good and his unfortunate aptitude to make good 

thinds bad; 

3. En pensar el seso myo 
con vuestra merced trobar, 
bien se qu' es tal desuario 
como lleuar agua al no 
y pescados a la mar. 
Vos, sefior de noble seno, 
sanead tal entreualo, 
pues tenes poder tan lleno, 
que hares de malo bueno. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 298. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 301. 
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como yo de bueno malo.'"^ 

Prelates 

17. Alfonso Carrillo, Archbishop of Toledo (1412-1482) 

We have already detailed the significance of the period that Manrique spent in the 

employ of the Archbishop of Toledo in the literary biography. We have discussed the 

benefits that a knight and poet would have enjoyed as Carrillo's majordomo and that the 

intellectual environment that the archbishop fostered was suitable to Gomez's interests. 

Our poet became the guardian of Alfonso and Isabel under Carrillo's orders and grew to 

become an influential member in their cabinet. Although the archbishop later betrayed 

Manrique and even attempted to have him assassinated when he was Corregidor of 

Toledo, the archbishop had once been Gomez's most trusted ally. The estrena that our 

poet had dedicated to him expresses the mutual respect that they shared for one another 

on an Easter Sunday. The poem could only have been written in the years in which they 

fought on the same side of the war for Castile. Gomez no longer associated with the 

archbishop after Carrillo betrayed Isabel's camp. Since, as we discussed in the previous 

Chapter, Carrillo plotted Gomez's assassination in 1478, our poet most likely did not 

send any more estrenas to Carrillo in his later years. Gomez omitted the poem from MP 

1250, the cancionero that he sent to the fourth Count of Benavente. As will be shown in 

the Appendix, Manrique's estrena to Carrillo is now found only in BN 7817. 

As we discussed in the literary biography, Carrillo was eventually recognized for 

his greed, especially for his interest in alchemy supposedly cultivated by the roving priest 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 303. 
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Alarcon. Pulgar considered this to have been the archbishop's downfall and the reason he 

abandoned the Catholic Monarchs for the King of Portugal toward the end of Enrique's 

reign.'"^^ Gomez probably sensed this tendency in his master since he makes reference to 

the exorbitant wealth that Canillo possessed. Manrique explains that if he possessed the 

riches of Midas he would give them to the archbishop in estrenas, since poetry is the only 

thing in his life that the Carrillo does not already have; 

1. Espejo de los perlados, 
la flor de los caualleros, 
pilar de los verdaderos, 
capitan de los osados; 
sabe Dios si touiera 
esos tesoros de Mida, 
de que mi estol caresce, 
por estrenas vos los diera, 
pues cuydo qu'en esta vida 
otro bien no vos fallesce.'"'* 

In the next verse, Manrique asserts that the archbishop is above taking bribes for service, 

comparing him to Gaius Fabricius Luscinis, a third-century-B.C. Roman consul who also 

appears as a character in the third part of Cicero's De Amicitia, where he rejects gifts of 

wealth for political favors; 

2. Avnque vuestra sefioria, 
a quien dexe Dios biuir, 
puede sin duda dezir 
lo que Fabricio dezia 
quando vn enbaxador 
le presentaua tesoro 
pensandole corromper; 
que mas era ser seiior 
de los seiiores del oro, 
que tesoros poseer.'"'' 

Pulgar, Claras varones, eA Tale, 1971,63. 
Pazy Melia, ed, Cancionero, voL I p. 152. 
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Gomez concludes his poem with a wish for the prelate to have great renown at the end of 

his days: 

S. Y despues de largos dias 
en grand reposo gastados, 
esos cargos descargados 
que dexan las mancebias, 
este Dios que vos crio 
la natural Hn vos de, 
dina de tan gran renonbre, 
como en su gloria la dio 
al arfobispo que fue 
llamado por vuestro nombre.'"®' 

Given the archbishop's eventual disgrace, the ending of Manrique's poem is ironic. After 

his attempt to assassinate Manrique was thwarted, Carrillo was exiled from his own Holy 

See and died on his estate in Alcala de Henares. He had given up his moral legacy for the 

vast fortune that he had amassed. 

18. Juan de Ma^uela or Mazuelos 

Juan de Mafuela became the prior of Santa Maria del Paso, the Hieronymite 

monastery in Madrid that Enrique FV founded in 1464.'°®' He was called to administer 

the last rites to the king and to hear his confession on the morning of 12 December 1474. 

When Enrique was unwilling to respond, Ma^uela reminded him of the perilous state in 

which Castile would remain if he did not uphold his agreement to cede the nation to 

Pazy Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 152-3. Cf. Marcus Tullius Cicero, Laelius De Amicitia. trans. 
J.G.F. Powell, (Warminster, England: Aris and Phillips, 1990). 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 153-4. In the last two verses of the stanza quoted above, 
Manrique refers to the legacy of the Archbishop of Toledo's uncle, the Cardinal of St Eustace, also named 
Alfonso Carrillo (d. 14 Mar. 1434), who passed aw^ in Basel during the Church council meetings. Cf. 
Cairillo de Huete, Halconero, 152-3, and Chapter Two of this dissertatioa 

Sanchez-Parra, Cronica anonima, 140. 
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Isabel upon his death.The king did not respond, however, and supposedly died 

before he could confess for the last time. 

It is unclear when Gomez dedicated a poem to the prior of Santa Maria del Paso 

or, for that matter, if Ma^uela had yet been appointed to that office. We do know that he 

had been a member of Alfonso Carrillo's household and poetic circle around the time that 

Gomez entered the archbishop's service.He and our poet engaged in at least three 

series of preguntasy respuestas, all of which are recorded in Gomez's cattcionero. The 

first one to appear is a requesta titled "De Gomez Manrique a Johan de Maguela que 

posaua en vn monesterio," which very well could have been the Hieronymite monastery 

of Santa Maria del Paso. If so, Manrique is warning his fellow poet not to stay in the 

king's newly established monastery: 

1. Pues no fallo quien se duela, 
ni vos mesmo vos doleys 
del alma que sosteneys, 
amado Johan de Ma9uela, 
mouido con tanto zelo 
vos niego que no querays 
posar adonde posays; 
si no, teme gran re^elo 
que mal recabdo fagays.'"®^ 

In his response to Manrique, he states that a loved one is guarding a secret from our poet, 

that she has divulged it to three others and therefore does not console him: 

4. Vn secreto vos en^ela 
la que vos tanto queres; 
que fabla con otros tres, 
por esso no vos consuela. 

Valera, Memorial, 292-3. 
John G. Cummins, "Pero Guillm de Segoviay el MS4.114."WR4l.l (1973): 29. 
Pazy Melia, edL, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 21. 
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E si alta mente buelo 
alii donde me fallays, 
yo rezo como rezays, 
e pesco con el anzuelo 
mesmo con que vos pescays.'"®' 

Evidently, Ma^uela fled to the monastery. Our poet replies with an offer to free and 

protect Ma^uela, but the cleric refuses and explains that he lives in fear. We can not 

determine what has placed him in fear, however. Could it be persecution by Archbishop 

Carrillo or Enrique FV? 

In another work, Gomez requests Ma^uela's advice on love. The poem conforms 

to the topic frequently debated between troubadours in the developing court society at 

this time. Manrique has been "suffering" from his recent bout with "love sickness" and 

asks Mafuela, a fellow sufferer, for consolation: 

3. Asi que por esta via 
sienpre so 
en estremidad penado. 
Digo lo por que querria 
por vos yo 
ser, amigo, consolado, 
pues sofristes o sofris 

el tal dolor, 
si tanto soys amador 
como dezis.'°®® 

Ma^uela reminds our poet that he, too, has been in love and understands the pain that 

accompanies it. He closes his work with the advice to stand firm, since he will regret it if 

he does not; 

3. No dexeys vuestra porfia 
aqui vo, 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 22. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 34. 
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que vos sera mal contado, 
ca vos avres alegria; 
donde no, 
no mostres ningun desgrado 
que si desto presumis, 
yo fiador 
que libres mucho mejor 
que lo pedis.'"®' 

As shown above, Manrique is the learner in the context of the poetic dialogue just 

as he was in correspondence with Bocanegra. In this case, Mafuela is sympathetic to our 

poet's suffering. 

In another exchange between our poet and Mafuela, Gomez announces his 

disappointment that the prior had not continued their friendship after the two were no 

longer in each other's presence. This time Gomez is the one to have left, perhaps 

meaning that the work was composed after he had severed ties with the Archbishop of 

Toledo. The poem assesses the nature of friendship from afar; 

2. El dia que me parti 
todos quedauades tristes; 
mas pienso jamas ovistes 
despues memoria de mi. 
Pocos son los enemigos 
en presencia, 
e muy menos los amigos 
en absencia.'"®" 

Curiously, Manrique's poem went unanswered. Did he and Ma^uela have a 

falling out, peiliaps after 1475? This work is also of the preguntay respuesta genre yet is 

of a more religious nature, indicating that our poet and the members of the archbishop's 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 35. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 87. 
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circle also had partaken in debates similar to those fostered by Erasmus with his Devotio 

Modema.^^ Gomez asks the prior to tell him whether it was necessary for Christ to have 

died for our sins, or if he chose to succumb to such a violent and crude form of death. 

Before the prior answers, he pauses to return Manrique's compliment, answering that our 

poet, too, is well above the intellectual capacity of most people: 

2. Mas sabeys, sefior, dormiendo 
que otros muncho velando; 
singular plazer e quando 
vuestras obras vo leyendo. 
Non vos fagays nigligente 
con vuestra palabra blanda, 
que bien sabe ya la gente 
vuestra fama que tal anda.*^' 

Mafuela then provides a brief answer to Manrique's query, an essential question on the 

tenets of Christianity that the Apostle Paul teaches in his Letter to the Romans; 

3. La razon esta bien clara, 
que por quanto Adan erro, 
al Senor le conuinio 
mostramos aca su cara; 
pero tal muerte sofrir, 
esto fue por el contrario, 
qu' el la quiso refebir 
con dolor estra ordinario.""' 

Since he begins his response with "La razon esta bien clara," we must assume that 

Mafuela did not have to consult the scriptures for his answer. He sermonizes that Christ 

came to earth to redeem Original Sin and that he had to die in order to show his 

unconditional love for humankind. Despite its necessity, Christ supposedly desired to 

Curtius, European Literature, 40,205. 
Paz y Metia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 1%. 
Pazy Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. I p. 196. 
Paz y Meiia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 197. Cf. Romans 5:6-16. 
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receive it in the excruciatingly painful manner of crucifixion. Vidal also observes that this 

lesson is presented in the Letter to the Hebrews, which focuses more heavily on the need 

for a sacrifice of blood to bring about the salvation and in effect contradicts Ma^uela's 

statement that Christ's death was voluntary.""' While Ma9uela does not name his 

sources, his duties to the Church required him to be well versed in each of these books of 

the New Testament. His answer to Manrique makes a distinction between their roles of 

layperson and cleric. 

19. Diego de Saldana 

Gomez would have been honored to receive a poetic missive from Diego de 

Saldaiia. This cleric from Salamanca had served Enrique IV as a procurator in Naples 

during the year 1456, and he would remain in Italy until 1471, after the king had entered 

into negotiations with Ferrer de Lanuza, a former classmate of Saldana and ambassador 

for Alfonso V de Aragon.*'"'* The Marques de Villena had sent him to Naples to placate 

the King of Aragon while he set out to deceive both monarchs. Before he was sent to 

Italy, he was the personal servant of Enrique IV's second wife, Juana de Portugal. These 

functions surely would have kept him in contact with the king. In his poem to Gomez, he 

asks for advice on love. The object of Saldafia's affections is a lady who is also loved by 

his master. It appears that he may have considered offering to be his master's go-between 

with the lady, hoping thereby to be able to get closer to her himself, but his master was 

against it: 

1. De sangre muy escogida 

Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," p. 759 n. 6. 
Paiencia, Gesta Hupaniensia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 4 ch. 4 p. 143. 
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nafido y d' estirpe noble, 
cuya virtud es al doble 
de quanto es conofida 
vuestra discri9ion sabida; 
de prudencia claro espejo, 
vengo a vos por vn consejo 
para reparar mi vida. 

2. Fallo me conpetidor 
de grandes conpetidores; 
son mis peligros mayores 
por qu' el vno es mi sefior; 
querria ser su tenor, 
su merced es me la contra, 
por ende es mi vida otra 
que de content© amador.'"^' 

Saidana's allusion to his master as one of his "competitors" leads us to think that he is 

fearful of reproach from either the king or Juan Pacheco. We cannot be sure, though the 

cleric does indicate that the poem was written during the twenty years in which Enrique 

held the throne. In st. 3, to exalt Manrique's royal ties, as well as to diminish his own 

station in the kingdom, he reminds our poet that he is a cousin of Enrique IV; 

3. Por tanto, buen cauallero, 
fljo y ermano de tales 
que pocos son sus yguales, 
e muchos les deuen fuero; 
valed me, que desespero, 
prime del rey Don Enrrique! 
jO sefior Gomez Manrrique 
dadme consejo, que muero!'"^® 

As we have seen him do in other works discussed in his biography, Gomez reassures 

Saldaiia that bloodlines do not determine virtue. He praises Saldana for his own sense of 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 125-6. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 126. 
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ethics and indicates to him that his leader's reputation does not determine his own. 

Indeed, his superior's idiosyncrasies may work to his advantage; 

2. Dicho es de sabidor: 
quien buria los seruidores 
y en veras con sus seAores, 
an de leuar lo peor: 
e pues que soys seruidor 
del que faze la recontra, 
ia rienda bolued escontra 
a vuestro ygual en fauor. 

To close the work, Manrique reiterates his sincere desire for Saldana be freed from his 

dilemma and offers not to publish their dialogue. Since we have no further documentation 

on Saldana, we do not know if he indeed overcame the barriers that he faced as Enrique's 

puppet. Yet since their poetic exchange is recorded in Gomez's cancionero, we suspect 

that the cleric's dilemmas were resolved after Isabel's rise to power. 

20. Francisco de Miranda 

While we have no historical records with which to profile Francisco de Miranda, 

his short poem to Gomez refers both to our poet and his brother Rodrigo, which suggests 

that he may have been a soldier among their ranks. He praises Gomez for his virtue and 

bravery, stating that they are traits that will extend the legacy of the Manrique family; 

1. De los vicios desdenoso, 
en las virtudes constante, 
discreto, muy animoso, 
al vuestro muy generoso 
linaje soys semejante; 
que a vuestros progenitores, 
delos buenos e mejores 
la fama pone delante.'°^ 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 1 pp. 126-7. 
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He also demonstrates that he was familiar with the exploits of Gomez's brothers, who, 

like our poet, were also fierce and brave, always the first to set out in the most dangerous 

theaters of war: 

2. Y no dexa postrimeros 
a vos y a vuestros hermanos, 
que siempre en los delanteros 
a los peligros guerreros 
vos fallastes mas cercanos. 
Pues el conde don Rodrigo 
muncho mas de quanto digo 
dizen del sus comarcanos. ^ 

In the stanza above, Miranda refers to Gomez's older brother as a count, which 

aids us in determining a possible a quo for the work. As Vidal reminds us, Rodrigo did 

not become a count until 1452, and up until that point only held the title of Commander 

of Segura/"®' Alvaro de Luna had elevated Rodrigo's title from Lord to Count of Paredes 

on 10 May of that year hoping that such a promotion would make Rodrigo less combative 

toward the constable's usurpation of the Order of Santiago.Since Miranda praises 

both Rodrigo and Gomez together, the work was probably composed at a time in which 

our poet still fought in his older brother's ranks, before he had entered the household of 

the archbishop. If so, Miranda and our poet corresponded with each other before I4S8. 

Just as we have seen in the poetic discourse between Ma^ela, Benavides and 

Gomez, Miranda's poem spends more time flattering its narratee than it does posing its 

Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, voL I p. 118. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 118. 
Vidal, "Obra literaria," p. 734 n. I. 
Salazar, Casa de Lara, L 2 lib. 10 ch. 1 p. 294. 
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question. The poem closes with a request for Gomez, the veteran and experienced soldier, 

to educate him on the difference between fear, terror and wariness. 

Our poet's response is equally conciliatory toward Miranda. We learn that the 

otherwise anonymous troubadour is a gallant soldier and a virtuous member of the court. 

He is also a gracious ally and a fierce enemy. Gomez states that Miranda is always one of 

the knights on the front lines of battle. Under the circumstances, it is quite possible that 

Miranda and our poet would have fought alongside each other regularly in this decade, 

especially since Rodrigo's forces at Segura were continuously raiding in Andalusia. He 

concludes by wishing the best for his compatriot; 

5. Aunque menguado de ciencia, 
dispuesto para fazer 
honra e todo plazer 
a vos con grand bien querencia. 

21. Garci Lopez de PadQIa, Master of Calatrava (d. 1487) 

Gomez sent two coplas reales or stanzas of ten eight-syllable verses to Lopez de 

Padilla when he was the clavero mayor or chief defender of the castle and monastery of 

Calatrava. The poem was therefore written before 1482 when Lopez de Padilla was 

elected Master of this order and as such had a prominent role in the Conquest of 

Granada.Lopez de Padilla became an ally of the Catholic Monarchs when he had led 

several of the knights of his order to defect from Diego Lopez Pacheco's leadership in 

1475, though this does not necessarily establish an a quo for Gomez's poem to the 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 121. 
Pulgar, Reyes Catdlicos, vol. 1 pp. 73-4, 82, 193-4, 241. Regarding all references after 1487, Mata 

Carriazo's indexer confused Garci Lopez de Padilla with his surviving brother, Pedro Lopez de Padilla, 
who also held the title of '*clavero mayor^ of Calatrava and participated in the battles for Cordoba, having 
entered the city with Fernando and IsaM {Reyes Catdlicos, 258-62). 
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clavero or guard of the order.The knight had also fought on the side of Alfonso de 

Castilla in the second Battle of Olmedo in 1467 and his troops had suffered the indignity 

of losing their pennant to Enrique IV's forces.'"^' This minor disgrace had no bearing on 

his fortitude, however. He led many successful campaigns against the Moors in the War 

of Granada. 

Lopez de Padilla had also written two poems that were recorded in the 

Cancionero de Herberay des Essarts and he may also have been the "Padilla" whose 

works are found in the Cancionero de Estuiiiga}^  ̂ Unl ike  Gomez ' s  o the r  

correspondents, Lopez de Padilla's reqiiesta was not included in our poet's cancionero. 

The poem is titled, De Gomez Manrrique en fauor de vn requerimiento que fizo el 

clauero Don Garci Lopez de Padilla, which suggests that Lopez de Padilla had first 

written to Manrique.'"®^ We cannot discern what favor he had asked of our poet. The 

quality of the clavero's work had certainly met with Gomez's approval: 

1. i O quan bien aventurada 
es esta que mere^io 
que obra tan esfelente 
diese por ella ordenada, 
ala qual no puedo yo 
tanto loar (ierta mente, 
quanto loar se deuria 
segun su merefimiento, 
por quanto mi sentimiento 
a ello no bastaria.*"** 

Valera, Memorial, 121. 
Valera, Memorial, 129; Palencia, Gesta Hispanieruia, eds. Tate and Lawrance, L 1 lib. 9 ch. 8 p. 424. 
Charles V. Aubrun, ed., Le Chansonnier espagnol d'Herberay des Essarts, (Bordeaux: Bibiioteque de 

i'&ole des Hautes Etudes Hispaniques, 1951) 181, 184. Manuel y Elena Alvar, Cancionero de Estuniga: 
Edicion paleogrdfica, (Zaragoza: In^tuci6n «Feniando El Cat61iGO», 1981) 84. 

Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 162. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 162. 
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Royalty 

22. Fernando V de Castilla 

We have already discussed how the Regimiento de Principes reveals the sense of 

duty to his people and his country that Gomez felt. As presented earlier, his patriotism 

was his justification for educating the King and Queen of Castile as they undertook the 

ominous step toward governing a nation that was war-weary yet still embroiled in battle, 

a country in desperate need of just and merciful leaders. We have also presented Gomez's 

travels to meet with Prince Fernando to negotiate a marriage contract and to secure his 

passage to Castile. In the Introduction, we considered his brief poem to Fernando, Tales 

volvimos, Sefior, when the prince had departed to rescue his father at Perpinan, requesting 

that he not stray from his princess and her cause. Gomez asked one more favor from the 

king in verse, one of a more personal nature, titled Al Rey don Fernando, Nuestro Sefior, 

porque non le queria dar vn halcon que le auia mandado fasta que le fyziese vnas trobas. 

Our poet evidently received a falcon from the monarch, who in return wished for him to 

write some poetry. Manrique obliges, and states that he greatly appreciates the skill that 

his new animal possesses: 

3. E dire, Rey poderoso 
de Castilla y de Aragon, 
que jamas otro halcon 
tan gentil ni tan hermoso 
ni de tanta ligereza 
onbre deste mundo vio 
como aquel que vuestra alteza 
a dias que me mando.'°^ 

Paz y Melia, eA, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 225. 
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According to his poem to Fernando, Gomez has become too busy to hunt, and the birds of 

prey are now aging. Despite this, his favorite falcon, which had been in captivity for as 

many as six "mudas" or moitings before it had been captured, is still a nimble hunter; 

4. Es un poco vejezuelo, 
que seys mudas ha mudado 
despues que me flie mandado, 
syn entrar en mi sefluelo. 
no se si es buen garpero, 
jerifalte ni nebli, 
pero se que es tan lijero 
que nunca jamas lo vi.'*"® 

Gomez wrote this poetic letter to Fernando while he was Corregidor of Toledo, as can be 

determined by its last verses, in which he humbly acknowledges his debt to the icing: 

"pues a mengua de onbres buenos 1 me fizo corregidor."*"'' We can also note Gomez's 

satisfaction with Femando's maturity and ability to govern Spain alongside Isabel in his 

introduction; 

1. Alto rey esclarefido, 
el mayor de los cristianos, 
los nego^ios 9ibdadanos 
an tornado mi sentido 
tan rebotado y tan rudo 
y con vn tal enbara^o, 
que no corta mas de agudo, 
gran Seftor, que con el ca^o.'"'^ 

We suspect that Fernando, "el mayor de los cristianos," had grown to meet all of 

Gomez's expectations.'*®^ As he, like his prized falcon, grew older if not "duller," 

Paz y Meiia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 225. 
Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 226. 
Paz y Melia, ed, Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 224. 
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Manrique would take pride in having supported this "bienaventurado principe" from 

adolescence to his rise to power as the King of Castile and Aragon. 

"...be (Femando) has always plotted and achieved great things, which have never failed to keep his 
subjects in a state of suspense and amazement, as they await their outcome" (Niccold Machiavelli, The 
Prince, eds. Quentin Skiimer and Russell Price, [Cambridge; Cambridge UP, 1988] 77). 
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APPENDIX: ANTHOLOGY OF TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Regimiento de Principes 
There are several extant manuscripts that contain Gomez's masterpiece, but we 

shall only concern ourselves with the four that are believed to have been composed in the 

1480s or earlier. These texts are: 

SLX-II-17: San Lorenzo del Escorial, MS X-II-17, which is titled El Rey Don 

Enrrique el quarto el Vita Christi en capias et glosa, ff. I29r-136r. 

PhiloBiblon (BETA manid 2165) lists its a quo at 1460, yet this must be 

incorrect, since Gomez's poem to Fernando and Isabel was most likely 

written in 1474, as I assert in Chapter Five.'°'̂  Also, the Regimiento de 

Principes is preceded by Jorge Manrique's Coplas por la muerte de su 

padre, which indicates that the manuscript had to have been compiled 

after 1479.'°'' Nonetheless, this manuscript serves as our base text 

because it appears to be the oldest and most complete Regimiento of the 

extant codices, and is certainly older than the two cancioneros that Gomez 

commissioned in the 1480s, MP 1250 and EN 7817, the manuscripts that 

Paz y Melia and Vidal chose as their base texts. Curiously, Vidal 

overlooked the existence of this manuscript.'®'^ This version of 

http://stmsite.Berkeley.EDL-<'PhiioBiblon/phhm.hunl. BETA manid 2165, cnum 8145. All citations of 
PhiloBiblon date from I My 2002. 
1095 manid 2165, cniim 8144, ff. 125r-128v. 

Vidal, "Obra Uteraria," 1769. 
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Regimiento varies greatly from all others, as especially evidenced on line 

55 of the Prohemio, where the scribe omitted an entire line of text. As the 

following transcription will reflect, there are other significant differences 

between it and MP 1250 and BN 7817, in particular its omission of four 

stanzas that appear in many of the later extant poems. 

BL 939 London, British Library, Egerton Collection, MS 939, Cancionero del 

sigh XV, ff. 10v-17v. Philobiblon assigns this manuscript an ante quern at 

1479, most likely because, like SL X-II-17, its youngest text is Jorge 

Manrique's Coplas por ia muerte de su padreSince the poem is 

recorded without its prose introduction, we have not chosen it as our base 

text, though we do not rule out the possibility that is an older manuscript. 

Its Regimiento de Principes contains many orthographical and lexical 

variants, and, like MP 1250 and BN 7817, it includes the four stanzas that 

SLX-n-171acks. 

HU 97 Harvard University, Houghton Library, MS fMS Span 97, Far. Poesias 

Antiguos de Diferent(sic) Autores, ff. 386r-393v.'®'^ This manuscript 

includes the works of the most celebrated poets of the fifteenth century, 

including Feman Perez de Guzm^, the Marques de Santillana, Juan de 

Mena, Iiiigo de Mendoza, Jorge Manrique, Diego de San Pedro and 

BETA manid 1213 cnum 2858, cnum 2859. 
BETA manid 1218, cnum 2844. 
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Gomez Manrique. The title of its Regimiento indicates that Isabel and 

Fernando are already King and Queen of Castile and Aragon, which 

means that the text was transcribed after 1479. Dutton considered that this 

manuscript was composed around 1485.'°^ and it certainly has the 

appearance of being a contemporary of the other texts mapped here. 

MP 1250 Madrid, Biblioteca del Palacio, MS II/12S0, Cancionero de Gomez 

Manrique, pp. 431-61.''°° This is the manuscript described in the 

Introduction as the text that our poet commissioned for Rodrigo Alonso 

Pimentel, the fourth Count of Benavente. As mentioned earlier, it serves as 

the base text for Paz y Melia and Vidal's transcriptions despite the fact 

that we know that older manuscripts exist. 

EN 7817 Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 7817, Cancionero de Gomez Mcmrique, 

ff 161v-177v."°' We also describe this manuscript in the Introduction, 

where we posit that it may have been a personal copy of our troubadour. It 

contains several poems that are not included in MP 1250, such as the 

Consolatoria para Jtiana de Mendoza.' 

Brian Dutton and Stephen Fleming, Catdlogo-Indice De La Poesia Cancioneril Del Siglo XV. 2 vols. 
(Madison: HSMS, 1982) [Item HHl]. 

BETA manid 1955. cnum 2985. 
BETA manid 1954, cnum 2939. 
BETA manid 1954. cnum 2932. 
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Norms of Transcription: 
1. All abbreviations are expanded and italicized, and all unnecessary abbreviations, such 
as "muy~" and "fecho' have been eliminated. 
2. All proper names and proper titles have been capitalized. 
3. Unnecessary capitals made by the scribes, such as "Reyno" have not been regularized. 
3. The abbreviation "n~" has been regularized as "ii." 
4 All texts are punctuated. 
5. The prologue has been assigned line numbers and all hyphenations found at the end of 
margins have been eliminated. 
6. Verses are assigned letters "a" through "i." 
7. Lexical and orthographical variants are recorded beneath the stanzas. 
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[fol. 129r] 
Conposicion hecha por Gomez MaAirriqi/e enderezada a los Serenjssimos 
sefiores Pnn9ipes delos Reynos de Castilia y de Aragon Reyes de Segilia. 
Siguesse el prohemio. 

[col. 1] 
Exfelentissymos principes, esclare^idos Reyes mis soberanos seriores. Pues 
natural cosa es alas aues amar sus nidos y alas aialias'^°^ sus cueuas; Mucho mas 
deue ser a los ombres razonables que ame/i las patrias donde naicieron; y <\ue este 
amor aya seydo y sea grande, approuaronlo bien Marcho Altilio quando por el 

S pro comu/i desu tierra, co/fsejo comra su mesma"°^ vida; y aquel otro Marcho 
Tulio (\ue salto enla torca*"^ que se abrio en la plafa de Roma, por qtue aquella no 
pereQiese; y avn la memorable Judich'*''^ maguer muger delicada, no se ofreicio 
amenor peligro por librar a su pueblo de las crueles manos de Olofemes;* y 
destos otros muchos memorables varones y fe/ibras dieron verdadero testimonio, 

10 y entre aquellos los famosos moradores en la vuestra (ibdad de Numa/;9ia, q//e 
agora se llama Qamora.'*'^ Los qi/ales no perdonaron a sus mugeres nj hijos ni 
asus mesmas personas por la defensa y libertad de su tierra. Pues, muy ex^ele/ites 
sefiores, sy en general todos los ombres aman naturalmeA/te sus propias tierras, 
mucho mas y mas verdadero amor tes deuen aver aquellos que mas antigua 

IS naturaleza tienen; y [col. 2] no obstante segund dezia Gayo Maryo'"°, 
reprehendie/ido los nobles, mucho mejor seria poder me gloriar de mis vertudes 
que no de los nobles hechos de mjs pasados; y Como yo, muy virtuosos sefiores, 
desfienda de vno de los mas antiguos linajes destos reynos, avnqt/e no aya 
susfedido en los grandes estados de mjs antes^esores, no quede desheredado de 

Aialias: a misspelling. MP 1250, BN 7817 and later texts all agree that the intended won! is "animales." 
Marcho Altilio; Marcus Tullus Cicero (106-43 BC): Roman orator, statesman and philosopher, 

murdered under the orders of Marc Antony. 
Paz y Melia's transcription reads "contra su propia vida," despite that his "A" text, MP 1250, as well as 

all manuscripts charted below show the line to be "contra su mesma vida" QCancionero, vol. 2 p. 164). 
Marcho Tulio, Torca: All other texts read "Marco Cur9io." Roman legend, as narrated by Valerius 

Maximus, was that an abysmal gap had formed at the Forum Romanarum. The Oracle fortold that the gap 
could only be sealed if Rome was to sacrifice its most precious thing. Curtius, wearing full armor, mounted 
his best horse and jumped into the concavity/gap {torca), at which time lighting struck and sealed it. This 
letpid is also represented in Benjamin Hay don's 1837 painting. 
" Judich; Judith, wife of Esau and heroine of the apocryphal book of the Bible named after her. Maruique 
refers to Judith Chapter 8, in which the beautiful and pious woman led the people of Israel out of the 
clutches of Holoferaes's army. 

Olofemes; Holofemes, tlw Assyrian enemy of the people of Israel in Judith. 
Numan^ia; Numantia, located near modem day ^ria (not, as Manhque states, Zamora), was the fmal 

Celtiberian stronghold within the Spanish Peninsula. It withstood repeated attacks until 133 BC, when 
Scipio Aemilianus laid siege to it for several months, encircling it and forcing its submission. Manrique 
alludes to the legendary bravery of its inhabitants. 

Gayo Mario; Roman Consul who, during the Bellum Jugurifunumil 11-105 BC), as chronicled by 
Sallusti Crispi (86-34 BC), spoke the words described by our poet Cf Cayus Sallustus Crispus, Caialina, 
lugurtha, historiarum Jragmenta selecta C. Sallusti Crispi, ed. L.D. Reynolds. (Oxford; Clarendon, 1991) 
54-149. 
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20 algunos de aquellos btenes que eilos no podieron dar ni tirar ensus testamentos, y 
entre aquellos el amor natural qi/e mjs pasados touieron a esta patria donde 
honrradamente biuieron y acabaron y estan sepultados; y sy no le pudiere ser tan 
prouechoso como ellos por falta de poder, alo menos le aproueche con desear le 
todos los bienes que pudiere. Muy ex^elentes seriores, como el mayor bien aue 

25 alos reynos Dies haze es dar les buenos reys. Ca enel libro de la ^biduria, 
auiendo este por grand beneficio, dize hablando co/t Dios padre: "del rey jnico me 
libraste.""'^ E juntando eneste deseo, el muy verdadero amor que yo tengo a 
vuestras reales personas y al serui9io de aquellos. Sy al tal bocablo honestamente 
dezir se puede entre syeruos y sendres crea [fol. I30v] vuestra exfelenfia que por 

30 el bien general y por el vuestro particular y con grandissimo deseo deseado que 
vos otros, muy esclare^idos seiiores, seas tanto virtuosos, tanto justi9ieros y tanto 
bueno que se oluiden o a lo menos se callen, sy oluidar no se pudiere/i, las buenas 
gouema^iones. Las loables fazaiias de los Reyes de gloriosa memoria, Alfonsos y 
Fema/tdos vuestros predepesores, y asy bien lo que otros que despues sus^ediero/; 

35 en su lugar an hecho por el contrario con gra/id oprobrio et difamia suya y 
destruQion destos reynos'"^; para emendar lo qual, muy ex^elentissimos seflores, 
mayor trabajo aueys poner que para conquistar los de nueuo. Ca con mas 
dificultad se emiendan las cosas erradas que se hazen de principio; y como quiera 
(\ue segu/id los virtuosos comie/i^os que ala alteza de vos otros tiene, para en tan 

40 tiema hedad, aveys menester pocas ayuda humanales para proseguir el virtuoso 
camino que aveys y al deseo qi/e teneys de ver curadas sus crudas llagas y 
remediadas sus grandes vexa^iones. Lo qual consiste enia perfe9ion de vos otros, 
muy exgelentes senores, a quien la suscesyoA? delos reynos y la go- [col. 2] -
uema^ion dellos justamente es deuida. Que todos mjs pe/isamientos comien^an y 

45 acaban en lo que vos otros, muy esclare9idos sefiores, aviades de fazer para sobrar 
las virtudes de los vnos y emendar los yerros de los otros. E asy mesmo 
continuamente pensando, quando algunas vezes avaga/f'"** las avenidas de las 
negofia^iones en quela alteza vuestra de mj se ha querido seruir, avn que algunas 

"" Libro de Sabiduria: The Book of Wisdom that is traditionally attributed to King Solomon with the Old 
Latin title Sapientia Salomonis. It may have been written much later, however, as Samuel Cheon poses. Cf. 
The Exodus Story in the Wisdom of Solomon; a Study in Biblical Interpretation, (Sheffield, England; 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1997) 139. 

Jnico: "inicuo," false. 
Vidal sees an imph'cit criticism Enrique IV ("Obra literaria," p. 1734 n. 10). However, the context 

shows that Manrique does not wish to insult the previous king, since all parties had recognized his failure. 
He instead focuses on the education of Fernando and Isabel so that they match the deeds of their successful 
ancestors, as they text reveals in the sentences that follow. 

Avagan: the other ms. record as "^abadaban," (diminished). 
'"^Psahns 37:35-6. 

Gomez's statement that he ran out of time to complete treatises for both Fernando and Isabel suggests 
that he presented the Regimiento shortly after the death of Enrique IV. The princes would have been on the 
eve of their accession to the throne, and Manrique would have been in a rush to communicate his desire for 
them to be just rulers. 

Omero... Archiles: ref. to Homer's assertion that Achilles, the fallen hero of the Trojan War, was 
destined to be memorialized in the chronicles. 
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dellas ajenas de mi ofi^io delibre escriuir algunos consejos mas saludables y 
50 prouechosos que dulses nj lisonjeros. Como ombre despojado de espera/iga y 

temor de que los verdaderos consejeros han de care^er; y estos acorde poner en 
los metros de yuso, contenidos por que se asyentan mejor y duran mas en la 
memoria que la prosas. A vuestra exgelen^a suplico que mirando volumad de su 
fazedor y asu verdadero y estremado deseo de ver a vos otros, muy soberanos 

55 settores, mejores y mayores que a todos los pasados y presentes. Lo qua\ es y 
seria dififil delas seguiemes virtudes theologales y cardinales fuesedes 
guame^idos. Por qt/^ los poderes tiranicos mas presto diero/i mayores caydas. Ca 
escripto es no ser ni/iguna cosa [fol. 130r] violerata perpetua. Y puesto que 
nuestro soberano Dios aya permitido y permita aver seydo muchos males 

60 sublimados nu/tca permitio nj permitira que aquellos ayan quedado y queden syn 
vitupiosas caydas y grandes penas. Asy lo afirma Dauid enel salmo dizie/ido; "Ui 
al malo ta/t alto como el (edro de Libano y de/ide apoco no/> fue hallado su 
lugar";'"^ y desto no ha menester vuestra alteza abtoridades nj exe^iplos a/itiguos, 
pues los modemos abasta/i asaz, sy con claros ojos mirar los qi/erra la real sefioria 

65 \uestx2i. Y muy poderosos sefiores, en conclusyon deste m^ dolado prohemio, 
vos qu/ero declarar la culpa de mj haraganja para que de aqi/ella se me dela pena. 
A mj acaesfio enel come/i^o desta obra lo que a los ombres no muy caudalosos 
que comieAi^an a edificar alguna cosa encuadra y antes que se acabe el vn qi/orto 
le falles^e la substanfia, y dexa/fdo la obra pri/i^ipal, hazen algu/ios co/iplimentos 

70 ne^esarios; y asy yo, haziendo la cuema syn la facultad demj saber de mj grand 
reposo, delibre hazer esta obra para vos, el pri/f9ipe mj senor, con jnten^ion de 
hazer otra por su parte para la prin^esa, mj sefiora; y yendo por mj pro9eso, avn 
que la materia tenia muy dispuesta, falle-[col. 2]-fio me el saber para le dar la 
forma y el tiempo para seguir, y con esto ordene de acabar esta, remendada como 

75 vuestra alteza la vera.'"^ No podre dezir lo que dizen los que embia/i presente; 
es, a saber, sy biera supiere a vuestra alteza enbie por mas; que nj estos mjs 
consqos serara sabrosos, nj mj persona queda dellos muy abastada; y esto suplico 
a vf/e5/ra real sefioria haga que vuestra alteza deue hazer para que enesta vida 
seays prosperados amados y temidos; y para que despues de aquesta, que sea tan 

80 larga como vuestra exQele/i^ia desea, y dexeys ta/i memorables famas que se 
pueda dezir como Omero dixo por Archiles: (^e fuestes nasfido por trabajo de 
los coronistas.'"^ Y mas de todo esto, podays dar cuema delos gra/ides cargos 
q//e vos son encomendados a aquel poderoso rey delos fielos por el qua\ renays 
enlas tierras, a que diga/i todos los oyemes amen. 

85 
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Title; HU 97=Conposi9io/i fecha por Gomez Mawriqi/e a los muy altos Rey y Reyna de 
los de Castilla, de Arago/i y de Se^ilja. 

MP 1250=Conpusi?ion fecha por Gomes Mamriqwe endere^ada alos Serenjsymos 
sefiores Pr/ngipes delos rreynos de castilla et de Aragon, Rey [^y reyna] de 
Se^ilia. Siguese el prohemio. 
BN 7817=Conpusi(ion fecha por Gomes Manrrique enderes9ada alos serenisymos 
sefiores prin^ipes delos Reynos de Castilla et de Aragon, R^es de Qe^ilia. 
Siguese el prohemio. 

1. HU 97=Ex9elemisimos pr/ngpes y muy esclarefidos MP 1250=Excelentisymos 
pr/n^ipes et muy esclare^idos Rey y Reyna BN 7817=et muy esclares^idos BN 
7817=Ex9elentisimos prin^ipes et.-.esclarefidos 
2. HU 97=cossa...alos anjmales MP 1250=et alosanjmales...cuebas BN 7817=et alos 
animal es 
3. HU 97=onbres...na9iero/i y sse criaron MP I250=alos onbres Razonables.-.nas^ieron 
et se criaron BN 7817=Razonables...nas9ieron etse BN 78l7=Razonables...nas9ieron et 
se criaron 
4. HU 97=aprouaro«lo biew Marco Tulio cuando MP 1250=aprouaronlo byen Marco 
Tulio BN 7817=aprouaron lo bien Marco Tulio 
5. HU 97=et MP 1250=Et BN 7817=et BN 7817=et 
6. HU 97=Marco Curqo MP 1250=Marco Curcio BN 78l7=Marco Cur9io 
BN 7817=Marco Curcio BN 78l7=enla 
7. HU 97=now...Judit...no« sse ofre^io MP 1250=pereciese et...Judit maguera... ofre^io 
BN 7817=non peregiese et...Judit maguera BN 7817=non peres^iese. E...Judit maguera 
muger...non 
8. HU 97=livrar ssu...01ofemo MP I250=librar su...delas... Olifeme 
BN 7817=ofres9io...librar su... Olifeme 
9. HU 97=otros memorables MP 1250=destootros memorables...Dieron BN 7817=desto 
otros memorables 
10. MP 1250=enla BN 7817=de vuestrA 
11. HU97=njn fijos MP 1250=nj...mugeres...fijos BN 7817=njn... mugeres nj/i fijos njn 
12. HU 97=presonas MP 1250=excelentes 
13. MP 1250=om/ies BN 7817=si... natural mente 
14. HU 97=antiguameme MP 1250=Mucho mayor... antiguada BN 78l7=mucho mayor... 
antiguada 
15. MP 1250=non...segu/itBN 7817=non 
16. HU 97=Treprehendie/tdo.. .muy virtuosas costumbres qi/ede la antigua naturaleza de 
mjs MP 1250=Reprehendiendo... yjrtuosas costunbres que de la antigua naturaleza de mjs 
BN 7817=alos...muy...poderme...virtuosas costunbres que de la antigua naturaleza de 
mis 
17. HU 97=conuiio MP 1250=ConM»o...poderosos 
18. HU 97=de9ienda... avn que MP 1250=de9ienda...Reynos BN 78l7=rreynos...non 
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19. HU 97=su9edido... deseredadoMP 1250=sub9edido...antecesores...deseredado BN 
7817=sub9edido...antefesores... deseredado 
20. HU 97=no/i pudiero/i... tyrarBN 78l7=no/i pudiereon...njn 
21. HU 97=del amor MP 1250=del...aestaBN 7817=del...aesta 
22. HU 97=onrrada me/rte...qMe sy MP I250=byujeron et...et...Et que...non...podyere 
BN 78l7=honrrada mente...Eque...non 
23. HU 97=commo...que alo menos no MP 1250=commo...que alo menos no...desearle 
24. HU 97=com/no MP 1250= Et BN 7817=que...podiere. .Et...com/wo 
25. HU 97=Y enel libro...esto MP 1250=rreynos... rreyes. Y BN 78l7=Reynos... 
Reyes... Y 
26. HU 97=fablando...de rrey jnjco me MP 1250=benefi9io...De Rey BN 
7817=aviendo... gran...fabla/ido... Rey... 
27. HU 97=Iibraste juwtado coneste MP 1250=con este...uerdadero BN 7817=coneste...el 
verdadero 
28. HU 97=aqi/dlas...el tal vocablo MP 1250=rreales... aquellas...el tal vocablo 
onestamente BN 78l7=ReaIes...aquellas. Si el tal vocablo honesta mente 
29. HU 97=sieruos MP 1250=pudiese..et BN 7817=sieruos et 
30. MP 1250=he BN 78l7=he 
31. HU 97=seays MP 1250=seays BN 7817=exclares9idos. . .seays 
32. HU 97=buenos...puedew MP I250=buenos...pueden. BN 7817=buenos...si...pueden. 
Las 
33. HU 97=et MP 1250=et BN 7817=las...et 
34. MP 1250=Et... subfedieron BN 7817=E asi... sub^edieron 
35. HU 97=han fecho...grande...y disfamjay MP 1250=han fecho . en grande...et...et 
BN 7817=han fecho...En grande...y disfamiaet 
36. HU 97=destruy9ion...lo cual MP 
1250=destruy9ion... rreynosr... hemendar... qual.. .ex^elentisymos BN 
7817=destruy9ion.. .rregnos...qua!... ex^elentisymos 
37. HU 97=conquistallos...mayor MP 1250=aveys de BN 7817=aueys de...mayor 
38. HU 97=dificuitad...fazen...commoMP l250=hemjendan...herradas...fazen...Et BN 
7817=dificultad... en miendan... herradas... fazen.. .E 
39. HU 97=qi/e la alteza MP 1250=segu«t...quela 
40. HU 97=^erma...ayudas vmanas MP I250=ayudas humanas BN 
7817=tierma.. .ayudas vmanas 
41. HU 91=comen<idAo et tan estremado es el amor que yo he ala patria y el desseo que 
tengo MP 1250=comen(ado et tan estremado es el amor que yo he ala patria y el deseo 
que tengo BN 7817=Camino...comen9ado tan estremado es el amor que yo he ala patria 
y el deseo que tengo 
42. HU 97=rremediadas...cual co#tsiste pn'nqpalmente MP 1250=et 
Remediadas...consyste pnn9ipal mente...perfection BN 7817=et Remediadas...lo... 
consiste principal mente...perfi^ion 
43. HU 97=sub9es9iow destos...y gouema^ion MP 1250=sub9esyon destos Reynos et 
gouema^ion BN 7817=suv9esion destos Regnos et gouema^ion 
44. MP 1250=es justa mente BN 7817=5usta mente...que...mjs...et... 
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45. HU 97=deuriadesMP I250=et...enlo...vos otros devriades...hemendar 
BN 7817=exclares9idos...devriades enmendar 
46. HU 97=Et asy enesto MP 1250=E enesto BN 7817=E ansi enesto 
47. HU 97=cominua me/ite...cuaA>do avadaua/i MP 1250=contynua mente...avadauan BN 
78l7=continua mente. .. avadauan 
48. BN 7817= mi...Aunqt/e 
49. HU 97=escreujr MP 1250=agenas BN 78l7=agenas...escreuir...et 
50. HU 97=commo onbre...despera/i9a MP 1250=et...commo onbre BN 
7817=prouechos[^os] que . dulses C^que dulfes) njn...como et 
51. BN 7817=cares9er 
52. BN 7817=a sientan...et 
53. HU 97=no mjra/ido a su dulfura, no su elegan^ia no su puli^ia, quiera solamente 
mirar la muy clara voluntad de ssu MP I250=no mjrando su dulcura, no su elegan^ia no 
su pole9ia, qujera solamente mjrar la muy clara voluntad BN 7817=non mirando su 
dulfura, no su elegancta, no su pole^ia, quiera solameme mirar la muy clara 
voluntad...asi su 
54. HU 97=desseo 
55.HU 97=ssefiores MP 1250=mayores y mejores y mas poderosos BN 7817=mayores y 
mas poderosos que todos 
56. HU 97=asy delas sigujentes...teologales MP 1250=ssy delas sygujentes...etBN 
7817=si delas siguiemes...et 
57. HU 97=desaconpanados. Que cua/itos mas grandes flieron los poderes tyranjcos tamo 
MP I250=desaconpaiiados. Que quanto mas grandes fueron los...dyeron BN 
78l7=desaconpanados, que qt/onto mas grandes fueron los...ta/ito...Caydas... 
58. MP 1250=escrito...EtBN 7817=escrito...non...E 
59. HU 97=y ser... malos MP 1250=et ser... malos BN 7817=permetido et... auef... y 
ser...malos 
61. HU 97=vituperosas...Vy MP 1250=vituperosas...Vi BN 78l7=sin 
vituperosas... Assi... Vi 
62. HU 97=coniOTo...fallado MP 1250=comOTO. ..Et... no...fallado BN 
7817=Vi...del...et...a poco 
63. HU 97=actoridades...njn enxenplos MP 1250=et...enxenplas 
BN 7817=non...njn 
64. HU 97=basta«—vuwiraReal seiioria. MP 1250=bastan...rreal BN 
7817=et...Pues.. .bastan...Real 
65. HU 97=Et. ..poderossos MP 1250=Et BN 7817=E 
conclusion 
66. HU 97=proemjo...de la... MP 1250=haragania BN 7817=de 
clarar... mi... haragania... mi 
67. HU 97=acae9io...comjew9o..-onbres...cabdalosos MP l250=onbres...cabdalososBN 
7817=comien9o.. .cabdalosos 
68. HU 97= hedificar vnacasa en cuadraMP 1250=edeficar BN 7817=hedificar casa...E 
69. HU 97=les fifalle^e la sustam:ia...faze/f MP 1250=falleve...et...fazen... 
cunpljmjentos. 
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BN 7817=les... sustan^ia...E...fazen...cunpljmjentos. 
70. HU 97=fazie«do...demj...gratiaet mj 
MP l250=Et faqendo...facultat de mj gratia de mj BN 7817=nes9esarios. E asi 
faziendo...de mi...,de mi gra^r/a, de mi 
71. HU 97=ReposodeIybredefazer...entew9iow...fazerMP 1250=Reposo, delibrede 
fazerBN 7817= Reposo...ymen9ion...fazer 
72. MP 1250=et, BN 7817=E 
73. BN 78l7=mi...falles9iome 
74. HU 97=Ia segujr. Y por esto ove...asy rreme/idada comyno MP 1250=Y por esto ove 
de.-.iremendada comyno BN 7817=la seguir, et por esto oue de...asi rremendada 
75. HU 97=enbia/i presemes MP 1250=enbian presentes. Es BN 78I7=enbian presemes 
76. HU 97=qiie nj...conssejos 
77. HU 97=para sy queda, y por esto now suplico a \uestx?i MP 1250=para sy BN 
7817=ni...mis...ni mi...parasi 
78. HU 97=Real faga lo (\ue yo fago enesto poqi/Zto qi/t; en cargo te/igo, mas lo (\ue 
digo... fazer MP 1250=Et por esto no Suplico... rreal haga lo que yo hago eneso poqujto 
que en cargo tengo. Mas lo que digo que BN 7817=et por esto no...Real que faga lo que 
yo fago eneso poquito que en cargo tengo mas lo que digo que 
79. HU 97= y amados...ssea MP 1250=et...et...et BN 78l7=et...et...et 
80. HU 97=commo...exelen9ia desea dexeis MP 1250=a quanto 
wuestrzL... excelencia... desea dexeys BN 7817=a questa... quanto... desea dexeys 
81. HU 97=com/iio MP I250=com/iio 
82. 84. HU 97=fustes na9idos...delos de mas MP l250=na9idos...Et de mas BN 
7817=nas9idos... et demas 
83. HU 97=buena cue/ita MP 1250=buena cuenta BN 78l7=buena cuenta 
84. HU 97=encomewdados aqi/&l...rreynays MP l250=Rey...cielos...Reynays BN 
78l7=en comendados...Rey...Regnays en las 
85. HU 97=y aqui digan los oyentes. MP 1250=et BN 7817=et aqui diga/i los oyentes. 
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Sygue se la obra llamada Regimiento de Pri/ifipes. 

1. Principe de cuyo nombre 
quatro reyes son pasados 
justi^ieros, esfor^ados, 
dignos de muy gra/id renombre 
mjs rodillas por el suelo 
ante vuestra magestad, 
mal trobando como suelo, 
quiero hablar syn rei^elo 
y dezir os la verdad. 

[fol. 13 Iv] 
[col. 1] 

2. La qual dizen muy poqu/tos 
a sus reyes y seftores, 
ca procurando fauores 
corren tras sus apetitos 
con consejos lisonjeros, 
no buenos mas voluntarios, 
alos quales consejeros 
mas que syeruos verdaderos, 
pueden llamar adversaries. 

Tit. BL 939=Siguese...fechoporGoindsMamTique. MP 1250=SygueseBN 7817=Siguese 
la. MP 1250=nonbre 
lb. HU 97=Reyes MP 1250=Reyes BN 7817=ireyes 
Ic. HU 97=esfFor5ados 
Id. HU 97=Renom6re MP 1250=rrenonbrc BN 7817=gran 
le. BL 939=R(xiillas HU 97=mxliUas...ssuelo MP 1250=iTOdyllas BN 7817=Rodillas 
Ig. HU 97=conuno MP l2SO=cofnmo 
Ih. BL 939=Re9clo HU 97=TTe9clo MP I250=ne9clo BN 78l7=Re9elo 
li. BL 939=deziros HU 97=vos MP I250=vos BN 7817=vos 
2b. HU 97=Reyes...sseilores MP I250=iTeyes BN 7817=Reyes 
2e. BL 939=lisongeros HU 97=lysongeros MP 1250=lisongen)s 
2f. BL 939=non BN 7817=iion 
2g. HU 97=cualesconsegerosBN78l7=Consejeros 
2h. BL 939=sienios HU 97=sieruos BN 78l7=sienios 
2i. BL 939=aduersarios HU 97=aduenarios MP 1250=aduersarios 
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3. Gra/id seilor, los que creyeron 
estos consejeros tales 
de sus colunas reales 
en lo mas fundo cayeron; 
sy esto contradiran 
algunos con ambition, 
testigos se les daran, 
vno sera Roboan, 
hijo del rey Salomon.*"* 

4. Sy otro quisierdes, yd 
al libro de nuestra ley, 
ado fallareys el rey 
ante^esor de Dauid;'' 
al qual todos los plebeos 
aDios por rey demandaron, 
y complidos sus deseos, 
comedo hechos tan feos 
que ellos mesmos lo mataron. 

3a HU 97=Gran 
3b HU 97=consegeros 
3c. BL 939=Reales HU 97=culraenes Reales MP 1250=culmenes rreales BN 7817=culmenes Reales 
3d. BL 939=hondo HU 97=fondo MP 1250=fondo 
3e. BL 93^si MP I2S0=contradyran BN 7817=si...contra diran 
3f. BL 939=anbi9ion HU 97=anty9ion MP 1250=anbi?ion 
3h. HU 97=Rroboan MP I2S0=Rioboan 
3i. BL 939=fijo HU 97=fijo ..Rey Ssalamon MP 1250=fijo...iTey BN 7817=fijo 
4a. BL 939=queredes MP I250=quisyerdes BN 7817=Si 
4c. BL 939=fallares al Rey HU 97=Rey MP 1250=rTCy BN 7817=Rey 
4d. BL 939=ante9esor...DaujdHU97=anie9essor...Daujd MP 125(^Daujd BN7817=Dauit 
4f. BL 939=Rey MP 1250=irey 
4g. BL 939=cnnpljendo HU 97=cu«pliendo MP 1250=cunplieiKlo BN 7817=cimpIiendo 
4h. BL 939=fechos HU 97=fechos BN 7817=fechos 
4i. BL 939=mjsmos le HU 97=qHellos mjsmos MP 1250=quellos BN 7817=queUos 

Roboan; Reboboam, King Solomon's only son and heir to his throne. Upon his succession, Rehoboam 
ignored his counselors and chose to maintain, if not increase the tax burden that his father had levied 
against his people, thus leading the tribes of Israel to separate themselves from his own House of Judea (I 
Kings 12. 
""Manrique refers to Saul, the first King of Israel, anointed by the prophet Samuel, who began the war 
with the Philistines. There are two versions to his death. In one. he commits suicide by falling on his own 
sword during a battle in which all of his sons are killed, eliminating any rivals to David's accession (1 
Samuel 31 ;4). Manrique alludes to the second version, in which an Amalekite helped him commit suicide 
(2 Samuel 1:7-10). 
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5. Estos doy de losjudjos, 
y a Nero"^ de los gentiles, 
que por consejeros viles 
hizo tantos desuarios, 
por do meresfio perder 
la sylla que le fiie dada; 
y morir y pades^er, 
sy bien lo supe leer 
muerte muy despiedada. 
[col. 2] 
6. Pues venga Sardanapolo, 
prinfipe efeminado, 
y diga el desuenturado 
que su dicho basta solo 
pues que su desauentura, 
por consejos feminjies, 
le dio vida tan escura 
y la fin y sepultura 
la mucho mas delas viles. 

5a. BL 939=EsteRey HU 97=do... Judios 
5b. BL 939=[ ] de los gentiles MP 125(^a Nero ON 7817=a Nero 
5c. BL 939=biles 
5d. BL 939=fizo HU 97=ffizo...dessuarios BN 7817=fizo 
5e. MP I250=mere9io 
5f. BL 939=silla HU 97=sina BN 7817=silla 
5g. HU 97=pade9er MP 1250=et morir BN 7817=et morir 
5h. BL 939=si HU 97=la MP 1250=la sope BN 7817=si... la sope 
5i. BL 939=desesperada HU 97=despiadada MP l2S0=despiadada BN 7817=despiadada 
6a. BN 7817=Saidana polo 
6b. BL 939=afemjnado HU 97=afeminado MP 1250=afemjnado BN 7817=afeminado 
6c. BL 939==desauenturado MP 1250=etdyga 
6d. HU 97=ssolo 
6f. BL 939=femenjles MP 1250=femenjles BN 78I7=femeniles 
6g. BL 939=muy MP 1250=vyda muy 
6h. BL 939=sepoltura MP 1250=et...fyn...scpoltura BN 78l7=et...elsepoltura 

Roman Emperor Nero (37-68 AD) was known for his many perversions. 
Sardanapolo; Sardanapalus, a mysterious Assyrian king who was known for his perversity during his 

reign. He eventually committed suicide by setting fire to his palace. Manrique attributes effeminate, 
perhaps homosexual qualities to him for reasons unknovm. 
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7. Y con grand lamenta9ion 
presentare por tesdgo 
amjgo del rey do/i Rodrigo, 
seizor de nuestra nation; 
este mal aconsejado 
perdio todas las Espafias; 
en este rey mal fadado, 
mostro Dios por su peccado 
sus marauillas estrafias."^ 

8. Pues si vierdes que me arriedro 
de vuestra genealogia 
lea, vuestra sefioria, 
la vida del rey don Pedro 
y muerte que Dios le dio 
por ser prinfipe cruel; 
que sy co/i fierro mato, 
con el mismo padesfio, 
en la villa de Montiel."^ 

Rub. HU 97=Prueva de los Xianos MP 1250=Prueuas delos cristianos BN 7817=Prueuas delos Xianos 
7a. BL 939=Co/i grande HU 97=Com grand MP 1250=Con grande BN 7817=Con grande 
7c. BL 939=al godo Rey...Rrodrigo HU 97=al godo Rey MP 1250=al godo Rey...Rrodrigo BN 7817=al 
godo rrey 
7d. BN 7817=nas9ion 
7f. MP I25C)=perdyo 
7g. BL 939=Yaeste Rey HU 97=Rey... Qadado MP 1250=eneste Rey...hadado 
BN7817=Rey 
7h. BL 939=pecado HU 97=pecado MP 1250=pecado BN 78l7=pecado 
7i. BL 939=maraujllas HU 97=maraujllas MP I250=maraujllas 
8a. HU 97=sy MP 1250=sy BN 78l7=sy...nianriedro 
8b. BL 939=generosia HU 97=gcnalosya MP 12S0=genealosya BN 7817=genealosia 
8c. MP 1250=seflorya 
8d. BL 939=Rey HU 97=Rey MP 1250=iTey BN 78l7=Rey 
8e. MP 1250=Dyos 
8g. BL 939=siBN7817=si 
8h. BL 939=conel mesmo HU 97=injsmo MP 1250=mjsnio 
8i. BL 939=enla MP 1250=vylla 

' Rodiigo el Ultimo Godo, the tragic antihero of popular folklore contemporary to Manhque on the 
Muslim Invasion. In a common romance, Rodrigo seduced the daughter of the Count in charge of the 
Gothic outpost in Monocco. In revenge, the Count (don Julian) allowed Tariq and his army to pass through 
to Gibraltar on the way to its siege. Rodrigo is punished when he is devoured by a giant multi-headed 
serpent 
' King Pedro I of Castile (r. 1350-1369), assigned the conb'adictoiy nicknames of'̂ el Cruel" and "^el 
Justiciero." His half-brother Enrique of Trast^ara stabbed him to death at Montiel. 
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9. Por qi/^ de la tal ystoria 
podreys yr, sefior, dubdando, 
quiero me venir llegando 
a vuestra misma memoria, 
y dar vos muy mas cercano 
otro testigo modemo; 
este sera vuestro hermano 
cuyo poder soberano 

1124 paresQia ser etemo. 
[13lr] 

Compara^ion. 

10. De otro Xer9es persyano 
hera el exer9ito suyo 
enlo qual seAor, concluyo, 
no le ser ningund mu/idano, 
ygual en el senorio 
syn ni/fgunos embarafos 
mas su grand poderio 
qual sy fuera de vidrio 
es hecho todo pedafos. 

9a. BL 939=Por que por la tal est[orial"^ HU 97=por la BN 78l7=por la 
9b. BL 939=dubd[ando) HU 97=duda«do MP 1250=podeys BN 7817=dudando 
9c. BL 939=qujero...venjr llega«d[o] MP I250=qujero... venjr 
9d. MP 1250^esina 
9e BL 939=9en:a[nol HU 97=daros MP I250=et...9ercano BN 7817=et...9ercano 
9g. MP 1250=ermano 
9i. HU 97=pare9ia sser 
Rub. BL 939=Conpara9ion HU 97=Conpara9ion MP l250=Conpara9ion BN 78l7=Conpara9ion 
lOa. BL 939=peisiano HU 97=xxx'*^ BN 78l7=persiano 
10b. BL 939=€ra...exer9i9io MP I250=era BN 78l7=era 
lOd. BL 939=no«...njwgu«t MP 12SO=njngu/t BN 7817=now 
lOe. BL 939=poderio MP 1250=podeiyo BN 78l7=poderio 
lOf. BL 939=sin nj/tgunos MP 1250=syn njngunos enbara^os BN 78l7=nj«gunos enbarafos 
lOg. BL 939=grande seiiorio MP 12S0=grande sefiorio BN 7817=grande seAorio 
lOh. BL 939=si...vedrio MP 125(^edrio BN7817=vedrio 
lOi. BL 939=todo fecho MP 1250=fecho BN 78l7=fecho 

As discussed in Chapter Five, Manrique here is probably refeiring not to Femando's brother, but to 
Isabel's, Alfonso de Castilla. 
' Xerxes, King of Persia (486-65 BC). He had set out to conquer Athens, but was defeated in 480 BC 
after the Athenian leader Themistocles tricked the Persian navy to enter the nairow channel at Salamis, 
where their many boats were unable to maneuver, and therefore less effective. The batde is recorded by 
Herodotus and also by Aeschylus in his seven dramatic works. 

The edge of fol. 1 Ir of BL 939 has been torn, and as a consequence a few verses are missing. 
The text of HU 97 has been damaged i is unreadable in several places. It shall be noted with the symbol 

"xxx". 
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11. Sy sus ministros miraran 
su serui(^o solamente 
ala prin^esa exfelente 
no por tal forma tractaran; 
nt eneste prinpipado 
tal empacho se pusyera, 
por donde nefesytado, 
se hizo, senor, asado 
lo que cocho se hiziera."^® 

12. Que, seizor muy ensal^ado, 
ya da deueys aver leydo 
no quedar mal jmpunido, 
nj bien yrremunerado; 
pues la tal pena temiendo 
el gualardon procurando, 
fuyd los vifios fuyendo 
de quien aquellos syguiendo 
los syguria consejando. 

I la. BL 939=Si...mjra(ran] HU 97=Si...mjnjstros MP 1250=injnjstros mjraran BN 7817=Si 
1 lb. HU 97=seruj9ios MP 1250=sola mente 
I Ic. BL 939=e9elente 
I Id. BL 939=no/i...tratar[an] HU 97=trataran MP I250nratara« BN 78l7=tratarart 
I le. BL 939=nj/i HU 97=nj MP I250=nj BN 78l7=njn 
I If. BL 939=enpacho...pusiera HU 97=xxx MP 1250=enpacho BN 78l7=enpacho...pusiera 
I Ig. BL 939=necesitado HU 97=xxx BN 78l7=nes«^tado 
1 Ih. BL 939=f5zo HU 97=fizo...assado MP I250=fizo BN 7817=fizo 
I li. BL 93^=fiziera MP I250=fiziera BN 78l7=fiziera 
12a HU 97=xxx 
12b. HU 97=xxx BN 78l7=ya deueys auer 
12c. BL 939=no«...ynpunjtto HU 97=xxxMP 1250=ynpunjdo BN 78l7=quedar...ynpunido 
I2d. BL 939=yn Remunerado MP I250=ynrremuner^o BN7817=ynrremunerado 
I2e. BL 939=temjendo HU 97=xxx MP 1250=tenijemlo 
I2f. BL 939=tal HU 97=x»< 
I2h. BL 939=siguje/ido HU 97=sigujendo MP I250=qujen... qguje/ido BN 78l7=siguie/jdo 
I2i. BL 939=segujra HU 97=ssegujra MP I250=segujra BN 78l7=seguira 

As Paz y Melia first observed, and as discussed in Chapter Five, Manrique appears to refer to the 
password that Fernando had established with bis protectors that meant that his passage into Castile had 
been secured. 
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[col. 2] 
13. Fartos son ya presentados 
para que vos no deuays 
creer, sefior, nj creays 
a mofos apasyonados; 
mas ombres de discretion, 
de saber y lealtad, 
que con sano corafon, 
vos consejen la razon 
y templen la voluntad. 

14. Ca, sefior, donde esta guia 
y le dan ellauanguarda 
no dubdeys queia reguarda 
se perdera toda via; 
porque correal tras los vi<;ios 
y deieytes mundanales, 
no procuran sus ofi^ios 
los honrrados exerQi^ios, 
nj los bienes etemales. 

13a. HU 97=ffartos MP 1250=Hartos BN 78l7=Fartos 
13b. BL 939=no/i BN 7817=non devays 
13c. BL 939=njn HU 97=nj« BN7817=njn 
13d. BL 939=apasionados HU 97=apasionados BN 7817=apasionados 
13e. BL 939=onbres...discri9io«HU 97=onbres...discri9ion 
MP 1250=onbres...discri9ion BN7817=discri9iow 
13f. BL 939=et HU 97=y ssaber 
I3g, HU 97=ssano 
13h. BL 939=rrazon HU 97=Razon MP 1250=rrazon BN 78l7=Consejen...Razo« 
13i. BL 93^tienplen HU 97=tie»iplen MP 1250=tienplen BN 78l7=lienplen 
14a. BL 939=Que...gujadubdes que... Reguarda HU 97=Que...guya 
MP 1250=Que...gujaBN78l7=(^e 
I4b. BL 939=el auanguarda HU 97=el avanguarda MP 12S0=el avanguarda BN 7817=el auanguarda 
14c. BL 939=non MP 1250=TTeguaidaBN7817=dudeys... Reguarda 
14d. MP 1250=vya 
14e. BL 939=corre BN 7817=corre 
14h. BL 939=honrosos HU 97=onrrosos MP 125C^honrrosos exerxifios BN 7817=honrrosos 
14i. BL 939=njn HU 97=etermales MP 1250=byenes BN 7817=njn 
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15. Baste lo que fasta aqui 
he quirido detener me 
ya quiero, sefior, boluer me 
alo que vos proferi; 
oyalo con diligenfia, 
prinpipe muy poderoso, 
vuestra real exfelen^ia, 
y conserue con prudenfia 
algo sy va prouechoso. 

Inuoca^ion. 
[fol. 132v] 
[col. 1] 

16."^ Pero quien socorrera 
ala pluma temerosa 
quien discreta, quien graciosa, 
quien prudente la hara; 
que los dioses infemales 
no tienen poder ninguno; 
pues en estos casos tales 
socorran los diuinales, 
que son tres y solo vno. 

15a. BL 939=Ba.sta HU 97=fTasta...aquj MP I250=Basta...aquj BN7817=Basta 
15b. BL 939=q«CTido detener MP 1250=querido BN 7817=querido 
15c. BL 939=^luer MP 1250=qujero...l>oluenne 
15d.HU97=profferi 
15e. BL 939=Oygalo HU 97=oygalo MP 1250=oygalo BN 78l7=oy galo 
15g. BL 939=rreal HU 97=Real MP 1250=iTeal esfelen^ia BN 7817=Real 
15i. BL 939=si BN 7817=si 
Rub. MP I250=Entiendase tres person as et vn ssolo Dios. BN 7817=Jnuoca9ion 
16c. BL 939=graciosa MP I250=qujen 
16d. HU 97=ffara MP 1250=qujen...fara BN 7817=fara 
16e. BL 939=mfemales HU 97=ynfemales MP 1250=ynfemales BN 7817=ynfeniales 
16f. BL 939=no« HU 97=njngimo MP I250=tyenen...njnguno BN 7817=njnguno 
16g. BL 939=en estos casos atales MP 1250=enestos BN 7817=Casos 
16b. HU 97=djujnales MP 1250=dyujnales 
16i. BL 939=et HU 97=ssolo 

In BL 939, MP 1250 and BN 7817, there is an additional stanza. It and all other additional stanzas are 
transcribed as found in BL 939 following the transcription of this poem. 
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17. Mi consejo principal 
es, gra/id sefior, que leays 
por que sabiendo sepays 
dis^emir el bien del mal; 
que sy sabiduria 
es a todos conueniente, 
mas a la grand seiforia 
de los que an de ser la guia 
y gouemalles de gente. 

18. EI comienfo de saber 
es, poderoso seftor, 
vn temeroso temor 
de aquel Dios que os hizo ser; 
ser en Espafla nas^ido"^ 
syn otro mayor ni par, 
entre todos escogido, 
y no para ser regido 
mas solo para reynar. 

17a. BL 939=Mj MP 1250=My 
17c. HU 97=leyendo ssepais 125(^sabyendo 
17d. BL 939=dis9eraerIW 97=di9enierMP 1250=dy9emer...byew BN 7817=dis<;emer 
17e BL 939=si la HU 97=la MP 1250=la sabyduha BN 7817=si 
I7f. HU 97=comijenle MP 12SC^onujnjente BN 78I7=conuiniente 
17g. BL 939=ala grande MP 12S0=ala gran BN 7817=ala gran 
17h. BL 939=han...sergujaHU 97=han...guja MP 1250=han...gujaBN 7817=han 
18a. HU 97=del MP 1250=del BN 7817=del 
18b. HU 97=poderosso ssefior 
18c. BN 7817=themor 
18d. BL 939=Del Dios HU 97=de Dios...rizo MP 1250=Del Dyos... vos fizo BN 78I7=vos fizo 
19e. HU 97=na9ido 
18f. BL 939=sin... ['̂ j/ilCsyn) MP 1250=njn BN 7817=njn 
18h. BL 939=no/i...rTegido HU 97=Regido MP 12S0=rregido BN 7817=Regido 
18i. BL 939=rcynarHU 97=ReynarMP 1250=neynarBN7817=treynar 

Note the reference to "Espafia" and not to either Castile or Aragon. 
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19. Aeste cuyo teniente 
fiiestes, seftor, en las tierras 
de que lleuays las deferras 
syeruo le sed obediente; 
no fieys enel poder 
nj en riquezas nj en valer 
pues lo que puede deshazer, 
pnieuo lo con Lucifer 
y Nabuchdonosor.'"' 

[col. 2] 
Fee. 

20. Temed su cruda senten^ia 
amad mucho su bondad, 
creed ser en trintdad; 
vn solo Dios en esen9ia, 
por esta su Sancta Fe, 
de la qual fuestes estelo, 
consejar os osare, 
veniendo caso por que, 
que murays syn re^elo. 

19a. BL 939=thenjente VIP I250=tenjente 
19b. BL 939=fuystes...enlas HU 97=fustes 
19c. BL 939=desferTas HU 97=qi/ien...desferras BN 7817=desferras 
19d. BL 939=sienio...obidiewte HU 97=sienio...objdiente MP 1250=sierao...obidyente BN 7817=sieruo 
19e. BL 939=non fies HU 97=xxx BN 7817=non fies 
19f. BL 939=en rriquezas njn HU 97=xxx...valor MP 1250=rriquezas....valor BN 7817=en rriquezas 
njn... valor 
19g. HU 97=xxx...desfazer MP 125(^lo puede desfazer BN 7817=!o puede desfazer 
19h. BL 939=Lu9ifer HU 97=LuQiffer BN 7817=prueuolo 
19i. BL 939=Nabucodonosor HU 97=Nabuco Donossor MP 1250=Nabucodonossor BN 7817=Nabuco 
Donosor 
Rub.BN7817=Fe 
20a. BL 939=sen/cnfla 
20c. BL 939=creed, sefior. en tiinjdat MP 12S0=tFenjdad BN 7817=trenidad 
20e. BL 939=Santa Fe HU 97=Santa Ffe MP i2S0=Santa BN 7817=Fee 
20f. BL 939=por la...fustes abstelo HU 97=de la...astelo MP 1250=astelo BN 7817=astelo 
20g. HU 97==ossare MP 1250=vos BN 78l7=vos 
20h. BL 939=vinjendo HU 97=yjiijemIo casso MP 1250=venjendo 
20i. BL 939=murades sin Re^elo HU 97=murades...Re9elo MP 1250=murades sy/i rre^elo BN 
7817=niurades... ne9elo 

Nabucodonosor Nebuchadnezzar, the most powerful Babylonian king, noted particularly for ordering 
the deaths of Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego, who survived the flames into which they were cast 
(Daniel 3). 
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21. Que el morir por defensar 
conuiene, seflor, al rey 
que es defensor de la ley, 
y a los sabios disputar, 
mas guardaos de presumir, 
lo que tienen los maluados 
que no ay en el beuir 
sy no nas^er y morir 
como saluajes venados. 

22. Enesta ley saluagina 
que tienen, sefior, los tales 
hazen exfesos bestiales, 
dignos de grand dis^iplina; 
pues sy desays subir 
conlos bien auenturados"^^ 
no solamente fuir, 
mas crudamente pugnjr, 
deueys los tales peccados. 

21a. BL 939=QueL..o defensarla HU 97=QMe...defensaIla MP 1250=o defensarla BN 7817=Quel...o 
defensaria 
21b. BL 939=conujene...Rey HU 97=conjene...Rey MP 1250=convyene...iTey BN 7817=Rey 
21c. HU 97=qMes...dela MP 1250=ques...dela BN 7817=ques 
2Id. BL 939=alos...dispularla HU 97=alos...disputalla MP I250=sabyos disputaria BN 
7817=alos... disputaria 
21e. BL 939=presumjr MP 1250=presumjr BN78I7=presuinjr 
2If. MP 1250^enen 
2lg. BL 939=non...bjujr HU 97=beujrMP 1250=enel byujrBN 7817=non...biuir 
2 Ih. BL 939=si non MP 1250=na9er BN 7817=et 
21 i. HU 97=conuno saluages MP 1250=conuno 
22a. BL 939=Con HU 97=Conesta MP 1250=Conesta...saluagyna BN 78l7=Conesta 
22b. MP 1250=lyeiien 
22c. BL 939=fazen HU 97=fazen MP 1250=fazen BN 7817=fazen 
22d. BL 93^=di9ipljna HU 97=djnos...di9ipljna MP 1250=gran (fyfipljna 
22e. HU 97=sobirMP I250=subyr 
22f. MP I250=byen aventurados 
22g. BL 939=non..iuyr HU 97=non...f!uyr MP I250=fuyrBN7817=fuyr 
22h. BL 939=pugnjr HU 97=punjr MP 1250=punjrBN 7817=punjr 
22i. BL 939=pecados. HU 97=pecados MP 1250=pecauos BN 7817=pecados 

Note the use of the tenii "bienaventurados" to describe the kings who had been rewarded for canying 
out justice, and its usage, as discussed in Chapter One, when Manrique refers to Fernando in his will. 
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23. Por ello las mortandades 
vienen, sefior, en las tierras, 
por ello hambres y guerras, 
fiindi^iones de 9ibdades; 
que muchas son oy destruydas, 
y hechas inhabitables; 
algunas otras fundidas, 
y en pronto conuertidas 
en lagunas espantables. 

[fol. 132r] 
[col. 1] 

24. Los que creen aver gloria 
y carreras infemales, 
avn que hagan grandes males, 
no dignos de tal memoria, 
que los vnos por subir 
al colegio celestial 
trauajan por bien beuir, 
otros por no des^endir 
al pozo lufiferal. 

23a. BL 939=ellos HU 97=ellos... xxx MP 1250=ellos BN 7817=elIos 
23b. MP I250=vyenew 
23c. BL 939=ellos fanbres HU 97=elIos fanbres xxx MP 1250=hanbres BN 7817=fanbres 
23d. MP I250=fundy9iones 
23e. BL 939=son destniydas HU 97=son destniydas MP 125C)=son destruydas BN 78l7=son destruydas 
23f BL 939=fechas ynabitables HU 97=fechas ynabitables MP I250=fechas ynabytables BN 7817=fechas 
yn abitables 
23h. HU 97=convertidas 
24a. BL 939=auer 
24b. BL 939=y auer fuegos ynfemales HU 97=cademos ynfemales MP 1250=et cauemos ynfemales BN 
78I7=et Cauemos ynfemales 
24c. BL 939=faga« HU 97=fagan MP I250=fagan 
24d. BL 939=non HU 97=djnos BN 7817=non 
24e. BL 939=sobir HU 97=sobjr MP I250=subyr 
24f. BL 939=9elestial HU 97=9elestial MP 1250=9elestyal BN 78l7=9elestial 
24g. BL 939=trabajart...beujr HU 97=trabajar...beujr Vff 1250=trabajan...byen byujrBN 7817=biuir 
24h. BL 939=no« HU 97=de9e/idjr MP I250=('̂ o)por['̂ o] de9endyr 
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Esperanpa. 

25. Pues crea, vuestra merged, 
aver gloria con infiemo 
y que tenemos Dies etemo 
cuya senten^ ia temed 
a este deues amar, 
con muy flrme confian9a 
pues mono por vos saluar, 
mas obras deueys juntar 
con esta tal esperan^a. 

26. Que muy grand syn razon 
pare^e syn seruifios, 
los celestes benefi^ios, 
el etemo galardon; 
los jndignos esperemos 
del sefior delos seAores; 
pues que no lo meres^emos 
pero no desesperemos 
por ser mucho peccadores. 

25a. MP 1250=men;et 
25b. BL 939=ynfierao HU 97=ynfiero MP I250=ynriemo BN 7817=yiifienno 
25c. BL 939=teneys HU 97=tenes MP I250=teneys Dyos BN 7817=teneys 
25d. BL 939=sen/enoa 
25e. BL 939=deueys amarr HU 97=aeste deueys MP 1250=aeste deueys BN 7817=deueys 
25g. BL 93^=niurio HU 97=murio MP 1250=murio BN 7817=inurio 
26a. BL 939=iTazo« HU 97=sin Razon MP 1250=grande...irazon BN 78l7=Razon 
26b. BL 939=pares9e que sin senijifios HU 97=que...sCTuj9ios MP 1250=seruj9ios BN 7817=pares9e que 
26c. MP 1250=benefy?ios 
26d. HU 97=ell...guaIaFdon BN 7817=gualardon 
26e. BL 939=yndignos HU 97=yndjnos MP 1250==yndygnos BN 7817=yndignos 
26g. BL 939=iion HU 97=mere9emos MP 125(Hnere9cmos 
26i. BL 939=pecadores HU 97=pecadores MP I250=pecadores BN 7817=pecadores 
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[col. 2] 
Caridad. 

27. Con esperatifa desnuda 
dela fe y caridad, 
alcan^ar feli9idad, 
yo, sefior, hago grand dubda; 
pues aqual quier miserable 
deueys ser caritatiuo 
alos buenos amigable, 
alos malos espantable, 
con cora^on mucho biuo. 

28. Que segund dize Sant Pablo,' 
la caridad ordenada 
desbarata la mesnada, 
delos lazos del Diablo 
todas cosas sostiene, 
todas cosas comporta; 
sy flaqueza nos viene, 
esta sola nos detiene, 
esta sola nos conforta. 

Rub. BL 939=Caridat 
27b. BL 939=caridat HU 97=ffe 
27c. BL 939=fcli9idat HU 97=fFeIi9idad MP 1250=fele9idad BN 7817=fele9idad 
27d. BL 939=fago gran HU 97=fago MP 1250=duda BN 7817=fago 
27e. BL 939=qujerinjserable HU 97=injserable 
27f. HU 97=deueis...caijtatjuo MP 1250=caritatyuo 
27g. BL 939=amj gable 
27h. HU 97=alos fuertes BN 7817=fuertes 
27i. BL 93^alos peniersos esqujuo HU 97=alos peruersos esqumo MP 1250=alos peruersos esqujuo BN 
78I7=alos peruersos esquiuo 
28a. BL 939=Santo HU 97=San MP l250=San BN 7817=San 
28b. BL 93^=caridat BN 7817=hordenada 
28c. BN 78I7=des barata 
28e. BL 939=las cosas HU 97=las MP 1250=las BN 7817=Ias 
28f. HU 97=las MP 1250=las...conporta BN 78l7=las...conporta 
28g. BL 93^ si...vjene HU 97=y si MP I250=et... vyene BN 78l7=el si 
28i. BN 7817=Conforta 

Manrique cites Paul's statements in 1 Corinthians 13 on the power of love to give meaning to all 
endeavors, as well as to sustain them. 



Pnidenga. 

29. Alos negofios temporales, 
vuestra real ex^elen^ia, 
los gouierne con pruden^ia 
pues tiene tres partes tales; 
lo pasado tnemorar, 
ordenar bien lo presente, 
enio que esta por llegar, 
con reposo sin tardar, 
proueed discretameme. 

[fol. 133v] 
[col. 1] 

30. Tened en vuestros co/isejos 
ombres justos sabidores, 
dela virtud zeladores 
enlas discre^iones viejos; 
que maguer la luenga edad 
faga los ombres sesudos; 
los que son en mo^edad 
vn monton de ne9edad 
qua/ido viejos son mas rudos. 

29a. BL 939=Los HU 97=Los MP 1250=Los...tenporaIes BN7817=Los...tenporales 
29b. BL 939=Real HU 97=Real MP I250=rreal BN 7817=Real 
29c. BL 939=goujeme HU 97=goujeme MP 1250=goujeme BN 7817=gouierTne 
29d. BL 939=qMe tienen que tyene MP I250=que tyene 
29e. MP 1250=^assado 
29f. MP 1250=bjen BN 7817=hordenar 
29g. MP I250=questa 
29h. BL 939=Reposo...vagar HU 97=rreposso syn vagar MP 1250=iTeposo syn vagar 
BN 7817=Reposo...syn vagar 
29i. BL 939=T)roueerdiscreta mente MP l25(^roueer BN 7817=proueerdiscreta mente 
30b. BL 939=^nbres HU 97=onbres MP 125C^nbres...sabydores 
30c. MP I250=vjrtud 
30d. BL 939=discrifiones HU 97=disci]9iones MP I250=discri9iones 
BN 7817=discri9iones 
30e. BL 939=luefie hedat HU 97=hedad MP I250=hedad BN 7817=hedad 
30f. BL 939=onbres HU 97=onbres ssessudos MP 1250=onbres 
30g. BL 939==ino9edat HU 97=sson 
3(Mi. BL 939=ne^at 
30i. BL 93^Rudos HU 97=cuartdo MP 1250=midos BN 7817=rrxidos 
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31. Los que son en juuentud 
cuerdos, discretos, sentidos, 
mas netos y mas floridos, 
los haze la senetud; 
y las cosas que alcangaron 
por discretion o eley^ion, 
biuiendo las piadcaron 
con sus manos las tractaron, 
y con sus ojos las vieron. 

32. Mas huyd delos vejazos, 
que mo^os fUeron vi^iosos, 
couardes, ne^ios, golosos, 
amadores de terrazos; 
que bien como las bondades 
van crescendo co/ilos afios; 
asy fazen las maldades, 
los vifios y royndades, 
las mentiras y los engaflos. 

3 la. BL 939=jouewtud HU 97=joue/itud MP l2SO=jouentud BN 78l7=jouentud 
3 lb. BL 939=^iscretos, cuerdos, sesudos HU 97=discretos, cuerdos, sentidos 
MP l2S0=discretos cuerdos sentidos BN 78l7=discretos, cuerdos, sentidos 
3Ic. BL 939=nectoset ...febridos HU 97=febijdos MP 1250=nectos...febridoj 
31d. BL 939=faze HU 97=faze...ssenetud MP I250=faze...ssenetud BN 7817=faze 
3 le. BL 939=qMe las HU 97=quc las BN 7817=quelas Cosas 
3If. BL 939=discri9ion o las vieron HU 97=discri9io« o leyeron MP 1250=discri9ion o leyeron BN 
7817=discri9ion o leyeron 
31g. BL 93SNbjujendoHU97=bjujendo...platycaron 
3 Ih. BL 93^=trataron HU 97=y por 
31i. BL 939=por sus-Ja HU 97=y por MP I250=por...vycron BN78l7=por 
32a- BL 939=fuyd HU 97=fiQrd MP 1250=fuyd BN 7817=ftiyd 
32b. MP 12SO=yj9)osos 
32e. HU 97=conu»io MP I250=bycn conuno 
32f. BL 939=cre9ie«do HU 97=cre9ie«lo MP 1250=cre9iendo 
32g. BL 939=asi...viltades HU 97=vildades MP I250=viltades BN 78l7=asi... viltades 
32h. BL 939=m^/idades HU 97=rruyndades MP I250=m^ndade5 BN 7817=mqr/idades 
32i. BL 939=mentiras, los HU 97=inentiras, los MP 1250=mcntiras, los BN 78l7=mentiras, los 
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[col. 2] 
33. Porende, rey poderoso, 
vos fazed todas las cosas, 
espe^al las poderosas, 
con buen consejo y reposo; 
la cosa determinada 
con madura discrep^ion, 
sea luego esecutada; 
ca, sefior, no presta nada 
consejo syn secuQion. 

Conipara9ion. 

34. Que sin el fliego enia fragua 
el hierro no se embla/ides^e, 
ni la semiente podres^e 
con nublados syn agua; 
los fechos bien acordados 
por maduras discre^iones 
son syn dubda mas errados, 
sy no son acompafiados 
de prestas escusa^iones. 

33a. BL 939=Rey HU 97=Rey poderosso MP 1250=Rey poderosso BN 78l7=Rey 
33b. MP 1250=hazedBN7817=Cosas 
33c. HU 97=poderossas MP 1250=ponderosas BN 78I7=ponderosas 
33d. BL 939=^t Reposo HU 97=Reposso MP 1250=Treposo BN 78l7=et Reposo 
33e. BL 939=detennjnada MP 12S(^etennjnada BN 7817=Cosa 
33f. BL 939=discri9io/i HU 97=discri9ion MP I250=discri9ion BN 7817=discri9ion 
33g. HU 97=ssea...executada MP 12S0=secutada BN 7817=secutada 
33h. BL 939=non 
33i. BL 939=sm zecu^ion HU 97=corassqo...ssecu9ion BN 7817=sin 
Rub. BL 939=Conpara(;iort HU 97=Conpara9ioii MP 12SO=Coapara9ioa 
BN 7817==Conpara9ion 
34a. BL 939=fuego la HU 97=syn MP 1250=syn... la BN 7817=la 
34b. BL 939=fieiro non enblades^e HU 97=fieiTD...enblandefe 
MP I2SO=f!ern)...enbIande9eBN7817=fienononenblandes9e 
34c. BL 939=siinje«te prode^e HU 97=nj...simjente podre^e MP I250=symjente podre^e BN 
7817=nj... simiente 
34d. BL 939=cofi los...sm HU 97=con los BN 7817=con los 
34e. MP I250=hechos 
34f. BL 939=discii9ioiws HU 97=discijciones MP I250=cfyscri9iones 
BN 78I7=discri9ioiies 
34g. BL 939=dubdas HU 97=dudaMP I250=hen'ados BN 78l7=sin duda...hen:ados 
34h. BL 939=non...aconpaiiados HU 97=sson aconpaiiados MP 1250=aconpafiados 
BN 7817=a Conpaiiados 
34i. BL 939=esecu9iones HU 97=execu«;iones MP 1250=essecu9iones 
BN 7817=esecu9iones 
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Justi^ia. 

35. El 9etro deia justifia 
que vos es encomendado, 
non lo toraeys encouado"^ 
por amor nj por cobdifia; 
dexando syn pugni^ion 
los yerros y los nialefi9ios; 
asy bien syn galardon 
y justa satisfa^ion 
los trabajos y seruifios. 

[fol. I33r] 
[col. 1] 

36. Nora fall enlos querella/rtes 
en vuestra casa porteros, 
nj dexeys acaualleros 
que corra/i a los librantes; 
oyd alos afligidos 
y dad les algund consuelo; 
sy quereys que sean oydos, 
vuestros fagueros gemidos 
por el alto rey del 9ielo. 

35a. MP I250=justy9ia 
35c. BL 939=en cuydado HU 97=tofrnes en cauado MP I250=en ciiytado 
BN 7817=nonlo 
35d. HU 97=njn...codi9ia 
35e. BL 939=sin punjfion MP I25C)=pugnjfion 
35f. BL 939=et MP 1250=('̂ los) BN 7817=y nialefi9ios 
35g. BL 939=asi...sin gualardon HU 97=gualardon MP I250=gualardon 
BN 7817=assi 
35h. HU 97=satjsfa9ion 
35i. HU 97=seruj9ios MP 1250=senij9ios 
36a. BL 939=fallen los HU 97=No fallenlos MP 1250=No fallen los BN 7817=No 
36c. BL 939=dexedes HU 97=dexedes caualleros MP I250=dexedes caualleros 
BN 7817=dexedes Caualleros 
36d.HU97=alos 
36e. MP 1250=afflydidosBN78I7=aflegidos 
36f. HU 97=dadle algun BN 7817=Consuelo 
36g. HU 97=si...ssean MP 1250=queireys 
36i. BL 939=Rey HU 97=Rey MP 1250=rrey BN7817=Rey 

Encouado: placed in a cave, hidden. 
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37. Sy los que regis por el 
los pueblos mal gouemades, 
conel peso que pesades 
vos pesara Sant Miguel;'"' 
sy la balan^a tor9istes, 
alia vos la torferan; 
y no del mal que fezistes, 
mas delo que registes 
cuenta vos demandaran. 

Temperan^a. 

3 8 . E n t r e  c l e m e n 9 i a  y  r i g o r ,  
entre prodigo y auaro, 
entre raez" y caro, 
entre denuedo y temor, 
nauegad con buenos remos 
enla fusta de templan^a; 
que del que va por estremos, 
por escriptura tenemos 
que le falta bien andan^a. 

37a. BL 939=Si...Regis HU 97=Si...rregis MP 1250=rregis BN 78l7=Regis 
37b. BL 939=gouemardei 
37c. BL 939=pesardes HU 97=pesaredes MP 1250=pesardes BN 7817=pesardes 
37d, BL 939=Santo Mjguel HU 97=San Mjguel BN 7817=San 
37c. BL 939=si HU 97=si 
37g. BL 939=non 
37h. BL 939=consestistes HU 97=per metistes MP 1250=pennjtistej 
BN 7817=pcnnitistes 
Rub. BL 939=Tenpran9a BN 7817=Tenpraii9a 
38a. BL 939=Rigor HU 97=rrigorMP I250=etrrigor BN 7817=et ihgor 
38b. HU 97=avaro MP 1250=prodygo...avaro BN 7817=avaro 
38c. BL 939=muy Raez et HU 97=muy nahez MP I25(^muy rraez BN 7817=iTahez 

38d. MP I250=themorBN7817=themor 
38e. BL 939=Remos HU 97=rremos MP l250=rTeincw BN78l7=Remos 
38f. BL 939=tenpran9a HU 97=tcnpranva MP 1250=tenpran9a BN 7817=tenpran9a 
38h. HU 97=escritura MP 1250=essritura BN 78l7=escritura 
38i. BL 939=que fuye la bue« andan9a. HU 97=qMe fuye la bien andan9a MP 1250=que fuye la BN 
7817=que fuye la 

San Mguel: St Michael, the defender of Israel and the leader of God's army in the battle against 
Lucifer's revolt 

There are four additional stanzas in BL 939, MP 1250 and BN 7817. 
Raez: cheap or bland 
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[col. 2] 

39. Los ofifios voluntarios 
juegos, ca^a, monteria, 
vse vuestra seiioria; 
complidos los ne^esarics 
como por recreation, 
o por fazer exer^i^io, 
que la grand continuation 
los abtos que buenos son 
conuierten, sefior, in vi^io. 

40. Que los varones templados 
enlos vifios humanales, 
como dioses diuinales, 
meres^en ser numerados; 
que templar con aficion, 
los humanos a^identes, 
es vna grand perfecion, 
digna de veneration 
entre todos los biuientes. 

39b. HU 97=ca(;as MP 1250=ca^as BN 7817=ca^as 
39c. HU 97=vsse... seiioria 
39d. BL 939=cunpliendo...nes9esarios MP 1250=conpljdos BN 7817=conplidos 
39e. BL 939=rrecrea(;ion HU 97=commo...Recrea9ion MP 1250=conuno...rrecrea9ion BN 
7817=Recrea9ion 
39g. BL 939=grande MP 1250=gran contynuatpon 
39h. BL 939=actos HU 97=actos MP 1250=abtos BN 7817=abtos 
39i. BL 939=convierte MP 1250=convyerteBN7817=conuierte...en 
40a. BL 939=te«prados HU 97=tenprados MP 1250=tenprados BN 7817=tenprados 
40b. HU 97=vmanales BN78l7=vmanales 
40c. HU 97=conwio MP I250=coin»io...dyujnales 
40d. BL 939=honorados HU 97=onoirados MP l2S0=inere9en..honorados 
BN 7817=honorados 
40e. BL 939=tenprar...discri9io/i HU 97=tenprarMP 1250=tenprar...dis9ri9ion 
BN 78l7=tcmprar...discri9ion 
40f. BL 939=\Tnanos HU ^=vmanos MP 1250=vmanos BN 7817=vmanos 
40g. MP I250=gran perfy^ion BN 7817=perfi9ion 
40h. HU 97=djna MP l25C)=dygna 
40i. BL 939=biujentes HU 97=biujentes MP 1250=byujentes 
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41. Bien como fue Caton,' 
aquel prudente romano, 
asy bien el africano 
muy valiente Qipion;"^' 
tos quales asy ven^iendo 
y sus passyones sobrando, 
ganaron, segund entiendo, 
mas gloria que coAibatiendo, 
syn dubda nj batallando. 

[fol. I34v] 
[col. 1] 

Fortaleza. 

42. Para la fe defensar, 
de la qual soys defensor, 
y para con grand vigor, 
contra estos batallar 
vigios de naturaleza, 
y de pasyon voluntaria; 
ca vuestra real alteza 
la virtud y fortaleza 
es, grand seiior, ne^essaria. 

41a. HU 97=commo MP 125(^Byen commo 
41b. BL 939=Roinano HU 97=Roinano MP 1250=rrDmano BN 7817=Romano 
4Ic. BN 7817=assi 
41e. BN 7817=assi 
41f. BL 939=pasiones HU 97=pasiones MP 1250=pasyones 
4!g. HU 97=entje/ido MP 1250=segiurt entyendo 
4Ih. BL 939=gIorias HU 97=glorias...conbatje»ido MP 1250=glorias 
41i. BL 939=nj/i HU 97=nj/i BN 7817=njn 
Rub. HU 97=Ffortaleza 
42a. HU 97=defrensar MP I250=deffensar 
42c. BL 939=grande MP I250=gran vygor BN 78l7=gran 
42f. BL 939=pasio/i HU 97=pasion BN 7817=pasion 
42g. BL 939=Real HU 97=iTeal MP 1250=Treal BN 7817=Real 
42h. BL 939=de MP 1250=yjrtud de 
42i. BL 939=nes9esaria HU 97=ne9esaria MP 1250=gran...ne(;esaria 
BN 7817=gran...nes^esaria 

Caton; Marcus Porcixis Cato "The Elder," (234-149 BC). He was a Roman quaestor during the Punic 
Wars and ordered the destruction of Carthage. 

(^ipion; Publius Cornelius Scipio Africanus (2347-183 BC). He led the Roman armies to victory over 
the Carthaginians in Spain in 206 BC and was responsible for the destruction of Hannibal's army in 202 
BC. 
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43. Que conesta resistieron 
los justos alos peccados, 
conesta martirizados, 
muchos sanctos flieron; 
entre los quales asado 
fue Llorente enia foguera, 
Esteuan apedreado, 
y Andres, senor, aspado 
enel aspa de madera.""*" 

44. Conesta descabe^adas 
del linaje femenil 
fueron, seflor, onze mill 
donzellas muy delicadas; 
no temiendo alos sayones, 
nj sus grandes crueldades; 
mas con vnos cora^ones 
de muy constantes varones 
ven^iendo sus voluntades. 

43a. BL 939=Resistieron HU 97=trgistieron MP 1250=tresystieron BN 7817=Resistieron 
43b. BL 939=pecados HU 97=pecados MP 1250=pecados BN 78l7=pecados 
43c. HU 97=martjr]zados 
43d. BL 939=santos onbres HU 97=justos onbres MP 125(>-santos onbres 
BN 78l7=onirtes 
43f. BL 939=Loren90 HU 97=Loren9o...froguera MP 125(^Lorenvo BN 7817=Loren90 
43h. BL 939=Andres, seiior, enaspado 
43i. BL 939=madero 
44a. BL 939=Con estos desencabe9adas 
44b. HU 97=Ijnaje ffemenjl MP 1250=feinenjl 
44c. HU 97=injll BN 7817=honze 
44d. HU 97=deljcadas MP 1250=deljcadas 
44e. BL 939=non temjendo los HU 97=no temjendo los temjendo BN 7817=non 
44f. BL 939=nj>i BN 7817=njn 
44h. BN 78l7=Costantes 

Llorente, Esteuan, Andres; The Christian Martyrs, Lawrence, Steven and Andrew. As one of the many 
victims of the Roman Emperor's purges, Lawrance was burned to death on the gridiron on 10 August 258. 
Steven, a Hellenist, was the first ChrisUan martyr, stoned to death under the orders of Saul ( St. Paul) as 
described in Acts 8. Andrew was a disciple of John the Baptist and was martyred on 30 November 60 AD. 
He was crwified on an "x-shaped" cross, to which Manrique tefers with the term "aspa." 
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[col. 2] 

45. Ca no puede ser, notad, 
Rey, setlor, esto que digo, 
otro mayor enemigo 
Que la mesma voluntad; 
esta syempre nos guerrea, 
esta syempre nos debate, 
con deseos que desea, 
nunca ^esa su pelea, 
nj afloxa su combate. 

46. Pues, vos, rey y cauallero, 
muy exQelente seilor, 
sy quereys ser ven^edor, 
ven9ereys avos primero; 
que no se mayor victoria 
de todas quantas ley, 
nj digna de mayor gloria, 
para perpetua memoria, 
que ven9er el ombre asy. 

45a. BL 939=no»iHU 97=no« 
45b. HU 97=Rey, ssefior BN 78I7=rrey 
45c. BL 939=eneinjgo MP 1250=eneinjgo 
45e. BL 939=sie/ipre HU 97=sienpre MP 1250=syenpre BN 78l7=siempre 
45f. BL 939=sienpre...conbate HU 97=sienpre...conbatc MP 1250=syenpre...conbate BN 
7817=sieinpre... Conbate 
45g. HU 97=dessea 
45i. BL 939=combate HU 97=njn MP 1250=ssu debate BN 7817=njn...debate 
46a. BL 939=Rey et HU 97=Rey MP 1250=TTey BN 7817==ney 
46b. HU 97=ec<^Iente ssefior MP I250=e^elenle ssefior 
46c. BL 939=si HU 97=q«CTres BN 7817=si 
46d. BL 939=ven9eres 
46e. BL 939=non MP 1250=vytoria BN 78l7=vitoria 
46f. HU 97=cuantas 
46g. HU 97=dina MP 1250=dygna BN 7817=njn 
461. BL 939=oinwe HU 97=ell onbre MP 1250=onbre 
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47. Pues enlos fechos mu/idanos 
al que grandes tierras tiene, 
ya sabeys quanto contiene 
tener cora^on y manos, 
para ser los malos fechos, 
por su justifia punidos; 
los quexantes satisfechos, 
y fazer andar derechos 
alos que fueren tor9idos. 

[fol. 134rl 
[col. 1] 

Compara^yon. 

48. Que ['^los] reys temerosos 
no son buenos justifieros, 
por que syguen los corderos 
y fliyen delos raposos; 
la contra deueys fazer, 
prin^ipe de las EspaAas, 
sy quereys resplandefer; 
y senor, no paresfer 
ala Red delas araAas. 

47b. HU 97=tjene 
47c. BL 939=conujene HU 97=comijene MP 1250=convyene BN 7817=conuiene 
47f. BL 939=punjdos HU 97=punjdos MP 1250=punjdos 
47g. HU 97=qMexosos 
47h. MP 1250=hazer 
Rub. BL 939=Conpara9ion HU 97=Conpara9ion MP 1250=Conpara9ion 
BN 7817=Conpara^ion 
48a. BL 939=Reyes HU 97=Reyes MP l250=Reyes BN 78I7=rreyes 
48b. BL 939=non 
48c. BL 939=sigue/iHU 97=sigue/i MP 1250=sygen BN 7817=siguen...Corderos 
48d. BL 939=Raposos HU 97=rraposos MP 1250=rraposos BN 78l7=Raposos 
48e.MP 1250=hazer 
48g. BL 939=si...iTesplandes9er HU 97=queTeis rrespiamle^er 
MP 1250=ssy...rrespIaiide9erBN78l7=si...Resplandes^ 
48h. BL 93^=non HU Sn=non parefer BN 7817=pare9er 
48i. HU 97=rred MP 1250=rred 
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49. Que mata ios animales 
que son flacos y chequitos, 
asy como los mosquitos 
y destas vestiglos tales; 
mas sy pasa vn abejon 
lugo sefior es rompida; 
asy el flaco varon 
mata los que flacos son, 
y alos fliertes da la vida. 

50. Alas conquistas y justas 
no vos quiero prouocar, 
mas, seffor, para cobrar 
las cosas que flieren justas, 
vn coraQon tan estante 
es syn dubda menester, 
que de nada no se espante, 
nj conel bien se leuante 
nj conel mal dexe caer. 

49a. BL 939=lonia«...anjmales HU 97=Ca toman...anjmales MP 1250=toma...anjraales BN 7817=toma 
49b. BL 939=chiqM/tos HU 97=chiqHrtos MP 1250=chiqMitos BN 7817=chiquitos 
49c. HU 97=coniffio MP 1250=coinOTO...inosqujtos BN 7817=assi 
49d. HU 97=destos 
49e. BL 939=si BN 7817=si 
49f. BL 939=luego...rronpida HU 97=luego ssefior...rTonpida 
MP 1250=Iuego...tronpida BN 7817=luego...Ronpida 
49g. BL 939= asi BN 78l7=asi 
49h. BL 939=matalos HU 97=sson 
49i. HU 97=alos MP I25a=dela vyda BN 78l7=alos 
50a. BL 939=conqujstas jnjustas MP I250=ynjustas BN 7817=ynjiistas 
50b. BL 939=qujero MP 1250=qujero 
50d. BL 939=vos son MP I250=^os son BN 7817=vos son 
50e. BL 939=constante MP I250=costante BN 78l7=Costante 
50f. BL 939=sin HU 97=duda 
50g. BL 939=now HU 97=ssespa«te BN 7817=sespante 
50h. BL 93^nj« HU 97=sse MP 1250=byen 
50i. BL 939=njn MP 1250=nj con mal BN 7817=caher 
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[col. 2] 
Defensyon del esfuer^o 
verdadero. 

51. Quel esfuer^o verdadero 
no consyste cometer 
las cosas y no temer 
el peligro temedero; 
mas en temer y sufrir 
el miedo con discretion 
y posponer el biuir 
menguado por adquirir 
memorable defensyon. 

52. Bien como Codro murio' 
porque ven^iese su gente, 
y aquel varon valtente 
que enia torca se lan^o;""*^ 
bie/i como murio el romano 
con tanta crueldad 
teniendo su brafo sano 
lo quemo fasta la mano 
por redemir su (ibdad. 

Rub. HU 97=Defension del esfuer^ MP 1250=Difini9ion BN 78I7=Defini9ion 
51 a. HU 97=Qiie esfuer9o 
51b. BL 939=consiente HU 97=consjste MP 1250=consysteen BN 78l7=consisleen 
51c. BL 939=non BN 78l7=non 
51e. BL 939=et HU 97=tener...sofhr MP 1250=et sofrir BN 7817=sofrir 
5If. BL 939=discri9ion HU 97=nijedo...discri9io/i MP 1250=mjedo...discri9ion 
BN 7817=discri9ion 
51g. BL 939=bjujr HU 97=beujr MP 1250=byujr 
51i. BL 939=defension HU 97=defenssion N/ff 1250=defunsyon BN 7817=defunsion 
52a. HU 97=conuwo MP 1250=Byen com/no 
52b. BL 939=bjujese 
52c. MP 1250=valyente 
52d. HU 97=sse MP 125(>=quen la 
52e. BL 939=nu9io Romano HU 97=o conuno nun9io Romano MP 1250=conuMO...nu«9io rromano 
BN 7817=o como nu9io Romano 
52f. BL 939=crueldat HU 97=qjic con MP 1250=que con 
52g. BL 939=tenjendo HU 97=tenjendo MP 1250=tenjendo 
52i. BL 939=Remediar...9ibdat HU 97=Redemjr MP I250=rredemjr BN 78I7=rTedemjr 

Codro: Codius, King of Attica (c. 1068 BC). During the Pelopponesian war, he consulted the Oracle at 
Delphi for advice and honored it by sacrificing his life to save his kingdom. 

Another reference to Marcus Curtins. 
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53. En tales cosas por 9ierto 
es glorioso morir; 
pues con menguado beuir 
el viuo se torna muerto; 
que esta vida trabajada 
no dene bienes tamaDos, 
que sy fiiese bien mirada, 
bien medida y contemplada, 
no tenga mayores danos. 

[I35vl 
[col. 1] 

54. Sefior, para defensar 
muy grand cora^ora requiere, 
y mayor esfuer^o quiere 
que no para conquistar; 
por que la defensa es 
vna afruenta ne9esaria; 
que refliyr no podres, 
de conquistar al reues, 
por que es cosa voluntaria. 

53b. MP 1250=moryr 
53c. BL 939=bjujr HU 97=beujr MP 1250=bjuir BN 78I7=biuir 
53d. BL 939=bjuo HU 97=bjiio...torma MP 1250=byuo BN 78I7=biuo 
53e. MP I250=questa 
53f. BL 939=no/i MP I250=tyene byenes 
53g. BL 939=si...injrada HU 97=rajrada MP 1250=byen mjrada 
53h. MP 1250=byen mdeyda BN 7817=contenpIada 
53i. BL 939=no« 
54a. MP I250=defenssar 
54b. BL 939=grande...Requjere HU 97=gramle...ReqM/ere MP l250=rTeqiiiere 
BN 7817=Requiere 
54d. BL 939=no«MP 1250=conqujstar 
54f. BL 939=afrenta MP 1250=afrenta BN 7817=vn afrenta nes^esaha 
54g. BL 939=Refuyr no/i podays HU 97=rrefuyrnow poders MP 1250=rTefuyr...podes BN 
7817=rrefuyr... podes 
54h. BL 939=el conqujstar el Reues HU 97=rreues MP i250=nreues BN 7817=el...Reues 
54i. BL 939=por ser cosa HU 97=por ser cosa MP 1250=porsercosaBN7817=porser 



55. Para fazer los amigos 
muy mas fuertes y mayores, 
para cobrar seruidores, 
y veneer los enemigos, 
vna liberalidad 
con buena gratia mezclada 
tenga vuestra magestad; 
fundada sobre verdad, 
nunca por nunca quebrada. 

56. Que los reyes justifieros, 
y verdaderos y francos, 
fazen llanos los barrancos, 
y los castillos roqueros; 
que justifia con franqueza, 
y con verdad esmaltada, 
nunca fue tal fortaleza, 
tal constanfia, tal firmeza, 
que no fliese sujuzgada. 

55a. BL 939=amjgos HU 97=anijgos MP I250=anijgos 
55b. BL 939=inas firmes et mas mayores HU 97=finnes MP 1250=fyrTnes et 
BN 7817=finnes et 
55c. BL 939=para doblar serujdores HU 97=dobIar ssenijdores BN 7817=doblar 
55d. BL 939=enemjgos HU 97=ven9er...enemjgos MP I250=enemjgos 
55e. BL 939=Iiberaljdat HU 97=Iiberalydad N®* 1250=lyberalydad 
56a. BL 939=Reyes HU 97=Reyes MP I250=rreyes BN 78l7=Reyes 
56d. BL 939=iToqueros HU 97=rroqweros MP l250=rTDqueros 
BN 7817=Castillos Roqueros 
56e. BL 939=Ca justiijia MP 1250=que a BN 78l7=que a 
56h. MP 1250=fyrmeza BN 7817=Costan9ia 
56i. BL 939=verse missing, edge of page torn. HU 97=sojuzgada MP 1250=sojuzgada 
BN 7817=sojudgada 
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[col. 2] Inuocafion. 

57. De nueuo quiero inuocar 
aquel socorro diuino, 
para poder el camino 
trabajoso prorrogar, 
acorra conel poder, 
el padre que puede tanto, 
el fijo conel saber, 
grafia para componer 
venga del Spirituo Sancto. 

Endere^a la fabla ala 
seflora Prin^esa 

58. Y conesta tal ayuda 
boluera la mano mia 
de toda la groseria, 
de todo punto desnuda, 
fablara con vos, seAora, 
alta reyna de Cecilia, 
en Aragon subfesora, 
pringesa gouerdora 
delos reynos de Castilla.""*^ 

Rub. BL 939=Ynuoca9io« HU 97=Ynvocacio/i MP 1250=Ynvoca^ion 
BN 7817=Jnuoca^ion 
57a. BL 939=qujero ynuocar HU 97=ynucx:ar MP 1250=ynvocar BN 7817=y«vocar 
57b. BL 939=diujno HU 97=djujno MP I250=dyujno 
57c. BL 939=camjno HU 97=cainjno MP 1250=^amjno BN 7817=Cainino 
57d. HU 97=ponrogar MP I250=prorTogar 
57g.HU97=ssaber 
57h. BL 939=conponcr MP 1250=conponerBN7817=Conponer 
57i. HU 97=Espi>7AJ MP l250=Espiritu Santo BN 78l7=E^i>7'ni 
Rub. BL 939=Enderesfa...esclares9ida seflora HU 97=muy ec^lenle sefiora reyna de Castilla dofia Ysabel 
MP 125(}=habla...muy esclare^ida BN 7817=muy esclares^ida 
58a. HU 97=con esta MP 1250=Ayuda 
58b. BL 939=mja HU 97=mja MP 1250=mja 
58c. HU 97=lagoteria MP 1250=goteria BN 7817=goteria 
58d. HU 97=muy apartada y desnuda 
58e. HU 97=a fablar BL 939=a fablar BN 7817=a fablar 
58f. BL 939=Rqma...(^e9ilja HU 97=Sc9ilia MP 1250=Reyna... Se9iU('M)a BN 7817=rreyna 
58g. BL 939=su9esora HU 97=su9essora 
5811. BL 939, HU 97, MP 1250, BN 7817=goueraadora 
58L BL 939=Reynos HU 97=Reynos MP I250=rreynos BN 7817=Regnos 

As discussed in Chapter Five, "gouemadora" indicates that Isabel had already taken the political reins 
of Castile, and therefore Enrique [V had died before st. 62 was composed. 
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59. Aquien Dios hizo hemiosa 
cuerda, discreta, sentida, 
en virtud esclare^ida, 
buena gentil y gra^iosa, 
dio vos linda proportion; 
dio vos virtud y grandeza, 
que no fallo compara^ion, 
de vuestra grande perfe^ion, 
en toda la redondeza. 

[fol. 135r] 
[col. 1] 

60. El Dios que vos adomo 
de beldad mas qi/e a njnguna, 
delos bienes de fortuna, 
tan buena parte vos dio, 
por tamaiios beneficios; 
por tal gratia gratis data, 
fazed le grandes serui^ios, 
con pazibles sacrifi^ios, 
vos le mostrad sye/ipre grata. 

59a. BL 939=fizo Dios fennosa HU 97=fizo Dios fermosa MP 1250=fizo Dyos 
BN 7817=fizo 
59b. HU 97=sentjda MP 1250=ssentyda 
59c. BL 939=esclares9ida MP 1250=esclares«;ida BN 78l7=esclares9ida 
59d. BL 939=el MP 1250=gentyl 
59e. BL 939=estrema belleza HU 97=estrema beiieza MP 1250=dyo...eslrema belleza BN 7817=estrema 
belleza 
59f. BL 939=dio vos Ijnda propo^ion HU 97=Ijnda propor^io/i MP 1250=dyo...lynda proporcion BN 
7817=iiiida proporfion 
59g. BL 939=dio vos tan grande grandeza HU 97=Ia gratia de gramleza MP 1250=dyo vos tan grande 
grandeza BN 7817=dio uos tan grande grandeza 
59h. BL 939=que en toda la Redondeza HU 97=Redo/ideza MP 1250=quen...rredondeza BN 
7817=quen... Redondeza 
59i. BL 939=non vos se conpara9io/i HU 97=sse conpara9ion MP 1250=no...conpara9ion BN 78I7=no vos 
se conparai;ion 
60a. BL 939=A1 Dios HU 97=Al...adoiTno MP 1250=Dyos BN 78I7=A1 
60b. BL 939=beldat 
60c. MP 125(^byenes 
60d. BL 939=tan Uena HU 97=llena MP 1250=llena...dyo BN 7817=IIena 
60e. MP 125CNbenefy9ios 
60f. HU 97=xxx 
60g. BL 93^seruj9ios HU 97=smij9ios MP 1250=senij9ios 
60h. BL 93^^1azibles MP 1250=saCTify9iosBN78I7=plazibIes 
60i. BL 939=sienpre HU 97=sienpre BN 7817=sienipre 
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61. No digo saciificando 
las saluajes animalias, 
nj contomar sus entrafias, 
nj fumos ydolatrando, 
nj con muchas ora^iones; 
ayunos nj disfiplinas, 
con estremas deuo^iones, 
saliendo delos colchones, 
adormir enlas espinas. 

62. No que vistades 9ili9io,"''^ 
nj fagays abstinen^ia; 
mas que vuestra ex^elen^ia, 
vse bien de aquel ofi9io 
de regir y gouemar 
vuestros reynos justamente; 
ca, seflora, este reynar 
no se da para foigar 
al verdadero regente. 

61a. BL 939=non HU 97=ssacrficamlo MP 1250=dygosacrifycando BN 7817=Non 
6 lb. BL 939=aljmaflas HU 97=aljmaflas MP I250=aljmaiias BN 7817=aUmafias 
61c. BN 7817=njn 
61d. BL 939=[blank space]...ydolatrando HU 97=€n fiimo MP 1250=en fumos 
BN 7817=en fumos 
61e.BN 7817==njn 
61f. BL 939=nj/i de^ipljnas HU 97=nj/i di^ipljnas BN 78l7=njn difiplinas 
61g.BL 939=njn 
61h. BL 939=saltando HU 97=saljendo MP 1250=salyendo 
61i. BL 939=adonnjr...espjnasHU 97=adormjrMP 1250=donnjr...espynas 
62a. BL 939=Non MP l2S0=y)stadesfeli9io BN 7817=Non...9eli9io 
62b. BL 939=njn fagades HU 97=nj»i fagades MP I250=fagades abstynen9ia 
BN 7817=njn fagades 
62c. MP 1250=porque BN 7817=es^len9ia 
62d. HU 97=vsse...ssu MP 1250byen...ofy5io 
62e. BL 939=Regir HU 97=qMes iregir MP 1250=rregyr BN 7817=Regir 
62f. BL 939=VMMtto Regno HU 97=rreynos MP 1250=neynos BN 7817=Regnos 
62g. BL 939=Reynar HU 97=iTeynar MP 1250=ReynarBN 7817=Reynar 
62h. BL 939=no« 
62i. BL 939=Rigente HU 97=irigiente MP 1250=rTegiente BN 78l7=Regiente 

(^liliqio: cilicio (Lat Cilicium), "hair shirt," a gannent made of goat hair as a symbol of penance. 
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[col. 2] 
63. A1 mayor delos mayores 
son sacnfifios plazibles, 
los sangres delos nuzibles, 
crueles y robadores, 
este le sacrificad 
con grand deliberation; 
pero, sefiora, guardad; 
no se mezcle crueldad 
conla tal execution. 

64. El rezar delos salteros 
y el dezir delas horas 
dexad alas oradores 
que estan enlos monasterios;"'*^ 
vos, sefiora, por regir, 
vuestros pueblos y regiones, 
por fazer los bien beuir, 
por los males corregir, 
posponed las ora^iones. 

63a. BL 939=E1 mayor 
63b. MP 1250=sacrify9io 
63c. BL 939=la sangredelosnoziblesHU 97=xxx...no9ibles s MP I250=las...nozibles BN 7817=nozjbles 
63d. BL 939=et Robadores MP 1250=rTobadores BN 7817=rrobadores 
63e. BL 939=enesto sacrificad HU 97=x.xx MP 12S(^esta...sacrifycad BN 78l7=esta 
63f. BL 939=grandc 
63g. BL 939=guardat MP 1250=sseiiora 
63h. BL 939=non...crueldal HU 97=no/i sse 
63i. BL 939=esecu9ion MP I2S0=esecu(ion BN 78I7=esecu9ion 
64a. BL 939=Rezar HU 97=rrezar MP 1250=irezar BN 7817=Rezar 
64b. BL 939=el dezir bien...oras HU 97=bien MP 1250=byen BN 7817=bien...oras 
64c. HU 97=oradoras BN 7817=oradoras 
64d. BL 939=monesterios HU 97=moiiesterios BN 7817=monesterios 
64e. BL 939=Regir HU 97=rregir MP 1250=rregyr BN 7817=TTCgir 
64f. BL 939=et Regiones HU 97=Regiones MP 1250=rrigiones BN 7817=et Regiones 
64g. BL 93^fazerlos...bjujr HU 97=fazelles...beujr MP 1250=byen byujr 
BN7817=bevir 
64h. MP 1250=corregyr BN 78l7=malos 

Note that Manrique's mother, sisters and daughter were nuns in the convent he had helped build on his 
father's property at Calabazanos. Queen Isabel would have been familiar with his family background, just 
as most nobles in Castile and Aragon would have known the Manrique legacy. 
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65. No digo que las dexeys, 
seflora, por reposar, 
por vestir nj por tocar, 
que mal exemplo dareys; 
las horas y sacrifivios 
nunca las deueys dexar 
por deleytes nj por vi^ios 
nj por los otros ofi^ios 
ajenos del gouemar. 

[I36vl 
[col. 1] 

66. Ca no vos demandaran 
cuenta delo que rezays, 
nj si vos dis^iplinays, 
no vos lo preguntaran; 
de justifia sy fezistes, 
despojada de pasyon, 
sy los culpados pugnistes, 
o los males consentistes, 
desto sera la question. 

65a. BL 939=No/i...dexes MP l25(^ygo 
65b BL 939=Reposar MP 1250=Treposar BN 78l7=Reposar 
65c. MP 1250=vestyrBN7817=njn 
65d. BL 939=enxeiwpIo HU 97=dareis MP 1250=enxenplo BN 7817=enxenplo 
65e. BL 939=oras et MP 1250=et sacrefy9ios BN 7817=et 
65f. HU 97=deueis MP I250=los 
65g. HU 97=deleites BN 7817=nj« 
65h. BL 939=njn MP I250=ofy9ios BN 7817=njn 
65i. BL 939=agenos BN 7817=agenos 
66a. BL 939=non BN 7817=non 
66b. BL 93^azeys HU 97=irezays MP I250=iTezays BN 7817=Rezays 
66c. BL 939=de9ipljnays HU 97=sy di^ipljnais MP 1250=sy...dy9iplynays BN 7817=nj/i 
66d. BL 939=no/i 
66e. BL 939=si HU 97=ffezistes MP I250=sy 
66f. BL 939=pasion HU 97=pasion BN 7817=pasion 
66g. BL 939=si...punjstes HU 97=punjst«s MP 1250=punjstes BN 7817=punistes 
66h. BL 939=o malos enxenplos distes HU 97=o malos enxenplos distes MP 1250=o malos enxenplos 
distes BN 7817=o malos enxenplos distes 
66i. BL 939=qujstion HU 97=qM/stion MP l250=qujstyon BN 7817=quistion 
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Comparagion. 

67. Por tanto deueys honirar 
los sa^erdotes y templos 
y dar nos buenos exemplos 
y los males euitar, 
que los reyes son padrones 
delos quales trasladamos, 
los trajes, las co/idi^iones, 
las virtudes, las pasyones, 
y sy son erradas, erramos. 

68. Bien como los deychados 
erradas enlas lauores, 
son syn dubda causadores, 
delos corruptos traslados; 
asy bien sereys, senora, 
syguiendo vi9ios senzillos, 
de doblados causadora, 
que en casa dela pastora 
todos tocan caramillos."''^ 

Rub. BL 939=Conpara9ion MP 1250=Conpara9ion BN 7817=Conpara9ion 
67a. HU 97=not transcribed 
67b. BL 939=et tenplos MP 1250=tenplos BN 78I7=tenpIos 
67c. BL 939=darvos MP 1250=enxewplos BN 7817=€menplos 
67d. BL 939=malos eujtar MP 1250=malos BN 78l7=malos evitar 
67e. BL 939=Reyes soys MP I250=Reyes soes BN 7817=Reyes soys 
67f. BL 93SMresladamos 
67g. MP l2S0=condy(;iones 
67h. BL 939=pasiones MP 1250=virtiides BN 7817=pasiones 
67i. BL 939=sm son eirados eiramos MP l250=sy...herTadosherTanios 
BN 7817=sy...herTados heiramos 
Rub. BL 939=Conpara5ion HU 97=Copara9ion MP 1250=Conpara9ion BN 7817=Conpara9ion 
68a. BL 939=dechados HU 97=QMe biew commo MP 1250=Que bjen coomio...dechados 
BN 7817=Bien...dechados 
68b. BL 939=errados HU 97=errados MP 1250=herrados 
68c. BL 939=sm HU 97=duda 
68d. BL 939=corrubtos tieslades HU 97=corrutos MP 1250=corrutos BN 78 l7=cotrutos 
68e. HU 97=seres, ssefiora MP 1250=byen BN 78l7=asi 
68f. HU 97=sigujemlo MP 1250=sygujendo BN 7817=siguiemio 
68h. MP I250=quen BN 7817==quen 
68i. BL 939=carainjllos HU 97=carainjUos 

"en casa... .caramillos.": Ostensibly an old refrain. Caramillos: flutes or reed instruments conunonly 
played by shepherds. 
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[col. 2] 
69. O Prin^esa soberana, 
mire vuestra seRoria, 
pues que Dios vos fizo ̂ ia 
dela nation castellana" ^ 
y del reyno de Aragon; 
con otra grand cantidad, 
guiad los con disre^ion, 
por la senda de razon, 
y no dela voluntad. 

Comparagon. 

70. Que maguer este camino 
es a muchos deleytoso; 
no aios tales virtuoso, 
nj aquel pueblo diuino, 
salieron sy bien mirardes 
los caminantes por el; 
que asy son las bondades, 
contra del as voluntades, 
qual lo dul9e dela fiel. 

69a. MP 1250=ssoberana 
69b. BL 939=injre HU 97=mjre...ssefloria MP 125C)=nijre 
69c. BL 939=guya HU 97=guja MP 1250=guja 
69d. HU 97=casstellana 
69e. BL 939=Reyno HU 97=Reyno MP 1250=ireyno BN 7817=Regno 
69f. MP I250=gran 
69g. BL 939=gujad...discri5ion HU 97=gujaldos...discri9ion 
MP 1250=g;ujad...dyscri9ionBN7817=discri9ion 
69h. BL 939=iTazon HU 97=Razon MP 1250^azon BN 7817=Razon 
69i. BL 939=no/i 
Rub. BL 939=Conpara9ion HU 97=Conpara9io/i MP l250=Conpara9ion BN 78l7=Conpara9ion 
70a. BL 939=camjno HU 97=maguera...camino 
70b. HU 97=deIeytosso 
70c. BL 939=non alostai HU 97=al ostal viituosso MP I250=non al ostal vjrtuosso BN 7817=non al ostal 
70d. BL 939=diujno MP 1250=nj/i...dyujno BN 7817=njn 
70c. BL 939=si...mjrastes MP 1250=mjrades BN 7817=si...inirades 
70f. BL 939=camjnawtes HU 97=camjnanles MP 1250=cainjnantes 
70g. BL 939=asi BN 7817=asi 
70h. MP 1250=veluntades 
70i. HU 97=cual...fiel 

1147 "piQg yog guia...castellana": another reference to Isabel's status as Queen of Castile. 



71. Voiuntad quiere folgan^a 
quiere vi9ios, alegrias, 
y hazer noches los dias, 
posponiendo la templan^a; 
no procura grand fama, 
menospre9ia la salud; 
la razon es vna dama, 
que grandes honores ama, 
y corre tras la virtud. 

[I36r] 
[col. I] 

72. Quiero juntar alos dos, 
prinfipes muy ex9elentes; 
pues tantos pueblos y ge/ites 
son sometidos a vos; 
pensad que teneys, sefiores, 
vn muy poderoso cargo, 
y mirad que aquestos fauores 
riquezas, vifios, honores, 
el dexo tienen amargo. 

71b. BL 939=qujere HU 97=y alegrias MP 1250=qujere vj^ons 
71c. BL 939=fazer las noches dias HU 97=fazer N/ff 1250=<azer BN 7817=fazer 
7Id. BL 93^=posponjendo HU 97=posponje/idoMP I250=posponjendo...tenpran9a 
BN 7817=tenpran9a 
71e. BL 939=tio/i... grande BN 7817=grande 
7If. BL 93^=inenos previa HU 97=ssalud 
7 Ig. BL 939=Razon HU 97=Razon MP 1250=iTazon BN 7817=Razon 
71h. HU 97=onores BN 7817=onores 
7li. MP I250=yjrtud 
72a. BL 939=QujeiD HU 97=doss MP 1250=Qujero BN 7817=Quieio 
72b. MP 12S0=es9elentes 
72c. BL 939=et 
72d. MP 1250=sometydos 
27e. HU 97=tenes ssefiores 
72f. BN 7817=ponderoso 
72g. BL 939=injrad HU 97=mjrad MP 1250=mjrad questos BN 78l7=questos 
72h. BL 939=Riq«ezas HU 97=Riq«ezas...onores Nff 1250=rriquezas, yi9ios 
BN 7817=iTiquezas...onores 
72L HU 97=tjenen MP 1250=tyenen 
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73. Por eso mientra teneys 
este fable poderio, 
aqueste consejo mjo, 
vos suplico que tomeys; 
es asaber que temays, 
prinfipes esclare^idos, 
aquel Dios por quie/i reynays, 
amando pues deseays, 
ser amados y temidos. 

74. Puesque mj saber desmaya 
y la obra se difiere; 
sy al puerto no pudiere, 
quiero salir ala playa, 
con esta fusta menguada 
delos buenos aparejos, 
para tan luenga jomada, 
pero syn dubda cargada 
de verdaderos consejos. 

73a. HU 97=mjentra tenes MP 1250=injentra 
73b. BL 939=feble HU 97=feble MP I250=feble BN 7817=feble 
73c. HU 97=conssejo BN 7817=niio 
73d. HU 97=tomes MP I250=suplyco 
73f. MP 1250=esclares^dos BN 78l7=esclares9idos 
73g. BL 939=rreynays HU 97=Reynais MP 1250=iTeynaes BN 7817=Regnays 
73h. BL 939=si deseays HU 97=desseays MP 1250=sy desaes BN 7817=amandol si deseays 
73i. BL 939=et temjdos HU 97=temjdos MP I250=tcmjdos 
74a. MP 125(^Pues que BN 7817=mi 
74b. BL 939=defiere HU 97=sse deflere MP I250=sse dyfiere 
74c. BL 939=si...no« 
74d. BL 93^=qujero saljr HU 97=ssaljr en MP I250=qujero salyr enla BN 78l7=enla 
74h. BL 939=sin HU 97=mas...duda BN 7817=duda 
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[col. 2] 
Fyn. 

75. Los quales sy no plazibles 
al menos son prouechosos; 
que los consejos sabrosos 
muchas vezes son nuzibles; 
que fartos por ser priuados 
diran, seAor de mj, 
vnos consejos dorados, 
con a^car confitados, 
y llenos de ?ecutri."'*' 

Acaba se la composy9io#i fecha Por Gomez Manrrique enderes^ada alos serenissymos 
sefiores prin^ipes delos reynos De Castilla et de Aragon y reyes de Cefilia. 

Rub. BL 939=Fm HU 97=Fin MP 1250=FFyn BN 78l7=Fin 
75a. BL 939=si no« HU 97=cuales ssy now 
75b. HU 97=sso« 
75c. HU 97=sabrossos 
75d. BL 939=nozibles MP 1250=inuzibles 
75e. BL 939=qMe muchos MP 1250=hartos 
75f. BL 939=daraw HU 97=dara«, sseflores MP 1250=daran, sefiores BN 7817=daran, sefiores 
75g. BL 939=erTados 
75h. BL 939=nonMP 1250=confytados 
75i BL 939=9ecotri HU 97=<^cotry MP I250=9icutri BN 7817=9ecutiy 

fecutii: aloe. 
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Additional Stanzas"'*^ 
[fol. I2v] 
[col. 2] 

16. Si en grado now vinjere 
ala juuenjl hedat, 
de \uestr2L serenjdat 
algo delo que dixiere; 
Res^ebid, seAor Real, 
vos mj rrey esclares^ido, 
el cora^o/i muy leal 
de donde sale lo tal, 
bien foijado et mal brunjdo. 

38. Alcalldias y judgados 
y los senblantes ofi^ios, 
non los dedes por seruj^ios 
a onbres apasionados; 
que si los corregidores 
o juezes que poneys, 
fuere/i onbres rrobadores, 
o Remjsos secutores, 
ante Dios lo pagareys. 

16a. HU 97=Y sy...no yjnjere MP 1250=Sy...yjnjere BN 7817=no viniere 
16b. HU 97=jouenjl hedad MP 1250=jouenjl hedad BN 7817=jouenil hedad 
16c. HU 97=seneridad MP 1250=serenjdad BN 7817=serenidad 
16d. MP 1250=dixere BN 78l7=dixere 
16e. HU 97=iT«^bid MP 125(>=rreal BN 7817=Real 
I6f. HU 97=esclare9ido MP 1250=Rey esclare9ido BN 7817=ini Rey 
16i. HU 97=bronjdo MP 1250=byen BN 7817=brunido 
38a. HU 97=Alcaldias...juzgadosMP l250=Alcaldyas...juzgados BN 7817=Alcaldias 
38c. HU 97=seruj9ios BN 7817=serui9ios 
38d. HU 97=aonb^ MP 12S0=apasyonados 
38e. HU 97=sy 
38f. HU 97=ponneys BN 7817=pomeys 
38g. BN 78I7=ombresRobadores 
38h. HU 97=iTemjsos ssecutotes MP 125(^=rremjsos ssecutores 
38i. MP 1250=Dyos 

The base text for the additional stanzas in BL 939 
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[13r] 
[col. 2] 

39. Las penas et los tormefitos, 
deueys dar sienpre menores 
los gualardones mayores 
que son los meres^imjernos; 
vsares enlo primero, 
dela virtud de cleme/iga, 
y, sefior, en lo postrero, 
segujres el verdadero 
acto de magnjfifen^ia. 

40. Que rramo de cnieldat 
es justifia Rigurosa, 
el perdonar toda cosa, 
non se llama piedat, 
dar grandes dones sin tiemo, 
es cosa muy rreprouada; 
mas mucho menos consie/ito, 
que seades auariento, 
que peor es non dar nada. 

39a. HU 97=y MP 1250=y BN 7817=y 
39b. HU 97=deueis MP 1250=sye«pre BN 7817=siempre 
39c. BN 7817=galardones 
39d. HU 97=mere9iinjentos MP 1250=merevimjentos 
39e. BN 7817=vsareys 
39f. MP 1250=yjrtud 
39g. HU 97=ssefior 
39h. MP I250=segujreys BN 7817=seguireys 
39i. MP I2SO=abto...tnanjfl9enfiaBN7817=ab(o...niagnifi9en<;ia 
40a. HU 97=crueldad MP 12S0=^nieIdad BN 7817=cnieldad 
40b. MP 1250=iregiirossa BN 7817=ReguiDsa 
40d. HU 97=piedad MP 1250=no...piedad BN7817=piadad 
40e. MP 1250=synBN7817=syn 
40f. BN 7817=Reprouada 
40g. MP 1250=consye/rto 
40i. MP 1250=no BN 78l7=no 
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[fol. 15r] 
Can^ion 

1. Sy no me venge pasion 
nunca vi tanta beldad, 
n]n tamafia descri9ion 
en tan jouenil hedad. 

2. La fauorable fortuna 
vos fizo muy generosa, 
entre las beilas fermosa, 
et delas mejores vna; 
y dio vos en perfifion 
estrema graciosidad, 
et perfecta discri^ion 
en la jouenil hedad. 

[fol. I6v] 
3. No vos loo por amores, 
que la ley no lo consiente"^ 
mas por que wuestros valores 
son yn mensos ^ierta me/ite; 
tanto quedan ocasion, 
fablando con vos verdad, 
a non poder la Razon 
contrastar la voluntad. 

Poem found only in MN 7817 (fols. 15r-16v) and MP 1250 (pp. 41-2). 

la:MP 1250=Si 
Ic: MP I230=discrifion 
Id: MP 1250=jouenjl 
2f: MP I2SO=gra9iosidad 
2g; MP 12S0=perfeta discri9ion 
2h: MP 1250=jouenjl 
3d: MP 1250=^nmensos 
3e; MP 1250=que dan 
3g: MP 1250=rTazon 

It is curious that Manhque qualifies his admiration of the beauty that he praises in these verses. He 
refers to the "ley" or rules assigned to courtly love poetry. The beautiful woman was most likely to have 
been too young for him to profess his love for her. since he marvels that she is so discrete at such a youthful 
age. Vidal also posits that he could have dedicated this verse to Juana de Mendoza when she was young, 
since it was also against customs to write love poetry for one's wife ("Obra literaria," p. 574 n. 5). This is 
further substantiated by its similarity in theme to the following estrena Gomez presented to Juana, in which 
he tells her he loves her so that be will never seek another. Cf. Paz y Melia, ed., Cancionero, vol. 1 p. 57. 
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[fol. 16r] 
{Rub.}De Gomez Mannique 
Estrenas a dotia Juana de Merado^a su muger"^* 

I. Amada tanto de mi 
et mas que mi salua^ion 
mas por la virtud de ti 
que per ninguna pasion 
la mejor delas mas bue/ias 
Resfibe estasestrenas 
que te da 
quien nunca jamas qi/erra 
tanto ya 
njnguna de las ajenas. 

MP 1250, pp. 43-4. 

lb; MP 1250=mj 
Id: MP 1250=njnguna 
If: MP I250=rre?ibe 
Ih; MP 1250=qujen 
Ij: MP I250=njnguna 

'' ^ Note that Gomez refers to his wife as "la mqor de las mas buenas," which echoes the verses "entre las 
bellas fennosa, | et delas mqores vna" in the previously transcribed work. In both BN 7817 and MP I2S0, 
these woiics are separated only by a brief poetic exchange between Diego de Benavides and Gomez, which 
is suggestive that the compiler had also recognized a relation^p between them. The next work, which 
immediately follows in BN 7817 also may have been written for the benefit of his wife. 
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[fol. I7v] 

Can^ton."" 

1. Vos sereys dama sentida 
et la mas bella que vi 
avnque no querays querida 
de muchos et mas de mi. 

2. En wuesno sera poder 
nunca ser enamorada 
mas no ser o ser amada 
es en ajeno querer 
vuesna. beldad escogida 
causa que seays assi 
no queriendo bien qt/erida 
de muchos et mas de mi. 

MP 1250, p. 40. 

Id: MP 1250=mj 
2d: MP 1250=ageno 
2f: MP 1250=asi 
2h: MP 1250=munchos et mas de mj 

In BN 7817, this work appears just after Amada tanto de mi," and just before the next work is a brief 
poem to his sister, Juana, the Countess of Castro. The work that follows is the Consolaioria para Juana de 
Mendoza. 
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[fol. 124v] 
Pregunta de Gomez Manrriqi/e a 
Pedro de Mendo^a."'^ 

1. La ynmensa turbafion 
deste Reyno Castellano"^ 
faze pesada mi mano 
y torpe me descriqon, 
que las eras y Candelas 
que le gastauan leyendo 
agora gasto poniendo 
rondas, escuchasy velas."'' 

2. El tiempo bien despendido 
en las liberates artes 
en cauas y baluartes"^ 
es agora con uertido 
por tanto si fallesfiere 
la muy gentil eloquen^ia 
culpareys la diferen9ia 
del tiempo que lo requiere. 

[fol. 124 r] 
3. Dei qual vn poco furtado 
avnque no syn grande afan 
a vos, senor d' Almafan, 
pregunto mal consonando 
qual vos es menos moiesta 
yuestTdL secreta prision"^' 
o la vulgar deten9ion 
que vos es por Rey puesta."'* 

4. Maguer son en calidad 
algunt tanto discrepantes 

This poem exists only in BN 7817, ff. I24v-I25r. For biographical information on Pedro de Mendoza, 
Lord of Almazm, cf. Chapter Four. 

As I suggest in Chapter Four, Manrique probably alludes to the wars that had broken out during the 
1460s. when Enrique IV had lost most of his popular support 

Escucha: '*Centinela que se adelanta de noche a las inmediaciones de los puntos enemigos para 
observar de cerca sus movimientos," (Martin Alonso. Diccionario medieval espanol. 2 vols. Salamanca: 
Universidad Pontificia, 1986); (reconnaissance or listening post). 

Caua: "H<qro o zanja aTtificial."(Martm Alonso. Diccionario)-, (trench). 
Manrique alludes to Mendoza's "secret lust" that serves as the essential motivating factor for courtly 

love poetry. 
I discuss the possible causes for Mendoza's imprisonment in Chapter Four. 
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ambas a dos son priuantes 
de la franca libertad 
lo qual visto cuydaria 
a mi pares9er grosero 
en el solo carfelero 
consistir la mejoria. 

Fin. 

5. Respondedtne toda via, 
generoso Cauallero, 
que vos faga plazentero 
la dardana polifia.''^ 

[fol. 125] 
Respuesta de Pedro de Mendo9a a Gomez Manrrique 

1. Pues vos sobra la RazoA} 
mi sei!or y mas que ermano 
a este tiempo ynumano 
bended lo con perfi^ion 
vsares de sus Cautelas 
que segund que vo veyendo 
a quien el falla durmiendo 
fierelo con las espuelas. 

2. Preguntays vos seten^ia/ido 
en las penas que me dan 
non penan njn penaran 
mis sentidos mas amando 
seguire la vida honesta 
esto aved por conclusion 
que pregunta nj can^ion 
non me plaze nj Respuesta. 

3. Todo el mundo es aflegido 
y leuantan estandartes 
pues contesfe en todas partes 
aved lo por buen partido 
muera muera qf//en muriere, 
perdone la grand pruden^ia 
troquemos oy la fien^ia 

dardano, -na: "troyano" (Alonso, Diccionario)', (trojan). 
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por Rofin que bien Cornere. 

[fol. 125r] 
4. He dexado en la verdad 
et llamar como de antes 
por que non por Consonantes"^ 
Responde mi voluntad 
queriendo Como qiierria 
estar en cartel d' azero 
vn afSo, seAor, mas qi/iero 
que amando penar vn dia. 

Fin. 

5. Sy mi pluma desuaria 
fazelo, senor, que muero 
por fallarme yo estrangero 
desperan9a que tenia. 

Note that, as Mendoza states, he breaks with the tradition of following the same rhyme pattern that 
Mamique had initiated in his pregunta. 
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[fol. 13 Ir] 
Vnas estrenas de Gomez Manrrique al setior Arcob/^po de 
Toledo."'" 

1. Espejo de los perlados, 
la flor de los caualleros, 
pilar de los verdaderos, 
capitan de los osados, 
sabe Dios que si touiera 
esos tesoras de Mida"" 
de que mi estol cares^e, 
por estrenas vos los diera 
pues cuydo que 'nesta vida 
otro bien no vos fallesfe. 

[fol. 132v] 
2. Avn que vuestn setioria 
a quien dexe Dios viuir, 
puede sin duda dezir 
lo que Fabrifio dezia"®^ 
quando vn enbaxador 
le presentaua tesoro 
pensandole corronper, 
que mas era ser seAor 
de los sefiores del oro 

1164 que tesoros poseer. 

This poem is found only in BN 7817, (ff. I31r-132r). Its omission from MP 1250 is curious, and may 
be due to Carrillo's fall from favor with the King and Queen, as well as with Pimentel and G6mez 
Manrique himself. The poem must have been written while the archbishop and our poet were on friendly 
terms with each other. Perhaps Gomez (or his scribe) chose not to include this poem in the cancionero that 
he sent to the Count of Benavente because of his changed opinion of Cairillo. The archbishop died in 1482 
and therefore may have even expired before Gomez began MP 1250. 

Mida: King Midas of Phiygia, who according to Greek mythology had obtained the ability to turn 
objects (and, to his regret, people) into gold with his touch. His legend serves as an example of the pitfalls 
ofgreed. 
" Fabrifio: Caius Fabricius Luscinus (d. 250 BC). Fabricius was a Roman Consul and General known for 
his scrupulous behavior. Our poet refers to Fabricius's refusal to accept bribes from Pyrrhus, and, in 
Horace's opinion, thereby sav^ Rome from conquest (Horace, Odes 1.12). Vidal suggests that our poet 
had read of Fabricius in Alfonso de Cartagena's translation of Cicero's De senetute ("Obra literaria," p. 940 
n. 5). He also could have read of the episode in other books that he owned, such as the First Decade of 
Titus Livy, or perhaps the text described as "un libro viejo de los hechos de Roma" (Paz y Melia, ed., 
Cancionero, vol. 2 p. 333). 

As discussed in Part Three, this entire stanza is ironic in retrospective, since Carrillo had welcomed 
Alarcon, the mysterious "alchemist" into his home, and had begun to conduct his own e.xperiments. Also, 
as presented in Chapter Five, the archbishop had been upset at not receiving ample remuneration for his 
military support 
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3. AI proposito tomando, 
o vos, nasfido syn par, 
pues no tengo q' vos dar 
Res^ebid en aguilando 
la sincera voluntad 
con que biuir et morir 
protesto syruiendo a vos, 
pues que mayor cantidad 
para poderos seruir 
yo now la tengo, par Dios."®' 

4. Esta tomad por estrenas 
rrogando al Dios poderoso 
que vos de con mas Reposo, 
alegres pascuas y buenas, 
buenas con mucha salud 
y que non vos falte nada 
de las tenporalidades 
de uos mas la senetud 
de honrras tan adomada 
como las otras hedades. 

Fin. 

5. Y despues de largos dias, 
en grand Reposo gastades, 
esos cargos descargados, 
que dexan las mancebias, 
este Dios que vos crio 
la natural fin vos de,"" 
dina de tan grande Renonbre"^^ 
como en su gloria la dio 
al ar9ob/5po que fue 
llamado por vuestro no/ibre. 

St. 3 reveals that Manrique is in the service of the archbishop while he writes the king. We can 
ascertain that the estrena was composed between 14S8 and 1474, and more likely in the earlier years, 
before Carrillo had begun to show his greedy nature to his followers, 

Carrillo died in 1482 on his estate at 1482. 
Note that verse Sg consists of nine syllables. Vidal asserts convincingly that the scribe broke the meter 

by incorrectly adding an "e" on "grand" CObra literaria," p. 941 n. 6). 
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